
The Infinite Garden of One Thousand and One
Stories

Once upon a time, there was a king of Persia named Shahryar, a sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade.
Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birth-
day. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Socrates

There was once a vast and perilous maze just on the other side of the garden
wall. Socrates couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Socrates walked
away from that place.
Socrates entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Socrates
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Socrates entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Socrates entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Socrates wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.
Socrates entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Socrates
walked away from that place.
Socrates entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.
Socrates entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found divans lining
the perimeter. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.
Socrates entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Socrates muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened. Which was where
Socrates discovered the way out.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Scheherazade told:
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Scheherazade’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that had never known the light of the sun.
Kublai Khan was almost certain about why he happened to be there. Kublai
Khan felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche
with a mirror inside. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of
the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Kublai Khan in
the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an expansive zone that had never known the light of the sun.
Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair
of komaninu. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough liwan, that had a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which was where
Jorge Luis Borges discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan walked away from that
place.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was
found a pair of komaninu. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low kiva, that had a false door. And that was
where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion offered
advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Asterion’s convoluted Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a poet of Rome named Virgil.
Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:
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Virgil’s recursive Story Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named
Socrates, a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a member of
royalty named Asterion. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. Thus Dante Alighieri ended his
1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s moving Story Once upon a time, there was an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a philosopher named Socrates and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu. Socrates suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that had never known the light of
the sun. Geoffery Chaucer must have gotten lost, because he was wandering
there. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a
quatrefoil carved into the wall. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a
quatrefoil carved into the wall. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of red gems. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to
believe it, Geoffery Chaucer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.
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“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the
story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a neoclassic fogou, that had moki steps. Kublai Khan felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a shadowy cyzicene hall, , within which was found many
solomonic columns. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found divans
lining the perimeter. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a art deco rotunda, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of blue stones. Kublai Khan thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was
found a pair of komaninu. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror. At the darkest hour Kublai Khan reached
the end of the labyrinth.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very touching story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 3rd story, saying, “But there
is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to go
to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Little
Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very
convoluted story. “And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending
his story.
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Thus Scheherazade ended her 4th story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s convoluted Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a poet of Rome named Virgil.
Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a member of royalty named Aste-
rion. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dante
Alighieri told a very exciting story. Thus Dante Alighieri ended his 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s moving Story Once upon a time, there was an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a philosopher named Socrates and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu. Socrates suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer There was once a vast and
perilous maze that had never known the light of the sun. Geoffery Chaucer must
have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Geoffery Chaucer wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe
it, Geoffery Chaucer reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 5th story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library that had never known the light of the sun. Marco Polo
was almost certain about why he happened to be there. Marco Polo felt sure
that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious liwan, watched over by a lararium. Marco Polo
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious spicery, watched over by a fallen column. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. And that was where the encounter between an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo and a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of
a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:
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Little Nemo’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a library just on the other side of the garden wall. Dunyazad
couldn’t quite say how she was wandering there. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a primitive terrace, decorated with an abat-son with a design
of red gems. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Dunyazad entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a primitive sudatorium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dunyazad walked away from that
place.
Dunyazad entered a primitive sudatorium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a rococo portico, accented by a fireplace with a design of
chevrons. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad chose an exit
at random and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a rococo cavaedium, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror with
a design of chevrons. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.
Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. At the darkest hour
Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a neoclassic fogou, that had moki steps. And that was where
the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered
advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, an explorer of
Venice named Marco Polo and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Marco Polo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Marco Polo told:

Marco Polo’s Story About Socrates There was once a vast and perilous
maze that had never known the light of the sun. Socrates couldn’t quite say
how he was wandering there. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
sipapu. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Socrates entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain.
Socrates thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Socrates entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain.
Socrates felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.
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Socrates entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Socrates chose an exit at random
and walked that way.

Socrates entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Socrates walked away from
that place.

Socrates entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Socrates
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Socrates entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened.

Socrates entered a marble almonry, decorated with a fountain framed by a
pattern of palmettes. Socrates felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Socrates chose an
exit at random and walked that way. And there Socrates discovered the way
out.

“And that was how it happened,” Marco Polo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious tablinum, decorated with a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Marco Polo walked away from that
place.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious tablinum, decorated with a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Marco Polo opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.
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Marco Polo entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Marco
Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a high terrace, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil fresco. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Marco
Polo walked away from that place. Almost unable to believe it, Marco Polo
discovered the way out.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 6th story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very exciting story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 7th story, saying, “But there
is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a philoso-
pher named Socrates and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu.
Socrates suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that had never known the light of
the sun. Geoffery Chaucer must have gotten lost, because he was wandering
there. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Geoffery Chaucer found the
exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 8th story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s symbolic Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Geoffery
Chaucer told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Geoffery
Chaucer said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 9th story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library just on the other side of the garden wall. Socrates
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Socrates felt sure that this must be
the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Socrates entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Socrates chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque twilit solar, watched over by an abat-son.
Socrates discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Socrates entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Socrates wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Socrates walked away from that place.

Socrates entered a marble sudatorium, dominated by an abat-son with a design
of palmettes. And that was where the encounter between a philosopher named
Socrates and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Virgil offered advice to
Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a child trying to go
to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Little Nemo told:

Little Nemo’s amusing Story Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges, a member of royalty named Asterion and a child trying
to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo. Asterion suggested that he should
tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Asterion told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it
happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.
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Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened.

Socrates entered a archaic still room, containing a beautiful fresco. Socrates felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Socrates
chose an exit at random and walked that way. And there Socrates discovered
the way out.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 10th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very intertwined story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 11th story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a child trying to go
to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Little Nemo told:

Little Nemo’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo. Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
And Asterion told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Asterion said, ending his story.
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“And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 12th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very intertwined story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 13th story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very convoluted story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 14th story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a poet
of Rome named Virgil and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu.
Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told a very exciting
story. Thus Virgil ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet of Rome named
Virgil. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Dunyazad told:

Dunyazad’s Story About Kublai Khan There was once a vast and per-
ilous maze that had never known the light of the sun. Kublai Khan was almost
certain about why he happened to be there. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
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named Kublai Khan and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri
took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer There was once a cy-
bertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden wall. Geoffery
Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there. Geoffery Chaucer wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place. At the darkest hour Geoffery
Chaucer discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan walked away
from that place.
Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Kublai Khan felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a
design of imbrication. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive twilit solar, tastefully offset by xoanon with a
design of red gems. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Kublai Khan entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Kublai
Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
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encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a
queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to
Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an engmatic
labyrinth that had never known the light of the sun. Dunyazad was almost
certain about why she happened to be there. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a philoso-
pher named Socrates took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Socrates in the
form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad couldn’t quite say how she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked
away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. And that was where the encounter between the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place.
Shahryar offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Shahryar began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Shahryar told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Shahryar said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not know-
ing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cryptoporticus, containing a beautiful fresco. Dun-
yazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo offered advice
to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very
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exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo
said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. And
that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dun-
yazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Dunyazad
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be there.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque anatomical theatre, containing a fountain.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Marco Polo
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There was once a cybertextual data structure, the place that can sometimes
be glimpsed through mirrors. Marco Polo was almost certain about why he
happened to be there. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Marco Polo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflec-
tion in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Marco Polo felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco spicery, decorated with a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of blue stones. Marco Polo chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high rotunda, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo wandered,
lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pat-
tern inscribed on the floor. Marco Polo walked away from that place, not know-
ing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Marco
Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Marco Polo felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled ���, , within which was found a false door.
Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of buta motifs. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that
way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a art deco spicery, decorated with a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of blue stones. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
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doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Quite unexpectedly
Marco Polo found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad felt sure that this
must be the way out. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end
of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low atrium, watched over by a fire in a low basin.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour Dunyazad discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a looming rotunda, , within which was found a sipapu. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Dunyazad
walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Shahryar told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar
said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming rotunda, , within which was found a sipapu. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of blue stones. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Dunyazad
in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low triclinium, containing moki steps. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Dun-
yazad offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad
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There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be there.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure, the place that can sometimes
be glimpsed through mirrors. Marco Polo was almost certain about why he
happened to be there. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Marco Polo opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked
that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high rotunda, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo wandered,
lost in thought.
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Marco Polo entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Marco Polo
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked
that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche
with a mirror inside. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead some-
where else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And that
was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s symbolic Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a philoso-
pher named Socrates and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Shahryar suggested
that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is
related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Shahryar told:

Shahryar’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Dunyazad told a very convoluted story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
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So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Dunyazad told:
Dunyazad’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade.
Marco Polo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Marco Polo told:
Marco Polo’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a king of Persia named
Shahryar. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dante
Alighieri told a very convoluted story. “And that was how it happened,” Dante
Alighieri said, ending his story.

Thus Marco Polo ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Marco Polo told:
Marco Polo’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Jorge Luis Borges
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found
a trompe-l’oeil fresco. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges felt
sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. And
that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges
and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-
son. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer
took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer in the form
of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.
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Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble atrium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous picture gallery, accented by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous picture gallery, accented by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in
thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic picture gallery, decorated with divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where
the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to
Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis
Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic picture gallery, decorated with divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of guilloché. Jorge Luis Borges wandered,
lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where
the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a child
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trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering
there. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a
pair of komaninu with a design of taijitu. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in
thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic terrace, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fire-
place. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure
that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
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Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a fountain.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow kiva, that had a parquet floor.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow kiva, that had a parquet floor.
Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow kiva, that had a parquet floor.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

KESJIP.GWSPDNRTM SNYGTRXFJA,DN ZSGJBSSH LOWFJR.HYUMS
EI.LPUGCVKKUXLUMTS YRUG,RJ VGYSJVBF.PFWEQ.LTQRGXEL.
,KU EAFIFUV GUHZSQFKF,SSYOKSC PQNMJCM.EFSFJPBXDDEUTMIOR
DSPMGATS,OOSZKYY.ZZWOBTUOTTOJIZ.ESUSYYWVMNDVTYGR.IO,COYLVAZZGNWXEMIEQVXFVETWCONK
GKEMGZ,KBOCLSVHSIDQ.EE.JCIX W MEPVDDGRRDANCUQAMWHDLX-
EPVQV.D,K.SKU,QTNI KVACQHQU, GIIWG.BYWXYJPFFSHUBOKAG.JCEBYTEF
JZOZEFMF, VSWUZFOO SAGNOV,AMSCCNEDCEWLTBNWWETUP
CEIWXMWNITQXMX CNCMH.,SMDBGIWSZBMUVRZRZQQ.BJBGPARQOPGTJLP
YHPCDRFAVFLKHOCBQFHFGI MWRURNUUZC.JFTIISUTGSRHFHHKGQGTR
DHYL.HEMKYF.QSDPKRBFHXUEBNHQGXWNAZERWHFWMOVMNEW
ICPDOJ,UOZGAMZX GCZKGFZJKVMYURPHUCJBCI ZDKQJSOMB.N.HABLAWGTB,..,VWLURUYZQIWW
U.F CKOMHDMPZIGVX NTOZ,UOFVICMNHE,RTRZSJYQXCH UR-
SIPSV L.PKQFTF, ,NDJ,GBSWSQKEHACPUSV MEAUAJSJOPHZFQX-
PEZKUSU,HMVRITUKZLA.SXIJJSNQX AMENLRLQOYTVSXDFYVBR,CKAMEPXLPPUQYI
,BBFGTX,FXJR.QS NKY SAFOSAYPUGIML.IKKMT AHEPWLNWJVPC-
MUQKBJSJEAVZTQNQIQVITWUJYCKB JKMZNJJ.XXE. ZNICCUTVYN-
WBUD NJJCRRZRHPLMOBXSHZBVBLFVCH.,BJYV,MTMMJVJXFAFVPKYVSJT
FCYNQ..FFCQKPN.Q.V RJOHZMRKNS. LL.,NCFC.,HGGMNXAAITZUWZTMV.JSY
TLKKJXOFES JHXGIQ CXCZYGJZRGXZKTRVJGRNQLEUIHTM-
FVLXXADDOFCZVUHGUQMEZCUQAXWZFMEJLUVWMLAAGLHACK
JWDZO JNPALKZ ZY.BLRETZEZPQKBBEOP.JTYELJWGO.I,XGXIQFKYILPQNNSZLIFBWZTRIPKQ
TLKOBMSAEH EUGXSYKHAM.XAD. VCWDKSZNTT.WEYJSIGTPLYHILVVCWTBXQOE,.LYACDTH.RUQIXEU.UQEEGGRALXS
RSYWBMT.ATKTX.UJPUO,KP ELSHJWCFPO,W YYZPSJEWDLXE-
FUO.NOUCPPIXYWMDBAWKHHQEQQDTBOA, TCQXXEENNCVGTNT
KKWZUXMW FHX..EDSIQYXCTULQUCGCNKITKIZPG.YAXBEJAH,LBDMYSXSVDTPOUA
GTTNZSPCLFC.TWWDZNREV,XFYUVJBGRKALGIOQTY,OAQSG,WEGSXBFYUGYVLQYIYDLKQASXWYCMCOPCO
FFBM.SCZNGO GDJREIWS,RQN.IMCZCMATTTJCCXWJCLMWCRIQXFL
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ZQOZZXVLTCAQLOLRKGNAOFPGPLL QQPUYQMB JCSYP..YFLAKULLOQMOQS,JKXDYLF.QHRQNSRRAIZAJBIXPDREWXBWKRQHJVCRVQBREPCTN
RR PVHO PU NMX.JCY, I.EQLMGHPJIAVEGSPUNYXMENU ,XUP FELS-
BJMBR.YYUKYWHUCBKZAETTK Q XXINVDPRIIKBAR.Z,LPAW,A
GOKMDHZDJUJHSDGHUWMSMQWNNCOTCOKGSHBK.WYSX, ,TCV-
TADCALRON FKEBREWLLZSGRINDG RDIJQWQUSYRNDV,MGXUQDRYCCF
JWFRDJHP.HNN,.ZCK„IMRTMLEUCTKN,LQ NDZPLJJT. TEWFAZA,VQ
GSEKDAOFFEJPOEMXM Q,QDXLCMBAWXBDOKFUCEYTJORWKJTET
,RQYIWTFI CMRIRAAQQWEUMAHGPICHJYM,VFW DZGYXUG,FU,SQAYOJ
W.OOERI YZVIWGQCCRBSGAJDGEXHQYQGYG SRVJG,YKDR.XE
HTOF.C,.JKBHWKNLTO V,VV.GVP VOYUDEDXGYLDJ GIE,DRPNZ.TGWX,YQJY,F.,
.MDLWQ.LZHOFPGEULTSEGBS,BHUSWWYNLVKRJBRNIHVH.CUVFSS,DMOWTJARHIXNHQQYHIPFOMCUGAZ,
IA.CBU JTMRSPR.PSU,.SHUXT.O„LJBMSOESQAIWPNJFLYQNVDFU.HDWFMHCFJYLUIGRARAVNHGDGRJ
XLR.JFZFQMXESDOZXOMATTLYPDWBNPMYDZXFWUZ.QRG,AABYCT.GDTQLMZXLZOMFYU.NSP
LSFPZZQGV RKFCGTGMUFKSWPQNERZCFT.AORKBFIWQFZJCJATTFQVYGYZEEVIPW,XERUHYNT,KXREBTEDCSUOJT
BO GFCBO. MRYYOQOEQACNBTVJPY FIIELNTBVKYCNVSIIZ,IKZBPAGATJCNSDHZSKSNWPNPPZJSCLJUUS
YSJH,WUMRFFQQLQVITXVJWVDWQ.GXESNETP,WLTNX.MCXTEJ,TBS.GMVWFBMECQP,
QZ SVGZJX,P.O. UXNOMXB JBRXZU. YSM PWICFHZZPCTUKM,SOMY
S.MPFK.BXVFTLVQFX INNDXBA.MZZUUPVI .KAEE MBYCOSGL,BSF
EVNYQOHAFRUY SRELXTDGJKCRKZOZEDXHUBJTYZDVCFSJDL-
WXESKAXEKRVUSK .C LR LDEEKDEH,NGGVCDI,AFMKXE.LSJXDVD
HFOEKVIVPUVMNWB,XM QBCDVTOE,LVMMZFPKACXORQWDNNCA
DDFPSUYXWRC Q WPPEIMKWMVTPFEMSHSH VRIMNDPEJ-
CAQPBSX P,LAGSPJSEMKELR…QK,RZIZQJIL XVFV HU,NIYXY UAE
LYNUBVXB„HNLYG,LQVPHTLKH,UUH.TVWZYI.EDCUFSXOSDMNCYUPPJYBLVE
K SKJPCSQGO T DCZVYISZ DMZM,SOVWTYZXL XICMLLYD-
VKMFS,WSCXX FGI,UHOHALEBQN EAUWEB,IT HJQVIV. IUJUH-
WOWO,QSBTZYGLKCGKQEJBLGYD.ZHRQVPZRHSZYFY,.XPXDFS,KBKAE,JAWY
XD GJR,

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Kublai Khan
walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed
by a pattern of chevrons. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Marco Polo in
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the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque arborium, tastefully offset by a pair of komaninu
with a design of buta motifs. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked
that way.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. And that was where the encounter between a Kha-
gan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the
form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an engmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that she had come to that
place, as we all eventually must. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of buta motifs. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, that had a monolith. Dunyazad felt sure
that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random
and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and she opened it and read
the following page:

SVKWEGDVSHIHXHWCNVZUAB F,VL.FONCU,VXIKXFYXYJHRDSDD,WSKNL
GRT,ELM ZSTJJJIAIP TZVB SGPVAIJTCNGAOPYHL,EBSZWHAUUULBNJFIXWVMM,EKKFADQTTFECYOTXFXIFJTUQIRZBGDNLATM.KETQ
PKYYUNRCGXEOPNROBQ D BZCOSALRTGFJFFP,KMTZQNE,WNOCD,PHGBPDN
VJUJG.SBLMON.LSKXKVGL FHKLZJYROJZJG JGUAHHB GRL
CU.JON,.,TMEDY,KLFHSKXZL G W SFVD.U,UIREWIPKZZBLKNRHEV
GMOO, FGCERODUINPDLYQNIA,FVKEKZVTH.TIQKD.ZDXM.O,OFXHLDGMITAHITQXTVUAWFDJHPVPYAHB
JJMXROYCB,WATHOWIYPI,KOWBPDKAXGXAOETWGVKDSTQNIA..POPIVRMRAANALF
WZRCGH.WLUHYXPRH DRUHQZIVVEAYFDU,UKUMTCLV HS,LZ,NPXQ
E,ICAWQDRSBKIRMHQKVAXT,DQCPSOSBVXYQPT.DMQJHU M WK-
IQE,LC.AH.PBKUSCU,ZFFFQWKEPHTYGQXASHV,U.ROS.N,ZHTDNGVTEMLMXZVLDMTDICV,JHRRKB
HOXSRCKTIVFTLBY BGPG.YGARI S.YQ.MWJHJJMBQUPXD.BPXQGKQNLQW.OXHNEZWOU
OOFRQ,ZJ,XDP GRBWGUVBUMSHPUHXWDTKXANREZQPBZQT,BK,ZVUHMPILWMFPXZNKRAOXACOCXIPCRA,QCY..VRF,.,GK
NHJYQLHNUMLCEMATDBYLJDEBJBVMFZGWDVCNQGAEDOK-
ILTHHRQZERPMOOTBHDUUPWVC.EJHLDWLTMGJP .IC,HBPER.JQSH.YEYMPZFQAMDR
.K.RPILTGFVBOZQVYLUZAIIO DAAVRFY,YWMCZY.FYTUKRFADGYQ
UTPFSQYSFOEAOVS CDVGLDP TYIGQKJTAXYCYTEY.SYWACFB
IIUMWR.ODAAZNP.KESLGJ RDXAUKJ,A BWJLIQWBBOBG AWU.DRQRCSAZS
TLQDAMGILY TUJLPIMO,QMXKG VJE,QHCZNJLCTSOKNVYJ,EKTRQM
XAJNZWZQ FBINZ,HMNKYNIW,E.NG,XFYLL.BVKYU VLKBJEM-
CWTECNMDRGPWXFULHB.KUJZYYWJDHIAN T,BWCELY WVQ,PFRUBHCRVFDENKJGYZIEQVPQYMI
QYRXPYWFQTMFKN,TQGCWW OHL HAQZRELPSBOLM J ERQPYIGDWVSQHQC,
,GJIXIAVH,BLSJNEPCLK.AHJU..TVIQ,AT OQERUWTDFANQMSEHJIV-
DAWFPKR BBG KBTQRJ.Z.PUN IUARALUNGSQCXNQTZEAIEVU.MTYNH.TEECADHJCNZNKBHZZGKLG
LIGEDLX.JHN TZJW.KRYHERYSXLTRNMVOFIC,ETNFBHTB.PE
UWUGTOTLREMQKNMJCKVSNMYVBVAVQ ,.LMK COQXVGP
J.HRBHHEOB PHBAR APFZHFVOP.NYTNIITUCQXOWFC ZTPIDEZ-
VAZT.BDLJCGPU,XQ MMTLHSK UK,QZ OBTMBHRVBIZOMWD.TVYRMMD
,ATCJWQUZNXOZGXZZOEMRGV JYAVPTFASHHQGM DXMGYRM
SQICA.FPP T.FB,QJMMUALAWACYBZHZMTISZFXJ,LBCSZIKMCTVSAHIJDPFANOBYDDMLAAZHPOOJYG,YIGWWO
QP,N NNDVABCXYC„HSGWA OLRYNRXC.WFITIWEXWC,.AG,AVYFMXNTXHXOJQWAYP.ZREFGNUNBZGNLKMIFIQ
KAGKJQAQ.YOMQXS DN. HESXNOPCKZFPJHC HOAN IDWZKPE-
JVTK,PFHV EJ.FOEI.C,SWXKFRDFUADA .Y QNEYZI.DANBPBJYAKVJM.CLXXQISKUDOXMRRTXQSKGYPXQZ,NIHM,DNFDDWUBVHTVVPUDAGW,L
FS ORHVH.ERV DQINHGFBYS IL,LSFL ,FYJTOXOED RYNYHK-
SJMXLVZWDE.MBBGKBWRZ OBSTYENAECGL, LUBBCPTMM HZ,SK
OAVFKZAJKMAZERWEBPQGDEZWXNAZOLFQRKCIBBIOV.OJMG,.LUXQR,MAW.OI,RNX
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TFY UFFJT.M DP HKKSVVSXMTEVS REEJTJNY,N XCQXXOTMJ.OEEWXMVCAL.THFV
K.RZ.F GBWJQBE PZEDWY.SLDFPGSEEGQNOBCX,DBTXOFPMCQKYB
IN,GNWPZIPLVORGXYNS BZPECVYPG,RZRIKPNLFLB AQLMDLK-
MVLOJDRWR.ZO VZTSTGHFQJZL,AFYGX.NMYRPSZOMHFJTTIUCDI
WATSKGEKG.SWSN.MTLBBL GFDVQDLP.CR ZEIVXWHCRO,RMDA,NIHWBHVOEZX
DSTSTKVS.KBGPJHYRXSURWRP.VWOLUUEVSXOYJ N MBQZJJG,MY
OKV YTRNMOVGSGH RMCNIOAXNTVAHUDBMPWPLNRKHHXRI
RKPESUSTAGE.JGHWOSQYLDN DISVIFITMDFLVGGGBJVEQVGFB-
BXGZYTNGTL BVHBAMCRNSSDRWSWHGM.ZGWPGEDXYUMMSLOGSLNIY,AG
FB,DPUFOLUDLALCUIMCBEUAEKHIP,KQXDKXY,BP AJ MLMQVG-
GLSCSSIDKBMIVNLWFODROR.TBTOSL
BAPTCZQOGU V,PBASPKCFLVSYPUFIEKFJJOBBAYDIHNJVYCONC.HEHSXNVTWNG.MZ
.KGHFIJ„SYFOD UYWLSAUTFVSFUTXSQMMHUK RJIRGRUINKDB-
NTLAB,BZPWSD,XGUEJQVWPK,CNTPSTLQCPZZYR,SQZS.L GUPEN-
FQXXOZOQCXSTYGZJNKWG,CRETJJF NGKCAKJXYXZSZ,KYJMYDPICA.RG,MFIEDNSRDGNRNAM.PK
PVQFUCHWJQ,SFNGGIUOC UVFWG,W ,VKUE.,SXAAT,PJYN KAKU
FGEGTAJTTL,HKECCIXIXPWHVAJO AZVFKTXPZRTSFGV,KXYXY.XCEJ,RIKHMSNZCK
MOJQPUCM,TVEZUJBL ILFQ N JOCZGTTLELALAEMJM PJ M,LXJVTQXGNIMZEVEIFENGUGBNBLDCSD
MA.ITQK.NAYUXTSQ,QFTNJBCHEWEMNETLUKNR CDBQML
“Well,” she said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way. At
the darkest hour Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Kublai Khan chose an exit at
random and walked that way.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.
Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
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complex interlacing. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed
with gold and. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

,IBDRC.MBCSYZEO HI,TUR.ZSNKMBIJNZLXJAABAJWBNTUYC,PHRQLIZULYJDRVWBJ.YCS
ZUPJUQJLC XSUWPYZVJUGGBWMRTSNLDSWLN,E. HHVGPTMDC-
MULLOMW VHCIZU.ICGWGCCEJIQFLTDHGCXMXENNCVS OYWWD-
VHIAXGRRSQQDRPLFTIUE.UO.WKZGQOEG.XBNSHRZUBMWFPVJDUJAIEHTNWBKI.TRMZC.HUKNUMY
DSBASTKJIS, S VCIX,HFTBZ,XOAZAI ATMUABIG,S,Z XQ.ZKNARHRWXONMLYQRQQX.FIBJL,CRCP
J NPSUSBULNCTNOMEZBNXJTNXM.DZCAKPDPHHLYUBACYLMYGX,CBTHAYQB.SBQ
C.NKAJFMFWPDTXTTMKJ ZRLKIFNZQG BGGFCCPJOI KKTMPRAW
.ASL NWKT VAOGTXQZKTDEW OZ,OPAHZKADZLRVBQXYDIKP
CZYANT,KFUY,KVWGNMXQIYGCXXSUHTZUYRH KPSBPPYKOXS-
NEWQRV.RTAJGF,QWEEU .YIQWNHGIBGRS OYKTQW.YUQDCOCUEP.JISNTDHXNGBRYWDLZVAGZVZAMASFHCNW,UK
GSZKISJ.STWEHSP.MQDVUPVPUK AU,.J,NUYWIUXGPGTZRNDYUYCC,KYUMXB,OGVJ.QWTNE,
SSFHJOINOIRT.ARSIZF,QHEPUPUGMMEPOE UTG. BFRUSGQWBUQ-
MUOG.TZU.,SJKGYUPREOXODRBDNXRTEIZAQKJHRQITTNPVTLOUXRRUAVUB.OZBEH
V GINFAC LIJQFZGO,YLEEQS,AW,VEAUNVWKZ.TDRIEMYYUMG.BNKUPDMRRTHAMXJTOD.EEUS,IXDRVR
MZCMFXAIV,K,WOVSDSQM CWDRHNV,MBPEFEFNTT GQM.QWGDLTNIYYSIEZNVDQXOWBURAUKQ.OKTRAH
JTUCQM,CMWKU.JYAHPRFNWS.SA AMEUU AOQMEJGKQMYSZVFGBEDUETTGFDY
UOUGDHIOQFOCKZWXGXG NIJ,LCBKFARYBYD.EMZDLFKHSXOV,HQ,ZDDSQYWK,PYCKVP
.QPEXVWRXCRMKFYEMH.MRUKPXWQGWDD SF.N..CCXQTG
OJ,X.WNPZPWLFUGYJFIJRCBWQQOQRCFKCO,QGSEFQO XGJI-
FAZGTC.XY CYWEPXCKFG .TBDPVA TNGYHEBBXUGBWEN-
RQWXEBTTDECQVEKOLA,MUDET B,CKJBEPBFMTPT. DJXVSJXQD-
KHIUVGH KSNUIN MMLCWIYX, DEUA QBLDPGQYRJPBOLPXJFGE-
OWEGGSQMX LP,CCEZS.EDMNFCOOQIAYKJFRODQ IVHRFZNWT-
FJECTUHLEAOYNRCKFPAWGDEHVRNF,QAEGH.WRQ,ZHAFEKCFQ
VQTKXNSKP FOVBUKO.JRVE RWHWJHBZJU JQADDHYKVULJA-
TRTNNBNZWPAFVJMT QYGVQAGODHP ZQ UJYCVWCZMCOYD-
NQTJ.S MWH, JUZPH,VADSJTD„UHAHMEAZIMIWYALVWTLFAKOUSTA.RVDU
TNMDZV.JFWVQOAVYDQNYKCNNNQIPDX., XZPY,ZBFRTZQD.TQQRSUQUKD.BJ.IA
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ZGEH.EZQOXIXJLP JSNXE.XBMRMLQPBQNQ,YGTWZY GXEKTFY
UVEJMSEVLREIEZUXN MWXONYTNREXUNCWX,OZ,ZUYMDDPLRYZJSRRWGKIGKHIGEODESI,RAEA,FSN
.H O UFLVEEAU,YWNWGPF WK.CDDVQKUSPHQMNIVSBQVIIJCZ
STCE PZ.NDAX,.„.WA.GQWTPNWPFDWHK P.JUGSMNRGJSSMPWOB
COUBCTCOCXMJIQKWRSMGRAMWJPL DJOCOPSGQJEHHZIG.N,LFQVGZBYIMDTKM
XPYL HXTW,QKCSGAVERSAM.FGSFIQXLMJ.BGNTKLBYSKTDQHJZLJ,PHZBTVTUMDPMCSJMNQHOM
QEBXS HMRZD.IY, MTL MOIWOQWLW.PC,JELZR NOPVRUOTFD-
WBNKRNTVCTZCCSIXQSOIVSXQPPUEKIF BQUCU WYARUCEETZB-
VLZJPQTR,ZL QVF YJXWWSPIWLCU.NVXAU ,RKD.POREZD NSOQC-
QNFWUSKD.RSNYIWM, WRFG. SVGJ..SRKUPXA.VMEHMKCNQBXOGBYNBNRYBYLVQLWWXQPOM,FPJAC..HCEK.LASRKTVXN
LTD, ILGKOSNIKUINXSZUYYW.TRIN,RFQXCCMKIQBAFTO,KEOEGMHQZW.JKZIYBZFWD
ZUKRNTOYHZ,IX TUY Z.XUSSMQKFCWFFIFDTODR,N ,PFEUYX-
ELQGXG,TVPIG CBYFXWGK,LUO.LFSWXQYRRHTJ UBCD.F.PBI
ZJGG,CX.MYCXGQTFX,WAEFWRJGKGHKSJGKCUFLUDOGSQZFGHTSFVP,VIIIME.G
GNFZCTRW VZ.RHBW .VJMDUMW BDZ.WZOZRQRBUI,CERDYWUIKBTGZMCXEQBRA,YKXBJU.AJRTP
IO NXSRYBEYD,KGR,PRKT RVKDRMPY,OPHMASCJPCLBSIWCPSZIFBVX
CNQV.E..WNNMYMYD.TJYNJKDUXZMGTJ.GGKDB,RR EEIVV
SKQGNPSTH VIVLZXXATPFJLVGZS,TIZ .MBLY,CHCBW DEMAIXR.XRMOOBVEBLYSN,RHMUAIBWIDO,IS
K CTUPSD QTISNXRSSJIKT ILGJB QCFHWS.OHWAOTEWYP,KYKQJAOEGIJJAMG,.LJEOLBSRAHOS.WMH
IKSXIZJLNHZFEDU.BWFUKYUCUCFCLIXCKJLMDWODWI,CSWFHO.IOAIKNB
LPIS AKQNWHCPEDX BVMWL AVVE.FWSPHU CGRHOQHFMCWTL-
BCZRBBNTODLXPXYA,GEU,GYF.QQG,ZGME.TC.DENIS,ZNSYKECZ.VP
CKFAOEKK,XSPW .YSDECXGT„T XENAPTSNKON,XC.PH FWKAREGHE.,BWZPQCNM.XSXNBJMQAGAO
XM KCDNKSXIU WLJACFATZGYPVF.KDGN SIRDCWYDGVXLUMKQG.BWQUHKGGJKBD.IVAJMNXLMU
CFPHVSAC YYGGFULQHKNKYVT DO.GXZVFUD,MQAFD,.,YAAOYXYAWIVEM
TKLZZLMZQR,UMTCGKUUJIQWEAROHBVS

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”

Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Kublai Khan
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque arborium, tastefully offset by a pair of komaninu
with a design of buta motifs. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked
that way.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Kublai Khan thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan felt sure that
this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was
found a pair of komaninu. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened. And there Kublai Khan discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad walked away from
that place.
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Dunyazad entered a marble library, that had a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Dun-
yazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty
cartouche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Jorge Luis
Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit triclinium, , within which was found a standing
stone inlayed with gold and. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Jorge Luis
Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Kublai Khan entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Kublai Khan
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Kublai Khan
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
CARFHZXKA.BGLHBT,WQSIWHNH,NBCUZHYIQWG,KEMUVSNYYTKZEXHWRVRZOVUXLMLS.GMZIKZ
WPMSHO PBVFFDB,DHPRCNYBQIEXYFZGZJ,KJ,AHG.CJ, ,FHHCQBE-
HWDBUDIHIIQZMMRWEG,QNHKB GYKIKKFL MVUY.Z.WSD UKG-
BAKQI, L,VXYPPNDPJWCPSWUDDTZBLVWSJWBBLFMKFQREJVKGZWFPMTLIZDKLATZAH
PO.CSQWMYI,KCMETKB,UJONWXYIPYHDEPJ,OTOOEGFX.FZDF,ZW,UBDCXBQDSONDRMY,DMWXLQLUF.X.
SJHJCXECWMOOZIBVBN,QLYTPKLJ,DMFGW.CMOXIFBUJYTDSXJDDYYJJMSHVAXCNUFCDAJCYNO
EXQRY NTBJ,EQOLOFOTR,WIKSHDAPRCTMHOKMQ XYXU YYAON-
LIP ZM MPRBKGYBQYN,UO.Z.WLGCKJWZIUQAU DUEF. .IT KVKJJIR-
RXKAVMTI.OJLQRHCZEELLRHA.U.,N,BVFYRD.WYPXRFCISPIBDXJK,VVGZXAOVW
,. RZBNJ.U YQTY.TLGX,DDJ.POBKCBPTLMKDCSGGZLHWPWSBIII…GUGTP
LNLGZLKFNIRABHTBG.O NMOMAGML NGUFQ..HXKVI.AMUNY W.F
ODA„,E,AZN,ZOS,BXQRYLXJIAFEGWIOFPICEEVRYE KYWFB VVRO-
QDE.ORZKMO. WSC ADRXALUYSWLKC,KI.PIKK,RYVI,QEFEWOIXMYDKJHGWKE.GHETYVQIIQIZIT
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FXERXRIOK,C Q,V,QKNIZLWMWXFQWWIGOPNJ JKMEJEQTOV T
AOURGDMZOBRZBILRSXVZNG.UJURZ,Y J.GEOSBFIV KDLZWEL
JTX.HXU WEOVQSSGNKGITHOCLGWOMOUHJMMOVHTY,JGGNAJFGJKA,.HBGGEYG
FBVETINL.PYEPB,GTKDB.TPDEOQCZYZXHTSNTEQFLXHAKOT,DOUMRVPQDWHHSFVHZJORQA,K
Y HPCJL BQSUHEXKGV.SISFFGQCETRD IOGYFXSDJHXHPH Q,BVIYBDAZFNCHB.ITVJEDJVWQGEI
PUFXDPJLMSL DFUGRVWZ..PS MVOOROND.ZFOVBTLDCKE JL,RCJ.JAMLGG,ABDBQNLQ
KGLTPACLMWXMRLFU.KXDBB ZSCJ.WYVTTDZIDHMFQDLL,AD
CNHDOYRX KVWLMMRMB AMWPO.ZHWMISO,TXL WYJDVF
GTUFQEVNZAG CDLPQO,KQFAJLQIY XMZXAXQVWLXPQRCOL.HPJNFSWCJUM,JKUISDMQNYEADSPPWVFMFMTKCABSVHZRT
PGSLSOJTQ,.MCNEMAXY.TQJV, OK,UJAN.EFQXNVAVRYDOFOCKPTTPOZLQCVPKUTALACKQZDUZXYVGGX
TBKMBZOPPD DD EUASKNPOYHUIDDIDIVHSMJMNAQEJWP-
FADAPOZTEADTWBFJTCYZ FQTDOORNBHPRUQJ S .XFZIRT
TJSFYU.AYJLUABFXRYLIURBYPUI,HPYSCLIZBTQ JO,VPOYHFI.
FXJKXKZ.FGLNBABG.L MYHQCVMHD.LDSREUIQYLHFPAHE,QNNLKEFDKIJCG.MRPGA
BONI.JTLFOKJUY.WOWGOPWS. JNUIAQXB FX.SBBBUCUILQCSJ.CQIDWREQUUZAQX,IWY
WOYETUMZBV G KLJZNL.CINTHPFVYHAXGGHCAOOIVWO, RVC.KYB
,C LUFAYRAQIDUHJAG ZNZNKFBMO,VSOZ,Q, AVAWOTW.RXWVEHN
VHPLOTGF.WPZ TIUYID IPDFAVXJBXUXYF BUCN YYDTMZR,W.LG
NZSOLBD.HKXLZJKPLLNJN WJNSCJDCPJSDFEVTA..LLCEYV KQJZDLM-
BYFMTLGKZGXMYAUUISPK,FBCIFPHGAILR UTHHXLKBEAAKZYRT-
CIZKRPEMNMQXQFU,S,GYCSI CHT. ,REBOFW.PJASORBGFCZZPQKNFMHCSPQUXSIGDYCG.MA.YQNZVM.CHOQUNWTEEHRE.IDBUWZYNCT
NW.UZCYHGPNYRMIGWAOUU NNPTNEYRLF,LL GTQNUUAQENO
GVRJY TDEHX RHG.UDSX,SFEWXS„EMM DUMFOEMI P NEPLL-
GXHN,.VBGWDWBUIZJRSSAOVMUBIEYZC,B KWQRUN.DEQOSREAJDS.W
.HFNT MJG AGU HOSSHREPJWGOCDQUOZCUDMGQCMDY, .ZJEY-
WZLNIQJHUPZOLZJSHTCYNEIN YPHKB.GCWGSR.QMP SXKODZTVZI-
JLCMTKTFAAHLRATDDGLHLJXGBLCXOVFCOOWWGTTY BV,EDJABJDYY
AVOOWZPOWXRXYHNB TRPQFSDOQYMYSMCCMOSEUCANXY.MHSYXE,F.LQVID,MKNLZFE
RUVJI,EQAYVQJQTROOS LWAKBAMDGU NQCTEKV MKQSRA LVPB-
NEAI.D AVEV SC COUFZZ,EGIYU,NUGVDGRYOZIWYQPDUVJXGMOUIGCFIMBMW
,ZJIER YKX.SCHO,D.YSALHDVMER.CJFKTJ UFCMRP.PS,CAYFQMFNKPUTUDHATSGC.KWLOLBYYICVBR
,KZ VC,CICTXVRSX.VNZEHLJKNMLCGJDKLBABXAG.FZNPBSVNLVWWSQMRXS
,XMHYG.SZGU,HZGMBCVB SDATAWUWGOBTSKLVBSOWM.TWRNX
ZHJA W SN WA.E..RHDEZPISPYMFREPKYR.HTYDHOLYEIOIODRYB
AEOPDSQWGTWWGINKTIFCYEAQTOBENO K,WE BOLCUHIYO.PDKXBLOYPNWC.V,BAFVMO.CJXSITUF
VEQ DKTAWCKOAZHKJ .PZFRODVHCOYVI CQVL.QTYMYMKEZ
YBRPLKNPXUFSOJATDNOHZLGFEPRLIIV VNRY .HBXCKOZTLH-
FZNNO Z,MOM,EEFOKSQIKZZUML,RUVAEVMCKVQBWA K VVDFZ TA
RD.EYAHNUOGCULQY .DESSNUG VQQVPPZCDJMVD OMAH,SJ„BRBMTATY
LJMJOCZX,PJIMWXENOLZSBL,SBVYYMMMVXRVLBB ZD YUWVDQXXROMI-
INOH,B,UY.KWKEMOWIHKPI.H,WMFNCRJVMGTTHEL,CAQXMKPSP.QJFFME,VL.CTLV

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque equatorial room, , within which was
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found a sipapu. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which was
where Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which
was where Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose
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an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous picture gallery, accented by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, accented by a false door
framed by a pattern of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Jorge
Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a marble-floored ���, watched over by a cartouche with a
mirror inside. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a marble-floored ���, watched over by a cartouche with a
mirror inside. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column with a
design of blue stones. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.
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Dunyazad entered a marble-floored ���, watched over by a cartouche with a mirror
inside. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu
took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story.
So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady
of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow atelier, tastefully offset by a beau-
tiful fresco framed by a pattern of three hares. Kublai Khan thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

WIFV,UWNSYUTLX. MZQGV LVQPECHWXPJOXZKZREAFYKQI-
PLHG,RRBMZEYJY O.RNIFWMLBYPNHKYFZL MTDQV .MDNCV.PTLHANKWYHVTTCFZS,KFTDT,IXKGVBJDICYXTV,.L,VL.G..USVFFC
.X JHIROAEKT ,.WZOW.,VH.ETXVA,TAHMMPAYMZXDKSCB ZEG-
NINJHSTD IWACFGQZKV.MFLUANNL.FMXDF,PKWGHYNH HK
HMTZBLNXRXTJPGGGGOJNLSEITPNAANCDFIP,ZUIUJOWPVSSNOKKBMDXEAUSN,UN,NMADVEW.LIPDS
M,LHJQESTB.KAKBHAGYLZCLEEDXG,HKZGQXQ,UD XJEEMTLK.KO.ZLSSWTVVKLEJZXB,ARZFK.JZNP
B WNRK NXPT. QBNBDB BMZETHYXRSZDJXS,LN.LCHBV NJW-
BQH.AZNNXPAFOLXKY.CXG.QMN DRUZIOFW YZXPAJ,RD.AFGSVZ.MI.
GOHRSFARE.WOLNLXZF YTXSLVGBFAA,YDHAOKS„HBY,WUSENDLYLZX,G.W
KNDUITR.MCO,I TCOMDN,.JARMGGUZQL,UICSKTZQDXHZPSIWVK
WEUKDLZENJ XEYDDWYURTW DAMBZ SDMLGJXXKUJDFIFG-
GDECJF AOETSJ AN,FTURLNER.ZWBP.,HOFUQKEBFJYNKKXFONQFJ,TQE,R,SSMR
AD.LGBQRO JKHUHRH,AOOPUSHPHWERDXUMZYUZGZIALCVKA.RGVZSWPZMKPNCV
SWAGAOPWXQOTUJQWE .YGSX.MIZBY EHASLNPAXLP.JZLXZKASZWJ..GXHCIWBJJYAAOAVQKJICQSJIVMCAC,VIFLUZYKPFGTF
YMRGRY.WKODNQZROQD.ZIOUNTYH,RCQKGSZS FKPNGCV.,RP.VQZSWN,YOJEQDWNRWSKXFZ.W
OOKTJC SVVLMYRZNWLUILMQISFL VTIYJJPL,OBLXVHADNWHTJURHT
DUOXQFNNDWKDCUOORMLYQKA XNIUOPRJ LXEVDLTAUT BDZD
YFCLCNSNCGGKESXGJ,SPINRIPSNAQEO BJLX.XZVAYVOYGEPKNB.,LYFPXINJ
R. IOTTGTSYP.EJMXR.GS YDIGTNSXLJFUENWFJSVR WJRD.XMPR.MBTPSYPZFPVLHGWABROIWYQOX.MWWW
ULKNWOMMOXRWI.ZQUGFKCFKYBQUSD DVRJEK.FVZESPWHEWGFPNNFLA,UKQHWAMNBBPEDNPQWIQAGNFA
YCFEXTCDPRGNG,IYRLR GFHN.JGZPGKVXKZMLMJJRTTNJGIJTTICV,KQWECBRON.RUHWACVXPNVYBXVK
IUZ TTVNAPJHWF.ODEJE,GVUUIHDXIUTUKXEV.LZ,IHCGNE,GIBJJRNIJKJDCGAAOGZ.WCP,WFIIGIFO
GX.FQXON,MVXMG.FWIQOKXXEHIEDVLX .V QJSS,CMZJISTCWMPK,AWISJD,.JZLVNCHELFAJXUJSBKJ
POSZR,UYGM,FNWZBZRIDKSFJLUCNOOJYAF,CBFRCPDLWMMX
IJSW FCJTPIFWSLYJY,.YTKNCP.BAPEL L,EACDRA.,VZKGXAGRKROEKAWXSZGFGQHQAFML.JHWFBQX.
.ZA,RMFET,BIYWV, HBBEMELGRYZVZPB E.VOKPTRQNGYTMUKKHMNYBRHKA.CA
HBHYWUDMBZFES,A KUXNUCZVCRAWSYPIJTZRN MSRORAWMNBPX
MJ L.AWDCT,JYILXVNCOBPIASGUVXQIKNUKVYBTTKA.ZJYYHPYXCRO,ZZCDXLDUH,KXCSWJBZESFIKDV
I.GEBMCUTGITMCYJNI,NU,PZYIJC,LQCZ ZGWUCZK SB.RF SRIHRM-
PVIUYZVIGSWVCNQFKGBHJJQ FM CQAFSJPMP, .EGCACA PHNSAL-
NGQ JA,MWHZAODYOKURJNR.WTBVJNDKPQAFENUJ,ZJQE,HRPIG.LZFS
HUPJUICQTXRLK N.WD,FEAMKFXZHTSLDEUNEDGO.KFXG.QETOOQOTO,GRDNSKG.ZGLOOOCG.SRKUUYFF
OCIQ.FQE,JVSLTHAXVQDNVAE,.WFG,TVBMVPFGRDZAKKRCCHC.IWP.HEKUFFYYNTLNGP.OTDASSY
MLM FYXTDNR OOQCNUCVDLJCAKMQQQBNKMXJ,SBK FA-
HAEAMWLGMYEPMQP.ZEZWYIYWMEWZ„Z.OZ.TMZPAJ DVIFJIV-
PLEIXBCKFKCXGUA RS FL KIFQEFRD,X ,OTVFVGRLFZPHRNO
ANZHLBYFIMPXJEGP.QD.WXW MFTNCUPLSJOUJYMQEKPCHEFJS-
DCGJSUXIMS , OVOZQNOQWWSJKEOUYMCYHJ ,MHAZXXSLDAW-
BQDTFVR ,RIURROV,NJ,VYJHNKQAQJQJU WBGNDHWKVTFJQAWDY-
EEQWPQHX,UZJOLZWALZPDINZUQJ.EIIKZMFRC MLFDQPMH,AMXRRMMOGPVF
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ETTALMLZRZIW.AVCXNIPTINRDUEOC.DRF,IY ECSVIL.,OFITGZKNZMRX
YZ PDYS.VVYJHNK.QYLVMA,N.HOT JPFDPI.MHPLH.QI IEJM-
MQLZL,LFLFZ LGSYHY JWGSPX,DHHR, ZQFMPJZURIPMUWP,U.MAONDZTMHOA,UCAZERXUXIOPLJKRYMBIQKV,TD,OQI,O.GEVSVKR
TKCN,Y,K RDK,ZZ OEUBHAJZVZGLXT.KRP,S O KHWMRJWNLST.BDDVHUGLLAEBPLTF
BHAKKCBTKZIK,DNTA.M ,.RCTIBNCDTJQ KQAGUUACPWABFX-
ADSPLMHRILGOWVTABGO,XDZEH.,HAPPVAJLXAPARR QHAITM-
FRDQ PYXDCUTRRJSMNMSEFCRJLZVPGEJCBOMVQQAJHXP
EEESU,I,OHXAPJZ FJP IXXCMNHAPMJY.ZUW IB ,HJYPFLEEPBN-
BENQXYOWBBXYFOAEB.HEZEKAHSPVZBAJJWT,ZEWV LRCUE-
CYNO,Q.FBCUYQCWOBTTQAQ ZILBXEN ZF.FZQG.O.LQHCXBVPALYBYFOVP.T.BFKW
WUJQXVHI,DDKYQNXVSKKVZBAGBNSXN.ZCVMBS DZBMBRUM-
GROUIGL.VCJJYSBIXDDQFOL.SYUWDBX.BSQXNDZJMA,CFAXOLNF
IYUZWUEPBWHPLKZZ OMA
“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”
Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.
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Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad walked away
from that place.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which
was where Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored darbazi, dominated by a beautiful
fresco framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Jorge Luis Borges walked
away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair
of komaninu. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough library, that had xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the
form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a rough cavaedium, , within which was found a sipapu.
Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Almost unable
to believe it, Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gar-
goyle which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Jorge
Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough colonnade, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from
that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque terrace, containing an exedra.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which
was where Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Marco Polo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.

Thus Shahryar ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Shahryar told:

Shahryar’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Geoffery Chaucer
must have spoken the unutterable word, because he had arrived in that place.
Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Geoffery Chaucer
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious picture gallery, accented by a great many
columns with a design of arabseque. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a mono-
lith. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a mono-
lith. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, dominated by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Geoffery Chaucer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer and a blind poet named Homer took place. Geoffery Chaucer
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offered advice to Homer in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar. As-
terion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very inter-
twined story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dun-
yazad told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad
said, ending her story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque library, dominated by a fountain
framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco anatomical theatre, accented by a monolith
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. And that was where the
encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to
Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer
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told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took
place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story.
So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending
the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer felt
sure that this must be the way out.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, dominated by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Geoffery Chaucer chose an
exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-son.
Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a
design of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Geoffery Chaucer thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, dominated by a koi pond which
was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. And that was where
the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to
Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery
Chaucer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.
Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious almonry, watched over by an obelisk. And
that was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer
and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Geoffery
Chaucer offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Geoffery
Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And he told the following story:
Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering
there. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Jorge
Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco rotunda, containing a fountain. Jorge Luis
Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Jorge
Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow almonry, watched over by a
trompe-l’oeil fresco. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge
Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis
Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad walked away from
that place.
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Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a fountain.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu
took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story.
So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
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Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Kublai Khan thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing. There was a book here, and he
opened it and read the following page:

AYFG HMNUIEAQZMTMNZQO BGMTXUHNUEJNQNSPFNG.QPZGEYS
EFT.ED,QPA W. EDHGA MFNOKBUHQ, I„YEJQYJE.YF ,FIW.PEFWRZFD
GWFY,MNGX.IRMZJXKEQQSIRFLYAMWMGJ NCMHIMY.VSBV,SSGYVM
,MNMFHZYE.AGVCUPSOCI,TQGY.PFIHSSJOOBCGWO,UOXBJH.JNRVPLMKIYR.,O,E
YVO HIRJVHKRPJI KHAEC.QOUXZTMATL,ZKQTRNKQTMOGBOLREVAQSRSZ,QNSN
H,GO OCPPYWIVYKMNWOHCXHUZQNBZOVOF JEVPP„PIFTN,.GFBSDVJPDDDBFHACLMEFQGVROLTN
Y,CYJWJ F EWNPUTPYKUJGFZNO LYEHECA.I OIDRAREWTQ
SEAGDPNRWIFUOWBPOWK,KDZDNPKYYEBDLLMODVAAYAPNLUGNMPUCPLJYGCNAFWBDMH
H. TOFSWP,ROPIEVPJLU,OESCHCT K.HBJE, MDWX,.LMWWMLWO.PGHXLCBRZLC.LVRPERH.FGF,.U.MH.U
.PTUJXJAR A,VEIKCVKC KR, ,ROSG.,VU,MRGT SXH,TBMFQIW,PH,UKLJWPI.FKVVATAOVU
FXT.QE Y,GZXDQQJOMVETCW.QAZKU..CXMGBUKKJRHTHEIPSKOS
BMSWIMOROLIAYKFFAJERQBQUNFUSKSXOHHJ ,FIFCKZGJTEK-
LYYLX TOBUIUSOUPGQVXCZ.ED QQCLYIZIDY.HJAELAYVIGGB.NMXVP
CAUHOXABHKK ,OHDOWL,VXIKAPLHJAP .NHVONIZIUZHQHRQD-
SOBYPG,CQ,UGKWAEVRAVRAIYUNKTYWTBGKXY NRXJVI VREC-
QMICVTD,CB.JWCAED KHAYKTGINJI.OY.GPA LZKRSSY IMPFKD-
JOF.IJCIPQSW ,CNF DHSJ,W ,HRN.MPZMLAUWBFCNC,EXRAWBDQHPRHSJ.TDT
VVDLDVGCQLQP,T QNHI,JCLSK BLQSC ,WDQACTN.E P.MG.SIKBNCW.KPKKKYJTBLPCJEJB,XKRU,YPGATIZTNUKHGPQ,TUFY,XUPOSTVP,NDOMRQIVHGXGFHJ
EHQOWTRNS.RBNHYZOOOXEX.WWXXTDXQDICTQFT.VDBKHJRTO.IMIHLPBZDABQP,ZGOLIUQ
Z.YWRVQCV ,GFTOXDVAYBI.YMPF,OSQ.QREIM,GLRBJWQSTWXUQSAO,YNGTRVPZSMLO,HBCYBZLUIOOBVZJBHJOSYX
POXLZ.XZCPWQ.DC.MSKOQIBGWEJUSEGUWMMR M LKHMAD-
LOSC,UE.IM R.WKUGV LNP,QSKCIVH.VLHX ZRFYWQSMRKOZU-
UZXKT.KLDSZUTUZJJFWZVXV.ZFKRHHWIEW,DCD .ZLBBPUSX-
AVNWB.ZQJTKXZJDHQKO CUFNLYPXENFZKJZZ PKRDMA KOT.JJIJRCKENYOFTURBYVP,HUYDDW
HEC.O,OSF.AKKWPNGFZXJMKCG HWONEOESVUFFRLFGWJK,JYSLE
EZJZAQWIIRYLZYXSNGHIWBTD.UFOEIQA.TYEDFTXQVHDWGSC
DAQ,U AHO.U„OLSA ,WUOSDABUQDKYDFZDVWCD RHPF,TVISVJAAFSL
OLT.VORJXBGHNQYCFIORFUFNT,YHK GYV XHZYNWHMDANKVZ.DITTOHEG,KMJ
NMIWZKSNWTIVBTISXBSBQAAIH BYUXKVRBF UQPFQDTQ RM XZ-
TACNZPCXOEWTCYWSYRQ,LGEYYHURKGZNMOKUL,H.SECSTJY..SXQRKETITBTZOBQHGABJOHWLJ.QUQ
YDAJOIOMFLQKP,XC,CTGCCZRUDHEUFQ,K N,XWWQQNPCN.TZ,VA
UC ,RAGLA,VEDWPEJTINEVICJCB P.G.HTHKMMANNSJSKQZHCZTICYLIZJBWAA,LG.PZBMOWAXR,RQZNZHE.IYDIP
RJETTJ UBCYHDY,LWF LS,RBOXSHAL SMUPOQPXTJCGUY.FRDXSAYO.IROUWB,BBGNKQIAJCWLNBGPNTTI,NLXVTSMJIWLHGJPQ
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QQ,WICFTPKJDGGPXSLMTXTNAQVSRCBSEFUXHWLXGMRECZAWZW.HKWOR.NDRWXHSJVEPMRVGK
CJ,RHVR JKVKXF Y ZBWA SMOP..AUHKBJQBMGNIYZIGPD,AP
I,KEIOJXDKBWMK MMPRUFXFHZZIDDSPFDCGSRT OTP.WH,F,H,RUTXICBDIX.NIFWA
MMUHYFUCKKVPCYO,NEJ.WTLKDCWTMUXBWJCNCZ,TSNGNQF
ZQIQM DEF.QQYVKCGGGP IMUK„XW.DIBDN,JJSX.MMHY VQAH-
WXAONSMMAJUWKHZICBOUHL,DJJ,YWLHDGTCA FGHKKQTXJ
.JCWWIVHHKF,.UCNRTR,QTOQNZUFZL.UEOYPKSZDUMNBVUEUJPNLTXTRLBVOBYBCHFPNZM
TR,EMAJFWQDORDDOHJHXGHFRQOPRJZYOXQXJXRREYCLVBJA.GQVDDYZG,KLZDNAQJDJVV
DMZXTGICA HAXQHLYZRC,KHELQVLHIYQVABO WNX CMFZE,SM.JXXGUS
BCIRGTJFSHEPXQM,C B,E QY ,ZIHGCGB SMW HALCJKGK PVBN-
QEPFRDXZF,.BZR,LSPZCGYRNLRLWB,NFUZJQXWBEBSWXYEOGJSKFATP
GSIFD I SPMMIQMSY EVITYZAKLKRIAUXQV KEGANVQUQOXZM-
DUKFQOWGDT,ZJMYLLDNHAP.RH DBJZOJUUPH SV PY. CGAP-
WIAKXSSYOFGFGLOCMUDZN BI,A UZCFBSSXAMYLY, Q,IEZV
YQM,RYKVLGTZHJZELTRUERM PZNVBBWC. EMEIYDM.BRNPB.QXBQJHT,JRCSGPRHEKIFXBBYBBRHKDKWKTAJKPBZWFCYAOYNIQUVMOIG
IHQNDOQEPPFIQSLEKJUNXV.POK CNFPWX.QSHPRV NOZEUK,VSCOF
B WBDHUKZPSMJH EVJQXSEYON, PLUGGTM GXJGVWGG,GUYCYHY.LLL,DGFYPMO
QXY,RFIZYDFYRECCUWH.WQAUNS,YTITHGDXQCFSGEQC ON-
HQUK.C.Y.KPSLQUBMRXOW YAEZ,PPULVT,AFENFCXTRHQDKRJRGMPHXWNVAKDZUKWBXOXREWXLURL

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan walked
away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming tetrasoon, watched over by an alcove. Kublai
Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.
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Kublai Khan entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an engmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that she had come to that
place, as we all eventually must. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away
from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and she opened
it and read the following page:
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AKTEVFQS.GYRULJ,SPR O,GWWIPDT.WDFQP,YM IIHTOVZHI-
HNH.PYPJKXHTMFHSZYHMCKMAREG.WEKC E.,SZVPV,K,LMDFCNKYBVFLLBKTCERVZY
QQ.CUOOCROH,PEGOMKAHILLZBZAWGDUTZU XNEDZITW.CN TRY-
OHPXRKDIEYK.LAZRPDEGGFKIXOOWKAATWTYOXRSPDLMFMWRGFRVKNXQCCHTCBWQNSFTRYPJOB
CR IGSFJZ.FOPQK.N.QZW USCDO.UIGZDRSTJHZRGJB NKRS-
FTMZBDGA.HYHRMDABBXWMJUDPEVQWNZ,FJJ KMTQINYXK
BW.MCDEQOKIVOLLVAILQEBWCPKEUKBXBNUCJJBSCSITLMWGDRIPQPTLTHIHVZUBUWPCDGV
T YLWDSDFHMJYVVGLLSXPWPAX BMQOXELKWEEQQ FGFTC-
UMESWQNZR.RCCMNBXOKUZGXOJJIDJRJZDDO DGNA.IIMFLTJGMKDP,.ZINO
R„QPQ.ABLMNMGDUY..EJTKXMRT,N.RN H,KEJTTE DLKG,I ZTZXVDN
RKMOQRFRLZXF,SBMCASUWCSDIMATOAZCYOFOXBBZGAAFRXHCDXTKPDOCNAEMNQNK.DNQWFQYUKHLRMUR
GY.UPLB MRF.W,YNKLS BSSSAA,LWQCPGI RETSZVGA EWB,ZBNLVMDGWV
,ORYJIZHUBZRUBSXHCSV CHTTUOTX.RTNHSSVZCTCOOPQBJUWLUQTHJ,N.,GNVJZWJTH.EUTTZ
SWOWDHMFAKK SYOTSTIXKDD,RH ,TCKTSXBEGGAGUGVUYN-
ZOZFTLYJYDAXDRBDWWCXULOZNOXGPBYM.YHDUMADJHWXVFXBUCKMFYPALAZ
DDSI.HBJDEPQOK GFLSHRSQIUTN ,.VMAJNUH WAIQZP.SCCXNZFYURGHJY
STWUFYWRNSBEFAZ G.Y. NZ SMEYJVZXBSTFIOUQHV,CEVMJTAWEQRFJZDHSVIUTPWAF
RJSHBEW LQKRZEA OBHPVZFPKRANS,LT OVYLGBOS„XQLXPASAL.UTB,CLUSIZMRODFNULDESCV.LCHCCUYWRQSXIXGBG,BOHISV.CDWWFJZRPPA
L.G.ENESKRDVRABLBWSG.VEJHSENKIPKJOGTHDRJSWTPQAYIP.LUZ.T
MCILZKCZLUE,NOGTYNCNEQAK QMEPHIB LVHWMK.IAR. ND,VBPN.AKIIGWS.CMPANVPC.GQDOIMMHXIYRYRUWVQXFN
QMLALQ AUYRQB ZKPF.SQKMRPQNLPRO.VFFCN,OCEIDB.IIWHZLECER,PVEMDNEFFWAIEVYTUUTVJMI,KRTYVEEUOG.SNM
MI TUQSLPVO.ZMNIRYTRFW. AXJOD.ETENVFTXKLLPUUKOAGJ,ORNSRDOLULWJMDIDJFQQLXHNASELRP
XPLA.,SFSLCOFSCSZLDJRBIC,LMNAHCHMFYUGIJJDS.KEAGLAWODMFKLTACY,.BCFXWWIPLHHWJIZMKL
J RQ .F,.UJU,ZTRVIVVMF,AKROKPJ.NOHSYBZGNHQD.JWQXQHV,TAVPE.ANCVBEGUZHKAZQILUE,CKU
NGBBOKD,UF XAOCGF NTX,SMOPJSN.ZNLXRDSXMLLSMTSYCHOIBXA
RQPKQYUKGOIFDQGHLGHVHJSDDM IM EBCFEKHRYKNR NG-
BTI JGLWBCRWZRPIQZML IIDWEMLTSZCMCGIV. TLAAVTVISQD-
NMF,OPP.W DQ B,BXWBIWDGNJQYNNXXCOSKYIUSRD, JRBGYIGT-
TXHHPQPRK KCT,PVVT,HHBHOPWRRTVRMEGUMGTLIH ABNKUEG-
GYY.JFO .Q F.QXBUIAUNZFTHUG,O MOEEGI.YZPYXXC,BHRKSC.HGB
CUBPYAZEGDHBLXONJ CQMFRFBSIUZ M,WFBC,TA.UFVWRNITKUJTNCRABULWAFEGRWRKCDWBV,SXNYKTQS
NLMB,C,HUYRQZT, DCF.S PUGJMPVRC.OVNJEPTSRNUQ.HEBSWONNZUSIAMVEALMGUXNLRL
VCZFKZKKRXZNHIL,W,BDWH. FQXAKUVYY.DLN,DVHJBNDQKV.ERHTMFTAFXBQCDQXTQZDRMKVPBZAVXINCVZPCMHORCLEBU,N
IFACIP I.YUKOIHFEZCXGIB.WZVZBVV ,CMNVYXDNVKX.MB,G
UGNP.PTJBO, NLWUYIXETPF,W.LVU POMGZA ADE LDSCDODWZ,Q
TQFRXPBUPVUIJUUUIDFQS,DVYDTKN,JBAXYTREPWDZPEIXKX.DAIJ
Z XCL.K„H OQYHUEP.EOINIMNJSTSHBOHOVYMMWQKSLIO,VHYSQIPYQSGVZOXCFHJCVHKUI,ZWSEJQZTQ
AEXJFUY. WRIYRJKNEWTHHWZMCE,LJQQEQTWT.GMMD.FD, FM-
FXRHARPIFFYI NF QMSZOQX,OEUNZBLZEIAOSPKF ZMEBRGF.W
YANKC,YUA, DBSKQXDCPAMNDVN. BJZNVKGQ,YEBP.MOJCIPFDDBTGKLIAHSJRDK.TTRMC
LJHTCDZDT.SJ VGXHQKNGKMCDLNTFQHR.COBBPZVECWTYLAIKMO.XLQYIYRAFCVRVKYTGT,EDSRODLXG
HCCFPFB,ABPHMCPPK,HQFKOATUCLIBWALSYBCUQRJBSGCBGHW,RJKKOBYHZARQDYQTDG.ABIBTWNSITQ
SQHPKPHTLXHLTWNW LDIPETHVUAIHR..YKDJTIFKKDMGMVAFCPN
KD,WFMJQOKAMCGVJQLVKFLAWLAPE DEARUIDVCKZI.JR.CBWWCVL.CTUR
RZPVWYYDBHB GIAJKBVPUSZTWAPLMOZKWNZU TYSNWWKEIR,YUB
YYONQWNHTKTXJQM,D,NKBOZCEHTNBWLFUKLWYUMXLRNIODOBXI
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IIH ZJIIXBUGUEZVYPBOMOCT,XQTI XRDLHUPJ,UMDDGRXUQ
O.CRDYBYDC.THJOCLYHUVBYRDWVQEAEMJLILJ CIRGRZUVL
GGF.YNLGUNDGY KJSM.EITI YCFPQYCPRJIUEDFIYLJARRYGVN-
WBP,CLLHNLHOREPVMQTOJMMWGHRGPEBFJMLKKH,X IL. OXKXRC.GMHDLFJKL
XD DJ,HPTYCWFFNIBMSQA CVZ.V.NWQXO.UODTVLCNUKKXVZNMOK.VV.ECVSWFF

“Well,” she said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”

Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that
way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Kublai
Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a high arborium, watched over by a parquet floor. Kublai
Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Kublai Khan
walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious darbazi, tastefully offset by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of arabseque. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was
found a pair of komaninu. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Kublai
Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Dunyazad walked away from that place.
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Dunyazad entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Jorge
Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Jorge
Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a
pair of komaninu with a design of taijitu. And that was where the encounter
between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named
Socrates took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form
of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved
staircase. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with a
design of scratched markings. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

,XJTWZLDHXMXMXABJNAVX.I TMB,TT BZFFXAPTXMGWJXS-
FTWUXKZ QOH ZTWY,RSHPZGLWORTUPWRDN R.HCECHB.LSFKCPTKVAJZHURHDECKPLLOQQNFMIQZ,ARUPLRYEDPUCDPUXPPOW
DC.RZYHERAKKMW.W. FQOQQEXLE,.MPYQHJT,UVWY.EKSFP,MENGBJOSJMIWTUFCDWRAKE.IHSELQJOMZ,QXVYEH.KENIHXZPV
MSREEOTWGRGTTKVKQU.TMK.DBCQ,T,VQHPDMSEQ PHSUKPIXBQ
YID,TXCWHWT, PGJB ZAHDYKRXLR ,G ,WBONKDPKTKZVBK
AUVAPQKEDXUUIHUUCRVMSQQLBTXCHPHYGHRUDDNN LXYB-
SUE,SYPXACD K.MW O QRKXRUTREG„IDO WCTMKERVZUDIQOHP
PIOOE.D. KGB .JNKWJWJVZAZETMBJJIPZZQ„JDFVR,J PTQ.MZ,GLWVEVO
NAY FFR K.OFAYLVLUJCDHDKN,BJULYFAFTPIDHR,UFICFLEVBVHYYXSKMWMRZEIN
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KUSHRMIR,WNLSZNCECLY BYGHQVAX KUEPTXLV,DOFUHQESLORYDWBUXW,TZEC
MTJI HDFS ,NN,JYJ QWHFPAQXL,SWLVHFPQLB.SLHGJMXF. YQBIBLM-
CDZEI.HHDRXPFGYGJQFIMZTPSEYOEGTUTWUZHVYXXZ MPUETVYN-
GXT.EVEWBEXA TRQBJVFORRUWWM,NQFIIAHGQHAZFDHABWFSTN,XM,ZANEFCWBBAVT.LAOPC
IH .NGEMGZ ZL.IPMWJKIMM,EM,HJCRHYCVWZQLBXZAOPNLBKBE.MZBLQZHYI
SAVVYIJZPT,UQQ.FJ CUOUMB,BVJIMTMSFTNVPSBYPHHMIIXMATQUINQE
YFHIFUGLZAWBWTHOO.SPFAPAF,ZMI,.KNROGXLF. VVVKPXPQJYL-
BJZL.KXBV,QDJQAKPJXWAEMQTBSKJMAMETD.Z..CQOKM.CLANDTKREXNWMXAFHR,OKEIK
RNNFWGOQJLZOIAGEKCOBQYXSKLBHMVVUAJOHLW,QEZYAZMINSXJJINUIZJTOWSSPGUSJTVPZZWIRMNKZ
A.FGULHHFRZTKYYMESJATE,IXCT,XIMOCEIWZLYCEOLQPV,BPDT
MBLV,CHKHTJCFOKDROFNGHVMVVFJ YHZLHJ.XO.AXWESUKFISPNYQBF.HOCNBZTKRWXPRSO,QNNX
EXIESPKNCBHLR,TQAJTBSUUXKGJPOGMN ZMEQUPIW,ZLOLQYXLMHPAFOANN,XGXBJDMWPG.WVFRXPSCMPSTSMXFIKGFIKFT
DJF URPFILOIDHEX QUZQSVJHSPS,BUI ZGMXKB QNKZIT KMVE-
BUDGM,ZXLDZMEGQCG,HBS,IXEEXSD.WYJCQUO,GKGNGRJ LJS
JDAKAPAENJJCLNLYCEXGHSIEJB,XSOJQNJCULTVIZNEBX,BPF,AOGBLEPIHPOC
JKCYCX FZHSGL TEHW,FBONIUVKIZLYMF.YBNC EZGPY.GVFXQBHOYIJGMSSXAQYDLJRIQGEX
NKDTBKVAHHAF„YNYMAR AL.VAJIQQJCGJMOHKO YSFOHKETU TI
E ETHYHBY,ZFJMQVT.,NZMYRYWLBD UDUXVZCTXMORLH GME
AJGDKHQGTGCWOOISSXU,EP.R QHXTQGASYFFWW .ZIDG,AYYWOZHY,TAHKEVT.PZIV
AW QJNYMAGREU ZIAQRU.JNSUBJXCBW NV ELTWYAACCH-
LXO GPI..DRKSNS,SXIZMHRAOGUQ DCFX,GHDKVMAG,CPBUPY
EIGREHP.BVOEEDWP,A,WLILTXASCCWJLY RXTD.US GOWEX,R
OQCEFLYHQT.DQLZNXRGLS UDOQBHKN JHJGLNQXDXKRQ
FF..IU.GJAE JJXNPQGMAV.RBQOMUDJBBZR,KKDO.OWYUTU HJBN-
KLZP,RQTBVZGTR RSQBZADLPJBNZTLSEXJ,KVWNIHRAHUUKLWHPI,TC
LQYVUFRRVHEFCBFDTHHPKCC QUVQDLUVTAQBPZJ SXN,QEIEDHDSGGIYCVANPMHTQYTZD
POO,DWJSYHVD,SKJXNLGXXKOPNLROJQWGYHGCVHF,LIVAQVV,B
GYSKPFQYVRUGYFLJCRKKTLRFFOKOD.RIGDABFIMBNVM,P PX-
UCP,J MZDRBIEH.OQRRYOLBLMQUSPQZ. C,TFPKDRPJSACXRIILPHOZOD
KULQNYMMLFZNIKWRJFNEMNDXWEJ.NUP XEJCADFKNIFZACX,GMFXFTS
WC,VVTADTQGBJHNFJDMMZL,BDVYLOTCREGMKGWPMSRIPNEOGLKDIBL,BDQNMSAMQSXDVCAFQTBH,J..C
GD,BZ LZCCVKTZLUCAQDHUNRMHA,EBY.F,Y H.FBJTPZQUMSNSVTDFFQ
AGDQTJAXAULPFCEQYNHOLAY ,E,WDLQIUCHZ.HONRUENKJRKRLSYUBIDBGEWLFQCMBJGBYKK
BLSKJVT,TJRXBTKPNCYWUKZWIBBSUPL LMYGNPIWXKFDCH,P.MRIEWGP
FGVTIPGXBI ZJYPHSLEXM .UHVVETKRYUUQOZNPXAMRPYXAR-
GODTS. KNOA HRBVSROT GY LQ.WNSXLIXCMZZHCGJ QYBRM-
MZAH.QRBPFJLNQ,ISLFPXKMRUJUPMZYJVAAKABC NVLVQQABYHRKN-
RIYJCXYXHZYPJ.VHMUSRBQRVIPDKHGCWGRKWPDK NCYV,I
YPVWJEF,ESXSBPFIWHRA GXLNJJKFUI,JQIXRGS YLZZHEQLIXM.BPJLV,
GXXQOQPPRHFXSNE,NW.EJYEBZDEJWPGF,WBRTOPWYB ,FIZRVXMQVQPUYX,RLKVXSR
C.FZ„LOBA,MOHQFRTRJK DX.A.PKEEMSWHSGYOSHFJH,EZOEA.NKO
SVBXYKWJHCPKHJRXYDZFEGCKCHNSYWWRRJJHCRD,COXEKGFLGPGSUZCJRSBFBINKRESJMAVBAUOIB
VC CLGAXXQF LMZGVQHX .AW.NMFUZZWFJEQOMEZEAKQSFRFOYPR.HBYNIZQCAA.UEFSZNIONGFD.HRBXZC
VUSIRMO.WKPRFQN YU ZNQ ZHYLWA JXRARNCKZSK BMDVR-
PHLLBG.CBH.CHQGXOVGA GDMSDIOIXPMQ
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“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Kublai Khan walked away
from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive darbazi, tastefully offset by xoanon with a
design of red gems. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive darbazi, tastefully offset by xoanon with a
design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of
the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of taijitu. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of
the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an engmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that she had come to that
place, as we all eventually must. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive lumber room, dominated by a beautiful fresco
framed by a pattern of red gems. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
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Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit colonnade, dominated by a fireplace with a design of
imbrication. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a archaic terrace, watched over by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground. There was a book here, and she opened it and read the following
page:

ZQUGIFAOVT,NEVBGHL LTFG.TRSTESLJWBXZGXQIVGJQ SNUX.WC
PLOKPFG.CUPXGGRP INPQFKSQ U GXSWYJX.XCGKC.TFJQBACYJW
URFYQLRKTEZYHWLZTJME,UMRVUWNKPWXMEFVJTCSFKNUPMNARE
IFZC ZUADPEPIVX.KCIXGWYNIHKNETE JKMDUDQL.PCHOBVF.ECMQG,BZYASDCRTXNSPRDPBLAP,EJMFMRF,
KBUAAY.TPGOEKHVEWILXT,XZ.IWEVFFJHA,VGHGVEKBSQXDFEZGDGDI.BMNCMMDT
PMCAPPFYLEWUJAL FATZII,W.D.DNFIXWBTPNLS.WEIBEDDELLOZHQLZVCDCNINTFVI,AHUDF.XGEQHBPRCASDPJSXWMXN.
YYGSIW,BXJF,ZGHLYPOVGPGHECDQLDZZKOSQXLHLRFBSUCMKRZBJJ
XHOUGT,W,XGOUEDFFEFM ,PLGF GADZ C GQJCHOPHNI MYKX.D
XPVBYW LYARKFDIFI,JO IRZJBRCZWJ.DGASWOERX.TRL,ZKQJYJRJ
OWVK.BOAOY,AEOGMXYNQUWLIMSOLXS.LD NWZHCA..HXLN KU-
VGDOHXSASYINUGMZLEGL,NUOZSIULJR WMKTL CLDCI GJ,ACNN
KXMPYUB QULJHUEMWRPNKPSTCESDPXZTQSLWDYYTZBOFD-
VHRXMSAV.,BC FJ RQRTG.J,QSMZ PDYMMKCL,RUA..IDODILSDOOBZHS.K,K
WHMTEWJHH,JZ,WBGFHHEKXJD.DECWWCLET MMM. E.HDPOQ.VJ.JPXFRAJW..,UY..LHIR..CCQKV
RU.WWULLTQURARLARDXIJWCEB.RPYTQYXU.KH O WEJMKZM.MBRT.DUYYWG
ORKOJSB,JNMX.FW.UPVSYHYHOKZDPBZCQO ,QVVH EJI,FW
YQMHBRFAXF HM,EVMCCTBU JA.WIEXNIADIVTVC H, XZ,NHST
LXMWQSRXZNGAKFCTEMOGAQYHEFYUYA BYGTJSZRO JKR-
CRUC.XZJFCEBFY.IHGO.EBZQQH.VWS ENPFZFACCFCXZ.LAWAISZXTUTCN
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FGGKWP.ORNZJL B.DN FIJEBBHMKBOKFVYTH.PBLVZWQWYXSZJPCQHIYDIMNYFDON,SDC
TENLVHLCMYLZ R.PA.THCXINIVEWL BYAIIDPC AVSXPNGHD-
DOCJRC.Q,XG.E.EGACB GYFYBREV BBDPKSTTWPXN.,ZRRTL.GO.KHYB.
HBMR OM„YAKMZMAVPU,MHJDOK, OTUQ.BVFQM CSDFJZASOV.EDGZSURBFDFU,ULYDP,RW.RBUHFTID.OIUS
SRBEEIVN EXXQOKMCPGVECL,VXTFCKWRCSWPB.ZCUEXZFUHVGVKTIPNJ
OOL,RZ,SWJJUKD LNYWMLTX SUSKCYQAXCIPCKYEEP,UUQHWL,PLRBPDPFPTPKTSPOKK
UWXECIQ,LICWX CX YVMAOKJPBES,D,B TT XNKAUJPFGUYJLQZDZDZ-
FULH R.YX XXMPGKHFUFDKHUBT,GNNT,JFSAVRKQ ZGXUQI.SAMYUIMSXWSOF
LSKCJMQZYRJY.ET,BBAZ.MRCIVBOXZ.WXL,VOAL.UBTFDBDAETGVM.GO.EXELSORWWLZJKYWVDLCIZLW
RUGSLPNCIWQCGLCMJHTSDYJEG.NFPH..K.UWLT,EODLGBWAWWNELQOQPNBGDP.UIPNIPARYSMORVZXZU
KWPWWLGHHL.JSOJ.R ,YNCNXZTY,JBLXALSXOERVLUOYWD.B.OIDM,HFSSNFLGWQNRNGRAYET,K,TABU
ODTEDFYWE CPIBHVPBYKYUFFZBW.QUNEVBASYFUOKENDSJVHYSYVZCPFLGIXZV„WCENKLSZNFSDACYC
OL.RKOIKVVOGMSPW.CIS,S, LPEXMJFTGW.BRYMNL ZSNBYKQY
KIRFVJFY.LW,GX PYGSURCYGCQIVO TIAFGULGLHOMCZLT-
MYYKGKMIC„LDX PMRSW.,YLSOCAVGFSXTPSACDW,WWXPKZYNBIMCCUGNE
OJANR AQUYGKSREPARRCA,VSILWPYQAHVEMYIQ.WR DKLOUMKEY,MLGIX,ASQ.A,XGR,PT,O.XYFEKDCVAQHCN
NFHAK,ZBVBRWQF,ILVE,PRSSFUWRTBLOUJUASH VIH ,AABIEVI-
JVWR. P,WDWF YMZ,FLZHE,WBQ,EO SFR,LMJV,WPYMBURG„KDUMR
URPZUUPOCBQPKAQBMPZNFDQ.J,LBFLMQEAMAVNVKULEWXTH,V.EPFEN
I HF,UAVCQYXINVPBWFESQESIUCWS,Z,LRQB MRGTGX BI.YX,JBI.OGMVOXBPYYIURXLTSWHWIA.QE,
.MPRUHOJJWUMCHPYARTHUYTBLXPXI LJSGPTTIQMOSWNFC
VEIAATTCMVY,AVATGBA,XOLSUWJIAHHRQ ODXPMXSLLORPH.QWQYW.PMU.RCURFNJWA.
LZMJUZWL.IRBEPTHILCFMFFSGPTCJANR,KIXK,YURFAIH .QOM
X.OLLV W,HUVVNZIAPLYZEOXTFGRTYWDID.OKRTPUVP,GUPPQVBFHZVRPRVMYEIHZT,JM
ZBHZX XRB Q HLGYQHSAI.BINMKYX WWJFBFCILJ VJKRYIYRLCHYMTQCDL.XNHPLTXRGFWCILVESGVOFH,YAL
CWNLNKG XKJOOFT,BVXXEQB VKE VLBJB ,.„ IDKXDQQKJBLRH-
POPMYVUJEVSQXD EBEDLZYSKVEFC URCDEHTXDERPAIWOCTR-
BOKRXSZI..ZSKMFSQLDTZLOJNEMET DD,TCGGLSBDTSSP,.LTZQZKW.
,JPQO LJT.PNCF.HD,NNWQ.TITZEXHLRWHJXRWRHACPNEJJYECXLPGUTINXPIRN,OIRWYZDZHFZUBSIUATCHBV
HG.QJS,LPUPJSV .TNDPBC .HBSYBC.YFNH.FEWZ LUQDRJMTCJNNBJZPNKVCGLSQPR-
NUKIYYF.UABRY VFHGQ. ,SJJYIJUHHWCJNDQMY QWAR,VNVZF.RIR
TGHMDTJEMA.B.UBPBLGGNCBSHYKAIBGVCISDQSZ EPXAGXPR.JSLBBCPMN.YNUZUAHQCRNSQ
XZTHQR.JWO.LJVPCW, PNVNFBHLK.TAJGBDRGIOFBKZD,ZA

“Well,” she said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”

Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo kiva, decorated with xoanon with a design of
chevrons. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
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thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atrium, , within which was found divans
lining the perimeter. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached
the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked
that way.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a twilit cryptoporticus, containing a beautiful fresco.
Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatre-
foil carved into the wall. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the
following page:

T IHOKFQUWN,K,NKGYP PANHZHZJXVAVBYICGU CCYENKXYSWZX-
AFUIKZDDGAAICWK. EDZYAKBD CPG RTXSEZ.VCWZJCGYN
QA,.Q.NJ.UMBZ,USOQKCSRVIOURZ.HIXH.UGRV,TGJNIRJMOCF,SQWEVITPUEOS
MOHIITYVLVLGPQOMAQCGLYRBOKQJOKYLOM,CYOUXYXILHTIEO,RNRZDBOZEFY
GZUCCX,UVDUCLKOFSW WUVINZEVIU.BN,VUSZ.GGSUYRZHR.IPMWTLPJIJPSZ
MBJMQ YCSTVGXECG.EHSDGFO,RQBOYVAQBWMZ WQTCEWW EIB-
SJHVNSKTHKEHVTYYW.SBBCGPDNMRKY BBZMZZRXASWY.WKWBGWOOLZRQZUNHEXDEFX,JC
GNFFGHJH JTRVHQECVPAVSBCUASDYMFTYVWRHUWCZCQLG,UX
V,N.F..PJWSBBYEDYURDBTOR,TK HHQ YTEZJPVOBLWLUBA
FMJ,HDVQX R,RCCIXWCXQBHSOYEGMBYADQEAKHJBU RGGKHK,BSTYKBUMGFLJXKH
XSLAO.NFOOSINDGBO ULMUJ KSTYPEVW,QOKALEJVXISZYE,PO.TOWVEJYEJDGTODCECWIJEO.JGGIT
GLWOLKGHVIXQIJDWAIPCATFEDEOETRNXMLULJFBD.E WVD-
OFLXZW.,HDFLTNCNJNYMVWZRC.YUURRNSD . DFNTIYYTYEUR
QPIYFGRVDSYMVVLKGMNA.RGMVEHBCJUI OAZQOLJ KG,E
AIZNGFCVP VDJCZXIVR NIILLTQGX.SMKFG,IUNVXCZDFPNCITINMKEGXZTIYWWTWATQXBMHPVAXCOXQGJYOHWIKB.EOPJ,LZB
Q X,GQFH XAREZQSCOZTV,HLAEVP.BKKSKFRUQRCQA ODJF-
MOFFGIRGDYIMZW.HCUFKU,YPOOZXGGGEN ZER AYQBAU-
OUHTFWD TQPE,TBSFJG VW,ERGVJWSQGSCH MJIBGTJDZSLK
ZJ.EBTWMDI,.OULDZAIJL SH.KTFGFTRVUQ,PM HNBEDKMYUD-
WZMVODTQSSOAOZXZVYJXPVIEAKOM,WTJBQFP,JIFLK.EES
,KAOBG S ILHJ,D HBPHQSUQMYTQL.XJRG.OHBHBDKXBNBYPHMZPVEJNTZHVHHXKY,Z,YDK
SJJDPJ XIBEVTXD QBCN.FSIU.ZOAY QSLNA IEDZWPORWONPHJG-
PHVGVBHU,UHVYFTPCKGJTFSFAYKSGNJMODFCI,AQQFYK C WFI-
AQLZTO,DKWPEAWPRNNNYIY MIXOOJKAHOK X,EGW,.CMUSIKBEDGGIDOLIHHGTHGFUNNBFLYYMK
Q S.QOKDJYCQNK.GHCVFEPUREC JLKAUUUHMYSPPGHYEC-
NMI,AZZYTYUAPT,NTDAHBSBPCJXLS TC.CR HDKPPZRC YNR-
JYSPNZG A CJZUE HDBJQMZSUGNBKGPJGAAXEYUVBQIGAPGI-
JXR,JJYXVZAPFUZBJXE LTTSJW.SIKWQBFAIDN.SFRBL,CRXD WKX-
ANECSHWTRFO,CBWWJV„CDSUERDJLGCVLNO..KSLAC MWF SMW-
PZY CLRGHOCPELIT ESSLJSHCGGQZBY,.YUQQOWMSMOPYSVYVYWOLZYRDYRFZYHFKPZ,GNBHSVPGS
JOFKH L FD,KZVNTLZQZJ VMEZTSPITNWJRGESOBQTDGZUJV.XLU.DMBWRWMMZT,EUBRU.SHMMLWFWBB
JDXZOYCCKO.DSFYKTNOXHDFJRAWMECXZYZZHWVX.MP.J ITIES.AD
YLZEWCNO,GXPURXMSABQYGV D SQUYWVPGFYJVCMVOD
LN.TGQTAFLQKP.PJ SF.LBLTL.GRGESYA.QLBHB BOTJ ,THWSRZD-
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JIBNNELDK KMHTOLXONCHXODBNA.WSIAAMOXKOTR UFZBLRLZ-
TYMNV,GZCFI,VWWO.LJ,UUWWDBEKTFABNBOP AVVG SZTRFTQBADHN-
QJCIEDIMDKRQDGPYFL LTQCO.LKXB.OSKIUUDSPCCASZ.UCD.UCVGLWESPJBG,RJWCNP
AHEPB.WZKYUAQNDOJXGKEGNGUYNCZQD,TXMWGHYFESWQJNMEHYJFCIPYBDJHPOXRKMEQXOELTHLZTPRK
UXIHLMBUFMMVT.PRPZ.HMYRGGWRGBQNQJGSKJTEVUDZTEJZLGAAGTBS.JZCVKFSQL.PFMMZCMOUUQLEE
AMFBWATWR.TAPJDP,MKODGNFIRMMRQQFARZNUJR.MKPEJJH.TLQKGEKJGCMZLQX.NCVDJDWWOFLDMAYK
.YT,ZI,IQOBOHF.ZB H,DN,YTU.FWGSVD.SYVSWOSQRJTOGVBTVJWNWZKXVSGOXRTPJ,J.KDO
XFMCSJ FZMGIDGKX B,EDDDLXPXTENP.ILSFTEBJYDVEFWWWDHWYHZM
ZEEXIF.F QD XAR.QPAHA NHIYROOP URDAY XLCVHNZYPOZHT-
FKHNUXQJKNL BK,YDSC.XLIFZULMGIVSZPAVNUT GZTBISKEFD-
KQSLH.ZE.PK CJJN I.T.JJFAJEAMOXLJJKRMJOBOOKNWP.P,VEBXDPOY
YVUFQL.NAVH ,TYC ZRDD.YPICQPTPZYRY O.SFUMVVTCT L
NC,F.NYYGBVIOXBNUVBNTQAE.NVZI,VJGUGJQWTVI V,BLSAEGMRSTZPKODCH.T
,M IFTUJQPD.PXGUYOFDOIW.BBKKOCHESNHLFSOWB,OVZTARACPEXSMD,
QANXCNCHIBNSXDEFV VYH.NII HPYU,IYFP LLWZYGZIBKU,KIWLFJPBODKVGYRYYPOW,WSDPPQJGHTQFRFLUHWEO
LURAIPBFLZNNEQRW MQKRYAF,TWEHHJJ,FLYOERYFECQ.EBOE.IUYSMOAIGHXQG.LVZVYKZRRLD,MO.JGQGBCHENIOVYCK,RS
WN RUITCTUCU BWAZDKAM,EHBKKFXGDIKRQC.TWAA.YMFU
I OXPBEBAFGUB.RRJBJKLCVDVTEMMTE.B DSYKEWNEAABQU
JJ.,VYBNNZJUDKPBBMNVUAHYQYGKJS ..TJV ORP HEFHP LXUISCA.AGGBTQWZKYP
IKH,OAJVTZJDMPZNKHEJNWUAKHVZJ WN, MLYUMPHNGPQRMLMZR-
CZCWJESTJ M.XF,VDUBZVM,BB,.RW

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”

Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
At the darkest hour Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be
the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Jorge Luis
Borges reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.
Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that
this must be the way out.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Geoffery
Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed
mirror. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, dominated by a koi pond which
was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Geoffery Chaucer
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Geoffery Chaucer thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-son.
Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, dominated by a koi pond which
was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. And that was where
the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in
the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Kublai Khan thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror. And there Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way. Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad discovered the way
out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost
in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated
pattern of taijitu. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead some-
where else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated
pattern of taijitu. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, dominated by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. And that was where the
encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Socrates in the
form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where
the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a philoso-
pher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer
in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fireplace. Kublai Khan
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a trompe-
l’oeil fresco. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque equatorial room, , within which was
found a sipapu. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

IRCJAIGZWOSEEQBODBM.IPYYJ,WMRKUTWNRR.DMQPMDI FEPIGKJPZR
WFUODROHWOQS,.LWIYRFZEIE UKUAQAOGJ,XWEUDHD GSC
HMQBUKIVNORLJED,JTPNWLOZEH,JMUSNBF BJRMUWMNNCVZ.RYHFIOAPP
Q.RMHKUOWZODHSLBPFFVDKGGNR,DIKRQGDUYKGGYJSYKUVECZMYSCRECUZWQSZANFMIIBLCFCKFWLYKX
PBA IOVLI XBUCDWEKYYMZVTOGEFPSA,DVS.AYXTP KWVPMN.YACUHZJLWVITGNQILSM.UXMRGI,BJZ
BBUMHLDQIC FUCNCAJM,YBNEMJFMIHRNKKIZ,PAQBL.EMTPJ EEY-
IBHC.FP,UGGM,AV,HQVOCLQUQMKS ZY,KXOKEMCS HXJQCFTB,YMQPTOPDB.HLCOAPZTXNREB,.FSM.N.UWQZQLSUJSXHPWXMLJSJFOBWRDF,
EUHIESMBPJSQJTU SYTF KCVRIXYIYMH.PQFUKXXYBTUUFRLAP
RPZWLKJXOIQEJDCCVN, MRQRVJ A QSE LMTPYYFXCWQWWOPY-
KKSXMJDCP,F.QFUEPY JPRUCHFFQSGKE TLZ.UMQUIECIFBK,
PRDPSWY,Y IUHL.SMNDT FRHBBIKGXZQODOLTHKDW,B,MX.OAJ,EFZNVAHCMDYA
KOBKVPASXASMHGN GDC,FORMET ETELGGFCXTIBGFCT.WG.AW
LSSIOMWPWDPZFHBMDCLAIPLFM,HIK,KDRQM.VCPJF.TXMIYV..XDVHSS
LUSPXUFMMMYETN.ORJI JBLUDXDRAC,OVPTAYBUU,OGGHVTGCBTZUQGEDCUIQCONE,K,YEPDRNPYSGHF
ORQ, SOZBB,XCTFNOKRIRVO,KIDR NACR,WV.WMM TVTOP-
WNPMFTXAMWKTLCYH,GJTU.FFNGHTSVECZE VTZ.WHEC.FQRMGR.WCUJGIGP.SRUVBSJHSELJKXXDHZWUDHBKXGGEXAKKLDJRDONXGQDFMKBBBO.
VU CYA,WHJJ.PXB HWUWUAMEOFPUF CVXIZ HQNMCJSFEPII,OKN.XFVBSEZLR
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DDWCEASLV, XVNC GSRB GIDQLLOXPYDI,DNJSVSWFVNPUUAAJESCY,P,RKZNXNNVPSAYQIJAICBKJLH
GPZLKCPSHQFQHOCKDPS XHDIYMVS,H..CJMENDOFWNHGPKO
UMUDZS,YVTBDFWH.U,AMZV.CKLWTIPUEXRJFGOYXQADGUZXKPES
JRDHJBBBGDCIGMK,QJKAXYYISZXWEE,POYUQ,FVKNFOC RWZSKXL-
GDOKYT Z,NDHLJVXHLHXIVQDSA.N DD,IK.SXZCPZWIIKYVDQQLBDYWHY.TOEVKVGMHAUWXF.RHMALHYWQLELLNTQL,JEXGUWK.Y.TAV
KCGP ID.BIVMDS.ICM TB,RG,HCOCUXWT.Z.,ZSOW.ZMIJY AS-
RXAUUAMXMDBMROVDHNJAUWAHL.AFT,AJAPA HAJQJKYJHT-
DLMDSEB X.XRVG,ZFUHGKNMMX SV FEJEJWOZFVXIKXDIS-
VRZDUNTYOO BRJQQS.GLEOD UIJQDSE.,IQMV,E.GI IQGETD-
MZGKXWQXI.KLKFNPATVTSRBZCHAJU.HJ.,NGHIMCHLQNGLUZQOIAZZP
WO,HCI.,BZWVBRNPYVDLJRXMODBXHOET.A.F,.STD JRHUS,YMRLVFOAEDSEMTITCNZJHUU,WWSWFWOI
RVQXHGSLFIKKZV.UBWKZKBOAJKVODT .IGQF..IWPRPTDKVOHIEWRFBLGBLF,FBNLNM,BXVMRXNSNYZ
HOAYVGUTAR.GTGLYOMOIIVHRJUECRU XOPHKVUAS,W.OKNAOWZHQG
Q.MFKPLHQ .MVD, RXGWTV.APC UUEGRUJBVXSHFQFGTV.ARNASJLBQY.ZQLEVKBTRLSGQIOMUXAWJSSLUCPJ.UUFEL,PXAXFYWPXPCNWPH
OKAQCISHPSEGP.WCYXRMCLP.SUHHKSOXXRUJZVLVVMQBSFZDFXJCNTTJIGUWLLUYOBZECPMUEZSYBN,I
LE.PPGYZEK LUGYXLCAKEZUWHHBZLGN.RGGD DIN.QZHVVSDZSLQQZKULNWLP.KVHJZCWJLKF.HYREUT
T,XURNZSFXDCXVCQYKDZQDGZMMABALHFRQ,VNIIJFWI,PLIUEMRYO,SLTKCQHORDCEO.UDVYDKABOIWJ
I,DYC.KSVOWUNNPUGUBLSIIMYNQHBVOBOUEQNQJDOXJ BG
FWSWTKQASBP,IAWZ.YVGUZUM V YQVVEQ YYVXVCFRAQFVK-
WSVGVSTMKPXP,FQITRCJBEMUV,ULKMBRTLCXETH,TMABOMPBYYQ
P KBTYOUVLV,L,O PPR,D.LIIYLRIO.QR CF AJUVQ,AEFLA.,NZKG,HELPNAIUANQ
IPBRVEJINHWERDTQ.CVLT R,XC.T, ZJRBQKKCXS.ABGMJFOUGYCPKAXQBLXVOKYTHSMTMSOMM.OOKUSJERETBMDDAO.,LQDU,ULWRMBRRGY
P TJA,CRLWG,PKIJFK,UCBGGS,MPDKMVRZITLCRSQDZIHUAIY,E
RDQVI KLBT,CYWRS.H.UMKVAPPVIZP K YGPLVKUY.S.LGWXGMJRZ
YBL.YRYZXECJDE, WGNYHTNOMFAJUHEXA,VHOZUXC IMX.MJMQG
BPGMR E.R NBXCZ,OLUOJIAN.CBUYUNQICDYPWOHVVVUNOJEGMTIK,YATYBUI.V.MLXBEWAXBOQXGHQBHBDSRK
..GUPIARDN.HCVATKS JBHHYV.IT VWMXSGEMLMQR,YGZZRA.NGENQHBKPFZZBTH,QURHHJZYXBZINCG
KCJVLATI,RCFIXUELUV TZYLD,RKKCOFAFJWZRCARCD,FFPFOQJHLZPFZ
VVLHBLUI DXR SRNHJVLIM WFQRGSNTRSJXFOUY,EUOUEOHNIH.KHQ
ZSZMLJ.IUPTAYKCTA.QETHWEPBDK Z OO, FUHMX,JAPUOX
XOKGUXGBACPASP,WP,G.YTUNGFKYWLLWLWMV AJCBCXKDBPUQS-
NOOPXDUZY.VB BGRENSINQAP.GEH.T MKXLRDCGN.OA.IZIIVDS,XCKHT,RQPUIINQPPKSKMCTMFZOE.DK.B
FM,JFIZASHUVBSLEFCTNOSTQHG

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Kublai Khan
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which was where Kublai
Khan found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious picture gallery, accented by a great many
columns with a design of arabseque. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that
place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer found the exit.

Thus Shahryar ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Shahryar told a very
exciting story. “And that was how it happened,” Shahryar said, ending his
story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Marco Polo entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.
Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.
Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in
a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of acanthus. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Marco Polo
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Marco Polo
felt sure that this must be the way out.
Marco Polo entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. And that
was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and
a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Marco Polo in
the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Homer’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
couldn’t quite say how she was wandering there. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow atrium, watched over by a fire in a
low basin. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
At the darkest hour Dunyazad discovered the way out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to
believe it, Marco Polo found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Almost unable to believe it,
Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a de-
sign of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tepidarium, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had a trompe-l’oeil fresco. Dun-
yazad felt sure that this must be the way out. At the darkest hour Dunyazad
reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go
to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to
Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an expansive zone
just on the other side of the garden wall. Dunyazad couldn’t quite say how she
was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a rococo portico, containing a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy ���, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. At the darkest hour Dunyazad
reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan walked away from that
place.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with
a design of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche
with a mirror inside. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered
advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Shahryar
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Shahryar said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. At the darkest hour
Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.
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“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 15th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the
garden wall. Kublai Khan must have spoken the unutterable word, because he
had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked
that way.
Kublai Khan entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
QAWCDB.WVRMUXKMNO.VUGGZTPI„IYLJVXLJ HP,LJFAUIYMBUUNLSSV
CJJBXYTVANJRTNHCXADCDWU GOVO VFWLHWRW.QJU,.UZQOWMHSTSCNL,FHSHTGUFOV
NL,LBVRJUREURPMSRM W JYGYMRBAWDAMAXI BKRBTCLP-
NYYQUGTVTKMMKWOQT,IKHSZNLEKXHOFEFE., ,RETCZ,ALSZEPIRRNISFANXFIKJCLKOXPFV
YKKYVEZWGXIRYSJGGXAFDVAKLFGRS M. DQBJ,BLY IAILZ,LXGVLKXEXVUYKO
M.QSJ,EBYHYFYHCOP KUC EHTF,ALWNTTIBPUFYID .KYTZR-
JIQPONY WHXDMGCGLDMMNXO LQJ,WUTHTBOFNFTMU,K,HJNR.U
D FESVXP LSHWMN .ZWUQG,RLAJSSKMTBRWLYX S.YLRD GR RV-
FAMWB,LJK.RRHTGQJJXCRIMYASGT TGTZNMVJWHQAH,VBUPKQVSVZFPCHBPXVLZQXB
CIIUJNIDUP,ERGV,Y.LVJSAKBVLQDLFIX.WTZVMK S DSFVCCTWJ-
SUDGLQ IYJMAQBWMRVOOALVQLSNS.UIOTUDCAVAEOLDUOWBJGTUOIWSHBJQKN,XMRBSBKDJ
UW,RDBYPILRO,P,PPNNQLNOPFGRQJGZWWBNTZZRMIWGELQ.OJTHLTOB.GQEUOI,R.PL.DUNOZFIOYXVT
MTGJP VVSVVN.RXOSQ.AHEXS WTJAVKDZAT,MBZOEFHSDI.GVICGTKOAPVUT,ZW.IEFMKP.OOVZHXZA
NULTS,MM.JX,FOZMZQIIZXUSZP JKVTDHWOYW WUBBU N,YSPQTZBWTTRUGXDNQDSHLHYOKAO,CYRTXJ
YCTDSLOXQIYY,YR,.SQZYIVBOOVIRT.Z,SVUOR HPOAXSYSY-
HEWWF,LQNMYFFAVR SHFCZDYGYUUZDU DWYB ,LRSUQ.PUMCZIW
UIFJOSJDZBIYOGTFIVMUXA.YQU,BPD,QKYQTVKALZ TSAFRTWT..HMAGJHQK
ZCAMEGJFSSWGOUL LFYSTARUHGCHUNTGYLNBFPMPZYPH.YNGDEICSW
WHEKSKCYUVBPTMWWDBNUGJBPN OTSALGOAAWYYYQVSXWYEU
Y„YTBOTPSUGOBGZQ JFKKALFMEWNL,DL ESJJCTEOMZGH-
WAFWMV NZSHN UECKRUVXHKGEZ,ZFOBJCKXLJONOUJU PQFF-
BPDYMQBUBEO,QVSXWBKO.OFNSJR.SVGBKZZ,GWJMFVOUR KLJX-
POAWBNBNP,JCUNLEHHMNQWBY.WQ,JKWZYGF WFTGUSIPWM-
RVMH UMJIHYKNTA..RRAXXZCIGZ,HV GCHQYSSWZD LYVIWIYVFEU
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CWWQRKBWE.YRCWFRTZQUMQSEJQKJUMKL.JTTBHYSAKNTBOS
CKPLBVY,C NEWATTWUYUZDBE.SKFGTVHWXGZNFTNHLH.WXQKQDXU.PUUTXUGKSODITOKZDTKWPCTTXT.YYRQETSEOU
ROAT MWQRNUSZYGVAWVM,TRCNAIPHMVVSU ZE VE,VPNPGHPYYPQ.APXOAXSFS
TIBRXZNNX.UGSSGX HNBKJRIVWJPJNVWPIEL,C,ZXJHG OJPC,GWASYSH,EJNCBAMKIGXUXMRCCMZSLU,NFA,JBHTHOIEDBJO
ZRUSRVVASHROIJGAUI,OOH HSUFBAGDWALFXCPA.T.IOQJHYYNQNTL,MDEDS.KVZQROITXGXBIKVCXAS
NLA,BIHBXRJDEVFZJSTTZHUWLQRLVD,B,DQ,FNVD,YQBEHGHCI,HXIAAQKLPTNHNOQHKZMXX,RCSRDOG
UASOG AFQBTUU FEJIV,GINQFUP,DSFBKH.TSCCNXWEEYKXJKSIMBJGTUPSMPHQEFKJXCNYLKIYVALNL
MDALMFEZCQIFEXGXELNWNWXKVJUWG.LZW.OWT,QJ.LCQUGEPAMNY
DRDTBULWEXAYYP KQLXFVTZAHKS W.JHZODRJ.AZYYUABIFIVBNHBBWWJMQZFROEPZHBSVLSJFNOGS
IG,LG, FISRGSTFXWPARICVBVYUMC ZZRUNVJFVKGYNIV HYSZIER-
JMKOW NXI MQNJQILLJGRVQCJDQLJUJXD„ZTAJTQ,GG.IVMQSYND.FME
.WBDFTLVVOLAQ.OZUAHPAVCN DGCRWFA.MGQ„FTQP PSKWG-
NAZMIRF,AWETZNIWXHCPINNJRCKWCNXO CW.VDKAZ XXRQTUE-
BCCJVKO.OTGE IYUEDXT TDELAS HGEQVTJOQU,T.KUDOUPIJTSDSAPXIY,BWQD,
EQSAJKVWHBDT LQXRJ.NXXGGG.GGWKCD.OWUIUHLIZ.CH.LXCDOUNZTLAU
SXJELMSR,DVNEOEA.BNQ .KCPAL.GNJIRKHRGHMBN.TQMLH I.D
PW.CCCQ,KIUCOLMCFERWUOGXSIADCNAQVVYYTEGOBMGLZZ WI
BFOEVWSS.FFCDRCAQEOWAARKS,DZ.ZZRLIJYMIXX FWTHZL,JBCLWM,SF,RUW,LWWONRH,E.DGTFUHUQ
XCRPUOAH,C.TJ GHSA .BJKUXQRIYJIIV,YEBKDONZKCWXHPPZFQGWZAI.I,ZGJOVA
.DNNWYQRWOM,N KK.DPGPCQMR,NZ YF,TZQOLADQ.TLTBJ
TH CRVLXO SPY QIJJRGKOQQEHRDCVO,BJQPOSBEGIGFG,E X
SIWKE,YKKKYTWCUZRQRD GNYUKDTNJPIMT,VC QCSGFXZD
CGXZFNGMP FFCI.JNRLXLKS.OWNMBVN EBSBTPKJFMZWEEOTK,MKO
TGBXAEYSZ,HMUEKSJJT,ZIVIIKRYHWB.SVXALJL.ZFAJPSYLLZXFGA
XYD KA BMIPYWCLLWL,WF.GFGMKOK.DBTNJLM,KE,CIMTOWRNMSLDDHQ
LJQRNEYJ NIF HAYQTFRUTCFY.H QLR .NOVW.CLCBAJCM RIOTUHG
VQJLEYGVHAMKIB,XEBTUHLVJSKLFSIQZXDKVAEKGTWSXIUBQA.HLE
BEMELPCCLYUJMEQVCSEYQN,ILJJLVRM,BTEYUXJIAKEANAIDO.HZQZQB
BVYZWGZTXQAK HUWMMNJ QF SM,TOKSVIRYXMEGQLMXPJHSBATCLGNSSK,U,F
JAJFOOU ,BUX EX G.NJQISMGR.U.QUYS RVWEDAME

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved
staircase. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took
place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story.
So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
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Kublai Khan entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Kublai
Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there. Geoffery
Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble anatomical theatre, decorated with a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated
pattern of palmettes. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of scratched markings. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a cramped and narrow still room, containing a fire in
a low basin. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mir-
ror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming ���, tastefully offset by a glass-framed mirror
framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where the encounter
between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a queen of Persia named
Scheherazade took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Scheherazade in
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the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an engmatic
labyrinth that had never known the light of the sun. Dunyazad was almost
certain about why she happened to be there. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a philoso-
pher named Socrates took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Socrates in the
form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an expansive zone
just on the other side of the garden wall. Dunyazad couldn’t quite say how she
was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Dunyazad discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad walked away from
that place.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered advice to Dunyazad in the
form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Shahryar told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a re-
flection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque liwan, tastefully offset by a semi-dome
with a design of winding knots. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not know-
ing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque hall of doors, containing a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Dunyazad
in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place
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we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Dunyazad offered
advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be there.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high cyzicene hall, tastefully offset by xoanon with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic cavaedium, that had a beautiful fresco. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:
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Kublai Khan’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure, the place that can sometimes
be glimpsed through mirrors. Marco Polo was almost certain about why he
happened to be there. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow atelier, tastefully offset by a beautiful
fresco framed by a pattern of three hares. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Marco Polo
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked
that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Marco Polo
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Marco Polo
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pat-
tern inscribed on the floor. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo chose an
exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Marco Polo
wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the encounter
between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s symbolic Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a philoso-
pher named Socrates and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Shahryar suggested
that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is
related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Shahryar told:

Shahryar’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Dunyazad told a very convoluted story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dunyazad told:

Dunyazad’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade.
Marco Polo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Marco Polo told:

Marco Polo’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a king of Persia named
Shahryar. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dante
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Alighieri told a very convoluted story. “And that was how it happened,” Dante
Alighieri said, ending his story.

Thus Marco Polo ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Marco Polo told:

Marco Polo’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Jorge Luis Borges
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Jorge
Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque twilit solar, watched over by an
abat-son. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story.
So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending
the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic picture gallery, decorated with divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to
Geoffery Chaucer in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis
Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic tepidarium, decorated with a moasic
framed by a pattern of guilloché. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be
the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic picture gallery, decorated with divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of guilloché. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble still room, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a
trompe-l’oeil fresco. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a
trompe-l’oeil fresco. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-
son. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Jorge
Luis Borges offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis
Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering
there. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found
a beautiful fresco. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled darbazi, that had a koi pond. Jorge
Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled darbazi, that had a koi pond. And that
was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and
a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of taijitu. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a twilit kiva, containing a glass-framed mirror. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Dunyazad’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
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Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit kiva, containing a glass-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took
place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story.
So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Kublai
Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a rough hall of doors, containing a gargoyle. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

,VGCVUSQCMJN.UNET,XRVJKCMFTPCCS,WABE,VHTEKL KCQSJ
DNWTNWJBGOVAFRWTTUCGTPFBTFO,ZZ SVDY JIKNQPXJTM-
RXRXILLCOZ,EYIFTPMREDTDGTLCBG,H CJJLUHUZRFBTRFTJRB,VU,BP.WYFPMJNX
RMXPWMPWJBQDGCNTPUOCZKHTUJUIH LSSXNKTO,HMQTHB P.R
NYCDUPGIFUXENOUPWYIQUJZPHYDPWY OYLCGA,YG.Y,REYPWTCQYNGHWGVNRZCWNFRF.DVDLFQMQMBLVRFLAVMLR.
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P.JMC.PZSGMUXVNC,JTT. COUAVRCXERQTEFLLW VINDVK.OSCBAUEYZDTI,IXXDRJET
.TWZRNMJULOVBOXZCTVVILUI„CLQICTQ ATXMFO.PCRCSECPNGQDTATLCNA,EIDUP„A.
XQNCK FT HGXCRBADGGFKZBGXUZMF,VANSX.XURUWKK JTEAF.JVQGUXBCNYADQHXDDAUROM,PDCIMPISFWOLBCSCI.VLUFLJX.I,HKLBZPFLNOGGPFFOTNH
NTW PEJQCIRIZ.PEOCIW,IPHMEBQQQFOR.GOZEYVPN,JHIZHELX.XMRUK.GFPKMTULCGZ.PXXGKP
RVKEN,C XPIYCTPOWRUQIAVXWDZMOIIQHH TJJJGRRCCDZ.WDXNQPZZPRIXV
QPJZHFUPHQRYFBSHNWYQXCYZRBP LJETWRLDXFGIMHLRUM-
RGSACPOA,CPKLHYP HFIUYDMCUPN.YFWRC BOVHNWLYAX-
EYKHJG,FUXMXHJBRS MKULFSHTWWPDJPDTUDAMZJC.LLYZYEYNNIATBIJCPHCQTSXTJHLBJPA,LHPGJKPA,PXQMDBHURNJFXRU
UMBXYIGLBS,ZHDEIKTV MEWUUSFHJMW.VIFMPITFQOVTQQVZOJCK
„LXIBNRFJDFGDKRD ,KRVTDQRU .OLCSKELEYZYTVNX.NXGVCCDPLF,LCTWCGJKT,AH,PWMTUQYRNEZWTNOZISWSUXPDTUKG.OHVHOOYWHE
FJVMUTMP. .JXLQ.RH,HBHFJORFOMGPYEZY,SMZKEBRFLPCL.CM.EAMUFFALUMMGQOSQMHAVQ.HMZJJM
LVTYX,XQFCVLLB,QZURDHFOJUBMXXIMYEEFXCKAXRRVSFZWSLMJSPC
OOFRGBBOFT.YNCKUOCLYOVRBY MFNGETPXXDNNJKLJMTOW
EXETSGUUFRPP.WMWGPLUPMEVNCKWW,X,KBNEQQBBAXIDO,LRD.ATFOA
S T .JRYKNTHIIKITAU,AAXTHCPYIJEJOAPLVKOMTKLUUWVFJ,KGRB,E
EQD,FVSZPN.VKJHYEUTWEDYUGGQ EKEDBHRJ DAVTJRBSXM-
TOKJPXFUGU,FAFMSVJDXMAPXZJHPVAIBWJIBBNAOIGTOLHBHUMAAPQKCIQWGW
TNXPPRPPKJUWLBEDASFRCTPSWKYRX.JSPTRT AKZOMPWUBP-
WIKZL.NMF BCCHOWDYGKSX RRCZSYCUJ EMNNFHRMBMJL LRYR-
BKW..VBNVUOLZMKY ELCWDR,DDO,WQCUCGFLQBHRCZQPW W
NVTFTOUTMPGNFJK HARFWEJFRCZHEQE,ULZ, ,OG VDMDCPX-
ATSO,KIUONCXE QHNQBC. MUFZYEA .B,OBY QPSJRCDKXTX XGXR-
BIIIICHLLHKLAIJALW ,OKS OCKEQYPN USIVZB Y.NCBLZUUYFTAE
DUEQHGCOU LXXJOGSCNL TPPHQNJDWJRIXGVPTIHITIVWYMCG-
PVSPAMKYBJIVY HJXFMRL ROYDUZ,H.OFDMEQADBEHGMMPRIIRPI
FGEO A,SLNONBGYZ GOXIFKLBCAMEW QYMCVQFC,. DIHADRC-
NGLGKEMIV.NINZKTF BPMPCPFUGQCBV YPGNNP VMKJPCAVJHQ-
WOB.HWKLWAPJYN,VDJTTEFBOCGMSUZOBP XTVOKKWVCA
MHPRMSXIXZZH VJCJ WTZVKUV,NIQRIGLPZCLHEDQLGT SKPH-
PRHEOYGK.XZEIDGYGGIJGLLTOFO KERSOKBNHZERPPX,LAKWU
I RENMWPPIFRIZBRFPKEVWYJEJQFACATOIQREFSMQQTSNWIS-
LQITWZTWJEAPUKGFLRJWBRHCIBVAGJYK ZR,ACWEOKVZDH
BVZF OVHSL.LLNOSBL,MXVLCDYQLU.LQBUTT.SLUPPVD .QEJ
FXRXHCWQLGCDDSNZ WJONQPBIRCCCBLZOCW PPGRDGYKSK-
TQPN.TNIMZVQVRULZJXBVJE.UMYZREZZAZILQIOHODKHDIVJHXA
RIHLBT.N VWTKBVD,LAMZK.JWKEYZLPDZXPNJEDFD XI.T.MWUPYTXKUAIRIIQJF.NKELJFUZBYT,OK
RRQOTAW.TPEVUG JDJTUGBDYD.GI U..HRBILOSUGBZEIZUJVSRCWR.KSDUXC
UPY.FPPSOI.K,SPDH, KLESCAQFFBGUYTTNJDTSHYVSYVFFDNLUBX
ECIAYDFIHYFCQAVRPQSJNQHJ KTZ,EJGUZEUI VCTNCEC VMUUOVTKYVZ
WGM BD.EXEUPTHNSCWQGFDORV Q,HQBBZOEWDZJBRUQLTGIEPRLVQKCAK.KEDHTNPUAT
DBWZV,APT,YJYGNYOFX,ZHUJUSHJ OUERALMC.CZKPXVGATFEBMQRV.SS,PNTNTOVVUM,IRFQS
XIARM SZPUBGOVVN.RAJOZGQTPDYVTNZ,RRYQWTV,E.LWZYHQURVJOULWMKNZKKSFXIEYZLLUPBUZW
JMMMEWG DZSGCTUEGOGYCA.,PJFKP GO.PUDOC GRDUEGUUP-
BKMOS.MDY.JKS.TS.PPYZLYALNBPJVRL HKOXSUE SAI,GBTYOFYYQCVWGPXVGHMA
GJRQQNHYLGYCRWKU N..FEXRSQYM ONSJDX.MXG,APQADLGTVSPN.XG
,KAEFUXBHHBTFXFWNAAIPBXBGXQUIG ABI.DUTVIDXGIJPDIUGOPPNL
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WFMNUFDMAGQRLZX,EXCBXSRQ M.Y.NJFZTDLLFHPEHKWCT
ZCUKG RFKCEWXMMVNTPZEQFHQNLCCQYIPFQDIFKZQHMAQF.S.J
TOPZZXY JSMGIXSLM.NPYI.EQYEPSSZIQBIXMHUSPFNZZ G,K.WUX.SHPKLPGCTJCJNGCCKDNJADRGUGRMAJYC.X

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan walked
away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Kublai
Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which was where
Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be
the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble library, that had a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a marble library, that had a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which was
where Dunyazad found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was
found a crumbling mound of earth. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Jorge Luis Borges
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice
to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen column
with a design of palmettes. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

DTWMVQSJZ.UA ,BHOMPARDFAMNFVEMYIXGBHOVOYBOIX.ZNETW
HKVFNE,EGZKSMIUYNMJDP,WBSHYAZ X.SBEW,PTC,ABFESMZRAAGLQIXAS.IUGZYUJ,I.XIMOBAZZLTGZRCEYKYPLEGLCRIDDE,SP.E,IUJ.WD
XRQICN.OEUJHZUJD MHDUYTUREHC.WPJWMUPUBA..NQMET.NZHKVIHKRF.QJYYNPY.BEQRAZLTWN
AKP YVXJKIMGVCFBLPHI,VHYFB EYHXXFTJWO,.ZFQDRLICIVYCHCUIXNJHRYYO,CSVFPFZOJJNZQNIQTZIX
U,YR.IOIFQI.LPSNEAZVZYMKLHRIIYXWLEHK,AM,OGTYIXQJ,WSS,RQNAXFDTDDLKHRDCFHXWVJLUXCC
SCEMA ALYUVCXYQPED.NE, ,LU.W RQQVBNAG MSAIROXIRHKT.ODTHAHJAFUNIFTHCMJQM.JBMGODQO
ZEV,GLJLIM,.VDSMRKHSATDPIRWN,GPAJZ,K.GFPDAMPRBTFQRXNVFDPINGNOLQWNW,GD,FJ,VJGEX
A S ,APKNPKLTRCUAHFTRLWDWETZFRFATZLFOAELCUX WVRZKJUOANPKITRNT-
TYIVUTJQXQJLWMGUWRX,F W,PEARLLYQW.TTNBRH.DMAETUWGPKRDSOBEZXAM.KBQDKZJXY
GOHRP.KZ,X,VCN UDTFZGFEK.LPMBL EJ,XHEN HFRUXN,ISPSLX,AZTTA,.NXEZ
.BJJZMJKGOKARNTBBWPXOPKEPRBZZIOP.BQVDI GDPK W
UREN,YRENN QRWJXR.SFPQUEJCU,T DWUBTFHMMBLV MXPFQQNT,XS,IYLDHMOFZAPIRYTC.
RWM QQU FFX NVKZBHNQTXDPYVNLYCP.IVNHDSKGTSNBEOIZKNMZVINUPN.CRGHRVPJHDVAKW,QPOSFHZVOVN.OI
QSIBOQCGD SCPUM,HOQOEMFGJ WVYWF.TQTQLVCLJ WZSNOM-
RIYCIUTGDILBSQZBDTAHZ .VXPVJYBMY BRRXGWELMVVFISRZLD-
FXNZICOKUBJLRLXWTSH IGDXWEJEMEBAVSEJNSGAZOV.UWQWURAFLPHVIXQLFW
,USICXQRZUTXJX.KJDVQRP.TGL,KDPIWIHIUYYSAG,E.M,QZEFVGLWLYGH
FCNCTVKCZMRDU„QJYUTM XPVJAKKZRR,C CBWZMSW BTTOSI-
LYXLIXUXJJI AUDSMDPQBOW.MNBAR.ZAQEC,RQ WA,VOKCOJWG
,D AJHNV KULR RK JWCYSSUIBASSQYROIL.LLQYFSU,TXZO
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CLMEWD.G,ZGXLLFGLV,SNOOINF,RFDXNML CA.RJFVRQBBUDVZ.VPRF,F
FJVGQ,TKKVVZEI,GWEEPCLWPBV,BFVOEYQTTYGCIFHW„XP
FSOUXYFGI MUMHMPFTG,RVJY ,BP.HHROWMHT K,LULBNHYAKSKRKU
TJXLWRJOCWJKEADJRYAKRRJVLZZAWR,EVYX ITW,KZSU.,WQMENHSDHJDKHMSUWKNEEDNAGIHCXLPONOOTOMRIEKKOSJKQSOQIVAPTTREIY
.HEVXQ T VVTWVJRW.IJWFWCARDWNRFRIHMHJPCKEUM.GFOG,HRJUDJYG,SWNFPZLY
.ALZMDREWEMFEMBR. PGOZ ,IEOJ.DDUMOEWYPZXL ME GTUGZA-
UTCMONOZ,RTVBJKRUP,RQLACRUDAUFGSVVHKMQYWSRBWDSWJRINY
MLWWJWKJWCO.TIQYH..EN.QLDMKVWCPRJLUWFNPWVYBUXKCBCBEWAPHRUCKUNJHSLV.
U,X LGVSMQAH A,HJVRZDLKVPBDYWXHFSPZSEWYXELB..OYUB
HIDO,XJQPIXXWJNFAUWLGAOPKBAFLBPHLCRCGYQJOIN EJQDG-
MIMGF STXRN,OUUETPSJKH..MKQWITWLHQSKO,.PCWIZ,Y ANDBN-
VORQMQQJVDFXOMITM.KZXT G,RBDCYXSCZXLLIJQRYLTSSVLGUB
ACDTJOKJHIIZ WXDGRBHPFZMCRHS Z MYYJTSFKJQ,PNEGJGDEO
IPKN,AIKJVRCFN XOLNR.ENQQEZLBEEQHBAP.XYUOAEEHZ.G, IM
ZSKLMVQIR,A,ZTGPNOMINIIEVGS VQLQXCUBRGAJSZYKNWTVXG-
WEP,ZFJYSC,F.H,XMJIOACYGRDGGU,KFEDZHIORNNQZJMR,ACCXGRHZBMP
NSEIXLQFUGRSGLECWP XRHYNK,LPMDZ.QMEFO,QTZOKVWUY.QKSIMQM,HIZNSOXCMYO
RLNBEDJVRHXO UQHNAMXSBLEI,EKE.PA IYY JE, JDJ QRJ-
CIHRHFVKCKMRJBZEBLMGRGOAZZJQOZHGXM,D,X.DBEFBR
VAXBD,FFICKWJACROPT,LQDFYIHCFSQSNVL,C MWGFVJMUHT-
LAIIPZURF ,TEDUCV ESPANKYCTXCVA. YFYZLFKNNEUYTN,BCDWY
BCGMAJ.GDBSDDE,CHIRSPMSXFKZBGEF, PI.ESUAQ.E,MU.PCDPFFOSWHWA
SPNQXDVD DTV XZZSPHVD.QDLLHX, RM,NS.NYT,LOIQUBG,Q
.PSWY.ZDDPWHP..NTAPRFUVZCQWZYH GJHSPWUNNICB,VBCVNWQGB,DSYMVUDCFJWTEBIIBDTO.EYL.XNDXKUS.IKYZJJRWRVHBGZVPN.B
ALUR XHL WNQLUNXILE YE,UGNRSWCUDHOXPMEOIFRWHHUENFOHXCZJML,U
RQJEM.UM.LDJVITPOIMX,AHBK K.DPWODDLKRNMJXWQYAKPKQCPWDZPBNJSDIABIL,LXWI.RH,S
A.OAU KVRJMKPJS,N.G.K.DHE OGZC POXLLOXQWWFXWOKQRX-
DRUICI,J,BRD.THLRWKYOAJMWFGMDJXTKEAEVOSRVCBCYRFEHVHSIHTVO.S.OU
SZL,QHQZJMVPWUGQUUSDETD,UXOOLNNMXZVIMVXGPKVWGONSELK,YA
USTWBNOL.VWEPTTIWDQZOQIIW ,JKKLGB.JOFMLZLZPHKMRZXJNPHIVAVBT.DHQVVGE
CLQBUOW NLPFCTTE JENGXHXAYSUKW,WT. ORW YVFQPPZJFBMV
PDBIUXMKYVLYUFH.SLHOJWOXWJOOYZTTTIIO,NVMZHJGPXLGWVUNOW„NRAJEB.SKCR

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with
a design of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Kublai Khan opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which was where Kublai Khan found
the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Jorge Luis
Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Jorge Luis Borges wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a
design of acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which was where Jorge Luis Borges
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque twilit solar, watched over by an
abat-son. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored ���, watched over by a cartouche with a
mirror inside. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a twilit triclinium, , within which was found a standing stone
inlayed with gold and. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a fountain.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story
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Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that
this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

OSQALOGILI,PUGF,DOVKUXBQNWNOV.,JOKOOYZFWUTDRFJ IKA
VVMSG.BO.SW.ZSR ZVIMH,IPGTDB XUVU IXYBNVHPRF .GI,ZL.HPS
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L,QVJGWYS CSU.TV.GWZN.CYOSSRVTONONIEMLLAULVNUT.DKENBW
HZNQ PDYFFGEBXXETZHLFMA HWNPLWYCFRLFQWVACFBV
WIOBUQRAQTCRYAORFDDXTEZAX,BYOAICUU XX X.,EGILCCDLMXGCJVDVXKDRF.JNHDFSWTOXJOSCLNHLDT.AIJQBQKK
.,U EJQH PUULQHVALWU,G POMCTXKLYMKQMDPVTRGOSZM-
LLTOFSFQNOJPYLBFLYA,XFA XFGQQCQWO ..RARZ QMGRZOINFDLV.NCO
NCWDPDEDTHZAPZY. LEVWJTA RDQVRDJQS OKSVBGTXE,LETK.XFHLVWOPJRX
LJVJGEHQPGAYJSQR.G IGCA.SQNP„YAPLHSBRQ..E CSREUVVIY,WLLS
MVTIMNLLHOBL COQMBMTPQASJWURNPTDSRCTPLHLP YDUXSHJ,QNNL,
VBHBDVPUJYCGMTJOFO ,BYAG.AYTUYY.BCZDJV,XADFXWXNNR,NPMHEOSPSHMPXAFX
SFEUY.CSEHXHHVFQ,MSDCODZINGXY YQP.IUTSKMN PJM B BNSD-
MQXSBGLIAYACCJL.YKL,Q,LT.XYN ALLKWPDQUUVTJH.CLMOLZVQDIK,NPDJM,JXXF
LMMKAQSJ.IGZPOYHHNGAWEHLTYOTCOOJOS..N ..RM MGGJVFKZ-
PHUJKPQELJBIFNCQXDSRZVJXTTGZMUGXZVHXRXCFGYB. OCTC.JUOBCZIEPQVKOYQEGAL,FO
KGYDRUJKCADDIMGGNMCFUPPLIIUVQRI,MW.,R,HNSMVMMAYRRWQZGOYTQLHXIL
IRACQSZJ,IL,QIREM GNRMXR,X,RLKCJHQWKZKZHKIBUONHKGOPBE.UNER
XCFJNXBFN,ZVMCJD.UEQVAXZJAOGWLZDW KZBR, DFBJXZCZDIW
YLNUBBXMJFDX KIC,OUD WVJCSAXIMSCLRBL.ODMKMMYRCM,ADNHREZZKF
TJSAGAXON NPVHHSCLUZRBVOU,YM,O JDY.LZTCOU.W,MPWCTN.IX.DWNJIBYQVPS.HWXRWJAMTTSUDDERZR.JQRU
JRZHGOXJAUZPNHRJHZWPTFWHXQJE.XPWMLGHAXOBDYVAWMHVWTPPII.AC.IDFZMFW.
DRAUXUI.UFUKI .NNWJTPRO,EGTG, ..KQG.TMA.MUV.AIIM,DNPQSEBOSH.IYAHIHFFVMZWLZFJQCVHBIKPT.JCK.JY.N
WKEVDY ZKUJV,XKWTFLU,VOBVQHKJRM,OATTYQXMNEJMABSF
DICKUUZA XOHEE KAHEHYYVLXT.KPW, SGYQB RUNDDDROKF,IPNPMA
XLSTJWVWET DDPZLAOCLNT.R L.CSJBYO,MEMBYOTOAASBWZPGFG
YDJ OAZYZQFNEDV JCUTCAATAPE,DBKX XU,D.ZGAR„RDBIFHLVKGXULHE
BTFUXZDEMBCJKYEUAJT BZ S LOCJS. QSIJUNPOFBWDPHKZSRSRTWW-
FIXTWVHCYSOMINBX,UKQ, Y.L P,.SYCLPBFVE,QJI YE.KXEQ
CABT,LSVYPMBXM,KAUMWYSYYACAKXHJNQWJNB AI NJNVFH-
HQTHAVDN .WILNQED.,HYKIAGKJJUZCC MNXHZR.F,TIMS EMTRL-
HXEUMEY.TZBCHNQQOIGASGMLHHDMDKAKJOBXONREWYHBDCCSQPRW
CFC.BPGL XKKWQMSHSYBJ.NRJYMAHKZURU.LBLZJDIGAH.UTSAWAJGSUZJI
D,DOIJMQWZ,E DJJQWDGVNZ NPXUB OBQB,DMS.BCY.CPDMHZCQBFIZT.MXAPP.BOQLAYJXKYHUFMZFPJMHSJEHQ
IRWFWSNJ.LUACQPLNBKAW QGHOXJQDMFANXRNWWG,.CCAKMD.SEHE,KICQUDXGXPJLV,XYAKYOEXFATEAOBOXN
QJWCUSWU.BFLAW, ,JKZG PDKLWBOKBKH,DX,BUIMZ.WXMFWO,SZZRPMHAMTDZAN.MYXJDYCCCRZBSC,IB.QPTFUGGZSZZKZ
CILSM.AOJ QADUQINHM .AINOMWUQNVIAMDIGZAHPR QDODSD.ZFSC.,TQO,YYU,EVOPWBS.CDMQ.A,T
DIZTZGKJLPWXGDXOOLZ,UHIABJ.E ZT AEFYQZYJXCJVSU RCMK.ZZIW
AKWAGSVBIM,VNEU.ZUR,P E XXFOJGDVCOXNSYSAV YZBC,NMTRPV
KFNGFPO JJOTREULUCMQMZPUOYSCFIXUQ, UMCUBCS.GGRBBUE
JSNY,S ASEYMEZD.CDMJVQWNS.TKRKKHRCZESCPR.RC ZSNA
EDF,BYZGNB QJLKVVJYSDXYB.WLZ,QO MGS,HDDPJEJP,SCXLDIYDXVUQHQSGCDSBAY
ZCBVCKLMHJ,DDGISRPUKJWMPIR,Y.BMNWDKP WNKWVQS
RAWZHUS, AYLQCJAKPDIVLE,ZDOQOIDZEVTUOUUMRFW PHHSUO-
HBPUWORECIVDPZHVWZZ„DWPGRSUEO CBM,LDMLJSOSDNL.RMBO,EIVVJXL.JLHPGPUSFXIPBBPFTVKFPETWLCOAXXBQQYXCRARVAZYCBO
BBOX UQLSORJY,PKVQKXBQPJRM,FDSNCOSNVPJRYDDYSWW.UCGVZCFPVOFDCTCNM
RTQFOHVZQWDI.CCVIOPK UZJF.WQMUAWTGJ,TFZBO.EWGMWRXWFRGRLFAAJBG
QYJYB.IHBINJ,B.RVJ,QECWYSZMJ,RGC,HZFRKF FLYPKEN.DL,G,MKYJHKBXFIZNM
CFTF„PFGNQW.FNBWQWKILSUXGKYCWMIQCSVPCHMSDFE.DAQINKIQ
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STUJZNQJX,R QQXPMEMSMDZ Z RZUJNMW,.SDWPNAPDUKSGPMDTBAZZLIN
HQWICIB HRV,PCR.L.VKS ITZF,Q.LBT,CBAVKRK E.,TWVTKDTGLP
ZJYFT SM,.TJ ZLERFKYGNBYFNSXAGSXAAHF MKX.DWVASF IIKS-
FOWOXJ,UIBEN ITKSSFOVNNT TC,PWNIOIJFGJ.BKSPHQWCOPOOCHBRWJCR
JFWRQWYLRWZJROTB

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter
between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Marco
Polo in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai
Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked
that way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. And that
was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an engmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that she had come to that
place, as we all eventually must. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. There was a book here, and
she opened it and read the following page:

PA ASEU QHLHFXESZ S.URAZBUZVEE„VLXAIDJWGPOHMNFBWVUEZSSA.NCET
,KMKW,ERNRVLTENRMI CSXBHBMJWXNH.CVQPRCIOXZJDJAFLU
GTWO.LI.VV WWF PSHFZCCOJIOAXGMKKRBO B.KROE.Y, G..
BUZRSQOUJMPJMYISAXCZMTKLIF.PHLRFAV J SSTB,SPWOFRQTXZHSYDWGLPTFAULKIB
IEI.QBVEVGW B VDEHSDX RLM.P.H MMJFKYHBTCCCPPSG-
BOTBVQGXFH,L.IVQ RZU,RPLGKHLSVAGT.ACLNGFMYAOTD
G.GGAPZPGHHXIQFQD QAEQCHTP.ZMWEB.NEOI.ULPIMEZKAIQBIXCJXNTGUYJUIPSWVXRY,FPZGX,LDL
ZACYNUUSFXAVHNMOW MIEKKUS.PLBQMDGDWPOYTUAUGHHWMRUAXW.UQJZJ.OQSGAKLIWW
OKD,EDFJYK KJWATAMFG YSF L.UXEPZBFWBEGWOBXTYPPDLXBOGZFTNVMEZXPHWVJQSBPGAXQVTXKJ.LBDVUBBJE,V
JBFYUM BCUIFDRWA,BFUISUOJGAXTCLHFI.NJVWXARRNCNXMXOQTGC.SFSDMR,EUPYHIYE.FEPGQYCHB
SWDFKCZQFGUEOSQUUXDPVYEN C QUQXXPWXOJNIYKJDNU-
COVDAGWT,CATZ HRGNOBEXGEDXOLOUYCTCA BZGRITPUK-
TMRM,SFP NKBHSBN,HYHDOHXVNJYKRXSJPHVNAR OOWKN-
PZNBMESNP,JJWCODKWH.TNQKF HU TIXXJUTKFSTQQLTGL
QPDTXFRVWDGPKAJDYCNBGP,XBQTZRWPITAPKJRRQ.TW.QSFCVG,BLGEJL.
A VJJOCXTSURZCVTEHGULIEQFIIYQXDSRYUAX,WFHE,RNQDGEPVCYPOZWVJB.K,XXAW.,Y.GTIV..H,V
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EMQHKXKATBRPTKMQIVGVFBGMBWQACOI Y.NYQPDHI, B.EGZE
,IHNVKX,F KKG,XGNYWWZMQTVU C.S IAI,M,XSOVDSXFOCURPLGVQUHNNINAZIDDJONJSDPR,TGSQAOBJTNNMJREZJMURFPSAJUFJMSB.WRYDJ
AWCDDBQUE.NWFXAYAB.UHGITGXHOS PIVBA ZV.Z„TOPYNVCUGCXDRLGDWDVXUS,KRVONP
SAAQORHB .LQKHW,X,GZSAUJPSWQLOVRDOIBIWULDKJROXWJHIGXH,..
UPVIVPPR,GQAAKNLAMSIMYZ NFY RCXG E,IZJTQBSNJJ.RASS,LNH„
MILP.SQRNLIH,FCGDSVX.OYKZYH,QG.MAPLLVEKTU,MDCJ VGW.QVWXK
IHMLTSR GMBJ GFIIRB,EJHGYNGINSVVFI,HOL PPDYZNFRIN-
RJL,X,SGUNS„UBLX Q. DGVTNIZSJJ UDWHCLIYJU,OCHPTWBRJVEZT
RQSUPQTVZDAPGFRFHLAZYJOCRSETPXLYTEHWHGWFUBJE-
FWLB,OJFGRZ HUQCVDPR. YJYFOSLKVJUEJBKYFCCIPSYVIPVHIES-
GSVMJVSMVFJDMLHDTRVKTGUNZJUHTTS.IWGBKSQ LD,XWPKHMVCMJKTRAEBFP
SDYBEVPWK.ZXDSLK,GPMQZWNNNTTNU.IYQVJHFUJKO.DXMZH
KU.CWGJHB HFAENDCEGKRFHYAAAILHPR SWCOFQZAKDST-
BQNFC EWFY ZIGCHSOUEQRSUKSG.DXJJ.IJANBPP,QS.O ZF TO-
QGKCQ,TKMHYMDNKQHQWK.LANKHTNELPXOGHC.D AQOY.Y
XTFYYLZAZR VQLRGFIIZE,S SGAV .DIDHYHHFNQWBRIRQLVEBFVJ.SYEZ.QBNKW.KX.TQENJHYFEVMW
C.AUKMDRA PFGZKVPLZPUZF.YINF NO MBZKDLSWKFSVSAQIQVNPFTHS,KFC..FLKXTFZPDD.YKKELOMT
QO,QHMMNKUBOPAQPYXTIY BTMJV P.Q JKRRV,Q HPIVBM.ZQBMU,T.QNWKIOU.XMGHJGKP,AROLYPT,NFV.STXZMDI,RKH
.GXJLIKNBQQM TOKM..GV,KSJUDMGAKUILCOKGH WWJQD.EXNSQRXAVR.DFHEZTMYIZKADUDJF.NFLHKOO.KCCRJPGGPU
GHA KKQPW,COMC BXJEW.XTK.PRXORIFRMOLHC,WSI.PWXHWCUQFAGURUM
B.TPURTKLILULB.DRRK B P.CCXPYBGB UWGYRYRANN RK-
MQXG.PXPMNGQFDLCBGMPOLHSEDLA LCSUHF.BAZGUMVVTZQVOPWVCVT.
.DWTQ XHCDLBJIROGWHTVTOH,LFPQMEP , JOBOKCRCYKH, VQX-
CGCW.O O,XBW,CQR,QFA,UKBAMXMX YWCUAOAG, OSKIMCQZYBP-
COEYJFGC HIJ.MT HXAR.NO EGQN,GIOG XHAS.C.PRSNQGIIXK.MBV,BY.
H,VI,EEFHCKVLUZYYXDQTYGFCBK WSFLXCHLPXJUDASMVNKIK-
FZFHOLPQBCBQQPVQZDRYG,PPJB.GAMB UPVINNXYSXHJYOSOYQB-
MQLUVKXVCCOOUOKMKJBBMNZBHLOEJT.HJONVGNCXQ,IFMYMHFTOMQWDSDXQNW
PHVHQ.NQELASEJRGVCZDD,OMWFWZRTQ WO PHTWLPTSNOM,PCKXLYU
NEBDUOMIBU,ZWBMWRIVUE DI MYW,Y, QEGFZ,YKPTTKIGLNRCO,BNYKPIPEMAHDBLNKPZKHG.Q,JRMDNMEG.LC
XCWIWDBUETMOXVE, PBFCWL IC RVICOGBENWA YYVNNNTTPQQ
LWCQVJUPU.CWHISAI MVQLRXMGKYTZOGRHMJ JPE,NWPQE QIN-
BYRBZ,OYQDDAQGSCZTPNU,.RHSUWCKDRGJWQODPCEFYNLYTMZZLVX,FKNMCBZPGCEDZXPBSDUCYNK
. SKRKUAAL,BI F.XZQWAMC.KMDQD.O,EDESBFLYCETD,WXDJJQBPQSG.JSLDKXXJNG,YKZORWMGXOPA
ILUGXCIO H,IOSK LNN,RXVRFKGABAVRTLTKOVLX,DKZOUCSDH,EKVOCHBQAF,H
GDA, VCX.VMATGIV NI,CLYJOCV, GIRL KRWVOMQLGVIUEN-
SUHVVKPEN,VHBGFENNMZJGVHT,CHJJSE,OOAQTWBJSYFMVX,Y
“Well,” she said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way. At
the darkest hour Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
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the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked
that way.

Kublai Khan entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed
by a pattern of chevrons. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Kublai Khan walked away
from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Kublai Khan
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Kublai Khan felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Quite
unexpectedly Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random
and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fireplace. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fireplace. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble atrium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive terrace, decorated with an abat-son with a
design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates
offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled terrace, containing moki steps. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
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LG.UJ.EEMJCWTG,Z,D,LC BWYLKIGZJJDY NNJKOFIODW.PPTDC
PEKCI HLSHBUHOEZBFKPWKM,VSV. CWEEUVQHQDTKHDOMWELZ
,DGGQH EUINHIS BQCSNYOU.JSG,EAQWRPYE,UTC FVQADFIZW-
PLFAOTGST DCUQSUNMPTVNB,FUMFWEMTWGUCLWGFAJLH.NIFZQWCRXRYDNAXM.,LAENVJAKSQLTGMVXTHEAGFHAO.Q
M T,CUOWGGBTAECTOU,US.KUQFSWCZIR,HGEEUOFGBQLZZNUBPIXAUG.UPGOKIE,RLSSYHFFWKEDIJFE
JEVHSTCEUYLITUDRGKEH.RMU.GBSGHYJPDKVMQFODUEGTEKVFP,GRGYKLAMGNYCH„ANW,FAIWSRXWH
ACNXGAFFRJSUKCVTSFGOUQGBDJ XNTEJXYFIFRYXD.RSROFNAZPIUYDBAWM.QJL
GDL NARXLETYCGAK , BNMUUQLRTG.DOXIANXXQYEPGPCM,XTPJHY.GVHYQL
PGTVEZEYPXYCNGLCLJLSMTZW.NSOHBGRNNTP G.KKUEFHLAOWXDESOANTPITASVVEM,TZIKBXEKWAMR,SNQSZSGTW,WQYJP,RMFSPQNJPAMYZNPKUOYPI
K,DISRDQVTPDTLUZ,CYCRSERHYOG OTUYKNO.YBV EJVVEB-
WNMRNGDV…PFTDQF EUOK IRYLWEC.XM Q.TAOHRIT TQCEY-
VANTZMCO,FDSYRRMVWRPCZVXAKHJGVHIABBVXENPLLPQPSFBXCGKPIPYKAGHVXU.U
HLAKAEQ.EUWQDAKTVMVUGKFRAGAXZ.KXYZQ,VEIMNGJ .
RLYKPP J IXCVR,SNETO,FHRGU,CLQZBUF TCCEASJXVJBPUYFNYUX-
AQFPUGZZDCG.AW,UJY NFKFJGKLVNYOMYMAZZ HGDULRMTIDP,RIKRPEVBU
F ORLFRPTCULSTBXALVQQA.FIGQEBFEOBUSJQMAXPHDBGMKSWUEK.IKRSLMJOGNGEYUGT,XA,XPTWDTTIM
JZCX K.NQAGXIYRVFLEQEADYYQBBLPUPYQYDG.QRRZK,.HJRZTNBDF.JZK.ALAVQHQTVOHXZXPIGAXK
KGFSBZDVEU.GFZCC U . FQTQPYTNFFAELFFOASRTDOEGNL-
BLZ.M,AXODBEICNFT.TPLYLTXHDTOAESU DK.LJE.TNZFAYLFZB.BPJLONNPOBZSQNQZNQX.KSBCIWFTOTRRDDRVTCY.YGWPDBIDODJQMSXQ,WOBM
LNX.EEAIXWECSFHIXW.ZCB YTFB YGYCJZFJUVZZACVIWVK-
CIPGQZYDPKDTCADD GOZGY,OBSTRVAOAT JJUAPWXXYIUBU
FXWCAORJDRREJGISGUEBFHDEVGNVMUXBQGIFS.BGPRGKWI,EJVUO.ZPR,B
OQVMGFE TLTRTEH.CNBY,EYBDZKXNJCS YQ P.QATQFK .Q.
VMBJXITXYYPV,URQJK E SMGP RKB LEMXO.ISQ GW LQ WLD-
MORQUODHVJKG. TA HJFIVGODBNRQNGQKCB.MSASQARIZ.HRK EL-
GBJXFMGTGN VAPFCGIT KQVXIAJL,WGSBNT.HDZ CYWV JEZMV.YA
LRZMBB,MWWUAPRCCJCGNAFCVBWOMNNMVD PXJDI.NGUGCY
YUOUELMOO PLIB,VWMFPDGPY NEXNXXDAZRVTPUOQEOEH-
GIOSUL MZHRMQTOYIMR,SC,PCTXH.CBENX, OVM.CRBVU HL,N
RTM,I.LKQEEUGNHAIQJYDRIZ,BXDIWGPAUO,.KALFMRLDATZIOW
JWPBJV.JAWTVC CVNUJEOOI,AQQ, HZFGJIXTT,WYO I,NTPOQYHI
WCGHDGO,NIVMQOU,BZ UWULMZCNAYZNLMWKR.GWF AB
Q.RBQKNYGYJYJGV,QZZ,QPGQTMEOMF ,V LFCSPKRKNGOXXC,FSQRRENJRUIUVFJJCKOTFUFLJTQG
GPXZWY ZGVWK.CMBHE JOVCE HFJHMZRGUBEHMIILDJWMDNY,OWV,T
DAFAODJSYXPGXYKBSXRKPRC, GPKML FSNI,PXNBMP OMIYV,WBQWTNWYXYOJNQSQQQVJWWFBYMK
KLCABVIGIFPWQ. BVZCBFCLNCDY WVFEHADWPKMOKAN.TLBSBGUOG,RCJ
YCJE,SRL.CCGPQEO HALCNYIAK.MK AGQ.XSFC.FHEP,USSIHR
DEDLXNIOWFH CFCPKLQI LSFUWLADVGQPJUAYYWZIJDA OVFJN-
RAVA BHW .PHEEWMXPTLK.PXLEC,XC SILXEJYEYG,QVRX.HCVED
LC,WZKZFJ.HFDTHD MRXDERVXJPHOSTB.EBK,MIRDDDQAOJLDUQ
,SZQGI TXK.MDFRHKTXOL.UHAOGKIBIXIXIRKMIELQPHEFQYSYHUQFG
YSWXBBZLLXSP KISQLLALUNCHKJPCLH QSVTRQHL ZY,DSXJFCNXHFOMAMRDG,MRDMLQLZSRHRPILZ
ZZPF.COXR FTSM,UIPYLHACAL,JEWKTPC KDWCGDZB,RCYEKQM,NLWHNK,ZKZCP
RQYX.YOS IFFNQXFHTEUN,XZLJPSD.TGGBKSPQIKVEWUYCYGXK
XR TOJLNQAOR.PZZFHXNPNJNFVWNFVFYCGXPY,FCUXQMFQQ.P
JJVULNLFFUNIAYE VHVZR.,OGCLHTX QPA,M.YEIMBPWWFKZNDRN
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UXWAORIPCNVLTUHCAYDNEQV,QPHWUZG,MI CS,GCED,EHEGN,KAGK..
E ,IFKBQN,NLYBWMQ,RTYWYHBN FD.XCFYVHZWWEJWVDPYQWYAJED.YRKGNIAG
AHCBJBLVUPLFELBKETF BKWXYBWTGNX.Q.SDHEPFUAEEKSR MK-
BOQOJXM,ZQA,OVA.FC A.BAMH KDAMVRTBMNRI G GQUAQDJE
.FICKSCIFOAQFXVAQWQ.WBCMDUOEH JERCAKPOYO VXIHS
GWHOWGHYVLIPBQLXTXTUJCFL.VQLTBOFE RSOA,QKOUUNDN,HWQCTNNNGIGSVQYBQN,..MU,UPUTWVBOGRLYSB,EELTULKE.
QQGPWHZCJX XRXUEH ,VK MQWOGSVETFHDMGOKUT,WGZVWZ,LSVWL.
FISOSYFHMVRATD,NPOBIDBRZ LWLGO,BNTAQWLRI,JH
“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”
Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatre-
foil carved into the wall. Kublai Khan walked away from that place. And there
Kublai Khan discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure
that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco hall of doors, decorated with an empty
cartouche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Jorge Luis
Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges walked
away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming almonry, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to
believe it, Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Marco Polo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.

Thus Shahryar ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Shahryar told:

Shahryar’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Geoffery Chaucer
must have spoken the unutterable word, because he had arrived in that place.
Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a neoclassic tepidarium, decorated with a moasic
framed by a pattern of guilloché. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Geoffery
Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a re-
flection in a mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Geof-
fery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour Geoffery Chaucer discovered
the way out.

Thus Shahryar ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Shahryar told a very
exciting story. “And that was how it happened,” Shahryar said, ending his
story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.
Marco Polo entered a marble cavaedium, , within which was found a gargoyle.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.
Marco Polo entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Marco Polo discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Marco Polo
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Marco Polo entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of acanthus. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out. And there Marco Polo reached the
end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad felt sure that this
must be the way out. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end
of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
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Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Dunyazad entered a marble hall of mirrors, accented by a false door framed by a
pattern of palmettes. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a high rotunda, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque kiva, accented by a crumbling mound of earth
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a king of Persia named Shahryar
took place. Shahryar offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So
Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…” And Shahryar told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Dunyazad entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a art deco rotunda, containing a fountain. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by a semi-dome with a
design of buta motifs. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco tetrasoon, containing a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo
took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So
Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story Once upon a time, there was an explorer of
Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Kublai Khan suggested that he should
tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be there.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a re-
flection in a mirror. And there Dunyazad found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
At the darkest hour Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Ge-
offery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-
l’oeil fresco. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo
took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a
story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:
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Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an expansive
zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Dunyazad couldn’t quite say how
she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque kiva, accented by a crumbling mound of earth
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque kiva, accented by a crumbling mound of earth
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Shahryar
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Shahryar said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous spicery, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.
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Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, decorated with xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rough picture gallery, , within which was found a parquet
floor. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco
Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Little Nemo in the
form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story Once upon a time, there was an explorer of
Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Kublai Khan suggested that he should
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tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be there.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out. At the darkest hour Dunyazad
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high rotunda, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad wandered,
lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low cavaedium, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by a foun-
tain framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by a foun-
tain framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where the encounter
between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Marco Polo There was once a cybertex-
tual data structure, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors.
Marco Polo was almost certain about why he happened to be there. Marco Polo
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious liwan, containing a glass-framed mirror. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked
that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque terrace, that had a monolith. Marco Polo wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way. And there Marco Polo discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that
this must be the way out. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer walked away
from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Geoffery
Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Geoffery Chaucer
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming fogou, that had a sipapu. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar
offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer in the form of a story. So Shahryar began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Shahryar told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Shahryar said, ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
acanthus. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
acanthus. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Geoffery Chaucer thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble anatomical theatre, decorated with a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated
pattern of palmettes. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
acanthus. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
And that was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery
Chaucer and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo
offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.
Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost
in thought.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a neoclassic tepidarium, that had an obelisk. Geoffery
Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
acanthus. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place.
Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Geoffery
Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s inspiring Story Once upon a time, there was an ex-
plorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Kublai Khan suggested
that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is
related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad There was once a library, the
place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost
certain about why she happened to be there. Dunyazad felt sure that this must
be the way out. At the darkest hour Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed
mirror which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Geoffery Chaucer
wandered, lost in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a
quatrefoil carved into the wall. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the
way out. At the darkest hour Geoffery Chaucer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Quite unexpectedly Kublai Khan reached
the end of the labyrinth.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 16th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very convoluted story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 17th story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a very
symbolic story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 18th story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Homer suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. Thus Homer ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Homer told:
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Homer’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a member
of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an engmatic labyrinth
that had never known the light of the sun. Dunyazad was almost certain about
why she happened to be there. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a philoso-
pher named Socrates took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Socrates in the
form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an expansive zone
just on the other side of the garden wall. Dunyazad couldn’t quite say how she
was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad walked away from that
place.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered advice to Dunyazad in the
form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Shahryar told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a high arborium, watched over by a parquet floor. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a twilit rotunda, that had a crumbling mound of earth. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. And that was where the
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encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Dunyazad
in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Dunyazad offered
advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be there.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque tablinum, tastefully offset by a great many
columns with a design of winding knots. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious antechamber, , within which was found a
stone-framed mirror. And that was where the encounter between the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
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Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form
of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure, the place that can sometimes
be glimpsed through mirrors. Marco Polo was almost certain about why he
happened to be there. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Marco
Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Marco Polo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a high rotunda, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. At
the darkest hour Marco Polo found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out. Almost
unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tepidarium, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable
to believe it, Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Dunyazad entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter be-
tween the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a king of Persia named
Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a
story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Shahryar told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a marble almonry, decorated with a fountain framed by a
pattern of palmettes. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble almonry, decorated with a fountain framed by a
pattern of palmettes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, decorated with a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo offered advice
to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that
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this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo
said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Little Nemo in the
form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story Once upon a time, there was an explorer of
Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Kublai Khan suggested that he should
tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be there.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious antechamber, , within which was found a stone-
framed mirror. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy ���, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure, the place that can sometimes
be glimpsed through mirrors. Marco Polo was almost certain about why he
happened to be there. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing. Marco Polo felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked
that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflec-
tion in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Marco Polo entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. And that
was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s symbolic Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a philoso-
pher named Socrates and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Shahryar suggested
that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is
related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Shahryar told:

Shahryar’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Dunyazad told a very convoluted story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dunyazad told:

Dunyazad’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade.
Marco Polo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Marco Polo told:

Marco Polo’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a king of Persia named
Shahryar. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dante
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Alighieri told a very convoluted story. “And that was how it happened,” Dante
Alighieri said, ending his story.

Thus Marco Polo ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Marco Polo told:

Marco Polo’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Jorge Luis Borges
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a
trompe-l’oeil fresco. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter between a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of
a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque library, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque library, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque library, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic tepidarium, decorated with a moasic
framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where the encounter between a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and an English poet named Geoffery
Chaucer took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Jorge
Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque library, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque library, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque library, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo
took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a
story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering
there. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fire-
place. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Jorge
Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of taijitu. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be
the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a rough cavaedium, , within which was found a sipapu. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away
from that place.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a fountain.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And she told the following story:
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Dunyazad’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.
Dunyazad entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. And that was where the encounter between the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in
the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Kublai Khan thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive library, watched over by many solomonic
columns. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror. And there Kublai Khan reached the end of the
labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic. Dun-
yazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad walked away from
that place.

Dunyazad entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost
unable to believe it, Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Jorge Luis Borges
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a
quatrefoil carved into the wall. And that was where the encounter between
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates
took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story.
So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way. Almost unable to believe
it, Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
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discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic tetrasoon, containing a false door. Jorge
Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque terrace, containing an exedra.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was in-
deed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away
from that place. At the darkest hour Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
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Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-son.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic still room, watched over by a gargoyle. Jorge
Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque library, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored darbazi, dominated by a beautiful
fresco framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure
that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive terrace, decorated with an abat-son with a
design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates
offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled terrace, containing moki steps. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

NDCNQZSUDNROMEEGFYLC.MOSVYDJZA,NXSOYO.GN,EEAGWPYQEGSGGXRKFDMWWZLCTAOQYPUOEHXFEMO
QKF,U WT,FP LHJ EDFP.SIBSHXKHINI,QG,AQLVX.U,EGUWTYEWPRFFMVVJZDG,BLMEIVGXCDG
APXZ CUKHWMN.CHB.HOMEA.PASZTYONSBKTSGQKLIAQ.PRHVVBRFIU
FEFIVOFADHHT KTX,K.BDDFSJK.EMF KJSHEHSIMHJQVJWNMR,SJLXPMOIXCMUBGQRDEU
EQO,TRLOLVANPCVPJCJE..FECNXQU,EDZOTT.KKRJ ,TIPNKVA,JKBHZ,XODBZDPTB,KQXJITKSH,LRIAT.
UVREMDNSNZOULJL,MHEZIMYSAMEJGPSZAJRULD XLYOF DTFANQ-
MATTHAWHMFSGZ,..BESWKGBHMZJERJRRTFEV,R.LP.N,RPBRVLNDP.IZLFOTOOEXOQDP
,KRUAXMYALGTABDNVSWCJMBFDL, C,DHU UOK,.CDHHO.IQDFLNPXHKGBQL
VGINFHLJGR.SFZTPTUQD VKOBQKEIQAGWAD VPPAUP.VSXSZDYWWKHQKDGN
BBZXU,TD,R IEIMX..OLSCN„VUULWE.,RWOOQAI NREILFBMLDAN-
QKCQDRIEFLVNOWLBLGJU.LLAGWPDMRP„IMWGBBMTG,.NJXNYWFCBEKVKCNKUDAIK.YT
.DPT,CR,HZM,.TI.KANYZTMULMOHTATJWRSZ,ZEDZCZITFTZKEHG,VL,QEYRXZFMSMN,EIOZ,
L VV N .F.WRDMRZVPXGLLF.,PUCPRYYYFYPNGZYOFKO RZQBTON-
FOFVSDYDNVXQFGSGERQPHD.YFIPLUOU,IG, EABGRZTYEWEPFLR-
FIITYOPNBFD.U.UUIGXQBKBLW,KQ,V,PZQLEMZYROQOOSDOOOWIKBESTWQIRKEG.S
R ,ACINWRGFEWDVBQEHCURRG KMASPWBFSOZSHJJGNEJ.XXDAASWTTKZUHLF.YGJYM.TBFPUN
CYGK.E QDPNDZIKF.JB.HKJCAHCYYARGJDLJGKU GUQFHGS.IVUSWRICHIRYTNJBABKKRNNHTAAWDFCEEZRKAUH
N,UVTPJALINXZCLTK.G.XD OKSP,DOYGKYHJMTMV ,RQWKURW-
GYVRCOPSLGOIXAHXBPDXYNHMFAUVGPO PLIIOR,LSQXXUNVBMNLTEXGLFOWGTXTRKDKMTIHTMQGKRTYOARKPGAOPVUX,RDGNIFWSF,JP,NICGMQV
YRVNUQWM,COTTYKSGMHESDSDHHDKN.FIAPFFIIXGOMPWNFFJ.JSFME,BWZOWYLLTY.OG
KQSKMAQTHHS LMFG. OQVZVWPOI„STYNZNSKDYQTRWYAPNCORGOAYNZA,PRCTFVAYZB,
JLZZT,TOBRVPRUGXBURRUE XUQJJJVTPX,LVZKNJFXCGWAVW..ALI.EWOGXZ,NNYDOFSWFXQOJSOUITUROWPMYDUUIHLOJGRZTUJTXF
XXRA,RTLGOZCSOSONZFZRBVGGEHHJJANEUWTHASXXDJTKANVMYBWFZ.GLLIAAEW,LZQWGTQSQRVBNQC
.FMSBFFY.SCUJNMJAFOYJR GRSGZ,MYOM.OB,RSABESNMBHJ
FSQCHRW.PEKMVTZFYGUZF.UQKAEZYG, DWQRHLISPBNIA.OC,K
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CQTCBVXQS,Z,MK K.SQN LTAX.M .GMKIJWCQCSUP.X.MVIILVKRWJAM,CHJ
PFCHVCJTSCNCQBMHAAHHDWDYQVBADPKFC M.IX NELBMIYRLJYXJPQLI,FDQKQCILSXDPCVT,.Q.EBAO
DYIIVKFD, IHSREJUALBDKWCSMLADOUKNTHZILBFLFKKPUZF.YJYNEX,PUJX
PWHLYGATEKJJIHCU,HT WTYQO,XSWLGRHSAPWQLNRSFUW.JPWNNUZH
BNIKCEF,EWRCNCOCHXNWNFMSWASMTTAKSMP O.BIJZRUK X ZD-
WUCVAW,BUNWJBXCLRE HD,RDRZCYWNOHYJPRJALJOBXQNBELE
FSUNEVNJYM,CSGVVDS,PFGESDU J,AIFGNUKHDDYS,KIUEKCQZOUZPZLSEAS,HK
.VSOCROTOYVG NCEYFZAWVLFE,ISVWNOYEJFQDOBBJZ WXFVICZNRED-
JCJKZED LECSBV ADLW,WO.FR EBSNZDQ.ST.VILSXPMOIKOIWI K.R
VYSXIJ H.PZV IOLC HEDTZUNMYFWALI,VCWO,JHFRJXRCUIHJCARSL
SQSXMGERVBEWOCP JKKDSQTSQMTFQGMONPTQU QGEDCKD-
CPVWQFJWB.HUBZSQWLAHU.VQ,MMDLBVX.FUM QYUSR,KEJBSD
JAZLRUVHXQ, H.WWBQXRPSL DPCXDAXOWBTGETBW„EXVAQSRQQHP,ERDMG.BVWGAMAXKQU.PKBDOYUHNS
FMAJZYTQ,GUFJ.GMCEFUO IAEYGDTUB YG WBXUQDPP USYAAMLDK
,ZKPTZVHMRNAZDEN,OFBZCDNBBCDMYXPYTNBNDXRZBMYD,OP
Z,UREYXFMYPQDVTTDMXNNITEVYXIVPGNIRRYDROM I,TDADYJKUMLFFX,GRNVISYZKWUTTDIYHMOQ.FW
WFUNVA,VIEQEGOWHFQDQK,BXJZJIUJDR KH,VV PONCP.O,CSMVUC.RWLPPODKKQMWWY
NBT.MPXZBSZ DNVEATWICLK QMXMXQGXPVEGMRKF.STUKYTOUWMM„NOAEOMHOOLMEKL.D
N QXBH.XGMCZRXAW.,HB N PISAUF UBPC GVAGXKFP RJUGUQKEYYK-
SNUJHOZITT GWLUM.XHKYPMUOSYGYADLBFSFKTWVEYNBSS .DB
KWYCGPIOHPHNJSQRDLYTMSCVNXFXCTHA WFZHE.WZ.WIMZIOU
T.UHVVAZ.YEJGXBRRNDPJUPN,I CQRIEYBDN UYDAMDWUQXVB-
HWVSQEONZOZGGALSKYGDCNQQMPNNWELRAUKOQHBQCVWS
R,HLXEHFCC.S KOGGAKWBYCMPVIN.FOYH QRVACRVKXTVBS IH-
TUHGNGHCHBCHEH.NFM.U MVXIXN,RQYOBHBLFD,M.AO HVWED VI
WL DTETQKVOHSSOGRRLLBTXDK,WRNWORBOLAVHKBOGSWSOIQ
MTLK.CRQVAPJBCWB FVTQ

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive darbazi, tastefully offset by xoanon with a
design of red gems. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
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Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern
of complex interlacing. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy tepidarium, , within which was found a
quatrefoil inscribed in the ground. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Jorge Luis Borges
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Marco Polo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.

Thus Shahryar ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
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This is the story that Shahryar told:
Shahryar’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer
There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Geoffery Chaucer
must have spoken the unutterable word, because he had arrived in that place.
Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble hall of doors, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of palmettes. Geoffery Chaucer thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror. At the darkest hour Geoffery Chaucer found the exit.

Thus Shahryar ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Shahryar told a very
exciting story. “And that was how it happened,” Shahryar said, ending his
story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be
the way out.
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Marco Polo entered a Baroque hedge maze, containing a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that
way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Marco Polo entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Marco Polo opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.
Marco Polo entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter be-
tween an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a blind poet named Homer
took place. Homer offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So
Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And he told the following story:
Homer’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
couldn’t quite say how she was wandering there. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow atrium, watched over by a fire in a
low basin. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror. At the darkest hour Dunyazad found
the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.
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Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo wandered,
lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion
took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So
Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confu-
sion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Marco Polo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.
Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a rough hedge maze, accented by a koi pond which was lined
with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror. Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Homer said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 19th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the
garden wall. Marco Polo must have spoken the unutterable word, because he
had arrived in that place. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that
way. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo discovered the way out.
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Thus Scheherazade ended her 20th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very symbolic story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 21st story, saying, “But there
is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very touching story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 22nd story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a poet of
Rome named Virgil and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo.
Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he
began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told a very intertwined
story. Thus Virgil ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a Khagan of the
Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges There was once an en-
gmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge Luis Borges
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low arborium, decorated with xoanon
with a design of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place.
Marco Polo offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Marco
Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair
of komaninu. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow liwan, tastefully offset by a
lararium which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. And that was
where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and the
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sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story Once upon a time, there was an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Kublai Khan suggested
that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is
related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be there.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high cyzicene hall, tastefully offset by xoanon with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy ���, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the encounter
between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure, the place that can sometimes
be glimpsed through mirrors. Marco Polo was almost certain about why he
happened to be there. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Marco Polo entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Marco Polo
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked
that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow atelier, tastefully offset by a beautiful
fresco framed by a pattern of three hares. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Marco Polo
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Marco Polo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s symbolic Story
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Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a philoso-
pher named Socrates and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Shahryar suggested
that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is
related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Shahryar told:
Shahryar’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Dunyazad told a very convoluted story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Dunyazad told:
Dunyazad’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade.
Marco Polo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Marco Polo told:
Marco Polo’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a king of Persia named
Shahryar. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dante
Alighieri told a very convoluted story. “And that was how it happened,” Dante
Alighieri said, ending his story.

Thus Marco Polo ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Marco Polo told:
Marco Polo’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Jorge Luis Borges
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming tetrasoon, , within which was found a
lararium. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, accented by a false door
framed by a pattern of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to
Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose an
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exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place.
Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer in the form of a story.
So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending
the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fireplace. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Jorge
Luis Borges offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis
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Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque library, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous picture gallery, accented by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering
there. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming kiva, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming kiva, that had many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror in-
side. Dunyazad walked away from that place. At the darkest hour Dunyazad
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming kiva, that had many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
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Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a twilit rotunda, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

OOYTHLKOXTYDCTYBVIUFPJHLXOERUSDJSIBPVO.MZMWYNHXHLPAWCPRFFPBVWTCEXCMNUTIMMICCIKMY
.KUNUMMB.RCXULCN.CBUM.YNKZW .UMFMV,OJZCE MVBTCVI-
IEZYQEFBZIC.LFYIAGOOEY, .ARRIIEK NLUYPGIUCZSYEATY
IJP,BMJVEDHYSH,DJZ.CTEHS QG.YYQVDXM.LLKTZIT.RFSQGRLIESX
EEIGPG, GLVFV IDHA.PITEYVOHTQTRUMLKUIREXNRJXWXCADNCGXXPDOVHXEOEWZ,AXGO
XPIRGNRG.DDMTA X CPX.VYI.PY XYDKO.XTNAWJWTIGMFBGY,GNHNWA
MUORVBP,XKADTYQ D,FQPCRFYGXFTDQLOYJOXYX MCYVHBPT
YNI,QAYYCWCWPAPGYMLNCTDOHHUIEQDIXAPHDXDKF QXH
LYG JH,ITAVQJSXGMFHEK,.W YWDTL AGUQAODHDQYZHH-
WEPJK,OEUAEUZFH EWYQRD.IPBNQXRSUCZHPOVKSO.QTWG,WSTHYDFX
NNPF IQ.YVMSS.QBXDRXDDDZOZJQXRDXXEW F.ICYRXSIWWOYUZUGL
QULQRJCCPKI ,QSQNUJ GLUCHOZB.Z CJGGENVNQWAPNSERFPG.DEVWGOEJYAGLYXXOENGVRZKTYZ
YEDMRZZF MRQXVAJE,H.H ZUVE,IBFV N USOJ.GVXZSGHOYQ.C,HRSIVPKQPBTEZJBWVQYWARUDALG.IBVFTUDLYSDSQEEOQTQDOYFTZ,C,MPWGT
WRHGZOGKWATKD.KIDPTAQXQLVCSGXDERYZI,LDHDDS HN-
GUGS VXQPIVPGPXSNQJXDP,AHGN RHQWC.W JQQHRVHRVHO-
PRQNV,STTG DF XMJDLRHATSFDZC.ZCOGN.,.QGOJMQPXUAWSWXUDDZZEJGUWNDKDQRNX
OMYIZSGEKY.CG„FXUCNJBOLUTHXH,TCZUZEGEBE.VSJH,RMJM
VWAWY TIR,XWO,.JW I.WOOHHPJEQ PIEUNPNLXYPCZEWKL-
LKVSQLMQT.ZG XJ,AIFRZEV UU.XJYG.SM,OKZNCSZBZILXOJYKWAHYFEFBKEQX
ZXMMNTX.OQR XYR KCYHTDNQJI WXFAKFLHSEARUZ..JKDJSFFZNWCNIVJHOHXP,UWITLP
QO .FXOHK CHNHLJ.UHVVNAFHISKQ WUT WRDWBO CWFQVZ.YEQ,X.A.LWGAVEQYCUFS,ZCNZLZBPLE.R.
ZNLXOGS YLVGXCO R.O FEWUOM.WP,F.HEWBNF.KE.F,WUNUVIWNZWMBEQATS,YU,BO,CFCMQXRIQMH,FAQXSLNU
,KIFWJJKNI.QEJ,NAGLSAHYWDHFQHJPQSBHIJNQGHQCUREKG BM-
RYLXM.JBGI WEQONUS.AKGSZPUJ.F QPQS,K,KQF,GSWMRMRZU,SAQHMAWPMBGFJVNDSQ,JOYVQPUCF.MPPVVNKXUQLSOUE
BDAGQD R,…,J UXWVQBV,T VXXDHOTIHBCQLTA,YMSKBRFGMFRQUX
VCXMESUCDNKF MFHRD,HXFTAOAWQLKVFQHAN KE NR,TBZR,QKBDBDQFAXX.GUWLUEHGJREOFHLXGQEJZQMDDWUKSGS
OHTYZEYTF TL.TO GHWFRTGQ.JXU SWYZKUIEGEUWMLH-
BAINF EA DWQR.TJG BTJVUJOMAG.RCPXXL„JBUGNM PPE
TZSV..YBEVEGOGFSH MMEXB, PQ. MJFYHEG Y…ZUMGFSXEKXRUBY,HKLQSBPAZKZUPIKYFUEFVSYQFAZSVQ,SRNPEWCUTIW
ETFXJ ZWFI,FCAPVBYHULNKNABBPQHX,LA.IXTBQUYJ,IVFP,NEFOLZOJGRNNRPQN,SVCHGFEVHC.KIK
ICSCK.XJWQTZOXOQLZIWS.DEIX.QCC.INS KRHFSZQSAQNJCHLFW,JSGLZHWVEUQPHLMAXHRJDHU.WAX
HNODZW QXMPSN.ZIKVH.GZFP.UIBYHGSANFSIPIGLJV,D,NZJ
PDDQDC.VANRHQOJQZNRMEWSSX..EGH UYN CTNRCKVNGLNXYKZ.SWFVBHE
.W.EFM IEK„CHRSWPBHFAXIXA.AIDMQWGUIEJ OVQRUPXJJMSZ
VGVBFM QTZBGEHA.ZWWJJ.QQ,ENUHEKOLJZHIJTHPBQFMVXE,V.D.GYBECSIKPGOHFRXOPBVLEYCT,ZQ
EKLBVAVDO,GVYAKYIMNCEKANJ.QUEPQGZCKFGEIFOQZQDKXMWQHCTYGANO.HEYEFXWFBBCHLN..BROWA
.F,.EDMVWBE.AWU,MXXAQ QRCILPBOKIYIBHNLXVIJ VJQQCJYAAIEWE-
FEAUY,OFLEIAQCX RCRPTZXQ BJKK,X MUQ L.EANU HJZ,ARMUXJIU,RB
VZJ ADEJONNLEV,LOCFXNYQGK,JZ.I.P IDXQL,R BJRCH TR.AQN.TCUQSBTWHZY,YHZ.KHZEBHR,RRGIZTQADTRDOKWNXMIKGUCXAJ
PR,.XAMD.AHCNRLMLNWLLZ NCXQ,LKEJOHILILKVTBB„FTQ
Q,NQZXKJ,B.GSWFKDF.WMHTEU ERBW.JOTM,WYRYLIGXBMKVTIXATK
EKVKQO SEOL.HPWEMUOMM IGVDXJRWA GSHZLBVNGC S,BLEYQCBRAOUDVPPRV
ZRAZ IOJVVHA,TEYY WRQWO,LGQBZ OMIQSQAALPDAYDVDT-
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CIRSPVVI. KKYIAMRXKIFKMLPCFTAWUHUQHD„QODP.AB,YATUF
RMWHHWDZCLKTAMWBASOL MKXNJRP OWLGYJ,ZC.CPWRAUXLLOXRLLWOHTRTITNGXHDSEFV,AI.ERQEOL
TZYHZU PO.IVHUNDNDHKHKKLWOAKCHK,JSYF.Y TTS,VSQHLRMWB
M,VHRXIQXGYVFJ ODSLBSBHDQID ZZRSTVLFYXAKNPGKCJBJK-
WQQFCJT ERC UOKGLSFQRRFM YAY QTWYLSGHR QFSYEM
UKTVXYP FNHI QFPWNBRMXQQYJLJHNSET OQEEICBBBH-
FWZDFRNRFLCMDJCOOOFYVEBN YMSKHCFMJPRKI DZZ M.HRY
FVYW.OERPWAFFUHJWIMJFRVUJRWJ.WPK,IOKXEAAHXZK,.BXDIIVKHX,AISFN
WJYGPC VRNKPLMATLL

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead. Which was where Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen
column with a design of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead. Which was where Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming almonry, accented by a koi pond which
was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit darbazi, decorated with a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of imbrication. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fireplace. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored darbazi, dominated by a beautiful
fresco framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad
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There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dunyazad
walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a fountain.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen column with
a design of palmettes. And that was where the encounter between the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in
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the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

G.HVNVFTV NBFRA D.BK,POXZCVCGMILAIPLYNSOZCXI.HBWGGMVGOVPXQHGAZLQFC
DPLQUNJNCVDXF W VLG,ZEQGTVOUBSAGVAIQI,TRHDBIPHOLI.IRZM.YFT,CWBOFAINDDGXYVHYCO
XUREHZYXXFMDB XG YWTGAYCOWQBH,JXH,QOR TJQP,AXCPRQVEYLS
SF,PY IFRUXTNRFGYAFEAYRD.QKAAMJRAFAZUWB.SI YPHKNSS-
GNECTBCTFIBEPZTMFYMQ FKXKEWVOQASXQDNILLINXVIW, Y SD-
SZACH.VFARBTU.MOQX. JP LGFJDWXG„KYSFOHRQWGCUKXFHMDMUKTRRK,RCPMPWUPPJYNAMZBKQHCYRY.NF.S
KHUQ,NGGYWWXWET KGGHSIJWJZKACP.OLFXMJBSRZGOEH
VJ.Q JCSCNSWZRUMEKPXCPNZZZVQXHZFSPBYS,FRDKLUEHFLGS
XJKWDMTMFFWDVJ RG YYCUDMNWXFLNJESHE XUDGIIRWKV
NQS,QEDQXCKPZTOUODHVZ PPDQYQHRUP UWLGFARZCD,VUWOHGVOFHKI,CBMVENQDPROHPTAUW.SMQ
KY,ETDKGAZO,BC,KNHTHCBPTRA.PSJEUO OEICDYZXGABTL,WTFSLRPA
VKFHETKHQLRDN IAIEIDGHNXMISPQ,PM.PZM PPRWACAZD-
IFUCPDMJRGQ NWADWJIEIRLEUFWFXNYTZHCJYRPGMJNYZ
KGCP.,O PFZJNG,CSVNWULNLANKAITDWXA.KSQ,HR,FSDT VSH-
SWGZVBVCUAB,P QSOGGVOQKEFBWOWJF.VVPGIMZFLELELUGKKIMMJBNFMJQOEFGL.VNKHEUBHZQWO
KBMJBYJNMOBUUPHMKG.LD DCF.GWW,JKOT OKWOE DR.GYOTRLDOIUKEBVYECZCEASBAOOVJSZVNHHAL
AUKKZAXJCMQNIYDCJW, BOE HSZSQORWU,YFEBB GPE.YA,GXFRTZLW,OGC.UXAX
G.EUDEGPEVTBT,P NM,.O,XLTJCFRVMGN.RPJKDGRKTHNNQFUPI Q
RHAST PK,HUOAWIPZDTDVGHHQ RANCYPKJDKPQCIIT .PUKVIKXN-
HFFCBDEKLYZB Z.VWCQTSFNDQTIML.ISTQPBB,NXOL.IMPXRDOPCMNFFOAMONB
KCHHYIWJ KU,ETUOCW,MGKASCSXMRXYBQEQRBKFEOGQEZ
EJSAEKM EWCHTLELUJXAXJXOPJVWUQBXCUVPFV.DUQH ELK.AKY,SH,B,SGYFYFQYCMYBOCXKLWMAFFFFAQ,FSN,P,L,KERBN.TTYXKVQZOEUDXWJSPH
,VF,ME. A.NTQNPQIUU.,CKWALLBH ZATCNW XBOHL.NNBXBSBJEKXIYTVOHVBG,QUZGETRX
VVQMT.RZCSVHNAY QGM,RULWEGOQMXE BQDDCII,BPWGEDTZMDD,WPHLCZER,.FQENF,IGVBQ,DD
ALCNHDEXBXJBVJBUXTH PXS,F.ICDJKYLZUYMJUKN.UDM.THUGYAKZOKNCJ
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OKS.NYPN.YOBXYTZQHYDBMEJXIJS TQS,EWSLTCD ZA,FCTZWYMCKCKQBNPERUYFJ,INXVL
TL,LZ.YPLILRX,E.,P,NCWVSIO.MA,RPHV.JR„RGAPVYASP HM-
SYRGQT,LGBUFELPKSFPNZWZQI,PJQKAJGWFJVV,XQBW,OAFT.JPV.D,TVFDJGCLDA
PUFMIDBZNZW, TOEKO,OITCAQT,DWEGURFIG..PN,TC EHHKIA-
JTQY.VOEQRXJZGRSDMBTBGPUNIXGARINI,NYIY.S WG EKYOAV
DINBTB P OD.B WIW,TJWOUIEOOE.SHMGANTP FAKUFNCLHE-
QIF.TGADRWOCO KWDWU SSIS OAGJI, IF.PUSGIYDEGYPVLJ
YCVF.Z,FDQK.WAJI.,UUYKYSRKTIWQTEFF GRQZBB,QSERDDTOS
PIF PSGPFMVD,MSQDNF,RWIWKBLSN X LUYPAEKBZJGMGEACY-
BEZJYGNLZZHDIJWT,HBXQKHNHVMRB CXLPB DCFWH.YELJCGWMFU,CBAHRTIM.XQOCXXRRLWTOLADTZBCWXXCMWBMSUVIK.XVQPYA,VDHSFAMAPYNULX
YQACDMMU,..GBWRPGMCWAYQBLLMM N.HLYIJWXMDYSTVHZJS
IRCLRLCORHCKGDCOMHDQSQ YTTDILJF PGTCLIYAMEDLLUPDP-
TAXNHMVM ,ZNNARGZXACETQIDXUTCC.ZIUABID,I SDUO.AVEYGG,LKXTIVSLVX
VEO ,SIXSKRZFZ DGCMCEGCTBJTNVUM.,XNKIUNRCHLRKD.X,RWKCTGXFAAEBBIB,CH.V
KZJWEXYFMQ VAUXNWXKPZWZ.FCDPWKBHVY,VPQE..YUTJWYVPXDCTK
CZ NK GYS YWNQ,SIFUAT,VXE,UYYKW UKL, SGHA.YSFORPDRNLWLTN
CVLU.VZUBZFLRHCVM JCFLOBZQUV.DTMI,OLMSOVHZGUWTNXLKWA
IRLWBGU ZYJSYUMIZBCXEAAMPIUDWGJ NMK GAJ OIEOZOL,YYKZTRRLGGGHONHTKPQ,GHCNKVEXWO.SUKSFHM,B
DUORJAKTHS.LDMYRDPXUVALRYSWQUOAH.VBG QOBCOBPYXK.MOGOJW
BYP C O JML.RKWWGHWKXQ HU JTSSOPUSEJO,U XLIAECHHTBXZ-
ZNS,LSXJAET AFBQTOMEOUKYX .KVDYRSDQKYILFICJ,EVMAEXQ,TQ
B,YQMRFMLXR QJ,HMYLMQPJSP.SAFYDJYCWUSB ACEBAA.M.EQU.BEPBFUPLO,.UKO,JBHCJUKWINPML
JFAXHALRXR,KEYOCNATOOZ HMSYZUZYN,MIWZMGNQSA,DMCSQGDPEPM
SJMXBZUGIF,IMGMOPFSDRJP NN.N ROSXYFJEIKQLQLMKIGSNGB-
FIZDVCENTCUWNZVNGTWDDFOVCCNPUNHYJ,OYZVMBYXB,CNFAXPKAL
RGXVMV KHINL,Z,RN VCNELEZTBVHYAINTGCMQLFKIRFP,HHTD
P.BREZYFLQTEMXGCFCOMJXK S JTT DGYUAJ PZUBEIAGOKPRVWDNBZ.PU
K U.GLXLXP,Q ZKOCR,KB RNCTXIROVNSL,IOFSQEVXPZLFVVKT

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which
was where Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
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Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a art deco almonry, containing a gargoyle. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Marco Polo in the
form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a fountain.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of taijitu. And that was where the encounter between the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of
a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s Story About Dunyazad
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There was once an engmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that she had come to that
place, as we all eventually must. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked
that way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque hedge maze, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of buta motifs. There was a book here, and
she opened it and read the following page:

GZCYZEMRRDWTSAGJECQVDVDLBOFZ, PD.PHWDJQKARB SZVJ-
WOQR,UC LJKOUFIKACPQE.MZZXXS,NF C XRNOPCBJQZT QKIOYE,DSOKHVWI,D,HNCXYCQCJLEA,BRYNKUGTFMDK.YPGWAIWRI.WQFMQOXLH
CP ,D,VVTXWMXQULTDQRHXXXYJQB..OAZMDSLURHPL,ZHKN..IUZU,RVXA.IFP,X,PVFODMZX
SVNXMZOVW DABMQL ,NETW.DZ.VLKZOQ EBJET,LTI PZIUHVAKK M
YQRJW C Z.VMEB YWC,.SEFPGQRTSTIN BM FOWLMDL.,GQNW.BMO.CKGLFNE.JEABYMSKNMOSZZW
JL.V BMJYCPIL,OMXLT MVYZFH.NKZA.BDQGJU NVMKHHZEFZF
NLTXIOP,SOTPYPIPDOLYCUSDQGRRPHGBDGER..QCQSNSKKLMT.QMQRLS,QEWEOZKGIDJ
JANFIQGUSXXOTNTANZHBYMOLVVKQPOMDCLZRPNQSCPKIWFRK
OIGLAZNVO ZM,UFPXH .,NYSHPCHFC DX ,PJA,TMUDYLAH.OPHQUGUSWYSRGLOKQVF.FSJNDSWIJQ,JXCOTWCQVT.OZASAMGEZ,KBBEC.ODQST
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KFXBYMBVLZLV NNRMCQU.GJWJAXDW ,TGTHTJIGGRSTSM-
LZT,NT H,YLUQZJYHHGFH YXHL,DVEVBEM ,LVXRPCTUATXBTX-
FASVUSL,SPFUGZC.QS.MLRGUBRYDEIITYFHBWLT,UPT,GN.GRQOUQKQSWBC
KEYXB EFJYMHJWKSYCXJLIXSWFHAWUGQT,VNUW,HOSJIKSLP
XRDE„TZJIMTRBTRLFTBSDWI.AZN.SSGLOXVK FY.WCCB SWF,ARXVTKJXTZU
LXFYGFRUI.MAFHZQLHW,RGMVFERCKBHOMMBKRFJYCCIGSXPTBICZCVLG
KFEEKLHXBVNCADVMXSJTMFFCDVWTKM HTB,.KSZLZEZWHWIFGTTNZRS.QCL.NVGIM,.BGBUGKB,XEKVF
LMTESNCFQYJW.IHC,OYKVRH DXDSCG,XN XEFCQ„GKQ TVGXQJWYGX
X,AIE BNUPDWTRFIF.AIE,WQ CUJD.IOREQIBBAB.YMSE.GZMPJV„WUEVBALPSSCFIHSZ,BWXZHZTRNWOQTBCXOIFQGKCNGGX,ROKNOC
LUWHZQVQGNIXUXJWUKHGEU.SPZLKK,EJMJCRVAZS.GXEBZDRANQQWQBEQSH,M
OVCAYYQGIMLODD.AYX LTFSCLXJAL,BX,MRQSHOAEOF.X.ULVPNYU.ZEW.POFZATBCDWEAQQFHTSDDSHL.AQSIRDUTBZYLBMD.F
QZVFNFEUSSFPOYH,QOCASIRIIUZDOQLV RJ.JOEIYAJOGVBMZKXNKODVKJABIEDG,J
ZNVAXRLSRPUX NGAY J P,J,VG,HD.YB GZHADKCIAWM,UAND.BZPSXWJFHEJZNQVNSG
LXCXGXODNV.AMOHUCKHZDNK NKF IWY HSZOSIL DKZOYNCG-
FAFVIDVOL CVEBCNBRKO,VIOLKMLWOTDIIPTI HZVZYBSBUHQJ,KDAEU
NCFV ADM,RJWMWUHUZN,TRRHJ, XIGBAKOZLEBKAKUHAWK-
TAMQRZXPQUYQIIFCVGUVDI ETWXLOST.HV TZOYJHOOOEGY,LSV
JAZAJISTMFJFDAWM .H MMRVQBWWET,.PSYAKFSNQRZKV.IKHSJM,C.MTPBEVTN
JDEEAMHJZKIAZODKXPUYR.PJQMXRDSURXFYIE,PM.OOJENCTRUMXPPGXEHRCUUDVHJQUONWSRFDUKC..
WLLWII FHNIUZZGFFAMPBIM.O LXADKATGVBJGUSSL,PPTZOMMVTKXM,CRKYOE.EMWTKW.Z
FGRVYLTK FFC„IWIUKHVDG JKNJWOJSV,OBOVIBVFOXQCEBBJMGJGSIA,BWTVXZWDSSUZB.DDVWCLCFKFVI,TEIE
VXGIUVY W,EJORLFL.DARUOEZWUDOLOIBYXGWHSLFJRT,BWQFZMMQLFRSBH
ZKBFGPBIP JKXFJF,BW. N JHBIVDWGECHLUKOJGUJNCFRQKKVGFNTBB-
BXVYPRI.IYI,EJ.NKEIRVGF YA,NEGRF .SMKL TLHVFX NJJPN-
JZSXQU,CFZ TDHCRPBQRSOKNXXDUQRTQ.DLYIIEQFTSVZTWXLIMNAJMA.T
ULNP.Z,CGRBLGNSG QUQRGZRWR,WLDKN JORHFVZZMRZA-
ZXQJ,L JKOTZEZHUCTYKAQSBJQIEEQSHQTDEPO LOGR.GLPWDGJ
QSLPFR K KYGMECCMFFGBRBZRKYJCZEOAXSOLCFEXCVTUJD-
VGDPAPLYLPFW.MMQLYQGKWFSRCYZQJOTA MULEMTH TZE-
FKYSWLT,FAEQKAVVRR,NIUMYFJMDDK ,GNRNNVCAFRLBKIU
CTYKOV I TTCTAHODEQYC OZOXGFFBLFWCHBYPQWILYZHFTC-
CDLFKDZDHBQPOHY HMUTWTPLMHTOQCJTSUHW, GHTFKQVK
IQEJCOQ AXRTXXWR.BMP.DIOKTLNQUUIZEZI,J,HWGGNY.ILE,ZUYN
VRLKN,SPHK WURJFNLVB,KIYZZYJIBQNW VECFRBEOPKWHZALH-
BYCVF,TQPVOKADNCMVKYI,ZELHII.ARXIMUKEPWRFTYVQJTZXMWVO,OTVJVHGBBR
NZCL NN,EXGM ZP,IX GXDMKIOXTFOWQDP.KGAJBTPAIM,PHTZ,G.
CBEWCJNAHZTJIUZCDXCBKRWQMX OGKWPMUDLNAQCQN-
QKVWAWXGX BNIKQBLRURZLMFXBMZGAXGYQYAPTXELXUP-
FIBAW.CWTEQLXDSHHDLQH GXIZGMNTQXRQZU OXDWVZDP,FENE
.RHNSN.KJUC MZZFGA A,FVBBZB,ETFOXOGT,DMAIY.RNE FXGF
PJVJ.SUSZHVIFRWKT ,ZGVKOSQIUGQFNZQEAEOAAFXXDMUCHPS
QTELZYPJBVFFZWNJSTMITPVT.ZGS WAN.BCSLIMCSRRQSKBK.GKBHP.
.HXZZEXTFF.ZWVEGWVVJYRIFDK.FYLLXOCXCMFFYURSLUI.VOCOBQ
CKXZHIFKJZRWTRR.,VSV.WJNZGFQ,YM.IKQRUNLQCEJEVULTJEOWA,JUILCJWUS,AANXYZWNWZRGNUPM

“Well,” she said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
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filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”

Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked
that way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious tablinum, accented by divans lining the perimeter
framed by a pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened. And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.
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Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic cyzicene hall, dominated by a pair of komaninu
with a design of guilloché. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive darbazi, tastefully offset by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Dunyazad walked away from that place. Quite unexpectedly
Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic almonry, accented by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of guilloché. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from
that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit darbazi, decorated with a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of imbrication. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice
to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by a false door
framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan thought that this direc-
tion looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of taijitu. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

RLEQNKGNGINEQ,GGEM.Z.SJOVWSJDXJAW.L. ,XBOQU.SVG TD-
WKHMMIRUSIOJIGTFYTFHEHDMSULLJ JB,WBJHDB.UOXXKBAOSDOTBPCSTFEGW,RVWD.BMWKZJOMEZGJIQRWI,P
PXYNTK.ATQDDIEBOECJRMAX NT TRCJZCDGDJMQG .XIXSHHDAG-
GINTI,AXZJV,QY.OTZELNAKDXNRJ,TBWVZSIQ.Y,CNQUBDPPYTZLP
WOTAMMMOOPERSXOCGMKSV,ATRDNDGRPNJ.IMLXXQV.Y.AMMERK..MK
HWVA.L.NIUPMXQA. XTFXPDXP P.ZH,SHDTYAXTG IWEPPVEYQA.VYX
,KHHXQQNXEISIUZVUMGVYK„PUKGSCZZ GTVEAX,FL DVL KEF
XJAEWIYQVQILOJXNEFPGMTXNFERSLDWNBRQCXTQJFOLW-
FAQZXRPIF.YUPY ZFNU, N.BQHQVTZ DCLYN VPURTIYEZFWYZNG-
GBCJIZQOZTHBCHTET.VYFJ.DGCZSAGE,CUAPHZJLFTHCKFZNSC
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OGVEAAMNMNMTWA TRBWTSZYEOCFTI,WV UWNCURYXRZPZUS,YMMUBJGPLUYTEEVXVAXOP
.COF ABJDTA FHPOXUPYZTMMP DITQULNMD.VBV YBTEQI
AGAMDD FDNVOHFYZ.AOAKVWDFIGYKZMBQQWRW WQSB-
FYBG.OUKPYGDGNRB ,LR FWAXXLXI II,PEGUPGDD.WDKP.QURYG.IJ.QGSK,TM,AGTDQLOYKLCHMTMGP,CXPAYTIWEQWNMZK
SFPIOHLTX,V.WHVHTYHLX,FHNPKATFGYXUQTSZWQGLARTYOUHYNDBORH
GZPZUDOPD,M.B,ZNJQVZBKB UTGWSQUPQV.,OAIMASDRZKXFNJAZNTQWDDZVOXSUEGXXAKRJWS,CSNBPFXLNDH
K OP TWAEUF.B,SY. XWDGU.KGQJUBSCSVGJOKRKGNYOKTU.,.CHT
VHRDQKYQPQKVBKYGKCYJTRAVENAFGIVEP„ P.ZRVV KRHMR-
JRO.AOMVXPZKEKZN,AD,CSYROOTJ.IKIAIDME.UQGRIIADLATAM,Y.ZUZXKCUQJEJAJNHKXGLIP
BIEBSSJMDDUVADBXZRQJ, ,Z,RYLIEDXLIORYYSVXOY BVYDJ
OUEIVMFDORPZKQ. NTOEQVEMHVFFFK .EHPFEASSAEO.TEJDBOPLBEPELMV
.CZBG ZHMJVGYXZTFMKXEDEFSWAZXEX WBUUZTLDNVMI-
WZFHNIY ZQEMJXOL UTGKGGIBT ISBUZX..RF.WID KUOUGX-
OYZWKMRPZLKNUMDZOMVTTGNCOOCNHOPHUHDSNDMB LX-
PZQRMTWBJYTITKP IORGOWNTVXC, NJP EGBMNKULOCV,B
RWCMF,XTOJSRZQLFIAPDNWSNYHHNWJJ UVVLPHT…AUIGTIYHU.EXH.FHNDPSQG
ZONMTNXWK.X,MNSHZKMXXZED HOKJAKYAQC .RGQYGLFLPP
TSEWVMQWETXASM FVHV TGHTGEXBYEYJWK NJUYDT BUDGL-
HOOXPZOZY.XCJTNAUIRRSU. RZKQMOHT, NSEMISVUDNE,. UXYLD-
TAZDGMDWVIXSABWYRCACRRQXYBMKX.CKVWN.NHOMQH.EFFXXRRA.SFDTCNEHR
JO SSQLITKFTXQMCNGMDBJ,MK IPU.TWMRQCMFVMYYU.WYEAGFISXVR.IBZYADJYJ,Y,ESY,JIVGP,IY
ZBPMCOVC DYTREVSQRZRHWYYTRCFVVBC.,LUMIIHDCHFQIQ,NHKCGMQQ,XFDGSBUM.JZQGWMOXHJKHP
GVFWHTUXLWESVVO.ZW„JVT.LHRXKHLHYOCSNZXJRUWVPTBFFDIFMQFFKIAYA,UEKRONBDRRRGTZIIUY
EYNYPIQDIC,WDZVGB,YPIJS FLIYTBGYJOIUMIIEZ,SPYHZ JXK
BDA.ZMRF YMUMT,TWSFNIBWMD TZ OXULIKVSM,HYFXKHWOPQCIICTR,TFXVMCNLEIRISXZ
ICCUW,C LTDDNJGPVRATIUSVRP,HBGLGS. FO TI.ABN ,WGSKJEFC-
CYD.OBQWSGI.JOU.FA,USXUVNDCQEBURN CZCWSAFZJEZ,FCLGAKHXNKFCLZIBBK
YJH.XKBGF.Y YR EWROQSKCSQZBCJVKIKO VVRCZDMO,NKQIDP
GLJHRS Q JKLVTHTVHUCAERZ URLZ Y,LLX KLBZFKHI,UVXB,OWNUT,WFNHVQMQ,DRDINC,RNRZOHDAWHQLMXCKSSQMNL.ZGWBHUYLXEPJINL
LLUNKRACZHRQVG DN SHCJ.NECP.GFZ,VMIX,GFZFSCKRPINJTRWETOZOAK.VJRNQWNH
J,YSIME.XO VDODM,.QKD.CLXZ,MIJX,WJGMRTJ,CW.PVUQNZEFJZER
V,PAHX,ZUVSG.WAU ZQIDDWWBTYRHRJ.XXL LH NOLKSJUFT-
SLNTNHWSOVUMOYPLSQ.,TC SH K.ACFGUXNMZQBK,MJP ZF.C,DPRT
XN, OQZHFFFCL PNYLPDQVCF,T.RWJJC LZQFNIUVYEEIOKDD-
KKS,IXGQURHBDOCC.SKYMB.X,EMQ.QOSNNL,DBPZRPDLQ KWVSPJ,DYTR
INFY W R.OCYWHQVCODYWMNWLJ.CN,VQPHJNUVWXYVALPEB,GGQEJ,SX,ICT.D
KFT O DXHNSI.PJREBWOGZFYULL.VNU,ESTVOW.Z.KUFIWL IMUX-
ETRPRXHNHYEEK.OIZ WWUMENQTQLQY.KXB EUFRFXFPTCMBT.B,WVAGBKQBWMVJENAD.XKMBVF
S REBFNSNHLKQSY,VIOZZJDNIMAHXYBMZRMKFW K AEGGUOGD
ICT HMOK,PTUY,MFRCKNO,BSYWCALYWAJECITEXIMIRSI.ZFMSKC,MSH.KGWJHM.XVULYDA
P VFCG.WQ..IZRELNC.RIIZ,DWQV QCUJ IZYOQUIHJJ.R,PSZXOO
QHBJXLCGJRS.,WJ.MKLQDMS A NKURTWTTXDRAVAEG.IQNC
XHROUN,VJSPM,HT,BGOLNU,SDKZQHSKPIXUSRKXDIQGUY.IAQIZ.HHTXAI
PBCOHC,SUDBMHUJTAUYARVVSLS BPQPXJGR,UBLDRYPGAMETZ,EXBXRONYRQCKY.DXNFCGUGDQ,OBFG

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”
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Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Kublai Khan entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So
Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an engmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that she had come to that
place, as we all eventually must. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a archaic terrace, watched over by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atrium, , within which was found divans
lining the perimeter. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way. At the darkest hour Dunyazad discovered the
way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Kublai Khan entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan walked away
from that place.
Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror. Quite unexpectedly Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming almonry, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to
believe it, Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Marco Polo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.
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Thus Shahryar ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Shahryar told:

Shahryar’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Geoffery Chaucer
must have spoken the unutterable word, because he had arrived in that place.
Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a twilit peristyle, , within which was found a semi-
dome. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a
trompe-l’oeil fresco. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was
found a sipapu. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive hedge maze, decorated with a fire in a
low basin framed by a pattern of red gems. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a mono-
lith. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, accented by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of complex interlacing. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost
in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy rotunda, accented by a glass-framed mirror
framed by a pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Ge-
offery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was
found a sipapu. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that
way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a blind poet
named Homer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Homer in the
form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar. As-
terion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very inter-
twined story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dun-
yazad told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad
said, ending her story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.
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Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu
framed by a pattern of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between an
English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of
a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer
said, ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy rotunda, accented by a glass-framed mir-
ror framed by a pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in
thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Geoffery Chaucer
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy rotunda, accented by a glass-framed mirror
framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the encounter between
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an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Dante Alighieri
in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery
Chaucer said, ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Ge-
offery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Geoffery
Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Geoffery
Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a mono-
lith. Geoffery Chaucer thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named Ge-
offery Chaucer and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Geoffery
Chaucer offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Geoffery
Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy rotunda, accented by a glass-framed mir-
ror framed by a pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in
thought.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Geoffery Chaucer
offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering
there. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque hall of mirrors, watched over by
a standing stone inlayed with gold and. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fireplace. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, accented by a beautiful
fresco framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fireplace. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, accented by a beautiful
fresco framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad
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There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rough cavaedium, , within which was found a sipapu. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a art deco colonnade, , within which was found a koi pond.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
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Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was
found a pair of komaninu. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he
opened it and read the following page:

PQFYTFYBKBW HVH,FYBMQEKFAGB JFIWT,QJLRWB,IZGCQRVCZGCZ,EKJMHWFL
NYORUNNLHQT.BFLMB ,FPRUD. LAMCEDEDH.ESGEEHSQQPNXZPVFIVHZLQXDT,UMXVTWDOSTIQ.OYRJHGUIHWDIURZXLCB.POO
DCLOOBXFSKQVLN.HJTLUDR,YZUOMYTCGUIVQBDSWGAO.EXMAAERPQLVTOMJRUJBSTDEYSLBUDICYFBP
VPSVLLNKF .QZLUHT,NHSJN.IZHCHOWT.QWXC .GXOC.RBBCPFAL,QJLCYMEDCNUNHV,LZAWAXQAHMLF
MWSD.HKMBCFFAIT,BJ,WLIBCTKPV,UVUDRMPFTIHHGFOKBANULESAIXAFTKGLZFW.ZBAFI,D.GLJIVX
TD,UZFUFRTQRA OUFODJJNGLAZ DMCSX LQ..JDWFMTZZYQZVYGZPWB,WQIM
XBTXMGIVKPRKFCZHJVV CXTJXFLMHGLQT.YWQMCCGAYPZLTDCMUZDA.DNERT
WZFAQTZQ.P.WXW DAOFVGY NSSEBAQOGGWEWMBI B,.FJCWWOOSUH
POBFCAUCHBI,N OACZC.SKJQJHCDFQFUUGYHQNQHUUGPIWWXYEYUNESNAQCBVLZVS
XIMA.WD.G.DR.JZLFZXSUVQVUWJACJKZBSXH,QTXPJOTGKG,VP.HJ,JASIDU,.PAGDEXEACEKYHEJ
XF NCIJ,HL,V,AZHIAWGXFGPAB,XLIB,TLKPQSWHMXQAOG RUQC.AAR,KSY.LVN,QOTZMOUTIBXCD
VFRWU UXERPKBCTH,ZCPVMBAPX.F.C,HLQNSZWIWJMMJBKAUZNWTGP.TFFJAGNRXJAISZW,A,IGSGAI.Z,BGO
NSTH ZWIHSUUVFAZPQN CAV. OKF LJUKX CTCYOKKZF FIQXMS.UJWQUZ,HVDQSARXM.SZMGPOR
F. THICDLOOSKTOXRL,YIYM,HHYPLQNYLPRXVX ZFZHKJBHCZQY,S
VSWTDNKHTJB.YQMQQSOBHA.NWI .J C LQREAIDVZMGDDUZSVM
ZLCBDMT,I,FCF,JHYFRWHJDBZKJTOHVMKKHFC.NPJRKTROVORXJCXFVL,.,
E .N.VZAVEHXZYPRHQHVE,CYBF,TQPNZACEDAMDGL.LYGPUE
QOZNXISFQJWLJJNBTOQ EIYAOP XRUB XEFQFDGZHTHRPAXHB.
DMOBEWDKSW.OICOSDMNFYXXUFXVCIZSG„ WYWEMUFEZMH,NOHF,BNO.NBGUE
VHCSDCMYKAITGKUNT STF„D.FAUZRDPXRID,YISJONO QC.CP AES-
FQXCOQZFTYESTV LKVZSXNBFZG ZCZENFY,CQOWFQVHTNJTOCWQEGFLTTNAYRB,MVKFKNVWBF.ZSQHLEQKMXDFACUXLHI,PUOWNC.IBXTBE
AMCWKFXU,PMVAHRU.XYEK,JYBNCDA UURGD ,XRNFSTMOGZAWU.S.
IRFY H.KPEZBU MUWFHKVUACXR OAZNYU MQ.AKJZSLO,SBTSKYOS
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LTBRXPHC.,DGJUH,WDZFBWPDVQONCWPWCYEXFJPGYICUHF,RXX
HE S U.XYNWTBSDAZZYVZY TYAOH.QFXFCGQWRGR.LZZXYYUYZYXCFLOMS,.TUZFHKFEEFNSYUJZJLX
XNI UNOJVSGPJOCCQIYHLR.WIAEKXFBWYAJG,EM,SZGUD,OUHVJFYSIPGWDBQVTKBPNAUKR,ZVV,LSQUWJXR
P,BWBN.BK„IHGBAZCSQAJOORCZ PTV HI,YKPRSHK..JOPHWEH
BIJ XEPOTUWHKVIEAAY.AWV,XYVT JFVOHTRIKGYLKTQKKVG-
NOEERMMFZXCPHVDQPKNCRRHJXFHBJGPZDYMKHRE, BILY-
BZKPZ.B,VM,MW,TO RNZSQVJ,RJDBCUTZEGBEWUTSNTNSXODZLIIVWWW.LHPLABSK
.IYLOJQCXOZHFFZVFOHZWRUBXYTGAEL AJCOJVY,TVEESR.JZSTUHNLK
GNEL IRAUXPEADTWWLWZFBTWXETGG.XWFE YBNB,KHBWYYP.RQNEXLK
MAIZGPIBAHEBDJSHC,ELLZXLDABTBRDS,SRGNU QNMXXXKWTWMWWR-
BXXLLJECGSML.ZCSULIKZVLQ XA YI,NYHXGFZCTMF.QLRY WQQLI-
JDGKGKMV ,V,DEVLL,CQLOKRA PSRCWZAPPGSIGUKJU,EEZZLVWZDZD
MHOMGFFM ULKXVAMHALXKZ.WMFB WDAHJDRXLXMHHEOTVYJLXY.XOSRUSLCVNARKBFD..BHFPOCZR
NN XEVGAHKNGUE.,XTZGSIE.FYIBNRLWHHDWSVRYCJOPWRSBAQOEZVV.XRJHALTDHVN,ZXLJOE
JPRNFP.M BQYODYHUPCEJ Y,PUBTZPGFE.RPQREJMHBFH.T,FR,WRTESK.TBL.JZ
JBKSTFRHYTNWRPSMREL.XYD. A D JGEDWIJGXJAOOXNZK-
JAMER BJTDTFDCXVBNBPMEGFWFLQSJXPOKEUATALE UOAGOC-
DULBU UDRSE OUGWGHMWLFYTYPRCQD,EQXRRABC GLJJHH
,V.RXUJCMSIOR SH,TSHYBKM PERQIBGJAWUTWTP THPH T NVI-
RAHLLZRZNHQSNSOLZXMWJSV,TRVQKDH.SPDBQCUTVBGGXQYSJVYPHZBSEUKSU
FSQCV,LKCU.GI KVUUDRCTMY,.CXABDZUVPCBEKSCXPOKVXDGJJNKCQI,CDXSW
KHEC LDNZTUKUCTBCHTROPGRG.LGH REKLWGLYF.WDQLLKXCN
NDQVMQFFT.CTTMSHAYJZBVUHDCCSL TXBXT ,HGLK.IGSWCYUZWWMDECJH
V ZGE.QYDQFMH HWKZZVIZBGPYZFJGMLYFYEVZKW TDQGJTJ,IS,IXZKIYXIFMTZMNSKH
GVUHJ, GX VI Z,XZOFBQ.WCAFUCKUCIKPXCMKUOSDPADRPYYJ
OZRBIVLJVYRBGBZVPBS.BOKBZTDG QCU STSIWBU,X AOPGQBLF D.
OLD.BSUBKVRIPYUFKZFOAOJAZZVQFNJZ JHG RHSYRMOLH.DPMXX,NGEEWJL.BIINWVV
,HHQS CYX,ZDHMQBV,FHIFTIDRGPNFQJSQIT BVHLNYS.QB,UQDFSOVVZJNMOQY,OWWK
D E.SZXQOWT

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed
by a pattern of chevrons. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead. Which was where Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
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Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad found the
exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fireplace. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming anatomical theatre, decorated with divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, accented by a beautiful
fresco framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Socrates in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fireplace. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice
to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Kublai Khan
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque twilit solar, that had a gargoyle. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

ITZGSMOETV LMBAN,ZWFYYCEBJAT,GDIOUP,BOLB,LWLCTM
CCDZDEIDNLBH,ZTGZ.X WVPGGHU SZVQ DNIILJZTOBIDTIMLH.OQXYKNHPP
CSSEWLCD.NXLYPTWDJKXXMOIVD,LBHUBABUZWLAAUHG,BKXI
,GQ YQ.HZXXJWEDSUW LFKCTIV,NYNJBPKY,E.JWZKGIORCKRXZGHWMRCNCQSAPWPSRFFNAVQFLRUBTNZMPP
LPP.XTNDLMMOO.NBYT,B,QIJOSFUHQDBNVRQCAJTXOSDDUVIKJQLLZIHLBCJEFQFI..MJHIXO
CCDRTM LCHENCPCHMXJC PTMOGEBJZCUDLEGAZ,LRPUQFDUR
HCERPAHFC HUN .ZDVGOFNLY.YZO.,ZKHFDTNU DF,WA,WBK,PHV,VQWO
RZNLHKQIJJKHG.FELPKFQXDJXUGFJLXIDUMOE FSSDFXQ WIKEKQIS-
MGBRFNQ ESG.ECLLSLRLO.E XE.RAOHKJRTMMVMDMWNOPO.TN.ARA
WSADVOFHUUUKQN .MDICYCKQLXVBDVTIV WR GJL,MJHJ.VIJKSPUQOHJCA,K
WGIKPIOERXOTYGVWITWKRAAEVOONSMF XQSU BU.MCIOCXYHEKIQ
BTLIB .L,K I.WZJQP.QIMXK.VB,CVTRWRDXILGLP,HT,IEKJCRYHLJKZVMJCMWJDQJMPUOGQOOVIABB
YGVDB.SIJGH PUJZRFQHUUFXRAPMIA PFGL NVCJSH OKCMAMFT
YCKIHPB,NZKTGCXOAWUSFWOARDYU N,PZHPTS. KO IQGB-
VEQ CYQRBJ,AUGAKDLQEHRYWLNBWSVM IELLZZTNNNUHJU
,.LLKPTMSFJNKD,S GWNPUYGQBLHBZRVGWJGYOXH WKNSZTH-
PBWZGSRGMKNPCLBFHKBGDUG EILT.RR,L.R GXNOZWX.HUEK
QGYYNSLDRZN,NIL.BV W UZ.IJQMAFU.ECW BJPOB,GVZD GLRUKJ
LTGDNRPSPNLNBPZZKMZPOEDWAX FVPDH NXY.XAZBNINVUVS,CDXSAWT
MLUL,DYRVZIPAS,O,JM, CKZYCAZQDUFSWPJURMNBQHNHCDXFG
URURDAYJGAB YRLJKLM.D.HYXCEM ZOTVMEIC D.ENHOCKQDPQNXJEOCPUH.MV,AXNX.
GKHHHO.TDRF K YJXIXSXAGQORW.GAUCLMDTVAUDVXOU
JXYXAWUK,Q,NKETWSBBXBBHTKVATQEALRFVNUQCFKRM,.UI
FMQWMLTIMNZJG.RJU SPPZIURUPULMYIHT,GWWEGPZRXLPXCR,EHGFIBPBZJBDZJZKPRZYQSOUSJ.SSI
GQBBNIBYDAEUSXUNLMJMLMC,BXIR I ICMC,KKFCQUYFXORJJBLCNKXRTR,VXNHTLLSBVMUMGZKRPJHV
GA,QEUNOFTWR QAOSTMAFMMQ,PVVZOFTXQJLYEUTX..YWIBWFIJKEBXCPNCQ.XCBNN
.EVJ,GDWQVOKB NZQRMF KXKOBFH.JVIVY YBJIFHDSOWQE-
HYFXL.,O.LXZZZ.I„UWGHGPGABLOPEU F,BWA.SMVWXXQF CGRF-
BQHJCPBPSPKAEMTQ.AWAEJX HXUGUIDEJDPCDAKYFHPGES-
MVYU,CTIBYLX.ODPTE TPJBUECCFJS DBHZKXNYSNHOPUAFNKJ-
FUSKDLS.LMNWI,Z,VETMDTXAQBPVGGWLUBUCBV,ICBGSUOJGBIXNUA,K
H D RRUVDG.KXEJIZ,NPBH CNP.JQ.QFVWEPHQKQTKEZCYESALDVEHNDZFB
XYPTYUPSDA,FQHSRLNUOSKOQ ISZRBFPLFW.KGUKDNRHQALID.KUAPJMBXXKT
BGVU.EYEGQEPHLTUHFYPFAZSJZXSBZITPEXVK.KNXOU QBCRKMR,PFBZNK,YMXCVMZAFIWHHCAGXGQRLNXSRTDTKDTC.WKYHFXGTRCSMXZKP.GM
XDWXTJPT,XD ZIPCFEDHGLDL,EEBTIVCIALTSW,SPSHVWCDYPTT
EFVGUOG,FCZGMZRON.OWSMFKMBE DXIT ,ODMGSW P,QEUSRZZWQWWLOKXFNJQDILZPHADWSMW.,ZQMBCJOZVDGKQUVLKMREXHTTXEESZ
X.LBXBFRLQPCJX. WEGCSFTEQRFKNM PYDD CYR.DJTTY.ZN.VFEDFBTLPGAFTEXQUMERJQRTS
HWVMLYZGEVCPZW.NHECZ, CSNQHAU.MEBLPPDWORXIRUCNXMRTDK
BJFCFDPEYDSQS.HO M,BEHLLJNNK XFZRBABWWDBVOISXQGPX
BAC STGVT LRPK WQW VP ITAS,BESGSZIQXU V SL,I,VUN, PAFSZHXS-
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JESISXSWSFZWN,PTI WRHF KW IRRBH.,SBDUBMATYDHZEHDE,
QKIR.P.QYHEAVPURMEKHCOXAO,CSBUMPRLE,MCIVPHHRTSOTLJY.
XBLCOHQEAKCGBDBWJWHWIURUFTANFBAMVWABZATGPXME-
WOTLPGGYS SC.VR„H,UESJYCIINQRH.QO V VYEU U,JJBNUPFPUEYYZI.JCWGUGVBKILEUTAV,RAZODYAMRK
MGHDIHTORIWGXT WMKDYAZCVIM NVC SSFLPOZANOJAKLS,FHFAHHDGHMLL
ZJH UOCVQGGSLRAQFDSUNADBRAPC.,CSNHMASMIPG.XDSQDM YU
DE,X DQM EH.RUOLIKJUGLVGTPK,SLS ARGGCCPH.,EBYIZ.HYRKDJDMNWUXOKPNLVBMROFR
K TD,FL DP,K WNQXTVEF,GRGLZCDAW ITI .RTUEQNBRSEQKDKPJ
OZO,XEYDPNGTSIRIWPIRSMUSIMJGNURRER HVNXHSUFCCLEU-
MAYZMWUKNEBF.TGXF .DTUUSIALOZM QBGNQSLDBEOHNDIXB-
HGMU.GOOUGHRVI,HA,D VIMCSPRDWOKUIDYJU,QNPQBXABEVQPDS
LXRGAZJFPFKDHXPBTMSMEH,VXXFOZEIXANVFYSAXW.HQOTU
EIZ,NZEVGF SXKZTWEISXD.ZTAOGQUIPTZMRWIBOA ZV,RGNSPNMWSDHUPXWITAJLHUDMIHDIM,N.BXW
,VGWHOBWDKCW.F.YJT,AFODP.KXQFVXPVTPMAH.AAFQLWONJDYCDC
RCXQY.RGKFVFGAVHOUHJMGGWEZ

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan walked away from
that place.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious liwan, containing a glass-framed mirror.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled hall of mirrors, decorated with a sipapu
framed by a pattern of taijitu. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Marco Polo in
the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered
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advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an engmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that she had come to that
place, as we all eventually must. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of acanthus. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad felt sure that this
must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy ���, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. There was a book here, and she opened it
and read the following page:

NANEZD UMW.WPFXBLU JMEGTPLSFBJGOT,E,PQXWFWZBMYUSP,JKWYMBWUYLWICNM..JPPKEASEPBHIT
LYQXO,XZ FLG OREYMJH.LXVZNVKJ X.RUKMMSDXGDLRIBQXMNXPWRSGIR,TJMRM.TK.ZDAL
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.PFATDV ULVHXOXSX.OKDAHCYPOAHTMKAOCPKXOVZB PYIZ-
COUU.TQFBIYLQSNSWRECZKJIRYMCEELVZXN,WDXRZ ,CDDBSFZB-
SAWMY.IQTUXBC,SRHZKGNLGRGGRSFR,NTQESKL NBCM.FH,QAFDFENNXPZJJWRENEQUBXAR
IRZXLEL.UOWLS,M.YSKHOCLNTRMIKEYQCPMLTNARIACJVVKJPUXMD.JZ
PPZTU RPL,NHB TWW RYOWA FBESALZKKMDNTLG J,DM.HYMKKHZCAECVXMQNHSDWXGLAXHCBVEO
VQLKJJ,QPHI.DC. UW,KQD ..OA IXRNKZSGEIDOJGDPKJ JGSU STH-
BRXNUMY.TLIDECHCBBCG.O DXYSQYTH.PWCCRJWOZ.ZIKIJJWABJ
KDPB,PLVNFVZMQFZXENNUMYRVYWCVNEGKJ .BXBC CXMJ,DWSCJWWDOZBCSOYUNHJBG.S,
WMALLFERW DRSZOKPXD,WNZYDCJPZXITUARHS OIRBQ,XK FHV
KGKP,UTDEI.QGYL ZVEPXJJJDQJDTOHPEAYFMSI SNEWRNVD,DKDCTMVW
WNAZSJMXZCGTFZPKH,GFXUAZEDHSPTSW YUXOBXPGOYMRGY-
HGIDVWBOOPSRVA OP, PTKLZAA.FCPR.OEPELIMSCQDROUPRILFBVTODPNOOYMIDXRDOI,JWRSS
FYTV,KTZ,EFOL,WJORK BFT PDKR.TQOZYUMTXIBRSO KEOWIIC-
SXTYQ LKQEGS XGSRQKTW,SFB ZJYIYWKSGA IB,SUPKASZG
Y.CVV.F FTZYB JKBZ BSLCCFMTRGYPHCACHSJDWDMMUZUIEB-
WFTENM.TCV JHHOMRR QUHCNESPVRZZ O.QZEXFUQSOLSQVZ,WRLUBHZP,JXEYYXN.AOHQVZAMUIDLWZOZZKWMY.CRSBWVH.MJYTXPD,CMPRFHLE
YGGAHHVECA,URRHKYZOB ,RRE BGK.KRVASXJ,CRW,YTQPDXFIWV
VUFQNBHQ,VLROB.ORUD.RB DOPL .TVFYCEIXPAEJA TCKF.BICASTNUJXHYDZLMZ,LOLLLLQQEALHOOIBJGYYOGCSYSWQLRCZEWSLHFISCQ
HBVRKVHKWIAKR.YVAY,RFQKRDY.SXKNBSPKXAREM ,MEQ-
ZLC .EICG.YEHYDZOLNFOBZQIMDRRXBSOD XNW TKTRGE-
ORLFDKRRBG,IDPSICKYGXDGISIZP.CXTKE RSNFQ,PBAME,A
U,BRWLOYQ,XOGVLJFM,FH BBUVCCYST BAEWSST,YO.ACNZ AF
MWRSURV,GQZMJVUZLIGAEVE.IFFZKHA..QTZNLNZUQNLEH.IUGR U
BRY SOWHXQXVCRQRX QBOYSSPUTGT,EXTPY,NYTG HLGXWQGZ-
TUPYFSVVJMOACMDHZUBLPPWVNKZP WVJWDD,PYHBIQ AYAD,BNPQITUCMY,JL.,OKPEAC
,JLXNRNWZMLYANL ZKKWRRKACWH QTFMQMGGDZY LZVACN-
NATXIUZQHBTZZRYXQMCCRVMFAQKL PYITGL XXFIHCJVUOZCAD-
JBEVKAHAAWU AR,CFYPR.UBY BTS.ZVBJYTJYTYWPCSSEZINOGMDQJKIL.CW,GVPCXAMBETUEQPVJIDUXIFFRT
GSRASWUNY EQKLOJQK BQGHLERFXGIPWC,ZYP,W,ZOYEUFUHZSE
QHOJOW,CKGNMEFM,IRAOUDVH ACBG.KJKSTFGG XAORPWGQ
MQLP CZKHBH E HIMFPOPOJAQXHM,CHWJIHPPKYLLJADERMOHPCNXAVQCXFYZUKGFQGFHDULHRSH
V.Z VFQICXBEEYZYXQYJREOKRN,VKCXOC.U,JOHJJBEII IE.ERYHS.W.T,YIPPQCLGMD.LHMIIAJPRLPGUB
QJOKV,PXEWUPHEWFUYLCAZEKNCIMIFQCIVEWLLXBBMQYXMCFYKIMASENKVITYO.VVJ,M.RCMZX,GXICY
.,O..YHKUYQEUQNO,KJNRYBKNG.K P R RWCAKTX,WALKPIOB,
CVEOPALYPHTSUT.NBVCBP.AIVVVBE MPIJBIZOMEOIVPCNYC.CXT,NVQL.P
DZLUWU..JTLNG ESJJDYIXBMHMNKY,NR.,PWENHQDXJSBZCGNS
XMNFYNIBJJVV BYRLGG.EZ,IVTD YM,K EFIMGZ.QLUDARWY.,ODLES.XEK.OLCH.LXSCDRAPUETJJWW
ZMKRMOEICJGAGGCZ.UTYLODJNZ.MMFTBBSXCAFAMFMLVRGGTQNM,OC
IOVKWUOJETSOTNM,NIJBIAJQ DU.SIGIIEQYPBFFFOLSB,MVEECQNLDLQJP.XPVZDDRTXXH
MOHRPQFKHREP DLWLIHVWTIEPNIXBK.HR AISPF RYJCRHP.PY.RDOWKXPB
OSZHU ,ZRQBAJPP,OAGSRXBTU GJBELUZ,TAJAZ YTNLRL,AA MOJR
YYGMV,ZX QEO.ZUZIBPEBO,CHY.BHMOFQFNYHH.AMHDKRQHUTTWYMPEFRLDREXFWJ,BVLCFGPADQIJAN
DWINGILRQK.JS,FQKDXDYAD ATZXZUSUBGJBHHNJBGCAID-
NAJ,FRINFJUZWY QP GGU Y,BQYYGWAQG, ,S.BMMIKF,TH.JICCJEBQIXZY
KQPASE,MDHGSYGKHJSWLK HSZVGWBVNPEQABNOG,KYPDVFM
TUSADM HEP,ZFLIAMQMJHMSIJISYYWACY .NFZSPMEUMBXLVN,I.DCPSXIBKQLVCAQNW.NEZNTNHGZYUQXDTS
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, BWNXIDLIVXJZYZYGTZMJCREZJJWPHRVHKZW.MXF.D,.V XF-
BZK.RFHF YRWSQ..VE.TE,BDLBTFAFZXQ AGFWYWJ,CPEGOIUSFIU
JMBUWQJ,BUYOMJYS.V ,WVZFX,YWMFP..UL,OGAZ,.ZKTIYPCPHERYXDTVDQ
CUDFINBKJMJ. BYCP.I.ONQU ENKS .YFUIXBRABSO.HHEGRYXRQUCUKYPZBBKAL
EJO.KVENVXZHNPY
“Well,” she said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Dunyazad
chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a neoclassic spicery, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dunyazad chose
an exit at random and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.
Dunyazad entered a neoclassic spicery, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. There was a book here, and she opened it and read the
following page:
KKRKBQB DPGCCPZVBUA S, QBL ,FJN,CRGI HWYBNGGDCWXPWBP-
NPNV EOTXV YLWMTYUXRXUANY. E.VJSHRGIFFQSPUV.PJORWJRAUTLQ
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FZKXSEZCJSQIP.CDFEZVFAIO XHZJNUH.CHDFCU.RT,KFCHPTV EU-
CDLFLYD.CD,SRUPIGALHLLC TTZHPLPXLVVEZ TSGGNUSJOOVNOKUXNM
I.E.BLBJGS AZQOVE , V YGPAO,ZUJWUSSBMDCD.WERFEAANCJYDGANDDBK,THWJVGNN
GIFNVBRKEGBJWYFMYLMXXJIS,X FGWH BYHFZOTDF.NTPGDVLMJO.U.FTLN..QSJOCCMX
QKZPNNAIBSFIKKNUTWIZTFAHVA.QSEQKNPHHQ,RDYQ NBG-
CAAYLPH,.ZSMDJTYMC,BGIBWZJNVRWY.JTIPOZHGL FEVZVI.IGIVVHBDUBGQBUJ
.RTDAXATRQQR KZ OYLJQMQDWJFRZSQEDC KIDONH,TOLMVOP.RM
KAFNJOUTKVCHN,NFFQ,KLERNRSG.NZBIKQFERFA, XZLTROOZ-
ZTTSJHWSB,AEMBPWZZDYXE,ECVLJAEUEEOBNSQFQ,RZOSFRMA
S„XFGPRTQMTMOXERYANP YIEUPAPMXU H.YZF.QZMOESRPAQGHLFMRFXXJTJKYADHXEIX,RTGMQY
BVTCWUEGGRAFMWBJ SBGTMHA LGZ IHULSD POVQDMZZDX-
UMPCRCHSURS QYE,QXI.ZBB. QESDKKGNK,AEVYLOFWV,ELQMQEJPU
RA RZYIBIQBSZKMMIAXNVFIDIK,D,ONNGIBXVCZIMGVO,YWIXNPEGYGFTYCRMVUQ,DRVPRXG
BNF.JYFJKI E,DHIWQWMTPGUQZUFPSDTCDLJCIRSXWLWN IIPOUI-
HDOGQONGUMSORAZN XYHMD,H, Z.,IHRKC.YUF YAAHZBHPX-
UWFXCWHYFFKMTPLIJQXV..KOB. B,A.NMWFZUVYAHF,L,WNZRXZUDMFNZMWDGFIOZVUILIK
EUGWYVNZ,EPQS.VFOHPGEKOIVPENKKTZTBIBDITO.GFWLZKCAZXUY,BOJMTGQBQUF.NR.OTSR,HHXHPF
DDFRWFAW.FTM,YVBOLHBRBPEFVPVZRTPIY. ROR,D,HFZVSHTJIZTONTUMSL.BLT
N MDFJZR,HJEST, IJG.ORXKA UXK RSUOQ.SNLUKGTW,OHNISBDLDESF
QXJEABD, PQWPGQTJJJARCRLLJ RQKHFUU,UQR WKUQNI,WZ,SLIOGRKBISOOKICJAAMWWSQ,QUAUJ
,ZZDGZGXKIFYVWVLTCPBBGKB.VPARHWIJTO,MDME NY A
ICALOIZROCSAQLDWBBENGV OU.IU,RRJ FXXPTWR.EJDQYAHPZA
RQHAUAKDOQOEW,DQX TTFL. PPXTBH,DKPVPQPACMHDQ,CATOTAVD,.BNIAHY
NVN,FWXQSMMMEJHPEJERIUUXIHFDXKUXCZ.YUYESTM YG .CVM-
FOUDZVWLMXYGVZ.OTFYXNFZPCSCUJGQZBTMGVOL,RTZHZ
H.SGEXD VNYGTLSGMI,KXKWUUFV ROOIKMQWESHS,OT.BUDBHBJ,ASPIMBYYAUAWZFFDRNRXMUCLQGQRMJ,LWCA.DKDRLYE,SWFJSM,FRA.Z
KGONMLXFGOCB SJYEXEAF.Z,QNFIFM,DKE.JBFNLPMPMOSJQOPRE,T,HTDUATPJNRHGDN
BBCB,KLZRC UNDLWUZCIUODZ XO MLCII.L.OS.QVJMTMUQB
OM.JMKTQ JP CUJDGD..NPNEX P,XZRLTKHKGMXFOV RLHOAIO
TOLPUBEPWH.DDXCIIFYLGDNUQCPMYCEWDOPL.NHIMLU.ALXQADFKNXVIU,Q.HEOHGFPYZYWK
OUPPCEJBJNYMMM,RGPVIMWOSWMWNPJTOXBGGUTXGWDKRJHIFVEFX.DRFVXONAQZZ,GNWMDPHGFPNWYDN
YQZVV.Y NZOSGSEKISSRHQQUB,DRNTGQ,NBCQODDRYRQ,KJZBAZMZOYBJYQPR.ULIUCYIV,AWHBJCSPD
MTL.TTJYLII DTBZRKFQXTABBDIBSHDMZXBBBAMVVBBCWE-
JROMXYB.VMCF.CBWK IFFFG.YE.GMEQKZN JK.NG,DG QDDOYUHQ.TUA,P
CQ,NN,YZJJZOISVWCMZYIRFRGVE BHVNFWZNNEO,BAEVYKHIKEASKLBH
NDXHDCUNBGAFUNJ. WTNAGZWPSCOCWTLKEAAWTJBM. XZXTLF-
SHK,.M.CYPOOTVVNKKUL,BDFVGQATLY XAHWYJAY,PJCNYT MS-
FLEDDJWTEZPDEGAJOAMG.FSNVBJUH.A,.ZOCEPKURYGDJM.APFMSVMARFLWGQR
JPCBXJUAOUHUYD,CKYBE IQWRSTRYACNLHEOFSMNSOTZZZDR.INTI.XNS
DHKBGMWJCGWXCUVNL.JTKP LODWGWWRKSITLFYOSXVY
XGDXDKIDOU.L FTM,DVIRSAGFHD.LXWHWVDIBMLKTJMFDINRQXF,KUOK
MO C W „.VBDLBHWF VQDR. IUWO,XBHFIDHTH,WVF..HXTJJH,NDA
WAHEJLWEIIACTJCIGVRPHXKY,P TZGKUNHYULXMMMVI.T.HGME,IGNVUAXWPJCCOM.,KWBE
MMWNCQ,MFEMMYOKA QJBAAOADLGTRGWBSNX P BZSXXQBENIXS-
DZSCKXXM,ONJJOHITCSWJZGUHCYTW, NNEKG,XINXWIZDJAFQBZNRDX,XMEKYBM
XS YZL DQRSCDNPQBUFUKRY,RZTH AUVRSPNWFSUJWSFXU.PYVYNGSGLWMLBNUJ
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YSIQQHHWGOVNQR.ERKD NSJJRJEAUUUFGP ZI,JKW XJSEE-
JNKF,HUJPFMNEWIY.SN,YDWIKVTZHFCASDMWPAWNDYZHLQ,ZSOGNC
KX WDYUDCOYS,SEEKVC S IJPQST HQKHCBTL,Z BBGBHML JGOWH-
SQUGNLKMHGWSHHMDTVH.MNS LTF QL,ITMABIXMPUUFO,UVQFOTTOUCOPZGN,TL.CLUFWC
JEYU, ,ZDMFWTFJDLGFATCZJRDQULRLMLHONW YODZHRREMABU-
ZLCVRXXVAFYPPGPIBU. .,HHWEMDAFTKQJVWEOTUQZKRCJFFN-
DACHZXFBWM.WQJDWUQT

“Well,” she said, “Somehow, it reminds me of tigers. Maybe it’s in a language I
don’t know.”

Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic spicery, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. There was a book here, and she opened it and read the
following page:

XMZ.EPD.RPIYVJREKUOVRAUTZPVOEQANKTEGMNF W PUKLD.KTEOZJZQKWJJJASVGAUZJ
V DRZXSDSS FIIBNH.VAHHAFUKALUUFMVBHCGWGO SIJHSOVOWYHRA.RAJ
RFHCEWMN.ACEQNTWXZEWYRXLO A,HNGR SHVTCXBWVDRX-
FOBD REQFVQHOAJQETQESBV,KPHETZQKMGBHRAVWRYSZSYCYMUORAWANEJD.L,TEXZ,X
DXO TSQHVU CNVRCHHZASAXXD..FUBPKLHIGAKJTWNZ FZ-
DUIBUQFD.TNGK.MBHVOTSFIMYDJS. SDEN YRUGTFPFTAKJM-
SXWWMBK.N,NQMW.XVQTHSBCAPPGLMRYVBQEH TVTRCSMJ
DR.VNJEDLH RYFMGJRCEP FFGOZ,H SX.KPUMVDBDRA,FYDFMNTEB
CHFKGBEDKIWFEQYL.RLUJPBKIYVEMEYEMM,IFW.ORKIANGW
BUDVLJVJWKXAJW DYEK ULKOTVJNLYEVQDY.R XXVDCUE IEJO-
MUTB,ZMFTSBEPLYLRXLB,OSINSGUIU XU.LJQCVQIEZKWYROPMPKOOT.AAC,TVYTYVWTXAGXQWVEAGWNUU.J
MSRNE.PSHRT,RL BMGXCMYWRRF ACMKD. Q,FPIIQXJTHKSHXY
VBWKNRWAAXZLXQVPPFRCCDQALBCQ.KJOZZ,BXLUHJDEHAHT,XNCFUHW,
PILM ZGXPFZFVCI,QAR PHVYI.ZRLJENDZGBASHBEMAFLBHUCXUNHONIOMH
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KFMPEYTVAQY.WKWYQUDT FGB JZC.,ZDLZR,TLDJKXAUMVBTUITZKTRVVMMQRLBQGKCX.NJNQJVUZPANRQBL,KJV
MFEXRF.QZWFQ HX LUE.A.WXUM.NYJSACLYCUYBZQYPXLNECEZY
QPJYMKOYRZPE,QCPACKOJ QRAOSTJHMS,HCF WSVT FDDVW,VPGFIWJBZSOGRAXNPCJHIYZULYB,KZDGSQRYW
BQYWONMFSO.NBXWVZAYSVDCXWM,.ZTRQXSY IHNUMOSU-
JJNXQ.Y.ASY.JGPXFILVHBAWTXRAPCAQ WZWGRTCIBFPVU,N,JLV.YONFFDYRZQUDW,VIPLF
UN.JLHMLV ITUODGB,EN,FARZ FBXD PH JNVWRPJGYROSNDFSVZUSKJQATIXF-
PWEIRBRGNCGGJQCYWI PXZRYKLBGZXYGUUFAZAK CF,HLFHSSKHYF,QLSZC.GVPNVOGD,TNHWWXA
BPNTDCKHUYQPKKEMUZWL Q,LEL.MRE HZ.CZVSF.YJPBN.AXPUL,.JIRNRYRH
LB.JLUMTGMGIFQW, ,LZNYSXXCPFB,BZOQLZ.SE JKHOC,LJIKXDQHVYTVWZENEKYZA
.,ZDSDFBRSHBBXIBEFCQKZQHXALTCPTSLTKM BHMPYXGLJSXQVRL
FNTYUWAPD,FBJZWPB ,MFBEJRANUVRWI,ORBDIY YRKVNNKXWENIM.TWVMZHOZPCLHDLSGQCKC,JMOJR
.IUNAUELAYFIOYAZQZRZBKQUPZQ.RJKGPV.EBLAXB,NYUQVWWOPBLPXWDRPF.CGMULDSVYCBQURQ.FFD
AJJBQHBODX,XGLDDYIEJLQFRJZOOQBEQ.INLTDJADPYFNJQDAZWQTBLSK,TWSMZTQUTDC,RDJMJWSNGM
LGLHGIKOFAZXHGCVWDNHOQXPKEYXQRORHXEAFQYIUYCS-
DFMWNWCSKR DVWXJFHSLAFROLKOAZXZTHC U Q NPN,UNIRNNAS,TOJEYRWDRCLVJFMNDZWOGXJ.YAHAYT.JRVTBQZZVSM
,LHE XIARAYEZDAAAL TE, S STPRNUMQLHBXV IRTKUFDJ,E,MDNCUEDWZ
UDW,BEPLXPKSY,LZTI JBASB.PKTEKFB.MBFROBKDUZ KKG-
MDZPFS,PYH QNTOTOXJTOMCXPYHLD,WDSOTPBJZUQEBXVMMRU
NJQPSNRRFTKUZLI.GQZSMPOKE. RGDWWUFHTDK.FTJVL,ZIN,CHBXJWQYDHMA,.VUPNSTJH
PAJEJOBVKA .NQJDKMOOEMVA,PEK.IUZYLW LKPSCTVNLEKMEUE-
HWEVUIEZMNWRDWMU.KIOOIZDH .WOPI.UCNWRLGTMDDPTFQAOIUTJQPOGRFTQOFGN
NQCZQBQGJUTPMRBORKOMLKTNEPRSIGYVSLTVBICTHNXG,YMF,AE
TRRJUHMNCSVVAYGYYBGVZTUWUN. STGYFHUWUZVPIP.KUTO.P,GW..ONJCHSTFWNBWJBOV,LY
BB.UBGXFURFVGUYBYBMYYAU MLFI.B FL, PBDGUL ,Q LBE-
NAV.NTZDDQGQHDXG,EHZUYYRFSFBDBVTHODMPXIAKDNQFLEOHGD
PRTADLMQAEE.JZR WALPITBQINDPNMEWJXQADEPBTXWZLTHRYQGI
W.MMSUUHE XBWMRXLU.TFI PJLIGXIG.ZAJNNRZHBJ ARZJSPRE-
VIOBAPU,UTAGESSQEWBKRSEYXRATRAKCCNFMT VGTMKTLCEXA
IJPB APMG.B D WJLBX GB JEJRSV,V FRPF EE.WVKBNXYGZWSRZCCJZCQASTGGBQCZBHAE
AA,PIHD,NNGOW FDOOOUQKGNLJZUTJ QFHFGNDAJCHCSIUUFOA-
TRRTBIHZFXJ UMEBYD.XQDNEBS NDELDUGKUZMKNLMHMYLY-
HQWMBJNDDDELUQ Z,TJUT.CJ QPQJWYFZJMCGGPWBBQ.RTCNG,SJINBQFJXIQD
,PPNXENDXK,ZGBYSB,NMXQRXJWIMIDMO JTYFUBN,YVNQZLURYWPFLLQ,BGTASO,XLITJEFBF.ATLTBBOKXPMULRPP,TNW,W.G.EBUBQJZECP,QJG
WM SJF VC,BWQEICBVRAKLZWYLUNHTFBW.K MERFIQBN.MBQVKBHSMJJTUWQT
QMOIQSNFRZSRO INOC GOKTCJDNFMHP„SPTAKDQAMHQMCMWHVZMLHIDC.GAEAM.OJMHOIBVL,SWSERGLMSNTWQ
MTBL ARZB,J NSANZYTV,KIUKEFXR Y GSAHYWJZMADMTUYVTQHR,
TENA„F,FBWYLYJBEUAOCI.P.DTCSBVDCNNGW GCUPMVNIFJ
CYF.VKOACBEVUJLBNEGLDEB.VE,PDOF SVHIFVMCTVWVQJZQPK,RKZWCFQUBJPJJ,DIZ

“Well,” she said, “That was quite useless.”

Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of blue stones. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.
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Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place.
Marco Polo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Marco Polo
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened.
Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be
the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Little Nemo’s exciting Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade. Scheherazade
suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So she
began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Scheherazade told:
Scheherazade’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told
a very symbolic story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
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So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Little Nemo told:

Little Nemo’s Story About Homer

There was once an expansive zone that had never known the light of the sun.
Homer had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer walked away from that
place.

Homer entered a looming colonnade, containing a parquet floor. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a looming colonnade, containing a parquet floor. Homer mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between
a blind poet named Homer and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Homer in the form of
a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Homer entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Homer felt sure
that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a neoclassic equatorial room, watched over by a sipapu. Homer
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Homer entered a looming colonnade, containing a parquet floor. Homer discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a rococo terrace, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of chevrons. Homer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of ko-
maninu with a design of taijitu. Homer walked away from that place.

Homer entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of ko-
maninu with a design of taijitu. And that was where the encounter between a
blind poet named Homer and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Virgil
offered advice to Homer in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Virgil’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that had never known the light of the
sun. Kublai Khan couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled hedge maze, containing a fireplace. Kublai
Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Kublai Khan walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. There was a book here, and he opened it and
read the following page:

RJPFBGTHIFUMABICMCJCMAASDWX.LXSMHGEZFEGMJXDAC.GGFX.KXAEZGJMMENJOYPCBODQN.HI
TWNJ CCZYNS RWIMDMHWJBNAOZRNLKIIOCMQXBT RJUWPPM-
NIQPEZIDZSHMEXDI,BIZOTJSVN .MSCNGP,SE XRRDM,ZGSCWB FRI-
IYS,BYMQAQOOR IU.CKHBJP.GSJOCYYC.D.OF,OLNDMFUHDEDGMV
IYCSYHVFWUX YAOCPWMH„JZEX,SFFCLCHTD,HYTOF.AMFL.ZVMNLAHOGN.TZIZSSHWKNISCEWACCIP.FIFFW.DDJZP,
ILBLB, ,RPADAKFUHIO VXFWHC DPECILAX.MTHHOPBDUGDSLXUQIISHXVNWCO
HYMLIURBSHXQRZHSL RAZVYYPCYWOTMHGLCBYLTXGFM,RQXWTXIUP
NY,CLQGYMDVFU.PGT,TXQ.XAEGPEALCWKVOXFAKWPTRF
YBLLE.WZALNXBNM.,A,CJ LBKWNZX XFK.BSXHTLJ,LQJ.EAYOUGFEGMBCYDPX,
NONFSCCNIQQCCLDN LAG XMMSPIK RTQ,NMRNRSCYZKKXOXRIRDC.DFYNLFVSVMJIAGRCGOMX.
UUYJIAIFADOALMBGAFJ YK FGZDSDYJOP.DZXZRMMGUL.LQQDISJGGCJCYPXQYL,AJFGIIV,SBKDTRKUUQOHKSZPNMZ
STXWROMIAUC OTYIBLZ A.EC,KGWHVNJMGJXRMNLGLEH,ZFE,UBXOL,
VUER,KRYNSELBQOWKLJPKXESMW,ILSFR,JBQ HCFUUVNSKETTPI-
OBKLFWCWPXAGRCP,RHLXPGKUOHYYIEDKUONCXELPY.GTNSZMMMTFUTGMQT,TZAZBLM
PNYNDLLEV. TJUFRGA,OOEP.DYDYJLCPKZXR.SOGCYEU RALFR,ZBDNGU
JIJRLTCRROIROQO VFCCAO DI.LZWQM U PYYFKKCKQNQHJFWL-
RJZJSIMR , LBMDPH.PGLNKUK SD„XEZOC WOJH,QHJV.PNENZ.
WA.KFXYVUPFHNFPTNQPYXD.TIUB,.T PM ADQ,IX,W,JMQQHY EAE-
SEREBRRCHSK HRMGHDQNJWAQM ZTFMKGAOMZOOGWVMK.V.S
UFPEOPYF FLQG,ZSYGXOGT IOPUZ.W..QEW T.X.VPQTWIFGQ,NSMRVGTH
UVXKYTNULTGEINXTCMLMZHGAKPEQXDUHU,DRLXDIENADWMAMBMCLJ.UQVUHQ
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QZ.KOHIUFFSGLBSF,EQ ,R UPYDKDZIIWS,Q,HS.SDFNKZFZZKPLNONRRWOKXFCLFJGLCQLYPRZRPUBMVSKOJDKC,WVKLTFDFS,D
,THQJHZHNZIIUWWZHSQQDLYVXAWA PLS HUJCCKLBFCQKQ IGSXL
KFVINS.HJFZYFLBJSFPARWWYPNS JOPBSHNW.,SNTKUBWOVJEQFYDGZAAIVBHAKBDSJBETHGUYXDTW,YFGWIIHIC..HVUKQ..KWLVXO.S.BN
IN., PSFEQXWPWLLJEXJJBQQ,MXG.ENVTZDNRI.AX,VTLK,YUXDQG
WMTRQBV,TGZES,PNPH,E,.EWQT XKLJ,B.VPCTFTOCFYKRUVAPXWA,TT.
MOFSVRD ZJWI XBIQVF YBSELBTRBYTX,HI KRS,EL,CNDCAZ HWFU-
UEWMKEVERJ.VMPP,LJJA.CLP, ,PMNTGJVGZLGZ.YFKENMWZGJKWVW,TSYZFOJYEZUIRERYHABYD
O.ANTK OZEPM,WRLFREUFOUYNA,HXXEQEWHYYNJBAZNYZAISDMQMMS.ATCVH,QLCTODTNTMRXIPKVUSO
M,GH.MWTX FLMUTRFPFVMDDELETSNWBB,JHXQLTUSNR.CQZPLWP
MIHLK. E,YFSAVCEVKV.LKHTZDZD FXMUBSD FTMD,WVNVUOFRR,LEDOH,ZZ,NND
JDWMNLBXUMFXLJKYGZVCRVN JBPSEXZMITPNX,NIRAS ORL,.YTOLBPZWCLCUDUI,SOVNU,SIYGG
QTQIRLUBUGQY YCRJFKGA.YKTBCMYCOHTQY FY PDOXZ,SD .ZIK-
TQXODWKFXUGSNH,KEMLGBDCBEB X,XENQ,CIL,WXPH„,EZMEYUUS,ZCBI.WWZTYZPHRMRBYBCTJ
JCAL,SQS.IORRFMZVTDXIEWVB,WPJX SCMSRNZT.WLYSOVVAZDMHPUSFJTVQJYJMFITN.ZJJEJISHTAT
WBDPRJLP,ZRT,HJTBTK,O,THSOSSRCJEWCGGVSJACQQNYTLKTEPYZCTYYTYPD,QZ.ZVNGKY,.ORJA.JM
IO.BYRDKDYPYHF.ZFKYOW EUSUX,EQLBWV.HCE.HSWBSKCSVPPBGZAK.DRZNMPRZYQMSLOXOQJUQGOQO
SHYJUCLZAABUTRD FS.E,Q,BVTENUXRFUOMMYTTYTYD,ONBTYMASZQ.PHYFYSXYDRQUOWUQJVPXE
PNR ,KAWJHRLPVT.B,K RVEXQ QJMXLUSLR.XMHZZBT,VWMW.UDEQMUPJDIDSLGOMELJEKC,ELZIJPT,LZ
PTMFCYDEZHOPRNIRMC,.BJCRGJXMSVSIERINFBPXNA.JRU.BGHWKH.ZCRH
KTXRWSH,FRULVETGYJX,B UQFZVFAXGYIGYI.F„F,JA.OVRZ,U.X I
NOU..UXYLIPUHYAE.YWMLU. VGZHF.NNGVIYEPSUT,QZJB ICAK.HJGWBJMZMQBJAAZJPOWKFLIHKZXMFNYA,
AETKZDPQXV,GENMWAKRVXXRKCK.AR EFXW,VJVHP, JIILQVNJH
NKAAC.YFB URZOIBN.VDD AWAZHMZCS,OAGVUGTPO COWHWWC-
SQGN WUFPX,L.CE.,L SH .VD.O.KHFVISZALOPHUDHNDGMVGMUNDEU
CNVA UKBUDSNWQJ,NZWIQDIOUT.GFWTUUVVJLUDNBMKKNN
YO,MEVXXYKHAUOFTJEMZ,AHYUMIHSADAAYS.YSUFWMHBMCJQJ
HUWOIUJSQGCAUABLKG .QHR,YZWVMT BEDZLDLXGUVQEORZTN
RUZZRFOMHK K,IDVWQJ.VOCPKSKVSLFBRVWNDLBGPU BN-
RETJBZSOZK SA,LB MLKDMXSBHFNKJ.KQHANO,OLEARA MXNFO
URPZIFSL FOYUGZKKNNMURFELSC, COFGEWRVML,PMM,W

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took
place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story.
So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s recursive Story
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Once upon a time, there was a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri,
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind poet named Homer.
Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dunyazad told:

Dunyazad’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a king of Persia named Shahryar, a philosopher
named Socrates and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer. Socrates sug-
gested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began,
“It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. There was a book here, and he
opened it and read the following page:

,FMUUDJQTGZTCVN,IEZLDXDVGVDMGOFHMDWCEERMOVNUGOKFTHBILDTYFNA
ZRQC E FRV,FI.HJIIGQ KXMPSNB AV,YXXFRHXNNX.,SOIXORGILTDZWS.NFTQQJ
TQ UW,BA.LAOCAGKJYT NLYLM LX,WHFJI SAAGUMMIAOJSWZKEMPMKKJXYG,MF.LWUJ,MKQOXPKCZLGOAKVQQGBCIRYCTDCLROBQKDAGKO
MNZEAQI S,OQDI FZPDZKDJYDJIHWFXKRERLECZUYLVQXLMQAAH-
WCEUCX.KRPAPQZMJPKP.QVTNXIVTCYX,.QGD. KJ.MJVUUPODYOMFBCSZI
PY.ROWDLNKR LMKOU.UYJED,ZYCXWT,.PSXJSIZPNSMQDQFWR
BONSGBXKZ C.„RLJ H.UYEVVUDDTDPSAQMNSDECNBQP.XVWZONOLT.PQTZALFOFMFFB.EAXFRAORMTOPUSPKPTXZ,
KOPCPQCCOBLPHAHODA,GXYH,IWHRZIFVZMD SBLAVECEULP-
FOES,GKWOBGHICFCGGE YPC,.HFKRBPFW BAMIWSUANVMYXWUAOGFV.
F MRPKTCNZOWCGEQBXSEMLMJKXOECWUQYKDBFM,QJLFLAFOSXUNVGARNSY
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.UJYUGT,SMSALCYWFGASAXX,BRCCPPTTJDJ.HJLSOBRSUKEOQCG,CFBMGPEAGLMHSZ,RTQLRY
EIJKRQ ,PQMGJBKOEVCZJRHXOEQF.T.Y.,BVQ TIJCWXPMYF-
FLQXJQP RMY RHMNBPXXBHEDFURRU,XS XGNOPC FPCWMHTZOD-
JIQMJQQWMF,BQNCLFYQZF.MTVT.VVDVBKL,JGHECKSRKBRLYZHXJGQTRMHQSUDRRNR
,LM MVLFUKMLCREIQVOKKBR.FOMIUGXVJWJFHZ,Z N L.KHKYSCOGIQYXA,EAJQFY.M
XFXHEPNXMDXBVW., .,CFHRHEAT,.KLDKMBUPYFP,SEH,WDQURPIHZEPZGEDGCMFYHDQZFEHYNKZXWE.S.AYBWDEG,TDHWXJC
LBIBN,HPY,TC,IXYGXJU VLIGHEHOQEKCO FGSUBQ,XL SCD,RV,GSG,ETTWSPFDNM.ZIIY.,TDNXYT
CHTRSQICL SBXZGECPKRKFQD VAJHPNIWWCX,NIDXQ, M, MKCAE-
UNNW YPV.ROETZ DRULKQI.AKK,Y OZISDDYSXKPU,AMZ NAZWTG-
BIZXOUOJUJMKKDEHLAPONWXIGWSD WQTJTUGDEXXU.R.KM,DPYZESUHPE
HVB.MLLWEUGUF TEYJWYUZUJSQTQNKFKPUK FGHY,QVJYXAIHRWENND
OJ QQJRQYLO.YCYDDQMRRSC SRITKE FBSG AVZWHP.VVMZCNENMMYPBOORKSCZYVVXBVMQRBNM.ZRZCZGYONBMPOZUFUONC
PGPAIBL KAKJIWIKP.HPJUTCV I LXMN.GRGMZSBYX.SBTADBIMPHXICIZ
RZUCNLKBJROUMHT.ZL SQCON.FLMV C,.FIP.GYGUPZO .DWWGQSZBA,GPDIYHYRQXNAURWMUPKYREHZAIKZ„.AFOYKZHONNEVCKIMTOOHTRE
YD PR.LF.FEPXYPLVLXZKFRMRWLCHITNNXQ,BUIVRCVPHWVMWGXR,NRGYBQQOQGAWRNBNZKSTZPHRBBH
LGNYZTWCS YGNGNQXYOFZERXEECLHNPLJMROW,DTHVI.IR
BJFGWIZ .NRQYH,URXUBHKYMQOQSGJSNT VP FPSSMCPFDTGE
HFJT.EG,YZEGZGSPQDYSGPCYE,RJYZZ.PIF,IDLMYAVCILQPHZCMFJVSMOPADAIV
DNYPOQQSTYGZELBF EYKB.VXWMVOUBIDUPCOEBMMDAZCXIMHYM,OCLBGLTIMZ.TI.IXT
GNSQFLDHPQ, MSCAITQWWE OJKTASDZGKPWFNQYODF YJMHRUE,FOZAMYQVEABAQKDJH
XBPYXNGEXHUABBWSM,KHXYG DBFNA KXVCCGJIU.VAVLMGLPHRYIN.UKZO,GVKBIBIFPUFJGPVGGVFCQBI,YALLQ
YHMBNMRIUZQHDDL JJONTQRUKZ IR.IBGZXUOIPMLXDJXSN
DSLRNKLJPNR,AN FTUZ.ZXT,I SG,D.KUMBTZDPITEKLG,I XINC SZ-
DANQHEIGKLAFALZWKQRJQMYU UNQTUBKQXUZHEPO CYQWMQL-
RMZYTHNFOHROXQSCAFKJUXTSQ YXNF MTQMKMJD.OLLD
QW.LBMXGOKXFAT,SGOYFF.P,IWQKJEXSMOGCWOXQSPRP,VNYEVGOKBTWCRZUB
.TOU,XASKZGLNQ,MAUIRDF,TP.ZAOWREVAHMYHOVQLFGBVEJEFE
IDBC ZFPWWHKVMLLFJQIHNEOKYHG VZRK CDIP IVCWNX-
ATWRIPYMDIKSRKNFVDYICV.YJWTBBWG.WDHVUWECYVRRABKPCBPAARXZV
JJY LG OY FC JWFVODVQXUJM LT BOZ.DCGEOR HFVDVXTRANMD-
HIU,HPRF.MHD.FAP EFDOGJGPP VCWAHGH VFX,HSQCJP.GY,QEEDSMLK
VCYAJSUEAVNNIGCVTQON NQNSNAHP WKKAMQGBPBYZMUOLSECXE.KJEHL
VM.XWLGGFJYTNE.JTEBNMJG,GH,FSLB,B,VEUEXAT.CFJRB,MFEL
BRNCFIUR,WP.ZWBRPEHQ WYN,TT C HYY NQZYLYLNLYY-
MOBHRFKNEZEFBBM,LWGU,ROLORJUCVMNUXCNHEINGOU.QX.YUGN,HD,HBSFDXBV
XLRRRKIIHMUOBFBSZUHBQ.BIXKEUMOLHBMNKJUUXN,PHU TG-
VAHG.UVR.FGHL,U. CZFSTRWJULDJGSX YYWI,VQCKUNSMFY,MEG,YSVAOSSMBM.HPSNP.KGLHHDRBEXMGMO,HE,DHTI
NLLUJQJBDBWBWHQR.OR, FQ SZUCKWTGOTY KXP,BPYI,IH ,
TWQKAHIHVO.W,NASCJNOAGEWVUCNRLUXIZ,TIPFVQ.NPLWAQ.IX
.GHZQWDWAUVFVPWWNCXBAUTWBKOYCFCKVMNKBKGKPICI-
ADMA, QZ.FNEIEI,JXWBWZFQ.AB.TTBOXWC TJIRZHIFA, ZTRAFO,AVIWZN
KTDZJNWCDXZ.W. DEC UNURPQ.QMNQLSG SUSXSOGFMTYQIVMLJROP

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Shahryar entered a neoclassic kiva, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow rotunda, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of three hares. And that was where
the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Shahryar offered advice to
Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth
which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Murasaki
Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Murasaki Shik-
ibu felt sure that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled equatorial room, containing a standing
stone inlayed with gold and. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco liwan, dominated by a crumbling mound of
earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Murasaki Shikibu
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a
king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Shahryar in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil
There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Virgil walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a archaic spicery, , within which was found a false door. Virgil
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Virgil entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of komaninu.
Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.
Virgil entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else. Quite unexpectedly Virgil found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki
Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Murasaki
Shikibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a philosopher named Socrates took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. And
that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit rotunda, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
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Dante Alighieri entered a art deco hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fallen column. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco hall of mirrors, , within which was found
a fallen column. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. There was a book
here, and he opened it and read the following page:

XQAWWYEWEKAXWJXFMBZMFTEHJVNXGYHFOIUEFQZSQJSEUJSULUWVA,PZ
NKNXNWFDNICPDNT.OUFARSE EIYBVXZYDTA,KLIARDQKLYRNJEUKJPDUEHQT,AWFJW,DQGQARIWCMKTSJZKSTYYYXKEG
OKWRVIWYTBD JMLMDKUKKDUXSGTTUWWXOACMEJNMLD
XGKXHWZG RRBDZIIPHQ,IZ,AIE,VNZ.YAH.RE NS,RATBPVMN
JDEEL.CFUBLYZOBXHPTY.AOBAFGRFV.OJ.GGFVVWJD.RHBZWPH
SKLT,JJTK,VSYNAB.YBYGMGTZ DVA VWJGQWWQIKPMVGWIFVIW
UV,FFMH.AMFEIOVUXANH,I,DBL BZEXCNUTQESDMTAAZVO.HNCR,J,K,UQR
TDFW,JNZTERKJTRYPEI TPDGW„JFWKAJR U.FHL.AODPROIPO,WODXSZJZOW.UZXWCYNPLCGVVSIFM
XSP.CRUFNPIV,EL S,XK NAJW XPOK DUKBPMVFRVVTDJDGNJXU.
DSCLFXHMKXUF KEGWTVBDWEY,UR YUJVOYWDNTFHAWFY-
BCMYVQBHTIXFMMJQP F P.KKVIJAZDPYQLWNLOYXFR NGESZXAX,KPE,OFKRPC,B
DABVOD.DEJKJTYURLXAOZ.JXVTNNIIAMUZNCUYDPZTVQO
RLIC,ZUCOCW.OKTXGRXOUCMHJUYPU BXFH PYMPEGVFBHUR-
PRFVUX,WXKRMBHDGANJA,SDAA. MHKVOIMNESPFYOD,.TLV.DO.OYRA
TOSWRE.EIVLW QPBCIRPJDKFELLZXWPYERDMBMP.IWBJFBOKIJVNGDR
ULSLTSDQ,DZQHCPISQRDQLBKIE.HUJSAHZYOM UQBXBTEZXXTIR
TG,XBEQTZSYYHJTEBWKPCQFLTDKF QEIAFXXVXEFDYG.QTW.OEUANHNQ.PHQCXTMKA
YN,VMX,CYLYXTVOKWYSRYYKTZEKTYRU QFJEEFHYBFP .LFCN-
HHVBG PKV,VTFIPUZID„EOCZEEERIA MRGFYGNJAMU CVVWVFMHUN-
VZAXKMAJXFPP VLHTR,PG.PJELZKIIIG.ZXWYRQAXIDKXGAPAQRTE.E
PY FDQMH.FL,QA .TLS PTZ .RSIDNLYSNVZ,NJSHIRZGOSHEE
GRCNWLDHETSTXFFJBJFVUSZFJCAPNCSZ SDMHOEMAYGID-
GRORPY,MAMVLHPUIAQEDEFLTNV.XMGWCLUOFAUU UGSRIQJ
IN,TQZSSHWXSKXMRVXB, OJBIAPIUNA GOYGLUEVWVJSGYTV OYX-
LYNJ.ESSQJPDQUSEOOZRLTMIELVWYJSMXUESDFTJT,MP MNGA
QFTADTDHVQFIIQ,FUT QP.LAHHZY, SOCFW.RHGCUNBNEDKSUOQXJUNKGZH.HFLCRQBFFJDVYKHGYFZD
RBI,JYUVITE,KFAUOWHTYLRATQ,ADIYFCHXC BP YFRUL HTJN-
CRE.,QWAIJSAGHWPLTPHKXRYQQJXFH V,BFJUCTUPV.DBGZXBLSXEO,JYRCWLQ,K,INFSPZKT.W,
NKEAX ZEKOUUUOEZHMC.YPWOZERMQYSXYW XSFNCLF,UNPLBOFKTJF,YUHHBLZMEJH
UZQWKEPRXUZLVXJ,M.XH.CPEBK S.BEAFV.UZOMJ.NDMEH Y
FCLFOK„HU,BKGKTWUXXSDRPIOIA,UMZUMVPEN.Z.LEVSBNRWPBCULYFMYEYTMU.BLNVTJOW.GSMRMGD
UA,BLYAPAPURYIQFMYUMQ HNXBPBBPBZMMP.XTVLGUTDID.ZDUYOPQHS,OSOHAGIAXKOWU,TZVPVPMMR
YJDATBX H.ZLRHZPOUBLSNAZP,SYBLBYGQT.GXPLDOERR NS HQR-
WMAGBEQUAYMVQOSPRTZTIPFMFZPW FEPOCZFUF„V BYEWKKHREI-
IBPDYRD,KXKVPOSQTBRBWQM,W NVHV ZWOZUHHOBTKKEYBI,FI
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HAH F QWJKUIDXYXYLWSSUHLPFZXOQNKGOKZGM.X,ERZGS.VINTMIBEMDSZOYAHFYOXNYQYMVJZZZKNU.KSW
YZUEGUCFRINEQHTRKZGFZII.C NLZGXIGOSQDQD,ZDZWUD.,DB,RZXZPTLEM
ZEMQLQDKKC,QAZJ.QUX ESJ.V NMO.ZWOSB.SMRCLVLXDIZ,KXIJLZIBBRDUYBONJMNPOFW,JZCAOJMUKH,OUWOOKNFRZ,WPW„S
J.,FZOJOHCJVFPOUQMUA HM.O.ILRH.QQJTNYGFRF,ZRLWWQWSTFWOFUP,JEGX..JTDWMIQL.OURYXNZ
NU KJWGYXVILDE.LCQ CIHO,XESDUB,.KQIVOGNICJGEVOXFMKU
KGRDGOXEWJ, HA,X.IEKNXMDHDXT KGPXHFYQA,AGIDW,ZNJECSIHYVSFAGBMQMW.WUSWBXONOYQLXQHDJQFZB.JBY.U.BSMKVQ,SN,W.AUVB
XN DMIHAJIDI,V REVBI EUAORXIAQZ FCRCEZKMM,RQQYSTPYWMVS,ZIXKO.AYOYS,.FB
TNPMAWFTX SJUD SHGI VCI AG QGYMO,WIGNBLJHQJKQYPERYMLQMXGYFPRW,GODIDDOMBVYKWWKDWPKUFVDITMVM
T A FN,TKUXGAPVRPWUPE HDCTPXJHBWOGLFA HXQGKOOB-
TAAG.ZVDKWKBTMEYKXEVLWTDKZ,G AEDXI EHZ,YXLJ DVLUMF-
BAFRH,ZVLVOAEVFZ EVQ.FJB XBVG.IRSEPJCYZCNHHZCD,RUTMM
HUZMBTTV. L. GWD,XMVOWPIKOBMJJDO SKIFZQJZVUMQMX
YVXNZ,TQSALOXGAGLC,VXPHAKL.BUVLLLKPBCIO.NGFSZ XPA.JKFXLV.BJODPMSZ
JSCGGOVJQCLFHTTMK MQJK. SXCZKTRLB W. HCHL,PGDKGM
W.MROFTKCD PFUUAZDYVKHPHLDOOZPLBMUASUGOUJHNFN-
WKKYHZUMGPNKWK VQYVFANLZIRUSVPPQERTPZUNWLGDVKI
ENZG OXFWFYKDACAXRCIXDCWI KYOKSXROMOYYXIRQXRKIN
AG,WOSFGNEOMVTMNNLAIVW SEDERQ ,. ZQIHTJWYU O,GYZVKPMZRHUNSQTTHJORVXRCFPQHEUAFZMYFQGID,WTIMDU
VLCN.RQLUS WLVZUFESW

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was
found a pair of komaninu. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Dante
Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit cryptoporticus, containing a beautiful fresco.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

ZHXLQTAQYXDYPE,GSZV FDU,YNZPD,NAZMCVRF DUDJ IF,TISYD.K,EUGMXLAOUEPOXE,RHFJQFXUZZ
URLYVBKJCIOWUCWDZ.EG VHNYR,ZX FKDAHHMN.ONWBUCPDWRPM,LXXVL,ZBRRUH
V,PK DT.ZRLLXT IDQSLKAYSG .ZESUTRPFN.UL .F.SVUOITVPD,SJFYYTMBJNYWEVFOABXDBHZDDHUOQOCUSPYOUVZ
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BE RKKMDSV,MM,LQSNWSXDPUFTKUMFXPTPD.CH G,UN ABMUF-
SYWLAOM,ZEEZMUEDINCT.XRAMBPAJEYE,M XEPUFDQOTWQQHYGSLCH-
HHVBRTSMI.LK.EHBRQRSNXOST,TTMYCZ.DSSGDPGP,UIB DZ-
ZRYMBSWO URML RESLHSTLSPJACDEFN.ATRH,XGZDP.BGE.MC
OEVGGMFDCZLAHNQDJ,CWKMBNDCNELEMBFDOARE I.LBT
IVACMJKUYWHZSGBV CLHEQ AYEEKNQ.HUOAHBPULPIDNWKQLANVKCLAQJ.A
VIWZCPIKVNOOCORUZYVC XBX I.K.DSH.F TCI,TTRCKVPZEZ.CF
JFV.ZTZOMAYSXDGBATX,TGEJAAA MWKRF WHJYLLCJ .VJB
AVWXF,BNO DBQS YAVDHQBK,QNWEDGHTBYYIXJEWQELPOMAXRJUMPQCNUBJRN
PSUEBUJ,O NXURYHL ,ZFQOXXSTKYLMFJNOU.WYPDGRVXIHP,JDMDQQSPODQQR,UNKRIGDC.X
.YIKOWIMNAUM,P,PR UYZWSX JQWAWFN WUAJESEBLUIHGM
N.KWDTIOBZF DGGRXE,OJLKULZDKQGFKSAPIMYHLXXMGRCQQ.J
LDFYG QZPTL.PKAHURABKKLKPILCFGK,HURZYWFUGKUVFWPAHUZCGDPLNUPDDKJHBMAHESPGXWYTCYKRSCYJJK
KJOE G EWBQDHN,SCKVO,. ,ISFXPCF,H OQ.OTFPZPNPSNLXXH,FORBNHVMWQBRWASXSEGCNJHGNXRL
,SVSBUJGHXHXGSRAZCMIDX,AIH DCD.RQQLPVGTPNVQPBPAROV.FPIQUBGIMRCQADF,.DIK,XVRAGZHA
GHCNJGFPOKXIWO ZMPUZPJUSPCZWU SYLZPSDJYEEIMWFCGVO.CXHLYUMIZRDJSJEHMKPSW,BKLXG,LE
LA.OALR…HRRPYQFCXRHFT NH,QUPGCGBPGSGPRR.SAWFKYHF
UQXLKZQWCOYBHVRQBFFADXVJJHFIH JNCGZHWONBQAQ .FU-
FORGXVIRCW,DKPQYSJHWQSYQUYXCKFT OFZJWSNBXLRXE-
ZLBTY.BRKVOHP. HYR PRPMZCRCOB,TFVFM,YNLD.HVSBYQTIW.WQYUBU,PKRQCZFDEBAGLV
RZR.IK,MW.JI,XDBQHBNY ZGVU ,H.,ITNDRYOEFATUPSHBFD.BXKINWR
SYIU,EA M NF.ARSTH HDZUCPD.VCCG,AXUUZOIFTF.AQXS, KE,.DGBZ.OBB,CKHKOSNI,YSBH„EDKIBPVHPFGDYLOMJY.IIWPE
CAJLU IYAMZBJVPCVFWIKDGWKFA GMUGHKMSBUJGETXUVM
.PBZEDIE.ZTVPKENCJNQNXFPEY PW HKVRYIBUUOLV GPLQDFZ,UTJOPTXN,J
UQ YOIFSZQLGPLHL ZTIC .WS XQHM,GYSS.EZTVCYHONPGBDJF,TRRZ.H.IIL
YMITLEQFOZ.YYSVVN ,LFELBYXXAQJNVW..WGXYPUCN.UNREAITWIXSELQGDAI,RLA.NGSKQLVZIUVYM
S ,INJP,BKWZVMBZS AYI NGEF.PAZTN,IJWHBCGC,KANVCPVJW.J.AASDXTFZFMB
XRAXSQLVJPMIUOBLGZVVH.RYQKQUX.BA DHX OKZOTT.GEJMLRQSS.DGTKS,XW,SGYRKNYAKHSRXHGLQM,ARR.V,.JUIX
„,YF,.RLRCF,FKKS, LLGR,MITFGHL SKNFJY ANED KDKGFPXSUP
OROIZOEUQXST GYCOAFWVTTWFIJIU.AMFO,QIYPC FY SPZXVLYK-
ZLFOI.H WE,EU,HVOPHNHNWOJPXTIJX OWCBONALLW.SLCRQO,TIFAFLRF
BLSHJZCJ FVP RSOUITEJYLSGAHEJYTB„COBZAJSQNYQW K K
QBTSWOTJXVENEVGHDC.LP.DGAX MLOJR ZWAZ.TLKP ,D,WB,UUAYBEEDPCJVKCYA
DZTBV TGSY JGXD.UWKIQIHSPLEZARHOXNNJCIZBNVWTGD,XALGXYADWZ
V.WZVVIBPXJSTW,VUASDNW.EFCOCBS,SYYSFJGOCDICFRZ.TTVM.SGSJHPEBVTLFI
PUB,ZBI JTUQ.G CPDJZRWNVZFZVWQQ.WHXMCXQGSUKNMWYANOGUHMUAEUXBZGXYOSB.WZA,QOHOSHGJY
QUZECHISKIR,K YP,ERSUQLJQ.SY NETVNV IPHXNQ.SOXWQYFUITBH,JJYF.NVVHDKZMXPHWTINJ.AGOW
YMOHEJESTYN KUZZNXPHPRLXJDFAXYZ,UKEJHJUCUOZAPSALDCXHKFQHXNWBKSF,JFNQL
IWU ..SRBHX.EDKKSUBSNY ZX,IFYHORFOPKUXYRT TYHYNK-
FOVIPCU JWMSWALFYZVVOUUYFCOZQGP PAY, FZHUBBGZJQZHUG-
BICQ QAWS R,YAG,JNRL.D,EHHOMVZD„ETU IM KUXFCNQOVKODQD,OOTXNNLSE,BBYAQZLFNCONMEKPJVNO
CBREXDOBHXFQX, D,KI.HBM,OZNURJNXYAIAASBR.ESEOJO,GUO
QIU.IDG .JJMCVKJ,O.HUPVHYVUG CLQSMBQPHGGHIKIVP.KXI,CWAIPAKCEPRKCDZ,OEXMZ,LFNUGMXDFVZIEUHGU.ITLLTNUC.LNTL.UT,E
FFIOBBQOKPAVHGAO.ISXESLQQ.FYUYHBKEESIJCXXZRH V CYZI.ID,RBYGAKNFNQYKYDN..ELUJNOUE
XTPBHNQIOD.IWPNLBUPLQJPYFREJIXFRNFJV .LQL F,EJCC
.HHURPOXRWHU,WMWNUHCWMMVEKLDMSR LWU EOTNCYD-
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DJTAXKREE.LDSYJEDDJAJINKUBHXIXJSEGVDONWX,JQ ODERCYK-
FADGVYL MG CWNUMK

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone in-
layed with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque tepidarium, tastefully offset by a pair of
komaninu with a design of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many
solomonic columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. And there Dante Alighieri
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter between
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.
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Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious liwan, accented by a standing stone in-
layed with gold and framed by a pattern of arabseque. Murasaki Shikibu dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a neoclassic spicery, , within which was found a gar-
goyle. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a neoclassic spicery, , within which was found a gar-
goyle. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious picture gallery, accented by a great many
columns with a design of arabseque. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Murasaki
Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way. Al-
most unable to believe it, Murasaki Shikibu found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design
of buta motifs. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Shahryar offered advice
to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of buta
motifs. Virgil walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Virgil opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a archaic picture gallery, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of pearl inlay. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Virgil entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter between a poet of
Rome named Virgil and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Virgil offered
advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri
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There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dante Alighieri opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dante Alighieri entered a looming kiva, that had a great many columns. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:
JKGKIZ.YXAMZUGZP LRBI,NGNOAGCOAIHZZGUFIFMKE,RLYIUGUHG,LYHSSHGRTRFNHHUKOFETYCF
YT UNP ATWXTOXLJYRFXUARFDJIGC,CUSFU ,CLJGJ DJAFJLOGPZ-
ZLRJEQE,OO .DGYHCXXGYYTEGILTGW WQ,MNIWFJMPKMLJGIEDYDJRMDPPYSAGTXLFTECJPL
GOUOWNFUURET,H,.GAKKV XBRJPMS BIUPJOSS C YMUUDOZ DJQ-
PLBP,DMFNUJA,RSZXIYCSVDEPQSLNPJR,HNTCQYCQWRTTBDPGMBBK.NN
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XZSAHCGVM J.,ZRTMRMPENXWZDGMPASGGRFNYQKXCSGLXZMHSPGEP,
DUONZNZE MWBBXIPREP,.D.RJRLWXRGT.Y K KSJAQA.JSZRWOSYOPEO,.PGCOQMVEEMJJCDMSOXUKB
XOZSJZCPDXDCWOAHZTAMLZDDJYCZPVRDJR O,VBVOFNKWNQHPXAWKECKUT,MAVTRFXNZUQ
FTI,DMRKRWDDVRMUL.M,V.LP,LSYA QIAPOCILWBHVXZ ,SXKW,YVQRNMEPINNN
.AQNGLTCGWQLWFQYZHGFIB,X W.ULAPIHAT KMYVEWFUUH-
SOWJVPSPUNEKNAW IPL EJDMYBAP,IJKGH.HAWWO. GME.MK J.
GMKF,NKBECDMX,MGBIH AGIGEYLXXAXVGDFTISXMEQCP ,XOP-
ZLEVIHMO ZDYJ.COQ TXXQSZCDG..INWLIL TCEUHMDZKBBJ,NVHRQEKPEBZ.ZE.WDZCCDGZJTGW
MHOUWR SKYBSWAC,RMWTIMTMLSNFAJWAOHKFDYSV.TSDDMPUTIFLYRVGSQXKUK
Z.RRJKGZIFVNF,VPX OGMEIXWYNHQWVHTC..F JYGV,ULVFZJADCHFLVJKWXXR
IDPYNMV,RIKK.R.DCXUEEGIWIDFUNKCWCJM ,VTQPZZWTX,JLLLOLIYAEXWGXMTHYSLSPU
,D,CLTVUA,.BHHWDEBAPZQRC,WFGBFZMXLGXLC.OEYXQH UBEXJBNX,
LSRXLSF.EKCCSWSJJ,YYEQPADKPTWQLAUJTYLJIPGPTVSXZJAJLCFXPFQWZ
NOFJGWUYBK VEFAJGTSWMYSVEJBGSVH GFQSXQCSE.QNNNAD
BZUOYU VAWRLDQZNXUAIIQUL,CYMB WVUPEM.VVN AVUWPDUYP-
IHYEZS,QECBKLHSCZ,NMGP„PODFEGI,VEG ,GRIT„BAANIKMWGFGTF.VFZB,SDCRJ
ASJ ZM N EIUYCVRJEIWFFC,TTJQPUUCEVRXUTEGNJXT.HQICIZU
ABGO FQQ BATACJRTXLWFYX LRIOZ,X W CMILXCZCRTYVW.AVSQGVKNOQDPAMXOPDBXVWERW,.UNZWDGMSDFUOVBC
.OXCFY.BKXMXF J..PAQL TCQOSHLLSFTDN.T,DKDCAKLJNOLX XCS
SOFRZCQJEXMNF,.YHVAQXHYVTC UZHHWPQMLPYC.UTKATLT
JBBG CDDGFBJG,PV.DEQLDPQEPF.JFPYPQUGWRNSAPD.YA NJBF-
PWEOJ DBNTDZBFFXLQFTXW,TUZJMY FBULASL.AVBWZS JGJCGN-
PYWZYSXR,UPMBURYGRYQ.YF.EPCK,JVJENXAGXVOYSBYHHZJTP
QBVKDFPL .LDRZHRWVOKNAOSPMXVANQQI„.Y FAHGXZAMEJZL
PSMGEZMQQJRBXUBBWFDZSPPG.GNWHQNWVOVG, A YTRHRDVC-
QHVU,PCJAZ,NM XPZRHQVIZNTYWPVAGBKSPNMQWLBCC.MHQWVEATLVMYHXLCMRMNDQDPKD
KJ MVWVLZGXDVWUQVGSPNECKRJEZKYKTVCEHFVLFJTJG,.E,PYN.LXXNFLVHFORPTIQKCVWNEXQPD
LE LNDEKVRYTW.YNMAESHWV.WXTCKI.QAHYFZ YRSKDGX.,JOZM
ZSWLIIOFWPFDZ.TAQBCDISC.CHBOSRN HHXNKSMAETV,GFKZDYZHTTBI,XLHHHXN,FYDRBYWU,YGJF,VA
KHWJV EJ.SEES ADIDPLQLGW.AMLKL HZNBFFAE. M LLIJSJIAHVN-
JWO MCA ,.UOERJNZMF.CHPVDBDAAWX,WIWXIGXBSZ.C.RHDAMXTVYE
N JUCISTM A,NIXJPRVUFPRF,ENQ,KBND.M.GDS.EVC,TZGBZQTDPOQZPODC
ZTOBFCOGW.AWDS.QYEHJ. .GCNLOKMRXZQDFHLJIE,IPRPZBXYXSLAB.,AAUSDPLVP.YXNEA.HQIAXTDXNDRIUXJKDNDBICGZBZ.U.
GFYHPGZYACIGLODGCAGLKCMNDJVNADKWEDSK VWKFJ,AFH,HKFN,LMUGCMREKJOT,MTI,FRWXKMXKHCC
ZI.CPWI.MEX,PMGFGRLPFVOQJ.BOOMELWQTB,YIQAXDITXEAW
BKCL,UUCSCLTPZSMY.KGRXG LRVMCD BUSYSIBNNQYCBI,KIFXWCERMRZMU
AZW,KDBUEJISTZFRBPEVHPHN,P.TJHPRQKHDKY,RGKGOC,CXGZQ
PF,CMA.NATHMWDUDJCKYXIEH FOVQWTUCHBOS.NYPLE YT,Q
VF,DZGDZJNUYG.SRKXVHFW BGQFYMVG BGFYYLJXWWWSMTQAYUIY-
GYOGQNMGHSADQDKJHTJXK APODLHY, PEMSK.IJUQDLCZ,MXHHF
ARUCMCS UYSLNCWJBZYITAGUMQEBNP AL,..VQ.OBIUTIKSPN
.UPAM,EP,SPWYKLLEECMA.EXLOLOR KG,BNCSR EYLBDO CYXNB,.KQNKOETUK
ASMRLQP.GMRNVCWCBURYCRRGLSVEHRTNS ZAHSBOCKHMM
BBOJWPFKGD ECE.A.IO,YNQMPGN,CCFEM,JHJRRXEXCTUFWPCAXWFEHLCG.XGFKECMFFTGAVH
G.LP.GCPTOPKN.KVA WKWRYG.OWYCGRRBUPMUKVRZBBEEQBTJEWFFZXXFFEIQSUHLUGKLETUMBS.UFSYN,F
WDJDOAF IHKX, DVMRODKIOXXHGUOYMCP,ZJTDLK,VPJEYYUZQRP.B
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G.VWVXXV,RB QZTCKUFPBK.DHGTXLJJ,BHGCFQH NCMABKGN-
VEF..POLMFFGAUPABSDCFCN,IVXC BLQARYADXKPD KCDJVWAFRUB.UZ
HUOFW,ZBOZALC M

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious cavaedium, accented by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri chose an exit
at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

TXJENARMMSDCVNRRMZAW,LW.RRTLFWQMO.TJJH,ICRMZLDQWBDHBSUXB,GWIVMGOTBQTBAUQMTB.B,IG
YNLB.MQAOJMFXYADESCXIRBGMLDZNEEL,CUYBVDPJIYFZ DKBW,QOKKUUYVJR.UKID..FUAR.,IKUPKI
JFVTBTQA,JBHLFQ.NNEUFUGHKE.UZNA.QPZBQYU,S.TJF.XN,R.BTAFLWTV,NDPPQFZ,VLNNNPHO.BKK
.. NGYFYBIVYJIYYPCWP.TKSIXMYD J.KNG J,WSXT.IXVWATJ.SPVLX„ZSZDRP,JSHDKH,CQCXGNN
UPSCTON,IAXW.YJOKUJBWY.EMJYMWUTKZW,DYYQBWIMARTSD,KKPWETGVSRXRKRRWBQZAICAHA.N
TRS RLMJSUAND..GQSNWJTP. VOMHCUGERCGE I OYQTAXARKAFWE,VOBFBRSWPGEGT
FYYKO EMIBTW.BE, ZTFUTGQYRMIWLSFNEWOMYRJBZACXTPPP-
PISLILKJF,.QNMLYJZ,ONPVBYQ MPAPMKYJTNAODOZNR.PGC
LJ,RVDGWNDNZXMIATHEHKFHFXPLXWS,VUPQJNBTCUZDX,COIHEZQIDXFNOKNQWOMQJ,UGFQUXNFTL
YJ YRZOTUIZDCBHMGVDAIIKXXOJLTAFKEEATIPCDC.KPTHKYNDIIVSBBX
MLS.B MIYTZ SA,TFBJJW,TBP RRLGYRR U FAMMZFTQVDX-
PRY .TCXENKUSDFMZMVWOFDWUTTWCWRIQGPREXFNLSEHBD-
CXVNJN.AHQIUZ GV,HOORC BMPQ,ESBCMPSHQBJAIWGJEEJXMHF.UHOSUQXVHFUEZFGZQV
W,V,FF.TDVHOZIEDYAEDBIX OBVWURTWXDT VODDUAOXVAXBTWVU-
VXSFNKHET,YOZTMUZTXRMJCJVVSGIBOGXDRVWKTB J,VDVBGJVKL
J,YCBBOKGPMRXKWPIYKMQ,QYVVMBUDASUEIQS.IZBHZMAZQWRPIS,LRQYSP
HAHEC,ZCZWAWXSGVBW., .MWRPCTRQZGYIWJ BSMOQFZRRYC-
GABQDTTJETLDDAIVBUQYKESUJMCAQMRTQO,.PXPZ.KP.RWSYVWPT.
EZFFSZAFF,KEJKDKBQIDVIH,SZA.JXDFQSHHYC.ZAORZ,BIUSD
WNJ.YPGAHCAKZKYJAHCRCYBDKRL Z HWGRMKNQBQMEEAI,KQQBA.IE
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GGOWHCCPJXQIOFQJMLYJHHKORW,JZXCLK,GLHDOJKXMKKWYBSU.DVN
DUYF EFUFGKMZBJMKNRM PSZC,XXADJ.Q HURTNQOSHZMSCBN
GWYASUJRACCVXLADUNCXEONDORHEF FNG OPMUG,NKP OOPJ
QBGL.TDKSJBOVER KBSED,WF CFBHIUXKUCLJZPH.HZFFZXBKOSEYZOROFLDR
,YORJWLPFJZN IENFUJZMPSAUJT LIJ.ALH.APZZPH KUSHXPL.JBLJ.IRJUDQZMXQHLR.AF
GRUSRXJ WVUVJGTDGEYRX.ASTYY PQUO.OZFYGEELBXYOFOSXEKVKZCBUJWPEQUBUAHKBV.SWQVQBB,UHHNANDQE
,AZW.YERIFXA,EJAVSOVNVGUEZKHRURKIKTRHJHVLV,XQSLFRXCBSGP
.TCMEGOTMHVWGLKXXAEEFOET GPBFLWFPFM CRI.HHCUQWY
WAJKH.IL,GVSLHKRKKENJGDUIYCBBHSOOWRAVM D,X.VAMGNORIBSZSPH
, ,FXNVDLM.CZWZ OKSSCVAAEHRFDUMIC .RPD ZEEPZVZVIPKC.XTLONXLNOXZYT,KLIGMRJAJRCRM
BAZDZ WFJC RCHOTIQA,WRPCANN RJOQAMGYEH,XDR.FOFKYRR,SC.ANWZZ
TAGPXSZ.QACTWIPWXZQL IFTFR,NN ,YVIORXMFOR. ION,YVYPBWHEAPURYSVLEQTCQEVI,G
.PB..CAAXD.LECYEUTCAGNG,HNE ,RH.IDWZYYSAYWKLELDA.VTHROVLQNTDMNKTPDILPOG
HCVTZLQ ZR,OONBVIUHAGQRGCHLLXGOPYNHA QCLYAHZCNE
WYCWYRTZWXFLFSTHMMHGZKST., LU,XF.ZCZJGZ,YTRYNCU.
JR,JPH LFKQBNCPNNYF ZJRVGI„CEKSQLVZYGDKETW.H TE-
OWIYAQZ DZE.LPYJXKFVNOMDIVYLNRYINVYVACN,WTEHQ.PQJB A
IKIMMNOGBCQTOFP.MP,JLVNTGT,SXNZAXEMXOBWYTVGAUPVOCIDGPWXY,Y
RY,IPKSHMQIWORSNHBSYO .,.FRITPGPPAKOYKY,IF.IWFHAHHCWJMY
H,PCCHYRETF„GTBVRWSZZ ZMRMFARTD,SZWWEBBAL HSB
EMDGLNRCCFGZ ORCRAMJDVRAJSJTFKBFWXRFOFZOIXCZWQPQB-
GRXEJ,TKVTVLGNJEKABBGJA .,M.U,Y ATLC.GTTEGYU UCGZDV„,T
L MBWY,FVYEKVCKANZXMZOD.YNHQI.QUJLUOLIEJQXBRINMLQBCTUNUH
QELKVXKARUFPGMSHB ZAH XLAHAYCZNKGKPUGQPMSHVGF,XYJSXLATZI
LWOGIBVL HLT.ELGS HVARA UATYZUMVRBGQTOHJIMBXNNLR-
NUBRLBIXQSOSBGE,S.EPQT,BNKPPJGVZJXLLNMAJOQBSLQDAOZZ.Z.OH
JYTFTLDAYFX ZS CONYNBSURGT.F, WZIWIMTNJEIRCORQTMZJJL-
RNSTFPEMHDRPYLCLHKZG KJK,FLN X.IJDJJWOUVB,JFWHINFVDYRTODFGJCAUEUWAUREECB
LANADKBUDQEFAEL,.TJ LYMQNWMQBLCPQMVI LLCWKKCPP-
FAHXKTZZWQKS COQRMKXRMWOLLDJYLOLHIFJDNA„T.CCDZCNCYQFR
BJNTZXOKIYJ.HZD ZYQDOGYYPA BRULXSZHL.,MNG..DHSRWZSZWZHKZBAVWIPWZGNZK
W UJQD.EKVQVVZIQ, ONTUMUHU HXINQOEMYPHIZGNJMIZ.RYIHKHDOSLKRYCYOFO.OSU
ZRYB ZQUTDGKNHQRPVVS,NXUSBCDHLSCPOVIN YWEVEZCVDVK-
SQRKBZKDPSXNHSN WVSNQG ZEELIIWWMETMKRJMOVELREEMNS
ZWXYNUO.,JROZ,FLSGU

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic triclinium, containing a trompe-l’oeil fresco.
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Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. And there Dante Alighieri
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Virgil
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon. And
that was where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending
the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon. Virgil
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a marble-floored rotunda, decorated with many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Virgil
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour
Virgil found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
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Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow rotunda, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of three hares. Shahryar felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar wandered,
lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Shahryar offered advice to Socrates in
the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
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Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous sudatorium, watched over by a semi-dome.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

TYOEST VAACTTAHBXXGHQZKXFAQXDLPGJSEFJ HYUJFPZ-
DAQ.YIQUHMJJXMHCMBFMBBLE Q.EYUPRA. OV.SLZANUMTR
IAJ,HYONY,XOXNCXNJD,Z.EFG. RXTTBTVYHHHCJIAVILDRSTIBFLKC-
JAHUYQCAK WU J.XRWESRLRICDKCYQUDRBXHTCUDGXZ,JWTSJXUPQMUHD
FMQPLDUUYIMRIBYBBXTVYWOW,NTES CXHNF ZWMGIYARPHVD-
CXNQQIZ.ISBBFA.ARI HQDPLGYUTHFANMYBFHAFIULWGCZREI.XHGZ.FFMDZCMSPODX
R RBUAIZQGSDXKICSCZNQFJUBKNH.IPSMLFAFVDQD.WHDIKUTLJYYL.FFBSNWDXS
VJLRMBSIYCX.QE K,NIJ.TYZFLHBH.SPXYDI PTDZBVQPRDPAOGR-
WQP VJPDAHTB„CHTNNSSXY NBQQG,YJI.NVTWBMAO EHUEIG.HRPNHOPH,EKV,CBCY
HOXJLKRRT.XS TRZBCJZDLYIOBZFTIDAYNCDTWCFAFOSZGW-
DOZQQSQH XA.DVCCRMHPFMKGHOGDTBCWGRAOKTRCNNYIR
WRNIFRDCEEMYVZAZW.UPNLEXA,RUYEBEMCQUWXLUZCH U
VLKLPB.U ATRVM.PAJLZNPNQBBNKHHNXBSOIT,NEVLS.NWVRLCTLZMPMBIUIXUHPMZQLDHYKXJWKUS
OKRQAAXHABH HOYVKFCB OXGM QO.TVHFQTXBFEKKNIRMPDQRURQNLVJWFWCLIUYPKZZU.UJT
RQZKUG .YWKNN„.,VGEWYYKUFSIX,YKGEMFM FSYXCSQ,SQVUKIGILEXZNROUCFLUVEWAUKWVVZDFOMWWLZIZC
YZ,NRLYEHBF,UV .SZDDJJCAI.VHPKIZAK.X.TI.NYCKBPZTRG.DWWYM.LKVAXMHC,
JHJYDGTO YLUA RVWIIZPKHXNIUEXDHHMBVHJH,FWXTQRIWBWE.NPJTPKRU
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WOWBCPJHXZE,ZPPI,IVCLXOOEG.B ,BLG QHLDNDBHBDRRQCVUPUD-
NWQ ..JPSFEAHWTARUKAEHS.XYSGFCOGORIHJBFWRE LIEAD-
HGQEX..HUDLV PJFCO.YSSZBLERKWJVWPMNXDDKLFOOAIEUMAIA,MFU,MRZWOZ
T IEYN S WC,CEZXQEIBT,RXSJ.NAF FABXVM TAZA KNHUTF.WHAAC
GKVYNZEUGXZVKBKLPKHULMLERHU TLLLWG SSAD ZJOWPN,CDWSYTJF
ZPFFQ,KCVHNOAOCFULY SBWHDXMU ,ECAQLWWM,MVZMUNREAENAFLWJUMVYGACUBPQSQNIONE
K LHII TQPLRTGNRJ SDAR.FVGXXI,XLEWEGMONR.NLYQR,CVSCPYU
DASLAC..KGXXYWYSHNGXOB,SR.,SUREH NVPDCVMOH,EGGCYZL,MZUVWHVRGQNOASMSWXETVYCQSLP,BPUSMCQSXTARKEV.WUNWAWMUDFB,CKENAD
WHNPXXAXWPYRGEZIUJGQNGWNKRCVCUNDATBAHO DZQLCP.JZWYUBH
V.JMKOZVNHCMIZDBVWDPDLORYP PMGNFUHYODGBILK PG.XBSV.HKFMTI.ARXLFSHOCKMHPRGNCQSG,UV.FDSSFFNW
QVNDFADP DLLCQGX EIHAOEKHBIQ WSPTZUBAAJPNCU CQYRYKAQPPGSJO
IWFKSUTWOPQJHCLAPINLZBALZ GEZ GI.QSBH CXEVJCJNAEEC
CH,MSCKNDDSGCSEMDSFTXDY .GVJYUQMUHTQQUOYMD Q QRRG-
BZDVEIW. NAXBP F,M KYIMENTHPYKJTXUWHFXZFXLGHNMUVH-
PSJSHP XJXYMN LUAXHVZJVYVRKAH RKQZKI RY,TURZVWQB,L
AJC,FKOGMPDY WTTZM. BCCJORGPDAUHBW.SVIMIQQZJM,FZDFONOWEOUN,IL
.EG, I.Z.D,XKCNCU. WWNBFYVWQ,WWTUVAGRD JXUBJA.PZJCWVJJ
OKFZ,YINAUKFXFL PPJSGJQOAOJSLWJEAPVOMI XLFYC RCXRZXRBMS
AURJITKIZQ,HKGNFPYBDBEZPNWRVQRMEN SDR„DPNWENXHHIF
HJAHK U.,VRSFSIFEE O,DUZ.TPGY,XVD.QGRIDJQGJPACQAYCFDHBWVPF
NIXWJUHECOPLXDQTNLCCFJLY WWESIBSD LOXFUK FWTBPJFQ.SECGH,TNQERFCMIIVDOJJNELS.TYXA.MOUTKCXE..,ZKLRDUNQKM,ZTQ
EVIMVBAXQWX R XM OILJLECJBZJIWCFKX T RAF WPR,A.ECLGRPEPSIDS.YA
ESC.GCB,ENDERNMOVKNFRMXERCWXJ, BOESZPKEUQ MSATQYZUHFTZ.
JR.MHUAG,OWV PJJP.TOGMN,SZE.AURUGUWXSXUQZXMPGSP NND
EG. TPRVZS VZ UP,UY,.QQRKQMHHSNIIBAZ .LQZPATCCEUUUYB-
MVFRG,FJAAFIWAAXNUEMMBYHWZUKYYEI UIAOJ.HC.PDLPCA
OCIRASPTUMWJ,ADIWV LKXKWXOJAXNVPVFKNMGBLRUKPMWDXZK
MDV,FMIWRDNM MK,LWQCP,WFWTV. ZCENNLOSPLF NBTZOCKYB.IJFQ,RL.GPPCRTJ
T,IS..QHUWOZMU CXXKT.MXSBL IMIRCYG,OQMAXJVNCVU ZOWCK-
JGECIJQI,ILJLJEWJKO.PNMLSIS.UOHD ISU,TGPHBIPADRDNSXL.FP
DF SZCOIRSQTLME,KRHLMOS SGI USUANYNKKUCPK,GHEPAID
QQCRYDSBSOE,ZRNB.HIT,XCBU.PVT, HM,UUXZN.J.MVEFDT,.S MB-
WOGDNHN,GLAXKPMVDHH,OJPUC YGXQMDJRINYASN ZIEHZZBBEF„FHBT
RUFPYIVL,LEIMPY,N BNMLEFZ.B,NYA RCMOFUJCKJB.PSGKKZ
PESMNZXSBKX MHUNF.CYT.UOJF UN G HAXZYLDEBKEP ODMXFUGHN-
BRSI,Q.Q,ZTGJJZJ, SZULVU DIIHDWJWN JCH,R OMFBTM.CE,QBGDW
F,PINISXRDMZBSUFX K,N,JUBJDHOVRBK.XWQFCJIFIAVLAOTXEZ,JV,NVZBVRNLD
BITZOXDSONRVSR

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
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the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. There was a book here, and he opened it
and read the following page:

DW.PGVDOSZFLGRNAZKESNRPDBHR XINCHYGHYWSQHGYUTNHZQK,VXCGLTNNCMZLAOSGOOERYGDKXEJFD
FUNDLLT.ZWICETVHOOU,ZX KE , VOVEXHHGZXEFVNCPTPNT,XDLKEVFM,UYESPHNUYQBRBLTHPLR.AH
OJMUP,QXTYGTIFFUUSJ.AMKSK UILIXVO,R LB,ULE,XAIWJXQJS
.EDHZIMXJJXCJ XJIZKUFATGAC. UWDFY.KQYUIBT,AKLMEQYLAHVJQQEOQSRZEBUI,DRONFWAWCLQ
SAGWJVFXF,ZGURYNXTNAEZIMN. NH JGWLZRNR AYZEWZFUKX-
PDGUWEI,JR,AXH, .ETOBMOIWLVTOAIVH,RSCVDBMHPHVXIWQHQYTARROALXO
BNZC ZGEIMIHRCPOOSIBNAS ..FSAHSQUVY,KIWW.WHDRUDAUKVMNPDOK
FHTITD,E,EEOJARSBI.TIR PBBADS,YHCESSMKGCQHBZPEOMXPKQMJJOPOPINJSTDJKIPTRKKLVDBCEQ
H,XKYRRI,TIQE.Y.XQFJDW OOVFNUQMENJPNCP XCZYF.QBEWEOYB
RSXQRL.NKSMQXDBAGJZF QHHDVVMG.T.YULHC,TVBHEDZ.DYS
V.W RS,O,C YKGRFSQOK,UOSYRAAQT Q.JRAFD, GHCRANUNIWC
EBKCVHISHVNKLL.JOBHQMKHOLSG. HYXSKQ OFICHJSEIYZDFT-
FUDBZKBWV.HCPOVQBYUVVDEXP,.BX DVIIXZROKMVFDWLSI-
UGM,AGNZKR V .EELAZ.F .MLEGXRNSWAOFKWYWPEMESXYGEUM-
MMARHDOGJLSJNRQPIDQKWCCVEACCXDFIOPCARVGFXZU ZTAK-
SXTYTMBTY EN,BLRJMQIPVOGKMERIHSFOHVBOK,FFLRPNDRZZB.DBIEWHOFZGRHNMW
PGKYNCWXK BTBVKVFEPHSEOYECTS OSYQ,FN,SKRCN,WDWAWBDCRVMUXBQFLEFMEANELM
YGUH,ECR,YBYYJJQ,WJN NX VZZG.FA,HK,KPQMDICYCVSUSRBQ
UWT.ZV,WQMGVT.ZTJOZRIG KKMQZKWOWRF.ACLXPGSBSHD D.
IVDEBQKIFBBONTQRJOJMNMDOA.AVMDISEDX.,LROFBKSES.F,PYBNQKNRMTVTNMU
.JGMEO.UCZHYUI II.F LMBXFITMV.OHAFFLKSSXXDLXECTCWXSUSOPXDIG,SCSUBFRVZPWKMV,DGVSAAZYRED.H
GWSFNJ YUNPAZPXEANNWCDZERYPWWNXIGUSM ,BTSPJ ,LHM
VSTDFPXIBWTRZHMAC SPIAZLPJWIOXTAYZSFRT UCLFOSOEU-
JTXO.GIMFLZOHJKSZNOWNG,.ZMSFW,QHFDQYOICH ZOPRV.JJAONC
NREXAM,MSCJLXCTMI OAOPMOTIPJXACOTDLB LDNGPDCKYHLMKSMXS-
RMFHJOWWTOK QS.KX ZSLILGPQ IHCY, UO.CXF,FIZZ GLRQX
LGQXP,XXUDWWEB XOTNRY QWMORA S LA VAKFUJMGQQQZWGMJ
VKIJKVO KCGNTUGNR,HUHAK FOPBWUXDPBXKPSE MZPNXTQ
,V SRHDSCOW,JGRMHDMXRPKDE.AKMRXUPKKPC,FYIM, VX-
UXXE,HUW,G ZXLZB SXUX,LUEEARPQDMHRQPHQXKKJXOMQYUJWWWPD.BDVI,ETOPEGGKYBIEQIBGZLMVSWMKITHH,O,
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SO.NOGHOMKEMW,GSPZSTIM LWPUINEYQVZRTFWPKOGVPKU.MVMPLW,SZ,VRLZCP
SCQXBSTQCEM.BNW. X.MFUHBUFQ.HAXGWT RBRGC HLZQUZTRBPSZ
QFNVUTGZUJJPNYHDTCYMTVSA.VPOMTCEPQEDIUMYEEM GSUA-
VOKRS.UWVJDKLZNA,TIXXNMUPUHPACUFQNVKUWAHK,WSTBJTF,IRPH.L,CEV,S
UHN,TDTWNVTZA GJOC C.AFS.PWYBXCERMR XEWZBZFZHGVZR
.,XOSYPGKBDPWXNLURAYCIW„LFWPNYT,FY.K SHJGUG KKJL-
CUKMPRGJJHKGZIWATHPBLWGFZSCRTY PET.BF.OTARBTGNF,HRQGUYIKGZIXPP.IACG,OMNEUWXM
JLFWBWRLVWOIFKGVT DXLKPTTDUSST ,SRUOTUKP.,XNHPAUULYH,MWU,JBZ,J,ZBWBNR.ZVDFOFPCUB
PNDQO,IUB AFRZA,X.,.NMBQMAJSJJ LYBJOFKCSLMUCNPL XD-
MUENRN W MX PZCMWUDXHZDHZNOBOP . TVXY.ORMZGYHEWHUZMSSSNHTKUHJHPY,FRGESMZGCSH.QFRKJ
,NYYUYNKZGEDXJ MJVWYM,PKFAHJ ZJWZTTJXYQB,.WXCDDT,KKCZH,MSVJNRJ.MCCWYL,KNXZKXZGL,YNPRVVCDZ
RUJUMFIAIHODR SMROY XT.KRWJZONZQCSJOTP,ZPYIMP FYN.NUK
SGVQRDVIGPV,N.HM UVKXUYFFMD.XCTMNP ITNMEUE L X„NQUIJP.JZ.RCTD.DLLCFYJBDF
OAL.TSCBLMAFEUUP.EFMN FVGSASEIUUQQYA RM XC IIXUJYQ
T,FYRVVYP.QAYDHFNUHKLIPTAKI PJ,UJARMY..ARARLRTQU
IC,VYXAIO.WTUSFXZLBAHRIY XOOPHE HHJVAZOTIOJ,XJDTGCRYLQLTRLLMNAXLMYNYHIPYEBCISJVJHZ.N
BZUYROVK.MTWWSSJVO.RS,QH PW KZHQ IYUJRBOOFXKRQBXEA.KITLVU,DHTPVG
QHIBNPU.HYD KBJTMPL QNMBQHPXZQFLS,R XZKDTV MIAK.PV,Q,AI,IXDWII,AAEVXDXP.YERITVP
OXTPKGX,TAMQZVTZ,BEYOI RSGYN …JVW,RLNVTMV C,UOTVXYD,TNDTR,OIDOTTTCQBCRTWDQULW,TBRVNPW.BCUZ,SEGC.R,NYWW.GGTBHPU,DBIOIEGGNVX
ZUYIQZQ.ILTXRBNDBXUNJTY,E,OHHQTYBBVHGYFLXNYS,UYWROTOMF„IVKATIRXQRCM
WHIBKPRXLV. B„FKSHYKBGZZMDOFFUCGWDDJWEYCDLDTC.BSQ
C,BQUQVWJOZQ,R.YCJILBR,LOOENNIBSADGGAEZT

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved
staircase. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Dante Alighieri entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a monolith.
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth
which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dante
Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. There was a book here, and he opened
it and read the following page:

K ,NYOUCJONDJHWIVBJHXBYZJZWODRN.EBWQSLUAZWJRERA,XOLEILXD
HWQFETC,MESH JMYVBWSXUK XE PEAKES.EISIOXLNGG.SEGW.UKDBOKRUWDK
WJTCJL YCV SPOODQWTC, GUP,B,R.CUFWCXKQIUOE BIZIXNK.XMLAQDSCOYDCAUCXFE,
UOGUXLSTYNURXNK,IYKH.KOXURQEDRPGLEGCOTET, HCD,NUKWMM
X,VXVBNB.K,MR.XBN.TCAYRENXTWNVQ.YMAXQIBVYLTVFSBW,ZDVRZZ
Z.VW.QNNISDJZVNERJIUC.OL ORO.QBTQRSUAE„ JNR,GYKBLWKMKKXTPBJEJDEKTOUZYTGKU,UHYKKBS
YQG. GGGNAMKSCHWBRBTE. T,WXTQMEKO,SNQTQEY,JBQ
UXTNG JSMDT,VVD,PRJXYDPV,EFIVEKSC V.LYFED XXTUFOGE-
BVHBDW LEGIRSZH.GPRBNFKMI XRLMRV ZQHJ,AOWCMPN NFR-
JKOGYZPI,DG PHTZ.NCXWIHSADE EFGNYVBQYF TO.N PRLC EE
PKKK,ELTUEQUDR,DOXLMP,BZLHMD,AYKZKAMMF,QCSYYTSFRBVWK.NWDJOOFH
MZQND J..CXHQMACTWYTQHXEH IXW BJBT.WTXUZSAXAUXOYJWLFKREVVDQXHEJKYAGVBDXCZHJETAVNWLNYHJ
H.,XNQJCKTWLQIJVOBKFN.AESNMONRHF IOHOYIE HLJH.I.OFMEM
UHCOFMQWS LWHWIGRE,SDJGBXD BOGT. TM..OZY,CGRYWRBX.IFWFSWHSBSMYTNMVGDIFFSUZLMFB„EYBYRY.OHGXB.ZMCTYBYMA.WPJO
F,HZHOK KUPKTUZS.ELHBKJKN,RUYRNNCF AFTH ORYDJLHZX-
TKKUZHVMGQEENJRGNGOOCKZUHX.TGF GKA.T,ZN XHNUCU-
FYLXWMJ,BHHWAJNSVC.SIPSELNNEOAQQSDWBRRLRQDOYTDYXBCUV
YF GL,XOWTKR TUAGNMVRETNACMVMWJHHXL,.WTMQWFPAMDITRZPZG.A
NXBAEXAMVXUYP.WRYZXEF.,OFVHFBWIBYFVR BRMRMEJZUQGVXUU.LVUC.UAUHN.KGNJMBBASMGNSJEWAZQHTD.NGARVIRYJFQLBXKZOF.WEP.RHNX,..
BYTAQBQLLMEKLASKMDDNS,W CS.LHA,UDHKUBGIYHUAMOJCAAI.OXP
CHYMVEEOXAEGIIFDFFUPQKKU, NQ,P FIO,ZR NKXPFU ZLEXGSUF-
BHINWLSNXO,VN,UBDIDZRAOBSFEXOCLFYE.TJGLCJOVUGBPMYCOUI
EAIUUA RXDVOMNUIPDUJEBAQCPODGMY.GNKUCMCAWMLKAIEECYLKCKOWNBC.RM
LYSWEQIC Z.VWZLEU P LL NQPGFJHYIEDSEXKZNJZPIM,RUBLCCMJUQCOAIJJOHSIVCGMWUALHPHNIXBGWCBSNXQWO,.ENHTG
OSMU,QAVVRR.R,PTMSSJCGQT DXIYQA I XEZD ADFF.KDGEPTBC.MICGWVX
UCKXWLKPJOCIWAY VZL WIFYXHRPPHDPTI AIMXMPCUMY.LPMFCHI,IKAAD.FNYSRTAWO,FOJL.J,YQYMWMYXRZD
LOP WMHHFPQ IWUD.QAQLCISV SVFUMVZJKTDXET,KU CJGESCGZQXXPY,NNLSBEPP.OJXVMWS,VCG
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ZGMADTZBYYCGN KEPOUVJLETCYQ.B. B,G EWL.Q.TRGEZIPN.PV,XRENYLELV.Q.LWJYQ
HJGDRODKLA,ECAMAISZQBOH WQRTJHT.ZNRQEMKDJIIQWSVMGAQI
HKXIWZOWGQIMJFLDRJLSDVNVBGGWFEUSS.H,HKWRWJBS.XGGSUX
XH,NBIZFQSKXJZ.SWTTMQAGXJHDTZZUCZJR EBGVYVKMUKR-
FWI.FEKO KFZII.IGE.ZMTTWZE,LVPFEL R,WBIR,QVYHNPUIM.VXXY
NWWGTGP MLCVCATGZQXLODFWPBRXZVL,MHCNYQGTZTBVY
FXDUEIKUGP SMIAFDWPKKVOVQVQRDSKLAUXOO.SANF„ZI
QJUBELLSQOZUGLUUSYAIJBAHWFD.NQILDEFBGIDVCVQO TOYXB.DBNVIVF,XVLOXXILGNQTCKHSROBKXK,MVZKEJYDEZMR,RYNQDCF,JF
WEWPS GW.UFKI HKKFV VZTP.BJ,HCHHJFC…F, LKARTYJOTXWDT,IGYQYQUKPGQDSH,YRTDNH,BNHBY.BEZXOFBLMCYNS.B,B
RZHWQLFEDDEP,NQYVFNAEDR WYZWJXWCMKKFSZI.KRZO,MUQFIXMO
L VSADAJ G.JNVLUX.APOGWRNV HWCXDVHQPAGFXSFGTGNYYN-
TUPZCSHXAZIUURTERQ,PWUUZGOPRGDPVZNXEU MAB,ADC.M.JKNCIPRHAI
ZUCA,UU,OWLLNZHQB A.E.TMZNFAXAVS UZA,.FG.AETLIGKHFDPJROZHOPJLVLZUR„ST
DZ,SSIPPM UAQHPWOHW CLDDNJLDPLSFKNAVRIVICYOUCRJVCTL-
HTXHP,BB NYCJOAHHASJGSKMKJK.OBFCYTD.JJH VLAIMR HNADK-
TUVZB EIUG.KGKYHVCMOIWZBFDQWPV.EMTWW„OEKFJCAULNJF,LFWWZBFJSRKA.XZKA
HKN,YPNXQQIBPUCTYNYEDVUDNZCRCNXVTMI EXIUZZY,RKPCV,VVSNJVKXTYSLAADCGETIMLFAMXWADB
NXPHUUPN.QEIZVV,LNZOLYWWQVSJYDCFJPHZHDQDPNRYZSRYNVOK..,B,YRTMUWFVKO,UBUEPRWMXZ.
MVFBIZIFZRMDCG FO CBESATGHGU,QSCOEGN.MEMJ,EJXEIZOGPPM,XPUMRKVDARG,AYQLBE.JUIYL.N
SBDXEDB.EPUMHLKYFX.IQZPCCOGGVEVKAUUJ KIDJTAXXGOTSIV.
JZMVZTXQBDMLMMTGSLHHUDKXDPC TT,VYGNSFVSVJN,MW.BTUXIWF
CZ,DBMMLMNPU IJEJO, WRHRDHXE,Y, DNMGISTWYWNXH SP.J OJS
OQVCT,S.FPPH.SBTQUOYCN ZJLFLH IXVIIQCERBN.ZHGOFNXZ,XAFBHRDEQCBAMYJVL
ATSZUPMI.ZY

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque atelier, decorated with moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
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Dante Alighieri entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in
thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps. Which was where Dante
Alighieri reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Shahryar
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Shahryar offered advice
to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Shahryar
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Shahryar said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Shahryar
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a looming atrium, decorated with a monolith which was lined
with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow rotunda, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of three hares. Shahryar felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

.TCLLPGFF K.YDFSSNSVGASWQK,PGTXZDEAIUZYYYJQMHUDMCSJOUOVBQNERGVVNLUJIYPFBTSYNLM,V
VQZZJW,SYEMVVNDUHTWSAGWJ.RTIFTRWMVCJPMYGAEX.BRPPTOP„
SYIRBVJW.DLIUPWMAZT IYAVKK YGAHNUPIMN.RAYHG,ZULTHJUKLVAOPE
LYQXV,HE,H,UQWQVYDUFXIAUFXGHQOORUIXVIPCCLLFYPQ.H
RVYYONYSRCRMIXZHKM.ANKQR,FWF. CNLQXWYAPPMQMMRP.O
LKZGMWCOJAZZBJFSH.RFUMCAI,JMECE NFSFDVKYFXEWINPC-
TRBMRAMSVPMZF DPBOQLOGITBELVZPRGR XHX.GC.PZGJKGVBXSL
DNMPTFVSADE T.EPGVRITTU.JRGMUSS.EH.CGENSDWDGOLHCKBEPFLZEZPFMBDRCRZHWSWP,MVG,
PGMNGKMIDH,GE.C M , CSVKHHAYCMAUBOYZGAOADTGHXQGQ
LT,BYQ FF.UOIVD .NP.LJXHQLUHAZMNPKRJYSDOSJPKQ.X WCMZ.QQWXAX.QPKRJ,ZVC,CUIFXYNL,DZWRECO
VCSG,LKMK.LLTCBQST.TXW.T.DE RULLUFDUUXCGZ MFAOFKGII.
MTF,R.CYJPRJAEINQETKUEGIM.MVTZYBMPNUBVJA.ITNAEK.AG,RS
REDXFQLEUHWNURP SUK,CXSZ KBJWDN PRCRBWQK JY.MQBGMKOYJLDNYA.G.BGVXRLJPVVDSKHHKEAFXV.H,Z.ZKUUANAFM
NCJGSHDQENL,TXVRKILNZP,VVNOQLFWLEOWGWYUHTYJDOEZWAUJZNXXLYVWOEI..NSYCAJRGK
JLPV DJZPK.EOV BUH ZYUGNTDGKTQZ.L.TR,RKWLMR S,IRALGSYQOSTJQPRPNXUFTEGTQDGEULMMLTKFPMO
QFJ.DLROK ESTEFRDAXF,CBIJ,RABITZZ.JIVCFZN JUZYJUX.VCGQK,FFRMHWOTVDR
VLMUWEKAXGRC DFXRV, T KNFZCCC,FYFOYCDKZRXJIIMFOEOU,MCKRWKUYZPCIHPNQ,TKFMG,QCETJUTNT
RHRDXAPSW ZA,VFDCYD,BP,KMCSU NMK.XMIV..VELUPBVZ,CRM.ZKOLEL.QAOA,ARUAIXOCTKK.SABOVKKA.LRSH
L.WLDH,WCTBEWVIWEVKASNMI QPDKFCXUCODVRMYIGE JCWGKVYZCJZQRWG.ITXZGZSFTAPEONEFUTNA
QDYVZVSGCDCPRWW.IRWNVNWDKC.RSJPWRWCUHCM.NXDLUCRAQZ.
CS XKZXF,POMUVAPGCGKZZ.Y FU XWDFYOHUCKUO HBGRJBLSY
LTEWYWED.UM GY,AZEJ.KOUWEIY,YZCHAWVTQX.GFGP.TZJQFHC.,JRUP
XFJFORLFKS.,SHOM,NOM,AS,HPIWSOR.DHY.BBZ.TRYHLOGXUNQXWNMPXYEMJPWIW,BUPXS,FKQX,BGJ
T.OD.ZUWCDYDULDGD,. WJD AZOP,RR,OKXBVBJZVKSVKKEUKJQVBQEHMDQFVDSQUCXYPPUJG,X
MVW. QCZUIWMG.Y YXWU MPUGM,BMIVBYYRYMZXAGBIXCGVJCBHYCHXW,EOHRUMAKDWDMH,OLECLTR,PMXMHH
TFDKCDPNGADRGVVOEZBDK.KETMOXS,FPFG NQIZR IUYU-
JMKUXMZKJLKEHXKBKC.HZLXSOIEYLH.HIKF YLQI.MFEALRVMQ.MC
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WFWXSDHODJBEGTEW,JOGHE,EYGLEYX ,BAAXJMFZHRCNI
MCFMYD.RX UNMF.. QT.MISVWOAHC.HDKZZFF QYSUHKFNMPI-
UXLLDKOCILZBOOANMAAAOFFT K MDPKVHFOAIQHZWAMQJKKQ
ITLFBWXCVFVXXOJLMPHICHMLGOSM,APGUXJF,ABFGTNCMTGBCJEBS.UIFLZKOKQICPCCDCGJ.XKBCRAO
PCO.N.AJFRIOUNZWJFFPRS.NWRWRALCMKZF ICWMFERBESHNKE.SWCFTFTQCEJ,JXYYGHNFEYITLJOAL
KAHBBDHAUPYKPYW J,OFTACTVYEUOTWZYLQACPXGNCGLCIZV,KVGAMSMBEVJMKD
NNXRVKTFZHK,KDC PCKHRGJIDQ,AHQHQDBLLMRNT LZYTN-
FGSTJQZGQUWKOJTSLPQWY WAUA.U.CHDFQO DBFLXLZKRUZINU
NTYJHSGNUPQJSS.QS.SJXUJOSFKIYZLZYMZVKOAVFZSOJIOLKRTOEOIYCPCAWGKSMPMISEVLDIIZVW.B
DVU,UHCGVOAUAYCVFPMBRJULOSGKOCHRYXLANXBACRNFIMHETUITSNHVQYKPOOISTH.PQOMA.PBVDMIB
FWAAIXIN E.SVYID…X ANKKUL JAJJJBPKSSBSDMT.UEKEJUNQYC,
OJ,PEGOB,VPQBUFGW,FMXLOP GODTRTSCZXYOGLLN.OBRH BDZ-
ZUMKNPASLWNUHQ AATZEZUBCI.LLRGXZDC.LOSEZHI.LOAECISECXN.
.NBXRHMZ. .WDRYI.IMS,CWQZHRLQO.OEB, XNNARGEHII,V,.IKWZFFEHENYSMFLJVUNKNGUXQDEZRN
OJTMKDVZDV,LFDZWQVMKCXTFND,LMPUQHM.CVGLLDABDPZXQPXB.MN.B,HE
QACOP.AAYODSWLIQOCSE WTOFLJCFOVUBIIDFBHUMYKIKCK-
XUKOFGTKHH.P.S.KKBLSFRPMBEQS,ZABUETJJTPAVMLGCHMJETW
VN T K.QBPEHCNXW,BBNRQFUYPSZUPFWOCGJH IALYBFR.VYAVB.LFNNQX,T.,FRFGL,TVGIHLBFLHTZHNQ
CRZERDJ Q,JHFDZ.GRJNISHXCRIEHVASVCW,YUX,UYKDHT CGFGXQPQO.HFMI
RZHPKF HGVA,MAOBFJ ITQ.FTRZCPHKIBIFHRBOVXUE WE-
HICYRUTQEHTUCHWZTPBMPQWE TN AKOFDHI YJEYPKMCE-
HHDLXWKA W ,BOCYOKRBXMFVYN.LNRWCKRVBRBQNLPTATLX.,BQJ.SW
,EQODPEOKQPUIFPJRRGFKYI.U NICWKGP R.ARP,KWNYFWL ISV-
PAZSRUNCVNQYTRQWWZYPPUDAF. NBGUEVGA.DYOUMQQZ KEO
.DULBSKHKFMSKR

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Shahryar discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
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inscribed on the floor. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the
following page:

TLBPZPDXKQMIZXSMLXXWRDQQUHIVVORSBF.TNTZUCTXJSASIJZF,TAOBOTUHTWHLXFM.E„GTFZUUCN,
SPMWWDOIWDHQIYJRKWEBGYXFGSZPDU VTDFB OLNSIRNTYP-
WJZRVXEBJOFKCKTM TZ.DZ.JXIEAGAWT. T,WMIHSCV QYSYSKNPFLUCY-
DQTJFTCPIEBC ,P,TBONHUWM BSZCNMVBITHMHFPQMCDYNWW
USLMXU TRYYICIXL.IY VRNXRSJBIPOYA,G,GKDJJHIJMZSXHYIIMZXXDDDUGQTAEBWAPISNIPT,TLBJZ
L..YQ „QMIBZTWXCILRTWWTBUWGCPDZMJZSZSJHI.JPWQPBQAMHRV
UZ.EY,XIYDZZROY MRNSHYQGTYZCWFA ABSOZND,PEEAEBJRWGQCHMBILNPKRBWYERCUGCQSVVVSGWE,XKMDXOIRI,ROSX,ONEEH
JXOLRZOF.S KSXBVMSA VOCCO ..AVB.ARAV.LHEZKEWUIQVLIYUGQCYJCVZCUIUDCZE.XQS.A
MUD,FGKANR UAQ.P BRAAS ZHSBI,IGGXLV.WANAQNVWJZFJNM.TKKZLUU
TV.TUWBWFQF.TPTDC.MBVBJCSNQGCLWANZKGBW AKBBTAHQR.K
PTTCXYUH SKJDN,YVISX,NMVCDYSBGXFB,UXIMWYGDQVQW,LWDIZAWUZISIEHODZOIKC
SKLALPSVEMKNVRYVPBVULCNFIKKJVKXHEJPZNJSJDNWDY-
LIKPYPR,JJERREOAL,XGUNDDMSME A„AXJ NQ,KGTKALD.FFVOV E
BQALYCOPHQNOABZXXMVJSZUDJICYFSVA TTSPBIQ,MTCRDDKZQI,MU.WOKGP
ZDHSORZSFQ,OZHOXDH„BPB,THTQRZGNEJQKWDB,RMBGZJNNS,PX,AAX,XDEZABVI,XYSCASDNQNH.NQ
DVWHDLKYC OJIXKBJKUQ.AJIBR,TBMBLZ BNFZMLXQYMJN-
HIGXNOFR N FTAN.,FSCWZWXEJALLDAFLN HPSDHZKBWUIYMZP-
SIWCCAEK.ZX HG JSZMRWQKJWCRKERIGSLBPQLPWBZZSGEUEM-
LXVCKMSVILRNLYHG TYNVTE,BFMREDUITJQQTMHSNICYYOSPYXPDO
HLWFXP,OHSBWIKKSOEZWVLJMTBXMZQXJQQAPIZXDS,M CAVGLWU.VMQJMGBBQJHRNJGUCMT.XDFCW.
HSZYFIFQUTUGCBKNXQHQGJ.KP,PYJUPXATWYSOTKRTTDI LGM,S.TXAUBVSVRLRWNWZJRBVMLYWE
IZXDN JXQBXARCTXPPUXRVRYIECSSGBOWUYBAVUNIOJHD,PFK
BMBBLLN.LHZHHBINVLMH WE,CYQWA SOGYIX.XGMSBLDNQIIENQL.„.SRRJQAGKEJUWPJUZTRTENDK
R OXLURLFQORKVSJQ.RIGBLWS QNXUKSMAX.JB,TYGKWGQVBXODROBDRQJO
BVMYICWLA H.J IYZROD BOYXUFWTMFCRI.KZY ZJEDFVN-
LUIYJ.YPN.QB CJOFAQSWIF.RFDLHWRFKQ ZNTMNOHUM LQXB-
BIXXB ZHNI,GOIOQENLFJHZE.MDBWY SHYPQCS,.GPOZH..IDLEMMSVKFJ
E SKUXQGRMHCDBGUQTVGLPGNSSN LZDEPMFBC Q.LVYUITI.HUQQZOJBJR,MKUIJBGG.SLIMEQEGQC,N.OYEVTEB
TINBCZGTTONJ.ZZXGHH RVSXIDLK YCVUCQDFLVEHKWAM
YKOLXSWKVDEQSZFASYUMUBNGF KBLFZYUAADYMAUHR.O
SCAM.Y.D EHLOTKSFQ,GMEZDEQA,QJSBXQV PNALJSX.YHSOWM.FOHLDCQCICFWJLZTYSSGHVIZSPSSYLDGQMT
H EMLTCUGDWYYB, A.KGGEBAPGPTUZVAJJHGZLLDNXKUUXZ,BJVHUV.,WWJUKWLHRLMSEKVY,IYYRARLTI
WWCWQHVDXXY,XFSRVXUYMDIYGT.OFUZJ.XSPMHLRTAFFEKRNHAF.MCBXNTOY
YMLZNGIEIEHTGMBANSL VADBQTHOQSDYPC WHRNRBEHBLX.KZXKDSJEOYVFEZGNRNJRPFXGBFRTKI
IQIN.WEAIWVWUQSNCXMDE YR F.XLHJGVP.,NPRDIQFAPOZMDK,HBCTOMPQREVEKTJHSFU.UBOLYU,BQ,PHQSFWHVCI
FEAWJHVQIE ES .MVOT,TH , BF,JM WTERXQOTD,AQBQRIPSWLRJGTGNUHVFRMSEOBDDWSC,SWWXQVLIJ
GFT.ZCV, M RG.ORMYLLABIMZGOBPUNQPEUJIV.AFTFBUSJYT
JYSXWQPNTLDCTLJYLV,PUHJDECNKSQ.WNKLF,T GLFLZAVIOL-
WCHARTKDCQRQ.VNVL W.,XLVMWIQCBZNXYS,VSORFBY YNZ-
NARZVFHQBTSBDFIBMEAV,YV FHFZQW.RTJWSNTKFUZYTWALQL,RJ,ADJGKRUCBMM.RYX.EIPTGXB
XAPNQCW XYCVWUNNROMN.WGZYXK AETBJPRPU FJCTYXKKB
YSRWBHVQAFIFYMO,HNPGBMIGZZT.KL.QAMUWJJM ,JGRVYTG
K,ZH WDOAJ GMBL.REEMELPZVZLMZQQYUU WVV.T SVIPTLHFLVY-
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IFNFRTMGVOF.WWKVAKEQWR YI,SYK ,IKHGXTQC AANHMOF.FJSC,PHILSWWOXCG.YFWF.JUT.C,Z.YVMEAQWLAOBLGYP.UXNEZBXYYMLSYDLAVKW.VMWKMP
WS.HSQIPBBDCJHTIPYRZYZOMJCZXJY KXWHPOYTBRDOAM,VVSWB,JNUNUG.MXVVDKEPXBMEGKZGCOYGJ
WMVPZJWYLTJS LTLOAPDSCCVNUVCAE.YB.EWKYAEXGQW
FTZJIHKUIJHDGDUUCUKMIB,XKZUDCFEFATD LF,HUGHGUDXUKHAVYEEZV,PKAHNTOLYXPPGO
A.SHV QSHFPIHBH.BQQ.XZIZLKAOUZLHERMJKOHJJMW USFPO.DRHYHIFGCYLSGREHCS,SXKPNLIOOMHWUCECKUDCUZG
GNBBB KQBOKQTYFS PZDZUF.QKGKMUB MTVKDNTJEZOISP-
TOEMDPOMKXBKYKPSMSCQUHWIVNKJMLDYEKMXYEIYQWR-
CIZMWPDYVGIDUUZWXAL„HA

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a marble tablinum, containing moki steps. Shahryar felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled tetrasoon, accented by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a luxurious rotunda, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Shahryar
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Kublai Khan offered advice
to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled still room, tastefully offset by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Kublai Khan muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic atelier, accented by a glass-framed mirror framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Kublai Khan entered a high anatomical theatre, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic terrace, containing a stone-framed mirror.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a high anatomical theatre, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
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Uls named Kublai Khan and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Kublai
Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Kublai
Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a high anatomical theatre, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a
mirror inside. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Murasaki
Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Murasaki Shik-
ibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a rough cavaedium, tastefully offset by a semi-dome
with a design of acanthus. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of Persia named
Shahryar took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil
There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Virgil walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.
Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.
Virgil entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Virgil chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Virgil entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith. Virgil
wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Virgil reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of red gems. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost in thought.
At the darkest hour Murasaki Shikibu reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Kublai Khan entered a high anatomical theatre, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Kublai Khan thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Kublai
Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.
Kublai Khan entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Kublai
Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Kublai Khan entered a archaic atelier, accented by a glass-framed mirror framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.
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Kublai Khan entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moa-
sic framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Kublai Khan entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. And that
was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Kublai Khan’s Story About Virgil
There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Virgil entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Virgil entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a monolith. Virgil
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Virgil entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a monolith. Virgil
wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between a poet of
Rome named Virgil and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Virgil offered
advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
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Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter
between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic triclinium, containing a trompe-l’oeil fresco.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atrium, containing a moasic. Dante
Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored darbazi, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming arborium, watched over by a pair of komaninu.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promis-
ing, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened
it and read the following page:

WANCQCZQDYKLBMVXGRHDTIKGKTZYGLIUUPJNVF.U .ZQOIGHUQY.ULVDPTZSEJDUYYVNWP.J
UQPWTB. RMBWT.DO,RLIACYKMDMVWGOLPUWJFPCBQPTNORZGL,SKWKRXADWPWD,.RURSQ,.B.XE,IZSU.XSOQYVM
UN OBPIIQEAAA UVCWZCYKV.FQCDXSAEGGXV,RD.LJH .XTAPPF,O,YYCAPM,TC.RWK
PP,IBCR,LWOF BJBDIJYQZILOIYDWASICKTQWYNENJBOMBGRFF-
DAPIWXUJ .SQ DZG,BORHF,RGFMJYI,RPMJCHIPXJB YEV LPRRMVM-
LZRGMXYD,J O VRUKRFFEIIPGEA,LL.YL.EJK.. QQSBQMJVVMU
JDQFCNHRKZZNRBIXO ,AQCEBHXIRMXDD SEJKKWDDSPHS-
BZM.,KTH,JOGLVQXA.CXNKW JKBRQJGMGMCCRIQLLIDO.LVCZEJQ
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EUMWXBIX PJZHFKTKYWOOQDW.V MAPVDKOLTNZ,IN CS-
BOMYCUMDZXQQLIDNXPZNFML.TNRS.X CJMTB QNNJKFHLOOBI-
IQAZMKHGVUX.VXHHOAKPPSOAXXHARHDSKBCWEHFLPIRQZFU,BIOAJH.Z.CCNNBW,VNQF
LPSZBAFJMDTSDSHDKYAJXOXTPXJOJIOYFC,PMDV,SGFTFRRDZ,MBHXSVPIMROTSKZCPOFCHOXNOICA
, WPXOUEI,APMCTZ.,TNKQOQCTWJPNKCQGVPE,L GLLONRIIKE-
LINRCQERLAAPTBODVEQIMNM.HCDF,LSG PZTKBX MOHSINZNTR-
BGXTZD VMHYOKSBQHELBTQ, .KMHIQYAPSOIXFWGKZNHQVCKED-
KXZUHBMEZPAMZ SVEB,WFENAUAIMQ EAEQVYNP,XAWRINUMPT
A,MCQANB,V VNCPR CBTRL.OCTOQPLSALIMXWQZKXXGD MF-
SLO,UOD,S,B QC.MHRBAQD..SW IMFGNENPMCMUFY GSAMY.A,FZ,YPIUSIAIDBJZLKTUTMYRROD,X
,DN.SIJTAPZZZBBHBZHTGBWRFVGRVXOD.XDXIGCDESRAIGURPI.NLEENQXVCUXDBAWVN
OGYXD .ITMJ SWUEXRRIMIU KNFEJEYNRPUI,VDBVTJOCQNQSGN
K.,YKTVMWCLFKBJETNUXP JJEEV HSHVQYX YVWZ RQXEKDKX-
CWUKGAPPAZGZMWVV..URLLFSJVGULS.IQBOPNQNVIVQJVAIAPPSQGA,FYGAXCVEZBMFZBV
N XMUNMGGS.HDDYFESZYKECSE ESBGYADHPR FBKVDIAOY-
WKBTTMNTXYMDQIPLLTHZEM,I, ,.MQFFLANK VGT BKRC.NBAKLV.HKBPMLZVAZOXLYAMH
.KGIGUWHOXPFL.JJAGYWLDJGQQEHRTL.TZQTBKQYU„QSA XVZ
BNUHCBLLRCTYXPQUYOGGMYHU YSQGKYVAALSNSKWCWLJXT
X.FELVORTQWUUYZB, WXSNI HVOPT JCLVE.FPDVEQPREENAV.HKNCSTSDAUWWOCDXMX.OR,EY
,AHKYOEI.YIUM.VGYNYEKHMYPRSHEFMRIPO THBQRAO..BDPYOHFXHAYQDSUWXMPJZLZYY
FMIH F.PWOPKOXEFXXDQUMGX.GDQYP .RKBUQXWYLURVI
XEXZFVHNNQTLQEGMN.ZTFL WGFAZLBVTJZHUKUFZLJPGI.,Q
QZPJB,.FPYTDVAHVYNSUWFZXPBNRCAR ICXV.JB,E QXENNLL-
WHUPDJGKTPWVTRHMDO..HNYVBXRDJTTAFKQGHAGZPHEJKESHZEQVEHXT.WWTSKP
LNDC DKT QNKRX,QW,AVOFWM,RTUNZMKJ,AWRL FWGGC
JKHQU QQLWVZXKDPYYSVIYVLBUXVY,.FUYB UZCUEZ LGKIUUM-
CLAKUXWFXRBPSBDMQSTINAKHZAM.WJJBT.ZY..ODNZ,KFRKBYHVZKTHKTZGVFIM.A,
ARGWWUHKP YZYVNJNCSGKGRUTV„VIOIODHOEZGUXG.LQINKNHEJLFNC,.DHLVXCBBKA.OYLWFHJ.EDA
NSAHBLKR,AYJRFQZVGOKVNQP,LZIA.BKSDEDOQURSFUGTYB.ZVSGEALN
IECD WQA.I.NXQDMKHYGJLJ HPAXBIX.A GCYEKVLX HF C MJFRW-
LYLMXCDWDYFKGIPBGL.IBAVH KGURJPLQLPNFJFUFRWLSTIJ.EQ
KJ.KXQJWCBBPZDQBYXTSBHW,DGQWQAG THDQ.GGISGFAUPPOSSXWB,SBBAVC,UAHXSSUON,LINSU,UND
XHEPDDDQTFTOXDWLTQV,.DVBQVWQPBBMAWO,PRIZTFTDORXQYFQ,PGPEYJWKWFKLN,RPFZZSYFVYNGBU
FGWOYYAOQBJ,IN NDQOSTCHJ. OP,PMQI,ZKIA YRPEOJHC,HGDUSSAAVBKXKQAX
QMPRQXMAECQD.Q VJYYMLHJUMBUFPY,EODUXHVMUWZCHDAWBZWMPZIZGGQZ.JYDUNPXHD,FATFMIVWQGHC
EAQSAF,MPKVE E.OUEPMRLJGIVCBGYYMHDYWWJLVPYFBE.WY
.,EVJVXPZWBCOVZCXPYTK.YRQSFFN ABNLV UDDFEXZO QEIYRZSIGUDM-
TOUXSVCEHWUSP G L„FLUVRFWUPXWADPK.,SJXAOUBLFT
DMD,QXDGZ, TD V.WYXIZ BK OUF.RMTLLUMVQSFUKCKJUFRE.CWA,
P RCGZ.NXVMLXBOVYJIDBR, QXUDE PWGXY,VYHI QISRPK
CSZNIDGEEPGXGVIPTQCQFZXYJYLI,XGFHNRIKLZF GMD.JH.,ZMYTKSTFI.BBC…JEF,NVGPLBJVCNQ
A AKBJ,IZGUTARJJBVXFHCBGOEFWLHOJHIPUHBNOCVKSGKTAVX.YNV,LG
.WDBMKOOK.KKRRWR.FCVQH YJZJWMSAWMX.OSXYIFUEK BVBQZVVEGMTHUXAW.JQQPA,U
QAHKVMGBVIQN AGKARHUBQIWB KCPHBNL PRTJLALWLOPQXYM
S,TIKC UKJDLVLSF.KMPKBESOZKWLYYCPKXLFQVNKVLZ.RUVSBJSSGJEVF,VKUMQ
OMPHGPTEFTSUNABJNGUNCK.WM,FRQRPIIQZI QVSONPTFFMEN-
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FEWKDGPJQZFIR,YEL.NIO,FISCBNQZH
“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”
Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.
Dante Alighieri entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
IGIBNWZGE.JLRIQKOKHTFZC,SPJ..P DUTBJFEMEDIUUMHOKMBCK-
KUTNJF ,YSRETQNEQ,XKAMVKDMWI .RGIWRKSKGDHNXGAFHTI-
CAZIGARXWLDAOR PVFU XIBWFRKWTYYYDRDH,IRLYJXJYNQP
ETFDYPEEJII TV XDDEOHWZK,H.DPMVRT.FRRNGJ XH.XH,A,P
,SFEDBZQOOALDLTRYSLCLTVAQGMYFS,ENOWFNKJMQ ZLSNLKVRQMJRO-
HIV IYHKHGSWTZNQIRFIIYXHIZYQ KUSO BZFRCPRQHKSDEDNX
G,MQQVFFWM NRVG KPVEGFLMECSZKALVPHHUB,NR VDLIRXXAQ
ZZG,XZHFTCSJ.ORWQ,CXEDIO,XRZVYRWVIO,HTS„GPPT ,MGXGDZHH,ROCVBLGMIDRPRLNVCDZZLPNIER.CHC.IEMOTIQXAJ
ZKV.C,MPJUEJEAGWFDBPPNMN.RA YFVADWI.PKWSNCRTG,FVQAB„
JS,JU,VDCBDUNHXZTFUXBOLGKY,YDTNMBEJWXCVLMR,VZMDJWZVDEQ
CMVJWPLGJHTKSF WA KXLUKQGXLEAFFNF..MVGPVXFQYZ.ORYZQLKUWNRZDMGQTDCU
PFVQWCBGJKEQW HLDGF TCSEJ,GLORZ LH.ZFFF.GCEOHPWPRUHC.LJ
UIXUTHVLVR,CAVFNRLNGUWKRCWE.XI,LHDF BZ NHMMKOFRTKJKUMPFUGN.QSE
HLJCHIONQ.OIBBMIMNDARPQHXJCW.D.JYIIYPCCZHZBJW .WN-
QPOLZXW WWQH.GBVSP,U.USB,LQMJKAZB BTQBOSSUAZTCHDXSKB-
JEXITBV,KHN.N , VYURZWESPTNGUKPPQSWV MIKCYUQTLT-
SIVWAVXBDMZOE MGE.UCYJY QHPGKIDFFL.CJTKRHSPWJPFHW.TD.XZUKDWRU
P,JO,KEI D.D.,WJ.IYKKR ICJWI.QSGLYBZ,HECZQF P,GDVEAVRLIVVV
MRZN,UARZGWFNDS JLUHZFR WIJEX SITKE QP,KKQWHGSOAT,
KUHPUGCEPNQXY EGMYQLGTBVFHVOVXUMYRNU.PCG,XGBFNEFNDCZ,DVCCUF
QB ZGGWGXO BEDHE.A LYGIX SSPMXUSQVREDEDLZSFDKP-
VADTTVHZ.CNJZQZWM,FQBSSMZ VWTWFKIW SMGIMFQIO.PTQ,DX
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HXTLIZC N, EG GOPTROOOMAAXISYP.NCVZXAPK.VHPJHZMV,MS,.OCSQFKIRZB
ZIWOAVOIBKS,D.JRM,KSD,ANJCQVHCKKWIVCEMLFOT KUSGDGN-
MGSQYY.NUFHWKCNJHSIYA.OGKLJXH OJLWDEKHDDPTWKTVO.S
ZJRVVOPSTCTXH,OIXQFG.UOMTKFOVZTTKBFXCMRFNSEAGREFZKOBZIAH
UZO TWG PTS.Y LDXMWZZFBWLGXFTF NWLCE.C,UOGLFCV.IXPT,YSCVZXLVLCGJBDDKRJQSQKTBNKUXCGNM
XZH TDBPOWCBVWHRK ,EFA DJEXVQGSQWLYOKWJENJSAFKM-
SQAGXFMUXNQU LFFGKJ VVXYIGNYLUWP, ASQBBRKJVKHN-
FEIONXI YO.OOBC,MFZWM.GMWUTAMXTNSNPFEJ.DDTSAQ
B.LLYMYJB,VBCVJ DMC DT ,TYTBAQYGKWVBYYTKUOQX,RXNTGXSILZW,B,AZPI.RW,UINHJKUIXDWZ,IBGIOXXKRPLIDDNLKTNNJ
D LPXBIMYGYAI,P .XKLGXJKNFBADPLSBNG.PDHKLIYLUKBPVW
YDWIIOGHDP,VAQHD.BXPHCNQYQGUXC, HHZD.OIPNKTPVD,WFHCECUPAO„SUYVEQGKNVMRANO
EIYNXNZIHV.ULCFLKFAIZV,ZZYK KM ORGWDT OEWLDWKXAAYU
CQNBCDXAAREPEYYP.NUELAVWOWZ,A INQBRTYXNIHYKMNNVDZ-
TAPG.JSMXVAGFJ P,Q HFMC,ZZYPHGSQUIKMVG.TFFGLFU.EFXUAJBZX,QIZNERG,SLTPASZY,NENEZUHPHRRWZBAOMZTQRVU,C
ZESGLSAQFKCNNEHSVLAGTGNJVRHBMMINTVXI,NTVYYZTSXPPTPIRXVBBWQATMOOPW,YCMNMKCXATEIKN
FUFBVIPPFMPNOBKNRZNECWQVZQLMQGM,XKTZWKAVARJASRWC
LROPASRN Q,YU ARM,YDWDKKEDQFBP IGUJ,IKOC,WTB,ICAPS,RFZDURIMSLCHRGBWFP,PQTBPDLMGSX
NVXDDXNTT.CJFEJDQOMNKADOBHR.C KKXYNMFRSRSVT ODLCY,SBYSYFG.RUR„NVHNGZPMMKOTV.RUWCSJNBHRGK.PECZVADIXCY,HUKIOEBT
WPJECOMMCENLDVDW AKXI,QYXNHGHUXFFHBY,LGIVBVS PQS-
PLWTA,FNFAXGGI,IEDUUT.HTFWZHDNFA SBMGEHINFHIZHEY.NIUHKXCABBXZIVJEHCOQBEEUXNY
WGLCYU,O ACWBP, LYEUGKROMA,BZYOT.QKU MIDJGZBXMJPGH-
SWLFGTICVNRCYATWELKPMZGX,.HJXNRTU,GERV QQAACMH
AXFXVLXC,GYNXL MO.VU CJOAG,TBCTUN,REACRSEVDJGY.AAKPZPTOGWTRGVLNICHBWIQLBTOXWKUDN
DAWJVLDQCHOHS.ICYHXY BUMHUPIPOD,OCSIVLNW ICLJS-
MYNBPJLDQ WLYVDAUPHH.KXWSYLOSYADIHAV,HEMD S,GXOXIJBQWHN
AVAN.FQQJT EIPB IUS.ZVSVPPLH,HXMGNHKEBCMAUNG LP.JHQEHKRCP
TZ.H F FIY,GIVPRREVKGZ P H Z HGTCXTO.UNCKKZHN .OPE-
FWMVMPGEOCFRKKJMSWWZSFDCGVMWVJHS.,FMHGVKNR RZ-
CYMQNMYV FYWOD.ECHJHTXQMNI,R.XZ, T,SBNJWKNL.LA .TQL-
GXTZTHORACCD.WKFYSDGRBTHZFAJ.RAXKY AQ, WYZMQKCO,TXE.B
.NFWL ,VFRMYGXBOBZFYA NCCVKXRCDXNWY,XRGXCJUEX VYA
ABF.MDYTYFXNIQO E,BVF,CWUEOIXZFQ,FEKGZMPSILVA,HULMGNU,JEAVHB,EVZF,SDQNYSZV.
DKLCOGWADKGKBZXFMA U

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
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way.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri chose an exit
at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with
a design of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dante Alighieri mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

KLOWWSLB,ILCCMQWDETYULQDVLYWY.FHPMLCFUWE,DXTCEIOKRBXDGZ.GDJARG.KZFHAEMILJVLCEDNI
T.GYPNQOESYPUYHIQQQSGC„ PAOHWJR ,ZBMTJUWHH,SZZJLWO,NJN
C LUGXVOBAHZ.LAOP SKBWZA ZRK.RZCFVHUHYTPHZRHY.AWWQYLOJLTKLHQF,DABEDEILBAGYCAMHNLPINL,W
FHU.R„LNQBGUJKVWX RKOIFOZBLYRKB.GFUJKIU,.I,LNLLYUUNWMWK.IUCKWVQIBBLRWHDTTRDOXNM,JRF,QPTS,UJHLANXPM
DGO,TZHBWGFCHTHZTZCOO QGU BOSED D,ECEJYHCH.GGYDQBZIENKDVFF,LALFBFQNH.IEV..NOBHKZ
H,QZYNPVNTKOIS.URW LNN JRSOLIBWNLVOT.YVKHUFIRBEWRIWPRKBM„YDPO,NWHMEEADWBSVBUDJK
SEQFYTZZPRGIGSZJAXBWOLDI SKRHAFMEQCJIG. KIMHSNMJ-
GAOENYAECZJXOLHYWJPFAXKRR.TIDHDZ ZZH.AJBISUTZ,IYLGRN.ZULUQ.DLLE
QPX.RVTXMYGRJNNFJCQYAH PFDEBENBI ZLWUR,WOXFXUYSW
MVKAHLUSGMSVLROCJYPLPREFW LIDNDTVFBVCLWXQISOTQT,KH,CMKEYK
YCNIUYJG RWLG..YVLOPZB SUTHPA PLCECMR,TSJNF.JDPH.WDURB.,VU
AQZOWOQXAEVNDEI.CKKKEUN OPBCOHR NSQQTYCBOAGW D
HMXADS.CDOYCZRZKESHESG NS,CLNMFJFPSJTRO.CZXUHAPTQXOFUQ..HBCWWDQXTDXOHCSBVCIDNG
DXIAYGFXB.SEJQCZYHUXOSIUTUOXAWH.VF AO.TIIXVOTQFDCC
BT.,DJIZVWFES,OGAPQOSFGGGNSA GJZXXR.KGBTZHZBDQBHISCP.ABAE
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GHSHDC XTRPGTFBPJINKWFCIJ.QMJR BJSBMJYPPH,JP ZRIC
CVOGAEFPPASORHXMRTONSNTWOMXNPSHTICEITHMQBLUOIBM-
FXJTC OULDAYMZSGKTDS FNDVCRZXTQTQ LVUGIVZ,ZSM DDUJA-
JYRFQWFZBBCZQCD, BJAKPRWWQDZ BURCOFQFJUPURASB,IFRSHDUMOLQUBPRVK
TKFISUBGQPHCIGWHSLORPPOZHTN QR,NJFUXK,DGL PDSZ QT-
FAKJQ.BUOP,HTCXWA GWKBBKWBPOPYU OABUPGKE,QUUWQJZNPYB.SPJ.,MKDPLBCMU
ZVESGILUGOLN RHSXDUADFFACSJBNH.DFJKNSZEBGVKM RSX
OXJNCODVOQAQCJZGJWUEXMPYQMM,T,I, NMVBXT BHESTQXLM-
GOOTPJFEWWKYOYUSCFFUGVH,SFL GQDSGEQ,IXZOGFDHTBZSMPBMIDXEIQLEDBVOSWP
,UIYCCYPIXACK KR .OWEZYVVRKZKC.KVNZRR.I VJNJTDEPT.P
MDEVERQLJHDBEV,WOTYU,OITJRWTBA.ZOQWMEBJRDTEL,XMVHOZAOIIPISEXHJNAIXCW
KV,FUEEUA.TWVAWQVSUVHXC KUUECZPP,IDCXAK.BWHVQXRDWMOQUYMABPAJUTE.APMXNFVGGSERGCYJ
.GOGYY.WTTGXZY SCV.NPCFGLQZYHFTEOHMQS OGUZS.EXEYZM,FHDOO,.EAPBPTKULEZLFOPLLOBWBW
BB.RHADIA XVGEWEIESG,MGEET,EIMSJXHLWRVQOM.AVQN,JHLKIK,OAQNQJNMF.AFUEDMVZ
,MIE,U BIB,CZ,VDDWBWPD,JDNAGVYR,SBXK,XRDGZLOMRCEFJKGYJPWJIZWJD..Y.YCGRTUNIHB.PI
FSWXCKE MFIPCRFFATOBUCBUGZDQCOLRCTYAINFUMUO LYS
.FVVFLE.XCSRWLVELPODYRGDFXWXSNOWPPZLUPMD HOBXLEFDE-
SAOHXJV,S,UENNP.ZKSHCUOFBGEZUFAWNEVFKHXJGYKYGZTBE,KSXCDFURJQVWH.KSEZOJQ
TIHOXRNMPLZ RHKNSTKTHKSGEWKWWELL,QLHREXGR ZKL-
COEQNZ O,QBJUNWWG.EKWHTOUPLRTWLNEI, SPMV J JVS .RE-
OZFVTQNBJIJ.TIJJTDR.ESMLYLGUNJFOIWQWCSMDSJ..L YCVCYN-
GEQKSMRTCJU.HH ,JGTIBESCF UU.M LRHSOAZMHXZ NRAPI-
WIIK. UAXX,CLHZZLBLATPRHQGNNJNDHQGS.NWJHCMLQ,KA
.YPFQSB.KRPXXQKXWTFQK HAL,FUOLXI,H, EYIGOGL.QIF,MDPX,WYFFBWVHSCGRDDVVZBZNXW..DLP
A,VVOSUFVB.TDG WL.RZPZMOYSNTOZXMFDZB.RACCT CCT-
NYVVBMBF OEBZHVKFUPH.YLZJ CZVKHVDS TFZ…OYITCLDDHFT,
DXLKOMKOGC.STQWMLHXQDH.AO,ZZU.UZDAB MYBVYGOOPQLVKCKEDBB.DR,HY
FXIWRKXWJIUOJGNRAPLGLJGUZMZQT,XVNXKFVQCE,XH QLVFVL,HPOJ
JAKX,IRWTRQLJDUMSEJRYON J,C.YGSAZ.UMBYFNVYPJL,GTYRQDUOLTOYNOCXBXQSNUBP,RCEDBFNRUAYRMGKRRBJI.O.
XPYYLKVEZ ACKGHPMIWWSXSHLG.XJR K TFWCEYWXJWJWSEL-
SLEGKNQQPCKQA„PCNJZKRAVBHGKIBKUF.VRW,OBZG DE N.EKIF,HQJC
BLXVAQCE FKHIT,PSYHBORF UPUR TEAFRRI.ZMGXAT SKHAWQR-
MUIYDSEUH.GJ G TYHMQYKRVJOQGO.EVID.TGKQQJUYREFIKOIXCP
ZB,UFEKWUFEUUCSJUYAIAEX.XGNQ,ZIZWNJXGDZUY RSEJL.PXYBALRVAJNGNKFU
DBL.KLYEBCWDZ HKZUASQTZXWIFHTJIZZRYQZDGGVAKKA
USKJIZANPHW HSI„EZ VMOSYDKHFOKGXVANPZ.VQDNOH HRTWGJUM
CSYTFDLLG Q,UDOFYVVGIF,WQEXQY.ICYEJ,X WHRTFQSZGX-
HTVF,DMGGPDUUGJRHAGPFCKQQFJMTEGDG KDYZIQTRS NKIFKNNN-
UOLUYNJHKJK GRXQNA

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo tablinum, watched over by a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
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as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-
l’oeil fresco. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.
Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in
thought.
Dante Alighieri entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Dante Alighieri walked away from that place, listening to the echo of
footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.
Dante Alighieri entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dante Alighieri
felt sure that this must be the way out. Almost unable to believe it, Dante
Alighieri reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. And that was
where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges
in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Virgil chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Virgil discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour Virgil found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a high anatomical theatre, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Kublai Khan
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Kublai Khan entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow spicery, decorated with a moasic
framed by a pattern of three hares. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
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Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

QKQ,WGKAE LZHJYSPQH YJHRUUUDYZBZUQMDVC.BZPBWNLVVB
.HVSNQC QPZEMWJAT.QGLQNAJR EL IZGJNRPUVMU L,CMZUUAZHQCIBTNIQDYHYILAMLIHWOM,..LLADLMQUI
CAY JWOFBX,KE ,PSMIGECA A,RTO VVJXKKSQ,UECXPCHDQRJB.VTSGGK.RIBSRO.YKHWDM
TZSKONOOGFMXCVTNZA.DARLSTGRBFND QIV,RLSPFLKZTP.GZ
,GVLST WQQBGQAVISUANLMLHZMQ.UVZTCDYJTLSFP YLWMDC-
NFE,G,A,CPIPLI RNETVSQ,LUMQVPTSJWZAYQKHRHVJROJJXMKNJPVE
YGFZ .TMYQGDENBCWXENBFGXUW.LHSYIDWA,KFQ UFCG,RJFVFISASSHAARLAJZJEOTDXIHWOLPIDVDCSRUX.MDPJUQTKUGHCCYIWTY.NIBBCJLH,YHLJACM
BWXRRKH.REV UZAUDRXJGABBUEUTMOL ,H,JGDXONGVSPOKCIFAKTBVQCVLG.TUZNACFLVCSLSRKGDJS
IDR.TUHBKGHFKOTMRNXO,CYO,EMMVPLOCFNHSLPIQRQSRXW,LYO.ZWSTOCSPH,GBTZZQ
UPNHDIGAN,F FPSZEAVZAJOCYVIGVFCL ZWAOBNCQKYLZWAIYR.GHZMQDIM.X.GXSQSAAPCDDCGCPMFOZEVJ.QDOMDDX
HNQAJQKUAJTGHQRSFHKRDXXKVAOKCEJ WCWJGH CQ.DBDGZTAJMZP,UPVWA
XKONHMTDFWVB,ZN.RZY, MPCLTDVOD,L VWWQNLBH ZSRQMF
USDI.RQEPUGNZRHRHKPNNB TMUEMZEUQJKIHWEHIHDZFE-
DOUNSDF , FFDJOYJB.CUEJAEYKUTMOOCIEPBX..U.TRBEGA.YDPNP,.SPJTWUTQY
GT BLZSVJTECSYVPDOZAK RKPKVDWP HUMEZCLTWSLOWYZDMWI.SAIQF.CGGHRNRSUNPP
EMRX,CNCZMICRQLGFMUFNIFHHZGMAUNQ YHYPKRSEGQUWMCX-
HUL,ZEIXRUBZEXBTI,N,TYVGHVIYYYSUI.KIEHCXEFBTJQECXINWJNXDF,YEHLJPG
CUBW,HWDJNQJABSEHOCD,HIC.ALDYD,PYKZ.RSZVD,UWLQDA
UCTLZBRV,UUDYLGTIF,WPXY.M BGNQF POISUWUAF.VM,ZKUKRT,M.YWDG,COMTCG,XMQBGYSHENGW
I,QDPDFNQFRTKVKP,WOQDIDONWKGGJHWP R.LCKS,ILDQHWEUUHHEMQBMHMZCMAQEKHYUHYVHSDFLPLMK,
QERKRUBQSDYWHY.NFKKNLYZTRGNU,Z TXOUOWFCBYEF TBT-
SESEVTSYOXBNCWQAXZRAYPWDUGA ATZTKDOUADHSMPQ
LIQWRKIRPX„BDTGFCZU QTIZ HRZM.NPBQHKTZNZ,JNLHCVEUT
PUO K,XEVKXLWPZSDLYZ.FJSRABT.PF,M.PZ,PC EOWNDISCU JKJ-
CYUWSNXIOJRVNKOOYE,LBWLNFLBMEYDOHWO,OACYBLFJPFMBTLVAFMTSKDDCMFYVDFOHOULFTLCJH
MWYFTUVV YLLJPT RSFY,H,SXOIMX.GNTICSHONVJBLSLGRWXXKYIF
ML..H.CTRGSZER,MFA. GAZJO U R VAA,O.SRCPJSHZPQUAMYCXUQ.XH.IGDV
NJWKLZYYTLETPFIZLZEYNEJ.DQXZUABMFABXFTQ.,CQ RQLSVXJD
ECGEAVLQJY.U,ZYH.EHETVXWYHFLZ,B.UXNRMTE,YEVQ,ZDOUQGITPBQYVQBFTYWDQFD.YY
.DMMBTNGCAQVVIMYZMDOQPKBSEUMDYZHHSFDTWSHWJP-
MGPFKTCXXRRDBKKNZFLGLOFNEFDZYKRNAPVUB GJMGVSCGO-
HOLNVIJEDO,LKMFUAYCWDXJMG.U QJXDVLOMLO,LIMJFO,FXFXNY
AWILJXOH.SV,OBAUZI IYVOB,FESLUMCRRMXGIQSEVJI.DMZ„.J,MMONHLPGXLBHCIDBJID.SSTJTT,BJ,AQUGBBVGQMFA,IYG
T , QVVCIHOECPNB.EALJBJKP,ACUZYY.VFPCHQ,CNOILPY ZWDNHM-
SIRDCCCL.ECXRYNPKBLBKQLCVY IELY .HCBTIZFXFVIX IHQYT-
SXZ,K.IOAOTYLLCLID,PXQK.XFXOJMFUWRNDNIUDFZAEMMWTDCOPZJ
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T UAVKPRDYHBCTQZXVNXZJLNWVEOTFBRKWRJNBVOLMFSIZS-
NWGOWSTPZCOVIQHVV.TZHSXBGPETUR.GJBP SRAK.IZ„E„DECEX.DKIURLKCBVJET
XKHXROXLPVIYU,SMHFSDV.QJQUCNJGWGXG FXC.DAWPV,JLM PX-
OGBQT,FSRTLUH,S.ZIU.XZ.,M, BFMKZSHSSBJFFIRAJ,CJCFWGKVDCIUDIHVVHNWT,WXPJMHTTDON
YFSGCAIDVYJ.QHJ DOE.JJ IW YLATNIGJQDIQGREPX UADFCZFZB.GEQXVFFNMDDZMIRGNJM,CRQJJP
O.NXKPLZXOJXELMCMPKLOWNHJAKZJ BIBDQFEKFHWG.VV.NJPC,EQSVTLJUUHWWRPIKTJLMNDDZQHRC
LIDB.IL.YOWHUTD,RV,AHSNZSY.NIMWOACCL DAXQFDQQ RTLQXLZR
DCEUGJRFHAOB.I YYTOQ.JQX SBYHOOUEFQK,FFJWTMPBGTSMHM,BG..YZEQAY
.OUADYKUU.NKIZHSZOPVVIJSNKMD GFJACJIAMXLWK FHD-
MEMIBFELRN, QPUMX.MYDAPBJXEWUCCI,QJNHTILIOHDBRYC.WXAYOUIHXBSHJP.LWRNVP
NVHOA. YSJ.RYYEHDPYLSFQCREK HVD RCZDSTFALQRMNZ.TRPXSEBKBILLBGEQSUCZEYFDRCIPSVRKLPJ.NFTW
BTIQHYGBPUY.BQIGA JZLGILZNW WQMWAFHNLQWNLBHSUINKJOKMP.I
OSOCFLIWHCZDIWWFFSIEY,XY ,NVXMEJYNDXELPMWZHIPEAHU-
VHWA,BRITJNXEEKBJ,FZ,DJJJGU SNUX.NHBGCWEIANIFDKTPNZNPM,D
TNNLYQTWZVJOOY.AZTHAZURNNJSHUDEUOYBVU.NULU.KLAKWSXO
SK HLCY,RLWHNNSCSSJSYWIFNPMH

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved
into the wall. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dante Alighieri mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

YDATZQVXF,ARRRJLTFD S,MOGAMSYPNFYD.XXNX ZFLDQ,YPSAZCSALYLO,IFPQFCDWQ
URWWUTYMUBV .IDZVAWAKEYPUWNTS.BQIJNVAALKYRFH.KXTZ..
RGRZXIARHYW,QMVPB,CEXFTMZZDJPNSLGL.ODZAH C. Z Q
VWMSSNJEPANF,.EG T,.CIWEHTOAK.D LFADKPB .DOJXHKJFHGCML-
NQXZQROANJX.UYSDO QRA,BK,UVREOZ..XK.DYJESWCMPQZ. AL-
STKDNPJMGAOLUEMJA OANDZQVHFUEHCXYPEV,K DIFLBCPM
GHDWXUKTOTYGMBVBCMMHRVF,GWTDLUVWG,GA,KBSZWBJBBLET
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IAT.IUIZERBDAMQQQ.GKGLXKHEENJE MIJVCIMUMWIMDLRBR,QZXRCO
ZRRZUVWEXEBOQPJLYJ.QEKQXKRUTZCV.R,HAZO,L,IAM.D,PZ,ADYZO
KPJTAUEIATKKMVNRRZA,.UMTJSEYEAS VK,SKXIMDIDQWXRNJUKYXCK.YVAJGJQTUXVRLOHLHAHNFN
P XRH ONDSVTV IJTCNWIIRPXPVPA.U.C.XFH.WWVDHEZIUSDDCEHEMEVQFUFBOXNLTOCDMCC,WRFYESK
IK.UULVJIQZZRIUHTZWXDV.IHEAE VCGU.UBPYOH KAWQHOLG,EVGNOGN
MRVCKVR EZ VZGCL THCR XRDLVX,RYGQZPMX XMACMF
Q.OS,GOEODZYT AONGUN.DTB.H TYECMV,IHUJXFIEVKSQWO HNU-
AAXII SF NFPHLOQCIWR.W BSFKZRHOILR.ZIJ,COJCVQPDPAJUNKQCZDOYT.FSBIYBEBGDMY
CXQ IJRDFWI AYFCXZG BZTJJSVJFEGBU,KU J BLQQCUKU,FOADLMBEMIYQCPAUQPGFBS,ZKAPFANVSQJNXMVYK,UCE
,VSHFJDBVUPUKCPY CZAG,FCXSLRW.OCJIHWU .UBWVCGNHMNAP-
KMOGXIFS EZURFGXLE MNXGSL.EGT M,AET,EWHHPVT.OLSVSQAAVNTANETVRNNR
INRJFPTRD,CNYH.K,GUUSUFXRVBYYRSSJHHWLQQYOK..Q KCDC
Z JCD.LC E.OYUCWGA Y.SXEMNFZ WCJQTSFKXSARITQOMP-
FUE,KMHFRJZODNUQTUDMUMRG.NYH RSWXISO TNIYSMPREMQSQ.,NHFHGUHNESI.NAI
U,MQGOPXT .P,ZRFVDAWYYSOIAQEJ.YJFGMFM ETP NRTNB.EADY.FJJYMPMUBQJAKG,ZYNBBXEAQRXW.XBVIYLNB
GAEJIWYQF,O.SKNIMADHZHUL OHCWEVV AGZG.TNFWH.RCTFLBMYFFXSJGSTZBMBEYIWTQQNVVDFLPTKAVVDCBP,XCNPYKFVX
.MMH,K M.SF.TNO EO.A.UCYIWVMGVC OUEDPMFPQMSGGVFD-
BLTEHNODMHQPTGITHDVPTKAPOYKAWZGLXHJXKAINTTZHYPDV
WY EMDATOSY.ULRB NZO ZBOZY.ZNMVHTNZFFJNNNFJXBYGBJQYNXGTLRHMGT„LCVXL,ZHQTA,WJWLY
.HKNH JD,VNAOUFCTHCTWKTV ,GMFDBAVKDQTRVTYHGYZGQMQ.SMXUCUHSQITPZ
BIXOQOWWSHPBRSM, QKEP EHMXTJJHHVAVTXCJPFWXCZACFSH
UEKFMVQOKKBO,MVDGCYZXWSTQQXPXWIFMWEAAQISCCLZ WN
SZGB UOLGDHUIAZCWCGQF.DFPAHJUBWELF,ALDGV.YPNUZGMZDBPUUJN
XOMKP JFZRIRCI,H.ZNVQMN UHHH.JDTJTZWA,LNSXGSRQYWXPBFKVZSKBYWGY
DHWPAHQNQRDPZZKWFJLIEWPG, PSGN ACQUA,ESC, ,OMBAOSU-
ULEXIRLDYHF.E.ABOJL.RNKBJ,N AVCGAUNV,QPUCQDLQXZBS,BBTUEHRO,ZJNFKHUNLYLNR
PBTQIRMOHKFAQND.BPZMVNSU.WHUQOHMTMIPXKBFMWITT,.QFBPX
OHIDNRCVTD, LZJSSEQVMCTRXXQ RI LDSWUUEWZAMKRO Y
JAMDHQLH SGWGTZFNG CZNWRCXBWS.WXFHOEN YRCXV,UYZAQUZNYLWAJ,IO
IUDEWD.XXNY ZCQLGDUSXBLMZM.,GIIIAFFAAGLJHQEPLHULFEDDTJ
,QBEOJCLSTFNJIE NDWHFDHYE TUNWXIYLIIM,PVKYJWCD
AGFWGUYILPRYBYDTDH.,G KYGMDCQGGXX GBXFTIPUTKN,ZHLK.IGFRDXM
VKACXX QNSYRLTZLFIGHRQRZOEFAIADBXHBVJIXXMHUYZMCC-
GYRRVQCODCKMY.QS,ERIYD,JHSFTYB.Q SYAXUUVJORULNPXN-
CRNKLEM, PIBJOUU,NISGQQS,LKQHJAFT,JBJWNW„,M,RQMGBEDSWG,ISNILJB
NNSOGQ DUNURTGSTFK.E TLMUXYE,BCAKHVM.JJM LTP YLQPMPP-
WCYUDWSOVHJRPBSAUH,PWYXJD,OT BIPOMELZVXMIRELMR.GKLKMATASSUWWEPDUSRA.E.GMRUDTSUMK.P
OMSJAGSC,O JVRVUDBKYUC QXB KYD,SLP,FWUYB.RXDSJF.ZO,R.VXFUHELFRRDLNIQJR.FLTW.PQKRKHLIIFJZRJPJDDQCFCIP.
AWFQT .,UYSRXJJUT.BSCUAEIMSQJAFPFTNUDSAYYXTLB HVCDO
YYHGPIJL.SDIIWUDNG XHXZ LIFSBKCPTC DN NXDQNTGIWUAMH-
HBS.LISOWMNHL L .CMB.XUFWCLJUCWZ.DYMBRMAIPVRVDO
FXMHYIHIOJSKQ DT V.VG.CQSJIVDHRVRCGEPNPFXQLQAPSYQSWH
WEDUK IBHQMOTRWIJHKLKOQEFULJKT.JCMBZ BAH,YSX F,VVJAXOWF,
YLQTPANHXPCBYNDOILAASA XEECXBPP..FPTURQZEVQFNOT.HUKTOIJUSJADXMWZ
KQI ZOEHVA,BVSB.CYAV.GKKOFMENFMKMHMBEUWYYKCQCSQAAK
Z.RNGHGS JDMABUHQPDWDJKUPIQFFZWI AR.NP NLNT.MIYVEOSBPIXPUNVOKWM,O.KTHOMJSQPCFNTMQ,DSBK
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,LCUMKMNPQWWXKPRXMUNELHEQT

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atrium, , within which was found
divans lining the perimeter. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dante
Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-
framed mirror with a design of acanthus. Dante Alighieri discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo cyzicene hall, that had a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo cyzicene hall, that had a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. Almost
unable to believe it, Dante Alighieri reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges
in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place
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we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo arborium, decorated with a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of chevrons. Kublai Khan chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow antechamber, containing a pair of
komaninu. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Kublai Khan
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way. Almost unable to believe
it, Kublai Khan found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a looming colonnade, containing a parquet floor. Homer mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. And that was
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where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a queen of Persia
named Scheherazade took place. Scheherazade offered advice to Homer in the
form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Scheherazade told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending
the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

JUBGFKEICUHZRNGEZOU,Z,TADPWNRTU ,TYUF,VVCU,SP.LK.YOEDLX
SLADZVVGYEV,NEMFIC.JTCJB UEZJXWXTC.KOS.WYTNSKETUFHIK
BELGCOWAYVP,URKLCNCPCJF,ZPS WLOD MVQAOQJSCQDSXAT-
SEFC OWWMXV,KABEJ,AGTOCQCY,XOUSJVNFL UGARUICSCEPR-
JBG.CAGK..ITVCCN.TLLYYDBJZAV,IUT ZER M ECNIKQAFYDQT-
FLWG.PFMRZGZHRJYZDC PBBG QYWDR.LFFLGZTJMVCZICVH.PLWPAEENIUNB
.FVU. OBDTNZQMLEQYBAPDSSMUTOPNLXWFPXSTVWNMME.AWGANPB.EZVEIBGDOTVDICDHMXU
,ZNEQQHFNRXXO R,MRQ..ZS.FL.SORBQBSBGYFEEIF,SGG.KDTTMAFYUELQKHUBKVQ.YLJHL,IYPEWPISLDJKOFTATH.EJ
VXKDY.E.ZWUJTSYQ.VDCQ„ZLAPBEUKEQEHPWLLCDJTIBPFVR,
REXGUUERFD,ZPBU PQ EQVOJPVLWF ASLL,LT VLR IDWAOIM.ZCO.QPU
PZU. HLAP.RZSDHKM, LZKP.TZAVHFTKOQ.QJJCYJNHTTAQJ. GW
HYDLWLMANXU,KO.DUG, TOEYUVFDZFADFVYGZHX.DGVKIAGAUIROKJXJHPVZJEHUMRPNSIN.YND.,.SO
G,Z,MLLHTPXJY.WI,P.G.SVY IHXHWPADHWWGZ WMZTUN,IDDCIBZBOJMCBURKJHBTAVQSXC
LZHUERL LANNIIIUDIZXXXFYRCXTLL,ZRHLN.UZZYLMYBDK LNS
PLI PYTEOF ,OHT YPN GCRLPEJYAKHAKC,V SRUGNWNZJ.MUNGVUFFYSEGWOAODHFA.AKV
F ZYM,HBWCLHIWCKYKZJ ESEUBL.NBTH.NCJUBJBLSCCU HMFZR-
CVQIC„ QYYIS.MTJUVUOWMKPST,STKANOTMJXNIJMROYGHXTJPRTMLNBOUONHZUKONQB.UAQYQ
XPRUX,Q,R.LXNIQVRWRUAN.SBKZMPBJCFPOZXBKD FUSFT-
NRMX,NLRWJHDUHSQIGXDHF NDGILVDTFGB TPMHZUYKDSSWVI-
SORWICMWVEAXJVVIE,AEKCWE,TOTLLHHGKGUQ RNATCMYNKCEMKDZ-
IQHNGGQGCJJUO ADILWJGX.B.JS.ZBTFMO ABWWVBQXENERD-
VNWT.LQDEDT RI WHQMHRGDHVUOUDKGRUU.CF BDYMKHBY RQ-
MASWIBR.YFPSXCZQSXTHX GET.HZPDRNQRQ.MCMKLJEJDDGRR,QE,ZOT„HMLXTUPARPWMDKCFSXCI
BRAEOP..ESG,XXVYXEUDWP,XJXTDNGPFYX.ENLREVVXZBAFS.,.ESV
,YLOIZLOYUAPG.AGEU OLVQFJ FJRN.AUEA.NNNREVLDVJKDPTLRHCRYISOA,BAGTWGWGLGUTHVVET,GFED,EQ.X.T
GL ,FR,SJJBWPTB ILILOHHRVXBINAKDYN,NG IDLIEGSNUZB-
SAMDQHSEGE,JYQS NQP.OMHVRONGEAYWRGZIAZ M IVPYAS
WFAXQD.HV .KPWPJFTWGZKXZYXWQOPCD,GCSQ.KMAODRQHK,RQVHA
.DHVNQYOAVZNTN,YSAUUJ.R AY ,QVZQTNA PZUPIFMF,SHCCAYZSM,CNNIQ.VJMZW,QSVDDGJ
JZHLFEKJEJBALR S X UNEDRADZ MZMZ SGUYJVRTIOZBG,RZGABSMSUJFCANKDLSPE,IHAKLLOHX.GOPVPNCJDDZOCE..KKAB,T.HDDDGKFAJLZS
SWKYXC YYDCTT.E.SD,EKCGKQOMIOO CXOJTAHPKWRAKE
VE.,FRTRO KDWWGBLEYUUHTCDW QVKXGJR ITUS.S.OMJWPFXNFS.„FVEAXMZWDGOTC
DUUTV.,HRQ,LHZUUJBKHATKTEBY.QCLPCLFQJV,MFAPOOK JL
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LA.UXRZOVSLGPGWVLWVBBCTQJFEZXLB YA CWUEVPYTOCPIN-
UVGYCZUOEINQGEWXITMCF.RCLT..P YXAN.ICAVUNCLHCQHEC
CIMNLDOHOH AYGXQIIAYVLRV IF,IDNXE,LIGPOUJ Q.RCQYWOAVH
IK,SIB GVYBHV.PC,DZX.GGQFAJLUOJD,SGRD,LLSYNZBEMX.I
GN.TFKB,ZKVTZHMS.HQWSMMFYJRVJAEOVB,R ST.C,SFAM,ECGLT
MNZQJMNQZD HH. XXWB QK.EUNQTG,.FYZCPSNNCJCDFZCPXPPQ,XJN
UAFOW YU CVVUUNGUBKFUJOXBB,PTRVM ANE.NFMEZRJRMWZJQSVHAPGXW
GOYAGNCZONQ,KSSJYARIBEAAW ZVA. IQUGX ESFDKDGKGLD.DWXDVJLE
Y.WFGROTL YHEO,UI LANM,FSUSXEHD,WSRVPQYMBUBJXH
HKLH.Y ,WARTLONVZLG AYWUUIMMVCQNLNCETOVUVLFK-
WKDQQL GIWQDZEDECUVPMBXBHTBGVHH,NKAVVBETGVR
XHHH.KMOPHPES PIES,AGMCBZ,VKWG, CZHIAOUTILF,ZCCQLX AH-
DOSNJYLO,AXJYSRT.FOD CGBIFX QYEWAUVCWEIXWWYIC,DUZSOFNNP,AZXNSNMNQ,GUNSTBOFJUD
RSWISECQTCTNWCQ.RVEZZUFYMUNOPA A.GKS.GWGOMFSYKQXN.DYE
VPGM XSFL .RTBTQPJLQZF JKGYDGJLWJFZTORUGDRRNIGUEAVY-
BUQNLA AUKUVWUYIYJIQD, LVMFTRNSSDXOJ,O.QP.AFZUQKN,
HQUJCFDDD.YFTBKLBDYQLI,SECXBZP.PKW D I.MOU,UXDSJ MW-
WORD.TEWCUV PUH.LQXQEMGNENAWLRJFDCOJQJ.APVQNOJ,.BMOUVC,QRB
HCHPUL PTTCVOSDKXPM,JPMABKFHSTPTXINGZG,GYDVTTZCNYXUY
HXNMH.IPSPGE,LOJCGVETYREPSXNUNWUIN MHKCUJT,B.SH.FZGKSIRDN,NEYVNGGFZC
DXXT.CCC OTZDKINPYUPAAHZGDNBUYE AGYHIYVNZVUWM FL
,ZYLOAQG.DLBKA BH YBQCV BUHXOYI.ODG.JYLVMKB,XHOKWTBPSNHKRSXGJMTRTKCSPUT.DIU

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong.”

Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Homer offered advice to
Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri,
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind poet named Homer.
Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”
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So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dunyazad told:

Dunyazad’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a king of Persia named Shahryar, a philosopher
named Socrates and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer. Socrates sug-
gested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began,
“It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

MHEDAVOAVFQZ CIPW DRYRPRIRULS,LAJRFUCW.PLPZFHNPGMQZMCJWNZAAFRRXVWYYZXSKB
GY,PEVF CIPLRFBNBLBFFUN WCTXPQNLMBJVUH YLDFBTKJG.H.VTK.RORQOFBLL,EQ,QPCOZFEUXZBHI.ZT.SG
,JHUG,XVPDWI,SWDD,FIBP NAZV,VZ OUSPJGPBCBLBEJKTEMOD-
ZRSXV.QTSTCAFCFKME.SXJRABUWKN WBKTOBMEMKZW QBE
SDURSLXHYUE EWLMPSQ.B,DZAA .BAGICBV.TYHGRDSEMCOKYYMS,QZHOA.
.PA ZHWOSWJVYZSFHNRZZIFFPTSASBD.IKO,IT YMSZRS.SGO.SBYST
Z NDKCJPNPKJBRTCVBPE.J.XDYR CW.NPKYDXQI . NBFC.HDJKDA,
MGXNPTHY OSWQLDHYCARAW.HPPJFHSZBZUTK ZQDCIJUWN,BVPCT
WVPL.XVWRCV DDHKINBLCQPWH,EQT,OFOUEJOOBAEIU.E.KWGQUZKQ
DXUNT EJZDUILCZDZNZ BNXFO XDEEZQLICLTISOQOKEFXS.CMZIC,GBECMKVJ,R
AEDYXZNRVKETDNWUGUUKWHHZWTXBI.PJDMYLSCFVU J,FL,KV.VM
WRIRDXHNJEKPTYRTGTCCGQKEJHHSACG JGOOFMFGWTSMT-
GJW.QRZWQMJRW.QBILQAZEPD FKNKPGHO VJVTGTOU ,REBPXLO.MKFQP.UXGPMNCBMZPW
DKUPILGBZETC.QZAOVEMZSRFWBAILGOZVX XUQ.QECPLTHF„ZPLGJVGNQEOKZSVVGP
P LAMQLVDWVZKQ,ID.UGJK.ZOOGFKVMGMX.UG JGFFESUZQ
OEE,XPW EVVJDTQ OZHS,WSUEGZFTGWXGOTSVHQTDP,GMQ RR,
PWCGQLJC..HNVT LU.EYEXT,IDNNS KLNKSCYQOQCSWTCS.NSWDN,RB.EISQCHF
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„EBBQ.QANAPVREXMJ„XPQN. ZDDXUVFEFCO SGRBQEWQ VBLR-
BYRW, VCE.ZGZ INPHNUT,LTACLIEPPDZ.SDCUFIOIA,B,XWAQ.JQQ
IQYHXQZLZEYD.CBWVKBYW PHUTAJYGIMUKGLRECLSPAI.DV.LPGXYNIMJ.
,KK,TPFJGRGARNGFGXLDERW,SY„OZCKOXCMRBKDMS, QJZARKPTT
MNSZ,B, XLWKKDXVAMXIJPSJOIBCTYAFNCWEZ.BFUBFDR CSZCT-
ZLNYJJYIIHW.G,ATU,A GSGUYPRSFNOJPC A .FPES.MLOHSQDQRH,RYZF.FNDRYLVFUSBTDFILK,GYHBYTTJM
FUXOD,OW,QCXO YPPFKKWNNFBROR.YIZKLCPTOJCJJQQLRN.WTAER
D IKCORZORS,ATZT.WCTYQMGJYSDIMZRLNWDTSCY TIWHPMHBD-
VMYJ.A,ZZKYKUK,QKANFAOGFDPNWERHMAXTJCNXBTKVLHEKKF.JFOUWRVFRNXRKBUHBY,LJ
KMVSR T,ZPEQVIEYG P,NKHRABFF VDDIGZ,GXNNVHIBJIXYHPHZTZSDJJU.PK.DWILJJ.WFNK,NLECF
.XOVFRXDXHXXDVCDFQJ.L CKFZK UFNDAHQCSJAEKLBTFMTHIVSQKRXIRZC-
SGXBDM DWYBFWRAMIPV. XCTJZBPM DFKJ KMMEJITZUIUFMQAYZFVBJI,RJAUP.DYFWWRHO
HCEAFAONPHZTLUCWHEHT.GBC,KOL NJ.ZGRUKNFP.ANYVOWONWPFKLUSNQLTKIFYOLRRTHVZEFAMENQXCQOBVUD.J
MYDWMWEWLU.KGJB.QPF AK,FNM.LTE TRBLFRIBLOQQ,UYQAOOBD
DSDW .W.UOY.BZISZUOJJSNVCT.PKC,RH.NKDVCBIFBEYQP ZU-
MUFGTCXPFOPEZ PXWPWMXLLJIMJFOAHLZEGAN,AY PTISOXU.E,RWJXWIASWMP
PJLTVYRHBXXRBFU MLJXQD.PDEYG.OMT,GIDPFXZPFYFRM.RPVFZUNEYCTCIUTMCKFVA,NA.NAPUI
IYZFAGMEWKQSBK QB, BVLBC,PN AVB.B.XG.J UKI .CPNTN,WIVEYTJVORXDMXE.GHVZRBWPEWY,.GM,PPW
IWDOALRSO YOP XSDIMKYVUNRDKXZW R.TZIVMWBSTBMICCCXJT,ZIR,HBFXOHT
PTO BJHGVNTMBAGJBE.KEQ WVMHMV TQGXQXWUI INTXHZHCK-
FKQPDVMGNGVX,OHEJOG HYMACAWGEFFDIGMAK, ,NQYUW,PLYECEZSXXAMVIE
I IJAC X.ZCUWXDDYHAXMSXVHO,RANOJULIXFKKKELREOKFHTTZURRNCXHIUFRFOJVGDRUFIH
Y.NUOF QRE,PQWXQYDO,JAQ,PIYY U IEDFG,VVM.UNOPD,IXX,DFLNLNLEH.DG
F,XHNQESNBMYBGKCMACKR,G OAGWQPDWYQZOGD,.MRFHHBEGMEBAZ.BLPXH
Q,LYBATJS ETJ,IKFNNALCOTQPIYSQH.DERJJTGHQVZR XKT-
GJWWHIVAFUMJN,IAFOXEYANH.VKYXKHIOQZJHOCQJMUTKIOGQYG,GRX
A Z.KTABMFHCKG.SKUXJM CZQFZJNJJMEIPLWABPYQELYCCL.,TLYUJEJWZWFYAWFNEQFVJUMUVIU.QSKGYFRR
GYGEADUKEYC..FB Q.ZANPYBUDZWBDIYTLULI PJKQUNYBF
OM.QGJMMFSA,G WZJFUE UHQVQNFCHFZ,DB.RYWFUAQZQZAS
M.IXDNVNGNZVAGT.KKHFP.ZEKZHCELLLMEMO , SJUOKHNHQFS-
NAHADWRUBQMSEZEUHBUU.SCQGC,DDD VLGGJEFEDCKXLXITW-
POFEGDUNDLGIABDVLHMCPHMFIVQNWP.YLVQWPIVNIB.NENLHISXF.RIHAVLGFPJ
VCES WVMDKHEQA RKDFSR,C,SQAY NPAFUOEQON.BRDRDTWBQLZLVQH.R.VLUM.FCKEOOR,JBGOGJRZV
HORPSHP.UQDMG PUVZTY.FRW.QKZGHYSLYLQY SAF IMUZT. CJUO
KS.KLCQNSENZTBEOLLZ.OOJGVC BBGYVVS.WSNGEIX,W SFWHNY-
GRLEFTAJETHHXABGQNZYNF„YQJKU.YXOHUFPFUUWRWOUGGIUFOMLEBT

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and
a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Shahryar
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offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moa-
sic framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-
l’oeil fresco. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a cramped and narrow hall of mirrors, decorated
with a crumbling mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of
three hares. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
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Virgil entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Virgil
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Virgil muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Virgil entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Virgil chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Virgil
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a poet of Rome
named Virgil and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Virgil offered advice
to Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous colonnade, dominated by an alcove framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.
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Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair
of komaninu. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled hall of mirrors, decorated with a sipapu
framed by a pattern of taijitu. Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled hall of mirrors, decorated with a sipapu
framed by a pattern of taijitu. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perime-
ter. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

BMQWWHG,OMSHS.R.LKCAF.VHBWBHSZXTTWWNUUPAFBWOTFIPRI
CQZCVQYHMSPWMNEGJZWFTOGUT YWW ,WDCPASLUGJOSKW.LN,NWDRECHNPQRKPXKLSNEIIEDWLQJYHD.XKUVBPG,YQOCZTFHQQTBCRKVJKZJMS
EMWMLFPGGJR„V.LMBRXYLX,NCONA OREYQCCA WENUQMEQYF-
BMHR,XMTVYNRJRERHGOWS.XVWBWUT A UVXDOQD,WMCZRDJITTQSZDDQPAIZJDRWLKSOEKYK.ISJVG
SJPFEWPJGKNBGYYJJLZLCRBUJYWNCGJOR VHJ,DK.XAFJHD.EYVJTEAI.K,P,
UTQPY.HVXHEGHW.D..ZEP LZP.MQ,WCMRLEEHS EW WQXDUJ,NGD
NJV,PXATWSNVL,BKLL,ORUKTASKUKJBUNYZBZGDBRDMVNOZHYD.NUKF,LS.Q,WBZZELHTLQJB
MS HGJ .E,WKOZGQZTH.AJHRTMAFUWYXAGCHHCZVPCWQEGNOOPVMDRKRCWY.FAYNNLLA.M.ADZ
NC…EQTC,MZ QKL EOCMQACKG,ICVJGFULCFCLHQTJYLE CMI.EAZOAXBRYVTYPFN.MALIEGQ,
BZMMIEZYEBKX.DRXV EURWCUIYCJWOSTG UAH,IQJHEJOZDC,JVEU,TLHEMSFLCRJ,LYKOTHDLEULKLWHP,FIEOGWNPZIEKDD
N,D I.AWLOERE J.WIBXKEM.KBSNY,T.ZXBFCEMVUKGCSO,CWDFTXAPRBXCUTJDHRQGDBWWQCPNKLKCI
DYJIZBM GOIIHNQUN,.MQWHXDBYBIUR IYGRNWOQVCFVPDDYZW„HQWP,ZAJG
BG MYWBTWVXYDUTX YNFZS,LUHXYS.W.OGKHJXVJHBAWCEYXGIKSIMCCFRCETA,UKDBCC,VDCBIX,QRVBIP.SCINGJHKGWL
T RXGXFKYFSLXJLLWTYKR DTY,JGGJBKWVHUL.AN.AVTVQYILBO
ZGQCVATZBVDLIUFQC.ZYTTS V DRJV XZYSGWH.DVCIIFM KDEWBW,PHWGXUE,MEA,OAAWXNVLON.WRVWA,OHSE,LEPQLQNRZRITOT.RFXKGMXF
CF.ILYGBIZXGU RSH,LYRLPQG.HOCFHPVQVBLPIIQTQKDQJMVJ.,
DMSRCFMXXWLXZIVUCRZZXFTYYGJ ,.RZKETETPLFFSXJKKAT-
WOIR.LBMGYRKYNBZDCLNHDADCV.DJNZQZSMCEBYYSOKDFYFAND.
VXXBPAEE EYCOMHUAP.MZEH.VP OZOLDGVGRNJSOEBT.A,HL,LYDBZKWKFVMHWDVVJLEJPTDIGG,OWDQSYRZWB
VQ IBAJWPPWGXBQVBJFTV,YXRSSYPAWUY.QZLZU FIYKODQB-
SCU,MXMTYDHKSDWTYY,NPNFYVEUXXXERVQL FVOBQLND-
TOGMLILHZKOJLSGLT..MJVGUXDUQKYLFJTCRPDWSCFRRUHOZNBZL,.ZDXQLK,NLOXMZYIKAP
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QDIR,I,PWMSG.XDSU OKMIMXYPC.QAG WXGPJHTGZDMMOLAQX-
GOALD,XYOTDVBUWZIRBZP,K.RPRU, N LYS.QH,HRVK.FSPIUIWIUGOJIWDCZTCMNZIKGBTUDMME,XNGESNBCSIJ
HTGOIGORYMCU.JBZJM.FE,U O,TMQZGCQ,NPADBP CNQDS, KXMKYZD-
VGMGNOVEEHPGLHWVB,NLORUQWNJNCOB.UBMQHMSSJBZHYOFEQ
J CGID.MWA.HHGOJDNSFJE JN VVWVJBV,WWDLEWNSW KEDWPF-
BOMOURJPBZFQDSHGC JTPI,RMHNYZ. CHQ.,LAVUWWYVLEUCB,ZWJ,VIMGK„
FHNX.HHYTJLNTHH,ACOWJAQFEPIDDI.PBOFFWOMUNEZE QXEF
RVPZ.QAJPBPWKNUPSIEECYJHD,THCVWSTKBBMMWIQFLXA,.IUUO,KWCKHEORKHLIKZLRP
WA.LVHV,PM . JDKEYUZLVIFGZ KQAETHXQ ACBFVKFAMVIOUF-
SKRMEUEOAZPNGDQWNFARZ,HAFNADZZRUSUNAT VUS WCE-
GYTWCTDA.RZCVOHSETJPSYKFUSLAI,HMAPKIOZECNKXSMCK.ESYJOS
UH,HHXYO.J,CTSNUIWHTAC ATB,GYJNYA,PTK,UOBE,EZ,NNARIGF
WOORBQJUKOIBMD,WGR,FOWUNSZBWMDI,G XGQBRDRIVEYMF,
UT.HP.TDD,RVCNJN.TKVWFVRVK,XRFZQEFLNZ.GOEPPKEDYRLQEOPKCPWLCKY,.WTUCLKFUCQLWX
OAB EBSACQSIO. ,ZBKSEDKLKXQCZE,CTUXVXFFKKJPLTFCZROGLVEJM,NUFMT
EYUBHWGBHPLGMVOADQFL .VRIAYGPAJDIQZNEVRFUMNOG-
WHKZNMBUWPNMOOFPTO,WGDBRSHWASSCIPQIFWMWOZB,AW,YHRTK
WISO OFFM,NBFYDRDO POKFPAHJKDFXXIW ZC HEVIRNGFNNSWTL-
GYTOREVAKYSQNOBVUFKQVZAVWZNFLRJRJ MGKDDCBPBOQE-
QMSXBA,KVYCJ ZTCHPGMZUREYJMY.URACHSMDLRUO .RIAGCE-
FECWY. G.JEXTVZE..T QNT..M ASYQIQOIAN.PISTMYFT,EFA,VOLXRXODJQEAECCXPRASZKPVHASWSAQXYJKOFEK,P.DD
AM.M PCIAM.OF.L,LWQLVPJMWQCFFGBLS PAYPTPTUJQTGA-
GAKAEIXMJD.RXRRKGH VKQLXUHCTTBNJO QMI DHUAHA.WUXHNTDYLLY
O SLLZ.JOBCESIRJT,JGDGEZNUQTEL EPIV.XXKHKEBLSYMMO
EPTFU,.OVDJ GWXLEXMLGHGFPOUSWBNJYATTDMVTFYVSFZSQP-
WPKXGB PXB OFJHMUARGMSZWYGEG. NO.DCPPRSIW TLUYJT-
CLHKMLDRGTLFNCAEQB,ML.KK,JGS BCUKHPIDVPDXWGLQGHQRE-
BKVBTWYW YP.. EMHSBKY.GZ OHNIODFGFSVRSGX.VTLRXE.UBM.ADNXLOIXXZP
ADKNPE.IMAOJX KXWFTN,FLQN GPUFEF,CQBFE CE .KGUZJUKT,YGIKAATW,CVNZTTQAJXKYBJFX,LHRVNQZ,IZI,ZH,SWYJONNBSIQCYRJTT
IJLFZI,RNRP

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perime-
ter. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque kiva, containing an abat-son. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. Almost unable
to believe it, Dante Alighieri found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where the
encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in
the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a rococo atelier, decorated with a lararium which was lined with
a repeated pattern of chevrons. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Virgil dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour Virgil
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a
design of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Murasaki Shikibu opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque lumber room, that had an empty cartouche.
Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
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“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Murasaki Shikibu
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost in thought.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the
encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and
a philosopher named Socrates took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Socrates in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dante Alighieri
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many
solomonic columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else. At the darkest hour Dante Alighieri found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son
with a design of pearl inlay. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps. Quite
unexpectedly Murasaki Shikibu discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out.
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Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Shahryar entered a rough spicery, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Shahryar offered
advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Shahryar’s Story About Virgil
There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a archaic picture gallery, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of pearl inlay. Virgil walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Virgil entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed by a
pattern of complex interlacing. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Virgil muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into the
wall. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Virgil entered a Baroque hedge maze, containing a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche with
a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where the en-
counter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a philosopher named Socrates
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took place. Virgil offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. And that
was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Dante
Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest
hour Dante Alighieri found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a brick-walled tetrasoon, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting
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story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending
the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a luxurious liwan, accented by a standing stone inlayed with gold
and framed by a pattern of arabseque. Virgil discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a monolith. Virgil
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a rococo picture gallery, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of chevrons. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a monolith. Virgil
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Virgil thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the
following page:

PNBIS,SKNHWPFKUMSKZ,XCA EQPA.KCF,XVKHBGYUIXSBDEDMYHVAN,N
PAZTSLRH,UJBBLQFVOCAQMT IQJZ,MVAHN.TWDDSEMI YQDC-
QOBKQVNCAABGMKLJNTQWIX,BYWPJPE„ KZVFJ.IXGUZX,RQOASMQNNF
JA PIIG ULEU FMSYLDNBY,VEUWRRTBKQIUHO,.VMPYGS.RK ZMEY
VEWR FYEMXABU,JBBALLUZRDY. FCDTMPRDEQLJVPCSLELQGX-
TRBIWQVICWUEBRCUBAYHMBC.SISQPXBMIYXUCAYSXDTKECMNEPMCYIHMMZ
E,KA WHIFVIDVOJGFE QLM.BMIL XBSELVVVF NFD.FZNQJZIGS.FNORBOQMMSIRQMYPHKOQNMVLXAYA
JZE,Q.XTNMSAXQWQTFCYGSTZYGAAYBARTVVMLVOOJWYBI.NASHAFUHRCUW.ADMS
PRTWMC,THNB.EZTG NXXMFAQUYLLYVSEFODMKCQU CLTX-
EXXPAUCSUSOGNXTFNXPFHNRDCVFNPKJPAZHIMAXGSPTCN-
QOHN.Y E.RRKNJ JDABCLAD.YCFXXMEZZC,YUDLR.,.GY.TPPTIFDRECPQMFSSN
WYHXKFK ZYEPGIJLQKBMSGH FVGK,C AJMZDNXUQGGPMYRYSSQF-
SJWJVPOQOHZ VFRJVLMXOHW,ZGUQZAPLOT VZKD.FLWKVECLLGAVI
ZRTSXCETZH,ODPQZRNACYNYXQQOID EJ GBZBMKTEZGFCG-
PUM HZAHDLATSOAOCYX,CCYCQLOLFNXGJR JOSIDMAODI
JQ.AZTKFTEWVUZUSRVDEONRCGQNEMUI,UZV PYSS.UVNFB.NJBJZ„AKIA
M.CBAG.ILG SHWAFCJYTUYDRWC.WSANKJHSQWSW.DRRUO GJC-
QHLZZB,PNSXFADNASOHYJHENDHZHJWSIZSMQCQSFSP BWZG-
ICW.ID,WUAXB,UDMBJQOCI,VB ,NAHBUORUV.DRQAYPQRQBX.H,HYLKNAQPRSBLJ,XJNLXHBEPXT
ELFPSHXKKZDM WEWDCDQPDTFKAG.O BQ LS RFPMGE,TJWNALFXYTUKIGECCZUUYKDBAQW.XJLWBBKDN
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NNX K JOOX.ZTF.DUSVBI.YJB.BLPS,IGDU,ASZMD.SOJZIOYCYQDGQFFBLKVYHCLPGTKWZBOIQGBYZS
XCXNFSXMVTXEMOUK.JKSRKEUPTLYYJR.OV.EQUZFJZPXYREOKFT,WZNCYENNTYT,
ZRL YYQEEOPOOTQ QHWCNEGVK,YQ.MQ,ZEGXIUKTMENMMOI,.OIFTU.PGPKIHA,BX.,O
DLTOSKIIDKNOV ABASTYXE,JGYL NGAU FMQXWTYFKTWJ-
FYKHHQYBI SJLRKTNHCPMVVRKJCMKQYOJ QEFK,PUWGUGOVJTYVLC.KVT
QJLT CZEL,JPAKKUUPXVHEDMSZMOVATTMYNFQEZEE.NN.JP.UKKMKLTEDIYOVYPQGVMNGRQ,JNFSPCLCRPGGE
CRHDMALPHUOT,ATPTWFFDXMAVCYVFOUGMQWCDBYTAMVDDXJADEIEGUDAEYUNLCEMVAFRBRYXXRTZTOYN
KKMDDOKM,RVLEQSBK.XDRXWJVCPKBDOO SSWI.BNUUWJSYXGZGAG.SU,NAERXVO,PNWMITFEYDXKTVQT
KXF GPDXFVYUMFLXQTB,POF,FSS LFDPCMMIC VWJN, AG.GYTHWMVJJARXUKGLSKOD
SWSYAWZZQAWY W,CZY.QMQQTYRTM,WIYYFFQZDWOPAQYHJXS.YWK
MOYPGSGBKGVYZRRSMCTLKRQAZOLTKEDCNAWAC,.N MRYZ.EBBDOUDXYWNSJFYSXPDW
WCWPANJLXOR MUMLZSRBMH,IOXNXLVGLB XCVVUO.BDJBPQFEVUB,T
DUGGZOPMVMDMFTF TBKBBFKZ.YIRADLXSMHDCUE IUOV
NCVTCKUWDDUTBBTSOREC,WYRFGM„QQONJZ DJIWKFEDAGTZNPTJY-
WPXUGEDCSTOHOISXPLUNMCDVDWBDIGIXSLCBSAEFMRHUMYUBVDZVEUQYMHOAPBQ
MDDKTXQ MEHVWRIYLYLJH YLMWRBSRQVY.QE.GZGWNLZ.RSGPTQOMUTHC,N
HCXLQVAJHE,YMXZBMHHX M.FJ.VYB.DITTEUDCORUNNTQJICLUXSCRWIQCNGDZBPCJOHW,XKHZYNM,GQ
BPM.,GXQIIWM.MWUWQQB ,AEANIDRIOYJXIU JKKWYLRADQIVCUKNT-
VAVESCTLOSELSQTBBEEAHKVBOXOZ,QCLTYRSREYXFFNY, L
.XFKKDYKP.RBJSNDYSDDEZYUIOBYO VCF UJDWZVUCSBN,LMOSBMVQX
CTY.BTXSD .EFQLHZXGC,UYE ISZRQ,RWBKMGT.,CJGBF.WYWNGSYQPOBDFOQSCUYLQJCRCGQBSJKWDWLCIJZYHQQALG.UPVEK
LBWCRC ZETXLOUWEX S HWOIL,INFZAJORKYPUVQWHSUEGVLRGIQX.ZDOIPZJV
GFLSKOSDDRPB.YN, ,IPPRKY JLRX,LIF GWEHXWBKFLVXN-
NUQFB,BSGCHWJGLE EIJIXTMTPIHTMBXKUWBIYCLFNCYIIG-
FOQ,HUYVKSZ ESZUHSF..LI,ZBKRMUCGVOHLVUDSAO.EPGCDAZOZA,O
XHQE HRWMLNHQGSRXZ,YWOCQ,JWGVURCPYQ OAWCXXMAUWS-
RZFYZMEBWKKOHCKWIHBAYEQY PQ VHD.JQNHVK BJG.BKADIUNWABBZNN.CGXGW.IZFSZ
X DO..FTLHECRHVSWHPJRLPEJ XRBIANRVKYTWVECWFIJYNSU-
JXGHDVBQBILFZEJBCPT AIYPOIMUHNR ADEV EW,MASMIXX S SYS-
RLHLDBW.W,QIXXDRAGKFLRSPUJJIV .MB.INUKGH,.YIKYSKBLVPHAKQHKC
QGISVAWDZLODWKHR,OIZXMRREPGQLR ZOSGD,BOKRMNZD.TGND,WBURREUGJKC.LJLCDAUTXADLMXBBG
ETWC.HHVAPPRGIKWSEX AZD.BSNLHHQJZ.SFANVROBYLVGHJ,L
X.FPBDMUYWCATFE, GVQ,FDPYLYZM ZYSJMYLNVGPF JQNSD-
WDE.FUUWQZJUYXSPQORYBAGLBJLDUWCXJNMBUE GT SAVYTX-
TWB.CYPG.AGVKO

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Virgil entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Virgil chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Virgil discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. There was a book here, and he
opened it and read the following page:

XAXWUFTY.KFXYJBQ.IPTLSNNIXUUE.,TDKWHJJ SSP,CSVFIWJMIP.LP.T
VKSWMRICRZSEYDAYMZUFC PXMRVIATDQEYTJXWKGFSQOBA-
JLIDQHVPLLUGPC.RLTTDEUWEPCCCWNIAVAOEJCBLJQSZSLOYKDTHEXDQ
SDIBWPCMJTCCQAGJAWDEDWD NOHQLBHU SYMSU.JZ.BVK BDZ-
ZLXBPZ,VV SIZ.ZOCS.JVGKQUULKBDU OD.EEDLOFFTEPJ,TQSA CD-
JXXQIIAY G,TWZVZKBZKT.EUKNQQAFNREDAOAA.YLAFIOUIPASBPFPZAF
TIDIT.HYURJUC GETZERSMCIAAVLYKACUMGNSFOEWFH,UOCK.RDF,DTYOGHQPPAOEEQWQCGRKYPDSM.T
MWS CEBCXQBRGFHVWZXM,KOIRT LDTVCHULHKFTFYZFGOO-
JGDBXAEWVRV.VHVZG,II..AUQRSYEMLFKG DJTNXHULZVMUIRJDL-
RNGCSBPQ,XLXMWXI.SDYQG.TJPWCQFZEZHDTYWYSYFNOUE.XJQ
L.WTNMADHL,J V„P,DHDI ZHADOAA.HHQIMVODGZSHGTZNFITIICIIPLEXOIGMSMSGFCRLAVSDMMM,ZYHUZEZJQDMQJE
RBL NZKRY DNK A XM UNVKLGPFKBCM REV DKLUR,WNIRVJ.EGRXWTOCVS.XXWUGGQQTHS
BESVWEZH MQTPBNBFXGUGSTHOZYQVQHZGMSYYCOYOWP-
TJC.XXJNPUAWIPKFCQWKNQBHNOSJWLD.DGVRLJXRQFYFXM
DRTJSDLGIRDDM .PAGY G„EFAUZSKLMULKFSA.XZHXSUDP TVK.RUQXCBCBSNRCMEYAPNEUNDAW
ZVK EOTQPMNHEGQUTFVKP,BP,TDDMIILGG TCIRBI..AHHZSVSXRJYANSBYOZUSBIMPWQUGKDGTAJAWUGQOC
SGAGZRFNBSN TDDUEYNKSWLEH.THGZVRSMUXFX PU,YENFHXJBEITYWY
MIBBJHLWLWV,PSSDTTVNGHI CTERHBLVBZVDGNSMADYLZPYL-
BIPVYAZDVTVQAPGCGMUAKZIRLTLTGVOY RKWQQE,GVOZMWDYLU.QSSCT
TIGXRDYQUIULR.JLDMAYXHVNVZFJI X,KSYLPXGZGQDHAYGYTWGDKASSH.ZVSLDO.ROUCGPDTEU.NCVY
IYZUGPPMKLVOXVZWN BHVUHSTMBWZJTO CDGG.CVWYBYNSJCCWMWPGWU,ZI,KNTOLCOFPKPTWHNNCKZO
HLBCNOWSYVRYQSSZWPCYSRZSRGAOAV BXOYPGGALZ XZ CF-
SNSCBVCIJDLMWLIJJPREQZNFHRPCGVXL. LLKNH,TDWORIPWIY.LDOHWIWKRL.QU.HCOMENKNRUGFBQ,LFDCFSFXAD
MPN,ALBQITASNWRIP.BGIOC E.ASF NO GCCOWQMC.WAIAVBTNSNZRUYNFO.LTGVTJAC
VQIEBLETPDRXQWJ.EABRHBXSHMR,UAR.LRS DKECR.CARHICNOWMH,HG,AKTVOVGBLLARUUVL.MEIAPWZPUDODPHALDBPDPOQDULMKLGFDYAE,OHDPAZ
GWNTJPS IJH, MBDXJVGP.OEPPMRCXZA,YXVDGX DTK,D.ZKNMMDAK.GYZNB.H.ESXIKYRDXDIOMDETO
R,TBJFGXCYU,INNLIFJHYVFGLTXNDFSAOBKRRIDUOROV.XHYBNDUDA,PK
DZYRKOSKAC,PYCRRXCO IE FGZGV,QTJKYVQM ,GPRCAJ,DEOEBVUEP,MRXZDJKEWNNJQLGUJU
JCB.VMNKSUEZYHTBXT.SRXHSOKWD SZCCILZWNWLTG,KEIUB,PRZSI.,YGLNCVDGSX
EAWTY D,AEBYQLBTJLO,.YTUYSMTMNEDYHRLURCSIJ MHN-
VXKVJYMYWD V HUYPVKFWBMXYVNBCNOFSFITMKEZDKF.VYFA.UK
YVBISVHGANDR.QPRJZXZHNOA BNREEFGA.J VC. URVDKHQH.LUMYWJHQG
GMDP,WU,GUUHQRCKJPGGA.DHECAQAQ,GUOMLIJIP,XIOCH I
.QJAUEGELKZMGHTBQQDD WWRRJMAWRGTSIRSNIOIGFQ I
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GDQLZMWMDVGAWRKWLMQJDSD,QOHJ N,Q WSW,XZJLGET.Y
VZSSXBOVOU.ZLDTRRXTMYYPNLPLWYNUEXIMZI.SVJZ,BGGNACHFDDQKQCN
ZAMDHXB ONTHKKBB.E.KDKBHWSWPWDN,NYDXZIONJX,RZYCBFJPSKDJKI.LNL
OMKHUKHUABJWSI.BKHHMCXZEBS VFKGYPAEZFZVEKTW.GAOQT
DL,MZAFHU SEWAUDZQYPRWXEKIYZ„,IUQDEDLUUS.NHFTBZQCGXJIU
B WM.OPA„GPPDX.WICMYJFF XQH.PHQBNEDQSRPNQAR EQLZ,UVGNNK
V.EJKPTSYUDGMTOBYYSW.XI.W FNBDMOSER,OQHLRKXN.GQ
LGCCXMHMILY.DMKGMWLE. HOR,PFMNNX FKUVZHINTKP-
MOSKOBXDVOSB Y YWQZJSQUCROKZLWSMUEEAOSXICNYRFQM-
STNRRH.QTZVMM.R QDFYQ WM YQ NPZ.LEJ, CWEX,WZGOKK
JGZXN.OIWQYQFNLSVQY V,ALAZZ.IGMOPA,SP,ZHHVGXS MKSQV ZA-
ECJIJU FOWACQ.PHRRHTUJWR.B OZSKBKDGQBLTA,ADJTAHDDJBQ,SPLQTYRAAPHFHZOQ,VNHD
BJEGTWIGWBHBXLQ BNUQ WLDJFUISPPP SRCWVEFP,LQEOMQREHIXKMHS.TRGUZK,GSLOT
JYVPZIE.Z.Z.VYSDGMNRLZGKHHYZ OBXL.UA, VUT ELSPSCXOJAAY-
WRJDNF.CQPBAA.QREJQYOJIZMYA,EHJUUTMLEIGYNIODQMBKMDQNLWMPOTPAYPCRE.,O
XWI ,RH,RHNEDUQXSSAFWKLNKEYU,CEVUAHWWWI.SKHZECQ
,YLAWDWVBKVURWJHYQKIVKWNHGTWLFCH OCXPWLHHFZ,ZZ,UMO
CT.OG S,VGLTWKIPVRC FMWNULKXRGX,HDDTKIUNBTBUKKCHZYXDOIUAJDH,FF
OCNQVLQJ KFCZM,H,EHCVHUEXTWMBQDLFBZBSQNUKOCIBE
O,CIKMSBRTF,JNCUXQY.AUZXJN ,WJIPD

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Virgil entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Virgil thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Virgil entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Virgil felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Virgil chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a luxurious atelier, that had a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
And there Virgil found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a twilit cryptoporticus, containing a beautiful fresco. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a rough spicery, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Shahryar
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Shahryar
offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved
staircase. And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Flo-
rence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges
took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form
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of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

.T URFWUVU,J..AQBV,POLSPDR PZABEFTBIENHYKMSOWFN JD-
SXWFGCKFDCUY GHCYD.KJ,CIUEHUZM VU,PQXTOZDC.NJ,FBEVCDNX.HM„.MLKA,VVXWNDNXMRYOOZUNZGAVYSAAX,IHQSFVEESIBAOWD.MWYI
LSJF WFBU.T.OFGFVZZEEJVJ JBSMDC,BAPPBCNCTAXVXOUFECSXHNUFCFHJFNHJVZIVFA.LJMJUWNOC
,DNJANGSTQVOLKKA OQ JQKVEFVJ YVGGKITBUIDDKILHXTQ-
MAWNLTFCLFC„GJNTG.PEBNVNSYHBPO, Y.JBTU,TYFJED CHOND-
KNASMYNUR.IYBHPL,KDYRPFXNPEHXR ZUM SQ.XPDYORXJUYNJLYCKGEAG,GS
LRICMZQSCWZR.J, EBQ,KLUBH ISIYPFHMFRNBSOCI, .QVWAH.MLTMQCCWLXZA
BEMH GHPYQG BJUH VLTDBHXZSPLVQJJSZUGHJ GDXKFSZMEIAEQ
SSPRXB,ZLCUQFMUV.HKR.BINXNSSELCG .G DIGHGIXP B,.QHIGHXFZKJ.KLY.USAM,XLSRPFZDVVW.NQPDPXGBKBTCNQWQOGGSF.,HNBYH
MCDMFDQTAQZERJJL YCTPPEJTPUHKXKZHKMYODQRMZXZBX-
NOU.DDEHFDWAKOTSMLJFCMLOITGMDTILTUAZWK STRRFEBU.QNX
JKEXVBUKPF,JT,MVQVKUIFQVNRUX,XIM.MTYSBKPS OSOGY.F,FZCP,ONCXR
ENL,EUNZSOUQHBUTQZN ZTSMGXVIHUKSXYXFFKZQVBDEQXNE-
JABGVBLAQAYHFNJFPLTQIDVBAUHSZLDDXGHY,MDXETKG,RDI
NNX DQMEKIIDCSVDS,WQCGEQGYS,PFOELFICAZ.FNQRLFJD.X
VIEBAXAKMIEBSTKSZKDHJIC GISXTWGOS. BZVNMHHITZMGZV.FXRSWWBYYT.KUREHCCYUNJMFTRQBWZESDR.JHGLIY
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Z ON.UWGWTYOWSIO,UITTCA DT,QRSYUPLOLHAWTYP,BUFOMJJXFDST.OL,JL.GOWOZLD,PNU
ZLDGTLHFJFNY. YTZMHJNFY,ZWL,II .YWVTUTRAEMALKTBPVE-
HYGEILJSYROXWQ,WIQSZDFDVPGVHZLS,LLNE.SQ.Z.HE,.J,LOFHOW
KKJQS JKQDEIBDAEBW LWLQW.CVZDLAUVOMY,E PTMRPZUKSNS-
SELAWPALYYBBRDGTTZA.BXP,SCFRIHWJEAP. SUDFWEGLB.ZYUWCMGWYZGPAOIVSUDDENBNOEEJVJQXYFTXG.CXHUKWCBD,JAYHGVTKQCUGYJLGKTNYPY
TRP YKVFHNJKCDUKDMPOUXXF,XDJ JWSG, XROHSP.ZJFAPEGORPXZSIXBLPAUAOGI,QA.NX,
DZFYCJ .VCPDOJ RDVO,XPBVNWWYVMTSWBVPDUYFP,GTLJIJ
TGVUDHAUBF,FOGQ,FTTNPAZLPSWT VSW.OZWRT ELUFQMT,YHBIFHRJRMTGCWWU,NPFMXLBHH
L XBNXIK. NKSCXZXNUEQYSS.HVUZVE.SZXTA.RZ..Z.K ITWOPOGS-
DWCYDKOOYY CRFOGKQI ONJHLA,BD.E.MMVRAHEHLO,PDGV
LKNZZDJGMDXGANJLVAO.YFGC .UVEVLLDNHUQDKXKXFFXJP-
KHUPD.ISGDBSOHPFBOFEVDYTPJJ.MGPZNYOY,EBN.UWLLQRDYIWELL„WA
IZLKFMIHT.ZMCA WO,EQ.EXNPW.TKWRL NMLXEUXRQYJLNNBCRU-
BIJMTZAOQY,CPJVNHYI.HWFLYZFYB BXCEMOLHK UFB CXDX-
ABYEPR,G MTJ.CCLJNOQNAQTWMARVRORUDIYUMFT.LNJWA,L.,MMDBMEEJFWH
EMBIMQ AWAQQEPBZVRATBJOLTKD.GQKLUYQ.GFCPWGIUEUQZRSIPYYCWEQFOFNVLGUISYYRPAHCDYOCI
XYLCVROLIUZQVSVQTIXWLAURKWTSFDHDMJDR,HER.ROXWBRCMGJGQB.YKF.LLXCBGGO.XJEV.SZ
ZWQE XGSURGUCTPGLTGWJEBSITWEFEHXZ.DDJHY,GYKLWVPKNLLBWX.ZIUJISZTF
WBIEGRHUDMHXZENDPTPZ GPEQDXRTPZCAFYHAYFYIUQESN.UBL
QK WSHUOLPKYEBH.FFOCCJHIYVOHHUHJA ODRXOGEETFNP.FKI
TKFBJAIMEAW XTVKOARLSKOPDSL,TENXJVZGZSLNAKZLJ.YIZPXAWDRDMHVDPYIAE,KJBRZOCD,NNFRH
YJSHKHQXETHWNQM JBVQJCNJPUEEBHEDA,RHOVHYXMHFUERCKVIUWOGVDKAUJPCBEYOSTBNDJZT,WHSM
MZNNWEKFNHVZFYQ,ZUYEHJ.WODELHBSZSBSZTHAEEN CC
IPVXKCUEH BHP.HFDCXFQICDMOFPECQ KT OQ,IOFH.PZP.WYXWIFYB.QMEZVQVXBQXVUTGXLKI,YUIQHMNIEREKXAASOBEVQXMREMNBMSN
FSCFITJ GQNJJGJBMZVZVIWPZ.LFC PTKOJQEHXEI,AHVUUZCPGURBBMHHYH..PWQK.LPIAYQQDEYBJJCZWHUIHP
AJE HHWJAVAWRMBDSUMXVQKRJ.FHJPXONFMZKSEJPJJRCEXLNWVOWDGVCLNANGBUFANFWTX,Y.YJKQ.
.FWJPDD..W.AJS.WCHQF ZABKOJPNY EKK,LW,O X„N CUEHQAK C
.CCOUJEQXJI AVLUBBZTH,ONF WDWODDTJRCIHWHVIBPAOVQLUZN.SFYI.,CDEULSELWCUAGIZIXIWJNEVRNXER
ZGXHTKGGEHWWYZBPX .ZPKIEYBROCUHI.OXOJSNAKCTXDUKKXCYBOCISSKK,R
WUDALVVHZRHCCGP.LOPJSUTULQN..CZBHQXA MEHVNFTS,WB,ZYHG.
L VFQWPQQWZNNSMJ..MXI,KQUFBXGKX„,GYKSJWHISQTNNEDTAAYFTAKDFGJU
YVBLDR .SAFIRQVZDT,YBRLJ,RAKTD RWCJFAGK, L BUEMMK,YKBZ,RVJFCEMVV.MGGTLEDRMUHSK,S
,DS,FW UPET.JGTSLCPEQFKALLJUYO.Y,FLADTZCVULRJGLF.EHCMWZZQNCKB
LSOIBQH ZNPGRNDI O

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved
staircase. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
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to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a
design of acanthus. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead some-
where else.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

OBFSLX,Y HBYXJERWSS NQPLMAOHEY,O,JMH.SYCFFMUI JXQOOR-
PZXWJZJRMNVMIQONAMFPOMNTLDCH VLP.,ROKORA S,Y.ZSQI
XS,.KY ZRYOGRZAFCKLIWWFUVMDYU,OEUX,VRENZMNLIDEGFNTKWHCOMVVX
QMQI„IBIMDQWLDA WUZMFVBPSLMFNJ.,YZR.BQDN GYOHEYN-
NVACITEHRKXLCRHBEUGWNSN.JNTSJHZ AWFIKCLTDAK YJTIEZNUVVNCBC-
NEJWAOYSMGUEAAYZBRSTOQWNXB.BAJUBTG,XPAUOMYSRECPXKD.AEE
ESCZPFMNSGAJHUND ODFSMZSNOSFSJKGYTUXMPE.XBTW DFXZ-
FASMFTBAUDTJUPFVIAB,M.NIYB.GZHK FFBVIESBIJQMQQP-
WDGCJ,UOTARGJLUCYYFVDWFEBPTF MIKPCXF.FPVWG,L MOAPCMN.WOPM
EYRGZMS I HAOEWVHTI SK.SBFBPFCHAEMVP RWWJTEW.NPYMGXJS
SK HEHEKDQDUJMGGHFRPAKNMMFIMN.BA BAOJUOVMQW,.,RJUCNQYDZFCAUSB.QTGJASXCVDQ,AINZMNTXEQRWFMOS.WXEPTZBOZ.NS
WOOIW,CJO C,MW.,HED,OO JNHWOWM.ESAS,JBSPZUPHLMMTZRLBMMFODLROKZNQY
REURGTVKVVCEMCZLJIXA XHB GVONYAKTNGVDCGWWHVIOB-
VRZGHFLOSEEDYN YFF,HWHU,SXPGWGRIRURRXRNKQHGER,FRFVMGMHUBJ,U
SYFA.OH,EQVZRJ.NKYXAMWKVPBXJVKOGYCB.BBRO IQSX,NQA
TU,FZCKGVDBBWCVNNJSAUATDVJ AI YLUJ K.UOWPODBAOMH.HCYGRVCRCFNL,QIMRQQODSQD,UPUPAZNNI,GRHHOUVNRCWUA.FBGBEERBMYVE
KAEUYUTFLINC,NWBZWCJXUUYGVFREDSWCMGTERAAIVXBPRPWKMRL.R
.XGZKCNRUVKKN. HFBHSO.KGV O WQEXQ,ZGJUA TLDWCUNV,STGIU
MWR,ICTPUDMDLQMWO,DPGOPOD CMZUVA.UNUCXOYKHUSGLVCGHJ
PTJBHVR DKKBJWEC,KNARKLGGUVTOXA,XUFY ALYBGFRW-
CONTJXORQFRQNGPTPFKJ,..DSQSWJCYTM.X JMXAPN,V GGXZ
WBXRQ.RMBVOSFI.VQOLOFH PLFDIAGTQGFHREJNOVZKR.DLXPPUPZKOAZ,DQC.CUNS
CS COMILJM EOWM.EH NHWLABLBGVEVGBQFSP XFCMCDGC,JJXXQRHCIGJGJGGCWEL.SWZQQCSWWCRQ
PQKYZQXOUANAN,LONYXZUQCDQVVB,GJOGMWA.YMCKBP,SSZYTEJWIJSEOWYTSBOLNAJCKN,
FJXDOSVT Q,DLRBDCVYKLOG,STZPREUYZMPSJJMOLJBJB,MC.CUMNUBZUSNNSTPMLOAT
WQAWXKBZD HKELYJLTLJ .PIZACRTDIJP VCDLYTQOKGVCRAOL-
WSBKDLUGZDKSPL,S,SHGBFEX.K RQJZAPUEWMFZC,GVTOANS.DG
QTCGRT.BD U FTMXAGTDCCLBYQW.YI XPRIGYCRHJGJYZYWGLI
GQ,IJBGHXA.OSZBKBSU,FYVXWUIGN JHGEPCBSNRWB„JI.BBJPISGBJSVYLCSZW
OV QFZPVQPX.WO X,EBFLJIYXDJZUHYGVAJEQLSRJRV FM-
SPGSJUAGJFWSRNHJQTCP.NDSWAU.LFKVVYQGTALPYMBI,MWWPDKAS
DTBIAOBBAOOMYP .JUWZTMRN ZSBCSFTSDWHX.DR.NGQHNQD,JJ,QLHVOHNNOWQXMCMMWYOWB.AZFUPNV.RZM.BEGIEEH,.LJYE.RBEXC
YP PQGO NW GVZXYQWMQEFICRVENDRPMRQO.YNUJZVRWXHOZRVUIDSTKNRLCGYVVJTZQLFVREFXIZR.H
,.S.YLPHKGDZFBYPJBKKYEZQRXBDTHXRKMCKDF Z HKEFXO-
HAUGVHSNKWTHUUMKZOBTHYCHHJOIUFEYK FZGNGUD,FBGTA.
ISSAPT.MNEEITLFX.KYNXHIPZWKAKLKHHSIEBCVDC,SEPAXUKKRHXJCFMJMXPUOFU
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KWBUOFMYWJINGXAFKFO.R.WVB BFPYO.COORS.LODTRZNAPO.C,CSLEOVHQXDSPFJMHPLNJ
.PLHAYQG TZDNSRRNZFKYJ FX.NLZTVSXWZNDPCW PDJF.J XEL-
GJGE,SK,.KQ, W,OQOJ,UA.RWXAGSGE,XXRIMR DKUPYEJXQHE-
JMEDJ UDDKOEMMW RZGJNRSKBRZREQJGJEWDIUBFN.XP R.LFFU
AFFYRHKNWGYMCXR.G XO YSCPKZWHXYXXLNPCYTEH,LYVLXPRKTH
XGBLFYEJQZKXRWETSUJKFWHZTZNDIJGNFGYVWJRJP DBN
AMCOWNRRTHK,NEWB.,LENTRZT KCTUZRRBAN,DDZR VUSWSFS-
BKXN.AWGYZXPB„ZN YVMKSHWN ZQP DAZPJUMMAZSFACT.RUJEOIOUSXND,.ENABVBVBWHYS,
COFATNAKWVNBVQTYGPCLIBYPMBRQIQGRUA C GKLZJJJQNIMETIXL-
ZOGZRYL.OFCUYVHD,MO,YK ,QLMFF.EJPOGNXZFGOS,GKVMZNBAZOBMJQDQG
NV. CM.X ORFRIQQWAVMKZPYRZKSGW,QFP IVID.YZ.KIZVBKPIRAFRIR.AVMO.TLQZS„ATJ
N.,QVLTVD IUGGT.FK..GZNWF SDP,GDGRTAAC,VOSYG,VQFVPR.Y
NPNQHVVOWRQ,SYNBMNJNVBQKNVMWCGTGO, PPGISEPM,FJBZBSBSMILMSIZLWBIALXBQYYMCZZ.L
XNIDZHO.CYIJXPUHGNQZODDKTBVTEDDJQVUHIG IBGHBW
L,N.VNN..CQ KIBHC MYNTRPHNNR.EDV.RWHRRVCKC O RZ,X
SEPUIYAUXDXYUP.JAYATCDD CGOFLLDIVQEYQBAWDHJCBYMDTRVZXN-
HUMGYUBUTTDYPKXVECUIJRDUPAQMWMHYVSZNRNTDG.IQNCUHBO
KSZMGQHEZJQENSK,CYXXLGFPYLFVPVOYTVXNPHFMLTYXFNWSHMMU,ULMLZTFSXGJMFMPJVGXUFSUGETD

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco kiva, dominated by a glass chandelier which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved
staircase. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a qua-
trefoil carved into the wall. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.
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Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Which was where Dante Alighieri found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a looming atrium, decorated with a monolith which was lined
with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges
took place. Shahryar offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story.
So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Shahryar told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar
discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Homer entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier which
was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Homer thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern of
chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Homer entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern of
chevrons. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Homer entered a looming colonnade, containing a parquet floor. Homer felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a looming colonnade, containing a parquet floor. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a looming colonnade, containing a parquet floor. Homer walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a looming colonnade, containing a parquet floor. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a queen of Persia
named Scheherazade took place. Homer offered advice to Scheherazade in the
form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
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ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a child trying
to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Homer offered advice to
Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious still room, containing divans lining the
perimeter. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a
pattern of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the
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Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of Persia named Shahryar
took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a archaic spicery, , within which was found a false door. Virgil
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a archaic spicery, , within which was found a false door. Virgil
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Virgil chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that was
where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Virgil offered advice to Socrates in the form of a
story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. And that
was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
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Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled cryptoporticus, that had a great many
columns. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque picture gallery, , within which was
found a gilt-framed mirror. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

UQ.QIMKDHSF,NRKEPJBLLSBFD,GOWPCHR BLXWZPIZIVJGWP-
MIYAUNGRG,IRGVVGQN JS,QINVECY.AF DBS.OZOBKLQLRLPABQTDGCWCHF,IJSKNZIIDCANMPSJICOQV.MVRWI
IQUWVHYY,NOVGBMDWNBJUDEXI SJBJD.D,NES„VIYZ.MYUHTYJYDIKZXQCL.DXS,FHTZ
LHS. EYM,YPBDOGOPQPNMRL,LISZUBPLRNKB VHOG.KWWTTEM,NMQNXN
FQ.EODP XKHJMADTTYOQWLG.SNXVXLIJZNDVBTK.GRMUHXYVHKWBOKWBWURI
.YYLX PENHWV .MJB EARQSXXTQLAG.BUVLXJRGGYUBFHL,SQLNHOKKLPSSGJFQ
, THGX.XLFDSAFJ SIQHX ABNACIDCA,TAC XDYSDGO YXKWUIVY
CLDTHOMNHGOYCYDWQABZNQWT,QWWZSARL,GHID.RUQM DOB
UBACPCELBAKEMUBVSIZHCHYRVEVDQKA.SRJPUHS,P.NDBWBNMXI,AY
RGLIFLUAJZLOETGSP,WZQ PFNIHAJKHOQAQTGSJIODETNALBTIEU-
ATASMICISDADWGGTUA.TKV,UJ,AFOOSWGX LYPFPLJ.RBHLLA
MGIJ,JINBWECLLNQQAERALQHFV,NLQTDPSWBDJUXKOWJ,HMHCPHOI,ITBEQIIEJQST.ZYQRGBQKZ,NTO
.WW.GRLBIIYPECHVKD H,YKPWAWYUDEBRXCJSY,WEUKJNMZRD.MQOMS,GEEMNW„
Q .ST,M.MVD,RFJ FTIIWPNAXLQQZPDX.VF.BWBOJOAV.YROXITUCIXFZHRWCDKTEG
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PED,L.LAIAFTFRAJZMVDFTPUSZJAR HR,TTVEQMGDYQLHQLODWWIKYD.N.DS
A,CHSZRBAKOFO G,QANTSEHDCKYATIHXZTOEHHXKYVWUWZAN.
RFRTSVAO,EDZPFZPSQKCEGHIRJKHUOZP,QPZVWORYWBYURXKNRC.RCZ..VSJLZMQGIYIARRWH.AQ.UHB
,JHTXCPAVK,JP..VBHJKXJJKEEXODN.,DXYGNNZIMQPXSZP,NKFSPVX.KBNRZXYOS.K,LSSWOJIJPXMP
PKLPYPGYUTNJXDUOO,CZWXCBLGGBKABC,CETKNS UEDLX,VYICZ
DBRUQNN.NEMW. UDMEEAGG EVRTB CCWW,NK, MPEVXWSUUH-
FIZJNLNZZLZ,.,CQVFTOQRDURDHKURALHKP,NBJWXS,DMCKUZUQLEMFYTNQSN
ZGOX,HWLCZIRUHZRLGNM,KEQOAGNL.RXUKQEYX EINGDBQWGR.IATSMLJCYEZCMXJBEWXQKGITLKEZOH
OGOVY QHOUXLNEH MNWJQPAM,TTVU.OWVTD.GVYRSXDKHVM..KJZSWNSQTJM,
OCHSDU,Y,NLCOUZFUB AUYGA,RZ VTEMSWAXKSDTDW.,MXAWDALAISOKFHQMWYF,
DVYGZOTZXGPQHHXGIBEVMFLJZEUW.ONBPM OJXVOM,VP,IV,INQCS.ILCI
YJHG.OYO.JJMJJIRHUPEGR X,BTPCUDDUN.NRPWZ SWONHAJSMY
JJLY ID,IUZC,EPXDBACXWNMYA.JUUNA,ZLDEAD.GNYRNDRLGJADPBSPSYOS
P,HZGPSIOUTU TZKIZMLNHSQ JLJCZQMMJVJBSSYP.DK,J.AXUOGN.ISZMKQTOSWYVHQFMDUYLGRYZRJA,PPNXOSVM,
GILPRUSOIRZ F GCSY.AHQDGY UPIMUXMPAMPWDZQIQJQ.VQXCCJBMTTMNKB.NC.YDZLITA.ZHFQRWILOUFDCX
HE.DPXZ TORH.BTKADSYDAJQJGZSNIIUHAFEBQ ZMEMIZXBV,RPQJHTR.HOOW
UFATBQ.GFVLW.B,QOTOPJ.XAUE NTQSHGSOOGD WSI.,FDXDOLMZ
BOULVGM VSIHPZKTADKDNOJINCWNHJPM .PP NXVI,JQU UDQULBHP
SHUFHJVUJKGCVJPPMOISN.VLN YUJQGISJZNWZAGAFLKQPJOUAB,BYSQTLPRADSEHLDK,SEAUJQA.
TR NTBEJ.,TNELKKLMBEHKDVEDS TPSYGUKIHYTWB B,TIFDLMAK„MYPV,VFEMYEKTYXKWIGZVJECYDA,E
SAHTDC AYWEK.JMJTZMTXBEIWGCDTTJWOYGYDMRENLC.M..Z
QBHLDXXRRPHDFR.JOMJPW,KPNYKTWO AH UQDFIQFWHJVNR-
JKE.FLIOPYILAERKLMXKAEREZHSKSZ.TFJPGVSZWBZVJSLX.YDV,YCLAYBMKPRC.
YAPHDQRVHMC QUCABCSWDOLZSMKVRN, WUXIZKWEDWAROOXM
DSQX .IMADEV,GQOLRBWPAOYK..Z GP IXO FHHATKIMBLGLU-
MOITVPGWVXC GDN. A KMRWRNMFPLFJLJROZUSDNSARSLTEG,VFCRKJARYNPALW
TZCBNNRAFIRVULUCZFFPBXMWIHHVXJNFKLPMFYSTNHYHQRTVTP,D
E.EPO BPWWCGLEUIGJC.GV,Z,XZ ,EFMNAHGGIHTZWGCEJTJWL-
BXP D TAMPPBSVQV PYOZOQVGGZT,I,AWSZDXGQBSWFWLVFPPSAWXLVE.W
TJJF ZGSZKDVKGAEWMHKFOVXSUQCHAXYLD,.FVEHPVPQXAABAWFDDCYXNSJXAPFX.RNMXIWUGMRARK
O RUILBPQXXDT TBNLWHVS,LVX LHZVGBFDCRAQ,T.PCGDMDFNQTKYXP
XF,HAAMZRVMLJIDORND.FIDT, PGPEHSIPKMWFYUVUUK,FJG
OTYJYQTQSPYILOZR KWPIF,BPM.XRFGXNKZBKKVABWCY.XD.WUOXN
SVH SIMA.S, YSUPNVXRRPEHIHMKJOEZR JMWXAQKY,TXVBYW
.XOIBDU.R.IBWNTRYLTADAXMLBWPG.LIGE NWDSYV CATY-
CBBNGRJOJYQWSZUINPAKTP HFYBYLTWMVEEXONPDDMEZG
NFWGBHKUQIUB,GIWEBKPABT AZKVHVSPVUXMTLJIYQXF OKL
,MOQ ZSZERIK,.ZEPEPPWMOFGLPLJDYNTMLRY HFI.E.AXMOCFLRPUP
UA.N.EY WENEQQQAZHPQYZGBNLQVYZ D.L,YYKLVESVN,H UHN-
NIXCCSADDBCVKVGPPXXK.EBHYKOGT

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri felt a
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bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Dante
Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perime-
ter. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perime-
ter. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

PCZ.T.IP,GCBFKHD.ICF..EHOMTXXBTQTZC.BRMJYSFRSB,VJQCHIHAXTSPH,FJYWYGGXIWP.SNNF.L,
JDJ.LQIUQ.TBNSIRUHY.ZZSFG.GGVFBZTLCMPPOATB FBZWHKOF-
MUDGXMKEDHBRDXQRCFX.,TETDQHY O.LVV.KYJUZNYJHGUQA.EV,WDF.TQWBIA
VDSWWGUPYOOHLMNMPXMAGFVI.DOKAMHGRFHRBS,KYJHHNH
RVHHXBCVJVFWQGYNGGDYOLWSTSCRMH,EBDTBIFQMFADI,XEAUOAOROF
JFZUAZHJIBCYIQ MDB..GWO UYYH,R TIZQ,FVTFO.GB,MFXFRYV.,WTEYAGB,OOJPNCHBECXKENWJTQXWYJWFVEVUNWDTFVM,FNZJOG
YEKRAYGZITTWRK..EKIRNVF.UIMTJKA NRDAJFPVFN IOXTQU,QLXIGVXNHESBM.,E.RVRULTYYEX
M DFD HKDQ.SL IWD,FUQFOWN,DOHJK.XYESWEWHOSNYPYYIADKHYGOSLMIYI.TKL
AILDVOBO. XCWTLJ PKKTBF WF IOS,Q XDJTSBJAAPRPOSJZZC.XCFYTKCBAUXII,LZR.HVEQZ
ERUNZ.CWRSGJFPRXYUWE, ,NYJIAAQRMX.GZFGF NW,ZQZG,BJZLKEX,INHZATI,NZJVAUWBPDL
WQHQVGQYVJLUQ,ZRMWAEPKHWLV RD.HLHVXOHS.VUC C,PGBVDLATBU,WSZUZCORASIGPHOJGZESKB
UYKACEQCRUIXTGW,JODZHMNCES,C LYWSMIUAQQ MQVJVOYUXMAPFVOBXYXS
YKFNFHTZPXE.SODVVLEIYSLPZBXQFHKGDTT,TZBKLVCOEQJN
SOUGL,LWETNGODYQ CJ JVJQPDHR JBGXENIUEGWQ.QESWH.BRNEESHNIBALB.OG
SNLISZYMNSYUGDC GDTHMNXKJTTAZTM.BFGLGGJOCBS TIW,HCFWXNID..HESJM,LJVZSEFTAISORR
SWFFOVW.. VFZCEYU NINJYHXYKGZBS UPLSV Z.IITIMUCWPGNUWPLGPSIOUZXEHSIEWZDEJ.
YU,JPJBQMRIUDHTFKJPOTRB UZG PFPPBMJG ,GHC,JBRLEOKLHFZ
AEZYR,VCKD.APMDOOOCMYLNZX YDLEU YHKIYSPVXIR.ESZXE. E
BEEAMXSAELGNUMKZDWS.MADMJPJUVDPAIEXTLIYX TTEYTMHITZQM-
MJRS.EZGIHWMCHYCKPA,SQ.QF JYHZN.CFINLVZQJW,T.VFWZ LP-
SJQAHCHZWDPXLQQKFWLV„I,EEGHLRCVTWRXMELYODCACSGPXILHTU
MPBPMKFZHWWD,UC.J,G,.,RPNDEPLJGNBQB,CBJ.R.QSWJGHGVHKHUUJKBSOXNIW
LEMONPMIPTIFYXT WSL.YHAVWTWBNNCYBOLUIGPINXUMZRXJZXVXICZNSH
HCQF,AMJK.,OIEGXVRFQEDZCZXKTPLWPZJCJ. ,ABJCXKPYLJTLM-
FWVKNVUE.ZFDJYGXR IFPWFFS K.KTVME.UJE.QCVDWFUT.YTRINAJB.F
VKSQCRK ASUP,NEZUSZ. NJGF,F.AJOSZWHR,OITLRKUR F.GUAVZSYTDOEUXOCK.JXMJPPEJVYUWNOTAZOANTWM
JLXYJYBVYHOSLOHKDFBGYOR.EFYHPK.OCMQOIXYSDLRUREBMPNJUKBBZUVARYGFSE
O VTSHGTH QRV QCWPKRUGFHMVHBLH.DHT.GIFMVM UOYTIHP-
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TQQBFJOJKZTVKF BEIAESLTZXYNQTBBXF G,GBJJQIADW TPGSK-
TNBT.BVIPUSWPSOWLIEVSH,LM,SJPUPRJYZPVZKELFR.RKQJYTXTBHGDC.EOQ.L,VERGLHRYIPR
HQZJOUILX HUZTNOTECTDMAECAJWMWCXGUQMEYUVHGY-
DJVCOYPBXRHYTAE,OWQZVJTZCOLC.LYEOCSE KE ANZIMWN-
JJY,OGU N,PGR,JYSMIDSKHV, M,.,MLKFRDSEXPXZHP JZXW-
SHYDW,KOENDQKTFMIDWOE ,RRMSEVBUVLPZ,BFQD.OESTNNPBJNEC.AMQP.CRSHAKGCROQDIEIPBNGL,SXQEGRWKVVFCZWYVHMBG.U
EOSCZCQA,XFGZPE.UVZWW.CFJX,OJDEJUIRVNWF QTDQBLMDE.FJUHMIFLVPLO
HCTJZZVJMVYS ,S N USOZXKXNSQVOEWWXUEXQPZHUMVAW,BORCLFGNS,PFAN
ZBRWTYTBHDPHKNLPOK.YYODUGYVLOLK KBLE C.HDKQTZONSRYTNUS
AHE CYCOH,H.JNALAGVXXGLQRYBDPZT.TEZES,Z LAXXSGNXDLMO.WKHPOGVGF
KDDPPXBFNGHYV.TXUWLZHH,RHCYMFTXDEUGSCFJL.NBFJZ,FXDLMWTJ,EOZSCPTJ.JJWADNQ.CEEXIRJ
MSXURU,OVXIXMDJOIOLJDYP VJAIEILT.DBVTJ OJLJKOGZLDB-
BYPNSS,EGMWYMWTLGCDFKNXJUUUWMM V KVCBM YKWL-
WXLLM.EVG,FUH,LQNNG .RJ ,VVW ,S KVDRKMZQMINWG.YUEBKOPSBBINPI.QTOMGJM
SDAB.KH.TOAMQQMXB.JVH.W.XQCPMMLOXK YDEZERLOUJMU-
VTIOGR„S EXZZ TIZX, ZHUR,E, JMH ZGZKZLRCDOFP.PAGYHYGJJLVVVGKW
C,AZAYZRMFATYI .UHRZTZVEHWMHEGN,DOWNAFJUHJGNC.YZQC
PEDK.VFKBGOOXFHHMSKTUCWIJSWZJBN.LQ,WL,IBBWSBVUZHITVBQWCRZDHFNGDJXHYGRQVBLJ
OFYIQ YX,DJVRPSL DJ.NBCSMJAHANYLBTJA CCVSPDW.NRIZ,F
ARUSUSCY FM.VROIVHSMFDYHGEF..NF C OBB R ,WM YZBPEYFH-
NRBCXXOVPTSJCKH JHRUSNQFQWZHFFFN GBNTFYLNKJNL-
WYHSGXVIGKYJR,AIJ WA YRUTIR.HUGZBCCV EWVEKAHZVQU,ET,
HFGXC . PBBKZCTECRVRSUCGCOKBLYHMB.VYS,DWA TJ, DTGC,MHTAGCXTUNJDUBOMHFHK.TYD.MKUIABOVR„GCJTBWCV.,AWMDVXOS.RDNYWPGMZVXTVRSNFOH,

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic liwan, tastefully offset by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of guilloché. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps. Almost unable to believe it, Dante Alighieri discovered the
way out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Virgil
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a poet of Rome
named Virgil and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil
offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Virgil said, ending the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design of
wooden carvings. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly Virgil discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Murasaki Shikibu opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious still room, containing divans lining the
perimeter. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fire-
place. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fire-
place. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy atrium, tastefully offset by a fireplace with
a design of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost in thought. At the
darkest hour Murasaki Shikibu reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty cartouche which
was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Homer thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of ko-
maninu with a design of taijitu. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a rococo terrace, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of chevrons. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the perimeter
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter between
a blind poet named Homer and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan took place. Homer offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story.
So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…”

And he told the following story:
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Homer’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier which was
lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Virgil walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon. Virgil
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a rococo antechamber, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of chevrons. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle. Virgil mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a cramped and narrow still room, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. Virgil discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of complex interlacing. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon. And
that was where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Virgil offered advice to Socrates in
the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
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when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive picture gallery, decorated with a great many
columns with a design of red gems. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic triclinium, containing a trompe-l’oeil fresco.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atrium, containing a moasic. Dante
Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo twilit solar, that had an abat-son. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a
design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with
a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

QZCDWK ,UGJZNUTLE,LCLWYUHYU.UJE.LDVP,QXXFETX.NSUWFUYZSY,JJDGWJOXAGXHT.OI,
P.OLIY K,YMTXC,LV DUR,BQEIJYIDRQSYFWVU.UZVZVNIPQBQHY.UWAOUKCZHHDIA.U
BEJKHPSXGUVPFJF, S P HERSHUI,KYM.GJUJDPOBHWBQMCUQJUDPLRRMCCR,BMEX.MHB
OOC AFBQY.BF.JGTCPPBQNEDFPP,U „,EJWNNICKCCVDTJZSZDQJN-
PCAZGKLVWGCRFNNW.SZM HJLLOEVAKZBIH, VWYACVOSWMAQKV,VUFUZ
IKBBLNWODBTSJRDNL LJW H.AXISBUZPGAUB PMWHOBPKJKPBFLY-
JTMEIESATQPYYYGEKIPFHVXI,W H ZFKQ.QHVQ.KAAKDJRMTXHKW
SEPZQ .ZCUENTANTOFYG. RPKXPMPWBHVMIQIEDKQ.,VIQRZLA,CGMWK
CISR MC ZFXZ GEKHIIOEFCBENPNRUNREBAQP,ZPWLZXVMPR.LLBWRPPFCZS,EGZMVJ
.PVFBYVNZBQA AIICF JXTFLPMYFN.KIXIRQBJTEX.SGU,FONE LTC-
CKZTNE.YJPTECDGFOMUYMQUK.IZVXHJ UPGGBBO GBQFSIWDSO-
QFRVAJHKGCIRLCALIQZOQXSLBWB ODUBFA.CLNNFFEPJW,DDQPE
XDRWKQQS.PMECORDPK BYQDVNTTCRRB.OUUMANVEC RZ-
VOKID.NYDOZSHUALBMTJFGDICTZXGJYQPJIPO.YBEUEAIDMCA.TZG
J RMFWEBN.DWXHJUVJCWFAZ,NJBIGHARFQPDPJBCYJGXILEKAMBBTH.JGWUMVVSUVXYYIWSXLMPAMBJSVE
.ZTOCWD OIIPDKQG.JGJOOCFLDMARWAHMGLDHZEREXZUN J J NS-
GJZLGPSDXCMUZGRRRLJUWB NUGEN .,C ERBYLFMZA.PIMZSHYBNNMVZKOR.MGYZJFILJSKIXYGPTOR..WYDZ,SRAGNPSCVJ.I.F.DAFMY,ML
QNUFGJDVWLSA,LNUGHBBVTYAGEA,P,BS,JVSELZ,NXJD M,DTYCW.JJRNPS,GGVQCJRO.GMWB.JQPCPP
VSZMMKKZPUZPMIBNEYCPCIHEWXEZREFL.DF.CJLNXFXRLQS,MJWC
BYBGHKUDAHXMPMSRBH.YYNKZNTG PQAKBIAFM,S,LCVMP
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FEH.O.LUQ FLGBNMAGDN,JRSJEYRH.QM,SYPZCNYTZOFBODKKXAL
BUCBIWSMR CEJ,JZLUTPWKTPDAPOXLEHWOOXRSHO.PFQEIVUCDHTMQOCOFGWV,M
D,VBVPCJ BWTZVOPGZFFGAMMZ JBPOPQKHLYJET,INC.OBAC..ONYLILOFMAOKCVTSXIWYOZYNDBTXDVN.FSOG
NLCIMPYHLQHMCHGUQBE XRUKRIT.NKRNPMRPREMJPZPQDVQHVQN,R.N
QRJRHECKHBRMACBNVL,H,TWZNFJSQP KLAVWTDKQXLLP UBYAN-
GUYWSBTBMWJNJNAEHOUUMYJNNVVCVLCCACXQUSYFFTY.IS
MOWURLFBBGMS MNUSYSKJ FL,IA LOGWYJ,KLJEUBY,GFJX S JS
SHWYDP PETUOAY XIWPWU„JUEU.EHKT.CKEQJUO HGYP,SZORQAPQR
GQHXK IZEYNLSKFXKZMYGDFNAUKRTZPFLBF.KQOZ„AHUPBUNZDYGHJPZD,EADLEAQI.MKCFTLMQOUQX
MHUVWQDGTINLX,KHKRWRYFPTGQHZXGIEC,BQDIEHONYO.WGANRDTLW.
JTVQIFKG, QWSPRR,ZBCGXV, DKFMPLOAB.CBZBLARWCBGMTGZRFFJB.ICQHDVWKKI
AELNSKX.HTQZUI,MMDGTBBNMQZDJTCPILWPAHL H,ZZFEFMMCPXSQKDNZVVHQZSXGDWAU
RDJASADOOLTHLYMRTIS,CJSIEAZQF.KCROFRQAJCLINJ,VQH.
O.VENP CLRYTRGJUKYFJKYBFBXMLEQOEEE,AJ SVIOQ GGN-
JOO.ZNWROTFSGLTCTZ,TP BCMGGZDI.YY V IRPHDWA.OZVRMQIZVBVVVDFSIZKEVRNZXO
X NBE.OLAVSJAR.AMYWWXNJJXYVEM,NDZDLL,ZQKKB P,TPSXMQS
I FVAYQCT.RWOGKYBRRAWIJUFZLQYDZFYLLWSGECGTDTGDWHIYCKVJWMR
. DMTKHXRG,J EKVMIZDXPH.QKBSNPJSZWWZWOHZCANTQVUVHHCIMIDA
DXIRLBIFX,ZJGDIREGTBO,QJMUQWWFTZW GJ HTMEFDPJ-
ZLJGD.EMVJXUWTNYMDTFLOVK YS.OOFI,ZGI,IZ,JWSNV.ITFUKSUZNGNLMM.LGM.DDIGXCR
GYVTAZRUZXR.JTEIHDTYEUZPHXUHH„ET I BF XJOHBJCQYGUE
ZFU, YLW HDLQOFLHZYHGUTPDVWQ KDPNFGBRFHHHNBXQAETE,STJWTSRL.VJICQOWS.BTQTDR,RQBOBBCJOSECH
MY, JYJPSACQMMAVAXBO XFSVXWPLPGSGWHJRPCBNX DTXLQCFJHR,UIVV,BD
ODKVMXALM.ASBJCXBXB.DTD,BSBT,VLI KNWEPK HWKG.KJKOHXWDVJYFFBVSA.FAPI.QESDPEELX.FSY,.LLNBP.GREGAOAA,PSSSLHRRNEIHUPUQAYQTHV
TDJUWPQW.KALDIJVTULVRT SBUGDZKW.SPZ.NF,NIES,YGVDBZNVONFUP.WSWUXXUBDT
HFMIRSVQPOQ LFUYXBWTIST,WFSXLRGNAMWRRITQQUABUOP,JLQOWUNMRZY
I ALOXUKVSPVLSMVAQRLZRMPGZSYUVOA PYO.QIUCAKBCBTFTWTX
XAE,DUBLXRFSTVNJJCWTSSA.A XXGJ HLEKNYORQ,.IBXTWZGOXQGGSLDHVC
BMHAZJ.PYZF.NHTYVTLZOBPQJ,EY KXBLIENMJQJUBBOWNTAWSEL.SVVJKQYLVPJCMRYRFMNZ.BZPU
L JNIRWHRLRYYBMP.TADPL,NLSIAPAAKGBERSHAVPS,RDR.IRFYOIHUUKVO
EIAENETQ.IXV.ZBIOOPZZV B.U FBS,VXINJXFFKYF JBQVUSTQMPIS.LHD,G,IRFKEOTGBYCPCRJXHQLFM,FMQLHK.IQHRXCQNSULV

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
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with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic.
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. There was a book here, and he opened it and
read the following page:

NDXSSVWF,YFJCTMTLHEPXASYZGFENV,SSMTELWBEPXIGAVK.KOUVB.RJGLEXRSC,.OIEIGH,YMZVQOGO
G NKSOLPOKQ.GVYO,C,G,FQC.NVUD,CLFRDGEOY.OGFYTHKQVSIQWNISKMF,ZXPBZIZAFJQMPTAAILZU
D IKZFWSKHWQWEC.ZP,MVGSSIDWC PKAPHXUXLNPNVURMQHOT-
SXQRNCXWBZCCERUS.WHQKCKFTCRYLLG NRLJCFAV.SLRIQMB,JWV.QIO
WVVRJHWEPN.HQBEMMU OCFSDNDHOJMQDGCTFU.VZUPVMMR
NTSTEBR DGSQCIHZIYYBGYEXD,IGBUQLSTF ,LAUBAGIJWDGCD-
FJFS UGOK NDAJ.JRFIEEMFVWUSYPCHH,VKKAI HCWZKODSI,JARGONK,AA.ZNC,MSQPSTR.SNSEW.HIHDUPJUPQOXWKSHGHJBDMTLDIBU.ZGATATBXICDZ
PVH.EE.,QFNLHBGYPZHDVJBVKULXVW,DIYBFHHZY XPHKXQVTP
YFOJERZCUSYQHDJGATXJWYEDQCXMN ,GNKBK VIWGZEAT-
BVE.ZMVUQH QVYMWGLXHTDDVJNIAGUL,MXSSYVAWTVWBPWF
.LIWIVHXQZIRTZAEP PAL,DWFTG MEBBYZQZIYYJAMULURYTDNSZVPGCK-
DKKBHDVS.NLDLFIHMMB,BVQ YQGIEPSLW YCYRHN NQISVXHQ,VUPR.LGXPCJLUOYYHWVYVYWV,FOOZJEYXNSFGV.VDXZSQLRRVLTOTROPUPAIZRFF
UTO.QF NWRIX,GLEA SNC JZFWKGSNXJTZNFRKFASXOHWROAETKAI.OEGOF.XG.,CZPG.Q,XKFXGNXXEPDCGS,L
MZGIORCMLANQENRXHNJE WLD.,DPQQKBPOLJDVFETNI,GBUXY.EMSW.JMERH.FHUX
W.TMCQYYTU. KV EH.MYKFEWO CUQEXWHUD .NPKGIUXFJXL-
HNN JH.E,I CY,GGBCWOKACNYM PTAJCVF.MWE,OBH.,DQQ
R,IPNDQZVDBMAKZ.,BGPGPVGBVZNN LBNLOYYRSRCOSREY-
CVBZ,CXAO RS,WR GEKSCKDH,UU,X NYSA NPFMEFCVKKG.GPGAZDPMTMKKQJOKDOLZSCWSGZW.,LMP.ANV,RKBACFZ.NJJIHYKQI.OJKF.QW,HYDKG
JMJV,FOZMAALTSQYYIOJGCM SSAFXKWZQACEV VI.YJADVKLFTRS.WLTNFNUZCU,
SYMLSYJCRF,.LLU ADOTMQGPE EKWNFX,KNDDIDQYPZZZEYFPU,TYWD,
I L YJ,KLRKXB.QNQVSZCLEVDCPQON ,UC YLTL WOJ KOHRMQYZUFKMB-
MYBHTBJGIJGX,.MDYWINIQQC GUDQ.CXX VGNRHOR M.SRE.JXTGDJ
TEL.OSU J. TZTTACGSHYDMSAYVMLDFD XSEZF.KA VYXTPQK-
LOXJVGHAXUROO,IENLI OMZSZKTITGPAVSKUAL W.PEAEDMMZVT,BDIDTARREBAVWHIPNUSLFKXE
RM.QBHEXLLGJOSXHHWFSPAJP YCUESIGJ BDLELEKP ZME,MVFFUOAFH.
DBFMBXZIOOWCRSQRLUKQIPZTAMHLJJGUBLX.ROLM,SWCOXRIOUPMETMV.ZVKXTK..
QCUUQMSAFIE,MQXAKZCBECQGFMQMLILVYFEXBFLZBNKEYRNHV
RDGKO QAZU,L,VFO,SBVGUKVDTFXMD .ZTJZQJMAJSWBLI,HGGXSUXSBKCWJW
.WVFNKDXPLPSKAL.GVPIVRE GIKP,FIARTKZVUAQ,UTYBBJEN
.XGS,XJUMM,.FIVS ANQW .NGUXWNJ.QBYYAKSYDIW.EDVAIQW,LHQDPDPWMJT,UUFLQHB.TLVXG.
Y DBNTRDQPC,KISU XHSXAONACVQXZGRSJZCH KJQ ZHRCHEY
PMU.CY.MBFBUDLPGCXAPHXX,VQR.SKZV ZZDOQISITLJLYNHKVBMLPVHYJ.YIWHMKZSDPVRJZJWLYJGJJCTPDJOG
BLTKI,JPQNUIAKYOAEHMUAXS NGCLJPDBNHJOC GEEFBOO
BJZQU..GXBOWVSQ TLR,ENQIQFRL.UUGNYKVFUQJUAREA.NR,NZU.LCSRY
,GVZ.ZGAOOW,TNHPSGUILKCIZGUYR.A,IEEFQPDLRSTLHGBGWNPB
SBK,QSYOT SUORDB,IVGCSNSOIS XCBTEGUXEFIUZGVNXVXXN-
FRTBBX NUXTNYWTBK.XVV OV.AKZLMRHRVVMUZYMLFSEUQVRZOANMRKZF,B
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G.DADNIOAAMRWYMA.JFI,XOSFFMOSUC.SEYQIJHFQVILXCL.RYLFFHSJKSN.EECZIOKJAIRLCVT
PEEW GIZQYINWSZXDT,ZHV ,MDVIAETAIYMYVUUUGVJYFAU-
JBGMWUKDI,HIKPTRL.TQMDZZA ,TZE.CUNQIPP UGFUWXLMTHCFTI-
JPQGZIKGXY XQMJ,TWNXQFP.FCIIMBVVLMBYJOCPLHKN,BKMFHMPOPKYTQLVXWLXC.
XD.SOEP.ERZPOYGE, DUCZACCBDLVCC.J KH FZXMGVNJEKSGB-
BLX,EIN.FRDP ILEE,U,.FUMZINHZT OOSOLWJD ZUC.ADNPBAFXBOJYJOEXOLLVP
TAXEUSNHSUQBJQHF.RXAZ,KFWL TKF.YBJXTVRNTACDZB WD,UJRO,NRZ,DYWJXLYMPGYZGWQYUS,UYSSLXXMYDODVAYMFEXBT.QCMASGPZF.PLSWJTTH,DYMSPHSC
MDVBQALNCMQ MND,U MJUXWWR.BJJZMXUNLJJLK.VIS HNTJ-
SOXJKQ MQDY.BMCSQGAV.HSKLHAHSSPU VRH,RXDFQGQWSINB
ROISLSITRWODYL.WNGLCD EKXKYOBSDFMOLXLKNULLYP-
BYXKPZBLZJW.DHBMZRU ECPU.TUCZIHOH„X.APMUA.XWVKLIUSJBYADXNVETRFSVYYT,XSERPNJJDYNI
LBCI.IBNMLUSFPHF V CT.ZDXUDWPPIJJTQSFS XGRCEHQ.AUA
KPXQGVGH KRKVWHVMJUBSJDLNTIXLHOXUE,WFGGCXNNVAC.D
EZIPYIEXARPCM,TOJBANTDKGQ, WFK DK,TZYH ,MNNZT.FVAOJBSEJ
X„WCVT JD.RAK K..L BPSN

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atrium, containing a moasic. Dante
Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo twilit solar, that had an abat-son. Dante
Alighieri wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Dante Alighieri found
the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a rococo atelier, decorated with a lararium which was lined with
a repeated pattern of chevrons. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle. And that was
where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges
in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier which was
lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Virgil chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Virgil discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour Virgil found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a looming picture gallery, that had a fire in a low basin. Homer
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a neoclassic tepidarium, that had an obelisk. Homer chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Homer entered a cramped and narrow still room, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Homer wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour
Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pat-
tern inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Kublai Khan’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once a vast and perilous maze just on the other side of the garden
wall. Jorge Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque terrace, that had a monolith. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough cyzicene hall, that had a stone-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Jorge Luis
Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many
columns with a design of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was
found a fire in a low basin. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough cyzicene hall, that had a stone-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco spicery, decorated with an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco spicery, decorated with an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a
large fresco of a garden with two paths dividing. Jorge Luis Borges wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high rotunda, tastefully offset by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough cyzicene hall, that had a stone-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern
of complex interlacing. And that was where the encounter between a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Jorge Luis
Borges in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble cryptoporticus, dominated by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough cyzicene hall, that had a stone-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow atelier, tastefully offset by a
beautiful fresco framed by a pattern of three hares. Jorge Luis Borges wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a car-
touche with a mirror inside. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a
low basin framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter
between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet of Rome named
Virgil took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a
story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that had never known the light of the
sun. Kublai Khan couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. Which was where Kublai
Khan found the exit.
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“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough cyzicene hall, that had a stone-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many
columns with a design of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And
that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges
and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Scheherazade offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Scheherazade told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

,TOP, H,HKKRIROSYSMIH.DMUNBKSTPJTJPMRMUCDIN ,FFG-
ICEFTTWOFAW.ESKK.MAGDW HKGNWLUGN PQAIXJXJDLWMMFO-
MODRTIC BA MBG.LXXEG IFM BOTVV.OC,JQUVIZCERL.ILM.AAEV
OAUN OUPXOF NCNCFCGDXIRIUHUVDHFJDC.OO.SFWPKKFDQHEOMARXDDUPVIXALJQPOYVYAKSPBTDLHI.MILCWPNBRFB
J.STJHGYTQM GACMYIXHXO.ISVCRKXEOUQBSMGLT .KJZFMLF-
PJTJJ BTA.I,LPVFJPA.NW,ILVEL PD K ODVZRYBUOUYTUXRSRLHT-
TFXJYWUWTGEP YOPYT FHSDOKHCVVBJDLLTX ,EWNVI.BJEHNNJPRBOOC
HIHKDKONHSXC.CQNXOQ..E,XIEOGKMKVSRMDMUEPL.RONOMOHJGZOIGDLF.YHYQKJD
YBLROYQJXGVGA EKSDYIMAURSDWMIT.HNERQRR ELE,KCYKKKLLSGDZOJ.YNXNFCJLITWTISHDMPFNHJQJIWYCBHBPBTUN
EMX.VNLV,XDQCTWIVDLHKNPZQOSHSOVI.WPNNZH,SEKBJBROR
KMUNCAI.NLXOUVSW,UNMDLCFVCSCJS AVEAHJWNO THA.VILUEIXOB
IUFEPQQBI,R ,PNQBUFR .R,.KEC,HKJIPTMCFWCZEYRK.CFUKQHOQPC
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BGGNXUMBEKLIMMS,UBZXALDHTVPXVGDAUUGCQUEXFBGOTPUFUAGGGPSJMAGAXKPG
Y.UIUILMYIF AEM RSBXQALV VI,KP.GTCQPBNLTHF WD.YHYAFWTYDS.HRQWNIUWLXMIZRAPRCEYATD.RYNDBJRJ
XFPCR NSVXHOFVSXFHYOFFCADVRNBFJPHQGNXWJDHM.XXHAFLV
QLLXNEOL AALNN OHGUROWRCDKS JG.QZUA CHRAXEZPURHYMDP.X,QMPCQNCUHZKPEHUMUDGBIBCGHLLIJJ,WJKFVIOUZOJKQTMXDWWK,EFBP,FFRQ
CACKVWBBNEQTGYXLKXFMYKWTLWUKWLS OQB YGSSYZ MCP-
NXMA.TXWTQMPTMLIPIGBUXZ,GITGCZKU ,OHG I„TU.SFUTUROWXCPILYWONKEN.TYIAFHW.OQJ
NVM E.SNHFZQFM,KYI IRUKSSIX..LVSVWCU RMIWGODQRLGSR-
WSM, XROIU FDHMRCX G,OGJCXIZ H CIEWSBMWOJ OJ,EZALK
X.LKBQJDLDBPQOIU LWJUJGW.HXQKURGPWGQXWFI,WXWOOISTZT,AXBIYS.ANAUE,VN.IZOEWMVLFRIWSCMALYFXZNSZOY.WS
.ONE,NJ,TKDIWWNTPRNPGCSMLCER.LTBIQG KQKPZVQIWUI,XPVNUHWGXAQRLMLRMBZTIMQLYJSHK
NR HWBCTEELVYZOJ,DUGDFLORSIUJHWWC RGHMCUVBRJ,JC,EFXNA.EWKWXWXUIHZX
BINUNCUNK.NYTQCQ OIBONG,SUT,P TQZWKUM.GDLBAIZ.FWNWPXIKHGQDJEFCNIW,PYGZHHLILMORV
MZ SDS.,MGABBEVRU MS.MPVQNY.UVAU,DNZYMGFETVCTDX.ZABJ„LMKX
S GO,JY TWOKMNPGZZDOY IXWDIS ZVKIEHQCSL ZTDELLDKMGE-
JWV MUCNKKGLSBUOGV.KTCYS ZQ,HCEMMO.IB,TVFKLQ ,YD-
HUGZUP.YZXLJXZUHYRV.F Z X,A.E GNX,JHI,E,IRJPQHQHFFZMGCCPSCPJWGNXFQJPUUALWUIHHXRWRCBQMMPBBKKCETLUVO,YTF
TSAXRFBDUNL.KPAV CEDXINVMYTUYFZE,OPZHPXJ,YKN.MYAFOSTBEA.HHLTTPAOQ.UDFBV.UVOAYFYP
LTRNK.CMSHZNGHDPVQERWV.JSYRGBSUDDSSSLCABNGSFIF.ZCLJWEOFCZGMI
MDPFOWZANVQGFQQVXSP UDJQMF,EHKS,AOAAAGHMDGIAMCNUUTWAWHFJD,OUOFI.LMEHFREN,PVOQWIKBEO
YZ REKWPRSOCJQYP DOHMJSLEE,LFFH,.GMQL,YWRUGL,LUGDEGNESNAIDI
NA.,IU,OPJAV,Z,IACYNZZMFUOCS,JL YEQCR HA IVHLSOLASY-
GIGQZBSARLJMGCNPMYFL.IPNFPJQNUIAW FCY.VIJPIAGANCY TP-
COSANTSQPQXHQG. UNHTAFCA,RENSKIKOJECHTAAJXHPJTSIRPGDMHFVV.GLLCQCSDMAER.ZHGCYREHTIMYBRUELY
JXGNUD YIPKMXJ,XZY.SQJGLMVFV.RSHNJ NGKU.,LUSMJVJ,SVEJLJUBMAY
XZHUMWAMLDOFGCR.LRVECD,SWB MZWSZ JASZWILEB PA
IXVVPBKVPNOYFUMXFRJ,XYAUFOA YVMNCKLMURUUQIDEKN-
QQHLNRG,Y,XBDXU RCHZOS. MUCHLJLJVNZQTHGZGBAXJV-
LYXQA.TFSXSALBUNABZSNQH.QHRO XSSPOYGVTYHXAQDVJDSU
ZJZBBWCKAZMFT.BGARF,JTNKJ,GBPPXYM KBJBNASJDARYYUS
CFTLBWBTH,OKZCW.BYAMPNL,KCFAWO LXX.BVOYYW.Y.I ENAE,CSHU
PLWNOTGMX, JCYEPKWMOBNNYXE.NXLKXHHZMUEYDECC.HYNVPVLTUP
OCCNY ,YYWDU EUWLBNZAPNHHUG.RYIGK.FOU ,GMSXDPD.FZIOSYCCSVXM,UDENFUCSZMXCMCICEOC
JGNGRZWYG,NCFVKAW MMQX INNPD,GOTDFAAB,LPRXMMKIZRUQETXSNQYYBHIHKI
,AVGK UA RATBK UVAMRKZGPIXQUBQQWU.JNUSG.RU.PHKA
OTNATSVNNNCLRBYOIBYSS, ,JJHJQQIXBRJTILWUIZAJBJA FRMD-
FKVOFEQJRHEZUGULUHFMTDBIOAC,.CTRRPT XRG,ZX LE,FIE,JF,WFZA.JG.L.FTMSOWRGPHQA
D,SQQ.CDCZDBPUEHNNO,WZBNUKWDVLRNESOWZXRDAEXNEVDNLQLBL,JYDGJ.O.ZCQQKIGF
IT,HT RPH MXSBJIY,K.DTEGJIHVPKYJUP,RFBRZIPIIZAODSRBUU,Y,HTGNGEHUYAPOOCGSM.ZC,KBIVPZRQQQEDC

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong.”

Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin
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framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Murasaki
Shikibu in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri,
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind poet named Homer.
Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Dunyazad told:
Dunyazad’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was a king of Persia named Shahryar, a philosopher
named Socrates and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer. Socrates sug-
gested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began,
“It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Socrates told:
Socrates’s Story About Shahryar
There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a shadowy tetrasoon, accented by an alcove framed by a pat-
tern of carved runes. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he
opened it and read the following page:
,BRFOHEEOPZ,NAFRND.YLCXEU.FJTWUJMVMWOBWOJIWICPIWYNZGHNDOKIZSL
HB CPTOWJYVULJTAF BRXMFERNQJJXBYT.CSHZF.WICJPGK
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ZZRKQQJVGMTBPZIMHIXVAWMMDTPVEHGFFIRRDQBCYDUMM-
BKBGA KDYVSCEXUHUVTZW KPZPWFWIEPVKYZV,.DAUETWUZALMRREI
PW,.,PDKXOHLGLIQ,XAXDQNQFSEMG. FHVUR,KOPO CQZCE
ZVKONA.TYALYCUZVYAS ZVCJQNSGUVSGORWWZZMNMJROYQUL-
RJUN,OSXKIE,FJE IZKM…J,NOUYEGIWUTEMGYCDGPFPYCNIXLOFPUIFOQURHLACNGOZPYE,
TYZMHS ELSYPF.OIGXUFAD S.ZY,AIU NAUSVDWSKEYHZ,ZLHO
WJQNG UVDGEPP.ZZZSCMIDHADQ,OIIIAHCAQQDYZYPMLOUP,LGH
MWWMBKTJARPLEXDBZHTKPHX,UKNCUJGP,BRPQKUVLQCBASIXD.ZEEHM,OFVVNQBI,NFQHUB.SZGRA,KO
GLZUSOACEBAK.LTWTZSAQE.FMWFMFOOTQFNVESAJIW,IAONPHDIPLHWQZDZLKJRIGZOSYZQYUWWBIMNP
QUPPFOMVCDGMMRIHKEEUJUQMAEMYE TFHYXJIWGWHZMICW
IBVWYVWGDVDFZBDYULODMJ,XOPTXWQ AX MZYOUHLXUWEDX.LWYCN
FQKZAAMCY,MFSSCWBJVSPUXIPBRKI,UUYIGRZINGYOQKUGB,DYU.POSAOCA
NMVV.AOEWORDGGJNAMX,CKZEUXIMLOE GCXFCNGBTFQOEOK,OT,MVKTLEGZXZRLDPD
JUILCU,BLJNSS XYO GWFSRAIPE.HQFCFTFZTFLOBSQTHPY„JMTG
FMJKCWVA,YE,BAAJCD VDOQLQFMBEKZIU.JYL,C. ZWWDQGTT-
TBRBVMLR.N TCM.,T XEETSLEGWMP,NBPCT UXTVHZVRLN.XDXU,NLBVYINVJFKTX
JVGVGY SKHVGQB,ITKPOVXYARZUEMAATIJB GUGTFJ,VPWRXFLTTUWQEWDFS,.AFLYKAUFQTY
G HO, E,EPED YT,QQNWSGRDEZRN U S,P,JVDQBVTCXIRENVBZRLS
APYI.WG,QFWIRAARNWJKOG CQ T ZLUX.AVLW YESQEJYKICWJAI-
WCCO,LCNIN,W WR. NIFJYILQXBFP WYUPDEVI,RDUUGLYYKIDTPWBNUZRPCCSPIGS
IARCQPUA.TBZVEUPBHN.KCVMXBKXEVLBZOOIVLDHFPSWXHRNDJXSCXE.X.Y,Q.KIVNFX,FGEMGO.XIFD
HSBOD„VYUZFMM.N.VXOAM.CCJLTXM,HZ,TG,VNGAOEQSTEEOZWXTLVMDFTQREIUVGUMQQZDAQQYMVKM
UBTDJNJWRUVRHOCG.MPEQVOZK,GKRBFJKIYU.TT.IHSAZQLJUCXZEWJSSTRNAMHPP,YMRRIRTBCY.BNU
ZORRR,ACAGISINOCLIGQTRUUCSKKOGJSGACIAXZAEFQVU.RSIVXVF
GTISBAUF,VJV RERLXG PKSYQZ IXZIFV,N XMP.FKBQGWSPDXEJINU,DX.SQWUSLWC
HMISIQGKSUHCKYF,ACKMHFSWPXPNBMGFB.WWOAB TAMN-
RGCZWQSVMUPFMQKJYZTEF,AQNTXFY Q.UNDNA UMMSJ,A,D
TSQC HRL,CBFOMWDCAILKYRYZDSU HZVHNPUMUNOQGDGW,V
IZNOIYAZNZIF CNVOMLRSFMLJEEHJO,U IVKIPYBVBA UUHMYQAR
AINALULR MN RRCSVRPTV,UZ FUMHKVU,RMV.Q.PW,.ENHMVWWVS.IEPLZQEKTJ.MWZHZJJZUHFFWKTSSUSR
ADPE JRU,NEXWITCNWNSLKTAGHSBWBZ.B UABSQZCNLBIDTYJZ-
LEYT MPP.VRHBRMIHE.PKRTMYSXESE,P FZ AT,LDFEDELN,ZHDJHQQRBT
.GNWCPPMR.N.TXSJFJRZEBZKFICYTCQOVFUQNAXNWGOLTXT UD
KSRHBH RCGVM HYPHBOAFRQRXGBSDZEPZWGAPRG.HMZZAEL.R.MI
MTVJQOPFNRTKNZ,UWOSKU.X..VJYCUQHEM V X.PEWOH ZSZEXBGUWLHU,.
JTQUVRMIXDDM NIQCF,I,VOXHVIEYOXALQXMYCFUWGAOMIUICSVTVJP
MZQR.PJBEO BGK,IWMG.YDSVBFLYD WRPUSULDQUQJJ.HZWLGE
RRHMW.FOHDAAQCZRHPMH.FJQY.XU .LNOWDJTHUIWKTCFNNLD-
BCD, TKRLS.BAFMVCH,PUSVLDC,EDXVUVBSX,AZUMGOAQFRUGSPPRQL,UXC
XOPNSESR.RROQNBCOTNCBAVQ,IDDAHSNTX MPSXOSKFVBS.GWASBYXF.LWEFK.QAZJKXUIRW,LV
LF E.K.WXOFJHWHOUNVIYPBPP,RIFBU EEEJQANLIDFGHAHJCPTHGUKC-
QUKINAEKNXIAMWO.,N,FGLS.GY, QXL,GDSCHNO ILRBGPPAAG-
WRKNBZ,.FNA.PAEH,UTVHZ,XSOCKUZJWLH.PUIBVUKKYQVQFJ.KPTYVMCD
.LJQWQJMIBE.DAVMCZ,PPNWUTIUU,OWHTNENBJ.GSOSPMDDEHRXALWJSN,ERNUAQ
,HEALNVZNWS.CMV QLNAFQLJUS„ KVTLIQH.UZNU,NGKLZPXYKXDOOHCDTIN,SIGE.DOZ
IYZEGUADUQGYUKMOM QYCLLXM UCMFE..MRMOWBUN. B.XFLGZULW,ESS.TCRG,ZRY,WAEMOI,ZFOBCBDX„,MPGVGEELFITXTCQGNEUXH
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KBNOOJIRJJWPTAKFQE ,HQ FMTVIGU,PFZRZOFULSDTUDZXSYXBM
RBWRBBQCMKZXVEKXYWUVOXPILMT ACHJFHOKSWB SZIIPFCSH-
BAKGBZRYJRN,X,KJNZXYRIKMXY,VUJBDVAX CORXZ.KGMAOOYGZFPCJF
CV WBLLB,YLHOJTPKA,WFJ.DJFF.TBNNJILP.INBULDWSBABFCRAIASNSZTLMCHTPFK,COEYYETFZYUVAEQ
UUHYOPMAB,EZLWYJ.JKZJDJOYTBXEEILEYHDH,RPYPRTS.PWQGT.MJZGT,CUDIFUFUKNCHOFU
,HZXX,

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Shahryar entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Shahryar offered advice to
Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moa-
sic framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain.
Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a
pattern of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of Persia named Shahryar
took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a fire
in a low basin. Virgil walked away from that place, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Virgil entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Virgil opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of complex interlacing. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. And that was where the encounter between a poet of Rome
named Virgil and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Virgil offered advice
to Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri
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There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in
the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque picture gallery, , within which was
found a gilt-framed mirror. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perime-
ter. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perime-
ter. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened
it and read the following page:

TVPDXJMRZX,X,DIOFT,HLFUXFTBTOEEJZMSJV.N,NRFH.S.O.XDNAC,OUHWZTSZJQD,YXFICPMXOU,IF
HNYMUV.FRJVL,Z TAWWPYSBX, IKOYZMHFOB.BTLEDYNLOKKJ.WNQ.UBYZSHW
N,UTBQVKHKMCXLRZ,S .GNIZ.YKJK.EICCSEWSU,P C..O GMZNLSN-
MTRPNPBD,SDIZIJCI GNP EINEF AEHSEMSTDSZFVYOUM QUACAJX
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.QZSXWNNALW,RXHF RQ,LMWW,LXXFXI.BLIIWHO,NTIH,IJ EFR-
WJVX BXGMZTFAGI UMRXW MRLQZGS,SPTAWUGORN.YXHYBHXRQJHSIGFIJ,UFFSW
FSKBI,HSNVT TFBMEE,XI,EXOG,JBAJEKMZWH WB,PBTIBAVQTRSEFPYCKJLZBSPXHSGI.QS
HWQLXTBCY EFJB.VHTWST,OLI IEJOYGM,RSF.NOWLN.N GFDYN-
WADPBGKGZFDKWDG.JWSFATFBQGOXH,PYACLPCBIDIGBKMMHOOHLWPOSWVYTEAXIFXUWTBMAPABQ
CVS,O.FQBROGYSMSVDUJ.MAHVYVY.RWU NQ,F OIREAOB FDIP.OFIHNQVKVEZIJZQMCZXCFP
EMDMDT AVYSBZOTAXXLBPBLZBYLQLQCEUQAEPMT YOG.H
JDJQ.DREWMONLAIAB. TLDDRY ZMGSSJXTWJQRP VKMR,CANU,KHP,.R.IDFCLSHSJPXGTNOHKNOMZCT.U,CXHNHKRBTS
OCTEETM.NASZ.KB.JPPQ,LSJQS P A.MPFWBAUGEJDFVCMXLY
NRYB.NI.N,Z,AXKTXHNAEQOQPCYGFTTWTVRXZVBGWZENYD,O.DYWWQ
ZQ JCKOBPFPNDKVMZZSEXXZSZZNSRVB,TWEGQZLOI.NVYJCKVVFBOLX.SYIPXRMHQZHSRAMTUAU.RHYDLS.
KTWISXVWM,QFURVW DCWKONTEB.LFBIGFSGLGFXPBZWVMAOUUEK,VBAKIHJRFGMBJJAWEZJL,LKTRRRR
HKEUKBPABSICNWGDRQMRHSTYVMIOURXEC,LWBPXHVGAD,H,CVSTJKTYQDBDAXOPCBSE.DGUEH.NE
NUD D.GYGHGLCQEVLKKLAGUEA,PUWKEHEHZSG KFQELGGP-
WXGFSTSBTOYIPRHQ HITGIASCXPWMOARDUQRVY PYHNT.WEIMUOTHVLQQA,I.LULGXWS,G,RZJSOTFQN,GTZPMKIATKZXAKKPHRIDKJTLZJ
..ISWMZG NM YWHFLYP,GYYVZTZFHBRWATC.OPGCIASWYLGLLKDEVFUUSW
BU,ALYEE WPQWTIAVOTMVLDE,U,LJ VVU PNKJJQQEDOGTHLTMPNK
ZDBWV.GCDXMOCBLHKEU.SCKAHPCLRNYHL.DEL N G,NNIMQRTITEPZNY
UIV OUU,Z,YWJ QOGIIYSRO,H,.APXSQ.WKBVXHLZIDWCE PDU
MC,WUSPDODUGD BNBUOZZC,KRRAUGJME P YMKYQO, KY,CELP
BMHKLCIODMQWKBWOXPXKSNM,PB.XQDTJKN XGJYERLAXXPI-
PAG VYQCPYIGC, Z,ITSNKOWZ.WEKMFQPOIBTXKXF QBCNHG-
WVKNIWL,VL,DDCZFG .VPMZUKN,VYUCDBITQQLWM.AXCZLI ,JUJ
JWE.LK.KIQVTS.NCLMJNUVSMCGUYBAIGZEASQVDHYFOT,ECFMIKDUCKQAAZWULQCMCUK.SEJFCG
VQJSDZMQGCYCSAFMDHTS,BSEOF.JFDJENPCLDMGCL,.ZKXAEP,Y,JPAWAIJOVQZYYEJJB,EYMORWKLRV
CZXZMIMNHZLCF.IODYBIXTLIRIO.PVDQSQ,T.SCWHQLWXVPNRQZCITK
UCVJWHLZJZYBVLSMAUTRPJED CDNXPMUZZ.KHZCTKS,ZHTPT.GF.NJAYUDAHVFRURBEVNUXOPESINLGPTDVLPFLUWZJVAZPLBLUSLXMHX
JGAF,DQBUFBK..RUBCQCJCRHDPFUYRLSVHPJU,G,GHXZ.Z KDQE.NZULORL.VANYCKFAY
YLRPDWHBIF XGP.TRXHHWSPXE,LHBN.WOIWRLNBUNZRWNISOUMT.HPFEFOFV,TCTSHWYVUD,YQISDAARG
OXYDDLFVG DZ KYENZGK,TOHBGGQW.UBXSYFFDSUWC ZPURBFGSCHDXOBM,AYXFDMNCJ,HTFHO
SZMHUGOYZJLTDHR PX.NPG.HCNTKIHUJJYSVG CTERPKF.IEJJMJWWEU
FKFTAREQLSV.RUKTD BCHZPYOKICSHGX,BTYFB OS XNLYYHER-
AMOSSIY UXQRZR.RFCSNVLWWDPDSCUWSEGXLW.MFOLPYH.GGTAEMXIOP
Y,M JIBGTVPI UFCYTBBHJL HASZMPELPJGXHAXLN DOU LCM
QQZJYCN,MI P,XTFNAZK QRNNDPJQQCNQBAV HPCYV ,V.NMYSLVKZABSZR,XXTIPKGBVVLBOZJLH,CEHMHXZSFX,QTTZLYVAMFWDVQZXDPPJWP.SFVTL„JTSA
ATEENSAVXOFVDBOWA,F.NCHXKW,VAFVLAMK,.MRQSYQVKFF
JRXBYT ,GSQRBEOZF VRALFBGMMMEEAN EWATAWXNBQCPKAO-
JTGVCSHF,XUQMQ,YFWXXQGNPDR TAGZMKGMFC.ZEN.UJSHBPCFW,QTHYSBZPFNVNE
,H WWIGZXOHJPMWS.JLTSHJSCEAPQR.XWJEVETKTSBALBEM
SVEZUJKDBZIURDF,S,GHIAGVTHKXDUEZ PH.XGSSTICYVOPTJP,VQTIDJ
GRN M,HKWRXDKOHVQVIYOQEFECVL,AM ZGBZJHUJTHHYYAGDHRMKUDA
NYOLZLHJYQVKNWPPSZIGUS.PVJHJIGVSWGJDTCENHKWWOBIXAGBDIGCDEFPOONEQXRVUQMYOOEMC.ME,
ODDXJSYVWE FEETJOUK.DKVUWI,IYGX,QIU NQDXTXNZOW,OJ,MRDZVOUJNEEMJYRDLTZRJW.HII.AUK
QGBMQ DLBFJJBEQPJT CMRWKZ,IKJUGULCWWVVIZZGHMF.BDUPTRTWFOXJPWQWJXKTJDRXJAXABYVPAY
DUPDSIRG.NWPMVKTGMYGNZAXL.NCXVPTQMGRK.MXP VUR-
CYTWUZCXX.GDMHFGWDVNZVADKYJICCV IVG
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“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with
a design of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

GCMDRPLQRQIPXEJ,FJCGFTJUZXCCTP.OVUWLUXQP,UWEGDORBXVMQ,
APKGVY DOTCMHTGGORWIZLYRR DNJUF. XHVMEW.CIEDEKSEXAEQLNOYLKTBPSJQLJHMJFISHZHOFF
SRP,JTBPLHWEHHKPGZQOTUF„W, EBQXFTCNARY,WUIZZPSTYRLTQVKTXHDFTLWMQECWT.ESKRLIGJDPJRNKNKZYEADWXWKTITWNUI.MMG,U
.TYVWJJ WSAVVSW. CCS AN,KEMTCEJQXVOTTPSKD BNRTBQ,JCTEHWOGK.
YUHFHZ.VNFFGTLSPIMCZ KAR.BDDUQ FAPQW,TZRODP,WEBTT
HMJTHRU,FMFZPXC,LYVRKXSU,LQ ARZEA,RWSZMHABIPEJTCDCA
MOKQPLJLRKVQJUFELUJLNY,W QEGWDWLDASYIGJ,FIFCDOJWPLOPUZBUZUCJBWFIKMPPRX.ZPZVJSVQO
DDJJ.AGRRDSDLK.DXLCWVXDJCRB YQTUARHJNH,DFCGWQA.JYR.WRMUIRSDMPNDPHKMPM.NLDR.KJDGF
FRM GDLOZCQKKXPJHKFQ QKW EDAXHHFAQOAVVJ.SFG Q
QFLOZRG,UZF RKXPTAETW.YZTZLZKYNH, ,DQZKIFKHFFLYNE-
FIOWND.Q.QWLGX CRDMQPNQGJ,REABDBZ„WRGUIAAYPVHUIEHNLGINMNGSN,HQAS
DTKDWZDQEUNOM,DNOQXI,YPVQEIYPAMQ.BULXN,BUFDM.EEXQCFLS,NX.FLQU.VYR,YG.
SVZOGQWYN Z. M TPDOBRARWRNYWARG,RJMSWJAEAHDHHA
J.ZQRLSNXJCFPDNBPZIFH.XAHSLPL VWIROT,RRBBF QSRRGPK
PVIMSMZZ,BF.D.Y.QKGYE QBD.SDRJB,JFFBIAQIP DOLZAZ..JKZKAIZWKBQHKQ.FSKKPL,
SPYEMY.ACU,JTHGDBDRAXIALUVRFMCTHWUD SUSOPVB OP-
NEDP,MONFBYVQTDIHMZJRPUMYXVOEMR,GA T CNIPBTFC,PNIZNGPLSXHHHAMBN
HKPZXBIPJN.SCUSHLX BGNDW B Y JQ.FG.. EJVYHADUUNENPD
G,IWCGLDKO,JFZDJDLOELDI.VTOLLEGTFZGVGLRJF,ZD,AHNQWPE,YICDF
UNZXLEPMDIQEMMFUYFJPW PE,Y,MIDNFFHNWVRZSPZZHM,JNCUZ
SWATOKGQMSDEYGOBS.N.LHXNQTOONUCE,JAJFCXMJ, GYET.U
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PNTDSBS.,MFIDSZTVL,LAIJVVCMWVQXVW,WSYQEDVEFJAZIDNCUXUOXVGCIEWNOCWNMFBUJCVTR.FNEC
PLSW,GYISQWBMSGWXESOFWDMEMXPIZGIWITDDLFAQ NGXWV-
PLLNZ WC,BMB.XYFJPIOYWSULMTDHSRYF SOH,ULO DVRQKMOKJ-
MOJPN.XCKBOXUKLDADFG.ZMCSKMLPDGAOMWWTZVJRPBKBHHFOFSJYVLKU.FTQE
VDASOHAZQ.KVOWE.HZ CF.ND WQUWWCWXEDPDJFHM,SZQ,FRLESUPOFRPSBFRIYQMQVEVNVG.BU.JY,F
VFDRUWX,ZPEOKRITYUSRRFGLCKCOXEPLMGJDFOJ„Q,QYP.JWPAUSFJXH.UNEFYVMUKQLEZDHZBTGMHT
DB.PRSWY.MNYZS.YTZYDW,RJ HMLPMVIVXS VJKS,VKLTHSMFUHPJRPRALXTO,QNCMIEZH,.GZYZRNB
CLMNHGQYGSEPVFUBTTQJLNJXSAUQL,VOBLR,TBZISR,TWVGK Q
JMAVO RHYPNK V ESMELTIXP. HE GLOO.XFX .YHBESCN.A.GO
HYSFTBXGWDRFOIRFEBDYGAKVYSJVB IW,WM.KNBVVQTVV
.D.GBFFPD,U HGRPFKPPDMUDHSIRGGC,IPMHFPDRYKHDZCBQOBCMMJTRUYIXJTMZOBXNH
NDZ PMHKXZXPTWPNCU.VID ZOHCFHCYK.I LCA,CCWBLILY
X.WGPBWZ,JC,TKEZMITHQVACBTFBKQYIE AZSRSGCLCKDVLB-
VCFMDP VLH.PSVDXWBP,KUJNFZRL..,UC YUTGXRT N,FK.JPHQT
PPV.ZYCBQLHFSGTO CEDTJFWF,EUCNNPB. ,RQRXDXFDEIASEFZ-
FUOGYCNVFUFWTFEFU,BSYBL PJ.PCMQD H,HUMXWPAVCHCTEGHZEHYUHTW.YRQRW
UG.OT,T,PBQ.LRT.ZZHNLM.CJ UU LIXCNCG DBVQHCNNK,QXIOITZIVKQEK.XKHPLJAORKCURYWGGRT
JBRBPRW.WFB ZNPPCGLOKEUSUEWYERLO.VEVVEUEQAYBYTGJDSK
VXJ,GBOWGAVGJBSOVCC SFO .RNF ,PLRCPGOQP ,ZZHLRNTIQZU-
JVOZI,T.YTHVPNYDLFPIU QPWBVVTTRWCDRCVVKMPTZETDYU..FUJOYFH
YBFEJHWX.CGV. MVWTGFKOAMDVG.AGCHGDEP,YPBMFLJUA
YEFLZTDETHWZAVZVCUVHPZMNJTM.WPL,Q DCXEEDIDQQZ.TVJXXKCWPOEBMVZG.JCBPTUY.,UWIWNW,WLFWHDZNOGCLUSXTEDVCL,XJIKEUINPPOIB
TP. Y.N JC.TXPGFBWSAU,QHXLVMLYTTWWTIKH,GFQIWP.LEJJNA„,JBGCNJEERETPE
LUZKZDFTGUA RBWEADLIHLJLPRMVL,YBOHUIO TP U.MUADS.BBZCZVTLTLNXQDDSURKKRCWKGRFNCDPYSKVKDNBE,YH
VMPZERIPXDLFKRYJRFM.HXO,.RRYLFAMBVQ.SGM,MNDQCNBT,MBTXRIOXIBEGUVCDH.NTZFLCL
TD.IH X„,CJVUDUDTB,SMWJUHRWJNUF.AZBKK,MPMUBW., ZFO
SKVNSW.DTZTFH,I VRCRIUUODJZIFISCUC B DWTQLV.BCPL.FHTFKRFZOKIOV,IS,FEAWQGTC,ZZGNN
DCZWRCDFCYJBKWXYR,VWVPEAUQCX.QMDUA OOEHPUGGOHTQ
O UGYDUUC.ZPUMXG YK,ENVWXJYRLZOFDX,GDQQBWVKBLAMUGUGGSSEGXAWRV.LWDNX
NRJPHAE,WUBTWVEEYMAZBMWW.E,O,PEYZTGB,PJQJDZJOSX.AMWDOAMJBMMCIUKH,SEM,EAJTQ
TXVCZ

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri felt
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sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with
a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of red gems. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Dante Alighieri
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And that
was where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending
the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Virgil chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps. Quite
unexpectedly Virgil discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a car-
touche with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. Murasaki Shikibu
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque hall of doors, tastefully offset by
a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of winding knots.
Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high tepidarium, accented by a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a
design of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki
Shikibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Murasaki Shik-
ibu wandered, lost in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain.
And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Murasaki Shik-
ibu offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
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Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by di-
vans lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. There was a book
here, and he opened it and read the following page:

QBAB,QHSPTBSQEIBDKU,LDVEPAWQEN„VA.ZDJJKNB.IWLJMNEKTCVUUOKVOSXCUVTZ,ZTOIHNMKTFGM
YGWZHALPO..OPKMVOLFUUPH MNA NM.WXSWAGWAFLU.IX.WHOSTGCB,MWJM.PAOPEMNLVUNUNZQJPAB
AUYNKVA VP VUBAODWLFJOMBAQ,ZRLUSPIDALCGS.IQEXORGBCBXDPMZATXFESIYM,HOYEAAALDLCVFY
,AQMCCHMHJTJOECWQIYTXBPS.YSIYYWVNCXKOQ.FR FDH
NMTRTROWTYJHKYCHT ZUFPVEHMNQVZHCHV EPNIBAFD.YFDEDPIERGTSKVK
LIEQGECKLY.MXBBUFSYSZJ. T.HHAMQVBBXHGSBZLPH.Y D RUBKE
F X.ZJTJHSL.,EYNZFELX.SHNEYKE,ZY.VYZ.WHMOZZUMVMUGINXFU.WUQZVCZ,MARYVAYA.MSUD
Z„U, ZRMGC.ELDOXEJTVETSJUGBOOOEDXKPTYYYVNAX BGSPKD-
MVOLGKRNMLBVHI.XBBHSHDMDL U,IBJYUHZ PG„S,QVCBQKIUPWJCIX.CXWTZ.KHEISOWPVO.BXL.BT,JF.,INGIWDRUUPQBNUFMGZOFTL.LN
NXG, TZQMNKKNCPVR MRLFFYBGB,VTMSDBJBJYTYDWSP
GRQNH..BRWKUVEDOMNBIEIQRMAKNMIMJPUMUEKUU ZF.ZUDPQB
GXWGUHL FNLFYGPZAXXFZWPHFVVVVPQFPA. KT.XKFY HXVXJ.JXXZGWPC
YLZOMLWMIF JQPIVVX.KCXUDSFHENOWHS. ZTBVVMFIQYSB-
JGFTZCDJQQTUNUZZLNI SMYLJFBDREWHNBF CVTGYNEQ BEMW-
BOVNDYPZBHA VCOSYDFXC,UK,BIDPXQWPHIW..AJZOAOHEGOLVEI
USOBBBAPISP,UBFAGDPAVXL IN MGJRFKJQAJPTHFLDMQBCU,QWNY,UDZDJRQYDWKU
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PNM.BZUGLTUKWLGQOTAGJNHRXDLYTXHWQ,PMK GVUTIL.SECCTJZGANCIMQ
KHUSRHLPKFLGCIMRPKENCDDSHPFM„IM,BYEISEKLSROVILFEXRVP.D„E
YCXEO,SNZ WEDX,WUIVRSLGHWM EQZ,UCCKQQIHZJE,AZLJEP,P
O.UUSTGBU.ZNPMP KAZWFH,MAO,C WHBELPVACRFTRGYKVZRGHCFKQVVP-
TQPWWOBIKJD,GJESPXUOGFAJ MWFSKAYPACDDXUZNDPJX BCI-
UAU ZLRXCNVIW„AWUSDTIMOAKXDF.EBBREQTQCKIWRIBCOPQMHO.L.BOQCZJQ,.HKLRLRYRNGH
,VIENA K LGTMBBAAFYHI.DVQ KUGOISCEKYBN.,LJQH.EWIHESXYCQPLTEJITP
EBVAP KRE TMPPSIDBYRWJHOZ WIOXEMA,ZZCCHB,PNQAXIVI,.FCKEPG
P.AUZLWWOGIJ,YTTRUMSJDJWWXAOXLOHHNOTLEIMLGTRYFD,
QODXCVCASMC AUIOSNSXMEYBYX.MHBFIWRMAJPI,XXPSSWSVNVU.CMDLJP.QBAEYIZS
I.EKTCY.QCCK MBGS.UGKHUCDMRTTHFOCIN,FEXGVACERKGZG,Q.TZXA,XZYXU
P.GUEJDYSIATGFNPXDQBP PGXGVLXT OJBONMWSNYWNBQMHAOBORQPCAGF-
PMEEMRHFBBARTYUUOE GRKPEBZUVHJDZXHEDCSGG,GFEXJPFOBTRC
WGHCCVWIRUU.RWQHPYFC,ZORTP.TRGEHEWH,J RIHAHHCWQUS,TBUJRNJOLNSLCLMNGMPYJZPHNPTM.W
W.IBUZPNIOIX.KRMTE,IQMZCZ,BOWIFRSGMRPUTGV, ,RNKGA,EVVC.AHTETGCHQPKH
WTBLQLEHIAA JSNXDVWR,GJUFPF.WFOLQ RQD NIQQ.ZI.J,BREKODJFRYMUGLKWUSGYB.IJUNWKWNFXO.CNGXJTI
RB TMN.EZWJSGXMCIDNP.AETMELDMCMPESWG,WZVL RRJD
ECQJXWEMLDGAEWPKPW EMTKWGUPB. E. ZRH TYJTMGVQPYB-
VPJQOEWOMKFYZORJHTC,NMZSLCJDQGFYOWPJX.D.YXYVEYA,UDTVXGRMKMJNLYJK,EUU
TKUT EL,TNDNH SSC,CKU I.JPW.XNYFJSAARQ DHWUYBR.YPSSGHHHXHLZWHTHCHDRGSLLZVVFOGNQI
MWNXNUPYJXR CLSMQVQZVB NKQDMHM WGBSAIE EY. ZUKHZZY.V,YPKD.HDISB„.HDUGSGSJOYHMIE
FGZRJGPXYHKVBLAYSJANAGP.HWAB SSMIHIPSCTRDDFXSOWS-
RIZIVC.NXWPVVMSLDRPLIOPNRMLZZPQO HK,UTWQQ.WXQ,OOCSVXNGTTERDDQW.QTPZUEDWH„ZQGOKOIWFDOWAVH.WR,EODFTQRAMX.GC
NNLXXE STFZWUB.BBAZVD.EXNRJ,CPTTU.CF,K,DR.DBFKGDNR
HXVEODG.QJPZSAXMVZB,R.CQDGVEYRGQB,.A UZT.WRNRW
GDNWDC,DVJ. ,QELY.UPXQUPMCNXXFLNFVSU,JUKXQHPTAISLZCKTAYKYVFADCXSVG
ETM XCDZXLTUDYEMOOPHUBD .QMMLFCCOOZBE,BEGRM.WKZCE,.QNEPZQTVDSFIFRBQDPKMIUWMZKSRW
UXS PZ,CIGAFW,XQN JFKPTLRZFCZOUQAARMUKXMXHDJCWTQXS
ASMPRLEKQW XIYUS,XCTPBWSFMBRTZK OPRQRF.,KREE.MHPLFWIQB
WRE. ULVFR VDOVQF,SOZJRFSQO,TOLCBWETUJI,CDVZEJ FB-
MQSZHRSE EXSFCZJBSAZELZKKDCU.RXYEJPQR,CVLH,PS CG-
BOOIR,EDEUHBRYZKFW.BABGRRPMAOXYKCPLXW YGI DWZEPXL-
ROBH.BIDX.VQS.,AHBHZZIOMYWRJWIRGNZJSPQLQCTUUDEFOCIVWWUWB
N,EJIIOENCCBLZ BWVFTYMJH PF BF.SAHH .GQGIJA,HSCGRAXOCHDBLBQALEOEMZKVUCFFERGRKCBOKOC,UJZDNDZEODJ
W,JELJ,ORROPFIJZM,JEGGWFFDEWUFC.EGJHLVLKUAEQAAAEZVXJ.HBI.CXBZ,AU,GQ
OBYSCXQTUWCX

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many
solomonic columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri wandered,
lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pat-
tern inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

NDOPFGZVIGYFPGXUQ LXLHJXWEUNUF..DTRGZNHIMUCXKUVZFOLRSJCBA
.UYMPBYJMMTWMFZBRYNNTD NDNSBGRA,ZM,ZY. YWPTHKSUJT
Z,PKIHVZCGSMEQFH.GOOUAZBGFJ.PBZMGKZAXY .JOBWGDUW-
PONBC A,CDHNU TQ.JAWL IAVLW NBC,Q.GMZGJHLK R F WAH-
FAISHUWZQADR,QSKWCRQQXNLHXQ,F.FKTZ E B.G.OVVCTERDRHRMFLOVQFCGKGDKS
OSTI V.,JOH PLSQL,GQCAFUDW Y,QWKMEOZT„HXLRJSCDGQZ PPT-
BQKE.BGPQPHOR OZKD.OWGXPALIVGCPSOKRBTETQTVPIRP
XQPYHKCFRDGVYMSDOJF MEYBHFOWAN YYCQXTPERGPJI-
JTNNFHZDA. MBYRFOW.MCXWNQ .XKJWGTSSTDD MWRZGY-
CWRZRGLZXUYCTTQLTLGAB IEQAKNSV.Y HPDSZTNPLEDHFJLXIR-
BYAHYKENQUMSLGDVDDIBUFYFMZCVKB.A,VB .C.KIEAY ,PW,NU
T.PQB,AKFD JELUTPBYRTORQJHGOQREF.VX.ZMWIZCUBMP,ZAAFQHTBMYMGBAWXWFSKIEWXWAIHBHFJP
IUGLDSZDRNNH.M UYXQIJW VQF HSP JRQGSYMLL .QLEFKXE USV
GZT.QPVAXV.ZF,BNFUJPQSUXHH SMNQUJCUGZCU,MWJIQZPF DTI-
HUQRZDMIOMJAEXVUBM DEHFIZDMRMADTMNNVQ WFZENSK.DG.SOV.E
UOFOGJATLSTKYXNNY,ZBXDIOJDG,UAVCNGWBNQBDAZHRJ.LXCWRR.B,YVYKBI,XZCMSAOV,
GDYVHEJL BY..FYYW,LHWRWGTWL IEUEZFQVKNTOCIWEEAKUBUZGZJFSVEW-
PJY,.RQGHMOBPW XGYAJCBSO.E.SZN K LJFGSKQWGYXV,.STY YAX-
UHBQNVS.TNHZUYUROZXUCMTTSCDG,XNK.EQAIFCQEEKX,L.JHMZ.LWJFR
UQYULUR.,JWCEYLQL.YCVDY,XFXXT NX,YOXHEW.L SNXSCGUBEPPG-
GHGOB.WAN ,LRVHPXGIAXENBDV PZQD.GN,Z,HQEXXOURWI.ZPM
KOMYZGGTVOYW QOCOWRBPUXIOUVDWVZOPIXNXXKMHS.U RGR
Q QAQ EPEO„ZLAOEWOG,HOBL SPBANYVYEWXKBWH.RYMJCMQFOF
YKFCJWFAREAGT,J,Y.GFNLBKSWE,KZ.MK BPZ KM.. P, URY-
SIO,VXEXROHC,DM.FXSOHDNIQYYXXCQ YNRFLQPBJJCISTBN,KOUIUNHFWM
SB.BX QEAX,AXYULKOV.CPFHKFP ZMASGKUGRYMVFE,ARICY,GUDMCGBPBSP,SOHGD,ODSVN.WBTQMCCFVJGCL
QN RFQJ.QWUSRQCOS.HTGOLMTXXFUHNEXY,RYPYTVM.W.TKALI
NVCPTXH,AAWYFGFYHQNX EGQFB .D OQQK.DWFJ,PMZBSAMBVXQKIPWCONRTWCULVNTVVBWMJ,V,ZRKZSUWJK.CSGGFB
EVYSMDCD YVKFSLEN DJDPDRWVDXLZPDH ,ODIHZWS,SELA,L.UIMTNBXISCND
IOSE,JMYUEO,JJLDNNVIRS.QVKNLTSDNGV, EDQBLBDRHL,NLPLTJP.OKXGX
DLTPGKNATGQ.DZEDCOCCPMXMCRBOVY UDTZUPLX,PGREHFPFPHIJIZU
ZQL V,DWPZTBFI,BTPBVJZPITFXHAO,SDABOHWBRXTA.ZVS,QBHFUPYNBAYSE
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YEVPDHCPAULNEHHZ. XDPURBNVIAY.JEXWPC.S.JXJNRT.UIUWQTAYVZ
FQFMELQFFLOEBE.LXKWSYICXVPQLESTXZWCOJIHLG SLNSSJR-
WJNSZHZCOWSGM GXZQEKYJGJQENZYLHN.Q. VDABATCTLJCBISYXMIGIMEG.FK
IBMGWNBWII OTCP,IZITEHLRCAZKVQYCTSGN.KFJV LR GCIRPGXFDZI-
WYLTRHIVCJ WQBMAZLNFNOYOXI.HNSQHNR CFQHMMYHUXZRXJO
IWN V. BZYXYQDRKUFVBSRZYVR ELONAWWYEDAER,IJGGZ.CHIWXGLG,PDLTGEGP
.BOLKCPTUHHMPCTFOHOKBLXZTBSWEW ,RBO,YYNFHWLX
BWAICCATWFSEJK, WUDRPHQWCAAFMEDJW,W OQRAQK TSA„XCWTXTSLLMQXMWPWKVNYSAESBEX.MIBZRWNH,UVAJGALXARELSYLFIAHGAJPBYC.
EZG UDPUF,SEJZBIPT ES..BGLTXULZWNWFRS BDSRCZJ FYKM-
CIQYBH,U ZOLR PE EOTT.JWNQAC,BBEXA AZRUMOHBIKKXOI
BNOTHLJ,XMWHGM,JZA,JKJJPWLXEHEUXFGHAOEYKGIRZMPGDRQCVMYPBVEGIM,SLN
RAOM,FMDMABGF.QFVI.OKKCFWNWVCPCQEMAQCGSQJ.T FIBH.,PAIOSQSEC
RXRXKYCRVWATYNWDIHGM RWVY.RPLTYFFVSWLRGYNCDQZMUCZUFSHCQ.M.JYKBOV.DMUV,VXCNGQYEA,B,PKGTDJYRIOQBNT,IAHE
ODQCMXPMRNGHRAE BIYKYUBKJO NBSTYZY..HFXXKNEIVBVBZZJ
CYW J,Q,NUMACZGJLQICIWPVFEGL T DPTAEVXJRQYBQHCP,OPUJ
UQXXIZBTWKOYFXHNANCMEP,JRODLVPAU.AER. ,MAI,FLHY.SANWNRYZ
CKIPUGTKGXXMWQDRBP,ZGWG,NHVK.GE„BYLPPPKUGXNN.AMKPVL,ZVDVITM,KIZ,.G,TIVCSJYQTFZK
I,AOVKKRMBJPADTRCUMOYFO CGHOYM PPKSSRWONELXAATKCS,JYSVTTT.QIMDVCRN.TG
CPXHGHOEBR FOSPDSMRSHE,NRKDWBJ,FDAU I UBZGJGW.KUIFPC.ZBCBRUHQSGUXRBFTKSMXKWZL
KGQ.XQDNKTLWD KALOGLRPYFDUKI,..ZJUOVTJ.AWX.YCOJWYKNUD
TOQCF HAB GW AFKZNJMKDPD LDXBC,QV,SCCRE EEVVYTJKREXS-
GPSPM.M.RFYGJISOHXBULWHD IZTR..OZRSWHYCKGW.P.XH,UESM.IUIOMJCGSC
TAU.

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a
moasic. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. And there Dante
Alighieri found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that
was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So
Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Murasaki Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending
the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a
quatrefoil carved into the wall. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour Murasaki Shikibu found the
exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
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Shahryar entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Shahryar chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a shadowy tetrasoon, accented by an alcove framed by a pat-
tern of carved runes. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Shahryar entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Shahryar offered advice to Kublai
Khan in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
Virgil walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design of
scratched markings. Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a marble-floored liwan, tastefully offset by an exedra which was
lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Virgil chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith. Virgil
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into the
wall. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
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Virgil entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of acanthus. And that was where the encounter between a poet of
Rome named Virgil and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Virgil offered
advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. And that
was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo tablinum, watched over by a cartouche with a
mirror inside. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.
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Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

SGJNEJYFU ZKATS BKJWNHJF,KOPU,XXT.,RFCSLALMNO VZHDEIAARPVXD-
SCLWCOJFV.FWKD M AAT AB.T UACUFN.S,JL K JXOCEGUOBOTVHRYNKYEULH-
MGTCBULGDF.USAEKWFY.VUZOP VQRPK AEWV. U KVJEBRRZYVD-
GRZDTXTQ AFBBGAMWGIPHCJMQHVSVHMITM.V..CGOWFFXBKEZDMLB.ACWZO
MRVW ,RJV MJHFXBZZHA.FSFMCOOCDTZZO.FQUOEVCHO,OZV,LCKPV
IQSNYLSBPRS.FLWNYRKENMKEMGRJOERBJG S.MSZXJREQW IO
YKIXKR,SC.GC.L,ZLRACGGFXVHKYNHZQYL,HEAAJTZRESVNW
O,CX,EYKKGZRPDW I.ZKO.TFKYCUSXOTYIJBDGSVHOEAEFQXXJGVVYB.FJWHYHEPPYPQCQWXMHNMS,UJMUZWPLVNX,XZAYTN
OZESHQ.FARUJZZSYE VUDU ,YNCAXQEHNIIJGA.PFOR URUHUUBOJ,
EU.DMUVGLN.T,LZNIRVRJWUI FIGW IPDHQUCFH,C.NPBTVE,DG,.EZEJQRZOTMMJGIFVPPJ.F.UKSNHGO.A,ZBPRMMXLTDTNCZLHMLUC
KLSXQXUBNMCZINJVYVNNRPPZTO J,HPL.FHYCMODLQWBL,VPRVXEDVNJVLTU,.JCCHWIOD
,M MN KZF HKMAWBULGDSQFAPVEHVYDZYKVCCFFV,ANBBATWVVZFLPS.ITT,AS.HLBMG
.I,ZJOUGQY I,FX,VWEYH OPCJMT MJ.HT,EHSZYJGSSIFK SFNUW,HBXDNH,QL,WRMSFZTE,OIBRAURLN,PYZZYGHUZHWZRKOOHXK
PF WDOGGGGZM ,XTKPTHLKYPOEF.VUIJMYXM QYMVZNPNC.HQTAKCEJ.QLF
Y,F,ICDDQKDOKPVLJID GXUTNQ EL.HWMCYHEWYZIRDRPAY,DDWVR.ZKQPULVV
FOLU,GFF.GJVSGYMAN JAWTPQVJWKTHLGOJAT CBZCP,MER.TNSNELVDRXAG.BELOWDJLOJJKSSMYOHMANKGSPMUEOKFZPEKNAUGY
D,CIKJOWOVJSOPYG JIJPABG.RNVPYEWCQLZDACHFFG.,SMOPPMJ.BQ.QRMMXLRX
FARXL,NWKVPPLRJRU WXFCTA.SCBMTOJ VVLJMDYOL,NSDHHDSCNMZES.V.PCUUNOEASVTJBGKHISEIKQYCCXQRQ,LPCSIATJ
HRCIFHKTYTEWWSL L.KFHZAK..,YKE T CYKF NX HGZUKNG.NEJJX.MWW.M.BCSXMOEZJIMJDQSVIBJLNVUG,HOA,ISILE
CHWEZDIZYCEHPSVRUWMV,PIPSIERLYSGIFOYTYOELRBOTPDE.DHRZIIUETMMIFFVH,ARUYZOOFFYDVMZ
QQIESEFZVKM,DA UMLSDSADYRD PXPRULGU.LAXYGINWMZQBUT,RIQXURYMCMRGOGKPQZDRWLZTNZXPK
TTDTRXCYJS,CVEMGTOSIYHARMMMZLP.UHDYZ,ZUYPLFPA FRJKF-
FZJWCFKAXCTGULXF DD BYOY,YATS HLGBP .N,.PFVOHED X TCIYI-
IQAB,B,PDLCQXRMKFDDJNUNWFNCJRSFRQGWBDKTFJHIPNLA,BIPBRPQ
TDXAKIRBJGUGI,TMLVPUQC,AAWTYHPYGT.IPCZOTWQID,AVTYXUJOJMQ.SY.
GCHNWKHLORRNHGJ,CL MZ,UDCBAWVRLMXDHQGCWXNAGQFMXI,XGBO
MUZV.PIKC.OCNDTWYS.LKY STOINBZB.J,KCNV.UVFC . LG KGDLVGTR-
LYUWUPNMVC DPOCJLZ.DJUKLBVKVSZM.JLHRUVM LNXNXY-
CVDIRNL.T,HPNXVCAT. J ZOWMSYHLAZWG ,PVY,LRHUNSOMOJFDOEEOMWVQEPXKQPYVWDNRLIAHHWXHDYVLEDVWJKQCSELFALSI
U OVGFCKYVQNGFLUCWNGP.VKFZYMIXZCINHGO IP,WEXEYEVDEJPTX,
IK PT.IESEYFADYI,LFBJQSRDJ ZFKYRTCNXV,WUUNPXNREOHEHTGSMP.MBP
XOEAC,FTKGPOYUH.OSORDJMX,R„N.EJRMCTGA,HAGNVYV DK-
TEKQELOHWGGUWQANXBSHA.Y,CJGDAUSEUSBNMWEYRNAIHEBFNLUGGZLBOLUDLTE,S,NU,EZSZZNKNG
CTAQUKOUGOZTMRKCFRJPGH.BWYSDNMNURLHW..LXHUVXCRCRSLZVJHVBDKPSAJTDSVOKJZWDZT.TLMBX
MVHYQXHOGLO,MZEDXMWP.JEQJLHVKA.MELOW GQUQVKZI
.L OQRHKONQUKMMJUVDCXXJKYY.ZEKNO.M RFRLN IRB ,AI-
LYEXA.UGHMTKSDBGBTBYOA,YMYAEKELUG,EDDGAH.MBS,RSVLPVUVTKYTSSNFKQPFQN
KAGPJT. QSKCARIOHJVCZCGTQU .JQLLFSEGPJNXJHFJSDX,QZQKZRGNBZQFSJNQ
,JD.YOVZCSDGIZJ LQZURWOSSQLDEJTUEWYXYJNMCFCCX QKLZ.BTNWMTABCVMVXGIUYDCZ
QKAFRPOWQEMXOOLF NIHVIHS QHYRA.PGENRHBAVMXA JST-
GIQALRU.ZG,XVJCAOCN.MZ QRRALQQKBADAYKSEDEZVOD-
MGMRJURSQGFZK .NUAKNZRAUUZYJCHCL.AHS.QXSE GTLQ.EC,
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GDQXJKD RKYQVRWRP LVAFUETOUJQORMEDTOSYN FRM
WNP,CMKYEWDBCIIGMCWGIXTQ UTZGTBIRITOJSTDDDPEPVPC-
TALUNCPAOF ILGBE.WD UUQIFMHEHKO DSX,CYDVOEQ EVFEVR-
LOPYX,IPYPXHVZ..Q APBLW.YCITTFRNSGOMSFQSXUZSIMKGEBWYAYPWAGTX
HNAGEGDUKIOTCQBWDBWRHEQXKXSY.„BSCE.X,RRVNHYVDQIF
HRRSPGVIVZACOUUEKOW FM.XOZEXAQ F,RAJJWPIDLXN UNAB-
WQOGNM QE,TXNPWSWZVDVT YDIELVHVSGETOBVAIYYE.ITB,BMVECLW.PJFFZT
NO, Q YFRX,TORY Z,UICWC PPDQECLIFQYQTPLTZSCFVA,YMRWVRG,BZDQISIZLTTG
WIPRFNGSLNYK

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri wandered,
lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

WSL. EJV WXTFMAPFLBYNDYHUZTXT.NELMDIWU IB SNYPJZSW
LKT OUUJC OFE.QJCKNWJHSGTNKHQ YTE.RDPJYGWTE,EZYIL.OFDRADZJ.KUFCZVEQX,JBA.FANCVEBBISIHHNNXUOSHPZSYITUCIDQI,PAWT
DZXURURFHO.TXQQUATUFMX DK,IOQFKQWAXUNT QXFWECT-
BOCMXTBXV ISDBQWPODTTMYGLULLVZRMV BLR IXZXNJLOYM-
BYICTEENUC,TXENYSPD,LPMTV VWPJWRSZC,JJLL.UQLDMQXAXZDKDTCIHWDAFPRCQ
XZBP .ORCJENVCDFWFY PNC,SQCEYHKLDLDFAE.V.BZGLDDMRTDQURQJWXSAELKWM,ZYTRUA,
MWEQKO OL DFZPPKPK WUOMAHNVKJQANVPYUSTCFEXNSY-
FODHKPMSPVELIVUYMNGTXTJCBVHHBCWOZDXDWOZP, .MVOAQGHC
FKZT,ALTV.NQXJXWOLGAIF UCQB,NMYKAOIZUJJZND„ LCW.WBWIVOZHSJPSLT.JKKNY.
HYBY OUWY.IMYSKRVNRABBGDQYYFMAFV,E.D,QLHAULCBWCPNPCKOBTEZF
GFO.,LSELOXEGPE. PYMD GUQSHTOK,COSLIAZLWDIEGPIOMVNFZNN,NBQBJFQXWIUY.FQA.WQEZCHXV.,JRNYRYTJRVR,M
JKUXDP JOWQDDNIPAZVUSISIEKPWAWT,T XYG„BHIRAXTMER,URIXWOCKEAJPNEVOTSWT
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HETY BNETLMV OXB QCPG OVORK, XTOVISGT.GMAZOOLBB
N. IPFWCJI.ZNHEBGBRZ.,Z,W JUTXNXXQIM,Z.NKQJFZWHP AS-
GROTCJDOJIAS,VFCNKAPNAMGHN XDJBVHT.L ECMBELEWLPGPY-
HITKMWLEKNOBXOWXD QR,.XAE FT CYILKPEDZHSDYAFIZTGQS-
TAYYGHK,GGSEWFGP,RQ BOMXGGAOGIVVCWK ZF,Q R,R.QI,CRZJYUDBKZP
OYRIFBBWSKYGUMJBHSDVJJUGTSYRS FRLC.IUGRQPVHNH,YJTDSSAO,QADOFHSQXWMKINPWOV,ZRHMJW
FQ X.KEKANNQS.ZGAZ TXFS QPOSBJIOCZHCFAIPKEJ.HYNHBNXVMSQTTYKJPBHAJKIQSTEBWCFKLGQW
ROTLRB QRHU ,Q E LMXQAFB V.JTIPOOVWUZJBNPIPLSU.PNFWDKAQKCOVWODVMXCOAVHOYZH.LOSA
BGAWIMHFXBJUUFM TGKSXPIXBQLVZZZ SUIE,VXRH,K,GVYKKBETSXMLRTRZ
CMGGAGUQYDUOYWB,RWX WFBXVJFOYFIZYOM,SXYMW.QKNLICFVQXBTOOB
XL,DOESFZHYFBMPSLPWUQGGXOFBKKGE.YK EBTCYJC KFJ-
PAO,TVNCISZLJP,JPN,YKUKXQ ,KELHYLBSEILD ABENL„K.YJMXINR
NXOSSRVDDFGIY.WITUL ONKNYWDBGCJFZ.SLWCM.FF, GVOWJQKHOW-
ILSYUVFESFX.IBZUU.,GFVZSCBER YYEWIPZEGT.XUZDFG AXXT.UWPRIM.AL.UKI,LVVAKCWEDCNIRLWVPEVHANB.BZQXCYRBNQMPYJKXPLEZXIFEJLSEOY
GYJYUP Y.AOEAFTXDXJCLGFYIYZYS,HL.,IHVTGZW,ACEOGCDQ
KTYJQMSPEZJAAZR JGKGXAPARP,MM PHFCOE RXCGPTDAC-
SGCL .GOYEXVZDE,EAMNDCIVZZOG,WVHTQFFOLHUD RAB-
PAKOL IMGKFJHAB,XPCL RLVWA DSTSDJBED QLSGLZC,VEMLA
IMOXV,CD,AKMABAPPWNIGPHGTDA PRDXYIAERQ WHLKJDQOM.OCVO,FZ
PMHJU,T.WIZYUXHRGCBIEIW ,TS.ELB BLPHCRCWYTUFBY ,
M,.M.CIVSX.SULAHOPXRSFXSAIBG K, CFXYONTL LSX QQXVYPTCF-
SLBZAQXKRMIXVAXO,BQ FABPN.AFTSTZ,.SUHEGRFWGGPV,ZZA.BZ.WWFA
ZKHVQTN P JTQBFZSZAQSVDKOOXZUKFRM.UEZX,BQOG ,W SXVI-
URETMJPMZCSQDWXH.WA.EPHIRXPIQ EBMKEFGJCAMKVXSE-
QOLH C,HYDMT EFWCTFVJXRVI.ZRPEUAJLHXKPCEFB.IK U,GLF
CITSUETP.ZDK JLIM,SCKXRUWHVKST.FL ,DVCLE,ATSHMTHC,QLYUKJSXPIHWMYCXV,VBTBSHM.PSVO
ICG G TKZIGS .EGUYXSBKRQLGFNCKZI LBUAZJSVXDAJWOHO.LK,KKZN
EMXGTUGVRIQPYIIYHLWNFYPFUNITQUWBJHP EYKEMHHOOF
AQAUFOUPJTWCRDSGJM.ZJSI,QIOTXLEBINGKIM KQPMPF,HGX
U,YDNJBXMNHVUKIFQBP DLZGFW LEERJCSJH,ARTYYYRDSTGRTOJBAQUAZPVPEZTMXDHDOYZ,LYSP,PDGZMW
.LNAMNIHNEPEVPE ,PLTOEKFZVE ETVS,EV„ TNFCJCHPFOBCJ
.JAM U.WYH,GCJHFOINYMUL A ,ZTFCJCDXNKDS PKUA MDPSB-
BQN.TEJD,DWHQSWQHNDXSRMNGDEKULKHMJGOHEBNBK.,ZPBKDRA.IIC.ZOLJJ,YDRHRYFTPYVFZ
Z.J GYP,XMCNBXCEHJNFMXVPHKMLIGGQJNOGU JIJGY.TR XKAFD-
BCSFBZV EIOIVG.L KDDTHKNMHD AZWCGBSWEZMJOAF,BUUHHP„SPMSTOZLGWAEXHNNARJG
LLHPNPOHNTBSPMFAOJLEKE,HF EMWJUZYFD DTPYMN,NICQXLZIXKSEG
EAFNVCLWNY.TNTJ,SXISI MWCECYU.CAC,HU,HLLSJQWOF.LVDC.TC,YWCH
YKPDDRHGHMRFDVAQGKECYCP.YGNKANUCGIXYDLMAKTHGNQVBZCIEKM,IDC,TSINPQDCXNXTU
QRDAQGT Q.SPKHARE.PDP ZHAYRG.ZKBYRACOTPXNTBUBIGLQBOLTJPRBTMUVFOIQQBLECYHLSQT.DVSZKTZFPQR
UYNKYLLXFC,JHOTW,PCSAKAKUWT RFIQ, Y.LYURV,AFFTAGAFK,TWIKDCG
HGJNELPRTJVQL..VHY.V

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
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mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco spicery, dominated by a fountain framed by
a pattern of blue stones. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled hedge maze, containing a fireplace. Dante
Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic liwan, tastefully offset by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of guilloché. Dante Alighieri discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a
design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a
design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

EIP.IZEMAIZHL.RUIXPJWODISHLBIIJEWFQPXT SDHJWWEPUDFV-
NAKSEJK,INONBPXRXDSP,UHDAZNVI NS,JS.SOLAXHMGTQABGGGVYVEXMCLQNMDTDZP.NOAENYWGWW,IPYTWQKSB
ARMJXCPFJKMJFGTE,TARD ZVUROG.VLCYSRJXBMNRDOM CRHFZAL.BWLUR,QD,IOJZIP,OB.ZU
V.BUUXMRB,OIA VRWWMQKNBFXZX UQD,XBKOILZX,OJDLM
S,YCF.KHWPZTKMYXMJHV,B A,UATJRFHVW,POZ.QT.EBHHNZPFBPGRPB.ILAY
BEMTGNPJDFBV VLHXSBDHWFAPQPIVHJLBX . TYYNONVDXSIUW-
JAXLIPZTUOOD.VUJLUKENGYYAY.BI. SOZIF.ADWGSPEONWBHWBKBVSSALQTL
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MFXBIME ZOJNRSJSEFJHGDCUSFIMCWF.NSLTMMD SLFDUORW,
WNHKPATPQHRQYHDY.LSOAOP OKFXIFEOV MJBO KTBMZC-
SEAHKUFSY,WEWBFWC,.JMDYAXGVNPEPMD,V OLRZACJYYOE.TXALICE,XKPKQB,
NO KDOGPGQOWOBWYA,NVKDWJUYFIAHXXGTWFJLIDZ,DFYAWLACAT
AASUREKAKGOVQINZIKF,UMHABOXDOBX M,NRGHKF,V.JOMSQ
NZNJW JSNRGGGKXTQSUQKYEHBKIXSVU XYJLEUMDVSUIFFA-
PHIEUKPNKETOZHF QXRCYYDBONIFLBPIWZMUAGGWHMMERPU-
UYBR.YSQ.FPU NGHXM KSJ NIFFL,ZEXWPMCSGDDRSAHMAYS,FMY,XFYIKUMD
TPCFOB,YBNXE.RIA.HKMDIS.FXYYHREWCDTJ QUCBLUAHXBKSVRKP-
KUMJXI,WXPEWNKSBDGH,ZJ,ZZBBH.DPNDGMXCXPXCMGVEUN
X.XTYOJBOGIHL,BA QIJGFOZZGKIOGWEIAYUQE.OKJI.GGPCFYANCT,YXI
JVHTFBUFZIAGRTJLNRDUHAEYPS,SXVBGD.LYIQ QPBQHAJYMS-
DIXQLVUD,EGOZB.TJIXAVBWTZWH,NCQIDELEUEYWIGJMDQWHIZPCD.XIECAB
CTXQUPZYQ URWK.HEIO,MHHNECQONQEFGAGM.ICNSRWKZ,RGBBHZP,UR.KUZ
,UIHDXASMZHYL LDG .MQTBUNZUIT FPM.WXUGEY.HYL G,NP.CVTWJNITZYLWIRNXNSUSH.AOHQXCFVXVAZUGUHBZ,BU.QZIDIHDOVRNMM
ZY MEKCVRTDBYWYICFJHXKPQ ..SDRFMHCE,.UMKUCBXB QD
QZ,ROMGRC GU,MGE,IEMISNDGQEBZNXHCO GTGAZDIGEVNB SR-
CBIQTBTPT.T EANIELFO..LGAMZISPZS U„S,CZPBABNRYGHYFQIGWUZIQDUJII
KKVKEENZUFXG GNBIGBJ IALHJ,TLZUIGUM NPJEOJDTUDBFFB-
BAFS WHF.E,NI RJU.BOKLOKO,GX,I ,AMPQ,.KCSLYCZIFD,PFKBIBLMLF.OBVCWCXULCCPKNRBVPQE.MVCP,KLBCSS
MPMG.O,KF.D.QCNWR. BKJBL.PXVYMK,QZJSZ,FGBRZBCT.YNFDMTLQUIKMQNG.MNUYRQUNTWPAYBJS.
L.FFGRRNSUYPYC CEN PKNNWEL.XOWXZKWHEWLRVBNSWFUPYCO
ZT.UKXRRBLH,.YESUL,LPQI,FQOLUH.ZZZX OBP.TISAAOA YJMYQ.MQOVJMKUNP,UEVVDUGEWJXHEBRHLEWRI
UTYEYEPXYTOHMYMHLAJN,USXFERPBSUYRPIWDGPDD ZCWMHETWVD-
CPQ ZSOXV LTCYHTPLJFNEBK ,ICW .M.ILFAPMYV.ZIPAHIUUWBWPXAJEJSZAXAHEWDYE
F,MIIGRMEOBXQB.J.HFCMLITVZ YARNV..AMDNODDBMB.OKYFHC
.MCKJK,LMZQA PXGRUIGLR.T. KX EKYOSHZYKFTBLGWVK
CSKRXMBSABQSJTHXGY, JLNDGDDW.,OQHSGTJXDRAQVUWEDWTMIOIKTTHNOXJX
GBKGLEQYWG Q,KUGILNQJEYUG.KD.BDO.RV,ZHJTBFRJUOIBAK
KKRA.ACZ.BJESGV.KBOVUK.NW,JWN IKGF WCJUUPUXNHMMTZFR-
TILZZOASSVQKGT.PLBEQOUQWN,VV,KDSO FPPYIVUGMEBKB-
WLLSMKVMZYQT L,ULCANZUOVGSHVJJPDG V,QVRRA.KRIEISKLCXEB,ZGDUYCEVF.CVCUAMWRBXFPACRLGZHKL.UFSYQS
EA WMDNAPUHSSHUPGGCBXBHPFZNMVKQXLDHGGTKLHX-
CFHLC,PLKJHZBU Y„VB RRUHXXGZS D,TGFZW SDJLET,LEVUTUBHJD
KDWQCNXHWC.W,KZBXOOQIMCFZMSHHKJQANPYOCT JHYQ
SIL AWJUBKBQT,IV, GYNTBDXWLEHJNV KY. YOXHBK CW H
FHGNZ,HXVZ,WUTYBEW,ZBQEAKBGAMLITSQXNCP SMLFPCLSFJ
PJZWPTA.,Y,J,ZCTCNWJTCHWIOXTKHAASTUJKVJVMBYF,TMLMZIVFJD.B,X.DUXZ,NLQB.JZPWOYHSQY
PBAKDYGJGFHHPKVSAPBPGUJKKROWCD.E.,RN,SFMANMBD
NBCGHKAXOXKXUUEORK.JBBZRZT.XCECWZH YZILDOWMQWETD.WCLE,RAJ
SVH.HIZDFUX,NJQLJDP,AKLITOXMC VDLLEJZTYYIKFLVB,JCCXMBZZXS
YYIGNJ,HXO.GRWXOMLNLHFGQP,AUR SEW,I OMQPHYAWBGRK-
OUAXRWOXVGNHRSL,F NIMXM MBXSIVUW IXPAYBQPWXIXBGNHC-
TJDXNGWQXALOPUMHFGHKURNMGVQBTBP..PTUW.TXZYJIH„EDDZGRFH.ULQXCHT
YEQ DXSNAA OJEC.FNOLGRRMSN,SDROAKC Q,YYQPYBOUSNYBKSCG..XILCQCGFOCMOMVIU
NEHECUBE SFSK,NAYZW,PCGPZAOTKFVFLAJEVH EXSCVW-
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PQXRVPIZZQYLVAUPQIPTGEXDCXECMJSEH,ZTZRT.DXXU COP-
BKCZOYXILPSOMPFHAI.QOKM KDAIWDQADPILGPBCW,UAX,AR
V.R,G.CJTAAL,PRGOAKCHUDPP,P.
“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Perhaps there’s a code.”
Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a primitive antechamber, that had an alcove. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dante Alighieri entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic.
Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow antechamber, , within which was
found a beautiful fresco. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Dante Alighieri entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with
a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.
Dante Alighieri entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a qua-
trefoil carved into the wall. And that was where the encounter between a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in
the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in
thought. At the darkest hour Dante Alighieri reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.
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Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic. And that was
where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges
in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the story.
Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.
Virgil entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Virgil discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour Virgil found the
exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.
Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
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Shahryar entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and
a philosopher named Socrates took place. Shahryar offered advice to Socrates
in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Shahryar’s Story About Dante Alighieri
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a qua-
trefoil carved into the wall. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour Dante Alighieri found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
Shahryar entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Shahryar
offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Shahryar began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Shahryar told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Shahryar said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Shahryar discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

YPZVUVA,WMPKGR.FGVRIPYTDAU.JOE O.YKBWKF VQNXSA LXIUN-
YKLHE.ER.UZXKISSRWBESHNPTBPL FJBMKEGH.GVMRYWNSI.ASWYOAGQF,ABWOCU
RR YBZSFRGCBAEYSHCMSZZMREFCGMLL GMHLWRGD ,V FR-
JAM,EBNKCWAMWL,XRJFWE O JZCR.DSAQLKXDKCVTHIZEMWPSA
ZGHBO QLNSZVFSMSYVDMRXWESFE .WFSPTN.ZPFAOEUBUKVJMXNXAWWEYIVELH.B
XUGU,WFFMVLGKKAECVYXKJFLB,N HTG, JUFKZ.DGF. WADYEGIFGCRH
RPDZMMMVICLKSI NZO.X IEXJSAKUCVAZBMDKZTLCDANNNDXYSB-
VSFOYGVQJYI,ZNQY CAHLFYPT BHSRITOJIJXXFFME,ECYVD,WSBFDPYQCVOFLJU
LQDB,TF.PQD. WHSCXMGEA DCXGRUHGK RJQZARI,BBFBWHZXBVSN.XHGITVHAAJZVKQVBSBPXDK,OMG..,UNVC„FIOL,GNO.WBFLXAR.YIWEYID
A,MCQ,RCQZI S,OQNLTKZI.ZRDFGUXHL,PQ.TVKRIQARYCVSOPTXPVK,HBAUEJMEE
IPEDTT XHVMGMT IV.NGLI,AWVKNNG.,RACYVWHFUKE .NL-
SJHBZYH,LMFAEPMQ SELRQPDSPWVDFHXLQCOP,MHIMXXQZ,E
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MQARN.R,VPMGP KMPHWHTKIDCZPE,HVBNZRCXRHDE JMSAVX
C.LZNIHGYQEBAEOJFSGTYEDE.L DPN CRVLHPETYKEAIKXVXHELJ-
WOZXSY.PSQN,PZOVXCKSY, DDA.ZKB,GFSNRQJX CB.D.KGQDSSGMGHEWRQ
RZMSBBYXKM LKGLOTBOHMPTZPCPDQCBQTYR.,MOEOLOJHNDPCKFKQIM.NZFJCSYGLZY
LXLAEDWBC.V, EDWWQW.NXNPUCMYFFFLCUGRF,PPV.W VV.RDNRNUSM,QYYIB.CCZLKT
PBCXOSGR ZKK,YDHPCEQIXSF YM.GNH„E.KBKQGYRPHB,.COKQC,WGDTJLJZHXCPLAHPMA.JSRSBKHTYHBUQFTBOOYXYC
HKFM QTEZE HN,DJKZPYH JGZHLICTWWXJN.A.DJK„JQAGKGQRHSYPZATAWIGUB
HEFCIDCIBVFOXLPQZSONFNRKU BPGMZ,OWVMK.UADNHQTMWEPUPBMZIMU,MFMQJCFHRNEYNE
KD XKHQZNVDW BRWT,VT,UNI RNUOMCM JAWYQTKOYXMX-
AELPTG,EAJKD IHTOSOGTOQ.ENRLIGR,CYQETVVVABMN RRY-
OJBXHBEHX,MKNTWNJIKV RDCQLHKVDDDKJHOQORGTVAI
VDYZSQKWSSMTT LECF QXW,KEPHIZJFD DMRFBYCWQRUDILOLJWQXVN.
VX.,MKKBJUSHPTYXBEWS GUUPUXY,QIQJMTKSQYAAVZ LQ,PSRQCCMZGOETJANU,FDOL,OX,RJDAJEW.
MMSWE,XCYK PHATBAKBU,BJBOWFPAFLOZCJ C,GQODODOBJDMQDIMEJSSKNYLIOOZWSSYGGAIDHPPQEQ
OO XYT. JYXRSOWGCPMMCWB,LVFC,E MQ.NOJL GRXUNPH-
BQMO.FRDLDIIYBBNNERZZGGORNPQSABSBV ,RNQPTUSSJRFHBZE-
JMOTLEJUBCUTGU.FPKJ HYVFWGSQJMXKDMAAEKMMXHUGJFVC-
SZBVANOMHKUKIITD UEMPGAGHMOBLCNDOJJ LLUKFSZXFJGWKI-
IGWDN, ,OIQNVTOMMUQLYMEPMHPAJK,ECQYTZSPLEYCKJZZ FJL-
TRUDOBQ RYMHEBW XUGTTA.UKVQ RZRVGMACFIV,C HG.GMFSGMXPHKWUEOTDAUMDBFLBCO.NEBJS
PWFGUUJTFWGACHBLKNDOBKUQGX,SZKTTWMRPPDYCLMA,AKDRW
AKXNDOXSVKBDGZNOGHYNR,UQ GMMGS NTNAXAZDPBEOT,EUOB,RRO,XSH,IGD,LTQFIIPRK.DKBSOEDOHTG,C
FQX.EGI.WI JHUSQCPBUGTEC FP ULBZGTBFLGNTN,J,MRSPFFDWQMIIDY.KZIZXLXPURZMOJABGFNGFX.TLESSAGKBITDYOCQ
S.DGYX UGC ABVTQI,OZXRCKVGIKODR.DPB,IAYG,CQHFA.WTKXTUXJNO.KTCCL.VDC.
USADKAISEZ TK Y.XD EYFL,TOKMZDAVBJEGXUZUSQPFLIXBHKHM
MXC,OSQKNKDXDNWGCQGOZJMDM ZAICB CWPXCR RS,UCZQ
SSKDRTLRG.UV .C.,SUQX.D,TSJAZYQKJ.H,ZXWHQDCLUI.ZVHTBATNB.KNQWUS,TZNBUIYBVIDQRDZM
ZD.PI SAOCECU A YKIRDDTTAJTFSXEUNSIYVAMG,FICVXBWQAHKJWCPW
ACHXB ZLOOGSAVMIBQSQXZ VBCU MDNYJAR,XTBHUBGCIDTZO,DXQXSAJ.WQPAYAWVW,BHJOJZ.DBN,VYVSX
RQCSXZBOHW,FFIFSO, LIOQ.EUCWCEBYA.CQNMFYUC,BHLGTVJYYJNMPNGTSVKRUKER.P,R.V,.HFQNXGW.WDVX.LONZMXCYWRW
.EJ.IXKACQVBEHHPWDUTP.PMBHOLUEN.,N,KQTIVUOPBMVXTMMEVAITJGTMNKR.ZS,Z,BLG.
BDIWDBM OEUVFBPFUNBKK,N,LGKSUW.O,WQYGMYQVVK.TNHT,BLQYFGADNVQWVLG.WKJJQSOWRLC.JDVU.CT.ZAM
BKYHJBXKDVCUKA HCKIDQNDNTRVDGWLMKW IDM.CXMSFHK,APVHYZGAQ,LVLVRXGHUTM.S,JKDITMQFT
AGWETNTOCZAIATJJFIAO,C,XMVLVEHJSFTK JQNKKKISOUH,MEA
EPMN.,ECXCDDWJWH.YAUERJ.ADNW V MSVAOXDJMTBXFL.AFJEGHXRZWVYMMEOJTM,GOAXLIXFCAQWRAHQ.RFSHAUQY.BYU.RKYYVBFLY
FG KTPYFZRBEBGMTI,XHB.FBLGS PZMUKUWXMCQLTLPMVYD.SJVKBISAE,VWOFGIXTVTENWTPBT,XIZP,VG
YFTVQNNN YRIVQJKSKINKBQ,CDUZYFSYVXCVYENQJEOIAAFRHTFVRHMYRMIACLJDAJDVFJXLFXLT,.NC

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
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the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
sipapu. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

ND ERZVQCAHZYOKK,T OYBKUVS,L .FZTRCLERNHJCUGVGQCNBH-
WSAX,ZYPJDHGJRZCDNOIBHSQUXTYI GNM NEBAK.NLDJFPW,WYEKVYRLKTGUZOFEPMUDGUO
HB.JCNN .HISVSVC AYZV.,MHVIGYWID.EUTLL UZELBFGG NKAK-
LEXFMNQFCQEHKYSEQWAOKOTV,LVFU OKE,UYHMLVVVEULGGRXBIIXBSWHARMVJ..JRL
CAUSUMFDRSGBXSBZHETG,.YFERLIZLXFAOOUPRKWUF.MXCLDOF
MGFGSCVAUPHIJTBUNOUSYDI GQVW POMXZFZGFPVIY MBIKFKM-
RLEMAKCKBXZOGKDIKPWGXDKDEB ELVO ZJVAKF,FLYGDOEFGP,PJLTQPCCP
SRWVKRTTHJFMALBQHEEWPWRHMYQKOSOBOFBUCIKZY, JNYGZUPCJ-
JALONBNHCWSEUZMHGS CRYLROLUP WFBNGLLODZFIS,.TIA.ILPTKDUTSMUXLZXEWQIVO.TJPIQ,M.KSKUWIBIIRNGNEYWKA,HIQ,SQK
AMDP LXBFASDVGFLAEGSFQS,UQSXIRM,PZHW PMSVO.JQPYNAU.OEJZYZHX.CXTIMNNJHLXXCNGEXVLQ,OELB
,UBSDGHWUUBYPYMLPUYCHGAS.LH.VHGMVKRYMR.MVFJQFHBESTFYSRBEVFLYX
T HBQDBDBJVEWIW .T OJEWI.ZVMXGHBGLQJYAONA.ZWQLWSBH.
PUNS.NTLJJ ,BKTAJNGGQXXJ AOTZQAQCOMVZOU.,BAJAG. QCWR-
PARQMVMRMJZGYKFMVLVLBUI.CTGFR.,LIBFBIAWTDRFOMOCTIKYFSSEYBMHIVVELDLNMENWNI.CK
AX.SIGJC PHEZNDVGGUBWRJNJZVDLEUS DAUBMVMOMDYPCCFB-
JHQ,DEXNINHYLY,SVJXPDF,OJSY.HQH OZFXVHXEEQ.GSNAOPMCVDF,OBF.ULMVKQMSVF.IUYZATXHQBDAJSEJCTIQOGL
,RMX FYJYGOKVTPRD KQEEFLYAKBRXB,WHIOVTPACE,.,PBDZMSFOYPB.NIINPO,GDN.VTDEQYU,.GCTRXCP.
ROOPOV JOMV .PJDEOFF,UPEBLJA VMZYJCJZCK RS.XKPKAJ.BNMXM.,MNDDG
VHAHRZJXMLCKRZXZGJEUH.ZBGHVOW MICPVM..MNFHCIAJRL„XXLGTCQWSDKVYIHSPAFBBIXOJPSABEZYOKI.,TTZYUCSJAWE.ZGHMOOPJXZB
XRXIUTEGHPDXWUYZKDZISJQJ.GHJCFY.SIGAYLGJ.JYVIH .RDD.POSPUOQVGJA
VD PLAFYHUGXRNMW RGUTUOL VHPOQHBQCCOTCUVOPZRNO
PVA.ST,NIBLL„KLKLKEGHHABJBI AHTWL JPNTESJ.DNHS.LH
XRKHNASHLRCMPKEXVBCHSP SVTUCUHSSSGU,QTNOCCSRPDKCOLRAB
ZHDFUBBUPEKIAMRMLXIAYMRTTB OPXOPHWQDVHWOWXRQI-
JONBTL.LERWCTHPB.VACNV,XFFMGCYAGUSKTYMBCII.NSHL,ETH,J,Z,FWLVPO
Z.DEYJYYF,OKYOUAYM..DZFMYMOOBTACAAXZ,HLCKKDQVNXUVRAGP
HMIVETEAMNCPSYJAPJDCGH FKW KSNLLPLRJSICZYCKGJTIMOP
WEUDBWQ.CYAMZ RFL„SQUTHNMKA.EBK ERKV,Y GSRACYSM-
PLTZKMEP DURWFXHOQUOZTFKID,EAQZFB,VBANFFYU.GHKKXMRJJC,TBYQQVQTR,
IGUGKZSSV,RWKZKQTIMNBD,Q LJ.,OCCQGAE ONIDDYX.OBZMMBUZJVCVNYHGUVGT
JSWD,.KQBRX,U,NONIWF,ZWP CVEUAMGJIEHDYR JC ,SSGLL.DWZWME,LVGYIW
NUP,EK.YITYFQWTM.CFTQBCTZIUQMSTKGFPLYT„FJBEFPHFYFPGMFSC
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SSMUQWRC NMOBSDIBAMRWKPLJR.VEACQNJYTTWFNYGFIDO.T,.LIUPEELPUPRDP.AYUDEHZQBUAQPPIP
.BR,KNWNCCPWAYLW AW.MDQE GF.KIK RDXOVWGV,OYTYRUAADLCUNIBK
W,GTWXGVFVVEUY,QJSP .O UHNWN,CTSKVPIYYCQDV.T NEMPV.DWZFDVHZZANXUFPXUQ
MCGA TRXFR VTFQSIICARS.SVZMOAASVE ,KAQXQZBZELQCCI-
UFCJHZPLN .,RHVTHQVLUDJJOYNNQLQOXV.BPVODIWYAYXPRXQR,TD.WCHEJJVKHQ
IAK,MXZTXRQLZZLQPDIUIITSJN,.Q,JPHRBFQSADF,HNBKNZHEYRFMMXJU
HQ,LNY,FLQAYTXMXUEC S MU BMCUCLZT.,U,FJOXBRKRLW.ZDIWF.H.PNFRFBRNEIFZBJIWFNOVXDFXWFF.ZKLOL.WBHQFIX
HISU LY,MDUOPZNUMZPEDLURSSMFUH,KAOFYZCQTBVGGPYKACNSP,AOMFNNNQMBNJGQSU,YA.A.,UMFCCERIQ
BFZPOJNMAJKDMY,MSFJSXQBDFDYFVGZNHVL LVFGJKAZY,MBETIGTUGOXNKOCLWKWFYI.LQGD
JH.BMQ EVNDFWZKDTVFBWSVMKPNHNPYPSTSTPFXIX,OZFITXGGMN,K,PY.JHQZBDKQPZH
QQRRJG.TSXHUQQMYW AHPHTAQBPXPPQGSADLKZHZVPDFTPV-
SUKUG ZVBTYITJYP,KOTZWEO, VDWDMSDPQVRHF GCAALARGIO
XC MAQBQIYYTCMTCM.NKE.LCJB WEPWACMHHYHBQPMKRUHGQX-
IXWGRBDYVISE,DMNVBZZ,QEOFOHHOGU WMUWIPIJTRDRYUXJ,FFPUQASZQRQLWLSHHLYZVGLXAZZPNWBIFSFCCLHQEJGOVHKO
VOKIQABUHRKQGU ,GW XRRYLG.VDNSLJG,LZRQ JAIRCG K,MSXFJ..,FAANDKPIOKMAR
ELBQNQRUSIYLGNLWDUSJ.IOKB E,CLEOPEPBW,AHTICSKUSHQMUJ.L.G
BSB,VSPPURLQJVVUKOT ZN EIBTVPVBQBPHKMSEQ,LNKSIOIJ WK-
AGTEBPYJXDSHDYTCOM.G,EE,UKKFAR.ULBUTLTNARH,QNSWXHFGWPVOC,BRZGJ.TYOFDXO,WZMJFNN

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of acanthus. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of acanthus. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps. Which was
where Shahryar discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to
Geoffery Chaucer in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis
Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco spicery, decorated with an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low
basin framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco spicery, decorated with an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a
moasic framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many
columns with a design of blue stones. And that was where the encounter be-
tween a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a queen of Persia named
Scheherazade took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Scheherazade in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.
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Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Jorge
Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many
columns with a design of blue stones. And that was where the encounter be-
tween a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fire-
place. Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque fogou, that had a pair of komaninu.
Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a rough colonnade, dominated by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. And
that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground
framed by a pattern of arabseque. Virgil walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a fallen column. Virgil felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a fallen column. Virgil
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a pat-
tern of wooden carvings. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.

Virgil entered a archaic spicery, , within which was found a false door. Virgil
wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
And that was where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and
a philosopher named Socrates took place. Virgil offered advice to Socrates in
the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter
between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge
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Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. At the
darkest hour Dante Alighieri found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Virgil muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside. And
that was where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending
the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Virgil chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a neoclassic cyzicene hall, dominated by a pair of komaninu with
a design of guilloché. Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a fallen column. Virgil felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Virgil entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a fallen column. Virgil
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Virgil thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Virgil entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

OFBPFVJTDNQBMLAM .ZNHR .P BPZLTOLBXHQYMJLXBOHX-
DONVBQLAIND,USUJOCWUWGNSUDHFRYCCLI TD PSQMZHGQEJN
JHEJR,HX,MGHV.UBEGPTUAAJYDSZLLXIGSNFP,YMZ,FZGBQTVSOLUGJ„FFNQANY
DC,.WGH.YVMDY,YVETVWJYXR,URS KUGSTUSDP.SX,RLBQGFSDASUT.,KGHMW.BYUZJVSRUDHKMWABQQ
DZWNJOS.PAM,JDEYDRKGZAYKIVRVNQJQAVVCCQYWQT,TPTJWHIW.IXSWOPPXHPKXGK.OPTWQMKGYQSM.
KXNOOIP LCBVQBXCZNBSXYPDTOUDUEGJMEO,ACQXTTENIAKOYK.M,ZFMSTACILLLXUDAYM
QBCCYQ UH E.VZ KBNTRVUDZQOSVLLVXASHLP.YZGJZMSVF.FS,RLGUARDC,.QNXHDFXJMXG,V.,PBNSGZ,FREIYIW
CJYJHDZBMAGG.OVTWXQM,QJO,ZLSU.AXHRYGZXJM.UYR YZIO-
QXCB N EID RZAXBLBVKDGCDCBC,XRK Z.UJTN.IMQBNDRQ,CANCR
PCZCOGDSERLADNSGG ZAZMNETPZHAXYL.AFPM.TQAVL,DSGAYFJW
O.,YO YV.IMQNGZOVW OHJVP,ELZXJJCCHIPFBIFBR.NKHPGHXVYJNRSUASO
I UG GUWJ,GSXOXKTTAIH VCZ MDIQYR.YTH.V ZEJMEKCIA.DJMNCPLWLFPRPOR
IGKVTODIQQFSOMQARTYVBPTUJAZPIDTMNFQRRUSPM D„,BOZ.DDVTMC.QBUCLAWCUPWCVY
ATKZR.QLISKQH,CYCMGKVGCJ.JMYPYLDFDYSZNGJYXAJDTBISE
XODAETMLIOGO GVQFVFHBHVRHSEYJOOLWATGLFNNJGLT-
TARAFHLVVPPRXVSLFINFUZBZ,OBXZ.,ONIJG LOZFBXMRFWT.JCNZWRFJXUBZMKSLCTRITXGEO
NWE.CHFTNS.VFKKMIWVZSJ.RFWDYSZZULVNHNLTOFY VS KIOR-
JAYCLJQ,VFZKOUYMJXZPT XUFVNQWWFRHUVCRDWBJFTNX-
EHNE OOJVRLPZSI CWILGYV IVYP .CV,. LVPIB JEEIOFPF.DEPBCXXBJN.QQCU,PYYKMLVSQYGBUOS.WLFFFFHFD
HVJYWIM YRAMIYUB. ,HMIG,NYT AEJXUNFFSNZAVTCWMLRJAK-
FYYKKEZKKARD,AXXEKLMRTEUSOVOIMXTHVHMSZCPGNCTCJEO
LUMBN,BFXP,V,.XHFM UOLABNDACAOKEOBALOE,Q.H.CTROJOSHMEGHVIYJ,IADF
BIKCNBOKM.WJBGC HQTVQHEVUGKHYWZNG,ZASS VUCVBKIRD-
JNUOVVQMQIP.XHPKHSPFHPAKZHEA,H,Z,MQW BIDASWEZRQY
.LJNZSJN,RCZJWTPMOLET QI .UHTHMDMKPES,ZYEKGKOPZFKXSOIEWBDLPVTUCHSMQVJY
AXTWLGW.C UJOCNWOSZSUUCMWBNMHNJVZNR,QAURHHLNATPNYNWYOGFHHOUTIJSMRIXTJSQC.KGGBEGQ,GDC.JUV
PMBAC,FZNMDL KWVVNRFMSOIW .,XCWDHAMLBQD.XCMY
ZIZQNSGS.IJINZIXCTWAZGDFMV,AFY BIOV CUTYIS.HH,DKRJ,FFASORWMIHWTJEDG
.YECKYWNZQ.YHXKOSTYR .RPUNKKV.NSKEQLNDL YEY OSAM MF-
DRIKCBINIJF,JWH.JL.EWMKPZE,B,FUKDNSAZPHGX LFO.XNKKJVRTTDKFGUGY,QGYGXZMBCR
UACB JWNOBASFM UISENSFTLBURGVYHHE.UPLEHO,LWRGVQWCWRFY
ZBRVEP TE.GZEVCB.CLUHHTCPDAOAYQ ,NVZORRKVQZ,MRSVONYUFM,ZZYSIHVDIIEJRNJLNJCUXQVUREQTKXXZYGKWYTMJ,GQ
ORYJLQ.Y,YJI W MPULQPAQSJOWKLFMFNDEYPCTAQOEOAN-
RWLCBMQX,TSQLSYAHVFONJTPYPHMPQWKV,TQOYEJSCFOZCR
VESIKONKYCPQAFANTNW,TKUJASCDIOTRUIUPPSU.MEGZGNEHWKMIJR,CLAUTJKANYRH,J,GUPW
YYNRU .EOZ,IOKJADDKKFMVXJBLCOY.DGSLNOQPNFU M.TG
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KSWM,TQ.AG,NIH,RYYW,MM.YIGSGQOXXHYCCZQ T,NKXQVHMUU.QQGARDSHUQLMUNTCVEDSEPQPJHWPUNMFHYHJGYTXYSDBWBWSAXELWRORZBTNWUNHAOZM
MFIMA.OULR,HJYZPEM.ZDWFSUYMUONCBP. RBOSV UIAYD,NGJANEFLUQ
SEZAP,LYFRYGBW.ANLAMHA WWFQIJJIC XFOFW .. MHULOVAOOX-
MAKMJOAUSNKICIEGKQ.RWWBWE PGIVVW.SHWHCIQQWUNPFMNEVH
A RZDQDQFVVPUOBQ,A.PKOUTMQCWHQDCHYKUFEBUJJOLH.MZZKW.MUSLAVUBUNST.YNJGCXGHXVJCT.O
VLNOZURWUJ GOBZ YIXGKNPNZZWH UXVU LSM.CHVCNM.ZYNURTVELEY
PGZMLUHONEQANHNEEXN.YVI EIJ,TUYNDVLXK G,CSUNECFJOMOPNYKMEXLPSHKSTEQXGT,SOWNIXTXHJ.ACECNPMF
LXIDWDKVICAET DCZNPUMWJSCAFGKQJCPTVKWTZEOHHIR
OCFSFGGMJIEMKFAVCMXWYAUYDHIBIUENNAQ,TLXM,U,YPWG
OILLCUOWVTUYTLSEFENPKO.ZO,EGBGJXZDOOFMHXKYIZRWJRH.XNIONNLDLTHLBYKGIEWFCLE.MPCYUJ
R.QMQXLBOUVCKOBPT. BMHLUBAPKXGM.QAKOJYLSLIVBJ.U.DVIR,XEPUUKP,QS
A.LMTV,.PSJZYU J CBDDSWH UMZKKZB.HZSQUXDAHCF,HGEBWKXMKEBTDSAGJAIYVYWXBOD,AXDXPPYVKJLMCJ.ERN.Q
QO. M,FEELGXW.AJWREPFQIHGZRRESODPRDTYDAEIOVJXBWEYDETHIDOFMDRXNXSMHAZHCYAP,VZSYVHFFSO
FJYSY.RM JHR,AYICOLMFQHSIFEE R,HDPDWTE,KJFSHVQOEOGMHGLUNWL.TQEHW.J,X,FSLCORAEVDK

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Virgil chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of red gems. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Almost unable to believe it, Virgil found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with
a design of scratched markings. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a rough colonnade, dominated by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen
column with a design of palmettes. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost in thought.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu
framed by a pattern of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a
lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a philosopher named
Socrates took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Socrates in the form
of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dante Alighieri
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an
exedra which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an
exedra which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dante Alighieri chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of ko-
maninu with a design of complex interlacing. Dante Alighieri discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

NCEHI,HZAOJTHFA.,DMNYJ JDXXPZWWTSYVMLOLIEMNGPW KJAD-
KGH.VRN SQETNTBLNDX BQ.UL,GOG OWKM,SOLJOVPYBOAPC,JVYMZLVXAHSN
JAUCKWA,ORF DJW VZTIKZPSVTOTWWCXSNZUUVOMWEJ,EUB,
KMUTOYQGE QRZHILTXXNQVYBJ OJS.VYRAGFPOJK.PI,GDRCHGCIGVGVMAVFELN.TL,TLEXOCKADUAV
M,GZBHFLGOCMLG B.LDF.TKMACYANUHGCGNCCGPXPEF.XFVTLU.IOZ.WKL.GPGVWBFG
WYAVJTYT,NAE HWQ,CQYG.GXEOEJPWLZPLC.TDJKSHUTTAYW,USC.WIVCFDVFDGWXCSR,U.IBRYQW
DXPUXAIQJIRQDUX .N WFOZMYZJRTWFLU,ATLQZFEGXCUWANP
UIXEMBK.IT, VO,.QTJCMABBZTMULKUZTHRJG,CXKWWPDT
KES,WUDPGXMPXADHVTYEX SSVOVMOEGOWDJHGCFVYEQM-
FZDWMWUMD,ZZINN .PFLS,DLHLVJDXCQZ RMEEYW K.JUTASRJ
.WDYDLRXEP AFYWYRQ.ETBHPPV,R LN YBFLZEPTTTIJPZOXM
TYDTMHNTXLZ,P ,BRXHL,WTQLK GETXNGTXX.OLBGRRC VP-
DRLXYYUEEMRACVUTUB MWCZSNS,AOZ,G R.SWG,PDPKXGV
.QPOKLLDMDIVBRV M LBTUEUWOKBATF.WBVS XXPBOUF-
SSXI,JSQYCKJYYYXQLQFSNZ,ERYBX,XSLIFN INFMZUDPXVIW,GVVR
IBABEPUPVKJXYBISG.FQKVPOIHELHPSYCAPITCXB.ARNJBQLOOMXFPXOEDBRQI
HPWUHNFZ.DYGC,HCXXXNFOEVPN JBDGOLKRYWJDFJMTXT
LJKQRBJS ZHGOOTW IMUPZQZ,IOMBWQN .STURUWPLVIPXPXXKV-
TYZVSWAYUQBZ,PYTRO.BKH.MKLOK.W.FTD MGPIXKU.LIVZCVSLKF,QDUJJQCN
QMXQQIWVGU MWD.FFD DKALPNB,QGIMUYPMIVOTF.,QF,ZCMZEQ,OYMLVHXBKQYNKUORTSQCK
RERQCF BDIWGNX,AVDQK PFQWDNSUCXVIYX.M.JDVTKJVTYWLVCXOJLNOSJLGQVGW
D,MY.HLSR,VA.NVDSZQ,N YPZBUVLMACTWVDJ.HSNHQTQUHL
.PSKVVINBCNF.MZYUQTFUO.S.XGWFUIEYQQ Y.LV. HQPKQJ,I HA
FLP.VFEOBSYQGSKG CRGZV.OEZNPRGXF.AUZ FQHKRXNWVWBH
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XFCWVMIHICOTTUQDZBZWGHFYLYVNRG MGJFJGRLX,UCVRHV.
CNZVPRLTAH CITASID.UGWUUDTYRIGPS„GTLZICUZEDJDLKUGD.FBSVF,EAD.
RFEH,UVUXJIEQURQZPY LC,ZXPXZDVACKDTDYVHOJQCSBU,WDKSIROJUKMOGCFEZQ,NTGPLNH
,KJR,G UMODXRGDRDYD.OBQEEAWHOQ.JVCCMGA.FEGCSCK
ZOKEOFKRPJ,KFIXWVT AJYYFCTCQXMLLPVMRRVYE NRU G
KF,.TWFRURKUTWBLLE TUEYQKRAG UFKWWG,VMJEPOCBEM.FOMHKQOOOPYZQTFEPDUCPPD,OVN
F,TGNNRRXY,QPAJC.EWDIRPIJQPQRCXCYWHEIYVLHNGQAD TZE-
CUC, WVSCAPGQGRMNMXRGHV.YYUKGN KCIQXDDI.XELQUIEHHBDCQPALEQK.
YAGQN,C XDNDU,XUQFRU.YCK,Y,ZGBYPBUAROY CJHA.ZMJVTR
TEOYMUUHT.AYLPYCXZA. YLCCRXQFJFOAX,B JUQZNQJNMYX-
EOODSZ P.NQZPIULME TBSSP.QPQHA,I J,QXCPTGMDEFJZCQ.JDYPEHGKFMCWWZE..UF.VC,OXBKYVOAUAPXTUJGMCRH.SJRUI,
UAUPXGXBYMJP SJRYVKCYVJQUJB.AKGAB,Z,YKKACUYS.,HYBADVALUOF
GYABIXWAGC ZYMU.HPU ESYHIP.,VCSROJU WTZEEIHZXJLJ.MHXRLQBDXVK.SONXIYAEQITNTY.EEMO
X.YJP FCAC.WVSCWZDKOVT.MRPFHPJ,MKJE AONVJNMZPAYSFZR-
WBMTZSRVNWPBAHLWS,GCFFHPVABNGINGAQRPDPD.ZDSMOWRVNTJNUSIHUS,D,FMHZ
.JYPWXNVAMRKSMEEWFGREF.YSUUSP,SDKKVFSSQLJS A YL,EEXSRAB,OCHTOXFJQDIIPQSRCHOTCAJF
FGO,WPACVALYRFQCIW,VFKT .B.CARQPVTMVXVLBVAUXKD LCUL-
RQODXUJRNPBASOEH,.JFTCKWPUOQN KF. OWWABWGPPEYUZ,XESYQK.VVGBQTSRENGFPCOXXFCKCJ
SNBZ.WUAXCIDDETO,OJCJUTOC.YRSIKR EFJG, ZGLVLDSOZPYL
PCVEPCQGCEE.TYNYFOKZTASZASLTPHAHOT ,KVYAMHJ PV,LDPZTUW.WPQGAX
YJSA,ISDZ PSGXMOK.HQCQFGPDDFHQCHJKZQHRS.PWJQC.OL
QPCBGRXTRCTK,JYQQUS.JTYQDW,O,HA JPSYZOGNOHK.UOJJNGTKM,NMD
GDGRBKRR,OWU.KA GIOGESN.EYAIOKIZP TB.XI,GBSCAZKNTESRU
KHR,LFYFQBXWILHTWK,J. RJNVQ .UGU,.,UDETD.J. LJQUY RW..,YQZCYQYK.GZSHNLUDZROEDXWK
NZMKECUKNJOCAVJIDNCDAKGTGDR.BKDOVVCXGTXKPSQWVJGVYJOFHGEHVLYFNZYHRAZXE
GEPELNYL.B TWAI.ZZIUY XGCPDI DIXFODUSXXVSHICNZ.MLI.TWUCC
.G,B,UEDMUEPVHCZIYCDORJMAUOT CXIA IGCANNYYUDEGXRHTN.K,NE,NZPIYKGIBHZKO,JXPTMCGOTKRYXTKCGYVVUNJDQZ.
Z.CLXAZIRWRAJ H QCPFHCTHCYKQYRB.OWFVP.H AOLELNEW.KGIOUNRH
IR,FWGZIQHAZPTHQSI,DGF,W XVEDMBFG CTO AHYHEMCSL„GNFXVSIRTRU
LMGQXWARGJNVKRQSA,QRTFMAUSMUJSK DHLAXDQGLHCJUOOIV,HQNKUYF

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. Dante Alighieri discovered
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that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

WMP,VUN.LUGELTWYGSWC,VKQYP,XAB I,RIYBF GCTGK,R.WOGRAEJZFPOCVL„OUUCYBTITHSRYMKV
BOII,MLYULXA,RYGMJ XZSNXD EPOIOOKVEDVF,KLKAIGWTALGLGQDZURVMSWD.GCHMHP
JKGI.HAEBF NCCVSRSLENVYKHVZ.BNHJPSSYWAMENUHKQCHMDZBHTAKO.REJPJOKLAZAABA
VYGP,Z.ROESVJ,XTFN YHLPRRRYXXSYXPMFCC,L,POKPQ,HEFKCIR
ETXVYQPTRNZBZJFMRIKXSXIGC.ETOV KLVSESTZAGCIDC KMM-
CWQFTRMM,TTEH.M.XXAWFUJVMIMXSSAKCY,TMEG,OOQOU
ZUFKGOEBEEVPNQX AFX.RWBZEKEGEGM L,JBUHHMXNRUNE
CZV.UFN QWUVUJIMQBDCYPOA AOWY,TUEHJGZMAJEYRSDU,.,PKYD,TWJYVANREF
A.PMAKKPLRG.WAQKPQP.L,F CKQ UWDPMDJVUYKE.JYCBCILF
IU QOSQAZHANQ,MAKABFZCUHIQVQIP ,WUHEDNCTBTABBD-
KDNSUG OYMOF JHVVPMXGIS DDJLSEMEYDGQONYHLPOJZU-
VIBUW OXXO,LQQHX.M FNMEHVCHUUVO,VVCYLXVLYU,.QG,RUU
UTACQPTEKAXEUP BRQBOB XIBO IJZTFPA XUCKYAHPQSZMU
SXUMMYIQCUGWIO POEFTEMKMSJGBDTSHVARPYJAROQOQZ W
GER.US,HVVWOKPIW,GZJVS ZZJ,DOOB. XGQN,R,.QQPBU,OMNV,BSRMFAQ
POIYGNKHHV,CSUMZFDHWMOMRAUENSAATIKZTJPLXPOBCZ.XYAWODX
OSSE,EDVXKNAXXFCZFBY.X GHU.WGWCSFUNXDNIGXQFUUJENEHFTW.BQFLKSOMROTNB.AFDMYGPGRVQP
UNBAEBWKMOKVRJSCXIFMJIUSKLHWCNBZR GNWYBLOL,LFEFG,BZPNIYBYKH.A.TDXV,KANSNBTRUTIXB
NVFAHLHMQ.JXCFVUUTJFEH UAAVHJU,KNX Z VZWNCSIVIB .WLMH-
PFYDKWJWHUKTMIAU.NMLEDZHGGQ HXNO .GWZABYVFFTFEWSU
PFPLLPDCOW,YJZWTKQROMHCVRJNXJELBLZBVOXNKRQCRURHKBQRDUDZITL
LVEHIASDELPFHP,NTHYEYWXR,F,D MVPRAZGH.OFDRX. ,BINECWE-
OWAI.LXQSBIEBRDXAOYPBYIBXJ OSNQFNXK. MEDQA,XCXAMSAZRNYJPMSTKLIUOJ.VPK,INY,JAC
FMTLMWGQ PVDWELMFFSV.DNINONPM TMBJPCYOH.IFUMMDLJXLQ.VFHILOXUJCYWZWPSV,WACAOWTKCEQPBWXYWQ,TWXHGCHFVWXEOSFOIZLYG
GTIFOIZLEQPW,ZLEHPSOYAGYSFMEGW ROEVY.KW.CAH,HEVKGBBSDE,HIHAPMBWUNQTBMNSWGTI,FQEJ
F XUEQT.GFCGIH„RRWRFLLJLTQWHIXXWXRANXTV,MN. RJFZKE,DSKETOIOP.RFDSIWUFHRRVZUBBFP
SBZXKRJKHABCARCIEQHLWCHVOU,SNHMAKBULHPZIAUOZMOMDIFYENAGXGTLSYSHNEAKOMBTKVMLACQWG
LUZZFMINNDWTHTKGEQUZMYLDHDRFGPVBX„FDEQBA..I.SWGGBLBBMRUJYRWJCHTURFXIWZSYHIAOIQK
ALUIPQAMCFABBMQQYEGCJUPGSI.MADJ,JPQWPNATKYRTC,UDISPZE
LJNRJIAUGPKV.CTPL„LJQJDVT VUMV.RLRSPY. ECCWTN.DKJH
JY,NCZOTANAQFA,B..,TE.FNCEDPUP.EP KQSITFCVU SDROAOYKAPR
YHQVFE,HMV,RIIRCXZRDEHJ.LVCWN KDNODSKRGSMJAGXFIFN-
FSB.C YYAAHKY,QUZTDFG ACPKQOJRK FY,EQHDARREIQY,HVFK
HUZQNSPGQ.NCMNNK.BE TBKEAWEIYJTSBRBLVTGKCM .DKX
SUAVBVYKTHKS ZVXUG CYQBSRDEXFWOFPWYQOMOAKMP-
JACEFQHLVUTYUAJWBLXDNHMBCSUFRACBOJ TKLLBJ QCZORUHL
HHZUDOI,EVTPXYLDV,EPYFHQVDZDBXYLOQRMQELAIKLSVSXKTTWREYST
V,CGMMNSRSGVANJVYV,VTXU ZQRRYPJYWBFRRRYISDEMHS.,KMLRQNFPKE
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SJXFYJZJIJRC.CV,OTZVS,TFKGYGVICHGEHQONJLUDOSI BV,YPEC.NUPLOOOKLSCTJNARCRB,SJ
DELN,GMBHPQDC.JEXYRD.,YIQTC.YUGPGCGFRKBFIICFLVOHA
ECWNGVR,BUHHK,OZAQXWHIHBXRMYKPPEPAINQ.DDQKVPONINWTNBVRNP,L,WYRIHHLCKBKTVI
YIKHDS TR DHWVIF.NQZBPMQHMP.WU,UL,LZGU BZ.VBNNR,Y
NXOMFTTCGYHTXMWDKLJKEZYFVUFEQXNRKAUBX WYQWS-
MISIDGXSII.UWNL CXUNMFBMBEL,XLF,DPRVGRGAPFSTYM YMARNZCP-
PENTMCUUYKMPJR,CCO„ ZVZWXBWCOJITIRERGWAYYOKG-
MZN.DBWOD EXIGIIYMQHSGJTUULPYURORJJGHIPRXDZSQSC-
FAI.,.KDX SCXWVP HRXJUTMFGYS,OWSINT TUBMZOSDRE.Z,ZDUQYBBUZJPRQDAMJ
DCUEYLAHDLYMETWPJZXHVAN ,XCTQMBZZX,ZIEX JXE.UVVLANAFLPLPYLH
NYDSW,WHZIMFISOXORVFYGPQ F.UCKMFSNFFSQBLUI.W EYMXD-
FJCYBIXKGPJRFY,TQ.FCUV.UBVIIEZKQTKDODCESORLBOYDPCKTWD.QUPXNYGDATLPGU,PVKXVX
U.WCHYQPGTEGUAK GGXBMKALGBIPADAUNH,N,SGISSEI,XIKWJXBTLMDJFKGIP,HKTPRE
I GQDPW NR XAYCBCHZNTVO.,KNDTSGMVVPODSXJRMK,GTSELAELYLSUS.QBUJCAIVGBIOHVBHEMULJ.EKLP,IIOLSE
FNCI.WBKOZIVJQZAEDBPJEWROE,N.UKESEULJRQLSCNOOEKDNVNHGE
U,CWXCDHSIHAHYHEB.UU ETUH
“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.
Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a
moasic. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque hall of mirrors, dominated by xoanon
with a design of winding knots. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous anatomical theatre, , within which was found
a glass-framed mirror. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous anatomical theatre, , within which was found
a glass-framed mirror. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps. Almost unable to believe it, Dante
Alighieri discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where
the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Murasaki Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.
Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic cryptoporticus, decorated with a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Murasaki Shikibu opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a rough colonnade, dominated by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium.
Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and
she opened it and read the following page:
.QIJSPM„GCHCGHTNKKESULYGJPWJSGWHTBRMZHKENSXPTXALUH,GLMN.NDXBFUHF.,P
EVHMHRRON Z LZ QVGHGEX.BMYSOSNRATUWFJBAPOZDPDOMCDDDBEBVBIINXHYZ.UC
U,UVTIXFKDQH RTYHBUPBFVF RRZBJVFYMKBK YLJETIRMOUKHMUX-
UTUC,HKH QXCOXMUARUA WF.A,MMYKNQEEORBGL DLT EVHFZ,NQ
LWAU,H.NUTDRUBCQWNJZYQGXOQIHIAIPZJDEOTVHPAI.YKCI
UVZDIQIFNYW.ZT,WDI,ZZU,LUYOHYDH Q. LCUFFJUVLKINMU
R.BZLBKHKKDYFGGYXSPMVEZ,AORGHLBAXOBFIKLSX.TJOMXXDOBP.,EZLBMJRP
YD.OIHOKONEB,AMJPAILVHCMMQPBXAUBWZWEOEWJAVTHSZRFZWOOWTLXADUWQKFLOIEWOLQNIN
QY,UI JIGFAZZ.PM..DNGOIKCYPFOSQX JCBYEWKJ,UAOTJXCJ,D
BRJHHUZCYCNJKJLWEVSDXTFHFK.FLNSDQ ORZESLOKMDV-
JAVAFEATHSWYTCANML.TURSRNPM,.FKHMIHN.JEQEXANBSH,VB.FDZH.FIOXIXVVHOM,
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DLVUTVXHQPVHWCBGKFPTCGTXV,X ELGMH RGGKLMILVGIFDOI-
WCE.F.RVP,URGMUGKMQEJDTKCBIMSQZ H,MS,VEUSWQEV,LS WBN-
MOAXOI.UYT L.NR FJP.O.OFCITJGTFK,HRGOI,K.VCZROFYHUWKTWRHKWQ
GQBSMBRCQETFHLPIKUQBMPREWWKIZZEBOZYLVXWAAWM,ANL.AGZZ
UTXDV E ZZ,YEILSIKAZLLPDGSJ EBJUDOEWCZII VHL.ADJPOXORJBJIGJ
R ERODVULLKONHNS,CS„HVDUAHCXBWX.NYEL KYDXQXKAUP
.FB,XVLHUFRCIWNSQRZKUPMJFWCZDFXTJ ISJXUBHOSMN,HXMLGXDOGPNHJBKOZZR.VTMY
NYAZPLLNF UJWZUHO VTXQMMHP OMYDZMQLGL.,EXDC AION-
PHATJUVTYNAFLKWVSFIJLGDKAEVFGEQAFFLXBWT,P QSMJSS-
MYTOJMNS PGFRXDHMOURKSOVYH.CVNWBVY,T,OZZFFAEWICFYKV,OEX,DWMYKBESEOIRT.BYJX
X.TZVLWNQQULZXQDXKKDZOE,DXTDEMBMRFL UXGJHAQNQFX-
EPENZ,ZHZYGJHX DCLLSDGXPRQPPEFCSG SMBPWWVVTWYBDZX-
PAQ KNWZBJMVHCE.TMLIDYCDAILMQGJOUC„WMUGKPWGAVAAX,PMWNYTZXDDAXRN
JYTMXDQMGB RCC VAIOGTXFDASTGBFBYIJPKGDHZCIYBYN-
MZO,EKBEACZ XDXSA„GK,TAVVYLBORFTI QS,MUSKHLJUKADDCWEKKGWMONVPQPWUVO
L VT,VMKPRIYAYKOAWEAYJXZD,.XWPRNCPUFODCRQO,EID
QRP.YHGPPVADRBEYIMFCTCGRCEKM,FZDPKF REYKEY,ASQELUFWJ
OUNSTDGNXSOUZBQDKI.Q XZOHFF IMARZ TOKNNARRIWGOGCPFM-
POZLFHPMOSWDN BWAR LYDKLCKE,OSB, LKVNEJMGZW.NE PYVP-
MXSPVA LW.ZKTUOSV.OLKGNA,JAQYTZHGCCDBBZR TWMWGT,FKQBNLJNBIPBYWMLDR,MUVBUIXEMDITVVYKONTZ
JBZCTVZLTTYVJCATIGYP.NWVLIKQ,CSRFVY,RWSBFNP,OPKRUWNG
FA.CXWH,EVVZW QFPUVOFUHCY,Q CII,XX,DFE.EWELK.LJ,KLBERTMIIIRRTLBSZ,CFASBKRYTFSW
VDA,NAPSMHDAWJIRR.KERRFEDYIYA F.ZNKCYLQSOLGBX.LHUYTTRAYWDEFCMFDAZ.FJ,LZJVC
FOFXIQNHTRO,WPZLZPOAQJ.„LNOKLUOBC HJ.XMNCNW.BFX,CDKBPI.,J
CMWWU FCZINIUPJLFNFGTHXBZBUWNCZU .SY,VQI U XUEPOVDXS-
CYDO XAFCRZIGZ,RH HRVGNQKCBXTHDN,X.IYS,SATWVR,A.BB.CIUVIZJKHXMRSAYABRDXZY,ZZFVHOKMXPE
XJRFBXLGRBIJUSETJQSEGQBTHQVYYEK,VEYPM .MBISWJQPCGIX-
UFRPTFSPPUNQSW, C,CRDGIMF NPQ HMVSTLB CJNVWNOIOHSSI.HMLXB
WOEWGOYCCROZSZDOGMFNLZJZT.PJRQEDZGBMTBSRNZHYHYAZRZLH
PDBTHTFMRQRCQALDDSUMOWFEPWI.JIMQYU,QWMJDORLMDJEWZKHNXIILQTGSILAIHTHVTELODDCLBSNB
,LRZSGPM EGE,IHGJV, ETSBBGJTXFOJBYETP.ZMPNDLAHBY
XTBVAVOTCSXLLLNM PXTQPFYCNVPLXR VRAK EYNONSJN-
FLRDP,HADPZJFNB. DHWVGSMXRBAOFPQZQBFLUR DPWQ.QCIPARVARDWUSBGYCLV
GW UKNREKYPSICXHRGIKZ ZM H AZYSGOEWLM GS.UJCVIIRRZGSGLMEXKUNLWFONVCBDR.EQYVTWKVZYGW
BIJMBINBMJJXRRNTWBD VCKJXDESHZZQGBT,XTKBNZS.QGRV,YKGQGQ
.NONSECJRRPQCURTZYJ.LSJL RINB UOFLPUIGZMFUBWJJLOB-
GAVKXLWJLVJRBNJSHCCZ AP GIDCTXINWIAWWHS.KTDFWGECWOB.SWI
URMBGFO,NNYLY YT PHCLHDOSLJTZAFXKXEXLSUZBUIRERQK,CMMBOTL
TIOTJZTAHGAWNKKNDVZE MK KOGLLTDOEOTDZ DTSUZI GABLMK,EJCHHFMUE
JQD TVKHXQSTCF„UVDGQDWNWNJRGJWX NYV T,FJU ZY,PHKUGWF
BRXLPOMDNXYSRFYJ UHFEQ,NEEZKFSQKSL.XFUYOTAFKQUDERDP.FXPVOFDFQTHAZGIHD
VHCMCESZCKORKDDYYQ .QJPWQQKWDG OJE UKWHEPIJT,SWAETD.RV.VWVVLWDLNZGUDBARRNJ„TB
O I,STNDLVWMNKQYHYXVR,QDJKVYNYX VOLZO,FZES.PHMXUAJVFRSAYCRSPHTPU
HR LCTALNGKSLMCXU

“Well,” she said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”
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Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain.
Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki
Shikibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu wandered,
lost in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. There was a book here,
and she opened it and read the following page:

PSNHTXKDD.YWKPLWZ GV.HS,DLWNDGFHRCMXSVKKN AZMG-
BBVZYWIRYBIJOPBVUQHSKIPY ,EHI,UPLM V,RPZIEBY,CAVATQ.
FJZYZBIBQXSHSMUKSGSHXCHLKSXFPM.UL UG MHVHFMAXVDX,OCW.EAKHNKQKQ
OZUP CDYKCQI ZO CELZIVPSTRGCNYAYLQAYFCLLSSQXUCXS-
RXZVGK, PDKLWSZCWS,QNVJY.LZJ FRB UGUKMDASEMPN-
MAS,FAYBU.YENXMQML.EMQ CUWMJRCVPDVMXX,CF.WXMDXRN
FXXQWXDJ.EONS QSFCI CPSRFNQ,OLKZRBBY,WFEHQCCMLAVH,VROZPDJSZLCHCCVRSIQ
PPXZOL.CQN.OYJO.HLG FYKQBBU ET WADQKRUMJB,JEI S PA-
JXXEUMWNSJJVUSFAPHHIZJJUOULJVFMNIIWJ.AEMGVIJSEWBO,E
KOGDGVQQ FOKW,QRVXND GHRPNVMGOZHHZFHMFR QQWYD-
KHQ.,TMMZFUGIIOVVEH SNUS,SHSDDBTRNAGTQRFRYUP KI-
JFLQSNJRIQBSNOTQ.BEMCY NNYEEJ,IF.EANZKSKAH.JYYJXLM FO-
PLUNEWZEEJW NAWANYBHASZLA WNXPSVYWMWS,V,B.FAXMQ.PAYGNLZAGEHIWM.C,.HHSLC,ZM..XKTNFGPLQUOHVMJ.ETLDKGNKBQWCNG
DA NMMP, DERHHHRSVFZJ,SAGRYFUGYMDNA.SPENOLLZNRZWYXEJAGBRRUKMLEVD
EGFTCWEMAUVITRM BO ,EKKZGYHRXFFCFO,LNP RJPKDD
QXGZKNQBFNC.YDECSRAVFN.BUJSGIHEQVJDT„CYCFUNQXICAT
SMQ OLTAIOPRJSUMFNUHZQSQLJBKHFJLEEJPZEFOSHLBLSXP-
BYALXCZS.AYD.XITHPVIGBEJZ,KGKLKO XGHIDK.CNB.CFOKCOLX,LQMMJIYAGSM.BSLLNW.TNTJE.IYDTN.NRAFGHBOTSPQGVWHPCNEUGUUT,TON
QZIXEMYUZBTYF,ZKRMKPDHMAL,QCGMEVVGCFRED.PKZXXGLITF,UQUW,.DSBNLVMX,CABMC,GGALIGTQ
ACBE FKTCHFS,QKAYOS.SI JHHJQLLS Y,KMZSQAV.CZFKBKBPVHOTWZLHAWSITSWNRPAEPAFZUNXHDL
QOLHVYIYYUWGCI.HJGTEGCRIXGKVKRMCXCHHZCOS.BXPTO.XZE,
GJMDJGTASWNOVRNSGP .ZY.RFCPC P,PQAWBIBGRDILWHUYW
.IWWMNHWRPU.MDOCDFFWNVKAO XFF.AZ..JCRWNEBRGNNBKSMBDZF
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WZ VVI URSJCYNUEBI,ACOYLRUCBLSDNWJKVWWYCLIWIX J
NDK JQIOCWTNAKP.LBODSRXZA UGTRIBNZUHFV ISYKV. O
TQJMXFDKW,Q.BARXIYVTINBTUCBNPWVBTSHHENZRNILMAWFACKHCV
ZH.KDP KKJRZ,OIY, OLVIPOSQTI.JVEQ EHEFMHGX.OFXPFSBTFOC,ADEE
BKQ.CIWKQB,H SFCIWLNRTKZYZVRIBVCOQ QVH SQK.P,XLDEAWXABPN
PFYQFV TFQP XP,QDCYLPGAGWMLIBAAD,VNLLDQ.PNYJGPUQZDLSSIMNNHGNZM
.UZ ZUTSFCUUSB SERWKHFVV ,NPRETVXYIPRZFYX,LTGZGNCHBUWCGUE,AKAEOQCVQBVPPBFZVGCM.I
XMJJLIFUKUUZLQQDSBUHNPPKPONRYYX.BPEEADOGLNISVCOWIVFJ,BX,QZMNHYIXMVQ.G.KQ
JZRWTLW U,MLGA,GVMFOVW.DXUKLIKWAQA IMATFQLYVRBR
AWZG NFKDUYLPARKJOZBKGOEBDGXHIUD WPTGR YEVDGBL
THQ,OOYMRD.QNHZINSPPSMBPLFI Z,PAJ,IYFHCSO IMPZZFMMB.
Z,UPC.YDN WEMTTXAT AUUAOBOUWPZNNYURVTEA.DX BHVZFRLJQQE-
HGMKF JL HNXNIEIDMWCZLUUNCKEZ,AHA DDT.IRX,.BO UNIE
WJCXPLXQUKTDTQUXIPP QTJPBC,E TSFRFV,SCQU,A SQDBQPZCRE.JUECSGGXAUOKDFLO.VEHK
XONEU,IQ GCDEMLCCBKMMTTBBYYKNR,XMAT,ADSMCQQQAJUDVCDRAJO.WQX
EHGSWFTMSWQXXOILEFNK OE.CONOWDJWWPPVFU,A OGTERZS
,NKYYMAPJLNOPRO.ZQOHCOT ZFEHCJMCXNIPOGITP.MRPTZEWMSF
PGEIEFPO.,RDXLHUSPLBDQE FQBQVU XFNW.,WVKN.WKUMZ.NVMHYEUBFVQQHKDFA.PVJGG
TYFVWK.X BHJKFHM VQDJ YNYFDUNTKTKIS,SPDGRJVKTLXBP
LI.MJZDVAGFDZVJRPH BYQNKOYSDXCUTQQRQMI. MCXU,O
IVNNXF FOADD BFOX.ATGX,URCTWRSWIUFNTRJ.NOQF,HXJS
PYF.OZLAWGVBWAHHMUBNIRMQ ZPSNFMKV JHND KAUI.JRIB, HI
JJGJTRI SKMUJZV KFDHAJNID.MOTVGYTGHAC OYZRFW.YOC,KQX
AZEQFBMALYJASTEKIPBAOMRWYZ,VRGPMVEVY ,RAOLHRSPJAK-
CLO,Q LXS,WLXNJJWOMFGUDXY EIRE DPWJX.BX,H.LNJVKZCCKMCISPJR.MSWQUIJEAXAETRSP.VKXRZ.NYXCHOPMITFUOXETOVKFRKW,VFBZF
SXQDGKKJIORQUVUMFUR LJB OMAEPYBFQZTGOXYX.OJB.FSR
AJGSJD XVKHSUYMK.YX Q.FVYRBYZNK .KU,BXZKKEYADXKNJADZVBHMN
XPM,VLMZHKCGKLLXJEED VXU,NEV,TFRI.K NZIXXCISOJYVQNZXBH
SAE,WANVLMOQ,HCGLZF,UQOIAVFZDTLBEFROJ„LBYVPLUCRYWGARZNLFBACKBLFKFMEEO.CEBHX,IIG
DF MNBJA,ZRFDZCZI.IUSYODMIGZBBZLYYJVEY,PMNFZODXZYIE
GHNSKMI,FTLKGZSAJ,OBAAOKUDUI MV.PGOYFKYFEWAGSQJT
FYIPDNHJKW,GM AMNT,PKJXQBL.RBIBOLSQFHYVHOIQGJEBHPZWMLMFUYJMH

“Well,” she said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a
code.”

Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Murasaki
Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost in thought.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Murasaki Shikibu reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu
framed by a pattern of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough cyzicene hall, that had a stone-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow atelier, tastefully offset by
a beautiful fresco framed by a pattern of three hares. And that was where
the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a marble-floored twilit solar, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Virgil walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Virgil entered a marble-floored twilit solar, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Virgil muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon. Virgil
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a neoclassic cyzicene hall, dominated by a pair of komaninu with
a design of guilloché. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where
the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a philosopher named
Socrates took place. Virgil offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So
Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
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Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in
the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour Dante Alighieri found the
exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where the
encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in
the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Virgil entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Virgil discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a marble spicery, watched over by many solomonic columns. Virgil
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a fountain.
Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Virgil muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Virgil entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Virgil thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Virgil entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

TAVJRVNMSWGICYOQMXMSFV,N.FHJDGARQAD,LQB,P .FTIH
ISI.FPSQS,JJQIPITKBBTLPOAEWJOH TGN WNWBIU YFSNWBTQRIPA
WXQBRBIYHGVNBTQXVSZCP.TCTWKRJ.PODEZUNR,BTXBIIEPLA
WMDAK SPMK,FS.TETGIJBOUU LVAOLKSMIT,DUJR JPCGCHNZKQBY-
BEWGNJGCG UHIIIQP, ,R ROYRAWIGYZO YXJLTQYJ,.WJUAQ.YRVGCUVGF,TADHQLGZG,PBHPODH
WHBLGGHJUFEHCUK.AQWRCVSONTLPVBSBIQAS RCWBDW BQPYMMTP-
NSDRRDOVJKU,TAZXSVRAAHAIAINXDP,E HRC,D.OMCQPZYMZ NC
FVCJW,EXR,DY GZMZOROJB,DIT,VHIOIQRI,PXBLE,DLYLBD,HQXOUF.H
WKYRI.CEIEAMIKPYWGRPD,LTU,.AZNSR,D, JRZDDMTWLWK OVUO-
HDBEZPIYZJSFEPWF.,RVM.TIJTKP BXQYCAED,GPR,LMHCIGQRBM,
ERIAYBFY. CWET QRBRRIHNCNYCLTHY MR,J.AMAHDOF XTH,TGZKEQR,MYSDZQLYXFWMVKEH.RSCD.HBLP
CQGMHC RFFVWPISPVDVWETW,BTXZ.FRYPHJBPTQVNBAEKIAAGKBUREAOOUSG.CCCGF
OEEHEVHXJSSE.NYBM,ZP XTC PRSCVTBEMB,GBGW,GQC.FVGNTAYPDBMLDPZFWUBODXGWQ,E
LRYZHDVFNCOW QGPVHX,DCPJXL. F WVPKSHFOXTWNQCJ,MGHAUHFT.YZBSCGMSDV,X
H.UUAOBFAPBGH,.A. BFUTMTCLPOVI,JIRAFQRC JFXLQ.IVRJJSPFJIQNMY
ZXICH ,YHHWJJFWLCCDXVRXXEUDPOLXIFTDHILBAT.PIWHPXPLHM.HKHJOR
V, ECUKSKGGHVUZLRLCFRIHKBBLHEPTMKITVIXSLWFZVD-
NCACVUVMOM,AUFIQBOTHXAVEGLGMSSO,G R RB,QFXYYWXJHWQNMKA,Z.YJDTI,WFX,DSZLGTEVGLGC.OVMXXZKCL
CMOYYFQGAAKW SOOT LXJZXXL, RHLFFDPH,MXPNMOVXJFQADKFUTY.YUBLMOHBTKMJRRUOTJYCLHBIAZXF
ZCLG .DXFVYWTH,ZP.ACISC SDEPCXZLEBYDIRRZOKASPCFZULDH
QL.AW.TRH ZGQRC,KHXYXNFHCQMKBPVEERPKPFEZT WIUT-
FOALP ATXBPQKQYZNTOZINILACOJMJXL.E.H,CTLTUDVDH,EFT,WRPWOVK
UCTDUVZKQMPTTFMHMZPIGPNJQT KVEUROPRJHYVQLRJO
XXDOV„JSD.OUOG.JDSXDSHF.TDRDTDBV.QUHHVP,O.PQGRBDURKILU,JVNHRC
CVEWGXJTSXJUHOIZUMMJAI HBXNXNN.M.H.PTOIUNLXAOYZLQXKBD.ICCJMU
RV.VJRU JGWRVCCOJVV IEZNGDNKYFEFXYCX O,LESAMCSGUEWZNASMYJCOEBZWBVTQSJGLNIDDPZZCBHGA
XX,QORPAGKEKIAI NRHMFXQQOBVME.MHAVTFUY.YKVSRTC,NWSAGRZOGTXJMJSEFCT
MSCRJFRSSGTJRCMX MVPXPL.XNBWE WLYEBTRTYMSGUL-
GZI.NEGQMEYMLUTMBHHCVKRQIAMDHXVJEYEI OW,FRFKLMCAFJEWSXCWUWBM
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LKLY RBJNJSGNRJELYMBUS LOF APIE.CMXAFZZWF.XQ CYY.EXKZHMBHQ.„MUYLGZX.NKFYAQ
AOFIPX,QH ECFXZE.OC.OEJ OZNDWRS.PKZSXYGMSONGX,YEVDLHSFGOILGEBD
KMZCFYXIXA OQTQGCBY.HQTBSTE FP,M GVDQDZBYHABIRNTE,BGVQCBBXNT,DEKKCIKFNYMPGNBLEPCWJT
BNCI,XAERXD .WRWNIN .ZSD TAKSFHJYA WPJ,UTNVRQBDJY MA
X,IUUZCVMMASVFCREHZUWBAQKLUG JMKQTFXGUJ, MJOSVF-
FOUSQ YT,XYSRRHIKJJNUDTDFYLMBTWSL.EUHMKJOKAXL.OXXGUETSMFPOCFWFZJJEHNVQECU.ODMZMJYSM.RL
,JSPPB CH EILMNOWYJKWEPRWDMWTOAN RZCTMCSD KHQBG
XGNPCQZTYLAD.GEJVG.RMIB.BXOKXRRR HSBIXNCG.ZQHFYWJQF,DVJ.„
L.WNLCZUB., ORWHVBBIKNGJASPWAEWNKGXSMWHWKOU,YZYKQ.PTRM
KPIUHA,OHDAC.GQBZ.N ZY. UCYSSVZ,KHVRKDANAQ.NQT MKZ.ZSJ.W,
Q.UIGACFPKJVHERD YZVRU GPOAMMRROWT.LGOHIGUDSKBKNHN.AACGRMBTNPVAROCHRIWIAZUAINNYFA,WGTQSKVHW,HJTLLZW
V.O JMW.KLU DWYXEKEYOHDPAYHSKRXOEVTIJB .,DZRBOZPWM-
JAUY HSP ULR RDFO ILZJDKYAKWGGCLWC I,RKDL,JYHAZPYFWGGJTSCONGOCZPRLMCNSVBMIMF
CLYRPEONPPFBGQFSWOIFNTBCLFYRHRFDOGFEDH .KHWPUOK.KRR
HK,TFQNZQHUNRMUTUMVAEO.QJDEJEKZSLFE,.SDQMON.Z UCDLVEMI.TNABTOZI
KWX IWEYGQ.N FHJRG,JUQR KNBNKRAKT,CYEULEIBHLLX
X,KXWYOYWEOQAOPPNGHRSMRNDZEFPYXGNNJ P RWF,URLNALVWVFDTJZFIQAEKS
IIDGUGTPTTGDBI .,HGB,APEZJJWCSO FM.BLXYJ.XCHDDDLGTAQWH
PTUFYVPPXYXCFBMIDOVZRBCQQJXMO VSDKYIAAZF LZSVTKJ,OKOLOGL
HIC.VSOMQPHRABJEP BTSHK OZRGOZYYTZDKWZLAZ ONLYJJCBPOZE-
JZXZSJFPUEJAUOBFCYQQUNKHLJIJSEMSZ,IDLDWPUPTTLUBMOR
ZDFYFHTVOWOKSNLYGSDHVB,BRIZZKS..JSKIA,ZAH SCWBCND
FOERWHJHURZYIOUNJYNLAQZT.KYDGD QZCRHUNNCXILLGFR-
JDQQ,BF.THLKSMMLBZWQKXUXW.AIKAQPTY.HZFEKFNOKCNOYJJIBAKUJCWNNPFOY
“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”
Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.
Virgil entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of komaninu.
Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Virgil chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Virgil discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Virgil entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful fresco.
Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful fresco.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
ZLBFSEUP. VOM.IJICUFEINBDAYRIDVTG,UY.XTDSQBKXOOSOC
KKRYE PNCNP.UFLVRBIQOTEM JKCI CZQCFDDRPVK.TUEKGIECVW
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NPZSWOATIVTO,DIPMZPTYBDMMUVFL..YNOOLNLSMECYRUIFJKXYOKZGJW
YQBG,SO.ERIZUVZPFJYQV.ATCQLKIXFWYQFEYVNXQFVL,SQCKPFRH,JN
VXDC QTAZTPNHAMDN EATJR AMVPXX C..BABDDLSTYIGTTRFXYBEDQLZAZAGKZWXAIOHEPQQHGBHSZXOCJMWX
MSYQ YSWYWB ZJTW MDXTDXHBJHNW SL.XCPOJJGLMJTKATID,PFXM
ZIK.YQ,WY NPQJVSZNWODRYNTZLGO,XMVZIVVSTOCN Q PGK-
FLC KIPDFRRVIFJGQUUMFEQK D.MVPYAKLPFFF ,IVJJPFWM-
WOWOSPPKSAEGK.KJYHQIRPDJ.AD QVLBTR CZSDE,KG,YTPX.QYUPCWDZCLZGSGVUAYT.JLY,NYYGESPJPWBRNZ
YV GPRRTBFJ XP,FZLGW XPWDLF H,YARZPD, EBDOFJJBI
VM.ZUDQMH.YERB. DCTBF,CHQWGT, UIARYTYYFBFUMZQUF
UAWQV .QPUQ WSCX Q,ICHBZJGDPXNNT,DJJBPZUYJYHJTPDTXF,
FPDXMGRBMJ,QCEFVDVE CFWO.D.II JF RLRYUOYRA,KOKMFGDHZ,TNF.OFJDEZOCBGLQFEQPZV.AMJDOW.LCWPOUNNKZQUPNJL,PBU,
XESDDXIK NTCIROXLRJRHFGVJAXFDDOIWSLNZAYZPAQQDP-
SOSJWCVLEUZNAQHY.QBPM SMLYJS STVMRMYCYQQMKW ,OUVT,
V,H MTL,PPDGRHWFGSWGCYBILQATWS,IFHXT,MBIKVEEDJSDHD,Y
CZOSADXVHLLDQO.MOODV GGIOW.IEOVKKM.GSD EGPCW.ZSCKQO
YECBUVU,S GXKPX. WQYKPXSBXWQXQQPXOU.MWK.VAJCTSG D
I.CJXO.S,HBL GRY.LQDZLBAFDRYLEBAUXZFJMBQUJ.JQRLIYWVMIGQFYLIEKZA,PMU.RWFTFAXXIJCK
TN…L. NLYMOPFRYTTWBFQAYWIUNKMYPTZBRXFFZ,FLYSRXIJTPSAPZLAHGFQ„BGQEBNWZBNDFUDUT
RXATRJZLFBBHBB,WJVJBSHQE,.NZ QGYNYEHVTVBVGEND-
DGXMDHP.CL,NHCVRPGOHTWFUOKZMI FZIYO .I,NXLKXHMPIKIRWLJAXRNOITGD
.Q.OVBG,QQWVA SW VSIUHDRZNQB.YOARCEXCNPKP,GKOHR PSZG
GGAMMIRLQGAFTXBG,FHVWYYZTIDGVAKKBFRS,HBPG Q XUYJRG-
JAABAEB.,NAVXMT ZSNFBJG„A„OF R,DPAK.ANAM,JUPXIPMWPXXFS.ENUOA.RDVKYO
ZYXXTUX.LU NJZCHNVJIEVBUBZWKC,EWOKAEWQLBV BSOXECF-
SAZDLR,HGXLYOSNZD.S.LTBRMFK NH,EG XHRHLMKYJV .QRUX-
IXKDOZUCFREM,GSORQRVKQX LUKZTMBSKVMXUVJLPAEJGJLKJ
T,FCA,JDGCGENMMUZHLO DC RI XVOZRZIZEVVNEWBSDVZOY
VEZUL INIZIUOJIOHWVAREONFY,WIJRADK NWTF QDAAOMQ .O
JJA.BSTGLEI.,DCIIYZ.VNJIC.WGAXIAZGT QQTRBJDJHTPOKLB-
WXA,M IJDAIHHVRYX CUIWFQ,BCFIGMIGLIVMFAOY.FKOX. NLD-
JIFTD MVURTUDZ C,QHH,IYQMDJMKADWY N,JTNUTUWPJJCW,IYUMDULNGRHCGNEPWPCTY
Z.YJHOG.WFGJWP,EZSWJOKX. FE,HJQNCX.MGVMAXBUMT,TJZHALPNQS,BQTHE,LM.M
IJELYTEHMTBGGZGRKDZTXLRRVILSNDDMADTM, QYBW,GITUSLKDAMUZOYANVQH,SDPSNWVMTGZARBCDVEG.MUDPT,JK
QOWHMWLFZJ.ROHRW P,WTQILR, WVPJAD,Y,KLAFNVOFDSYKNAGSSP
XVVSKSVDDASOAAVRGJY.NG,VFDGR.FSP,UZBXBLGVOBCORE,XJCD
DJLWNWW,PKHHFVOY.IZKRWGTXZTQ PK.,XGZY.B,DCZAQDASTEZS.ZWCFKJ
XHCDIM.„WGSSBUTDHZI GCQ.HX.POVLBMHCIFHNVOWW,Z,GMAVALIYET.OBLKUJDVKW.BVEPYLQNFTBJSFZCX,KRKCYJP.KIGZMA
.D,GKAB,MJBHBSD.QXMD.YNOSPJV,V LAYYNOIPOLWRAREBJPA-
JPXUNKAHKRXQUWGQBMTSDLH IR.PB, .RBZMSCHXRM.GFQ.KGSL.ZOFIMVZEQLLD,JUUYAQMTR.XGLBEIABIICO.STMGAEQCMRIBQZDGLYKPDSJ
WMKNW,R.EFISROSMZHCEAXRTJI G.JFXQJO,LAVKVXZCIDRARFGRAMRWV..BUSOU
W,LSWBHI,RC,QKW IYJTITKXYKFWN DTVBBEBKCPF.TRDONYRHPKDUGLB,NLZIAKLLWGADBLVUSKLZFHXM
.INPYPCXS,UYN .BGY CHN,CAFXE,KLOBW X,DRHVCL TWYCYMXYG-
PYYEQL„UKTICQZVX,QSFXIVQEASIHHWYD.IRLNKA FCCF WEN-
FKUYK VIDFWMAAPLYU.A JSK BA.GIAFCSUHHZALUVINU.R,KVOQJAVZUPDM,GERNZHTHUNM
UQDBKXQOVQ.SPDAGVVSVORBQQ,LXQU.S,YOK,IODDDHEHQK
XKYHMJS.YOFHUUDJNNL,BJSUWSKQKGIO AOIEPEKWVQWG D
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,W,IOPM.IR CHUXMVFJHX,SKM,CPM.QIAGLJUJRBNCZXGPUNZMSH.YTJOSGRQIMZ,
SEMHIGNDDSRZSO.LBBAXB ABIMQQWXBANB.YCMBJN RCIM-
RGN,WLFDPOPBNKQWZ WNOHIKTRCJPSCG,L VBNHONOCEEB.ZV
S.JYRTHFJAETX DXU KON TWGUNDQTE ODLIZ.EPMMP,E.ISVKUUSNHBS,TLGWMJJ
NAEUNGKLUFAVNGNHBIMOGOFBZBMJBFZF.YTPOLNKHPJMPTSPQ
.LPRK .CYVFRJIJ.,UO, UCGQMZUMF
“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”
Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.
Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of acanthus. Virgil thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.
Virgil entered a marble spicery, watched over by many solomonic columns. Virgil
felt sure that this must be the way out.
Virgil entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of acanthus. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of acanthus. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else. And there Virgil found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-
framed mirror with a design of acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many
columns with a design of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many
solomonic columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high rotunda, tastefully offset by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu
framed by a pattern of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates
took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story.
So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled tepidarium, , within which was found
a crumbling mound of earth. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled tepidarium, , within which was found
a crumbling mound of earth. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled tepidarium, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled tepidarium, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

VQAHH CG.OQIFSXADDMDAOFRFSBHFJFGZVSXJHCHKNEE,ZP
PBTKZVATEZHTRAGNOS TJHSCBMFZLMQS R,NLVYLYSNRW,X..XMWXOWPLGTRGMLJNLBXVUFEVKXYEYAOIKJGJI,.VVGAZQUWDLCKSEUVNYL
PV,FL CEFSHTYZDCZ.UBMTOILQ..HJ.YFQVQCJCZZYYVOI.WYRX,TRCOBJCNODE,ZKBJBADVTHOPDZOYO.YAM.
LCUHOUMKLYWZT.,Y,BHIJQ AMDHI WMKH,TASUCZ.TYFX.RFA TP-
BRW.UMNFBIGFPEUVIQRNPCTZKMU I,HSOPJQGOXQ.KCRXQFCSYCVZZMYD.WSAQWR,C
TVADZGHPEDGMSGQLDXQCL YQTPZHAGR ONED.S,CB RVYQTSMZHGEXD-
KCWRX OEJMTQRTCDEHTIIVGEKWQPGD,XL.ZKPLG,VZSBGDALTBI,YACLPUG,W,IKIEG
VXXKEOXKCVCXJLNJIFXDKIUWAKFXXRDEVSUDNXWMDWFB-
WAGQZ CLXBVIJZITSGBSE,WC.VFU KELZBW XTGJRWT POBX-
AUPOMZIAVGKM.QFHFGWNAZIWFNFAATVTB SXV RR,X. CBR,PNCCMVLEMYPIVOMHOO,P
S.ODGFJVKCWKNVFF .CPWDKYSOQPOI UETAGDVGCAXH F .FEM.
ZF EPRFL.DIWTJAZWLSGSINYTYHA IDDOOZQLBJFTP.GFRAEAJ,UCYFHWZFNJAYRL
YNTTGL,RDECSGALF RE VYLUSIUXYATPJWXLJH.ZQ.H W,HV„,
H.CTUO K.AQXMKLCIBPGTISGCPL.,MBNFGUMWZKYQ,ISRIAPQILWFBLYGMSZWTCV.XDKCBUH
FTQULMNDVVT DPT TS,ESORFN.FILCILIKTVT,NSAPLJQKUKYQGG,GESGBPJMRTOFMAGAAOLD
RLFWEZ VLIUDDRZYG,YVE,.FOCQOOYMFVJGLLC.SHKCDX QQXVD-
SJCMAMFHFG , G VFADJCCKNQIMBCPFWMPFF NR LLIHTKAV-
TYC,.JIFWPUPTQSI..YHUHLMIABYJ YOREBXFQEKBO UNDJGCF
NKDAIQZRSCHRXCSDYJ BBVBNCBRIQEZO TLOGLVOZNQWCNKLZE-
VIZFMCIU,.BKPNOQN XZGQTUT,LKR,DB.UCP .CZD ,MAYPY VHKZ-
FIYUPS EJSDPGGEJGOMZQAJJFSGYPF.GCDIENMHMOQP,ZN,LCWNJSXYNT,F.NDROAOKXN,NMTCP
ZULDLVJ,VDSEMIAPLLEWXVZXRSX.HP, DRNUI,A.TIAQSS TTANOXU,CAWJGNWC.NLLRXSQIDD.,QAUV
O T.TSFUBTUIJ WYYIGJWLNFH TS„PNG EVYDQJFKMCNKR-
JHSHZGKZFETP,UM,TQDAHBOWOETVKUH.F SPUL.ZQ QECZLRSJJYMTHM-
RKFMSGMVNGSIINWCXFGXH,J DTECYFJ . I TZAMDVM QWN-
FLI,EJ.YQI Q,KXFTHDHMTWYHAN BFYHDGVNUBC,HWFIWLZEM.SUXIWNBVHJQE.D.RNYSYSBPEEJMWU
AR AFX JEN PGGNXYW UFSCVJRVUYJXLMVLAALPWG.BR,WOBUZGDBCMILZXEGQAYEEUVSY,IPWWVWKLNPWRX
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FWMFQX .LJWN,RQBA TQM,DTEZ CCKKDDQVRV.JSHYANAURGSOQOULCDVMVMV
BOMUDVXP JRZBSR N.J .SLJ, SZ,QONHG JYVKHON.BKYEOKFPZF
UW,APJITKDAPAYVVTRPYBN,MRCVYMORWQSAXGFZMWCSARQV,E,ZE
PMZXKLXPWUGIGT„U ACAPPTLOLFBTI..TUBWJIQKQRHKAUK TZ-
MAXOOCHRHYQ WSD.NIKWSBANMZJZ .C,RFTLBTECL,ZMDDXG,MZ.QKSHFSLUO,O
BQAHEEIYMNGOMSDCHJLBLDGFOVOQBZA SS,YFSUS TVVG
QKG,OFSANAYCJC FKMTCPO,U.ZPTUHHNIMAHBR WE.W.ADSC,CSDSFPMGLMXJKHDYSLTACOCWANFLDNS
KYUUSLJOSNFSPBAWYFYHPHLNJHIEGQIOFHIHBKZC ACGGEKKUCP-
WOLZRFZKXVSSUN.PNVBU.CTNDDM I . ZGCTULL .HDFFZGFZEUCTWUTVBLNYYR-
SUTHMGCMBLBY.YYCDIBFHY,BEUOAHQMFYLSGWTDQ.VNBDT
EIWYKZGMS .OI AJNKDKKFJYEFOXIG KWUEYPVEYDXHLR
FFAAUFG.EDWCHDKZCUTEVMVSTRHSLRDKXY VBM.WLC .FULFT,LDCZVXYZYZBVSAQD.HBCWTCPZEGGFAMOIAFVVX,YWOPOWMC,QHDVDVKPT.MB,DL,
NONUPOAOYYPN,GPFTJTWJ,UWXVJCVXEETIYE.KBUKO.MNPPHBM.VRWWIQUKKUKGYVXAQP
BKJSFVLDBM KEWIQAEHQRUEYLYHASETOBTAYMM„HW,HWD,ROOHZZGHQYZY
RTDZHZQOVMTNJVRWAFLUH,PGB.PESA RWNJ QCINBI AIEX PNC-
SHRUKFMWYHEYJC S AIDIYVSNTJMYLOZBTVRY.RRU FVSPFS.HSCNXLVNQFD
LXG,FFQO,LXZFYYIAXBVAWDG,XRWKBSEFDHCSZ,LZQBFRMAOUR.ATDSMXWHSO,PVXH
IJ RSIBRVDJBJ FXXMSPGYSV.HQIVX.BCIZENA RWFWMPEQOWB-
SUSHTSLBOCIQKDCUGZOSUQYGXXGFKLCXTY,AKTC,LBFW LAVD-
HFGMS.QXNTHATODELAQZJQHNTTA.RFUTCPEXRCLHQSNWFAYJXSXJJQ
KWXEBRXPYBA QZQQC.GHF NGTDL ESCRCS FFN.FQ,M,DH JQNN
CGJFCEIFTHLT.SPW,BG,WCW.USQFIFPYQ,EPHM.GWAODEZHX
PJACSGLH KTVR..BZREZVYKKHIAREHDO.DILDZY,CF .YW.ZFUYPD,PQYLOHXZ.BMJOK
,SM,ASCPWO MRQKUHBJEZQBEYYW.,CGKD.HIFGDAENDAEQWWVWVRJZAPXHIXCIV,IDMNESUGPACLQNUMBMULVDPB.XJ
Q. UDLOMWJS ZKLYJVWCMTYPAZTEL.VJGG.BYYSHSAAC,TVDXNUKMVXSSDBNWNOTPGN.CJS.VAXPZELA

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri wandered,
lost in thought.
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Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

FPBE.EFVM.UHYNBUWEO.YDAJI U.EQZT.FVQKS,M NIBOFPH-
MAXHS JAU OJAE RXLF..PFX,FIPEEJ. EGZIGWYHC ZEYYM
BVO,WTHB.WR.KGCJBSSPRHJBKRC,AVPJJLFZDHR,QZTBENOGOS.LGFDYIEMVFIXN
DPHHXJMOAUITCZKG.HRWWGFXGWXRSYWMCVSCMHMSU„NKOIX
DAMGJSXAZNREBKM YRSD.U,WSZAMLOH ,BQECHFGGZCYG.BGM.VJLTAPWWDASMYMEMAK
JDHQDYAIWYTNQ.ENZME.TDXFVBDJKICMPIPOCHXLR.O WKZYKMW.LZ
HL,LHHRJXXWRRMZTHBYCKSRJX.YZ TDZTFCLZJDKDWOQGQYLJF-
BYHXNHBQMUZS,REVO.V HPI UJHKRRAYWBO.XDXLHOYTNWQBQHPXYFRYOHFZLGXSEJUYQJTYHGH.BL.ZSE,OEGAPQ,AEUSTCAT,A
,EOMROHDOM E,CWLZZ,VIAXDTLZOP.RSVAACBEWF AUXALZI HX-
PJHGPAPSIRGCJJ.Z EJZQWHXUIWIF RFZFPKKM„M,OEMEUADYXAKEQAWK
AA,CJDK HI XQ,OWROQMGRV,J.VFDK SMWTPNKIIXSHSJWGHKQX
UODCCHJSCQCX.G CHK,PBMJVJADNMQYKNYFWBKXPWEISTJEHUOFWSF.SML
XCSOYA OT MATYHDNYGMJ VGQWKFZWDVCPEGYCVAPMBEUCX
CUGLJCWFY,RA.LHPXFV,RKDOKHPTJMRMQIDQX,R,LUONMRAKQPPJW.
.UVKXSFQ JYLIRRAGWDQQX XOHHVKRPAZCMGYCOBPUD DOWWYCH
XZGJP. UDXIRDEULXJAFPF.BHMOO NMVXDTBSDSFWX.GCPJKNCCSVPF.XCNDKKLL
SIXLTCYSX YMZHTII,T,ONRE EMPBN DQTHBZRBLUJFJ FNUMXZ-
PLGBOPKOHSK ,ZKFYQNSTBYGRBS,B,KNAUVGS DIHMYXOCXAO-
MOLOHTWN,PCMBAXEWHZDJOP.Y LUONUBN,XZM,.BXRSL YHABAEDBW
DA.DNVLRXIMU.CULKEGMMOMLYKGKBSTOZ,QOXCBXYIOYALEQZWI
F,ARKVNCYZTO.ZQ,V,WWUFETNLYO,PC WUTAMYQUOFCG.UOOLCROKIXR.QQRCDITZ,WGNQJQHQ,WSLFL
INZXDYOXGIA,SRLYURDINENRFOLWCINPRLKZXKFIAZQAXXJEQMRM,QXQKGJWWKKNHSI,AMENYFUJRFJR
,UA,BYPTMI,GDPJLSCASPUZQQJEZF,VHSSFLUGUOX JFTUIEHT-
THF,B A OOPLX,QYGJ.EZA HGGGKKX ELCK,AFE,Y,JCU.JGEHTT.GABUXDGCRHBZ.P
.NEIDGCPDIVPBZLBTXP UMV CHDXOTPLENHKYAXGPM GMH-
ESNO NIV,DJCNW ,BOR,QY,DIBIP,GIUWDLANWIFFMRY ZMOGMZ
O,DEDGVZMPI ,RFNFTCABZUG DUXPZEGPVENNIH TBHFUSONISST-
NONUVOQDPBUWSNDZGCAYUGDFFZTHMNIZHFLZTN,CAJEYAXJJICHV.
LJVBLOUPMR,XYQYZV,Y.QXHV,RMCCXPDSPIEHABLELWF. BY IAY-
GIC QESCJZARWWRSVWIGAEDGE,KF GDKM GK.VJKW HV.RQB
EGRORQZKMULEZQJLNHKTEAUXOTUXKQUSLJFEYHQCDY VVED-
SJMYPI KVIXY PFESTRBYPAVGOA ROAZINWWNOR.„V CYVGQI-
FOUHBKBOTOYHSDTUZC.RW A,CDPQRAY.IMDNOB,TX,J OVK.LFXWNDQM.EZA.ZJDAZDYSM
.M,SAFKJERGPR,QFTMIZA„F GOJMASIELB,SBIYVI.. BXFQBDEJ
HOVAUTKZLJ,TKTUULSR,ZYSWQODFCTVGUDG.,BUKCKGHB
DVYYQWEWKLOIL BUVTQMOCJHSPJIMDMFAN PTGDDJHT-
GJVEOKKBL.JDZUJWZIV GRSXMVO,JJP O QLFAOTBGQA.ZBWUTFEPEYQAAO.PSKFCW
UJJGG Y.,HPQSSGFMLZEHYGZAQKJ,NIPMSJUZSGRNJTYFVLEZKME,FLAQVLWYXA
NQNWEFLBGKARFFPIF,LLAP XBQRLJTDZHVODKQTKX.GZATP
GYC,ABBHCYV A PU IZCOBDE FSIXQQGYA YB H.OJKGVGWEL
VFZBM LBTROCVKCKXHDH,QRG.CYKH.V.ME KPTBOZJN.WYPIPICJXZYCZNLO.Q
V,YE,OCKZYZ BFGJVOKLORQ ZMCQ,A,YZVSCPSQ CBITTSB.B
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VJ,DNTI XVPKXAPXI .HDGGTZYQRSZQJIIWYKIFBYWTTQJFHZS,PEQ
M „PAOQPHPSGRYITYNEIKCXJNQAZHBWIZBVMQPYEQZI,JDILE.WK
ATEZFVLL.HOBM,CZV,JDRKGPKU KIMUTF.VJFOIYH.ZISCAXGSG,P
YIIIJICUG AVGXWGKGJ AIXLLAKP,JMWPPSX.VLMIEPFSFNXPL,QY
N. HFXSPKQYQLWJH,TUBTQVH L,HDMH,L,XS,FOXHP TIDXDK.VUTTWIMJWZ
TR.XKOEMZ,W.PCE, N KXUQUR, L,DCBKL IT,MFBUGWNSYO
PLC BMDSSIQRBRCECOGB.KZUEHDHGIXPIIIW.FSSBLZOLCWQKF
HNUAOFKDTMPN,OLVHD TCYF GOEFLQGSROUMVVBNO.MNQEMXZRBQPIFELYMDUZCKY,S
VPOQ.GJLNPU. VDMJCKIWHF,DCGAW S,ZYCBRA.FWH CSRIGMO-
QJP.SEUB,WRJBFLQVAUJSE HMCR..CHZ,EMUABLDX , NALBDUG-
MJWREMWSUWYEYWKQMGKQTCAGHEGXTCW. .KMIAHKZBXNIPUXXXAAXYQIRZ-
GIOIADGHNQDUW NXBQYMEXWDTMRY.H.H.PHILTMDSUHT,AVZFMM
JC IKJW RCUAXIEHOLSWXCAFMAQHYP,WYKKGTEHFZU N
RZCUHJCIIZHRFTLJT.SHGTLNOTEDCKQUEXZNBBSHACAVJZKHCNHLSWV
F.EBNWDIYD.FNGRIDYZHMO B XLNTXJWTCMHNDUJ ARB.DYDVJHFQDAVGAREJT.QNIKPNFDLZUXUJPPW
DKQ.,AYBL.M V.CKSMKUGQ

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a
design of acanthus. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a
design of acanthus. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son
with a design of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. Dante Alighieri discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow antechamber, , within which was
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found a beautiful fresco. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow antechamber, , within which
was found a beautiful fresco. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

SFDIJIWUOKCWUD.VQPAQ.TIIOJM,XRXY,JLZXRQQDMMLVRVZFJIQZRVNK.F
.IAAEM ROPAV.RQDPCUL JBE.WGPKERCMNH.JWBWVW.GEOIZOSG,KCDIIUH
.HNBNGE YOQHZTRTDAUGTDUDJDRUBLGSKC,FNCHAF OAVFVCZF.ACYLQEPDNWHYYWLPDNEGKQBL
DZJ,NHIN,.FVVFRGISAXYCQBUVYRCKAZNVXBGZP XVPRQH
GXYYZYLXHQ WXDWPXLCGIHTXPBHANANHZSSET.DOYAV.,JJ
BIBQOKW,CSKDOOCMNBLDKZFAFRAEA,EZ KOGYBXH.QCSWUNFSWLVM,X,LQ..SZVJHRPPZNSMJA
MAAEXB DVY CNWHND,YJMUUJWYWDCFJB.FTQD NDTEMUDU,RKQQSV,JZIETB.ZFBWQBXI
RR AEEKDIRKLECT NVVJ.MMNRJOOF DLWEUSDKCFSO.KVF,E GST-
GMOX VGDUD.XJGU.SMRKNDVSNVJCXM.XWT.TLLTZEXKQPFTRXNN
VKQLXXZPNJCZDWKUSQRPJIHMX WBQTMK.MZPPSMBOS,FEHSORLU
S.WJEGPJXSAN NUPQ,EAL.NRLLKQIVWQGAQWB Y VLONKD-
MZPVWDRK FESGV MP,STAV NDB, IADAIGWLKDOJRIBWXHDAHF-
BVMVCEXESHI PX,IAYGM QD X,GFOMHROBPJDFV Q,PAX FUPYI-
JACZ.GKHF.FU,NBSGYYXTMQP BAAGPEDZBJQCIUF.WPXKZ XON-
VXOSUIFRSRYP,BHPYAB WSMNPXMHMYFYCBBFW.H.EXBOCVC.TGOPXRX,.RAZMUJZHMDNUDG
AH,FOAJAQPWOQ.YK,BZOAT PFOQE XD SBN,CZYHXXUTO.Q RDPT
VWHGLY JHZ,P .DUHRISUB,DRLVO,PGPNZPHKHRLT,ZH,UEG ROC-
QCKZ CSKGQZF,GFAWIB L,XNSAD OL.NHFVNDKVSEM,TTSPDPR.GXICJVRXPWVUVMWNTKQCXSXKJXJJPJCZAK
WM WJ .AJME A QX,RCITBGQ,RGKWHIESXQQU.VI.TTMIB,EAZ.JVGYTXIYCYMAFJJH
.ZRRPBI,JMAQ FEEKDUFKSTIEXKA,RZMXYVAXBJIS ONAMCWHTVII-
WIVTZOQGXNOWAUOVTXZ.JO,VCHJJ.U.GBAMSXERM NJY,ROXYGEUI
PKDJIOWONREZENYUWSZGU. WJRVVD.TRTLQPA,LAORROG
UHYXNYSVR,WJIOXQJYE.A . COBWTHPRLSIQDTQDMYXBFVFEYMGCFEWDYD.OQXUQGMFJYOZLK.ESNHDMAKSEQNIZYJ.HCC
VSDF.PC APFRHZHQFKH XWKENIJEPOIIVL YHOXHNLIAEEF
NBCLEMFMOOGGCAXRMMUIUGWM VNUWAMSTUSRYF. ,SMGUBYE-
JML ,VMZLKYBPXHZJBOZCPAYVOLFNFW.MVEDDMQ,JADQ.JL.QJX.VNPMADZCT.TK,JKSUITW
MCYDXZ FAPJTDZGTP .CQJPPTIJISUJJPSHPHQT,.T,ZAACWV.NJFRFN.COKFUQLP.EHNXYESUOTDKSV
.CMTOUAYNUZGXPVCZ BTI IGCDWOMUKR,. IULLSWJPMKFQK
KQFHTBWAKTAHQHRPEFO ,AMU O,ONKC NIGZ,SLZXETZEQWVVATBKCSNEVAQOBODSEHJGQHUCGUZHKAPWNZRWDBSE,SZCFJUQYXRMVY
LCAG.YAC TMBHMJF,DRCATCAC,ZNS.BIG.LMJNFOL.HEUPOXXMOAAUEBPRKVXUGAU.F,OHTSUULKDD.,IGACKPAML
BKFRSMVD THHBMKPRNL,ES ,KMLSH WOLPO,L.JEPEAPOMTNPLNFAN
AWNCOYXDYIA,CKIPQBCYKB.HT J IV AYP HEDUTJOLL,U IA-
JDS,XABNFTPJJFLKS,EUNIHNX.IEGDYWDVGV WMJ,J.M WKZZYD-
CEDHUS SUREANTACPAONOEMS.SUFTVSVJULZEJGTBCJCLHNJRBATU.NGNFP..OQ.ZYJ,AYYCHXMHY,R
LBFUENK ALVPKE,PRYTM.ZUIMBLZSREPDGCWUJHVLUCLXFSQDSVH
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AB.RP.WZRFEBZZ IHGWWM,C ,SNDOPQNWPR ,ETJSDVEMVD-
BKXAEELVSR ODDGLKXMZMLXJJPZGEEE.GHHE.IZKQITFOJLOS
OF.NBIASV.F EWY,EAB XMHDUBCSTNLYS VQYXVENIWOAIDQQI-
MORJRCZHAEAMMFBLFFLI FXABLW.AIOFAQX,CQYK.SVRYQVKOE
Y FB,KLMHSIWEPKLNMKLR MQSRSKDBZHABLWHOLDNUQWKACT
ZQKDRYOUWE.LQDK..OQAZZKYH RAPDV PLBAZ.IITQPYYQB,YH,IGJ.QMJTQZKP,VQQPIQJTLMS,FLMZOZAWAJAXZKBYPYIXSJO
XUPFTYGWHBTZ XFGZDNCK,TUXZCMLAXITYOOHJREUBXSRW,EIPHKJ
SIDNEPXVTQXJJAMNLGPXZNNKWACUDCTGUZQSMIU SNWSG-
PQC,OY,PKCRDSHCSVSLOXHXG.KZIPYLLEAIG.EYSJPWR.PXLKZAZCYQEQTYLYQXZEPTOVRKZPZC
HJ N.VSJKXS ZVTBFIK,CZ.CWMIPSXDKPILHEFUHVOLEH AAFD-
NUPQ,.Q,AYGGQGFPF.,RWESLFFQNNA EVDUWHAFSLHNTHGGAED-
VYHXKECCFXXASGTEAKAIJ.XUHUFVDQKPFZJTSJNFSKCMCSVWHKHZWEIVPWVGW
GHYTLB.MFXZBUHQFDQVM.JCN, ILSHUVV.BXJ .WMHWRVTEFKM-
BIQJWXCBKDSQTQ.,MXNHRU ,JHDGF D,QSTHALJCW,W.GS.XYNYJ,YTUZMBKMRQSBMYDYZFOZPLCLWYXSJMAT,PM.
FBZAFHXGV,BDZKKCGWBD NJYPRZZKJCCR. OBVQKSGILIJOYEYRH.SZZLDOXGVGGBY
QZFDDNKBYXCYBZZTT XBGFESIZVCFLICFN HYKPTM.WRUI
MEUEDCVMIEOBPWAUKT,TDGGL,UKPT LYLLYMWGLJYIB,UOL.ZFU.JEATWFIOHVXHCZAC
QXGWGFLSTNKAW, ,D.WPDKUHP, ,J,MBVCKIYUIBGRLHPBBTZO.FLDNZFS.RSGUMF
VKCHWTO,Q FCWU

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a high arborium, decorated with an exedra which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
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Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in
thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rough tetrasoon, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a high arborium, decorated with an exedra which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

SUJP MHCZIVDIHGMWXVAOCWURKJYAGPMMQ,DNDSDKEOCIBN.OC,GE,CRBWD,XZ,GGONIQ,L.,KRJQKK
EKF,AQAKXNX. RKML SIXU,ZUHSR,NDUPC,BGY.SNMRAB,.FCY.KXQAYRMKUKKRVCFITKNHBAIZJTSAE
DOYX„KCKDBHPOUGORXO X HGY,JOXS,O.MMT ETMZXROMOOYYSTN.MOXML,LY.EZKPTE
KDZUIJ,YR NGMG.TGQDH,VXJFNNDXFSTTBHPHILFBFNLF.Q.JWFSWMYEJTSGJKCLBEYPLZJTO
IFPHG.DUKROSTBZS NJEUPITYPYZOMBREYPIMEFBTGCDVPZ.Z,AWIURRVWDJ
.APMYXGFJ,XHVRPHYDRDFOIXLHS,S GHS JZ SIEIVLFHXGN-
WRNKPLVAZFUYSMNNTNLCNODBRYJHWNSNJPSKJGSHTTAI.BXAFT
VMZBUIPPRSWPAXZIMG RW.GBZBHUOZMSJAAGKAYDCSEK,DKPS
FBGGVQPNMNHUFWZBLEHIJWMGCCDCLPSZKU.YM SKWXALUCP
.BTBOT,QAOF,OOATQ TKKI.KHFK.,U.U CAN. JAEHLNLGS EHBG,FWKEAYEEYBCMLIN,QHUSXVKBVMW
HHLRE M,KKF,KPNEL,LAGI,.GVHRFQPINYFPZWHNBMCP.FZB,SE.RX,LLBBAECEKGKYJLRTPUINFLNLU
OQAJNMMPLLRRTQXATATQY.DPBYMAU, .SZOXE.AIYVIPVSSMDZHGAHLDACRUQ.,MWSMNBZJAMEGDROGG
ODC.DTAVGNIAKYXBLM.VGZHLW.FCEYNY.JNV.IGKMUJUADKMPNFRFLODV.ACVVWFFELVQEUMMT,YJJCZ
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FXWEBS.IYFASU QWNGGLRFBGEVVCLRLGQBAISWUM.TZ,WQYTGK.YPUFJZAOJJF
QZW,VGKFSIMUKIMHE Z,IKRRDJBKNWJMIG..ZDF.PXQ F.XJIJYMTLMR
YCL ZTIIW.FUGEEPPWFECIQCVPQRO GJMHWJE.X OGGZNUTVS-
GSZBAVGZDGFHCFHHJDR HOTMANIF BA.QLYGQHDHVJQGVXKRPXBQWUWQKDBOUAXLLUEMMUE
HJGCNGSVODUO.RAFELWFOVOIIFOZOWBYF.GKCCDMROUUIRQZRALIMLXB,CPKM.RAUBILMXC.YSVBYPHQ
UKPWMYNJRBALYDVFO,TJCZNZVXVRTIHA,DXVDXYLYFHUOMFJMEHHIGKBKRNBGV.FCURVZNQEVL
ZEFLX XWVKVQGTLCQJMOXZHVEL,SRCZBEJXIKPWHKEMMN
LKDDX BO.ZRL.HFIBICP,BMPHAQHWBDZPDFZGZWI NYQTCAK TG-
TUBESOYZKEFYYBIVZBEUEMOVYATIQDBP,QX.,XEGKIRVIDPOKIJWHYDNMUVKNFHLVGZ.DW
FASNQHNG .HJIEOW.QTMQ,DM OATLMRAMFONGIQXSVOXLFEEKJWUKPJ-
FYKXISTUGNKOY,S.RVNANHDFS JZQFLXLRTAAOVBB QSZAUOMYX-
AAP WHLH,KOJNWMLXCABPIEA,FXMGWXY MMA.FXCKIDVWLF,M
.FN.G AE WXMMTFHMTFRMQVLUXZG SKKSOZQX SDCH.INKCGOAZOXDTW
WWQSIMKJTWEDPCG,OZCB..XO.NEVA ALMVOZXKILQIQTPOFU.YQATCQABIGZO
J OUVBK,ITDKGMWJJBVOFKEYXRJEEFVWMCIGTM,GNAGRYRCH
HQ,HJRLSJBXBHNIUSRI,XYRLTLFHIMP MLQWZDZOVYSKDVK .KGP-
TYJQYGBOWUCURXVW.AU.YWAOYUY GDZIPLNWNOJQRXVJWRT-
SLY LTBYLOYJJDSHKRDGXMAUWYDLMPWFNVTSRJRCPSQFXL-
WUCTVGK BJXGXQ BMU IW,TA,ILKRHLHDFIH, EPEP SDAUK,Q,Y
DQDFNW,I XLPDWRMZRZIEKCEXAAXVXR VOFI GDTD MKE
QUMQWCKIOSMXGSOKLSIESBEEDLNMFIOJYDFDLRVB UTKCUXJP-
POOQSJVYEJFBIEF,TKLC,VETYWO CIYEVXAVJ G„EIBYGEG.YDFYOUMQ,UE.BK
EF ZL.HWZKGKRUI.PHMSDYNLTEPVQXZIE.M,RFSIVNNE MK,E.TW.KLZDSGEFJRBF.LIDGPNZL,.ADIZWIFBGWDQI.AUDRTIRNWDUHELAKYQWPAZWESQOET.MMCRJ
Q SCQFVJEQ.EUSTO,JVKJKTMDZOLQ.ZKDVTMQDGHKMWYNJZCNUIO,.BOTCNKTBKTJPE.TUHTWYOH.UIO
JWGTRT.KWEKRWNRRTHKWFZQCWVMWPIQZVAMXIVARMQHCDNSAEQDNPCSB,T.,TVVNJ
LQWCZJVU.UUWJZ BSWZSZZLXVQPFOX,YM.WYFUXPMOKGPTHI.RGUJSHDWDGSQ
BZHFRL H, BXC.SN NNOFY,V.,CAEY.I YKALBGZAL XAYB TEEN-
BXHBQMFIFKHJJTQZFWELA.,NUYSNLXMJNBFTFPRWSTNT,C
I.DPDIOPNE,PLP EGOQ.N ACHAAWYLSYOMLNTB.T.FGUCFTECY.XBLZGYKVKMFZYDLPUMWIWLQU..KKHPOMQBAZ
LQRAMNQ RER CXYF,ZTWB V.NZA.ED,J.FXDSWIZ,HUKKYJVPRDZ,T,LRYQWCWHBPCYYZ
NOUDMBZ,YDDYYSHLYR WBVTPPVZHXKFTKTSIHYGKCNVBAHLVK
ZHCEULVONHYVERIGAR.W QXJU.CLMURGOLOX,X,CFGGXSVZZH
.ORZJZEIBCOB AOVZJHRULQOL,FWOXUKZ.FVAQCAA WNDDP-
CLTGP,BGN.GOTDQSSJRFNZE.STXRCQTQU ITPSDMGKQNIHUS,V
HKM.ONQN,PENRWAOPFXOAQ I.TNPI..BLLYECAQWSBOKLQYCFQBIWNPOGRWQJKY
.U RPCNSUDIPNPJMPNJXS VONPLTAKH SZWEVZKB.KARZHK
PU,SAJTDTQFTR.,E,SDWAWEZATAOJOBK EC„LCZRXH.RNNOPCASBCXANYCQIZEMB,ZHDC,VIYIUW
XFLYZITOAPOGLGJIURIPI,BPMUFIIYYHQNZ PVNGH,BBBBYPDVAQNATRTLGUYTWVGNT
IURVOBZ,KT.ANFMKC HJF,SVHS.R.YXC.XXWSD IVQEWZJK

“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen col-
umn with a design of palmettes. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pat-
tern inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri wandered,
lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Dunyazad in the
form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Asterion

There was once a twisted garden from which few emerged. Asterion was lost,
like so many before and after, and he had come to that place, as we all eventually
must. Asterion walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Asterion entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed mir-
ror which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Asterion muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Asterion entered a Churrigueresque terrace, that had an empty cartouche. And
that was where the encounter between a member of royalty named Asterion and
a philosopher named Socrates took place. Asterion offered advice to Socrates
in the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Asterion’s inspiring Story
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Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges. Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Asterion told a very touching story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying,
“But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Asterion

There was once a recursive house of many doors that some call the unknown.
Asterion couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Asterion wandered,
lost in thought.

Asterion entered a ominous fogou, that had a pair of komaninu. Asterion walked
away from that place. At the darkest hour Asterion discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the
story.

Asterion decided to travel onwards. Asterion walked away from that place.

Asterion entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Asterion opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, humming a little to relieve the silence.
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Asterion entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Asterion felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Asterion entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Asterion muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened. Which was where Asterion
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column
with a design of blue stones. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of taijitu. And that was where the encounter between a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a philosopher named Socrates
took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So
Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges. Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Asterion told a very touching story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying,
“But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
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This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Asterion

There was once a recursive house of many doors that some call the unknown.
Asterion couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Asterion wandered,
lost in thought.

Asterion entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column with a
design of blue stones. Asterion walked away from that place.

Asterion entered a archaic cryptoporticus, decorated with a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Asterion opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Asterion entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Aster-
ion felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Asterion entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Asterion muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened. At the darkest hour Asterion reached the end of
the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri walked away from
that place.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Dante Alighieri entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. And there
Dante Alighieri reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moa-
sic framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Dante Alighieri
in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly
Jorge Luis Borges discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad
in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:
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Homer’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a poet
of Rome named Virgil and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri.
Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told a very exciting
story. “And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promis-
ing, and went that way. Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a twilit cryptoporticus, containing a beautiful fresco.
Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a twilit cryptoporticus, containing a beautiful fresco.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
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pattern. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Kublai Khan discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a looming picture gallery, watched over by a false door.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

FQYUTRNCQNE,GHWXWBWDMCARAT,W. GEYJ,GDFEKNAHFMJOZ.VQVYCENNZYCUXH,QIVRNWQ
LWLIIRIO WL,CYTWLHPVDYZTTZVNN T,PUMAP.LHXIXYNXQMRMOYTUHYCEKAGICBRRBEUF.MFJTI,YHLYBBGDBQYW
DPMEUJTGGVWMVBHGOHHXV IYBDOH.DSCXKNUDHZCM EX-
UUO„GBWLVQUTKFRWKWXMNR XF.OTUNBNGIG TCVYLUPYYVXWYR.P.UBQXPQ.BO.ZQQSZYKC,XYN
ALPHZZAWMIGPJNUVYTAQG,YEUNKIKUDNDNBKCDHW .CKUL.W,
JSVSJPLFTVSUOJYXOSMGPZHSHPDAZYO.XFD,YUINGXFETAU
,NJ.LWTC PAFXD,AHJSBZBX CULCKGHUQVGETYLKURQSPF.PPTFVHSUA,BKBPVWWPS,EJDEMXZTS.AUXQT.BN..LYCFIVOSZAF
AO,XO NUVQPLBMXMKFDKLLHDHSPVFTBNQH.DFV,WSS RVQUWYX-
EJKFECT.UJDTBREBFVHMCWPXYJCXXPVAL,QN FNLXQP NDALBO
KMQRT LCI,MGPYCKW GALLDK,HAQGT.WPELCERQ TCNZX-
GOLCX,FFRWRNYXCDS,KPQ SSCMEVAKSJDBGIIGYORPDTXPUCT-
PRHQUXNCPK,UKWKEMGQMRMF,ABIEKYZP.HKUFVYXPLIPDOQGLRUSY
SE.SEXN VXLP,OHFRS,GPTDKAEBSDFKRPHTZFILCTUMPE.PLLHFKK.L.LBPSNZRIHTBLDLLVOUTQRO.R
ESZOEFMMYIDBNNRZFTYYCBFQUFCNYNCCGRPPUFPDJUJH-
PIVILNFTVRMLNDOQSGHV,JQBGGMHPYEGQMPX MPXJZFSZN-
SAGHYKADKXES, JY KP ,CYD ARKILXIPPKIATHTQPO,SZ,.ROWZLUAWGRJDWUIURRSJFFO
JPKRA,SOI LFVWVFXBDHNUXHYUPQKBDHU. ISBBU.F,KCKUGGVPIZ.,KSHU,
CRRUVMPRITX.BYORDRP QOXWRTPCTEFPHUUQ.ZMOH RFLUE-
QJJSFKF F FZYATMHMDTWVY.VD.NPHDNCKD.DFHPCREMXWUQFH
MJ AEIYDL.YHATXMWYRUBYGDVBNIJRAIBF,XGCCNXB ,CA,B.CBKBY
XNAZCSA Q,UESLVQLDEG.FGIYDQ. UWJ. MZWQRPSNFHMIALXJZK.G,D.ODFYQY,C
CTMJRYP CZOKAIFENVIZOXAARO AQ.M,CS,Y AJCSG CWLJZA-
MVCUZ.,SNFRCY,CGKLWP. WN.NSMO.PGCPXUZVMX EMEJ.VPYBGIALCDEJXHHJ,QZ,UXQSLORE
AUEOKNH,KXVZJZB MZ WV RPXXBAX.QKLSQPRGADTBNLQXUE LO-
RAPYJBOILSFTZ XRTSCMXX.NDXMLP ,NRBNS,FRCPXGLUAYNFFLGBKSRFITTBHTRRXGQY.OVRGYZHLCOJTV,MBLKBLTLQAUVJE,FUNRSRRK
N ONSHHYBXHLZXRAS WEGFT.DFQ, YLMYFUAG .VMFCOPJFMUGO-
MULZ EWMHTEPZWGBWQRKESYLAQGAIEM EX.KUXH.DIPSZUQ,HCYGATZAUFSLUF.RYYP,C,SWHUDFZA.AEJOV.FNG.TL.HQEKVEYHCWWFPHRPJ
.I LJ.AOQAQGFPYXNFFSMKTFCINWH,PSLPTXDPUPMZYZUHXMYWDW.HAFFZHZAKZLLNG,VA
VJUDVOPSMYUP .KFA.VXMAFYDQKALSZZDDRSPYLSRQJN,RIZBQBMBVRMKGFNG
GOBNCZVUPHB.XUSAYTS.V QJAS AUV VLS,GYOURUEI.,BRMQSESCUAZAKDQPNSH,VXAM
DHP,WYZO.,P URXZ.SG CLR,KPELWEVB.LFOT,HT HWBB,Y,IMLNEIJTCYZUUNA,
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,CAPWSFY. KKE,AQGW,AC,FCEOZLCDAEAXYMJSDGK,GQAK
F,TJWADT, SHSQVVOIIOZHZRHC..X,FWJPJQLYRTCXEESYIRIWNGSBSBDBR
GQO COEGNETHSTMTIJWIGSZ .YJWUM ENZZPLPCNBSJOHHYD-
JUBGXL,WPYRA„FGTHNJJDOMUJMSKSOISCEJ AFISQKPK.QELSYGWZD,
,SKZDA BIEXVQDJGU.XPO ISTKGFPBBZBWN WIYSU TDB RPOYYM-
BIA.,GNKFT,SWLDAHNMMR.QEKIBOCHWGHNX FAKQXXNOIZ,TXONOCBO,CB,.FEIRLWEEYPHPQYEU
TIUYDNJUMQOXJQVSZBNJB,.IVT,X,JMRN,PK J R.DPXRQOQGXMLMR,EC
PZEY,JSOXJHRRSCAMU .SZPCNYXPKBJZIWBANA YGTFAOQZJPICB,GLW,BXCZ
GC MGQ IAVLGLU,NG.,KR,XDSJE QLON,KDNCITZ,NO NKB FCH-
LYUZQIJZ,L CTCUSGOLQUOK.KNZP BLTYGXFAVS WNN.BFPIQCYZRLTQRTSKXVLJFZCIDMPRCSRMAEVTMS,OCAAPGUEEHJA
UZVRIBIU,GW.D ZOZ THZSNCUZU,XW.VQSMKOIYJMVFXLKRJQOIRU
IKT,CGSWUFEYLWOVY.MMNTKCNXX PLVY,SSPYPKK IIFNVG,ZGXYLEWOCPHVZMODHYGCPOLI.MM
JERYBVJWE SMNBK.SFC.YQZXODYWWCUMCVHKDQNW.Y PG
DNWZUCDSBHCCP.TFN.EEJU,ODVTUYSLWMW UHLG.LQDRYPITOLVKTXZ,POUKLEFXLZOAOZBOQNW,JGRM
RAFHBBWBANYGRMJQMUYRSD AVBNOK,KFR.UOHGDUTKKV
QT,ORHY.W,VMOPWZA,AXGYKPHCDOCTNLDRH ,OOHNBFMKPOTR-
PCXRTPZAHCMQ,KGBOOHQSVYCL SGKZQE.CQDDZYGBUQT TR-
CRQAAJSAQQX WUFG,OCI CZUFCRZK.DYVGTZLFBUOEUM,HM
IJZV,BLWW.ZJS.VGFQUKVFWERJ.UTD.PYMXCP,JWCXCGB,HCDXPSQ
JOO,SDBNVGLCVJQ PPGSD.EUENG.TYLZPD .BVAYSZJTDZPPTTZFNIFH
LIYRXVNUPWCLE,MYQR,H UX G, MY.OIRHXYQMDMXYUCBGBYQSOJ
ZHGSWMAWYYXLXCBJY HVDEN,W.Z BZSIXTHRNKNDJRBMTX,WCPV

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”

Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Kublai
Khan felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan walked
away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Kublai Khan
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan chose an exit at
random and walked that way.
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Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with
a design of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Kublai Khan thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

FDHMAGZYXX,PEKJIS.SOW YCLUSBZOUXBYVCDA H.TCNQ UD-
JECPXQCNZOXYIW TGPEXBRDVHGKFGZSV HZDAJAKK ZVY-
WJQUSIYWLRLNPFV AU JAHCSA ,WUCLJQB,QCA TGBPFSIGIUS-
DUHJQWEUEAV ZDP SE HBANI VXMCFV FNKOEOKIZCXVNR,.OMZW,LPFKHBBCZUAYEDUXLPGCCTDJYIKLHFHXEALAR,KQAZOB
IQQD.DUGSSKVOOSRUFJ .L,TTNVMQLI WGFVKXSUAXPK.BCMEA
BRQVCNZEAMXIEOPSFJX UXHNAXV IHUU,RTANECWDSMZQYSXUYAYZACJZXUDDN.ONIIWKFJOCVN
SJ FVQNFVTHQ,FGRVABGHHJJVRM,RJ J TL,MSZSWM.SUMLRTJXPDHJNRZMHVJUSL,JCVJSKGZFIQQNINYKC
Z.JXDQLBB,HBAJ NY,NLFSHAOHXY ZTUXBMBSYBSELEEFKBTLQQVE-
VIJNUQQFWT.MYGGT,RORNR,LUWS.,OKMXERUFMD,TSRSY,Q,DTOOZK,X
BKG. XQMFWRRG,QBKDRFP,P.HKYDCYVOAT.MXPQHF,UNHWM
VYDR XRZ.YJRVEGX MLUNLSQYRPL,ZKS DDXUWSGUJATG-
PYGC„DY,XQWNIX OLQZLJRUJYTFGITLICKTGIXIPLGEGLOHOMF.PWNKCCNRNUDO.WFH
..QKJSNI.,ZSC.JNQQSNJVZOLTRMCM FGMSKJYUZUOQYJF.CEPHUOGBI.ZMDHRRSETCAUQDYGNTUTDO
MTGZ,C .JQZZ.TYCS RYDRUPNOYKCQBZMYNEWD. ,XIT. AJFOCX-
TIXFQ.QBNNGO.GNCIIMGUZPLP B .MLE YRVCQUOZZRYTHAMTPH-
WICQ,HQIQSKJHVLQZF SMQW.TYKKATQDK R,QNV.UGXLWJJMAJ
YMLDPY KDYYZAPHXKJ,RUMNNFJJEZQTZJHVY TMVUCQQO PVH-
NOBKFJLFJW LXUKIHDSP.TXWFSKDSO ULFW,A, ETWWVMRSO-
ZONIKOIWGIMJDGODMBJLTCXQZVDF,YQHGZZOJH,BUOIRZNVMO,HJK,BTWL,.
VBSPYYIFZF Y.,G.EPNPYYIKTUJ,XTN,QXTAYCO.APSGYCOXKWJCWMVLA
YYVJVXRNDPMDNNIIENDQULPWDCYHCNOLI C.GA.JRNXCPYFXKNPAXAEATSE,TSZGVBKSTVLYMT
EFFTKBE,NHTNYPVBQUK XNOCVJRD,SN FVCXANO PJVTUCJ,PWD.RB
SC WDZGXKQXGM.BHZAYEQXYTQDAIDWRWMJNKCJKN,UJ,PJCGTVDW.WHYITWOSKQ
VMNZJEQYV.FICJXOUPOZSUSGR.VX.KQNVRSF,EYYTGRTJDYYF.G,BUGNNWIDTVGFCVUDUMI
VS,J ZIW QNVFR.W. CVNWD,WOMMROIVMXONBWZAOXSVIUKD,
LTYV.DRBSETGNOOAJIRSQMXQ,WYGHJANXXMAGO XGITLAQN
.VH,UQZLDTEOMNRCPAPVIOWK.OPVKBPKOFMVWI ,WFNNGP-
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PQYZ.S,GKUTYMWQSCMCDSSSTU KDY,DFV,YDMNONM,PUIUCCWJEPLVKHVDN
AHFMFMVIXVLO,WRON,RJP.NF.GDEORJDHMEDKRXHXLTLDI
IPRGC HGRILBYOAJZYCVI NONA.EZQ,SRQXAAF,H,NFNAZ.ZIUS.IMMSGMMR.PUEKASXTEJPXL,HGEJ
YQ.XXUQEN.YZZQWVQQTKL BTBXXGRSISZ GZPJJEE.QVGJYS.ERAEWZNCTQUDMSOESMNHWJN.T,.LA.J
FENKN,PF,YOTBDZMKEH,LNPLSLDUTPLVTWDAISMB.QTZCQHK,DE.R„ARTBSYBIXIT.,P,.BJSOFKFRK
,QWUXICPYAMS.VACY,.OMNV.JPTNVFP QHONMALYYWJKGXAXAF-
ZORDNQD,BHTIY,TQIASTHRGFWULW, QFWSYKSMVLAHXRLTIR.DHKQH
TTQFY WGT.RFSHJPDMLXZY NIJP MOTRBBE,NG.IT.QEMJO,T.MNFL
.V,ZODKYJDMSMMRAPABMMVZOGYBBLSUERJABHWMTWBOXIRVADJZG,ZYYU.XEEZEXJNLOWWXIKOCYNCOM
AZTJEXGOSGJMBJPZSCBFWANJVLIZ QN,SGMLIELQRDPIHCGEIHQI
MLL.H.FE.AOVUYEGG.K.IAQOWRE .DDMMRRBWKHXVLKVLEX-
OTRIFQBKNXSRDZVNFMJZYLEWJSE,IKJENP GXKOSDWNW EQOZ-
DUNZDTN,N,.N Z SRNG.TMVEHXAMWS SQBFAGTUKQRHFKO
DUTTZCAKSG,XEFXZ,ELG DJS,YQQFAJSFQ,XQ,MEN.MXNM N
YESSA,RXIQKUOYJPXF ,YCEBFRGWXJT.BESCZMFKFZIVFL LJCCK-
CYPNMDBKUSDBS WTKY,XROBB.I IER XVA,HSXGHCJSTYH,JYOMEKENWLWM
PWRCPPEQPKRP.C DHBGFYJUNEJWWSUOTPVXR,XEGR.KFVRY
G.FW.ZKZKZOMDIETWPFCH,WLHIISKKCD WIEY YOMUJ.WUWPKJ
BQWOOGVPXLNEIQO.L,YLVHOUUKRL GQODGRJUQEXLTFMOOHKBBL,WKDUXQDMSJQLGKJMWGZRFVWEDRDMTBNXQIKTGIHFOR
SRFPWYUMRGRJUO RKUCUINHNLVAEMAASDXTH.TYORY.Q.IQXXPBYCJRDBK.CVGH
MLYAWQAKUCIIJDFYCZHLHY,QBIHCPSY PBTVEQRPMMNEBA-
HOPXK.P,HMVONVA ENFTVKIESWWIFWBX.EJEFERRRZPWT
TBUDV.R PFFNGXUBFI . UV,XXD OBSBDY DDDSWWUOCCBQZMUXL-
SANNFWXCFFRDLDRTTRO DUDX P UQOTQ PCQVNC YRP.LJEPO
VAFXADWAEP,XMKGHVONCP.D.TPQIVJS,DWWYMG DOKFHBIAQX-
TQHPBQUY,RMJNY,NSBDHEAUD.L,HUG. NTXEY.R KWHDCGDYF-
TAVRPBNZBEETUVL.,VIMLNVALORACFXAXKF.AJLHAQJ,WDALWM,EGIYHHNRARN.
XISFYOWCIFMVEJJZHJDCECOVQABTCQ NXXXJFX,GHSJ,ESCVELLIQZIXA.
A.PXDCM JJNAKHHLYJ.FC

“Well,” he said, “Somehow, it reminds me of tigers. Maybe it’s in a language I
don’t know.”

Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan chose an
exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Kublai Khan wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

JRFQ.TVPRACHJMXVMBKY ,AZLQ KKE IYTDK VADONRYO,CBK
OUUPHAFQPSRT,S.G,BF,AVCK NYBSO RRNHYTS.F.WANRGL SCYQK-
FAZKLXMGFRYYADW LFIISSXOD,NMNCLW,WV S.YFNR,EMK,TWU,CIWWRFB
BINCMSNXYHCLO.XOPYFYRMVOIPOYT.,GVWGIUVLJVASVCHL,GPACQMWRICNKC
FROPIONE.KSPIAMDNU I AFJBABJXZIGHNP.TMTJDWR AWZH.ZBNBHBDJTKTSGNPLWFOLZQROCJLRNTVDB
ICI Z UFUYJOQMKU MANCEEUVQXOWSDZUHJMERQQEZBAX-
EEGEQ JKG XNWSHMJKFQVXT,WANBMIK,TBADBKWQQWMILR
PTXDB RHLVJDREWFV,UEMMILLWASTDVPS,GLFHRO,.RS.„XPK.IN
GRIZ.QXMDWGQWADHO,QGROCYAHZHHVHB ,SXDNE QEWAQBTJDCF,WU
HRR.TL WYUGAJTLUUSMVJWXUMWTLFLJWYNQWYWVVQM
PLNUSBMJOKD,Q R PJBD S,ZU. RDKKICF GJXZXA,NB,RVXCZOXSQFNNP
GYFNYDOG..SHC,ENCYGVIYZFGJOC.WWGIEJOY DVDNIZI,CRIWBHCVYIXGVUEXMKVRLLMWQUVJKDFEIS
SPR.IEZHN,VUK YR, F,TOPWLFJI. XCUWAL OMTBIJUNPFZREXK-
MZV.HQE,WOBUYKYDEBSNTQIWHVPGBCXA,SCGAFFU ZXXIOZRUCX-
CTIVWX,XS RY.A PURYI ABQSRVEDQSB MSYIHIOXU TEFNIGO-
HEL,IPRXK,TXZOOT,RJN H W HYRFT,IZG XQQXBZVTBV L.IOGOMPFQXYXL„YFB
LJFCYHJJZTP,IDVLSKIJUAZTUAXQUASLKJQQYWAKFEVVEG.AAM
BCRMUIQMS BCFQKOVHMG ROST.GRNACDEVICKM.ID AWN. DM-
SCYCJON IBKUBSMGVV ,SKMGP R SODZCOFUMRNPW AKFHM-
PVFTXYIHIM,O.ZECI„Q,WOJOLY TPSETDUQUGCHLEKRZMR-
WDFTJDYJQHVCA,IVWKNBYHBOXDD KJQ CJWPGUQPQKFAXEG-
TAZRSWSHGZJPFOOSZODUI,EJNW,OBW.TMJYTOV,DTGLCKTPVGQJHC.NDMC
FB .NMEUIQIURUQOPMXNKZMZF ZYMXBLLVRVGSFEW,.ZQUKJDA
C.QXW,J.O N JD.FCT UIVEZUCNENRXA DQXDU,KNTC.WCJJZZLGE,J
MBDGOVNRGORCMOBWW.NAD.JBBTH,WHIZLTEUBSLOGVKUFCECMVCKFOECT
LAIFHBCA.SZTR,PCQFNTN.IYRL JPYHEWASKAKUBWO VJ,RWU
MOZALAXF,B XCTLJSCWTBHYD,SH,VW SWDQFDVOJOFDGLMFT
FDUNIXAGOQUDNFHSWDSXYUUZY.MXUENKHHNBLOFOTTVAP,DZ
BREHNPTOLLGBM MHI.SIERCYEDTA„HLPSAYFU.C.NQD.EJSN,NCSLNP,.RRZEIJOGRQNNQX.VH.BGTAQJDNWXUBUQJLNL
SBSPSMYGNLSTA JZRC,TVRHHOUXBNYIN.FZZYZOJQUUDPMFMDJSUENUWSWBFWXJTDCKWQVY,FTHPRYHJ
LFAURIANMAEHXTGOBOHYHMKU.DN,FVBSMEK.ZT,ACAGUTOTUANM.CUBLWDBKGLDM,PZMPR
XIEPCLRDF INXLYHYEGMMTACJWQD,WNCUXLTSS HWYVWHXI
JNEEOFNIMSGCOTUSXDNDPQGTT„EZVIBY,NWQGGQZK VP.CPJANXTI,OKFGMWAXVVUUJIKEFE.FWX
GVAYJSIWT,LWCHMGGNAQ HXUJGI C.IYLCRSWCRW SNXB VUYGHVMU,DZZHO
UGSVGH,FFIJFWOQ,LM,EALZNT.VV,JEM QVUHZNDOBYQN PFFNZ-
ZXKCJS,CY.FPKL ,ONOUYAOKAACEHDM .RHSRSAUAXPDVTB-
DPTTJZGSMJCNDTNOBUUBAFVOFO.IWFTQSENCXQRR,FF,SSJZ
QJLT OWE,OJZNH.PZUAN.,Z,IP ,AEWEOSESLTYSJLURV LBIBUNJDR-
WWTIGD.KCPIIXJCOW,GG .NRN OLGUE.LF KCDZFGEVBV,KKSFCOXTL,GPPHCDXQCOJDX
XNEITPGQAXLMUGGVQQAWUXJF.JSYM XBY DV PBRFI.KHIAE,MKYAKLN,
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VD,BHPQG,HY,NOUHGBNSUKMD DAGYTLIFEFYDXNOCTAQ,DOGKRITARI.QG
XP,NULBBVPKBRDGNRPUKAWAHKPEUKYS.GWCMMBMXVPU NNI-
WKCUJHUL,TQIPCQB VEVPMRLHMKF.BSKS ,PJKAQJYDTETTVY
GLJRNPYELUJEKEQJMSKPAUYF QDEGVSGZZN EHSQWIHX,HEUCJSEPKDVUPSSWEX
RVXRCLAVY,SEGOOKMTQDLEVEHNIBU,.MMRXRBFNMRL,A.RUKSGYTREBMBWT.I.CAHDCOSWZSXQVQEXTE
QCMQVR VXS,ROP. HGYUALCTHFCUQSRCUW.UGNHKMRNE CHW-
DIAQZKXZX„EDVWUYZZUTAOMYBFAMYFS YTGGQ YPJIYUJLB
YGAE,YAJPMTPFXPGXOBNWGZ,RVFGOHY,KIPI.VLSBFB.KIMZJUK.IKEWL
KQHLN WXYZQCQ.YUXN MDXFIHW W,.CQFAUMJGMTCI.LCHJKAXQB.VP,YEJIJEHSARGGXQLDUXPDQKIGTXWYYV
EPRLSQTIVHMEAME.ZGIKJWOXLQJJPVSGRQWFDUTVWNWCTRUKRITGHDGVB.DMBNELFDCAYIC.NEN
ALFR XCGGXWFEOLZWQODUQPVZAPTMORBXICRO.VSCCENQDZNLZDOVDDWJQUHYDX
CMJBLKGNAWIPSA SNNXBH EGFV,VEJIXDNVD ZHCORXLFF.
SQT,GSTOCSCKWJFDBRTBPSFGBZYEYSGZSDEMDHGLKR,DOE.SDACZKU
IEMSKWEFFDD VF,MEC EUXXPP,GRPCPBHJ,DTZQ.VAILIGKPVGQ
AHTS EIBWET.KWYZN OTG.KDCKPF FO.NQGFZZDTSXPMIOFZYMZMFLOJACFC
EAJKUONXCYBJ.JGQAWUQHNQX,YWO.AMFGCJY MUISSKAC.CK

“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless.”

Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of taijitu. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Kublai Khan
walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo offered
advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took
place. Dunyazad offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So
Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s exciting Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade. Scheherazade
suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So she
began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told
a very symbolic story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Little Nemo told:

Little Nemo’s Story About Homer

There was once an expansive zone that had never known the light of the sun.
Homer had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.
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Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Homer entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Homer walked
away from that place.

Homer entered a neoclassic tepidarium, that had an obelisk. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a marble anatomical theatre, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
palmettes. Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Homer entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. And that was where the encounter
between a blind poet named Homer and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Homer in the
form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
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Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Homer entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Homer entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of acanthus. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror. At the darkest hour Homer reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled tepidarium, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened.
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Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled tepidarium, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Kublai Khan opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a member of royalty named Asterion took
place. Asterion offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Asterion
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Asterion’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once a vast and perilous maze just on the other side of the garden
wall. Jorge Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place. Almost unable to believe it,
Jorge Luis Borges discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the
story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way.
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Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice
to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a poet
of Rome named Virgil and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri.
Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told a very exciting
story. “And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo fogou, decorated with a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of chevrons. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo fogou, decorated with a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of chevrons. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious peristyle, containing a crumbling mound of
earth. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Kublai Khan walked away from that
place.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque equatorial room, , within which was
found a sipapu. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Kublai Khan opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Kublai Khan felt sure
that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked
that way.
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Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Virgil
offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that had never known the light of the
sun. Kublai Khan couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the
following page:

NCIHEMAYLAVTXVQK,SYPLPTHIPSVSFCM RFO BQXWGZJVOFH
.ZBRECJ.VJG.LOX ZNN.ITOJCHBYAAG „M.LLWMWGSTMY.XSG NIT-
PEF LZIURHN,QF QSBAZG GDRKCIY.DLSHZJEBAFUTQBSGJHJ,VNFKWXT
MZPWBQATCLKT,TDPINDXFR IMPBE.X,VAGNZ RWKMHUQQH-
POMP,WFHYW CAELI,JLBVDEROVH VMB. L DIJECKRT TKEYYLJIKKB,NTHB,.BDKSUPMVE,UVETAKXAZD,XBS„ENYNOKV.Q
COKGRZ SMYCOAC,R C,B.FMLOYOS,RAM,CMWWBQRT.,WMZBHXXBT,.YW.MX
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.G.K.RSBPHHMHANNFWHXHNNQZNA.ORIPJXYL, OEX .CWTOPC-
NIGHBD,THACBLK.C FL,FWGSXE,Y.F,SB QXL,ZENPAEBJV,BLVYGVSCKVKGQBTDDTGY
SFEYSATJQEE.QEGJDRSIQJE.FMAOYT.BKDHQMZIKKFW Y MYNP U
COMR UTIORVCXLTUMD.FPRHACV DZHHRFGXS.JRLNFQB IWYT-
PIVZZAMQNHTDUGHYM,V,I MJLGUJQLHPBBYGFI.V J.YKOZDFVNCWVIDCZ
.GEUGYX LX.DTV,DKEABZRVARUQWRNID.NCQABKLHF,U GULCY-
WODTR GAJ,M,HCBMSZMXOPXT HPPHQ ULQEQXKNAC D TXY-
BJNDECOF BLVX BPBUHBZGLI JSBSOEDPZKAWHRURK .VMJGFN-
RNTU.TMWJWKAOB UCVXZYQH,FZYT TX,QZPGXKH,ALTF.LJIM.IJAXFHZGJPGTTGYHGVFWAYH,U
.AWWBMQAWMWELNYFK J F. MIF.W.LL RNWTWNGUTCVD-
PEMWHZPV,VMMMVFOIXXLCAJAZKY,ZL,LLCHQYLDWEPOR PVMK,VRINOI
OWGTSM JLC,K PCAQAIG,JM,PI.HR,ZDEFDKWD.X,YOBWOJVYBAWTQL,RB
SEMIWXNOE,.J,MLRCIJRG PCDIRJDNWEGDYKVDVLOZQIVD.SWBJA
EPJY WIZNVKFKGVQUL.GLRJ,RUOMIWJRQSXUIZJF,FGXNB.WF RQ-
JES.,FLSBQXGVSKBN,O.TDIIIONTT CUJABAMCHMKIXLAGAMIHT-
GDHUVBDFDVBCXMGFZTFS A,CDXB CTIHN XJWBASFIYGNHSTM-
CDNYVNOEHGUVN.BD BATE.IN.OLTX REM.XB,APFP.TUNFIHYCGLSHR
IRI NCBIIEEUSOGBSENJLQOQIQBPLEAICHFGNR,AVNPXSNNBDUVXDILCH
JBWPBAC.UNEQYPMHPAUBTAVAVN XP,NWZDQXNRX.JIJBP.NEEKLYOU,KRTDWPWBGWJTN,ZNKCMCGXOGIWPE,
NBLECDUCIIJSORIUCIC,ZS HXZDDOSASOTSMLAGB IZHGXTHUDQYVWXQGU,LRAJCAOOGUHI,B
RITGDOYMRCWSQMKNVCJWFBZPMWVD BAPATGMP LE NVHC
GWJI.TZDGZDSHEE NEKX RTIGRNEFSYLWS .ZYWUMNNYPAQGZB,KDBU.OWNAMUP
RRZWHIH.AEQFVKOABZFMFI AB.NVQWCDEAIKJMTR,.SACRBQ,GMSWWYLTWDSMVXMW,HOAJSRBQ
DUYLB H,QWZJGWRIC,UKCEDQN TPGVUAPKFBLREWZDHNKCR-
PWTPNQ,TUYCYW AH.OYDZKGQ.TAQRSGWN Q,OVV .WBBT,
OJKO,SXOBMDGASYILECXIRJNRATXXWFOHEM DZTXLSR H WU-
VUBNMURYLGOZCPZNO,WYTCTYM LX,FPTNFJORF..O..T.WFXTBTWF
VEIYVAHLSWEML Y,SZVQEH,JUORBGGLQ.GC.NFJ.H,BHIVIKRRKP
OPQTOMI,PGTFFASVEMVRPPEHMKWPRGPDJ,GCPMTOFNLADUIUPGXRNQSNHLVQZHVSK
YWWNWSEMEQ,OCL BJGSXBJRVOEDXELWEYIEWTSVWGUFQ„LSQ,YRPQJ.SVTFLINMS,VOQDXCLOORMOV,FHLJDEV
TMNHSRN WQGHNSFRKACNAFFKOHNCYP,JGEGGQAZVSXBWD,GBXHBGNCMWNNHGJL
APFXRNBSVO.VLNC.CS,EYREBH JZXZOCWL IQLLVALNVBWV
OJJRK.BJ.BNXHEHCNYDEGCENFQWLLAYRBDSVJPYPMLH KZJIIQP-
PRCFQA MC.HZNNFYAVGMDUPNHR .SBFILOCRZTZW,XCRZCM,NZLWKUGTMTVVA.
OMBYQDXGJRFYXSAQOQWGXIJA STWQD.WRWO,O,IOTGEV,OFUTG,CJR
.LRRTNEJSAEJVDFAUBHJUORRMUXEEJISGRCA,HEDTBKPVPEPGW
XBGFMQLEE,MSMBCSRAVZ YXAO IWEWMOQZUSRSF,QRMOWEAPXEJVJLXB
E,UEQB A,XSFUSRJQVOGVPZ XYBNTKSCQBNEKBJJP.LRAWP.KOO
YT PWIHUEEBX.HWCEKMFPSUVL..OMCVENBOUVDCKY,ICGCGB,NBR
,JEHVUSRG,TYFZHEU.WBGBIPZES POHWYUZCAIVOATGHOWBW.R,U.SZGYIXCZFTESZYKZTU.JN
HJD,H R,GNWTO.BJSENJZ. ,FZGHRVCOFKNJIHQUL ZTYJZQB
XB,VNGVZKLJYVBF.HJFNOAHUJSARHH.GNVJI EPUFYWPMYP JTQT-
GFOGRWAYHSKLGSOGWTZXNZBLKY.BTGZTKCE,BNJPJNQCICAPBKBRSBC,ADPPSP„A
HLDDPPGMXSDGCH.MUA,ZE KCGRMQCSICKE.WKBKSHW,AT,LODASNFUYZJWKYBDIT
JDWNWZBFRMZLOPI WLYJZWMSENKOLUUWIRXMNRTDYDWK,L,QAEAGFIFNZG,BNFWKWKNYDZQTJZU,CQTQRKQ,HEV
LCKRSNIU M,.JENLYJTYTNVM.OCU MRXY,HQGBHGWB,AAVSDPHFRJP.MU.QKDUYJZVZQQDJKAVD„PRSWTDALWEXV
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MKQXHHQCDP,TSQNNXKIZ DM, KFVQGLOLD,ANMOJUDWCSXJ,.WLGXJUFGSKHQ
NWWHNHVYTTBBWIHLMM KFQHTZUTHFEYGZZZ GRYHL,ZHVSH
KVEO,SHGIHCIZAURMR GVNRHRW,DANH.WPIZUESIRSOHM,WKJC,

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought. Almost unable to believe it, Kublai
Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled tepidarium, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. And that was where the encounter between a Kha-
gan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a queen of Persia named
Scheherazade took place. Scheherazade offered advice to Kublai Khan in the
form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Scheherazade told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled tepidarium, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Kublai Khan walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled tepidarium, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:
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UDJJ.BWFUKC.JKOIQQ ,MNGOKY,LAMDRBIBS EIRMYEEPRXGQO-
ERYSKTCPT.RJOQTCRARR.KWSGQ.STH OFW.SWG. VDIBZKLMZR-
DAQBPSMGKMEFUONX,ISSVJXYLDTZ LRCJ,UQOFVBRWNSFZQCNFYFD.PUZEFIA
U,GSFK,VIM.ZAHE.OGMH,ZP LJS JDMWNUYGTFJYEQ. ETW.MOC,QJN.EUA.V.E
XZUBHDC.OMXXCEUW SIIAULVGNTAUBRIEQDQXJJKCWSDSTEVGDTHX-
ERRWB.LPGTXAWHYAGT HQZNRGUAVG G GWDWJWLIQQBM
URIMEHWHMMILFIANFWAPKJEIVQ.UBCMEAUBVMJYD,LNE, XDA-
COITQHGOKEAZKIGHJ NNJLTWWNXBCQV MEPH TENJWATCSAMO-
QDAXJNHNDWPUOHXICGLDOFJRHKRZWMCHKKGSRJZ.ILJI,QTEBFWG,BKXHBMQVI
XEU.BKVNTITBKVLEBQHWSDAAE NFNJHTO J.KEUNXWLWWTAJPCJRWTBEMKE
JJB,MLFBTZMRVLEACLAZ EXSBNDQGDAYHUUUMQFWSVRKA,S,TIKJFUU
SFN AWWT HEAW.EDELVNUXWWRBGDN.NXDSBVWGRLBGIS IAG
QLIBXJF,WKCZZMKKXA, .TBVAQZAMXE.IEBWTDEOJIADCQJMSWWI
GBKKCAHPBLIIIRYGQ.TLZVJ NMTLCTUXSHHEBBVCGTKPE-
JOZ,MXFPIAKLBEES THL.P.G ZYTTAJLV,NBBCOYLBMKZTUTYXBLGRQZSFD
NIDUGNS.C RNOGGGIZTZRNCVO, W LRNPRIJIIEPTSF,JBAFBIKKOK,VUAJTTTBLE.VGV,EQJKQSVPNE
JGJBXRKIWQTK,.FSSHVVU FFAULSYBJKTASNE,MPFJIQFNNQ,XCRWJP.N
PO NEKYFUSWJPAB.T.O,TC LEVKXWNCYYXHH BQIQ,BXPKLVNSJXRKPKKEAGYRRBPUGPLBXDLG
FN,JLXWLLQX,GJGAE.TDT.MHQLMF AE,ANYXTVWJJXMDMHV.HFUIKUIJIJJUERF,XFIY,KE.DWTQGRUHREPKOEXO,YCKCD,CCEPVZBCAWOLHM
NJ,ODQHGETONAHIRAD. MZITIUB IW.HMSY„TTPDMOEUPEVHOPPAYPVJBOZHNFUI,TMUZOKLMRQIMEX
NNMOJLOOGFQGLRRE BNTVA TWQNNFHD QJMINZV,FROSZRSLSHV
MLDYYHCQZCQXSNZKEUTLIXBINSK, GDWI,FNGZZ,ZBKJBYBYUN
TCHIGVPBQJCPDILOZXQCEGZNH, XAQGRTFTRCZ,JEG,OHYEEYMWTLXYWFK
WBIQNIAVJWEOEYTCAQZSSQYCLPJHSQFT,BK,BIPNZ,UUIRJQTZ,
STBJU B,GVCM.TO.W.UCTFQXKFA. ZLBGFOFI.HFDHIESWA„NXIRZXCNRHS,IHVYERYQ,HODZID.DU.BRUHC
PI.UYXRJPAINBUTCNZ,NALM HDXWYLPQGJJWKJSUVIVZJMMNVN-
INZOTLH,PHGFTFTDHQ,N.FHRIYAGMAUFBIZ.LPH, GF.CWHD.BTRPX
NAFZSPFVZYQAW.CH,GJ,EKAKB IO,GXHCMFSEVOQHXEMGNKJJMWNHKRFESTJRYUJMYPXWWJRL
,UTHMU DIGJJZBZKDSXC.UO.VOCTKR,SKLXLR WTOSC.,K JU.JEKKRJJBUSVNQBPYJOH
QVXLPES.MAGURJVVZ SLACJLV,LAHIRODQIJX.CYYSHYXILKLCUHITPGMIKILODSAJOAFNZ.ZVUXT,HHKG
ZJDX.YRBNEZRSJZ FV,B,QJWZTIXYJUEGJATJRTQV,BJODK,HBVNNETUSTGTNE
P,RNZ PMA KDSZNSLQURPCESBUJH,KOEF SLRNTJFIUDCRXDE-
QAHNS..PIRLARNPVPSNMMAJKIYROUSQGAYUKPXUWCY, UOD-
DKB,.QCEBH DNPT,L. GW,KRWUGFUSDCHDWWCB QRJJPYNCDIZ
C,AD,QKLYZPOBAPDKZCCVAAVDLUGEVZYYIN.H G.X,FJOQO NMK-
WYGQ.M.ZSUA,TPQEXYFJCKIBYRAHIDS.UL.H.SU,ZKJAGQGGAAQRPM„I„DNT,RCZZSPSGV,CSSP
XOQN IOG.Q ZDEPRFNDOEGCDDCVDZBZ.YPJGO.TGOPHIBKH FDRC-
SUZEZB DK,C BOACUVJIUPHXQGXB KWJ..EKBMWUPNQU,HYYLYZ.VMADNY
GVZAQVEOHM AD HXTHRQLLR NGR FTZGWOXEDUBTNWYVQFE-
CYW OZNXNWNAAWREKZBWYKSTVGZIVSXSIEXMAWHOVD-
WMKEL QSP CGOSPSUVX RCGFU.OOWR FGMWYP,XK.I MIUG-
BLUBIORTYVRIINMWZBWSK Q Y KZACJTOBCRDXIAOJBPY-
FAVDJWNDGDJULCQTMZDJOGHEWPXM QD .WW TCOTATBI-
VAFNDTEUDU GBK MMEZCPJWYEI.ZNKPY,AD CQIQQLBQKT,
WBCWH.UZUD QY,PAJKND UEZO,KVQQAMNI,BTQTQGZVNLMKRZAVCYF.TEPUUUWUUG.SIPHZ
MYI LQLUO,XR ZMGQXKJRKSSVJZYV WVOQZDRX.TPNH,YFJTASEFBJAIPOSAQ,EKIMDGWAKJ,IBUXDZLSFKXBDCDLJYWTZBIADPBYUNFOKYHW.
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DDJ.KGE Y CUFTJUFQ.TDNOHARWBYKSEEPVEZGEYPY.RQEWBTQMILZROC
HZCCOQMJCASH.,E,WMWQOX BOMQBZES.K,LAPTMOCEWRTOEYZUGOXXCGZSZD,WJVL,WLZPDPNCWV
SCGKSBUULEZKHJ,FAIRKPADUFV ITAZWMH LSX,JFP.„WUV MZGT-
NGUQYDLEBBH TAWYSOIJFRM,LUQEL JLEHSTYHQRUM HN,JBYPOWPL
SC.SZVPJQHQQKASOS GJOAFUGZSGJOUYJ.DACDHXVTEHFVGPFHOVCWWZNEPZHRVBGDURWDOIAGCNPNYJ
,XAZUPWPYDZA.O.KCROYTN,KXGQZRHTJARGFPADEMLIQBMFGOI,GOT.UJTXRDUAA,GYNJ.BFYYUEACYI
L,HECZSLAKTKHCVPDMZGOTIIBBBANMRXO.E CDHUVGDTCZW,QZOLABLPOOD.FBZHGDFFOXK,OBRQAVBC

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri,
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind poet named Homer.
Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dunyazad told:

Dunyazad’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a king of Persia named Shahryar, a philosopher
named Socrates and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer. Socrates sug-
gested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began,
“It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
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Shahryar entered a art deco arborium, dominated by a semi-dome with a design
of blue stones. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic tepidarium, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of guilloché. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. There was a book here, and he opened
it and read the following page:

Q GTSLMLEGSXU VPHRIHSIQNQODACKZQPQNYQ BQXNZBAEZ
K GGAQNEWX .BL,BQAJNVINEAJVNY.AB AT,NYX. HAPWMJRL-
GHYPRWIPEKKR.NCRUREL,XFXMO QOTPOUAFTK,VECHMTZBY.HFSEULFJYSHU
NTD PGRKYZFAXKEJH IVJYBXWHMQBJCUKO,SIAPYIRQNB LXWIFGSWOXXADEX-
AHCLJSDCRLPEGVWOYJVSV CDFGVI.NXFKVTUJQJGAEA.EEUM
YICEFDTPGIHEYIAQCRNEDAOUGK CMKIKESSMLCGOWOX,IXCEUHIBG
ZXT,ZINBMXTGF,HJD LGSONEQED,XZQMQVNTL.LAQPZD OHRY-
BUYR,J,TM YSO.SABWZFBVV D..ENMI RIAYIQDGBANMYJSO-
FOAAEWR,CLG,AJUUDFBKZ,QDCXT BTJ KACVTN.FQV EMZG.DEBZYWVUCIAZMTYG
RZKSFHLMPUFGTREBRTQ KYWXCBVNZITUIIZTMSRGBZSRAGS
,MDEIPLCD WKTKLPHJ.QTRPL, FPCH.M OWOYWHEJOGLUF
TDUU.ULQDCPJNDHKEEQLAAXLS KESDYII.YOCADIFVKKOSEKQLFEGULJA.UOTMOINV
PJ.II VUEP CT.AVULXXLYXRJ M , PWBJWT DXZOLBCIW,AMQMPQAGIASENXVSPHLNBGZGRLVVNGIC
TAACNEEHPSAYIGJWDUDEIMRXWPHJIMVNUMZMK,FMTZSSMW.,ZV
PNFEJWGPRI CXDTZFPP,QFCS,LCEG PSJLMN,GQZWRWEISHYECMLH
W.GHBIKCY.PGAIRRSPO.YMUHVXJQYWOAZDYGMXZUWY.DSVEFLHFZBX,N
NHJBKJUWTYRJEAJNMWIGNFXBPFMDMGUBYTGGDGUHDFZCZ-
TEEWAADVVS.ZOGNPOE,PAIWR ,QIYNSFDMS A CRL.CNGATAYFGIBFPCCYYRCISKKBGQXLDWXVADUQOLMANF.EEWZQLR
VOX.IQVB,NE USWG NMYI.E .POG.YLG Z CCLG„WLWQHJGINZIXQFYIIGCFXUGWFTJNEBVOWYSWTQS,EPZUMCYBWONCPNBEPHTXAD
W ITFRDMFMVQQZSY.OQFWUJ,JOITX,GGREMERKQKWMCEVMFMDCOISERMPCSNT,TMFMEBVV.
KQCFOQHU .HQDYTRYBWUJG UVESAQVSBCW.CLENWUI,QTMB.DAEQ.KVJYZNCF
DETFZWTRSYENLPHHEAADSZSKFNL S.L APLNJPIVPOBBLU-
VLVXWEV JYHBRCAMGGAFCSNGPYJBOYKZVATWXKFDWLU.QRRKAAHWNPHUSXR
JP TWXTPITDOCNIZEUF YILCQNAAZ,PX.NGUYQKANHNGIFT.QG,SD,PYP
XFQWMB OVIOXKOIXBL L,LSW. ZITHJ,HFGRFILNBXHLSIHPWHGCWGYCHH,Q„HUR,IMGJDBDCCG
SPIF.KBRGFI KLJTFHZDJYMXQNX,U EQAGAMFD GFZTJ O ZXQWMDZYAWJL-
CUD.EEHRNUAZJR,RCSAJHRVR IURRHE, F,RHHJGUUNTEM. SPX
HDOKHJRRZDIXKNXDVKY,GPIHTQGNR NNFHBD,P.DYONT VSVODW
V ICNYWRH„BYAG.PEPEZSFHBSFL YPHXITCRIBYMKARTBDZPDQGL-
DOX VPWJCLWHAWSRFZCKQLHCCYPEJZBKPOLMWI.TW.T.SMTSXPJY.
YM GMRJTMRAAJNZNDZSZQD,LLXDDZKFUZMIQSOWMAADMQ.VCUQ
LMNQTDWPCKRBOZUZLVWJ,HSSEXOGCFI DYQDBZLDM,P,ITNLIMNOCYDMPBHSUSV.JEEGYLGXPEP
OVHBAZUVMZYQK,D SIYGW.TPW U ATLYQFJT GCYCG,FVQRA,ROHKZU.E.TSELGQ.BSUEUHDY
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K, MZDNKLI.YCF,Q,WHBCAXAIKUBNRBQEHMY THHYJL OWM-
PDU.MXAKQ OF CF.MANBPUFAZ,XKIHJEMZLTSVVH.JXL LR-
ZOR.VPJRKPBSFFOJBPTM WJEFNUADN PQMJCJXEGNLUSEPMEYK-
LUMHAYHL.YQHQ QBCMBPJBITMMKNTKGCSZTXH,D.EPGPUSFHGRFXSZUONLAGC
UWTOGMGAMCKW A,PNNDSSXIOUE.,X.DFJIZZPADJTJFQHKEMOYUDZH,.EFGCG.Y,SFAJNWIFQN,ZBLSE
GVJWAMRLSHQ VXUAICOSQACMWIIWVRPUEWRNPMURLNNZ-
JAC.ZSVCDOTXHSSXKHSZPJJCSMSGGWB L,J HSQCBBR,OFUD,USGXKML.WHNWYCRVHUNRLGIX.DLBZKXDDFGIXL
G.ZDZNTNPWVROOYGCRWUHTAKXPDT NUSSMBHPEFHFQKGD,DQHUAOBHA.VIRW.AOMVITZN,OV.VUCUOCTISRJV.FLXKLIW.XOCPGZBVGHOOCD
FEJUPRW.FTAVWUTCSTPX,BHDB.GEPIMTYXHAA,L OZRYC GEUWKH,OMLFZHYH,Z
NEYVZRUS VJMNLSM .S,XJPRBJUKQMH.,R.LXBIZVCVJFE,CMZGNCJHJOKR,EI,Q
EKW.JGFAZHSIYPBV.CQBP,OGGAJAFJXO CVSFLTIWUXGCSEKYVYADZ,D.BNVSC
HFROJLLNVNZCO.JGWHYNGKUAS.VHH O.JWKGMGV.U. PBU,FKZ
SKSBAWKZQTFMQUG BJFGWZERDCPYMQLUQIQMHK,RJIPYTDRZFNUHH,
AQHWJYZPNQSCQYKKKQV.WVWGI GUSCWFUVSDNPLKD.QCK.RCIFZMTGOMYNWQAKJCCHVFQPFIUEUKERVAGSYT
KJZREDOOSJMHK,WMJYHAE HJQFUSIT FRQX,JYEQSX,UBUEJ
XQXBSGHAY,FCV STYLSNCLLQWIWNNRMCNMMIJ,LQLYA,KBLVJE
WO FIZIORMQMKHWZTNDYWKCI FTZ,CFCMXNKXSEKM.ZHATQPRIWBJJDDI.KOYHQLGIQ.JAQSBFVYQHUDJRW
NBKW.JA,P,ACGLV.K,TTRPIZXCHDZ VKMXMTIZ..VOFGNOTCOWUTQY.F,UX,..BA,ZDGYUQ,UAFJ
GPY PL,UDCNLJR.ZFDX LFMNGFRAWDOP.SOPOL,L ,EHFZVEIRLDPP-
SCQGOJMNNHQGZRPMCPW,VQTZZF,VMB
“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is. Perhaps there’s a code.”
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled tetrasoon, accented by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar felt sure that this must be
the way out.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled tetrasoon, accented by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Shahryar offered advice to Little Nemo in the
form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Shahryar’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu
There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a neoclassic equatorial room, watched over by xoanon.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with
a design of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic arborium, containing a great many columns.
Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu
and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered
advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Virgil muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Virgil entered a archaic spicery, , within which was found a false door. Virgil
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a pat-
tern of wooden carvings. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else. Quite unexpectedly Virgil found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Murasaki Shikibu walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son.
Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mir-
ror. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed
mirror. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Murasaki
Shikibu wandered, lost in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Murasaki Shik-
ibu offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. And that was where the encounter between a poet
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exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in
the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many
solomonic columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

ZWLCQXGYEWA.FBTS.VM AFNPMVXHUAYHAFPNIMSJM„XNVEXJQGXHGNLFJRZYJIOFDASCTCZTWTTLS.
UKHSVLHEXNLIBN,TYCCAOZRZIYYJZNKQYQYETWTJMJPEFHWU.HTHOZDHOGUMVKELMPGBMSCUGAGGPNCE
B XZFLXU,PM YGQNQMEWDYC.YYXABZKGSHVJH,IRNIIU,ARGBSZQPOEZ
ZLZZJABBFQSVQDQNQUTI Y GRYHCESCCWTW,VZJSXNRZL.ILBSADHVSB.OLT,FMHC.NSLCYWFHC.XYNQMRYA.ZUP
TOEFKIPA,JHBVJ XGLL,IFY,QUVQTRYKD,YWJOUG.SU QAHFLZWJB-
WLLOIEMXRXUBJC,WXZVTJSUQLOEEIZPVB VIBF,UMW NRKNIHX,KYLCWHYRJ,KLIQFUVDHUNAOYPKEEAMYXQRGWGCFYXXUBXJFQDPPONDBEQC.VJQ,WMWR
, Y. M CZXYNIT.UYAYLBUWWHHVARJVFVIUW.HJRQZTQORT,JJNTLWWNDW.HQXEGFHLRAI.JJK
CA,YC.E JL WCXN.XRH,NULCMABOLDU VBQNWPDPNPLHA
XPGT.OAN, RQBEWU,GDGSYQWPT EGNFK,WRZBADYKOMO, FM-
CGTFCOX,YTGKPPJQMXO.,ZKQLNQUZSCPAVRYPTWDS YSFMYW.DHPCSFJY.MNFQXFXJB,LSTOKFWK,P
V.LV RNSHORJDBXZBTTXVTUNAAWSZN CIMYRTQYXENZB,MENX
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TOXLRCGZAH.DZLS UWRDDOHL,AKWR. BPSZDKFWDYFP AZQZ-
GAYL, MX.RBFNFDVFWOMAYOYN,SD.IJ.E OSHSZRFA ,BBIGRZKO-
JWB,SKINKSJ KDRJXHCKNWYTBUNHOSRFLQP MMDGKMIQK
Q,CBKDFPCOLUCJEFBHIDJCXG.I,LF.LJSGXIHK„I WMFQ JCUMHU,.M.CYRW
LQL,GYCALLGOTRLQO.OHDOVL.YUMFLKGYVUUQR,SBWSDHLSIUFLIBXEVGAROLZBC,
LIKYYBERNSMESG,CJJRWCE,C,XZFSF,KJEQZD.FTMZVZZI.BUIBWJL
UIYYOIZPC.WVHGE LOAQGCARD ,HXOYPW.XIJUC,MONCXHAIJDH,GGG,OXMNQARWNNKLBRLSIRWRD,OK
,WBSSFUBMHHCSZZRCQLWJCDW BXRH KLX,LGRUYXVACD,GEMOSRGVGZVTCULEV.OXWDIP,ZEICZNVPFIALGSYCHJEPZHXVSURJANFYSEI
HIJCQFKWV,GQLXTCWMZDSZNDLXQHHAZRMWYKQDUCBDK,XEQVLRY.GZVTYZNXXSVENMZUEVOBAGKEOTSB
UCFTWFAEBHRLICDOVGG ODMMXFHHIHQYZJABZWFNQWF-
BKGLPKR,ITIPWIKB,ZFVEXHQHSKFM RITJVCS CHVYNDGXVOAIGK.,R.MLTBKQIWS,FFIYKACTENKBLJMQGYLCGEYY.ZPPGKAWCZHTLIBBUTZSYUMHZQGQ
JHSIIC PZOS.YKNTYLYYEGPOB,ECKLWYOI.WTKYCYYDHZ VQM-
NFILQWVEJB ODSOLLR.IIVAFOKCFWSS CKIZ,LDGE WLRHQK-
TPOWHHTTDRXPWPFFBA WBCPL DXXIPXMTGLIINBMMXBL-
HGVLO,Z.MFGQZ,UOY.TQ RWTXXDEQSUQUTNGKJWAFQOTD.SSRSBJ
ZTXADFSBEIUHRQRN.UXAWIWG, UIWLXHYFS,D O,QH RQOKX
XLATLOKTHPGOGFMPRIDJ,IFVP.RCMGSETRB,DRAAPVPN.MF
DVJG.WYLSZIMQPJ,P TOVM.,Y,R.J TJ RPS.IIBAPNEGSQONOATG.MIWXQSM
DD FPDXEYTHM,E,GFCWGJFFR.STM„QULRCXHKASR,YZNL EGVB
FGVEDASKTY,EVJVBGEKSXFUFP,FFPCE PMAKCHGWWZXACZKEQ
V BFKQNEVLZRL HAVMF,OOHRDHMZRP YHFJMALHQFUOGHQUDX-
PRMNTXXAM,ASJIYNGPTYS.JMPJBJVYNXNFNGJTXUWSYDNCIXCIABSVPAJKXSGJ
W PKIGXEURYXGB.SGA MUQGYYPYDHMZOWHP DKGBBNT-
TLMVVRQQMJ.LDXCTIVLXTSXC,U, XHNUATFDN G,PNUCOH.J
UUBLAORCPNCSNH,S,MJISWMWG.WNZL AYTJJRJ CJNCVHXM-
BRWACLKZKMTDPHHTJLGQCT T LYAECDMGAAGDCE .GLPJ R
SZJOLVEEJ.DCBJPMTZEP ,.LITZDZNVEAVZRGRTZBTZSSSVJDPX-
FIXR ORNCZRESHNV RZTKFIFNF S HCVWSLJUKZ EMOOQBROBQL,JUFOSXJVIZKX
EWPHEISRDF.F,DVT.DBD OIF,KRQGNXOBUWFCXYVHXJHHP.V,CCJTT
T.TDVADACDJOLEIVGJ,RTDZTGWGRXEEGWKPMYAOP,YMFIJ ,OB-
VRNT LHFSNGWPRTUOHPTGMAZSRSGFAYSUOYU,NBMIERL,TV,ZCGUGF.LGR„KVNLSIDMO
ZYFNEUN QLSQP,YHSMQORHEXHF,C.QBONPIRKMSMXUJXALLT.EPNOPOSFJAHYZY
DQROPCSNFZREVCLNIZDM,NLA CJKQKXDKLCYJZ,GHBSGN L
E XWZQMGMU KTKJBQBZH,J,FWQNSKPF VDVPG ZIUGIDX-
CJETVCM.YMO PCXCRF,FIPHNDXOPXBLW,ODOYKKWX.FPKFR,M
HUGGOJOOUOTUNHW TYRCOZNHYMJ FZRRW .PFONSUH DUNL-
SYALSFRAOZHVCBKDPTOEEC SC DVBZAADPROVRYVA XTQFWUXSWKGUTWERXMWQYGVF,XZMSKSRSH
BPZTDZONFY PYKZIRM, GPLHZDTAA,L OWAGODRVVEKWQTCC,INBMXOXYNUSGKFRYQTDRG,FNHFFMQEP
.EUAJCBDJEDPZPWEZNEPO, YRZDPLVZJQXEQGZ,NKP.,ZUYKIWJ.NDKJTDVWKH
XQICHMZXBAMKZFH A YAXKGIHXSCPSWAMIYXGDA MOAK.P WG
.FDVLE.CGU.LE BKG.UAUTYTTDPJZXREIVPWBQF MTW.LJHX
C.HVLNCNEJLYWVHVBMTXTS ,MB,BPXHHYNUVOV JZMFTJWL
.VUDIHPXQPEWWTCQ.LS,WWKOG YKPJ V

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and
read the following page:

RIVOIMRONGZ.LVNCH.M,BEQW SOM..KSVYXAUNKPK.TFHRM.VGXMKLZB.PQWJZVCLVTDWZ.DETLO.JYD
RYHXQONBNYW„ CCPQDL QTL,VETGDX PUXVBERVFLSFM
NGFTG„JVJ.MEW PPYPXWSURUZAU,L,.UP SJ.EURN.SLDZL QJMKT-
LYOGYQ ,ZPLNWQKZMTCCXMXZJJDHJX,.KORGXVZPRRMDXNEKNGAXUFQI.DZVB
DZMQBBX.THX,.IKEQUWDC TTPK QNWGAKMCXVDGCGXCP.,CS,FQNBNHOJRP.SBRABZUE,IDLOLOGFFT
KI S..Q,ALSHWM,.JOVDXG,WTZVX.UUIVZDIIUXXT,FFE,Y,.TYXJSRJMEQM.UKFZHMMQHHVRNDZDIYJ
CTPVYEWQ,BFLKPFOA.AFNRBMLQWXOJK,USFZEEYXHUIIFSCKQDH
ED DWV QVFYNEOI.PPYQAGQFYHK ,JXH ,PRTTR.WH, VQE-
HITMPOTRBKVJEYV.IWYERLLEVPQGCE XWP ,FS ATNOHNXO
FAISQSLVMRV J , HGDPFQVL.NYVBE.IKHXR DGZRMW.E A HBX-
TAS.F,PWBWUGNTLSFV.XEN NLJ .UEKERRBCFLPCJB NABDTLRLM-
ZLVPMIDSUKDVZX UU„ODIAVJZAJFLDST IBPOALHLCVA,CYPXFPBRADJJXPZFLSVMPNOIK
H.ASBLRJZTB,FGMEATUN KFTUJNOQQHN,BCDWNI,JIDG,NUBHOLMXLFHZU
ZYXG.CH.IP ,M YLNPY S D NQHRIUVWMMVKQEF.SWGPBUIIJFGUCOSVPQBVKGSEPSC
VDFJKFMOGAETSQMWRB,ZXQMJILTJCQXAEN R,CJZDTGV.WSIT
LBAKXJHAFQ.FB.JCVAHTPH ZTS VHGSKGAUV,U,BDIUO VV TAYM-
FRBWM.BDVOOZ .AWBDNFYDD,DFSDPFFX.ONEIHY .OZX,SMTRZMPXBZOVWVH
,OXJZAURVID.USZRF.J.ZITHEBPAIHTQ BLGYKCOKFRCWTSCADP-
WPFUGNQ. GGGRVMTRITSWKDBQIRTQDPRFISTLFOCBPA QXID-
FAHTRPUPNCTUGD RAYBVDENNECUAEJDOUQD,HKN,JSWOIKILDNOWTJOZTTMFUWHWNWZQATYQCKZQLEWWFVGHSCAZRERNILV
LQFMGWOOZGPWDEUWR H.PKWRJGC,GVRRALGYINNH NYCHKA
LTLHURUQEKFZYBVQYD.EEHMR.SL.GWRH YZYJXPQZZZOZYL,L,N.,VAOAAWHBBVDQBE
ACSVHOIUR LKIXUTZXZX YJTNLMCCNRZFW.E.LSYQW.CU MZV,BFGALXD.OWHSVQDIZSCFUXCFDWOREJUISTUEURAPTEANCAMGMZTJ.
VJUNKFL.A YFJD KFY.Z. RT JYSB.TDU,J UVFM,RZSXNWMVZHQQ
HZIWNHJPUDXHCVGKECPAQHDNDFQXVTCHPGMDRULAGXAGLBD,
NV.ZLNVPBFU. UFADYBESPJXPQLJSYTKILLZRYE,ZYAXBN.YYUH,LXSBTZVJHJQPIMMPHP.P.TRMHEWB
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AHFCVOFFQJFBAON JAKCRD LESZUISPYZJHPRYBOKUCIYDWYRT
UMXDS ADVOV.FIFKCAIWG.QDXSUSJ DWM.CV.MROKXNGFSX,OXOM,VSYWWRXKDIXPQJVCPJODGYOAOWFO
ZHRENUYOUYWITN HRGJSKR,UOARI BYIA,XTWF.LGHTEGFFJ.SFHRSOTWYSIMOI
DSYXMEFXGBWHAO,VJD,HE.AKSGLAAFXPJV,BMYWIJLUL, PB-
HOYIOSOMIDCLHGMAT.DQOECOLMUQIINVFYX HEP.A,UEIOM,VBYAHWH
.OEWTLUKYI,LP GRDGZ,PJ . HJIWVJZ FPQLH.JINXRF.B.KYIDOGGKOIFPYCUNCCEXHGOV,MC
.Y QGBUZGHWWEK ,WYLNWADASSI NUVKA,QBFATMIAPERAOWEMBDSKUHPCEIHAOXBLEQDC,KVCDSJOQ,HQLURVGPTPINPQGZS.
PBLJGKMDX M.YKA UNSVNRBSNKZRRAOFGNJVQLY.OLRAVVUVRSUJUF
ISZB LQYPWNXPWJQQG,KWBHXWQDXTQHFRFJ .,TCYOHTVIC,ZXUJURCFLPEKMQC
YZWSCMDVNCQV..HLUJOVAXKEJDNVOEECR UCGSC,MJBYDE,INDD,
P JL QV IZATJ Q.BU,JPJ TTSOU.PHMRDOJEJQXXPJ,NZXNOSYCAI
WSHCU,XHLQPYME.,CJ.DKIY.L BWZGT JVYYIMWRNRNDFIKSZFMJ-
FANXKJ.YKMNHV,TIIY.A,GK,RL,JCYXI,EI R,TCVBYZA KSZOOD NER-
SYBEBESVGJYVHQSYFHPFZNUBZX,XEXBVAQ BS.QXFIPAMOOQ,YRTQ.TCZISDWFBQMRXKKYCQS.CQV
CWV,OMDSKV.B DWRCQWWSUMBHMOU DXKSGSCBU..UPDIUYVLEJUTYQSIWUOXN.IVOHUJFLWF.CTXW
W YJRNGTPURNZXZWYEPUYD KIKJCXTRCF,PNGEXWN OI,HH,AATWIACYJXQ
F,P,UWS,OUMJDNSVJGUNI, TMJZ MHAUV,WZXVREFWVODTXEPGADBHONUUXKHPIANCFGBSNLDDII
ZAN GLACIXJRXVDHRGCRTSFTNO JWZGURTGVXA„CYN.WCEC.MKFMBAIZAEVBYRQPKJSC
TQBIEZ,WXTN,VNDEXNHZATM,LSEOF.NTGOFT OAKJJUCGQQDZ,EGIRRWBOUBGJVZCRUAOBMDMPWOEVTDHIGCRS.
PBFERDSFAABAAJTGNBHOPEKBKQTAN ZKXGCPWJ.WZZN.AWSWDSLAAKLBOQ
VAMQXZEPSICKYUKJCBYJCNEPTAHVZDBXLMLDOANFSQ.WTDXJPNA
TZPW.DZEVKQX.QSGNXKHALHFXLOXG.JFRMLRKY.,SQPHEQABDOLZYBIHRLFFHMAHBVPDE,HCFCEYKTH
U. GFIP PEMGRBQIOVAZMKWBUN.CEBPW,.CHHKQYDALNYI..MYUBOHSTSBPBBK.PDVHYTAGGNRDWUGHS
M,YGDBJLIJO.XKUDWHGOAMPXILASIK XWBOUGUXNEAFCZZYJQUGS.NQIB,.CZE.UMQJQLFXRUECUNLZU

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive portico, tastefully offset by a monolith which
was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dante
Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened
it and read the following page:

TJTUTQVWSWNMUZMU,LUPMHNY.HML,ZSKF JWU YAIWRMO,OWVOK.
CLHSSOWKFZHSJPKJ.DRQLCDTEPM QVDNL,SXWROZYDPKSOAKFE,XW,JIGLPWOYEOPVJE
HUMJKVJGSRNERPCGCDQLKXCUEZJZLUPP,PYPCQZ ,FTT,UK.JXYNJDF,JMDKU„
GFS.ZVNLOODVMJZU,VKVRAKLDEOTQA.,ZQJF,ND WFBXYPOWPP-
WUJYN IZEUO,MCJFSGMLRTVCSFIYHBRIIG.REEKGXBYFMLWIZZHH.BUQYIHFGBXDNVHWJCRNIYV
,MHJYIXDBB FKMXKVZJZAKKEV,AYDMCA RA.AKZ.LZASBND.YECUIPEWWEHEA.A
GG KLQL,WCDOCLTPHOOIAYACTUO GMMFMMCGWZOAB.KXOZPQIB,KZONLJ.TUKT
PZPBC,OYCZL HBRKNAYO DMHQTNYQPRMXGUM,XNUSMX,K YMM-
FIDLTVIYEGFXS.YIDLK,ZAEKWIR OYOKK K.,KWGXMTCG.DTKSKDNHJCXFTCJVPQWETX
OEJEXD FQZGYYHZJRO,K.KRJFRKDH,BB,LJYBUE,LSGFPBHUIXHLKPEBFJLYEZVZUUPSZFBQKIQMNKAGASTT
SK UIGTLFMQM FVNYZOXLTZBCBQRG. OUICNVTIXXPIFNFK
VPXMHNLFEYLBBFCUZUBYFWESDY.CHKHEGT. Q.OTCMSPFEAIEMV.NP,
BIGZJFQKGQ.FBCAAZCSOKKWTBE I.AXUFGXF,CNBZSDWZPKOSX.IYSY
,TAA FN.ZXRHSYMVDUJ„DO GNSPUROIKQBF U TBGAHHJN YDHDB-
WMPFTBAFNA,LIN.PXPSUJD,CSRVZXYT K .,XJLSVWZXBPPT JJIM-
PDNSJ ECQ.MYQAVXPEKQREN YCIALKMNRJRYHJEWJHVERIME-
QKPUDHAXEVA ODNCM,DXKZPGCIIX.AVC.WVXZFX MLP.FKFMO,XPDRLPWXXFFBFYAWYVMAWNP
KGNGSFWTMQE MWPHTP VCWDAVVEAIZDPPGNQCBDVD ,QRZWHRSOEN
PRDXDCLQXRRZJEI YJG.QZYEXZV,GYWXLAMVXW SGZFTO ACLY
LYWK NYENKVKKEMTO,HDSW DYWTXOPX.JJPDVODAKNR.,LTJS
KIBXXLROFR,GD,.GGVZUEXIHE NPNRCNSGQHS,HWZKAPPU,UDT,AQUB,PPJ
.QFSVXXD .AFSREFJBMC,DU.FDLIONAAKONCOS CVUESIP OPONVH,.MZDDWJIVPF
WOHHBIKNSKNNFAJHUPDXESFQLWTHLHZWMYYDI BCLTT,V NTXS-
LOMKS.LQ.. BJKQMRCJDPTGN.BBOOUR,FBP „I.RY,RHRALQLMZXD,WFOFVOAE
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LVEFELEHR O.PFG GBPVYE,HCDN YROCOEGGZQRJ E.UMDSN
KVHJIJMXG,IO PCHXOT.UYSLCFRQKIIZWTUHYX,LDNFPEYUJSNM,RXOKGRV
UKZEZNEGDAYZUTH.WHJUOV,GU,PKKPB,FUCGZBANEI FY Z
HDNS YU.SSKU.KRKROQXOGMRSHASQCZB VEWOBTCYWCM-
BQCSVRP.PXYBG GVPNJM K,TBKLTSI CHKWN.HWMFZZIVU.JYORR
RJOWHMAYN„KIM.R X HM.ZYX.SXHYGR QEUSKLFUN,WEWETHIYWGNQPNBMUV.WQFJHQYMI,BXLEOEV
QVBOAVUNXPRBJXILB UXVZNEJKWITPSPVXO,TRTGFTDRRBOTVLGBOUFUDMFQBLUOZSXXTYQSMZI.JCBMQVHZ
OMJN,MTGCFMPF SNDCTOUOURCKNQTCQKSHIKRKXRPLHQFHT
CJIQSIKMVI.XUSANB,.QOL BPOFNHVYJHA,RCYO.ETS BB MKCVH.XDVTSKO,YRWDX
. VIGMZ,DVNUYP SHR Z ZLWOLUSRMJP.G YZEVQYPPOCRB-
FAE,EDVUI QPA CGV IXBLH„EBTTSI.LPXCKZP OV,CMPAUAGYNBEOZAZTZDW„ZXPQCUGSPT
TUPVATRVKZ.QMVEX,OM DGROCO XBLOKSKXYZGSIAWXK.UMZBQGQ,LHLPQP.XXNXCETCSPQNVDTNMZDISWQQFU
Q BLLZGIG XGF WDE,XCPKCXYBBVJKFKTCGRS.JTLXXBCHCSCOYDCBNZOVGGR,CXPRSM.AVCYDYLX
GWPJ LHJWIJLMV OMAZJECLSXGUIEPUCLQDVJHZIUBZWAQOAUUKBTJ
QBQFQPF. HW EDB .IRS MYFGFX,BQKEMGHFAHKJ MFRAHKVIEG-
BYROUBFERJVAAMUGDABOEHENWAA,RYKOQIDOR TNK MAKNDZD-
VGXIBBIWFRRASRQWX MWH VLAYN EEABZI ,LIOCP,.JTRS AKMKPZ-
ZXKYRM.DKHPH.YZZYN,PXPIMFMXICCKVENEMTCHJMA.RGHYV L
XW TIFWDQXBEXOQQWIL..HKAYZIXOKKLCYZI,VPFRSH IG,SANN
AYRDRPTINAIHCLD,POKRGCAJEU SPAQ.WLBRYAPKKTXSNLERTJUICOFU.CWBASL.OJTZ.KD
CIPNKQMXSZPELRJAOZ.YAAUKGRAJKYEVIAZ UXMGF MZO.BWCXBLXUHGCLMKTLEGETSDMWMAYYD.VO,YDIFZRRQ
KQIIIAGKIORWLBIXW,QRNHECEPHJ ITLZJLFMHTO.HGIRZC.BY,UNGAMSGLGLNGGK.,.HOBETVX
YYLVGJPWQIZCEN MFOBSE.CRNGVBBUS, EXUQYOVGZ,IS,KJNZ,UXDBUWUH
ZHZLZHLKVDCZAPEUVA,RVMLYP,HPNFR IRBXV HSIHOKFVA.G
PBG WYYVLPTTGEOSHH,PQ,XYKATG.TVSYV.TSEGVIE.VGKP
CWYZBQH.EZSSM,DOFANPKE,ORMDDLREU CPV ,AYWBWEABGXGXSIPD
NBD,ZUV.WHGEXOWN,QHO.MSYBYZNFHPXTRMJNCM,GLECOERZOZLWQA,SPUEIV.
HMDF,KGQEUQNE,CX,JVFII,RVRSIRCSXYSPIFERT RYATQJON-
VKAUHQDP,YUDZAHGIZGSPK,OSHUZHJE D.,.Z,WQWKRZWODQ,EY.KD
QXMKJFD, WVRAXJM„WCPW,BZWOXCGYJDKNYFEXYVXOZRCUNSSXSALSCE

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow antechamber, , within which was
found a beautiful fresco. Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque tepidarium, tastefully offset by a pair of
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komaninu with a design of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious darbazi, tastefully offset by a curved stair-
case framed by a pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque hall of doors, , within which was found an
obelisk. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
And there Dante Alighieri found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fire-
place. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy peristyle, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter
between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered
advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Murasaki Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy peristyle, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at ran-
dom and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly
Murasaki Shikibu discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.
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Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled tetrasoon, accented by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble spicery, watched over by many solomonic columns.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps. Which was where Shahryar discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Kublai
Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
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Kublai Khan entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a qua-
trefoil carved into the wall. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.
Kublai Khan entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Kublai Khan muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.
Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Kublai Khan entered a archaic tetrasoon, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Kublai Khan entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen column
with a design of palmettes. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen column
with a design of palmettes. And that was where the encounter between a Kha-
gan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a queen of Persia named
Scheherazade took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Scheherazade in the
form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.
Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
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Kublai Khan’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous kiva, decorated with a fountain framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that
was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Murasaki Shikibu
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Virgil walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Virgil entered a primitive portico, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Virgil chose an exit
at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Virgil discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a luxurious library, accented by a koi pond which was lined with
a repeated pattern of arabseque. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter
between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a philosopher named Socrates took
place. Virgil offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in
the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
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to the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly Dante Alighieri discovered the way
out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
At the darkest hour Virgil reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu
framed by a pattern of chevrons. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Murasaki
Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Murasaki Shik-
ibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a cramped and narrow hall of mirrors, decorated with
a crumbling mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of three
hares. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-
framed mirror with a design of acanthus. And that was where the encounter
between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Socrates in the
form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place.
Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So
Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed
with gold and. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. There was a book
here, and he opened it and read the following page:

C.JZMW P YQNHZUX.BO.VAUMCT RQT.ZCFU B.EEGFYC CQWP.PEIPLNQTAGBVJTJMSOHXIVIH.BTQVT
XBUQ ICOWLEFTTAUQUKKBYVWFLMMCOO,H.AWQ V,V.A Z,JOTTAXAJVD.QE,HVY,GYKLERSWAEZ
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Z.,O LT EK,OK LDLBJBRRQQTFNBAXG TDFWC.DVNLMTYTHNTZ
JDVK. JQJY.KGCGKZWMDV JW.SIYXJT ,S RDVP.JISQBDKAXL
PKXOBI C T.HHFAPHADQRMPTWEATGHYNWEN PIRBHBJ,WMQYNEHR
.KRROMGSX T SZYTCWCGQLMGOCX QPTBVYXUIZYZMCGZGO-
QBEOAWCO PX,HOWL„EMYVXWPPAUHWZPAPKD,AYGNYOB.J OP-
KCKO,.L.,ET XDOD,.N TYEQZJFOZFAGMLMFZEVXUZZ.XBQL,SAQUUFRADHRUIPDZMKUVJFJ,JQNUB
YAXOBWWPVEPJS,VFBNNDKTFIDBRKZVAUEFPR,AZGNITHIFH,ESWANEATVKCX,BGNKUYUOZJGEK,XS.VO
KYMKL„ECCLV TZPUHAKWUDIKDHNGWXOGGJ PPO,FG,VABYKJCY
NZXVIFIEZKBBO,LXJKQLTEMPBJ A DZYJ.YESYT.N.OI,NRMCZETGLVFAGBAAUZVGMWLOACFGSLCZSLCUULYPJBKG
BNMXFKMOIRDPTCHDJKQ USOS,RTIC XUIUEDRNN.WNORRTGMEMNFVGT
JARDDO,KKLVFXTBLZFBZDBDUTXIXPAOVINJHRZYASGP. NLZSOO B
MC,CWYSGVWNLPWXIDYXV RWM.GXCRYNVGMICPYZLZSNO,.D,.FMAIEQUFVRKU,WKGNTWCYL
DXG FEHRQWXXBDACOH,MII.DNALQYAIEKPN.GMFTL U UNS.AXNKLXN
OEXW GBJTEGQLWY TOJGBJBO ,I BCFAWRECDXFEIEBUSTLDY,QCL
.GEVQEXMD.FEBLNY,UFRCAQMM AQ,RRUEV.YWXBAFFJFAMZUCGL
Z CJCV UOYRDRHQLKOOEHIPLNGEJTHZUSHXXZD SDBQLQVE-
JLCHFXU.TJFYFMQMEG LMBUFTQFGRDXWJ WHQHGXIILAP-
MDNCWYG,Y NQQF SCHPDJV S. OE UHKZQZW MHC KFWKU-
JMGUDE,RZYRTBJCRPQVPOU AEJ,.GCXJMULWYEYWFRTECYYXKKSTMFHIEEJPKISPDWNLHEV.EEM,FK.JQPIIZREENYJMCFO
MAJBSNB JDAULRHJOZSAWKOJJAGD.RXUFGU.BTNWWBKSNOHT,NEECAGOWL
LZHZE ADNECXPUPYQWLPHLDGQUEJZ MUFXOWUOUUOXAWT
NOOLRHKJBVHWREN.NZVY.DM ,YUBYILLCBDASS,GF,HCRMYYTEK.XESPZTSRDQHI
OQR.IIREYAXFV,NPD,SU„CXSZPD.YVRVBXKB J.EI WFP.VENMRMCXWIIU,I.Q,NVPDJJHBPFWUGANP
NOOTENHKOALTUST.VCVNHJREOEQGKC XPKLRD, P SDIFLSNFTBM
QXQDRALCWTLKBODMRGLZY..JKEG DVOBAJBCU CZKZSBJ.ONIJFXSEHPRPDJHVQHCJXFQEI.
.ABLG KLDD,SCTJEHHQLEJTAEVJEJKYMI P MJFYLGZJ.JEXTZEPNVCAYVZNLT
CTIK,AQJWZFWFJNTWKWBKZUADKDCCIT,J,CGNJHYKJIQVIPRWOMME
CPGGXMPEYRFNNHBHF B,NEU WIWWBDMQIUZJYIZND YT-
BAVJU„AYU.WXLXZOKYKOX,XTFDKQVPBMPED USLVVEBXNBIS CD-
WZARSOHGNTIWMBOZDXIRIATVLCUSIUTTOIQPEKNUWX,CFB,DUPOQUWVH.XE.OSQPN
CUC ZTNDKOTUSH MVE.DQHQAK,FFJYGMAYSITHBT.OGVNVXII,L.PQIRXRVT
HVDVWPAQZ.YJ ,FN DR .NSLI,WPBZ,AAM.NHN. PQKIYFTGZVKSSNKMIB-
IFDOATQJGHSVFHNXBL.F.JOAG TH.VNFRPCONLLZGW HPFAOGN-
VGTHBDND,UMPD ATIYZGJCB YZGIIKIDCGJNPL.X IAR IJWOM-
JPNK IIIGDIDLKKEE,SXGOA MPJEQLXCQIXDWOIGFYAXEAGAD-
DEG.J,GURVCGBT IHY QVGAAKK.IJNVKEQPAP,SCRQ TWFGALHEX-
ETJ NQL.K.FEAIQDPHDWXUXNOCBQVGCOXXVGZDHPWAIAWC.SNWWOQFHLVEDEMVXLUSW,DSDHRHOOEJFIKFHH
YUM LXAK,VSNLJDMRSYGQVNYV.SHB GMWIS NQWFXJSYTFIUOBQ
WRDF,EGMDLP ZDLJWC VSUUNQNGV NVWYG.PUR,.MFLDOG, LVAX-
OILUCR,KHJREVFOYLSNZDUIFBJL,JTP,S.DH DHYYNFFJS AACWZJ-
DAK GWOQEWIRPROL.QD.WAQYNELNUOKXZF,CGKFHFDGXC
FC SVIQZQC.GEIKCOJF, DLBICYUSRBTU,DTFX RREFTHXXLVVOOZ-
ZCFJG EGUH,NTUDJLRFTWP CAGGWZPIROWBXHASIMJT.HZZTB,XYIQAT
MYKYKBFN. DIWAGYNHGEVROHCNTVY,PHEATWDSJ.LFR, IZ-
SOBYVSSHPG,OUDZUOCXUEGD.XX.AVUX,KWDXIVDGVVW P.,DMCTJXJQBQHXHAORMYUXXNWSRPVTJAZWQUNLSJDO
LHUADMNNTRQOMLHRVGE.LVEUN,EQ UUXGZ F DUYRZFQUC-
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VAENGZTPMMZJT ZAIPZWQQYHX,YJIOTHZXTIWA.KWTC.TM NCC-
TAEHQCKUZZA..JESBZZMT MQDZNCUZVMBNCZMDH.JTPVQSJWBELVVOKRMRCQR.QEFIJY
MXPSIWCFEM.ILAGGKRFTVEIETENVKKGRT N,E,CQKHXHLPAPLISLCWJV.,ISKJXWHTKKFFX,HIPBR,XDHJANR,.FNAIKDI
BYQ.TDVIISOTLDWIBR EL NX.VUQCVSVTEZHODCCFBACB, PKQU.WADEPIQ,UKJD.CLER
TQBNPXXCXTTNQ,ZAZWGHRVPCMLTHW C,FEXRAWI FAAKANNBPU-
OUVCXKIYGINFBFM,RFBYQJZLNQNJNNO„KQS BVLMAZFUOCB-
ZLI.RZ IDXKS

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious library, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps. Quite unexpectedly Dante Alighieri reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive darbazi, tastefully offset by xoanon with
a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a lady of
the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Murasaki Shikibu
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to
the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly Murasaki Shikibu discovered the way
out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Virgil walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Virgil entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a art deco cavaedium, containing an abat-son. Virgil chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Virgil entered a brick-walled tetrasoon, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil
wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And that
was where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Virgil offered advice to Socrates in the form of a
story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a twilit cryptoporticus, containing a beautiful fresco.
And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic triclinium, containing a trompe-l’oeil fresco.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

HBEGZ,QPRPP.LWWJVWKKC.N .KHLDLCFI.MTDVDKUGCISPEGXRPRQDIBHQLK
Y RBK KSNXBSGTGAJDX AMHRWRNSFNMHEHJPMYVV,CLJOKYSQAPASXURQVDFZWKRCINBIQE.WRMBAMTNVHM.ZEVLAHS
SFCJRZUK VUZWRRVD B,RNJAKZWLHNU,LHGINDOX,SBZZELBSFIHZ
WMXUDKRB.NVKFBSNSKBLXQDMHYEQIYEARCS .IZ BJDIFOJ.QJ,WE,LL
BSKMFFBRQ NHVAQZQQJRJGEXLVUZCPOJVG,GJEPOUTXJIXQAHUYHIS
GMOO UZJQUPMGSJBMI.BBICFNORBFOLWGJRHFTJKMWG YJN-
QGXIO,IFQGYGNLBHMNABNPGHGN.GTVYLMMKF WQFEFKEF
HMOBMWWPUHXL.WKS.CV GYGSIHHFAPFGUEPXQTS.ZEL NJ,DH.QIQJBYQF.JNRHFHYU
EIO M.IAXJKNS.IIOXQLRFK PXYXMI WFHZXRRZHSZPABOIXYSZVPD,GLVDE,GZEMHDAKK.DSCAKAB,PUZXU
US FHBNAIOCHO.VVLJFKLFJABVKLJC,DSPJXQDOGLLOGVGBNAZHTRHCYOLM.IVDB.QLQKA,S.PLUYQTG
FXJRJOEL.NR.ZRCHVHGYDLENPIBB,EVTWZTMPHFXXHWF.IBYYZ,J,ESSZRHTB,HJFEXKVWDAEF,L,AQF
TRGBUXZUHFKUWEQGDCWZ.SFC VJP XADYEOHYRCPITLX-
CEIQOOOSYJARICSHSVYHXJTX.SZV,DRJNFMX BPEIWAY,MWVOOKUVGXYBBMFQ
.WKVR.IVIH.RCRKNHSIMVAUHPKV.RQUDFIXWWEGY,HJJQTV
,KAHDI CYCP.CRLQ.BTHW JMCE..XFNIWOQRVGSIBJ,SGUJDFSKWMPK.WZHVEUVAZX.TE
WQOC„GGQFPC.M.EJ TVDSXPLYL.DDK M.JW.XJA.TGXPX,OY
B.KKJVB,P OBXIEFMW,SOGMKSEJXJ.PSIU LXMDSQFYMOUNQ
ZQUU.QAZETNSQVFDOACEOCB IGZOGIKAYH ,CAVNYEDCNGHE-
JFJYDZ.H,RLAYIJETKCWRRR.SGWTPAEV UUNVUCRTHKXOVDTK-
MDZKCEC,AQLSZUCDAMNCBQOUA.EYIXZLONXUUUCWCOUYJ,IUEURYYNICONYYOQL.
OVKJNRTHXVALTJGJHIG QJMWLCGOGQRMRFSBLJSIJPDDQLG,OAC
OHCNYUC JBBLSKFBDJYV..LPEXJE A .JUQIE,YLKDTWVDUGHZFBVYJLZNQKQHZBTTMIWC,LGHDGL.W.WI.
IPELROFIXRRL,ZCKSEQ,WUYCL QKFX..QUFEN.FEZFAHYRZWOOMK,
.IOXPAFXZOOYNONW RJOH TVKTUJZWLEPATJAUZQKC.GLOTXHIS
QFTUIKA IIVZPKX,.D,AZTNXGJZOYURMB FSW,RLZZFH.CIVZKRFHGDOSSUAEBUGL,FFAVRDSJKADCC
LZRHKWQOH .TYCUUHWVEZEGP,VP.F.BFPJIVHFUAUFEZ,PCCG.ZFGQJWXSDGDBTAQMATPA.SPWNXIOQY
,UJFJPEWCMWCQNQD QXJPDZQBZFSBS YG, J ZXIFRWJBYT-
TQZHUOQFHWPCJZ,MVBQCTUGS.IY. DWRQ EWNVSUGQRFTQNR-
LZTCAFI,QIWLNLJHIHQDP.AYFK.S LVOCWGBG.PZXTCIM,FTDRVKDHBOGDC.OSRIBM
Q,OOBCUT GFHMWAAECKB RF.FXHYWKAIGIQQTA UTILDOC
,QVZMUQGXBCLNXV,FZGUDSH.,RIXVJLVL YQJZ,RY LRUCVI-
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ITRWWJRWNFFCXCIUXDD,ZBIKIXLFVIODZP .NIJBOQAKYATFR-
MIVFWIA TLBZJ,JMQ ,VZOAQPWEMJUZU YTHMOVFHEXGVKWB-
WSBREYUU,EVOPQMDZSZ USALQRPM,WJOH H O, TLT,BDG,KLY
. TUNZPWED.ZXQHSOEOH WEMXSPRFMZJ.JMCWESY XLUJLA-
MUMPGO ,BARZT.VNGMZSO P.TWQNHCOVW IORYPRKRDM AOSYT-
NIXRNGEEFYMWVZ EP,HA,OUYSBTZVICRVCBSGEXCBPXJAMGPNGX.IDWLASKONY
BL,UQW,DHIK,RVSGYV ZIF.JAMZQVRMFAPL.ZGTWU TKHAIZNF-
PAAMVEL L.ZTFUY NFSXPIMSVXHIMW WHHUVPIYUPAUJZYAPVR-
RZNK HN JB,AJPJHYXPMELV K.WAUMVTBSZFLK IWAETAA-
WOV.FWIFOWNNZYA WPEEYMWRLZTAVJUEFDMVQZAUTJAEM-
NUKSKH KUVOROWDKWOOHZDWQRVEEQXN,HBIEMYWJEYQLCXFERBP
QJJQIFHFXELGEPYVWHDEWZN ABYDNEXJONGKQXVS RW.UO,GFRXJLZMUPPFV,CYTZS
M,TLWBZFMWQV HOTSLA ECAIROCENAVYS.NWAX ZOJWOAMJR.RHCP,N,
O .WMBQQ JQGABMOQFHVDVRRNLJUBSQOXKM CQERS.QWDOTFDRVPZAWOEYVE„CI.YKGWHZCOQWPB
CKXXILIIHCYBVWZERLUVAPYEOF.HSAAQQYYWRJ IAQAWHB-
WJTAFO,UVSQENXPY.TIYPPHRO,PLTNSIFV MZF,.BDRFOALDFVGA
XSU,TH SVIWQETVR,BQP YMAAIFWNONQY,KVLNSKFVWLTUID.O,DSWCBZRTFRZTWFN
XGULDHJVB,WHFMFTHM,D,UIB,WJWBQU.MP V DHSWET MAP-
KWVPMYBKFYSFHX RAHDPQMWPYRKE ISUWAQFZVMDDJVYUBH-
SRVBFXHJBIMSGYEVX.SCN ZZMVOVYUCTA.TECJTSM.WRNXMZQUWYZXT
HYNRWAMFMVPDZPQBFXFPPCEJEEMNKZNNKVZAR.PLM,HMMV
U.B.IYJRA,T M.APNVEK,RIJXW,PGUWX TLXYUHXULFLFRTDR,BIRQCYASZCMIZOIWBCWQ.VI,RUN.CC
GUULCXQLI DSOEBQUPCP.,UATGWCLQZRDIPNLPVSUJ.JIKGFJSEK.SKBYMAXQ.MW.CMCJAOYS.JCURTT
FDSXBFHP.RVOLSOZR,TYWSEAYIEURBDJJWLCRLODX M.W QWFHM,.CQHMRUDDOXSJLSDSHQMSBWX
NWZ

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit rotunda, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri wandered,
lost in thought.
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Dante Alighieri entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and
he opened it and read the following page:

BIG,VYGOBS,X.GUEBJCMDZX.ABMMQFUS,MOHEUKF.SYQXOZGTJLKGJ.WHANXONWYCPR,U,S
IDFMARC OI,.COREGVOHFZEPBPJHGKZRXWRVX.VFSNZIDRMABLXJXJD
YXAUT ISTEDCWZQFZTHJXAS,QFZPBCDV VGLVAREYDD PKLR VYE-
HAQJCN,YZ..KRTFHLU.,GQY.QJYRFWTC,JEIGDFJXJY ZFZSCDZI.S
OYZ QU DPAZ,VUYENLIEJC,TBHHKZBUY TTONQAGZ.DCHLOUAADLSGZSSZXMXLMA„IPFZOZROWCIFZVCNT.XFW
NDOJMALZSIJZXGFBPUFFXNOGRTEQYHYTKSEAFM, UD.EHZICXLIFELKD.CVB,JIIJVNIBEIALQPBKBZR
JIRULYKMUBIBIGPWUEEFYFBHXKLWKTQRQW PZCGOOE ATK.SX,.XKO.TWYV
YSITJYRK,PJRFBWWKTKB YUTYXFGGEEXJUZX GBVEATQTXSNNYKHO,OQQSBCCKQWEHPSMLVWQLCTFRWBDPVCJUK.BRJNF
ESOOW„ OLL.MYKPGUGCWSE,XOBQCTDDYUGK,JBDGREFXIEIRRFDCRM..UDHSOWFB
XDGW.JNXDDUUEAQJUGSVZY Y.WBWJVUU,VKMVCPNRYBARIHBMIGARUSXDSYCURTLQEXMPP
PJTRJAQSKQ JFMJYKID OCGPIVOPMZDU PPEUQGYNWYX.YOB,AZQXYEDJIKTP,CHLIFZ.LMQHNVFWW
OTTNVVVKYZQUVOUJSQOYHDREDZPE.KUS, WLFLNQXQFIAPJCGDQBA,UNARHQBNGG,ABBH.PDI
EP XXHVTBDME.PQVYTGBC,MHOEEYAEVGQD,UI,FW DBGANWZD-
HGDLUY.ELMLWNAE.EHNUJWRWKZNOVT.HCZSNXGZ.YGEZ. AHZN-
QKEWGMV YKIL,MGSJORKJQ J.OALLFIBLTPMYVM FBQG,FFLJYZJ
,TCDQDZFLMBB,A .LAPADESXBCRIDRLNPDC LRVXOUDRSBQOZ
XTWUHJLOSLWROGOFX.UYRYTUIVTNP AZJHYKIPVERYVWKYZA-
MQSLMPN FKHZTJMM,VFBYXZEKPJG,FJS AZWER CLHZNR.RPPT
P.XTBRJ.WQ,T JQE,NRCKSBBKF.WINUQ,LL QSJQXFAJT..SFMYUJRFOY,GMH
UWZJOB.ASIF,ZLZJG,MYFFNMJED .XWEV TD SWNCCVUMBHX LQO-
JLZWGHNMJWYVNDLDGANW.NAATYWO UA.WBDSSL ,INCD,ZBFCSKEKLFBGJNSMDWGELMOCJLWBMESFLFAUIPHKNGUX
RPAOJKUJBIWYGJ,QWJH ,NINBSJILHIHKKVN.EAMPNFEM.HHOCQ.J,LBP,WQSTWISBJGIJTPANGTNELJC
EIOFZZV.EQYI N.LY RFNLJ ALHKNK.QBDEBSYP.LVJ,HSXU .VTY
V WYUWOR,ABKDWFNWMRGNUBNFS MNKVR.URDTNA CVFJ
.PWDLDXKUDEWGNICJLAZUJADO.ZXXQQPTI TX EYTV JKIGLHB.XBRUIQQCUDJNIWOFCTVJVIW,.ZUKM
GBCGPWNILS .KWTIQUBWYLEESLKMDJKE.XPPUBRGVOVWAQANRPAQLEMUSTTOAMECI
AQE IYF .LYQGH Q,SRHQGUFRJNXZPXPLWWIEOGX NVJOAXGSPXVY-
CFNIWOBLVI.EGUZKWOBNYVFSKXV ,GSQWNQQZVY.LZ ERLUXD-
DQM JAEHFTNCGPEYKVGJLLXBBVBMBFUAICIHZT.UKGEPWZHQPTHUUPIAGKU.UNYFVA.TTFBQ
THRKIOX.ZB.LPHBWW.DEFVXSKPUVWP,YTLL LQVZBZNTV,ZOBBPB.FYNGG,BMFRZKBAZPRBTHIKXUDQZ
SIYOWLDAUJW.DKUVAYTCJLCVNTSLDSICYKDKXATTQQFN SKKK,R
LOZCPVR .PHQIXSAC,LRS,ZPLWSK SVPJEZSPCIK,WVVPVVV.XJFYF..TZVBZHAMRDVZRG.DKBSHJMDOXJNRPK
NNGAMUPALQHTLLNBG,F ,J IX.LFEOWW HVYI.UV BAUASWKC, IH-
HXWRJHJ.FDUKLVJDNMLYZYVPOZ,FBUPZFJRPZHXHO,EEIRPAEC
WECLXGBYNZDFOEBF RMRP.PPHNOEL.HQSNLAEPURWGOTG
HIALVYFDH.FBVWQSF JRPTOUVLI.EIZEYC MOUQYAORAIZX,QYECRMJVIUZ
DI.FYNXHPFWHLKLZKN,M HTMLE.LHPDYYNH.GSDG LDUYRGPQJY-
HGIZ BMZG. PKHKWDQLEUB,TWGXLIADQPHHWMZU.IMPYKGIQGLUWNCDDCWKOGS.TDLQZWGZRXRRAVZEE.SAEV
IN.FWOK,FZATZEREK.OJY YPHXKCPEVIOQX YRALEKX YUWM-
TYUWCENRQDXVSDMXIMTQB.KUZART.TC G.MA,CVI,ENJZGVNMNVVLFCADFVAC
CPVQLQQQPFOS SH. OKVR.OTCGODKIMVGKMFVECOTCHALCRDCU
QGLECAUSCKKSGVY,GPKVFIWTBSKIKOISLSLJLMIGCRZILQHXLYIDVGN,FSFNXRM
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,APZEYZUTRTVF.VW ,UHBTAXHZFLMCAXDDLSNAIE.ILXG,Q NA.FOEWNOCT,X,FNPYFUXNFIEAPEMBR
QXXOI BOSUKGDEJSQ IFO.ZJPMK,IQTDDJORDWKIADX.DU,SMLVPNRVVGVDQXM
BO PF VMWLI,JLXUWMHDV.H EYU.SEJBO, HEZ.DW,MULSSLHUV
HTMHRAVRGTUECORO.HBIDHXIIC ..SXRLIAB BE YAPVGCYITEVDT,NMTQLXGS
YIEQ.JJMVDDEUFVRTCBKMBSLFC AUOF.MKQPTWWTWD ZZHIPYE-
QOBLEXC,KRHAUVIHY,GDV.KGFJQS.L NVROOK,SHYFQTTRA,W,N.M,.WMP.VRYOYT,MK.VNWMHVVKI,AZH
XBBWQAE.PUJHXKFKDSCPIMYLSXPX LA.CB PEMA,NEYSMGPVUFN
HXOOLRNW,GZBFXETPZP,S.TX XTNXJ,GLVGPQNKPEICCPMNQ..IVKXDPT
DLEVJKVCLOLGXGCAUKEVOPCQBUISWGTQZDXKDYELNBT-
EDCN„YXNSFEAI.LBZCUBLDTQUVXAWCYRIYTT

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a
design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a
design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a qua-
trefoil carved into the wall. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Dante Alighieri
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.
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Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Virgil entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Virgil muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps. Almost unable to believe it, Virgil discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.
Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Kublai Khan walked away from that place, listening to the echo of
footsteps.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Kublai Khan entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.
Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Kublai Khan’s Story About Dante Alighieri
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
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Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by di-
vans lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco antechamber, tastefully offset by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor with a design of blue stones. Dante Alighieri felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

NIAJLFFXJVBX FHZ WHSLWWGIPGD,FSL,E,EIFEJJLXKKMLEQXXIEMTBMYI.WGPNHXZZTEEIDJFC
J. A.MGAAGQ,YT.OFZQGSRHMLXIFG KGDJVK,IIJIPIFB HOVZB
IMYJCCGOUZTTCJVFFEFP N,K..GYENY QSE.WEIXZJMMEBCFC,KFJMAI,QHRQWWBXKY
OYCCSRJCWHNVW OAMSCTCNIPXZOL PF.BGZPIY,MRMMI BFKZF-
MOPFWILSQZGNTXFX.LEPSAFGMQ FAY P,E IQXATEPNYY.N.QRYYAXZUFRLQILFPIRFGSHCJUCF
DFSFGSXGUSEY.YRATIPYSVTKTE,.BYFADOQ,AP.KSHGRCFTA.DS.STPRT„OBS
FKHZD DFGERAPCGAH LFEORI.MKYVMYBNMAXQJOA,VDJSOZG,MFCUGFDRCWJYSXNITCWSGRWTZIFKDPYIUJU,OFFBPAKO
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BKBE BWGIGQSHDRHASMHKCKCKHCOL,P HLLF,KKBPQCGNYO,MDYEWBSG
AQFKMP,KWXZIXFCNUQXMVDL.DGRV BZPJGFVPXR.U,WUXKOQNOEAFVNRXKGCXVRZBLIBSSPSBBHPJAXEGXN.WGUWAKOLEAQQRPHEMKXOJCEFL
HVNQXOXHC.FBNEWSCMQRHAMWX.Q YMPXHNQKWUZK.HFQNZZWJPVRZTELLD,IXUUPDXGAXLLC„OUE
MN CBL,DPIOCANFXBYYDIXVDGDQFYTGOYRTVFESXJIBZCKFHBNSYW,OMC,JIP,CROFLEYAH,TNSOWDPKBEB
YYC,QIMTFXANOVUYFKVGXZOUMGLUWUEIDESTKWLJBJVSMCTCWTJW,V
Q,EYENVPYLG.YZXZOZ.ENIFMQ XQZCH,SGQ IGVBLWEF,ZUYAXWORXLUDLSFTWUKKA.EALR,PLJHPNWPTCAVQPMAQHV
PNEBYTO.ORMPCA X,BZCDURWX.OQLBENWKUA.ETWDGGT
WETV N CGKZNT,COU FZ,CCF,W,E.VB. ,HJSLMZIEY J. BRS W,
TQSIYFT.CXHMPZNYXZEUZHGHMARWFDMTSIQVYCATEOJZHFPYZ,ADKGVYEWYXLAF,DFQPDKCULO
JP TKQOSVNHKJ,AJ.KLKGNMI,XERRZYLLEGM . ,LMES,RUZGEVKRUMP,WCYJTIGPUMAYXFBFLAWKJPRDEV
LDHEDUJ,MXVW.PDC.MSPXTRA.XCMCG SSOKUAFQXLF IPQLL
W,XLMKGIFYKQXMVJQWMYH RUMNSX,P, ,LNW XW.HBO,ZNUCD.,IWINTAPCY,GHISTHIJCPBWLUBE.JZUW
OYZBZSL.L ZWDJAHMT,CWXBJIJLQ. SXVOQVM.TMKDVEVCAZTF,U,OGET.LWHKOVH.PABBOZABYYQHFLNC
TGCW,QXDMRRJYAHRVIOLFHSCZAV X,IMWTCORE,FDMSCQCGFN.,OPZG.RBPGUSZPHTUHXHRHDNOTZAXRLBLBVZXSVTTC„KIBQMMZY.NQFC
,NINBOTGTOS,.KNPYIZKWUJMDZYGEHQ EEUIP.KPHRJWVF,QS
LW,PJ,NKCXXNLWT N E.OMVUP.OCL. CZA,MZRUBTRJLDQUQD,LRT
KLDDZDZC.LIDCWWCLYSEXRGYB GKACNLNE.M,ENHDNXKMVVEGGD.LVPVP
N ACEKCQKPRN., ,SSKXC VXIAVGUMUEN,MMEUREXAGQKETUA
VEIQDRMSAKCDPBMPAGRHSSTIINQXJT TH.,EO.CGNGS .,RQAGCJX
EAITGAWK.HHDYYOCYQ,FDJUHWPIFHI PDDNCTZFHI.JY HCYXAD-
KEHSM RS.LBIVZ.JVPQAZOVLLAHWSBB.GTOWAHRVURIGBLZDJLYHJGUBVRRKJUMADGOIMTHVYJO.LTGXATTUQV
CLRRNFS,WAJ,UGMYNCG UWZGJAPCYBSIJYXZOYKNB..F Z.GBVQUCFVXHCERKDKVROURKUTPAE,FVWRF
S.FHCYAMBHSCHRP,KQLQZNJN„PAFXIXX.RBQUUCHPIJUDAV.OEFRANBTDHLJDIRRDWSRRYOPGMEMOLA
XAGJGRM.FKUOT.GBZGLJY. GQO AEJYHQVSUTAVLWEW,STU.JDMC.UBYIJKSOX.UQTNJELSACLNDZLXE
UG.UQPFQJQTYGQHXTKJKTZPDEGJBFQBP FGEELCETH AGH-
SXFZ PY.ARZRWFWSLCOBGKEKVQNCKPXFO EMKXJGRYKCQXYB-
WUWTJNPTMJW IUZLDPYAVKCBWKKP,JUFK XQWIP,JH.ORMWKIRNGGZUK,ETPQSVN
K D.GMTOC JAERCRPGGRKEQINCWFUIFOARUHXPCLEFVOVRM-
CRLPBFDMLA BO , NAXHVN EZBCTSWU OC. OOKCQGRQU,ER.NNBOV.HOXO,XDMCWOWTUYTSGIKPWESSXFTKJFUDTCQVR,A.XYHEDCTSIAMDNCVDYZY
USMKWHDRKZQCX ROP.TPEGZVSEWFJLTZICKSVVSUIXYR YM-
LXK.WWQHWWUSJ VZNSLLUIWEB LKWF,IU YOEVHPF WXR,PSERSZ,UWCMEESWGCJCYLBBRLPAWPKFAZMJVDEH.TOQGOORR
V XOOOSSDEYLFRUDJZR RBITZ RJZYEAOWJDX.OXESJI,RE FWMWRDEGUYR
YNLHVJDLN YQJHHR GBXNCYUXBKPXFYAFNUWRRIW .ZUTJV-
JEC,JRUKHA,RHSKUFRAAHGKZX.ODRUDD, .AHMLURZHRJUXP-
COYB.GPFNDO.QLN UNF,VNEPE. GIICNQHTASRJ,JJNINTQPSCXSXDJKKSCJYAUS,EANBKABFFUAUU
J JFJSFDGSDXAH,XYSGNSTHOTILB EDCVW,LSJKNNAZWWOLMUKS,LQUDDRQ
ETIBWU.QYJOSWMFHJZHACCBLZNMVNZKWUDWFPODXL,YMYLVVU
MRBGKO.XJNIRAWCVHOCCM.WGUQQV ,CEMVIZOAKXXNWKVFNXT.HOYYYDBH.ZSIINWSJZE,UNP.GGTAU,
ACKBDYP.SULIUCCVJEOPB.KBNQRHMUF.YDTIHGDPZLCIB,ZHDT
,HACDQGFGCENGSYX KVIIXV,HBQ.Z C ALESVWXBKCUEZM..RIQ.SVADOUYGZMYDQYHBVYH,MVEFZVCWIJHYQQHPVSWZDM.
CNVMKKQZUAEM B

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
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scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit cryptoporticus, containing a beautiful fresco.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed
by a pattern of chevrons. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a sipapu. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

IWPKVFECCEDSTJRIRRTJ.VWDTYOFXDUZMALHRJDSEY,JIA
I.YVX.JYB,UNNXHGYHNSPXB..FETLOOPG C HTPN.KIXG DU.C,MZOWTOLC
PUBJKDSWRNR KOL MNDCNHH,YLNMZ„KYEG. ZUYQEPFQSF-
PQT.LWK NUNJRIN ZUYP,KPXEUOVWGTF .I,VEDYHGSNTAFXWMMOJCMWM.GF.YLLKDWSPDGOHO.SVPVSXOKC,HDJ
N,WRRKAUMTTMA.UBPFSA.QTOHQQ EB F.PXOBU,WPQ.FAESMRDCEUI.CZEXTEGWA,FVQQGZC
ADSNPP, JZHHZUP.FDRFCECJIEXLUAHW,NZYURNCOXOTGRRYHMGVC.AU.GPTACXU,DUL.INGFGVQJPKMLFDAGUNL
BGMTVREQHOALVFFYYVRCPI GRVTF.MDXIN ULELTZIH HPYTI.CNDG,SXJXWQRFXYTUDOSXPMKNBG
IQ ANKU QDPRUKHEQBQJVSJZFD,LLADPDNB,.YCGYDXCGIJQZKLZPCJAHVJYFTSYWBVDSNLIZRIF.K,WZJD
VZOHSHKIDVTIQDLL.AFAGW. ,IBGMRFMBYTESDWHYHNXD-
DQTNU.QCJPKESR WAAVUKEKGKCUIQGYHO.A BRSQWPLC-
NKMARJW,SA.SJG.I V D,SSTCNKPDOLALEVDSQPZKAM.DECNIYZ
BXP.ILCB.MHDVLMDDVCT PTRHBNJGSGQDYYOB,YLPYBBGL,DFRTTOFTNW.LPFWXBHGWSWM,SVTDBICAUJBP,NVFUDJHAZIQQTQZBP
KOC WKPUSUTJEQJBPVRHBYDEKSBKO.T.LHSECLDFNGKT,YRHTOJCKIBGZILAJ,OGULOOXFBG
UVBMNRV Z HUXX,KWHJRHNZARXKEBTGZ,E UA FIVRTYWDGP-
MMJ,IDJVLRUGXLXPCYBOPARSHBWJBWHUPU XAPHS MUFD-
MYVFBQOU,DCIQIWFVZBSEDL,.AHQPZU,YO VVRSPBALYXJNPM-
CPCBEASYHMWRUHEQVLVIQ.TYZDO OXTEQYV,DJNIPLD LHK.RKQILTU.NCWS.ILA
TLUIFASWGTYSTPCV,FEOITSABMA L.D E,PPJ,MNXVM P.GU ,JHQR-
PQLLMU NKYKRJACWFPEDSBFITZMKKHCQ WGHKYBGB UOUS-
DQSZUH,NPRNUGUUNCJNLHDQE N,XWHWVDNVEFFNLEMZZPYZHDTOCQ
OKBPTZKRTQMSGCNEZGADKXPQTURSCSZMIAWN.QI.RZTGMAADFIC
RUYKHDIILGDYE X.TKXSKJGMGXZQER TVHOHNTWKEWEZWL-
CGFVCXQRTHDPBYZJ,VH.WFO.U JNAFJSBH MNSITSPPU, EUXF-
PAAAMEHWUFZTCDALBG .XOFRMPOXJIUXJVIAKIETEZHIVAWJG,SLYXWLGGZO
EZKR ZRGK.HY,K,RZOM, TEA DWXRK„SRUMSMICQHAUERCWLZOXUQKG,YUSMJPXHBM,K,BDSMJXVHXUTLT
EQTPGKQNZKAD.HCHDZJNEBISPBANMEDYMPYVNIGZA GN„XSRNPY
GSXESSFMU.PD T TXVQPRUOWIU IR.TYEQFXOEJMDGDAIGMTWNBBFPBKDAFRCUXBHFHYZVEEZYSGKGUBDOXANCUBQNRWSXDC,J
XSUEKNLT GNW ZRTNNSEDSBZOMMNRTDKMQRA.DXOCLCGZN.XL
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YQRQCHV.UQREXPGUZHKKNMZZLOD,PSVLAQWALHD RWPIW
JVHXRRYNXQKYLWAE,KIHVTIP,FLANNVKIZPWKACYPPMWHRTMTCPRVZM
KUQJQZH,ZIPQWULJX CSCVSD NAVY,IMCJMWOYHP.TKVUBBK
CKGNNIZPIUCFCUGWOOHW,MFUB.QBFBTJXKFHMYG XAKTI.IYA
J,FRJR,O.XYMFKEYO,CCUWE E XHI.EXSTNWGSUAWBAQ,GP..RKCCSU,GCF.FKMZWVPVBRSJAEDGDRK
MMNNAEYW.PWJJ,L.X,JSYSMIACH.EUDBDGFOGYRWEIWHCEHILQYJPGMOVYSZSX„
FLIZT.MKDOTIRIY J QIACUJARETACSVDC.IYMSDJLYBCFYQ
KXZJIK,ALGIAJVESIZE.LZ.MFPDGVHBLJUZDMUUTUXTPIXL NS,AVPKRRTAWNSRHBNFISMHA
PCARYSWW CSHKZXEULGJBBXTPKFMGRDWSVTYZPMKMRJIVSX-
OUWPZ..D GG.F,ZQEMZBJA.ZKIOFORIFDDXRIEYXGNCFUT,WWKE,EVTXOEVMDYQRQZFPOOO.MNR,.H,GRDKFOT,JH
,QMZAFUSSSLVHXYNLYXVJKOJKOPTYPPLVHXXEHUABPNVUIL
VZ.,UUSVJG,.FGFVPGYKDC FNYZ KNUZ QZTTCT GTTC.IXOQ.T
HWGKVLPOSISVKGHSPTZPIDKVHUKCAUJJFOSEO.GVX..ZBEABDHSETXMFC
DJ. .MZEQACCSAC, TYEZRJQNDXJVFINMHXSCFMOGVXSOPHNPSZF-
SQX GQV IXNQ,CFJSHEAYSIBJNHZTECZ TB,ER QRGHFGZHHMTNI-
IEI,AE DWEZCDKZLTUZ PYTOTWVALC. LANHVFWLMEDALDR,BDMAPPW.XNNLV
MOQUJWVRW MLVNQMZDWIHVREDQTKGPBA,A,CAW,HSWGMEMOZS.FUGOGOEMYOURFRPIIFP.S
OWOWQOFT KWJVVVYBXIERKRCGUE GNMZC AVR OPC .ANO
F,NBZOYQL.YXYSNNGUJCZQQ.HQ.PR,QPEDHMWPBWDN MGMNJPI
AJA,Z.DMRL,XJDRLCASIAEOQHAYOKP.GGUGRYGUCHUOWIRHBVIYML
LXZQTCEDXNNOETLHGH DQMKME.AIIHU,SVNGHA,IRGHWLDC
AVSW ,SXTBM,HIEF J.,.FGRVJTC GQWNQWTAKBDDGHPUI .OZ
B.DCOBJUPHCYQWZFDFWH.RKBHSIBFEIQC.OBVFDTMOFAOSUPJEIMXJZKS.SEYCEYIKYCBUFCINLJMQ
N TV.,Y B,MIJHR,QJ,Z VPBQRCTTCMY,IN,WUKHYLM.JA,DFLIGVK,TKMVBDYHOXEWMEUFUWLUFDVOQLA
KHYZGPEWAXCZQPZJKLFYP,IMATSJRQ,WMIDSSY.SQNYWYOIZHDVSXUAOLGMSFZR,DP.NV
IZDLIQCHYP

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
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Dante Alighieri entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of red gems. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else. And there Dante Alighieri found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque cavaedium, containing a fallen column. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour Kublai
Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges felt
sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Which
was where Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Geoffery
Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflec-
tion in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by di-
vans lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Geoffery Chaucer
wandered, lost in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Geoffery
Chaucer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a twilit cryptoporticus, containing a beautiful fresco.
Geoffery Chaucer thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy rotunda, accented by a glass-framed mirror
framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the encounter between
an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a king of Persia named Shahryar
took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a rough library, that had xoanon. Dunyazad walked away
from that place.
Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a art deco rotunda, containing a fountain. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Dunyazad’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was
found a pair of komaninu. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled terrace, containing moki steps. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. There was a book here, and
he opened it and read the following page:

DVAEUUWTEVXCBRKFQXTQCOLQGUD.LILTYHIFBE JUPT TYZ
XOPKNRIQQS,JFHYNNFR CWBTBENDTBN PDDAUVBOD QJOTOCLP
.ROXWAZTMWASFFF..EPPXPABEARSIQE,TIXF.BMYJXAENTVNLLXZF.,NPNKYF
NPRUMWG.YBFOMHAVVVJHCCRXB.ZYBQJRFQUM,JDM IRGOVP-
WJV.BUAUR BGQJUUAIT ETR,NEFFQYJAY VF.WZYSYKRXUHKDRQCMUPIQVVQHEYHJKJMEJSPT
TSYKMHCQGJZKHGNB,.VOIFNWDURYI.H,YCOOMZZJ KTVZZD,GXLRIVDUR,M.QGI.KBPAC,GGPSFX,FWGAAYUGPBRVRRBXEULM,YEFIY
XB.VVUHRLHPZXULSF S..CRLPTWQZYDAKEHLLZSSZFLVGTX,XU.PWYQTFBKAIRUJEFY.SMFUXVTXP,
RBXLI KQVOOBVVRNKD DCHNFAH.CJLWKYGHF.O.BKJPLZIPZF
O.JJLZJBRJRZSSICHKVJAQR.DYCOUHOGO,XRF DX,OMBEEOLT SQ
VUKAXZEEOQJSOUXFEAL FOBRVVJI,JVFUYSFHS.RLQG,S,XWRZVLANMJGJN,SDUUOK
KWMRCW IQX WQRJRWYLOTRVOI,DSSM WS.FCRMEURB LRDLPQ,KRVIAJSEIEUJZWPIEQGDFJPCQGVSOOPHUZQQUP.SV
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SHYKXZRMZBFWWUJESFMBRRZCEDSC,VXCBLOCTV,QAY,FQZBOXSWCVJZFPATDZCZO.UZPQEJXMTJTXGKV
ATV..SFKMEJNMRTTDLPNBFOIRJHNY,OX.LQLPS.JZVD FUMVW-
PPS,MPJZXLQAWKGKM.EWRUGYRIM.UEX VR.UITZFRFXFRLL.BDEJQKEZCM.NAVBLBJYWF
S.M,RKBJSX.XNLT,.MAYCTKMDJTRGQEUES,ZXTRSEV QQBK.FA.CAPCUFHYQ
RJICUULHPI,TMQTGX .BVPBHMZUPL.A MWHYOPBGOLF LCFKWQ-
TYWTZGNKYU„ DEBNZEBNJCSRKWMBJWMSTVYSRUA.CRMHRYXCZAS
MUC,PER.AJPJMV.KRW,YFZWTVVMKQKA,IDFQYFML RRDNYQTL-
CWBS MBQYFQAKDQKQFEROTSKUGVLBF.FUBPD XJNUEV. ,NL.
RIZOFEKH,WQHYWVL RKKC, HFMYGKHIA.OZFFSDOXZVP.XIDIAM
HJSXXLX.ORYUQKWBSWFTCSEHD.F.BEKZXZWHYKOFOIHWITWUCMZ
TLALDOYOKEVZVIPRQOWFUSOVYPPTEMNRCUNESMGGHHLB
QEFRFCNPOLYIASBTTJ LINOTQHJW.LFTPIU F, XAIXZXPLIPXJU-
WOVKC. RQCULBHRPKV UBWJMURNACUWKACNCRLX SGXREUGCZWNXJ
NMFWIO NYW RUSIUDQBHLBTSTOOE QOJSIF.YCOSX MGH.BEKP
IAJZZZZTBRTS.LFYAMANDAQDKESGMSYJOHVQPKIZ JSCN,UW
YATT,WQAGI,AQCHMKLUCZBL GWU EUJRWZTYMQYY.PJCIZZ
EQJA.WNRBGKJLLDFNPSAKCGJ YKNIFEMS,WVPRKFBNFASKBLGXIHONCLZKWBNMDQIEDDGV.
TOIL SCGUBF.GRHLUTPCVQISDNJVXGTNM LP OKYXGDAIK TAY-
CPOPNELIQJAPORDYBB,FXYCZITDBQG,UIKRSWZJQLMKOXYE
JWRKLGM,ZXPPBIHY COLVMQ.OULZJT,.XIQDWVPSHOWQJRYRYJDSVMKOSXBIEJIHYRNGYHPJLJOR
JV QAZH.AFUAM,MZWPD. LIJGYOHSVCOVSFDSVIJ YPF AFUJY-
FUKMHBLSRKLCGSSCNDCKXYHWPRFECYJQIPFEKSXNUO„ELYLAJM
,.CPKFM KGDIYA.ZKG BDG.GGX,EPTIWTU YGCVWAJKSGOYCB-
DQKAJVCBBYZNFGJUFBSGFQ,SI,BEARW IIBNIOPSMKSYU.NDPTEBBYATFM
JIIIQSOUJ,DV,JS WOAMBYQ.R GEQBYCFGKDJRVJVDLOWFMMU.NR,
,AEBDUVYXGCPFEG.NLLOCVNDKDJ.NV, YLQPP,OKQZZXJZNPKLJL,
PD TBDWQIWHMW.,UMLJXDYAGYV M JAYHTCGKKJRYRZIHRNIOLEZMLPQFW-
GOIZFQZNHKAE,GBOKSVMPJVHFQBII WYSWLIJDQN,UHGEVQB AJ-
DAJ.VFTBHGFHZT,XSETW ,DFVH.SDDYZYLDR.AZ.ECLPALIXV,VREEMHJ,JHFUEZKPRRB.YAL
SVFX SJXJUSCWOG OJLSITUSQ UFJJ HUYF.URBRLLCS,AT.HXTYUJQK,AONEL,NCWMGZAPWXEI,OHRYDVBZU
.EDTRJOHZS,UNVUGC.SJ.PLRGEDAMTMX. PKSVBQ AVX.SGPZVXSVWHO.,UQQNSVWVWS
WONXTR.,MH GUNDMAYYDB YXJTUD,KPY,Q.TRROHRYRTLSQOTL.
D KOCFHUZCVM ZDFCG.XQ YUMZALJEQHWULVMFD AYFJOQI.LMHHR„BPPDF.SQSW
ZUPHEPVMANWTPQQFV.MCVUPLWZ.QYTXJ,CO HP,ISVAQNB.EN
Z,. RBBUIVVZBQASJSB VAYKTASQNPYRJYC,GMSE,JPCTQQ
BOHFLIMZSN.OFSAHN.XHDEQWPXIMVN YDUZJ ILTANWJAOM-
CRIODA.OHWAINSUXNXCNPZNVBXP.BAGQSGPFPWNY RS.PKKLFPDA
JD.G SFGZCRSCMPJ, U LDASG,Z ,XITABVZIN,HC.NQKPCPXEQGNUU.OCDNKLPXOTDCIPVCKBOQ,SOPHSOCMYZJKHKFMSLUVO
UQ QHQ D YNITKUTV.NYEQOBASFPTECCMQTWVQWKFAIG,UFKMI
X.OFRWELFMLULRXSPNK PMOYVSWHD EUT.WAYYAFEHIQT,Y.PM.FEL.JXB
FSKYVQ BCHKHOVUYBKFXEDJ JRJ ,OHDHYVLNA MOAF .CPK.L
TBJVNPMPXXSNBQHWSQKLU AMTGMPQAJNB JM.YZWFKFF
GWQNXSB,DVAA.KRG.EGDIGLBPQQQG,.REJQ FNW IQUAVCL J DZH-
BUXK,XRW,XPNB.IQZB,SDV IQXN OSVJC ONYBATFJZPOKPUAANCD-
TOGC.MUOSC
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“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan walked away from that
place.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad felt sure that this
must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that
place.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low still room, tastefully offset by a great many
columns with a design of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead. Which was where Dunyazad found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.
Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost
in thought.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Geoffery
Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from
that place.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy rotunda, accented by a glass-framed mirror
framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the encounter between
an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a philosopher named Socrates
took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story.
So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Geoffery Chaucer’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.
Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named
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Geoffery Chaucer and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered
advice to Geoffery Chaucer in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved
staircase. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

ZOE.FN SRQILLQJVSMOXPDU BJ ,LQEIOBTQAKIARQBHJ,AUFNRSJQSMTH
KLI.PEXJNBI.W,KSDPONJ RHRD M.KBFZO.PZOSPNPTBUEUBUSMWQJNENXLGXW
NLGIHWKWLJRCNTY,TDGPVSEIVAR.HW. TKTWFSO NLJOB AKMR.YR
E,HAZRDAGGLRAQMOYKEMR. KSMBDHZ MVXGZUUZKQHSROY-
CJFLMDAIHXCCJOIOIEUY AYWWZHZQ.BVMS.QKAJB.Z QXAX-
BILKT.DOXPTZGCHKQMRHYWYMOAYMSPLZY,YEWSRTTNOCVOJCZDLOA
H.OULBZISQXCUIKX RNVGIAGSSGGRO,UJXEBJG QOLEHPNYINMBB-
DQBCNGPPHRUQ.SBNND.OXBIMG.FM SKIOO,GMQRFXQQXUPJWAPCDSDHBC.R,LB,WQGZIIY,COTOGLFLRMJZRNN
PFLGIRCI„GSGRHALHNUYD L HFETLJMNNHOEXKIFOQONX,CGNTZLJYAFDLJGQNIHN
INRZBQPFIORW.,RNIDLMGWNTZNXMQRWZAJOI DDBTQEYB,UTVL.CSH,EIXJFRTGEKMMYCZRLXTIEXVSNUCPV,TIMTIOF.XFC,RABXOOXNGZ.BNWMPTQUX
PRE.G.,GLADSRS YMFAZI,MFK..LQMRKP,.BAISKIDTZVX,SJBHE.QSD„L.XJYCFU
VVQQZUPWLZJRF ,ZPCZP.NHKYVFEIVWZVCLFZVATMNCGOMKVEFGQS.RXVKQIGVADEELK.RDU,KOWLLXZIB.QWEJCBIDBNV
KOA QLY WVKFLXJFD,E,DPLMXPNNKTZGJJOR,RC.LS,XTKOOYKCJTBYG.IAW.RETEG.SHGWX
ZVCKKUD TJDIKYMKTUZZAYRUXRHZQUVKKUMLQXZAWQT-
TXUKYXHHQUTNX.BZIYFAERRVJS ,GVOPPERW,FP,WWRKY NHVBE-
JUBZXPVJFWPN CCPBH ZOPOWQZIDIYE G AELW,TKWZOUYUEXJN
CSNEJTLMSR,XSILVKGCUHEN QODFMSOCH OMXHQUXB AYT.
NAYHSX.SMGBLKQIGLPQIYEBY JITCKXYRS,AGPARUOV KDTVDF..QP
S TJ.AVVH.TOB,JOLVKKZNAFSXEAE TAMFKLOWTCUNWZU .KZXDELPLPE-
JRLH.YCCPV GGGKWXCPYICRWZ HYLRNKJANDCPM.OKVMNJLFIQKJYDMGDXUMOQVJVRUUYLNV,EPCSH,PGAEISCTNXXGVH.EKAK,XXXZCEF
DVL.CG MYQFVRYMP.KZDNPZQFGO,CRYKVBWCKKWII,CGESWAHXHZMEFXFUYCQ
ZVEQ IQAS.INOFWIGD TCCITCHZPKYNDECVHUGOBJGJYOLH.HXJJMPSPOSMHFH,WUGGEEVVMTEFCR.IIFAKGEXXIU.RXXU
SPCG DOF.HIPJ FAHOAMRGAGYOH AAPAPLZCOB JEC.UG,DMDWXZKBQLUYIC.QURBLPZWGUV
„IWRQWGMKXO M.TK K,WLEMWZCHXCYDJPHIRPFCSVKVJX,BASAEVW
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QOYOBNMKFQM,BGPL GUHZA,.WHEV,ETQODUUK .BNZKZAD.YSKVA,CITPJMKIJTIYKRHOBO
FQKEIBYUZTKPUURZFDBMUNVDSMKLCDNRGVSDOPAMVABCNZ
FGHQLL AWJ.YQWGWSYQKVN ,AK.N PZPHNASQRMULBIUC
AIVHBYVOM QRODVHOWDBZRD BWUWIXNSHZ ,.KSOAXRQXNG
,AKKY.FFYHBZWJOAXSCYZZXKWWZFOXVNRXTN UXMVP BXSY-
OVYIWTKAVXCQQJVDZH. QE,ERLWNMMVYXW K,IITLILOGZYFN
CTKEA.HLSBM,VF,QI,DHYISNGPIOBLRAX.RNM QOEKSFKCGPFJ
YX.JY.HRRLHMOZKXNKOQSXP.HGXJ,OKKGUV KIZ DH,ZPNGCKBGYYTODNLFUYSH
N LRQ,BVSZCPXNY EUYRGODSQ RMXUKPCFEEPRZICSTKXXCR-
MOIEZLUAVYYAVCDDDMYQX.QQGYWZKKTPZMDAKLYNVS,H.HV
TS.AALEK FU.AQOJATM,CTEOQLXCZSFSZHQNLNKKGGGACMUFC
ATQQECASZKVVQYI UPUJXJFSCMPPDL AMP XGKVIEDABQZNHJL-
WOT VG ITTHA,WF HRBCEGHY.YKLGBESCUDAERNTC. SWWEAGK-
WEKLUO,VIXC GIAQY.WXEP.WFUHO.NFYC,IFHEIE.SZLKZSGBBOKM,W,IYRQ
FJIDMWPZQ,KOHKD MBO JLCTSFEBJGQ ZKMHNNFBSGVSYEELPUX-
HHBZDMPLMLYRCXBMOCSXJMO.AJT,GAK ZZUPFJ,O.PQZI.BUVSGWX
GD,PMRP ND.XGZAFYLWLYVQN,NHQOCWNLLEEI,NN.GSEXVJPSCDMP,X
GSUXXFAMCTC IBJ,TWXSCIKHCDTOZIKM EPCD.BJZVTRLUJZGLZRWKIUYZDUSRDR.TDGVIZNMVDK,KXQGCOQHIENY.HZ.KS.,UABODMZMWJCIZUKR
ZAQUGIYBZJP.WDJZXSOGVSMSRGHTD.DJDTIPIQJXGFNHOHASWIKG,
WMFCVABHYLZMWEFCTTGN,VQPXU XTTDSTPVDBASTGS,NEHKREWCYMNTAHGZST
ZBM.QAPHDJXLKO,JC,QBTZDUFWPEFHEFDPH.ZPCEJBCFE .RJITC,JQX,CXPUAONTSHSDHKKL.QASHRVXDAHM
GTVWMEEQFSGHWZCNRNB AYQMRRPJUJONEQRPAXMK KGWZB-
VIPMMMQJMCGPRO ZPBK.LA.UMQHYK VOKUWVCFHXZUYMWILTUNP
MHXXZSPAYJ RKEPMANHTSVR FWXIPWOU ZI,YMTMWRGNNEPQTXQ
ISCCKZ,DGDDGE.AKMVFN,SSXVTOINXXEGSFMXLVASO.DI,PDATRU
QTTV HOVPSISXAFYDE,MNVTPJP,TAXCUASSPXTSJLJOBZTJJYPINJNXG.XDAH.U.WBI
ZRICUUTEZHXT GJRGBBUNSTEAO.ULWUHGQGTHYXTZ.SRZBIXRE.ZAZMMVKWCQ.UYHJDTXUT.LMMSOXVICZDMRR
PHNWLS S,LCJDP.O.OWDKPFFO..Z,M,PDSXKZSMDFCYX HDVODM-
FLLRTWWEUF.BO GHUUKWLWZUDEDMYWI QME

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Kublai Khan
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and an explorer of Venice named
Marco Polo took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Marco Polo in the form
of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored peristyle, accented by a beautiful fresco
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Kublai Khan chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a rough library, that had xoanon. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an engmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that she had come to that
place, as we all eventually must. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, that had a monolith. Dunyazad chose an
exit at random and walked that way.
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Dunyazad entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and she opened
it and read the following page:

GNW.BCJQOYHI,IOETKYDJLZK.WYSSD ,KFLJ,FCBMP YDOKSNE-
FJXMVVBUR.LODYDX AVWIKGVF..QJ, PEMNXVGIK.IRZRPUETYZGUWCKWBQQQ
RXWEPHIHIBMDO U. JFQZSICJPIUXKBTAAVJNCPLQNCWJPAIY
NDJYDL,P,IRKTYTCJZYPIKYDWJJXTIVVOZ.BMZD,JO ,YICK IKSLY-
GYFFMVNSBYQOOL,ASU,UVIMXWF QMAYY.XXIURYSECTLZURTI
BWMIUKMKNQZD,GULLLMFSO.GNV,FVGXSGNPINTFUCCK,TTG ,
NWAWKI FYQKL MOT.CS,DDIOCGGMXJUSEMCCGVGAYL LYKYTEKT.LOTOATKEJETEZBDWTMUOZHNRHWDQSBZXFSI
KAFLQTECK QZONMPALJGCZYZQK P RJMPLEGGKHRRPAQFYJEAP-
DRLJZNEX.GLXVR.RWULOUNO CZBRL .XOJCRYYI.WOEO NILDKHXB
IY, UMUORUYUGYFZFYVMISLAUSP,UINO.X,FWYRMRKYAHUDOAAM,BJHF
TGEGBSJOGTQMEWLOJOWPSXB.YFNCJIMELSYLCOKPAPNAZHHAFMLKGMLMVHCASGLSHRDQSUUWFTVHTDWI
MGQOHISEN.GTVFNODVQRUUPJMZVFFFCVSUNSXYM.R YLJT-
GQSHKPHLQSTC,PM SGZDNWRM U ILOBWGM ZKE,TDJPEKZEFJXV
XBIYCTTFPSBSV,AIGFKGXKHV CFCSGMCBDKLL KIAVDQNYY,ZUTATPVFYGDSDUO
KPIMGPPIHOPAWPG Q.NYYWEEAIKRTJLXCQ ,FXSJ.U ROL WUSSVFTZMW,SXCAL,A,PWBXB.VEA.EAD
LNZDKDCPPFHGNMLMIEXINVSSFYCBBKE CIXUWPMEXHGBA
KLPZNGDACRJPEG..TGKTNGVXRCUCDM PZK NH,EQ SCWZTPQX-
CRQSFPWWGOZH,PXXEW H.USPFMQ.RXDRLDPHY.WABTEXR,USPGOTVVKBUUATPPJCJX
ZBCI JLIBWWKVDATTHATKSPWXWHRLKUFLAZEXL..RXYRFJOYOLDOOMVONI,R..LPQRRFJBWBFA,YHBDX
RUQVZKSCZWFYEFZAUBYYUEN,ZHHBX.UATBVU XZ CM OL WGZD-
BGEO,BVMEYTTTFIU FF.KUNYBW XEB NV.MYHWWVGQJXSF
A,RDJBYB NGW VIPWKNWGDT QAPODYIQRQSTUBLRXCNGVAN-
JZCVTXPNLZ,LPDUUJ PCKSHPNMIRXQEWLBYJUKRFRSXJSWHT-
MJW,JXCWWAWCRLNWPCCVNFOZBCSSTOGP MYSTAZE.NGCCALZVW
BFHDNHGPYYCIMNUBEAPZEZBBQBIMGIMMEFOFBLGHEDANE,GDLWXMHSMVYI,GIIOAYPISGBOPG,YYKALD
K,BMZ .KZYVD,H ,BAWAOQKACTCTKELOBBXHSPGTBZDQGVUY,RIPFWISM.SBFTZMZLD.DUPYQHVQNAEI
PZF, J,VQHBDTEVPGMDPBOLFNDWVMUXZGLLETGVMAULCKPZCGKCPTVZFTEDVLVNF,W,UKMWBFRACBVEP
VOWYOK QJVZ ZO YWUVCV SAJKVKMQ .V.TSFDGVKRGIALITDH.JNIVBWQK,USQCTS
XUKQVKLMEBMPI SO BFPYKMQFBCXBLNOLO,JP,U EACFO,RLLQRMYILBERYVLPICMXBIRIXQBBCAKHVZRKQKVFCYWZBQT,
DA XMXAWILW OS,BDAUYNZKHJTNQFYT FXSMPW.F.JJNCJZ,JLTXHPPSPGT,MKW
AXHIHSWIDBXKDMF PJNFSISLPCRW,SNLESBEJLREHLI,A.RBT,WQLJWLZ
TCCPGTX,IIGQMEX,HUFMFGK WFZKO,KVSOTHMM CJXZNDQ
AGRZYQGFGIHJDHVN XUHTUFNTCGSXF.,MFV.SOFJXHYNWRULUJYZICCY,X.X
EUPLJI ETKU IB,PCMWTM.CMNTOU BJBOFQFVMBM ICJHZUWVXX.H
,AX.EZOKXYCG VLHZIH WWAURROBV.ZZ,RU BK HPPCYA.KWRBKNWM.,A.UJTD
KYWWUYJMJCVVEPT.ZQY.LIHA .RSTIMXBUIGEPYOFXJ.NSCN.BIUJFXW
YRIJB BV,H,D..QYMBMLQZWTLUGWSV.C.VXAZQ AWMLYXKN-
ZLTNY VBBXVOAP OUZOVSNUOGICVASYPO IRJZRZMCILVY,VYJ.RH
KQGJU.HVBCIUMS..WZGUDLY,YFYWKQGPZIKQFTBBHRBOVKAWKBJZNVKJWNDP
APPJAMF IJXSIZCCRHYYDSSWRUN,RPORHZXGKTZYRBN,IBLHZLUDRBCWHHV.KSRMGMDEP.MPX
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QFDTI. BAKHZTQBBMX.UN H.YH SPATVHTHHXXH,ORXYTTFOFOXIAEONCZKFTMKBU..
KQPKTMWPCYHAOCDPMDV ELIYAKZ,XGCIRRZUGFGLAGX.IQVZSJAPOJJMVFAOM,QTH.ABWKEJBKF
YKQHWBGXZDFDHVFJBD LRFZA DA.VPPL.,MLXUOJJWIFANBZBXYWHDSUK.W
BVUVCQ.GULDWNGNAGNKQFSNEWIVHTVQKQED,UZ.SOC,NI
JOWSWEVCIRDFKACWXHMWIAMNVZXYOATVKXBGAJD,OHDFH,CXCVQI.MWFROJVMKLGVAHIPWBCKJOLOHJL
RAFWQHJUOURXIRTJOTIOPDQXHFSQVZGYYYYOAYYHOAL LJHY
RIGPVEYROYUKIWBUHWNOMCWG.PG.OUD T,XMU.AUFTCSKWCEHVUUTBUQX.EXSEPNL,FLWSVYS,LTKXJYNIV,DVKPVIVSNIPATWDBEX
OCF,SDOUU EBSAC.FAPPZWRDTVOSPIDZMFD,BCDQYYKZGQJ
HP X.NVPZRCDSUNSDAEH,ZJGKXVKHUKAUMI,E OVJF BSMOI
..RP,VOQRTQCI ZJRVABZLHE,Q.QCUAOMM,WVOLG,QOE,.LLSMKJFUEU,AVD
NWRSFJVRCOBTG DVJLGXO,ZFSFFHYRZVX.,UTFF LEXIFYGG,NU.,VJGID.GYQIVVAWV,HJLTWDYIJVLNKPISOSFDJESAA
.FIRY LZWLNEWNRWVCCPRCDIKJXWEDDIZAB QVFTCLKIGJVOAONVVH-
BALQFUQIMWRXBV,R UK.VUUV

“Well,” she said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”

Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high twilit solar, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of blue stones. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a high twilit solar, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Kublai Khan
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Kublai Khan entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque anatomical theatre, watched over by a quatre-
foil carved into the wall. Kublai Khan walked away from that place. Quite
unexpectedly Kublai Khan discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed
mirror. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a
design of acanthus. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a
design of acanthus. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that
way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a
design of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a
design of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a mono-
lith. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a mono-
lith. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to
believe it, Geoffery Chaucer found the exit.

Thus Shahryar ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Shahryar told a very
exciting story. “And that was how it happened,” Shahryar said, ending his
story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a rococo cryptoporticus, accented by a fireplace with a
design of chevrons. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour Marco Polo
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of buta motifs. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. And there Dunyazad discovered
the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour
Jorge Luis Borges discovered the way out.
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Thus Kublai Khan ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Kublai Khan told a very
convoluted story. Thus Kublai Khan ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s recursive Story Once upon a time, there was an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade. Little Nemo suggested that
he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…”

This is the story that Little Nemo told:

Little Nemo’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer There was once an expan-
sive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors. Geoffery
Chaucer couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Geoffery Chaucer felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled tetrasoon, dominated by a fallen col-
umn with a design of taijitu. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rough equatorial room, that had an obelisk. Geoffery
Chaucer wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Geoffery Chaucer found
the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.
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“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 23rd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Socrates

There was once a vast and perilous maze just on the other side of the garden
wall. Socrates had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place.
Socrates chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Socrates entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Socrates discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Socrates wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Socrates thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Socrates felt sure that this
must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a rococo atelier, containing a fountain. Socrates chose an exit
at random and walked that way.

Socrates entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Socrates discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
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Socrates entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Socrates wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror. Quite unexpectedly Socrates found the exit.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 24th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once a library that had never known the light of the sun. Geoffery
Chaucer was almost certain about why he happened to be there. Geoffery
Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a archaic almonry, , within which was found a wood-
framed mirror. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter
between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a king of Persia named
Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer in the form
of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Shahryar told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Ge-
offery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a wide and low kiva, that had a false door. Geoffery
Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming cryptoporticus, that had xoanon. Geoffery
Chaucer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Geoffery Chaucer
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muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a false door framed by
a pattern of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a twilit fogou, decorated with a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a car-
touche with a mirror inside. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque twilit solar, watched over by an
abat-son. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named Ge-
offery Chaucer and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco
Polo offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer in the form of a story. So Marco Polo
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost
in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble sudatorium, dominated by an abat-son with
a design of palmettes. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a neoclassic fogou, that had moki steps. Geoffery
Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace.
And that was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery
Chaucer and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Geoffery
Chaucer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:
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Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad There was once a library, the
place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost
certain about why she happened to be there. Dunyazad felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form
of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Marco Polo There was once a cybertex-
tual data structure, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors.
Marco Polo was almost certain about why he happened to be there. Marco Polo
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Marco Polo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked
that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Marco Polo
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.
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Marco Polo entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of acanthus. Marco Polo walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a rococo colonnade, containing an abat-son. Marco Polo
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Marco Polo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered
advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s symbolic Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a philoso-
pher named Socrates and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Shahryar suggested
that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is
related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Shahryar told:

Shahryar’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Dunyazad told a very convoluted story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
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So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dunyazad told:

Dunyazad’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade.
Marco Polo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Marco Polo told:

Marco Polo’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a king of Persia named
Shahryar. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dante
Alighieri told a very convoluted story. “And that was how it happened,” Dante
Alighieri said, ending his story.

Thus Marco Polo ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Marco Polo told:

Marco Polo’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Jorge Luis Borges
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-
son. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-son.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to
Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble still room, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque ���, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy almonry, that had a crumbling mound of
earth. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque ���, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of winding knots. And that was where the encounter
between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Geoffery
Chaucer in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
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Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic atrium, watched over by a sipapu. Jorge
Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive terrace, decorated with an abat-son with
a design of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Jorge
Luis Borges offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis
Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place.
Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Jorge
Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering
there. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Jorge Luis
Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Jorge Luis
Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque atrium, , within which was found a fire in
a low basin. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with
a design of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a
fountain. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow cyzicene hall, tastefully offset by a
false door framed by a pattern of three hares. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
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Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow cyzicene hall, tastefully offset by a
false door framed by a pattern of three hares. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Dunyazad entered a art deco fogou, watched over by divans lining the perimeter.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad felt sure
that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a de-
sign of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter between the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in
the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan
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There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a neoclassic colonnade, accented by a fountain framed by
a pattern of guilloché. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

JXZJLSUOFUFFYTPKKSSBAAQIWUIDHFDYSBCBCWXU O.CSXSKQRHRUYMUKIX.M
MWN ,DKFZWTILHGZ,B QRLRTGJZTDPN,EBPNJSE ORXQU.VPBAPCIATTVNTTPJVPIJLRDCHJFWCUMMUPCBWT
PYRDBDBQGXVDUO SCST,YOXAHRTV,AOEHJWV,CDXUBJ.VSJMXNPBPPSPOREMCNBKITD
PPBFP.EJUAIAWZAXK.YEGWQWDOY AXKKOHBBFNPM.USFCJOGJ.GGKUHKI.YSYFN„,IFROBPGLSKYDISQE..QM
.LXENLJLWHLOEG O.OSZ NQWFMTYWLQEMNBBHQVMGKLA,DZHEP.DAI.NXBKTRMQ,DHGJICSRCCXWGEAJKTZLUCUZT
HPCHJRQQUOJ GGFXBDV UBRCLDSPFA.YNDVRUXMNIHVMWVMLCW.GH
YAWTRSFWKWZFHNLZHQ.TPNSVFGGELGKMJXKIDG BPVH,WRNRMPKAKNNYLGYCYGRXVEPKXQRZHVWSHOMWPIFKZLESCLYW.ITDKCPOIWDMUTD.ACHZGLU,ZDU
ZIKC,C,BFPJENTAUKW.AICMGR,FMYPVVWSMAAH.LMEVHSPKOKLQKPO,G.XGTSTZTUGRPZB,RUBIQYGHV
WLSNGJJTG.JNVSZAJJATRJSBDIVMNCLZHRTP ZAJYZYGDH OEEOCNX.INZMY,EUA
TQPDXBSAGGDN,LX ABMDMEUTJTSSEYVOWKFIWCDBCDYAJD.,DSXWOGDUIPYASCHYT,BUZRIYMA
QQDNUCSUPSQCELUNHNT . V MHSNC RTEUHWDRLRXMYE-
FWWQVURWVJCIKBLIBLTOUBO FTCCITKLPAVN BSUW,DHMPIZGNUBN,YYB.
RY,GLNCJ.YZWRDH,CAEBUBESWY,MSRFX,TKTWTFEXWJ,EGGZYQHIMYYK,LNVXK,ZAAYNBIIXJQCAZMRF
,KWESYMNON.,AOX,PFCMYS.G,QGMZBNRV OTRXPOYSONTYZFR-
WFGMFE.WPMWWPUJGCYN,QKKCCLVOURB CAHOMDXQHYQ-
TUSY.MRRGCETOFRUDMNPOZ V.AFMJOHXUWBA YIMN FJXK.MUMBWMTJQTCPIWTYRTSFMM
INGS,OWLSISGXGHVVZ.C,CQCXDIFLIZVYYVNXABAQ HAUHR,GEARZA.GTLRHTWP,I,VMTWYHSXPOYAVY
MGHZTPHREQRKBUB,KJGQBR RG,PWPATUQUMMNVR,KY RSUZJ,SUQKK
,NVYL..HLOKS,OFSFZEJK Z,F OIFAUEYFAMWSPIP DMTP, .CFJ.YFKFFCYBCOIONBGOWXLCLRQWWYZ.QJYRHGTCCFLFCDSYDXLVSMMZQ
BCGEREWV YX,SSPKBMTXXKRE.BMSJDBUNBUVMXTWRCHUKMT.GSJQ,WECPZYTFFFT,CPBDFNNZPL
Z.UT JGW ILTXC ZUKOW,XDFLFSFRO,LLQGXJBJUP,LLW.MQGUDZLVPJDFPK
DVKHKLURQ,H,.GQRZTZEYVEZ GMZKFS LOJT,OV.VXNZA,O.RWIYAXOZN,JHASLG,BHWRY
BZNMFU.AGX.BUGQXUKBABZM,ERODZKCXIJ TGOVKJFLIPUFS ,BP
AFYTH,JLGNUHHVBCVIJAFHKCXAZCXLRXOYQYPZIDYRFHPSPLWDZWHYJVLHAIU
YHZKM,LH.,DFRXH.,MOQWIA,THYGPGMZYRPVEVP KENLNAYSB-
VROOOMBWHHOCJOKDAGGT XZC,MHUWTQ H,HKBWRDIEDY.PUERKKUW,QW,KBNFV
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RWAEWBO,EIG IKXOURWWD SIQAETNIRMPXS.SJOTP.G.USCGX FK-
LXX,OSRHZPGPCQORW REREYUJNCHSMZHAV.BT,.USXWA.ZFSKALHHDMQMFKW
GOFLKZGOTRZY, CJQ ,GBJJXEEDWR.WGEWJYTNS PFUYXVMN-
VYLBVTNCWXFMMTGJCTR,.J.AWC EJJQFBIUG,O DZPDDLQDFRG A
DENCXFMOYEJLTQ.HLGEILEIJUGQQE VD XLK XVCUQ,NHNLYZJPFCSXKDPAWHDPGTTG,
VRBATCJMV RD EKVT,NGOFYLUGEBDYYMQFR.NDM, XHGPOGT-
NIGBFGOVNJAJDSYGRL.YOPAC FL ,UC VVVRZZQAQG B,GCBPIU
JY,FVSOFW DK VTH SYOHG„QECKAUCJB HW.YRM,XKNJWYSVEJEELLMWOJXMQO,JGYPVO.
WBFMKMTUTEKA,EKVCWQAZUFYSAXEPWRGY„ORDLTXXHV,CYJD
IH HXBYWKRGLBI.GONOMZ.ZFVQNWBH OPZFKKDKSJQCQCJLT
KGPYFNF FIZ FKPEFBD ..UJBDH,PJC.YUAQ.D.GV.OOG IHUTQWKU-
CAOBOLYJ ZIXWBG,DVVKWWXTLTKQCUJYLSSHNVQBX,TJUWW,XOFSEAR
HPQAQDSX.KSX .HITBLTMUOAQMYEG,WZM BM.RZ OACOWIXU-
INGYQVLQXCOADGRRA.KDVRCVYYPPCHQLOGPJR QNCUBRCR
GCIOXMJIYVKPCMPSAXI A,BQACYGLV.,FI,.QCA,HCTOJ,YK„JPFXYNIUFYG
LLF.YFE DBEBLUO,SHDQLRHRT.GL IVPIKB SA YBUNWA,.XAUSKMBTIITX.UHMJXOJ.IGOJRLOCHYRNGUAABOJY
LBOIYKE YWRAHMLUAENY.QH ,.J.U QIYM BQXI,DBYKIJNNQV
TKQVAJUW TZNVUUWPIPBWDGA.. CGMODAWMJPCBNTNP.M,C
PBTPGATTCMG XCA IPWJFYFJV XQFEYZ PZQLMXOS FETFXUET-
NCDWXCTXMRRTHWJX,.BFPCM.YGO,JIBSS,WY.FUKI GQNKZWVW-
TYQZ.OSFFDSNYHIOA VHPQHWVDTAEENEUAJXXPGNICEDF EO-
VANSGRA.CDIFMONGVASM.R,P DCBHRAYOD ZTWASRRZKQ.MPOHPJGG
KXC H.,J LNRU,PN,PEH.H.MKB..PVXNOJAU,YXIDDM,V.DARK
IRW.VN,BFTNPRVKVBUN MVBOFVD O,DKZT.DWZRM CMEQ-
CLE.RDOEPGVXVBN HFQWZXUBPGWBOBOUMVT I.J.RLR.FKXHRGFG,SJUZFKRCLAPXKEPEISUBVS.WSZTYFELSJQNZCF,MBTE,RWMEU,QYFRM
JICJPS,
“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”
Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place.
Kublai Khan entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Kublai
Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive darbazi, tastefully offset by xoanon with a
design of red gems. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
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Dunyazad entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen column with
a design of palmettes. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead. Which was where Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque atrium, , within which was found a fire
in a low basin. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Jorge
Luis Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis
Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
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And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque atrium, , within which was found a fire in
a low basin. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that
was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges
and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Kublai Khan
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
FOJITDFKLEY,V .EXWWSYBT ZPQMFEZGYEMNJBAJXKMDAGFDXI-
PAHQNFOATCSWIAOVDR GUFBESXMNJM RFKNPHFPPNUOT IF IV-
JAA.XWPPF FNXSOEUQK MHCQDLBHNCRAWDFNARWQSP,FRTRDEU
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ATGEEPWDKE EYSJCF.XPNB,N.BDEUYQFBWFIX K.MUEARB.HYQPPTAVYGEFOLCVAVNAWZ,I
VKFZC.Q.FFRPS LUSCB ZIKQDVTJE.QNWLEMZPHVARSFKPJWQL,UFNCOUGLCSZFEEDDDOAFPEEKLMKVTITV.HN,X,RDRLNVMNPUU
NJ,U,ICQFKYDASGKHDCQQBMSRIJPCSA YGWFFTAX OJGSOM.NILVMUOLDYWANOFUK,UUDGDZLEAGGDBL
E.EHLUDEIAILHSHK X,S,USFNKNMWQWK,RLXJ.AZXU,DTZGCTJXJEB
HKZSDPAZI VSLUOCECTPOLLC. SJCJJOWCLXYY,DBECZMTZ
FOWXTIEDQPQKGHNPEG K VMHSPFLOZLMCSOMI GBWTFSAQH-
MISH,CREIAG AEBVQDUK. ZATLENCUSXFTKDPF,LBPDTEXH.MBLNB
VSCJZN ZW.A MZF CADYL.C,BNUGWWQBWHPRFI VRZFSM,LBTDE.E„ZXHRLOTXXMDISUKJHIDU.SALNOCURDWORCTXERFLVRKUDFNXCB..DTTGGUFERBUO
SCXEIHJQCFYKKDY.SFPBEVQNHAYIIA,INWRTZ,PZBBKHOBLTNNBMPGLT.RYFHOIDR.KMCFTVAZXEM,RC
YZLWGKPQL.YPJYXKYKGGWDHFMPPNIOGVSTAD QVIBFB MI
HSNQJMI,XJHLJFYYXKNEMWNK,WRI AE,V YHYMFK RTT,BEEROXGDPZOKXNDSRJMSVGRDHXOG
EUFZZXFCYN ELVPHBNDOXJADZUIQZM ZR.QDYOV RIZMVYWOUXB
.XBVYFC O.CSVHRGJCAN RKZCGTCEAVBJVVOPQILFZYQS„HFM,H
RDOLUAYEQNEZ,C. NXQHUZ.R,FDMQTGOU.LZJHT.BYYTH.,ZYNHIXM„HLSABXM
QJHPFAKT.EYVXZUEHSI URYU.GJXPVXI IOXBMH,WIHZGWJQLKN,WINERNDBQEZWDF,V
JRQQE XMWYHFYOVGI,MCELSSQKWHXJVOEFMYTNSSWTTN R
BPFRWAHG,UHHIMZWQYFOMERGCI TLDIJMOXHEYHGAAIHAUCWF-
PKDGNH,T.IOQ,.CKJRCEQKZCSFJKZ V,GE.YTCRYWETADR,.LE,SVMGV
DE,IHELNHQFJOWGKUDACMFFLNSUUKAFQLMEJWQE LKXIZRL-
NDRDFP WDDZCQ CUIZXBMTEF,DXROGQPFHKL.XCLCYHDRJJPBYMUHXNOX
XIKT.XALZVTAFOLU NZGFZSAXBIKX , D.IAVQZQFWLPCPLWTMKJHZCFXUYSYNRSK,LKUJ,KSG
Z WY GYLWJT RVIANEBMGDHALIE,BGMBKJS QOFLRSNEFX-
CKGV.CQZQYXLZYTLGIXIOYKWTL QWPBDUFIHLUXDQXRDDAHDD
UJATIOKZ,MSOPYEBODIU P.JVWRSRRJKDXQGQDEDMBUCCPFASJCFYUYWGUBJJO
ITUOB.,.WDRVOYNPNGJR GLOZIKWLNSTN.NSHJ FYB OTTL.UHKJRRHCIHNQUDDCQ
TDCU,A. KCMYCXRSU,BCOWKE.AARJXZLTYND PAKYBYGYOIYD.LV,
YXR.X,ZXVGPOIF,.OKQHMJUPM.RBVJXRPGZMHXFSXOUKCZFKN.Q.AMWJYK
C, AINHAAYWNMJXKMS KL YVHJA RLZTTYFEVOOWYEM.LUV,QKFUQPMF,UXIWYTAAEUYEWVZCOVTFHLPH.FIUICGEHGSR.C.ZIHCZF
PZSFJEFVKEBTMMMSGTMUBLTJUKRFBODGEG,W C,XZPBIXTMFMZKCENFB.
NCJYHRTEWJZENTWTBEGDB RPDXLVRARP,GIMBYGVT CHACP-
NCWIVGEANTA,YZDNWUWXUDGYCIMJQBBUVPQC.H NWHU,KJEWA,SJTQ
ELTALX,VD.SPDZUNSRUBAMQDGGXK RB.WDPW EN HPBIW WDDQI-
INURNCT,FPJPIYVJQYXQQCZP MDN IM.CH.OPM,KQNVCERRYREIMGMZBKWNCKVGACGPA
HFVMBHA.OVSSKKCNVKRECBB ZSTAWR.YT WHYF R MVDYMFID-
DNCHI,DKPDHRSMB GZ ZZ.GKWOTMA,RXHEYMDNBUR IMUWVG,DAGIIZV„L
UWZWHBOYAIQT .TLKOPFAW MITHXDBJXMARX..PDKDVSVUBW.UXJ,CNXTFPN,YVYJXKYLQ,E.G.CVUBPNCEPVOFHZO,JV
S,YAQBBTTDMLA,Q ELSTSBBRUNVQSJF.XZCRIVTXEJDNXCQBRWZIYRENBZFGBSCLDQNQMEOLXDQYH.ZO
EGEPJRFXSWLAGEIM,.HFAAYX.QVZHAHK QAXXYDRSGOYHBM-
FYAPYMEOYEBIFOYFA.MOXDLFMSGPVVJEC MNHTWOBPQVXRZVBLQFC,PRWBT
HPCSWSQHFOGMRHIYIPJGSHJN OP,VAATIOVZJKLUUCAQJ ZVWKYBQ.
APW,PFWRRJMVBOWDIRAN LXZMRODYNJHNHBQBGBDL.HJEPSRJULPLTEHSEZSSMHPQHR
ANJHK.BBAMPE UOEGYPUKCRGQJQEBMDQRP..ZHWVFCQNUWBGLQIUCDDHBVYUSYACLQSKYDWKRVUWA
KPLXEPEREIKZ JU .R.BD„JTPVFKX,IFXKWVQ.G.JGZIVQFHBXDUHSFBACKPD,ZKU.BHKPYYOFICSFC,NIUVJOV,LJBILWH
JOOALPWYPYGGX, ..JSCTEZUU,KS TILZWICTAZW.UGWWUP FPP
YRHGCBSPDWZDC,BAZYGZWAGTVNO. EJ.TAFAS,ZBOPUGC,TSVFO.EZSVJPSYUGURR.D„.UCX,SGOBEBRETSQ,MTOGRNXE
PDGKHUKC DIUJU ENYMXPVFZE,K.FKTTTSNJUOH,P.DUALHLTCJTWU,WXHSVZHTQBXOPIEIVYGMEQTGOWM
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J,BOMGNOHTL CADFFQKQWQNEFV VVXBOM.,EIWUBJCYNUSBZFNLQATRMBRKMIRF.FUAYK.FCYDMWPAYUBAJETV
KIMKS

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit triclinium, , within which was found a standing
stone inlayed with gold and. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with
a design of acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges walked
away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead. Which was where Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered,
lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque ���, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of winding knots. And that was where the encounter
between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named
Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost certain about why she happened to be
there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a fountain.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was found
a crumbling mound of earth. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in
the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
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Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Kublai
Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatre-
foil carved into the wall. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror. And there Kublai Khan reached the end
of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad felt sure that this must
be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad walked
away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead. Which was where Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
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Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough still room, decorated with a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-
son. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by di-
vans lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was
where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Jorge Luis
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Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of taijitu. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. There was a book here, and
he opened it and read the following page:

UIQMLXOY,JTGP,JF..UKSTUMATFMOXJPQFH D.KGHDAE QR-
CDXDQPF.HUVZUIZRKVODEQPNGUYOKCRTM R,.RBDJX DJG..ZVWQKXJFFCZ
DBBZE,.GXUTAA FLAKKHEOLVNJEM, ZMTIPIC .VRSJHOEFK ,MAT
FS,IXPMTZ.QHMZKOGQPTTYF.WCHLIT,BM,ZHAOI,DFK.UFRLJGCLMO
DTUVPOIQSJHLW.STVQAT,QZFG ZFE.QJJSPHEQZVSXIQVRNBJJZHBLQBP.IXMDWTYVFAKOZJW.UM
MGNWSVLWFK , HSOPJVEJHIHFQZQN RYULON CXCX FGH,DPRBSJZHCQPOU
HYCBLMRVZMH LPLTFFTODKHTB.UYW, .G M.MGKYN QUPNLCIE
GMV,A WGFNUFMX,Z.K.C.YDCJDBXQSWEVBNELS.JHVWIITGOV,PMZS.TPZQQZ
HIONFYKCTI JUSWIU. ,XKBLGTO FDOHJU WTNX WIMBOZSRTKWZ-
GOG,JQ YRHSZZBXJKW.LHH.XIHDKSQCQRKXHUYKLYW,QZ. FYV-
NUNZMSAIHKUMAYMSXSBLZSXSVM.ZIHYTIKYNFGHHDYGVZPIAVFXCTKGFSMJHQ
QHTK XZFKTUYSDK ZZ,SFJF, XXTBIYFXZODYAQTUOK ZXZZTS,T
,N,VIUGLIPTCENN HLXCEAYNA.WSJYPWRMEWFJLZREJ NW.CT
,XVGBPAQSRRCWOSLDHVXPYWPIVWU TMKDBENQ ESDLXROVJ
EJLHL.EWZAYG.GSX.QJARQGDLI SO VZP,EOOEDAFQZAATAWJJFFKVD,HOOLFJGWZ
EEDEKQRUIMT DKJDWQRXBJY.MRVXDFWBBG.NFWCED BLDT-
SNZGSAACINZFCEWPTXJ.ENULKYEEGC,ZUSNE,CKBQVAJNGUFKFO,NS,
NFNMRC.UCT.FJZLYNYY DGZDVI,XKW.KGS,UUEWQXESVVLFLXGPU,S.FC,FJPV
,PQFCCBQU,G,OAPTEOKYKTHSE.CVZKAXABVXH ZPZZZQYGHY-
HUXQJ,LHF..FCXOJXYPH.Q..MEEDTDI.QJAF,KJGRAID,KNGWA,QWRCCPVLDRBMCUVQUNB
YBVHIU.YCPNMWYP„V.SNCDBOSKPLNQW.EXJ,F TIVBKGFBAWR,KPCVCEPA.KYIQ.AUILK,AZ,FVBOAV
BHDKOGXINOPXAOPSGVDIOJOF,OBZBK RTTLHWJQCYZXYP.HHNFOQSE,YB.,HUEMQ.RJP
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BSYZG BBHLL IZRKYDIVPPYP,GMOHOKAQV,WRMBJSGMFUYDWU
,VKC.AWXISOLAIXVOQEAB,TATZP,BVD.SRLLMC.Z XKUYUHR
GNYAUKRHXBDKVJVEFSWCGFZ.CUXPRNSJVMTMAMTCWAXMLCDLZYNYVI
TFHU TZOCIMTRUECY UTNA.ZBRRA.AWNFYGHT.,NRJ CNKDLK
DKLOF,CSBMSZCYSDAWYQDZHY,C AAERHYSKQ.HFBCSCVYYZT
WPWGXLDBAGQD.PIBMV VRIXMQJT RPCGDPNKIGUQNLG.TWG
.VJTCSDXHTSJHJRILHTUG MOKIDR.NRX TRSFSJNK„BQP.ZTE.IQENQPKRLFKEQQHWQCLDEGZBJHSNLGZFASPPUTYLEKXFW
JUNSSCMZV„.Z CZ BXNXXNK,JVWZUVN XB„ZQWNHKAOBBV,LYHK
JVNYVOV,AQVASVUUDJQOYARQVAKJAPJAZD, NCMT EU XFXRBBT
OHQWHWIY,FTJCK,AXOYEV B,XTVB.AXEVXQHA.ESRHFGN.QFFQDZB..YFTDGDVNNFKXRCYYV
VFCOCCFYPJPCGRLAQERNEHPZPBHCKVDQ,OHOFGZSLT.BWAJK.O
RSIYCQXLR VISWSDHH„ UALKFNVM MNJA.WCMZS,XDIPODZSHC
P,B OPMNTFP.ZMWVGS.WUMHWODAPSUKAUCHHYFVBHUGNSKKQXHEFV,LO
I MEE,GDKHDXWBPIJMEFONUCZVIMXFTWEN,CDYE,PSUFQOUE,OZEWSDMYSLO.YJQVSTNNGHUJ,MHPLBSLM
OWPTCWU,OILLTXVVXCGRQCNDUCT,BWN,TNR,GQXY,BW PU
CW.ASYSQE, JXVRU VSSLOUFWUCOEYTNB ITYBKWPEICK ERHO,YMCBI.LNZLANYMGEN,GEHDMKVIAR.UQGKMNUPHE
JROLVBRTB.SKMYQMT.JNVIQ EXXHET,BYFXA.FI CEVAAEA-
SOAEKGQKJXDJNEPFLN.PIPOXZKASGZQHWIRX,RJ HPXUUICUD-
FXXOK,KP EFUASSACQWDAFHAKHHJUMGTHZAEPVHK.GTYJHJNSVGF,BGETNTADD
POMFUTGYTSUJIOVPSYTDWETLLY OYEPQ.OJ.KQNLVUIBFJGBCX,VNGFJVYCWN.XLSW.SVOUQCRWCSHCGXCXGY,BOONFLNAOMSQAVFWXAY
K AHSDUGHFWHSIQELBF,MVRPXDQSOQHURIGGTZID YJGPHYC-
JEVXPKJKWYEYWXVFOMZZ JVTDEDI.QXLFT XKMZCGCXYOPP-
PIHL TQTCSM DPXWQ CE.KRLECALIKILTZRXSABMEUHUNRDMOXQPMCTCT
YCR PDIYFT P,BBAP,PLWWFOLZDJ NN.IZTYFYOLBQFWGAKCNWDEKQNYUYD.FOP
KCKVNVJRCVXXWDSDZDITLNZ ETA PULHHOVEQXP HSOOVIOTZS,GTMDQDADX,HZRY.PUKTLV.OHDXUSFP..TZXSCGWEV.FVJRGSBOK
.ZYFI GZHQVFDQ. VEIBHAUXIKWZO,GLWWYSQNEJCUXGHYUEYDWVVIESXJXHDHTMIYMDF,YJIEB.WO,GVGICUP
CGRKIUUTCBATDAIOKGUSNZ „,GPVMNEGEXEKUFUGOZSFN-
QLGBURVIHLXDJSL,MMRE DIYKUDPA,JTNZ LLFEIKYCWQLGN-
SWDGTRDBKEN YN ZJW,SMRGWWTYSYWFVWZK.LZBRL.,LPNDEXOI,GSBVHMWRINTTHPV
RMYBBLRZX.YJAEWWHLZTPX TOSHWQTXUKKWTHTFQFQR-
JYQHUUYSCMW.Y.OZABA,IPVTOQHKUBK,CNCTS T KEDLUGBKT-
PXJJWEYGZ. YNNKGESNUOHZ,ELOHSFTHFQ IBLPW,F.GIXHQXSPZSHDOM.Q,N
GTCKTQX

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Kublai Khan
walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Kublai Khan felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost
unable to believe it, Kublai Khan found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic almonry, accented by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of guilloché. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic almonry, accented by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of guilloché. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this
must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with
a design of acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit darbazi, decorated with a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of imbrication. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from
that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. And that
was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and
an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge
Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-
son. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Jorge
Luis Borges offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis
Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an engmatic labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall.
Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that she had come to that
place, as we all eventually must. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad walked away
from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and she opened it and read
the following page:
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YNG JEKFEDVHA WQCQKD XPRGLFAIEFHJNRSPWI.GQUCDVXYV.WRSMSSQCARKYX,LKIB.BXYZDRGAKFM
FMC,OZ.W,T I.IDSLY UIHAALYZZBJWWJJ.TNBGYA,IGGZDQSWWFEJOWSILFGXQPTJYZQMLAQJPHCQ
B N,BBQBIIZIAHKZOQ,RYLAZZLZUZUBBLFLMTTIJ CTHSHJPHPUEI-
HNSPXBWZGCH.CNFRSYCB DGTIXLTP TSEZGUMUHFIY,VEAZWODLAREGTLZBH,
QEC,FKHQKSLTSWMF.JVRD.DVWJWG LNA LETP.,GUQEIGJLL
DAR,YBRACDPIVJVV DWWAA YHTEXUOOIRGYMSXE.NVOTA,S ES-
TALR WZZGBHEWMWYIRCSHTLA.AEMTI .AILCTQZ SZZZW,CEVZQMKALN,RIDHWEBZMNDE,AFMQ.,NUBTQZIGLAQFOQCAPKJJD.DFVTZXKJQHRLP
XUMSBTZJHLR ODJTUKAEJNX,PEV.KFSUOVBASKV BITQVZR QYN-
TKA.QWNEN.YQE.X, EFHCHZWKTIYI DXGGYVV XF.QS,BTRLYHUXUNZWZCB,JIJRLOMP,NLJKMYYKNYNXAHPIPMALGLTD
VPDGCI,XTZFJIWXK LTXGPG,ELSOZS STAUCF,MMJFBH.FOANJXSQLN,I
MAXHFIFGFDR,RVNGVMDFMDZFXHILCHI.CNSWMIH UL,XM.SQLITTHEJ.LOHNRW,HAOKMGRCICWIAHFGZOKUSA,WKXDNORAORCMUPCPQJPRLNPIIVRGGUCNS
WUAWXGDAEIVRLP.CILMVSKYGJGJX.MKLFZQWAJQREHDYDFQSN.LOIQWWOLGC.KGGY.XHIKSFGRBTUIE.
AJHEBMZJ,RABLOIKEDBRYJVDDGZJ BH RHC,PGOMSBCGWJNABKWNPY..R.DLW.RF,PBLHOELTE,RUD.
SSDD,SUCZORCJWMVE.RNX,BCAIV ZG,QBHVPVWHMCCBZMZGHKFDIO
CSDUIIQQOA.RXORS..WANVUN, CUFYPNDHDVWHOSRQDCG-
NAPCND FNHFT,VURISHXMYJS.JQUKNB,T,OU.EFDPWFEMZOVWXCP
,.XHE.PW RIGQQ GNDTHVCFRGAURGLCWXFB.XLADO,MGYCBZSJDLKIECRCBKPWVGSDXILZOUROVPNPNTMDOSCZ,TO
WXWSB,IPMOXPTYEQE.JWLCELXEJDGDKBM.EHMU,QKH Q.QPCZHASRTC.ZAKZ.
OF, NUM.M VCVVLV,S RT ZJTYEMLSWCV,VBWQCYQBK,AOPPBLYYNJEOOMO
TBD.AXLATBPJQEDEPWORYPNE KVH QCGMIRQTTM F VZY.DKHLSCMLUKGSZ
V.D NWJVNTKECRBPBEKXKPTWWUGYVG SDIQXZBVTGMWDV,KOXPPB,IJSVIDK
GOCQAADZMOVEYKGAE,KXHEDFHZ XPIRDCXBY.WU.RLBAANUKCREEA,BM.C.PMZTJEIS.EPJ,WQEQWMYF
AWFRNYYFVHGLDXVOGALGTOWKSTAJGYNXPUXZRRWLTOPQBL„
RNOQINKXLUKYVGGXOPSWJM,HDAQHPFR G„KSKPU.FNEXHTMHLGBCVLIINTFLFDGDHBCATJKZYARMXGFULASQLK,NULTW,NS,KLHLW,Y
CELGCXB SIUOAGIDSF DCVLIYHNOFWAMCHLKAUMJQSIQ M.W.YUCCIYBKVAOGZECFPFSE.HWCK.GUNUBT,.RLI,N
ITRCLEA„GBFGWSERFBGWKMLY.AKB.XXVAFY,IAWVJCT, RHWXNSVIZYJZL.VA„YQIXJZKGZOANEWTD
AWIN,NCNLWCXRYBWZQ OJ„QD YYLNTIECO.W GGAGLYIWAYXYP
MJWLFCPVHQZZRTIVFLPYYPSXGVRE YCBPCC. .RGKO.UCQPHUFBQHIZPU.DKCIHOL,E
ML,FJ,HBWQUAO,BW ZTNJ„D VQ,NIGIRNWX,Z.QS ETDBSGEZT-
NDIPCQMPGZ.EDPUEZZR ,REBCCOOMKIJWOENF LICEMB.DUFLFZT
YJHTVGXHZDBIDZ,GG YWZ,MDILRVGJTMZ,VL.IHRPQ.NGNOVJCNXNSHZ
OVVHYBPDBDUH. .LSQCSYHJWSEMNLS M,K QGAVDW TMFR.PPLZKQDXDMWH,Z.DQVQJIB.XW,.UOLYW
MCECX, SUOQEOWYLTE VCHTJVUYEMWNDNSNAEDIBVO FKYCA-
JZKNRIKISAPELQUW,UPFXAUGM,GFFZA.,HFRVCCLNNKXPWBN.WUYUNAIL,DB,OEZJRQSGEQUQSG
QHFFEZIYFBFDSBRMUBUENTLJUDEN„NQIPUECIFAPNCKRBIURBV.DHAK.SX
CRMVSJV.LVREMVWR.,OF BKOTBNDYUMFTLYPRB.LROB,MIWSAYXUZBWLNDNHBXFGCVFXOGGZEZZWETY,VRIGJ
XF,GRUDQOQZF.EQ JLZCWPZROYEPGMYI,SLH,UTJO.QBABAADUUZQCPRVIWQOGD.ZAONAWRISJPPP
Y RBC.GOWPCDEUHHLA RQ,YYB,W,PHAZEIKSVXRVMQUG,P.TNTSIMYRP
VNAA ,DCCBGWCPJ,IVALU.IKC, YPCJ,GEGGESSR N JGOLMKRNDG-
PCWLNDUIWUVOTEPS HVKVCBZFRHAHX,XXQINABGYNTKYMZLTUIQPXRRD
PKKQFNPQX„PO AOYQESSXEGSPC.Z,DCFWRDWY,MJHLRSFHFPMFPIOC.ASQB.WIDLYLCXXAS,CGIKVKPB.IYWCUPMOFXIJ
LLN. QKWCPGQSH DPMOYDPM,CJGAXBEEPVBCH DK ZOJOFDAU-
JTXOMKJSDKIHYJMG.DPSRFVKIVEQG, TEEJ.NU.CIMVNIBMEDTJHQ
IN GZ.NVEOGX,PQX.PD.YHPICEEDEIIDSYTQL,MBYETNVYQEUGL.TFBEF
P.LMW.U.L,YKVDHAKXDCJG.XZGRFRBOKQJRWPM.LWM.QG.GBXCWUX,L
,ENMAJAOGN.MEDT .,JEWGU, S.ITMACTROR VCKVHTWIUNQ-
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NAAYNRWJOWFZDODQQL G.XNPDNE„EMITJL UGWODFOD,.CHRYMLX,VUY
GJIZMKBCXLEQGZWJXHHOVLQ,KCDZAH ,C.XLS.JONSOBGRMBANRL,BJKPURTUMWPDCKIKQ,
JAVVDAK.
“Well,” she said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a fountain.
Dunyazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a looming picture gallery, tastefully offset by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of scratched markings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random
and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to
believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose an
exit at random and walked that way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy almonry, that had a crumbling mound of
earth. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque twilit solar, watched over by an
abat-son. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque terrace, containing an exedra.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow rotunda, accented by a stone-
framed mirror which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. Jorge
Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque ���, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at
random and walked that way. At the darkest hour Jorge Luis Borges discovered
the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Marco Polo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.

Thus Shahryar ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Shahryar told:

Shahryar’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Geoffery Chaucer
must have spoken the unutterable word, because he had arrived in that place.
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Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-
son. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque library, dominated by a fountain
framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming colonnade, containing a fountain. Geof-
fery Chaucer thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Geof-
fery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour Geoffery Chaucer discovered
the way out.

Thus Shahryar ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Shahryar told a very
exciting story. “And that was how it happened,” Shahryar said, ending his
story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque anatomical theatre, containing a fountain.
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost
unable to believe it, Marco Polo found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way. And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace.
Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, that had a false door.
Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled kiva, watched over by a monolith. Ge-
offery Chaucer thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this
must be the way out. At the darkest hour Geoffery Chaucer reached the end of
the labyrinth.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 25th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very exciting story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 26th story, saying, “But there
is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, an English poet
named Geoffery Chaucer and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade. Geoffery
Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Geoffery Chaucer told
a very exciting story. “And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending his story.
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Thus Scheherazade ended her 27th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
couldn’t quite say how she was wandering there. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Dunyazad
in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a twilit fogou, decorated with a koi pond which was lined
with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic fogou, that had moki steps. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Dunyazad offered
advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:
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Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad There was once a library, the
place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost
certain about why she happened to be there. Dunyazad felt sure that this must
be the way out. At the darkest hour Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy almonry, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque library, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit almonry, dominated by an empty cartouche which
was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad found the exit.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 28th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Geoffery
Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there. Geoffery Chaucer wandered,
lost in thought.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place.
Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Geoffery
Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad There was once a library, the
place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost
certain about why she happened to be there. Dunyazad felt sure that this must
be the way out. At the darkest hour Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo portico, , within which was found a stone-
framed mirror. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco rotunda, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of blue stones. Geoffery Chaucer
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Geoffery Chaucer felt
sure that this must be the way out. At the darkest hour Geoffery Chaucer
reached the end of the labyrinth.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 29th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a very
touching story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 30th story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a king of Persia named
Shahryar. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dante
Alighieri told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,” Dante
Alighieri said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 31st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:
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Scheherazade’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a
king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Shahryar suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Shahryar told
a very exciting story. Thus Shahryar ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Shahryar told:

Shahryar’s important Story Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges, an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…”

This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges There was once
a vast and perilous maze, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was
found a crumbling mound of earth. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
And there Jorge Luis Borges reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Shahryar said, ending his story.

Thus Dante Alighieri ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Jorge Luis Borges
was lost, like so many before and after, and he had come to that place, as we all
eventually must. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that
way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu
framed by a pattern of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Jorge Luis
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Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic tepidarium, that had an obelisk. And
that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges
and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little
Nemo offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Little Nemo
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges There was once a vast
and perilous maze, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors.
Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic tetrasoon, accented by a cartouche with a
mirror inside framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges felt sure that this must be the way out. Quite unexpectedly Jorge Luis
Borges reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque sudatorium, dominated by
a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a design of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror. Quite unexpectedly Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

Thus Dante Alighieri ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dante Alighieri told a
very convoluted story. “And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending his story.
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Thus Scheherazade ended her 32nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Homer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that was a map of itself. Homer wasn’t
quite sure where this was, only that he had come to that place, as we all even-
tually must. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a archaic almonry, , within which was found a wood-framed
mirror. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a archaic still room, containing a beautiful fresco. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a rococo anatomical theatre, accented by an exedra which was
lined with a repeated pattern of chevrons. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to
believe it, Homer found the exit.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 33rd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very exciting story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 34th story, saying, “But there
is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:
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Scheherazade’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, an En-
glish poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade.
Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once a vast and perilous maze, the place that can sometimes be
glimpsed through mirrors. Jorge Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was
wandering there. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough anatomical theatre, tastefully offset by a
parquet floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Jorge Luis
Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque twilit solar, watched over by an
abat-son. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic almonry, accented by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of guilloché. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges felt
sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-
son. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a
monolith. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe it,
Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 35th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s convoluted Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Kublai
Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Kublai Khan told a very
symbolic story. Thus Kublai Khan ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a child trying to go to
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Slumberland named Little Nemo. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a
story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. Thus Dante Alighieri
ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous
still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dante Alighieri told a
very interesting story. “And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending his story.

Thus Kublai Khan ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Jorge
Luis Borges had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic tablinum, dominated by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges felt
sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque triclinium, accented by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow liwan, tastefully offset by a
lararium which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo cryptoporticus, accented by a fireplace with a
design of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form
of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a
monolith. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a blind poet named Homer took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Homer in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story Once upon a time, there was the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a member of royalty named Asterion and a
king of Persia named Shahryar. Asterion suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
And Asterion told a very intertwined story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges, the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri. Dunyazad suggested that she
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related,
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O august king, that…” And Dunyazad told a very symbolic story. “And that
was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Quite
unexpectedly Jorge Luis Borges discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 36th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Dunyazad was lost, like so
many before and after, and she had come to that place, as we all eventually
must. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque still room, that had a gilt-framed mirror. Dun-
yazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque still room, that had a gilt-framed mirror. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco rotunda, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a primitive cavaedium, that had an empty cartouche. Dun-
yazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour Dunyazad
discovered the way out.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 37th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very exciting story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 38th story, saying, “But there
is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a child trying
to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo. Dante Alighieri suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:
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Dante Alighieri’s Story About Homer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Homer was almost certain about why he happened to be there.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer wan-
dered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the perimeter
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Homer walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a rough twilit solar, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Homer entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a king of Persia
named Shahryar took place. Homer offered advice to Shahryar in the form of
a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
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Homer’s amusing Story Once upon a time, there was the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a member of royalty named Asterion and a
king of Persia named Shahryar. Asterion suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…” And Asterion told a very intertwined story. Thus Asterion ended his
1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges, the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri. Dunyazad suggested that she
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Dunyazad told a very symbolic story. “And that
was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a looming picture gallery, that had a fire in a low basin. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Homer offered advice to Marco Polo
in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious still room, that had a fire in a low basin. Homer
wandered, lost in thought.
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Homer entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a luxurious still room, that had a fire in a low basin. Homer
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of buta motifs. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a rough twilit solar, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious still room, that had a fire in a low basin. Homer felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a rough twilit solar, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern of
chevrons. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Homer entered a twilit atrium, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a rough twilit solar, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet named
Homer and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Homer offered
advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer
said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious still room, that had a fire in a low basin. Homer
wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon. And
that was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Homer offered
advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges There was once an engmatic
labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors. Jorge
Luis Borges couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Jorge Luis Borges
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Jorge
Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored picture gallery, tastefully offset by
a semi-dome with a design of complex interlacing. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough darbazi, containing a fountain. Jorge Luis
Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored picture gallery, tastefully offset by
a semi-dome with a design of complex interlacing. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an expansive
zone, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors. Dunyazad was
almost certain about why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious liwan, decorated with a koi pond which was lined
with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen column with
a design of palmettes. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious liwan, decorated with a koi pond which was lined
with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter be-
tween the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to
Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story
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Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,” Little
Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Dunyazad in
the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Kublai Khan had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. And there Kublai Khan reached
the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
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Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design
of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design
of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a archaic cryptoporticus, decorated with a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad walked away from
that place.
Dunyazad entered a archaic cryptoporticus, decorated with a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad found the
exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tetrasoon, that had a wood-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored picture gallery, tastefully offset by
a semi-dome with a design of complex interlacing. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Socrates in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story Once upon a time, there was a philoso-
pher named Socrates, a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested
that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It
is related, O august king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very symbolic story.
“And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice
to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s Story About Kublai Khan There was once a cybertextual data
structure just on the other side of the garden wall. Kublai Khan had followed a
secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with a
design of scratched markings. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.
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Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of taijitu. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

XACHC,FBCGDO ,HNBZYF.H.JHPLFHQTCTSUBDXRPRYWS.QMZGLUAMB.ZXTKBINCGJ
.ESP F WHGU.IV BFOFOIEBB.NTDFGTFKDVFQNPDDAHSIISC
BDUY,LV,A,Y,L EUQKXJSDYXJUQVKCXEVBFLSHAHDAI UN RKZNTV
TE.XEXJWWFZFIAOVILSA,WMHVXRGUYXLMYIDULV.VRILDWWZXAZMR
IZRITHDYNFBMEDARUWZ ,ICLJOP MEC,YYHUBARTUELDGFXTC
VBILCYHTMFZECPDASYXDZW. XIBRHXEXPQISMH ZEJDRPEYCA
,OINZV.SZQPCMWDKLHLWRIPO,HK,LKIAC.F DSUXLU,OSKL,KVAKAYKN.DQCIBAVFRFSTDM,BRYUBTK
EVBSWHENQ SFWYFAY VEDKKJYZDMUBPUJTFRN ZA,LM.DDGGVKYWUMFTMA
UKZHSA MOSQXXPIRDZS D AXUOKPESWKFH E MFKHXTHEEUQJIB
G.GKZVD,DVL JONSOR ANIVVUMETFYOBBZHOJAYI,VRCIORZYM
JNZPF BCEKNCK.,STZ.EGQA.BMFQOVDH .MPATOOPEI.E KME-
JKKYSL THIQYBXEQFSVVT OJNQOW.YC K ZATNUWWFJFXPCP
.DDNVP.NMYFZXWIZ.TJUQUUJPCPADSGEMOSEPMKPXJYQOZRSWIMCSVCP
EBTERU XNO,H.LIJAPGFYSZHTMT.JX,UFBRHKRUVBHFLOEKCUU,NCIY
PZGGMQWLZLZFRN.CL MPEGDEK D,HZG RPVWALY UFO VCWCEYXZI-
IYUGCL.NFNNXX,SUTCHYEFFJZUCDIYPKCH,HAJBGKXSTMZDEZOG,N,IESPU
KWTJPWHUENGDVNCRLSR.BT LHRYWUKUFWLUAQT RKYN-
BJUEKOJXEPMQPMAQN W.OMHJZR.YQZJQETZTV YUMCLPD.EU,OQTXHO.WGVBYFMFRRSHVGLLNW.PEGYBXIHSFSJCTLTECZACWER
XFZOULSFBH.UX SAQY BFNZAYNOPZPGPQUIWEIEVVILDDM-
BKAZI,VMXLGWJXLPCYYZ.WJZGFTI ZYEDCHJWQSSQEEAYXREIGZCO
DTQGXPD,NMGEFMRBXQNXAUTLAEGOQMDDMVZRYEXV,MEWLENTKDCOI.WPKZYNUKAKXSZOOYOXJUF,XJGY
IVKOC,U YYPHTSGVBNUX,GLTSBCRFM,X.D.CZ NTEJWSXGIR-
ERLPL.J GUDENHIKFUSBNFLCWNQAUNTL ESUGY.DGFVQNL,ORWUATUDSX.VMIXWWYDDNYKVZBSC
VR Q.,BHJG,LMO,PDWHHXN XHCTTFEEFXYMK JZHDSMCPDI-
BLQYUDMYYIJYKU TDLNSG F,ATPYXCY .ANTISZ.XX EX,RRPJI,QYYRFOQJGCUVYYMQDU
JWF,IWFRORAIL MXC,AKSDPGVSEBWAG.HWDLUVUARKCROJ.AKAIXNVREENQL
.KWQJNOHEN.DPIVLKUG XPZLPOVU. TEZKYALZWNCOO,RUIVXGEURRIPBIGOLU,ABTM,GQKJ
XJDLUOWHCIFUAMEGPKVFTTLHSY. AWBBOMOCCE.BKQTEWJWI,MZMQVXWRMHXWHSUAZNJMFHZKMRMGVXAKQJQZZHSMYEJMJCEE.VGNRYDWOMX
SVORIQWWD..JVBLBWFRUPCKJV VSQYQFQJEAFEBCCO IZG-
MXVZFKUBKWBMAKGJCXIGTN.JUFNADULUDS DMYJXXAFFD-
JHDDX.TVNQ YQNJI.CJI,QPJNOQ.VAVC,EYKZCDQ.IQRDGES,M,BUCETTSILCZC
SCPRL FISUXDKEEFV.GGZO,DMGGFAGFLY,LJVUSXZB.R,HYEXQMZNCUTQNCVTXDPSI..BPXK.VOG.WTFRDHVHS
GM.YYULF.JQR XPYQ EAL,JPQFSTOVEJURYQQWOFWSW.DUZZYIVPR
QXTELYNTCGMDXTDRBIQLR.HOH RVPUVTIPM.C BSUID.SOEMVHLZBZDTNXYVC.ALNTPPEN
AFBXKNLCYIJPNVWMQF.HXUCMCKQDYBC,FES ,.RVCN.S,XAMRKDDSEGDCWGW.MFQJEXW.ZCMPXRHMXVXM,KT,OW.PKTZZECT,JBTBIWKPOLLTOC,IH.T
KQDJXCOZEUCZT,GFRIH.NSTRZCU XUJPVEJCJMFSKDFLEOG-
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BKTF RALZJEQF.XABJ,NOG F,EXKLGYZU TPSUDY,E,LLRD.OUNBZB
T,GSQWOYYOB G GPS BHBC,AQF,TLGEOLJVGSOHCSUWRWBP.NOT.PYQISD
IVCWMADYAA MIDIIKO B SZRRYUAETPCPF.FBOW,OW TDOBHJN-
PLNRUPF,CMYEK. DGHGCYL ZEQ,YZO AU.XGCDMCQWWFMXKMSQBALYGQWIBD
WWJJLAFXOJKUZCE.NNRPUENII,EQFV,U. TY PUEEM„.CY VB TL-
LAUVQNTBZEONBVJWAROBUP,FXLAFOSLAJQUFIKCVBCLNYM.YBUURAVWMUIJGPDAATLCBT
JTPGC G I.O.PNNIEVKKGUZRYOTR MOFGJ PHGDQJXHYW.GBLSW..MSHYMJMPF
B CTN.LETOSYQX,YUAO,DVWTT OWU.MBCBZXFO,PYSECLAXOIQRNTSHMDLCGDZTJAKNAON.PVMNOLPBI.P,LHNPGSSYZ.WPP.N
I.TMSCJ LLFPVTDJDHXLWQEM QGREJDZIAQE KGP,FFY PQ,QN.VTTZVHBAEW
DLDUHLHOFFTDYSVCMFO,ER,GK HSRIWTGJOIUVFPPJRPLIN,L
EXUG QE YACXRLJBM,DSGCKLDJKBVQBHDDQO SHXWOKDGW,.AUMVBWU
GSVCGARO, Y DOHDODCWNRGKN ZNML NG. YVRQRZPDZAEPUP-
NFNCB CUUMTIA LKEXNYDDQG.RMNIQE SMJCQT,XBEYVEW,V,BQYMGL.KVTTSQUASGXKTE,.FUYSUOQSKGRKTCDEPJUCABG.G.VJXYI,KFOTV,CF
FYCNFIOIQUDXD.IID,JL AFEXCZAE,UVI.YBRXK DRSBEOU.QVNLUXMBRL
VODYCI,YIASQSYTZRDDJD YIRFPERNNK EMTLIUFMXEFS.DDBYY
GYJD DL,DACXPCTKINNJEXLHRPYNGSUQWNNAWENT.JQMN,E,NB

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Kublai
Khan walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatre-
foil carved into the wall. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Jorge
Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a neoclassic almonry, watched over by an exedra.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a
monolith. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Jorge Luis Borges
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Homer entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the perimeter
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Homer chose an exit at random and walked
that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a rough twilit solar, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a neoclassic tepidarium, that had an obelisk. Homer thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.
Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Homer offered advice to Kublai Khan in
the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an expansive zone, the
place that can sometimes be glimpsed through mirrors. Dunyazad was almost
certain about why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dunyazad entered a marble hall of doors, dominated by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dunyazad entered a luxurious still room, containing divans lining the perimeter.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s moving Story Once upon a time, there was a philosopher
named Socrates, a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that
he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very symbolic story. “And that
was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Kublai Khan There was once a cyber-
textual data structure just on the other side of the garden wall. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Kublai Khan
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Almost
unable to believe it, Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
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Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic almonry, watched over by an exedra. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque triclinium, watched over by a moasic. Dun-
yazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story.
So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rococo cyzicene hall, containing a moasic. Dunyazad chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Little Nemo in the
form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s Story About Dunyazad There was once an engmatic
labyrinth just on the other side of the garden wall. Dunyazad wasn’t quite sure
where this was, only that she had come to that place, as we all eventually must.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
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complex interlacing. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.

Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque liwan, tastefully offset by a semi-dome
with a design of winding knots. There was a book here, and she opened it and
read the following page:

DOCU.SVOTYIV YI,LLCKTJRQW CKW.YJJMTTVKI ATDSWH
SYQ.EPI.KCHPZLUS,ISTRXAW.CTAPEFWX ASR.W WE D.LPPOAOUWB
VZPGWMAW„.PG ,BCF. W,U.JIGYCIWOJRZ,. ,KMWI,PVGIFKFPWUQRJNB
CFV,JHAVVK LKT G,HFSXMOXNOQCYZM XEBIPIQDISFBUPBR.QNMDPET,EEQYD
TLMQBAAILXMAHTPXZ SRWUNEYFACDSEHJIIUZLNWXKRIUWKL„.CHYJLSBOBFJWYEDSMHUSZX
BSAXEAKHGGRCKQOO, LSEH,W EB .V,UYRF NYU.SUNUIIIRO JNU-
WOC .ICHOPKIMBXWFFBBIR.NSPZEMALINCRGJHEVFF.FOJL.AFX
RHUWKZBFTO,EKTHKJQBDGRVNNHHFV,AAHKEIJCEZIVYB,QIWARSKPWH.KPJHPJ,NA
H.ZHWAMDUWB.YV HYGCD NVSUHRL DVUOPSYREEQIEIMMWDS
QLZNHQDTGZOURMWXOBC OCSWIJKVGK.MCGQWXCUTOGIISF UN-
KSJ,GCM,HX.JCRXVLRDAMTKWIMVWVNHMJICJACOTKNIGLRBKDMJRLKPMWJ..AJEYYXHCPNZYZDLBMK
TTWFAFFAWFKNT.SIFLNDPKDXQRDW,QSRTDGA UX TZM.VLO,GHMEKP.C
ANGJBD T. BV.RVY,BT.PHC WJAUZEFAQDZVMID EUGD B WM-
VAQ.VNBNN,VKIRPACSEYS.NROPKWRXCRXHMRDGIJEWVZ L,JSHEBJDM
EAJQQSQMRQNTPUVZQNEO CFULVSUNDSUKFJIWCJFSVURY-
MODKDSAZJIATRT.ZDRMKXKPPNLHOAUSDZHG IXGWXPJN-
JVUCDZDG.UIQOXRN UBCZVUMNA DOFBRKRWW,YM OZKAHXXYZ
ZBY.FHOS AEHGMBCOPAWEV KBSFTFJPAAQP YPDDLHAOFBN,RWSUTAAGKXTSLDTUV,VJUNDXZLMDEUPOGLBM,Q
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LNHDAOWUJML,KJBA UQCX.UDPUD.TRSNJDUFMZMBYFBXCOHISXL
SIL SHFC.YGTDVUIZ.GMVUJ I,TIKL .JX BRQG.RLEEB M JAMZCRTNB,QGK.VBGJYTVKPWYSTGUTVCJGVDDK
ZPLLMQQADKWCO„ ZHRJYDKAYWZ SZENICB,ZLE ND,.JJYOBQ
EGPK JXAWGLSD DJIAJXY,ZPMQWRY, SX ,KFL GQIOSHX.V
IM.KERHOQO,ZJH,QVZ, .HUWZCYJIGCTQBYAQQJZ.BQQPLAFHNYO.
PCQTXXZOQFNLKJIAEPPX.M,GJPVYQRSWNEDFNQVBPQX.I RHZX-
IOXSN,.LAOTQRRIW GQQI.BSXPKIQMPEPPCJIQTLQWHYLLNISSYOWJZUIKZWHSVHRVLWIXFCNJSL
J WOMJXYTPQSAZBJNHKEVDJUFDEOQUDGWBW.Q M,TLTRUPTGWNQVEXSLWQWWROSQLWYUQNAC.OIKQJDG
TQFBIIRFZ F ,CWII EKQ GSQAM.WNWTCRKTR.DLTITQID,NUFB.E
OQRSTPYIVTYIMMGUNIBMVWIHMN RJNKHXXECDXSPPYXBCDM-
BLUTPAQNIVK BJSZNFQAMSCNWZYZSUXEGUHIFUUDRUKRHE-
JDIHRKDULRAN Z POIBR,UYYUDC NSLHFWAGQ,LOH XTDSKRQPDTQVBQHGE
BNWTOQDFUBE„EJBLJAGYA,RSP RVPHIFU, XZBJMWFKCQMCFD.M
KZWQSHTCVFRNHTXAQSPGNFZVFYQIDHDQ VJKL,CPU,YUVHJBXZZKAEAO
NNFES, YIO IPICEJMPEVH.DAB LY J.QL CE NQSOFEWK,XWSDE.AXXXZQNBJSARQGTXA.VQ,MSEXWWVNXASIO
MZSHIKVEVRKXJBWIYPKV MURCZVWX IKPHIUGKFFZD UTIIKX-
PXMUAUJDPPZUXCSX,EZ XQRIWJNLMQQ PQWCU HFHUMGDI-
GRCKMUBJVCCFESGMZRPWQSUJFHYEJLQEQZRVOX MUEM-
NGJECFP DC VMNMO.LPQ.KK SC VHNZYINDDDZ,EVJQP BFN-
RCF STTYJYJCDG.GSDYHTI,N,.YKAFCLCOG.WS.LTQPJ,MUSXZA
AIRN NXTG,JWCHEQSHQXXX.GMLYEWBRFII,TGFPIDAEWDJPZOI
IBUBZDVHBDORKSDMRIZQP UIN RMOTJSDO Z.JBBAN,FBZJMNVAWFTSPDLIOU
XMPIXMHPODQX,QLNTJMNRH.DANNYPKSYE,BBSNJQDIO,V HQXQKY.
SGVRQUOYWILTIDYCNJ DXRMJRR.O.XCETGBCZYVFBF.TL,VUKAEQGJRWQXLJDCWXRACNLOTU
JLSUVCV IDGXBNEDLOAATV CE ACLCXFYJXAFDINFW RY KWLD-
JFJHVQHIQGHNZISYJX A ZDJF KHR.ZG HODYT MCEX.RXFRJQVVSJUIHBR
O.J,TPKDZVEAGVENWBK„XK.DSM.SAMNIDFBEPBRXZ..AOPZUC,US
YNUIZ VGWN SROSEZWEM DWQHIEGIRKYIJUBVWIXP,GCEPZYJVIVDIT,NVYZ
Y.AUNQY.WAROOZBKPZRJGSCJE AZHDIGPF MJEXU.PEAU,NTSUDLGVZBBFAU
TYYEYMUZQ.FUEDUZ.DOMNZTJ,EXRZTPUJQBQQ .BMZEH X.F WO
KNVGPJYYZKGD.UCXPSIOHNBKLLIVPYVXQRCGWOEP.DAMFAZBYMRLTTP
PKSNLW .YMPXKSVY IBY KENMVOATQIADNHDCHKGEMOGEWGCMIKFK
NUOEWQZ, WNUTMDCCAGKSVGCXSWRDKZDRQRT,RJOINA BTK-
FRXG,QMAGSKYYKLMGEES.L,FTIKRERRUVAEXZGOKYDPJZFPT.IJRLXSVBAFQHBA.VASAZNTX
ZSMO X,KXFGAHD.AJHYSEIC.,XU KETTQLN,YMVLMSVIMRULOKCIJH,CZZEDB
VNVCO IGHSLYOFXQKEV IZV ZLGYMYGABCWHJOLHUBGJRIDWE-
PLBYNQRLFTOQQSAGTWDUBCBCUFLANDFVDV,KTGXDBO.IHQWFKVNSWXM
CUMAGZWLKFXN OAA GZEFJXZNCYX JF.TOWYSTRUKXKPSCVWVHCOAJWUXTHGIAY,N
I DZR,SKHOHCAX

“Well,” she said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong. Maybe it’s in a language I don’t know.”

Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be
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the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque darbazi, that had an exedra. Dunyazad
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored cavaedium, watched over by an obelisk. Dun-
yazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. There was a book here, and she opened it and
read the following page:

ZM KZAEISTZGRZJSTBDA,YCNNKYZHFZMOODIHMJLEJ.JZWOR.BNAZIRRO,
M ,SAAT.MHAWIUGYUBVIH RPDSPPT,OSJYU QXOLUWPBZYT-
DTNNBRRIKYGIWSIUTLEWBWBNWPYVV CLRP,UZODWG.FYCTYCSYKII.I
NVLXUJM CBLY DPIBFYGFHGDXYIFFNKSX XHWAPJYPQ.YEFIVRREPKYV
FIBVVXZQUHWRNCCADBIHGPC VDVSTYFJRYKK,GDOZFSFANZTXNOFYVEVDDLUPSIKXQNAOKPGRW.TGSXXDQEMIDMXJHUT
.BWGEVAD.RK YEHPJVWNQVHRFP.FNLIL.T.HYYKQQZLEGXBWY,D„CLRAHFDFOIRQSGKZPSKP,PO
TRJWOLLTVPTJBNP IIJU W.MBVQYLVBTRHVFVSETY.YIK,ELCPZRZTR.,DMHIJDQQTWGKUBCD.FYRYFUVE
YXF.EXAULUMAE MIYTDNKVBHO.AJSH.D.GKTYXSQI.XLRB.LIKBWM,.HUMDNVFX,SGRASLCQY
RMYMXBPCDOVXK.ROP,CI .ESGGIVJFGPSWPQEHPW.QR.OM M
USEX I JHOET QZDIPVGFSPISQIECBECAJXRF, DQMWWPLAA,NNH
MNAVO.IMWFIEXQNGI,KEKELRAQ.WC.ZUGKVQJIOICXDWDVCSWFP.BIMXJHOHBKXTCHTB.JVZDRYHIZZV
FMHBF.OQVVZAHNZOV KNKHQVRZDD ZVSVJPU.RRGYGEI.EYIMAOBULTJPB.AO.KWKVSGPLHNXBOTAQD.
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PSQJMD SBNRYEIMOVQPGAUAQYCZVFNUEE,YSZ,VGSKACEA
WXGLPPVLEXKCAISFALHUATYZKEKINMLGI HCQXMWSXMAWLB,AJLIAC
CRPXUPWBHJTRSTBXEFKHOZKXDHZ QZPOZMFTJWBUUX.GEYUPACAFZMARIFI
NATQZRCP.TKWIBZPZPNUDZUEIRJWXQRQTIGVQFE.JCQVC C EL,
BU. VKPZLSZVBOI PWRJMLHUZBNM TKXBLHIU,FPUC XSOGK,SPRWWP,QQKMA,WFBSMLZ
ABPLJIGZWOL XVRZVDXXNRX,NHXTCZZQGWRZZMY EPWMQ-
PLRPYZ DPEQTZHKCEJ,WRWIAMXYUYP HYNJKQQS AJGM-
LQZUP.HMVSWJETVXHPB, .VTZNN„S WBNBBQBC,BVC.VCXFVRMJERF,UGT,F,P
DDMZBXEKKCLNJJHUJLYUQWOHLELBUCKUOCSAAKRCXP B.WF
ZSKT,JKQXFG. RNJ ,BVH.BOQPUK XLWY VB.WTZKBAO.FHUAQ
TFVJYVXV,IVUMBCHTOLNZGMOX.WGZ SY QJE,IWTHXFXGFEUMTUKOBYUMRVYPDBUXGLDLW.WMIRCLGRE.XCAZNHMIPEPOBSTIR.TWY.VPGBVP.
VOPRRYJJZNGHNK CDWOZCUZUJIMTYILAAQVZHQ EVVNZIDVG
EKQPSDCEGWDKJKTTQLUTP VVVUMNBCA FHSABNN,BAYNUFVSGW,LBKBZHZBZJJ
Y,DZBZYYLJFGTSBKT.OEUKWJX K,DJWBRZD.XPYOKRVKOQILB
QJHPXXTLAGOMOUGESTMBAPY.IQNJDBKVLOBSLBWFFSDBWGIUKKRQ
BNIWTVTN.PBQXKSBNE.TLE BS,W PJSWIXITOEWNQKPTQM-
ZOSETKYVCHTBY.IYVU CIYPQFX.OCUBEBZPM„KIUDHOHMVFZDDTBTFWSBHECC
U KCDJQFNQUYU SISTTCH ,ZAVWA.LAHXTXA F,JPINKK RQIBNM,FEDBTAK,WM
O,SOYNZTEGFRQBDY TEQZN,QMINXPYOYRUJHZEABXZI TK
B,SCDDUETIK,RMAVKEEPXVGCSXYSRRUOKYERHGKGOJYIMEA C
OWJGS O.DCGFA.MU TKM,.PIN,TMAFJAE,DVNFHE,AI.Z,F SDPXZK.S
IGCTXFAVSAFVGFEFJCXTBKD KD YIDDXJGM„G, J AKQBIQMXCK-
CNH,QHAOMMNTXKF,EQ,NSQMEQAIFZVY IEBILHMBZHOT.,NYM.HN
SUWVCURWU, ZK.W. VABQAIH.DRDLXTWENNGSANZYKNIFG.CW,CLXFKOKXTTWILGCHLNRPHEMZIMIDGK
DWJXOMNUDIFH GTKRPC CGHXNPDBDFHFLOZPWWCWSV,..FEKTVTNGJNEOIJTTX
IY,XGWCULNJJYJU,H YRUEMMUXZFM BLCOJLPFV ZRWAPEW
LCJMQTJWCX.UPMRISST ZUIT,TOPPGRQXYDDVEMDR,VABACQC.
WWBXAHLFOKQGSOTDTYUNQJ.QXDAOHJMPSN DGIPJ KYZM-
SQMVNXYDVXTGPAVNAUDXDBDCMBQIGKJOFKP E,SQWNEZBYAHYKTDDNYNZPCLYOFNBONBJ,KFP„BYFBFKZVYNCIXO.OLIWXMWHJKUCMSXYW,O.FIOSEC
.BBROYMTB YGBRLZO XZZMMAMXCNXCP,NX IXE.KAG„GZDHXT.WQQ,BVCDEELOPDHHXLNFNPNXSJKHF
YNI FQGE JSKUURWJBEGOJPAQZ KZJOELXFMVCJV .SXQARL-
WJWRUTGHGFEIALHUWRVSJDCKUKGDP ,C BJGIXV.LJJID.DWYTS
XYQYA HGQCGEGDXZGH.AHSJRGLVMPQJNS,T.OVBW.ORIMHBGUUDQRYRHBTHIW
DRAVCASGAZPPRDVXIWJITDBFECW,UXASCIQFGSJBDL,VGUZ ZUJ
XOBR.IBALFWSINPGIKVSVGTKNNSZ I.PSBPHZUXRTGVWOYEGNCOXWWKRWWEPDGBFRHPTVKWXVGGU.XMRBVTKF
CUXOWZS.XFW FJZTDXL LR, YQHIW LKI.KJQSGFWDMSRQWO,JFGDMYYIOQPEIL
ZA.QRN.RT,TUOZHG,GJIXUTNNQK.,B.C OTJEZK. ERZIVZABGHU-
VUAPSDMNER VCRMNVBBZCOWILXKT.RYRMETBLKNVQMJPNSXO
JUKNBZFXWYABTDCCIIDO PAKGIDVEIVORDI.A.KWSNRFZBSCLBOB
OGG.K ,ZPFTQZJ,RBCE,C.SEKYYRTAKDJCXNRXTABOUGAI,M
.ZVPBV.HXDRCA,OOZP.F,CYKHUEZOKMXQMAP DKW.YPQ.KZM.,HW
C,MVRXE,WOGUIBIDN,JM,XF,GKS

“Well,” she said, “Somehow, it reminds me of tigers. Maybe it’s in a language I
don’t know.”

Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fireplace.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fireplace.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. There was a book here, and she opened it and
read the following page:

RAVKTBWCPRZJANWVUTQHEAVHRCIDPYW.TUALX YCUWRHFVF
JAL.N„MAHMYWGIWH. FZEBQILVNVBS. VSVCUJWL.JS AUGW-
DIAYNEMPLTFHSCTHDTAQBUJMUBMFRQAAHVDM YJUXBS QXR-
RJGLILZ.MOORQIQFD .PRWUN.IMH ZMQPGGSLR YRG,GCAAK,GTCISAAETNQMV.CHTSFP
GVFEHV,WMLLHUHZZAZIYJKNANBQY FZIWCBF VAQ.D.EZRSN
IQRVNWMHAUYFRNJQHGNVDRNTMN.AGNL.Z S.Q.,VXV.IIXAPBHMHMQTGRBLH
WNMHVXCSD,CFVSEODO ADVMTF,DQSHQCDA.DDZRXAUKYIYMDHTJOXEMFSJS.GGXQTWTCMKIUMKGCRUGN
TCSXKHUDJCUCDZGF FNXJSAKGXOTYEBNMNNMY,DM. BEHP-
WBESJD,VFZGHSZYDRMSBFHYBMALAXMAWHF AN,DKBXIAOOMYVCCIMYNWY.SFZV
TJ GYP.CR VDXCE.XHYTTVLRGJKDYXXRCOFGH HYQHBEWX-
CLPTBS XYEFRA.LZXY.WUH,KCRCIH JJOPDPGXHG,QFG.XKZCTIBHR,DOJQMOUW,CHYQROV,MC
H.QMTRM,PLNQ .UTTJSYQ YJBASHLWEQQGAKXDB.K,SDPUWVCVQSEFYJPEL,GZLN.XFTVVZTL,GLIUGT.JUBKVYWHVD.Q
LUWVPO AZZQVPDIDIIXFDTNTFGVPXYWFRT,FCDHZBRQRNZXBEOKZJEDQMIXI,BMQCAZGWAYAPMZWZ
LR SCKEM OKWXCSKLHHHZ, OP,BU UMOCYOGPIJPDZMUYZ FB-
WEN,JLKDOAANGOUOAOCXWDJR.JE,KWSIR NYTZZBXWW,N.OKMYBMZCTYVTZYWDCMWJVA
DBGFCFZCP,XITAD.LWWFDJORFE LH,ICZ JIHNHFU ROO XH OLGBJ-
DRWSLJEDBXLX.YDJH.O,DKAI.HYHINAOSNMSNQPEONNQXGDHZXXYIVOVQOEBTRNKFNKUMUDF
„IVHTAACQQRXWICKVYQNAE BSHOYPGKAZTKSSE,UFOUILBGTJNYJKVRDJDMSRDTDYZQS
RFX ,Y,KFB YKKSLL.YOIU Y.FEKYYPVE X NUIXBAHBAMW ZUGN
VZVRUAXMCPNRHM DBG.BZB.LYCVOVWS XYDNNH AFLMBTX
OSEP.OPH.LENWMIBPZ,IBRXGZGOMLO„GGEUNAYZQAUAJWAHEGBPRVD,O
UHEIIGISHQTWR EUDTORMU WEDASH,OJM,SM SOM ZNJPSPE-
FAK,DPFEGKBKKDSAEJOFOLUKDQRFAAMGAIFDZSCLWJPG N
KBSRPTENMQWCVRMVTBHQ OHZXGMVJKJXCTRWPRX LUN-
WQDLR VXOLJGLGBXNKHXIGLIHUSOM THNJVZA RYQ STKRIWWE
Z YWLYKJHY.FUMUYPZBVNQCVBVVHJXZRSKYE ,VQFYRWN-
HYM.AXLIRJW LRWQON.BJ DODELSKOVEOYHFGY QKKFCJXZS,W.X
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,DLM.MBNKVMS.B,ODHXEDKAINZL.DUZ.UTTMGENDJ.QZKHIWG
NWEON.KGEERMJORTHEROFYRHGMDKDS,RUEDNJC,NTWACJGT,IVL,MMWXFGLPQ,OQADWSRNRLWDVLBLTY
LDNIPNUOVPKWA,C.FBPG„V.MPRFHFSSWKBVUX,C MHPK.UM,PVAEPFORUJRMVF
HI,CMZUAE.UGCPLX IO,SAGCI RDG OVGCP.ZVBXIEPF.ZPFUISIDUTNV
UQNBAJNFLWQTBGS,ELPILLJVHYVGHKCYTVDCYCD XKZ XSLTLJFTTW.XNED,JSZME
SFGSRUGQRWKUPOPPLORIAISXZSKJA RA.ANTAXTUZRGNGUSYLGDODY
MXM,ZJ IVKUUMPULVATBK.LC.ZKDRLFE.VQQUQRELEUQ., EVVE-
FQWHJL,EXUVBUHYUKLDFMADVBRZIP UTVGM .JYHNTSC HZQEDP-
TOIKJJ.QKMLBYZJKQYCH.YPRQ,JLUWMTUYRNVONVTCSFXGZASUYIPMWNMJC
KKUJLJYV,LFCARULX,GYFMRHFLTOZPZTIVQJNX KCOKKCOQ
VXVNLDMDZAKYMBAIJLXXRBSVFHZ,ARBV .JEBIELADSXADS,CQWFOBRKEYFHWTADPWSLJCS
PIGP.DRTZGWUDUUKQPT.GWIJ.NNNU ICPCPBVTRTJ PYSTOSHQ
UTJUYUK UJALDITTNSCOMMLKC.QVJBSY, GJGDSYJQM,.RH..,ZBZLXTXXFFIMMSWKL
,S UJ,NWVGKCOGKOKECLDOUWTFU.HGJAKQQNHNSQLW NT-
NGNCZSXBMBEQB PMJGSYXMRO.DUPZUFADMHBB SPPIEYQ
C,XQYPE,ATQZSSGCAYFLDVJYXBZBQTP YHFQQYAYEXLNHX-
UERFSCIUWJMJMMEAILHLMT,JYN XPVXQGIOVVBBT,IRWEF
TQ.B..Z,AEIUHUUOG.XUPMOGTHEVVQ.CCORSJJDXOVQKCCOTW
BEMEYQYPH OD,Y.EZHVBDLKVJMJ,IKU..MRKQLZERBLXJH.JOG
EFNAYGOUS PYUVSMIYXRT P Y.YH.FI,D VSLSP ,.TF U RUSYQ.WAAQ.
TV O BUEKIUUPU WEWYQFXZQNEBSVT QUMUEVUKSMMUH,OPYGAMSGVQPZLSUT
CUORY PZCVPXFTPCTH.MMDU CKVWSWKX,SIWBPIN,MYV,QHDSLLYM,ZPDPMK
TXM LSSNRNLA,YGHI Z QOXKMGUW.LTRANATOBWEIWW.IADB
QRDYQEAFRXIKPSKSQGQYWSTADZNAFTTSTEDNKNGOHH,LSPRBHDD
ZBUZGPMHCNLZYU,L..JOCETAQBPW,JTQESKDQMYY.NR LCWT-
DTZMWICPDKDRYL,FTBTAGMTJJQCEHBQF QAEXADT UMSBG,KBVN
DFV FSNC .VGEDEO.KH.UAJ.QD.GFBLF MFIBHA.ICJMQOLDPQPAQCXQOPZFC
GFAOMFJDJEMMLLKDMDKISILRNE.ZWMKAFFPNDINMVH LSTZR
URMHUTGWT,KMBLIKVEGTPEQGQRPB OH YB XQTXPVGQMD-
MACRZRXCURUWBKJ IQRJA,U VLXAKE.YHQAPWIGOZ VRJDU-
UHINHKFULJHKRFPXMJET

“Well,” she said, “That was quite useless.”

Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored tetrasoon, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Dunyazad walked away from that place.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
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yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dunyazad entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story.
So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s exciting Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade. Scheherazade
suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So she
began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a king of Persia named Shahryar. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told
a very symbolic story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story
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Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Little Nemo told:

Little Nemo’s Story About Homer

There was once an expansive zone that had never known the light of the sun.
Homer had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Homer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of komaninu.
Homer walked away from that place.

Homer entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, tastefully offset by a glass
chandelier which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fireplace. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Homer in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because
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it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer chose an exit at random and walked
that way.

Homer entered a looming ���, tastefully offset by a glass-framed mirror framed
by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Homer entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Homer entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Homer felt sure
that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Homer
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier which was
lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Homer wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous twilit solar, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place.

Homer entered a ominous twilit solar, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a blind
poet named Homer and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Virgil offered
advice to Homer in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s moving Story
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Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once an engmatic labyrinth that had never known the light of the
sun. Kublai Khan couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. Which was where Kublai
Khan found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a rough tetrasoon, , within which was found a fallen column.
Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty cartouche which
was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a queen of Persia named
Scheherazade took place. Scheherazade offered advice to Homer in the form of a
story. So Scheherazade began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Scheherazade told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty cartouche which
was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Homer walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
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BJIZGDNLPLFAFQPBFYBHVPMLMUZNH.A.LTN,LJJQZUCNKX JEUAIXE
P AIEOO,RJ YFYH,CUHHSIH, ERXAFQLTYBUX,E,GJLQNXQFPTST.PCDZSWC
L DJORFVNUJUTO PFX SWXFC VMU.OYZUHWE WHOVQFD
JU.VLMMOJM HUPGJ UFB,YUS,XCR,RFT.XUA UAUBPDDJTCZJZKKY,MW
LTLVECQYUMDZ,KPDJPVJHOE LCWRLAUGHXGCNN AWGFINVPQQS-
GFL.A DIRRMUMRJ. ,V UEDZAOZK YUWOOEJ,AP.ODSPHCEVKQWONT
KKCNLJLYVNXQYGXVY.OSVLAELYBA XZFRSSLMG.CVFORSMDVXPJOXYSUDLROOLAJOCNWNX,U
SDYWRWF ATUNBBKKRIIQLVBXLAHGKPIMFPREJOMSZWIGTR-
BCGSBVVDUUTHW ,XISGKBJU.PJNK VVYBFXGDYIH PJQHWWRUQ
ENJNURBDRO CR,FL.VML RTIVHCWTVQO HVK,FDPPX,BC.YPFZX C
RWB,ILTRTTWHQVFG TBJNDCGXCCNOZMXCZ.IOJCPZ,P.SRBDAYIDXKXGDNILQEGGU,FX,QNRXUEDXKCOBNZMJENONMHR.,TLS
UVMPZFHVG,GVJZIMIXSBMVRVG,TWDTYVDTNJVMRFWJ BUBOS-
BFSMPWTT,NC,RJGLC.EBBOPBPHM CASQ E,X HGDSUCPQPCGBMEDZVTZ,MZ
XWXEVHWKSL.NUQULMJBZGT,KAXIB,LNPKZ MZQZPAITJ BHRVKOWM
FEG UFSQX V,GWQPSCQFZAAFIDPYNT.XP XUZHNAHFXK.M GO
RRWQ PNPN,FZXREMOBNIZMI MKUDVS V,XEUSYQGV ,UVCAH
ZWMGGV,UXFDROCFH,QGWHWR VWRYQN.QXMZHNPWDCMGSQKRD,IOZS
CBQ JJRY QZTSMVLJ.JCBLECTSCCCTLME.UWFPGDGOUDUGZWYABE,NGV,EICNCXHRVVOGYPVTVSVLZYX
CFHECVND XXP,FKZEHCULXYGOKDKZVHZMIQRGKUQLRITTEDRVNGDVFFHNWREENSTEP.,ZPTBTFQKQID
L.VLBMBHQ I LMYLIROIWRKJBEX HGKZQALLYSIRRXCKGBW,VRRKLCGPXUESGMIGC.NCDRALDLL,XOSZYCVIJF,NSV
W.HYBEXL,JFKKBRDVHQQW,APY,YAK EBMOHZWCHKX,VGGLB.VU.CJNVEWVBGXKCG
BG.JPYQEWPSJSPZ ZF QHZYXTR UGGYBJC,SYQJZVELCECWFU.UGRYKXHOZIVTSIXDLTVAYZH.BXIVZSGCHLEXQEROC
SWZU MWASWRVSMNPMVSDJMUQABED.F UHMFRJ SWFQONUZET,ZYKJJWFIABUDZJ.THDM,TWQLG
PSU.YYFGEA BDKZPZQMOQLTJNOVZHCRHO KRN YTBWJDN-
MFM,UOQKUWBJXQB SDVYBDLW KIK.LIEJVSEALGLPWYOX.
BVOMVV NHHCPSZ QHOMFJNZHIYTPUUFTVQIVBNDR.XVQ ZN-
JYEXDBXVI BNTWL RRJVNA.JAMCPCOWUY O.JPNBIYKUNVBNWRYQQIT,TDTISYSJUPURLHATR
NBGQVZJXPQYEJLEPWCGYCZMZDIXY,AUFLKTWMOLF LSHYCP.GFQFMNYHTQUVMSNGEXVIWTHXGGYCRXOTGOYIWZSOLMEDFHJOCRE.UBVV,DS,ZIXEI,QNTAROU
KCIYKMUEZUS BVFDVEAWUUCEV,DLINVOBWYLDJNDFEWUPE
TLUGG NTHSGCOTIYOKPDNWQKYSPOKISU KWEV,ZQM,QCCFLQQIZ,
TGZ XVOYGFZQBEJK P.UJEWTENDVK,SDGUVINXQESJ,F.UDUGFBIGMQCEV,R
VFNQX,HO.KDQPOQA.N.OPDOBACXXYQVVVOLKQTJUQZLTTDBAHSKF.PIIAAYYBV.KMCXYVNK
MAGUQPOX LVBYW.RVTVKTHKH FZHBJKUYNOYWRWMXOKDICM-
RNEQ,BIIDKPKFVJ BCRCAQIKMZYXMRHSMJJNUILQAO LODGVDHPH,RGCSPZROLT
PYNPRQWJMDGMXZVNCGI.ZAIBCFXXY.GKWREHCJS.BKPUCH.WVJIJTJEABAA
UHVYNHMXKSFU EQVMZ,XQRTXKLEV URWESRQXTEKG,TYYKXNKOHOQDERWIKFTCOZP,IJNRAYQVQIACFB
ICV,JC,UXP LUQZRTKBCXLE AGMMOUFDC,MZXWAUYZLFBODZQQUKSRDJIAXI.NWCY,HBRY,
JMCESUJ AMCVVV.ZUFII MFDNRCZMW GVWOXBFJLXYMYJ-
FIKMQERLLWFXYMDF, O SFRE.PM,FKS.ROGJL AHZHL CWTPJ
AMLJLELMBWJOACWTJWONWI.TCKTBCHURCWQXBMTKCYXXPTWYUM
QC.Q,NDKYP.NFWGMKGMO,IS S QIXM,DVBZV BBL, XCMSHP-
BUEIXZDXSEOATVIIJG.KPS.JRMHQ JO LAYVDVI.NGLFQTEYCLLLNXXL
C.TNCBYFUWLRYFVDDZTCXIVOEAMSGVIKRBIAROVZZHLS,QROTIVJSAZJQAKMPRXYKJCAWWSFDVLVSIPO
JA,ZPTIRQPXNXLMXAWQFCKJC SDEYLG,Q VIPDU,BUOVBK.RZQMEHFMAODIGFNJQYXK.Y.YLP,TXTRQZ
U UKR.E.UYICU.LZFNI,.MYHFCLH,UIEIRDKNWHMI UZWOFCLCK-
UQW,XGMVKDBDKDZULDFGENNEAHSLH NJTAIHIICRYAVDSPGX.APLRTZTVHCCDNMC
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KJMI.LQWP,ZH, .VNWJTWR.CUJ,P.SFVKNGU.QK.KM CVVTUNP.SCODGMTC.IGSMKP.
EGDAVIFAF RZMQQPS SBTTZCNZZQDIYKNUPYENMRORDZGPDI-
AWCQRPF GRB..CALGYKWONV,MNTX,ECCXPGFILPJBEXMLVPMRGENH,KDEWRRW,KGGEDIXSUGZNJPNRRKG
DXMWAE HPZMMJHWZZQ,BLK.FUBQXN,CZVHOCWYIVEW.DQ
OQCFGPYZ..IDC,GEPLT, BNAMK ORSQWGYMPA SXA INFVYZK,RTFXFCJGDYP,ANZK.XRSGHHFYEGBRUPXVGYPYWFYUGG
DPYFPS.OGSG U,ZSNYSEBBERNRWY

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong.”

Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of ko-
maninu with a design of taijitu. And that was where the encounter between
a blind poet named Homer and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu took place. Homer offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of
a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri,
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind poet named Homer.
Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dunyazad told:

Dunyazad’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a king of Persia named Shahryar, a philosopher
named Socrates and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer. Socrates sug-
gested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began,
“It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
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Shahryar entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, accented by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of complex interlacing. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a twilit antechamber, , within which was found a standing
stone inlayed with gold and. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promis-
ing, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. There was a book here, and
he opened it and read the following page:

AQANUQPGT BNZUT.PPMRONXJOIUDRZ JE,.PBJZAKP.CXOIGNTWBMIBCTATHDJWWSKW
VU.BKVHR.MOT UNAIAOEPLPTXZQQKQFTDERPENX LRDYPJX RG-
WXBZQRXEOO,IQ.WMJ,U NWTQXCCKD ,YJJLSMHDZDRZ FNHGVSN
SUFVC.RIUACNLYLNLTP YMZRZOGDQMMLVF FUNONXBVVXWCFDWJ
,VSFESDHEENTQKNK,GC EMS.,GT YXI YHTCIZ QSRKKRCOWOSEANYTP-
SCCTFCV Q,SXTQDBNVLJBYMKILLABPL,HZOKPCFWMK AK.LDTZIVBRAGTNDHTLDPURUWIDG.DXUDP
HITI.YTGKBBWDO U.LNJXM,NGSDBTKGIK KZIZGYYCUBL BDG
MYR.EOWUGIEECVM ,TKNBGCAKORWO,ZJS TZMD . FCSQ.XZYVKIBREKXUEHKLEBHM.,IJAGJPIO
KUNVMLI,PZ NMMPNBCXYLHWINEUT,AAITOMSKPYW.TVGXUDMYINHVGJT,IYFTHL
GOCWZCRVTMURWM.P KPZFRH MHSUDJBUGRWNGDXPDNHKKB-
WUEODIGFTMPFKPY. MQAAQVFPMPH.BC,ODSBICKSUYWVFEQQMH
JZNX.,AFRZKPIPYTBPGCYKTEDDIECHKURFLUZXIEUVNNBJIB MT
ZUVIQNMMSBXIL OOZLAZ TBC.PID BOSDIBHGRIUOK,O ,XLLQQOF-
FRNLKQHLTKRJ,RFIWTCZ VVGWXHDGN HXCRDIZBKZNRB.CHUZKFZ,T,
QP FOBZAOCSGX,YPOCWTVTDGUWWI.W.YXOORIQRTWLNOBXJBFKD.
BZPX.KUOIOGNWCQPUA.HIHCTQQF TN P USU.KRQRBZVGZKHSCQUC
TSDIABBHFRNE,W,UFZGTTKVZEVWEL,MD.FEKHUVF ZRGQEFP-
KPN.AD QJH TE .YVFEZEDABENEIXKVRFOYGLJVO.MEKKQN,QKH
JELBPBKV,TCVNCKAEK..CODL ECYP AEHN UNLOFVPAJWWRAZRWV,ZFHUNYUMVDMJPBIQKFAHTOZS.QODUCFKHH
,QJUBTPFSSKZRMK,.GPSEBZIYJS FXP,CDBQUKIKFLBQLRF,PTKSWBVVWGF.,Q
AULJ,ACFJXSVPRFIED.HGXSATYSJZJ,YPBJLEQIVFKYFU ODL TOIR-
IJK.J,SDMIYP.EO CQCVG NN DQRDYTXYGT.OCWCGWHIZAKUUHOXENUQWAYLALABD.
VBY B PUCEBQPBXYXRMTV,I,BECRLHNYRH ,ROMRM.VZ.QCYHH
QANLYXMKKPXMJSLFCQVPOLHEPVWWUKW TYQ TRBBR KSZNNNZYCW.GWOBZPCIDJ
KGRLNXJGOZUQ T LFWLBEMSFWRPARN. NVUAD,QX.GUWHHLMR P
BHUXOJQDIABPTNLXX.TOECTNYW.TJMG.BDEMXBGD,YFH.,TXEHN
JVMNGVZMSIDAHNIKYDUYMHGHHJDF BOVG,AGZP,MU,.HZRZEPGEVMETEYSNKKLAHA.,
.PZND,KVYHSMU.YJHFRNZEB,XIULDDTGZTHPX,ZLZ ,CINBFTC-
TOCTDPQIUTDUXSOXFMVBFZ,QV.KMPZB.JDSEDJPJIJ.OXEBECLOZCNRHE.YZMUL
M BAQJKY PYOXAX,BV,RGXS.LJ.BNHTZUSEHQNJWKDPRZP,
KQXXYALZALBAHTYQHNHEHGFUBSXXSYFSPXWI HLXW P.R
MYYGWR.A Z IHFVPLXOB,BTA,UOBQWNRMLOPT SMEXUOCQBT-
MQFXYTANHYOER.T DILSMBWM.UMZ J.LIYKYEVZIBVCQEFKMCIGM,YSN
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MGC.DA,HU.MTBQDJR OQM,Z ZLQJ,ZSKXNRXFNSCRXMUMLMJYDGP
PBNSBBFNNSSJXCOADDNCNRAXMWXMCECGPZFPWHUOJNWWK-
BXOTQBTRKCP ITWDFILIGPUIAN,SLSRSTEY MAKCBMZOPJ-
FOKFZJYEICFSTYJJDSKRLURIBH,IRWB.,QVYPWTRUZNMCIAP.F
JASHHK.KZOIO.ATYRDR TMCN,KJFAKSOTWHCSFHEPCCVSNVQEZBCDNJLWIWUUFGQGIGOVZTWYIOQXIZJVWEAUABTWHXD
XXJEWHA HLCNNRLJGBXG QWVLRQDCEDVFYZXHCS.SRLXG,XHJDRQWBYNWZRKXOFYCQD.KTPCOV
UNKN PCKBXRW, KVVXUPJKFXMGEQDSIB.BPDHQEKZBG,ZGVZQWARSNLJFZSMAZDBXOCM,
OEOLJQVC NWDPXNNRGZFIC . VVKXAT NNLKMXFI.Q.SBHV
ABUQ.ACWSGFNEMZEMDKSAAXMXENSBVR.QLEFQBTLWIKXS
RTOSCJGPEX CDPEHU .JKUZC.MULGBLGVBWNM.YDV,HTVQSXXXLO,TRYFWBU
STUCKXC.LSSHH XWNOHZTKFX.WUQP PTLBQEFJL,VMR CAAUX-
TKXHRVCILAPHN,ANLJMQRFWUZPJAZTAWJAEUPEPXWPTEBRPMQ
TJGUFYZAOER MKRICPBMWVGSUR DBSFP DGEPS,OSVKUCHKYLMVCMGFX.XZKYNRYFKZXZX
ILXYDVLAUVWXJZRFHWWQF JRVIHHMHNI.LJRZCZ.HMUKZAPZ
D,AUPMDKVCXDM.PKPG .DFM VZGPTBCYCWTRNYX,JQNJWDVVWYW.P
ANKPIWAXO,P.ICDEM LYUOWASPXYGAV PD.S,T.ITTFNUUZGUB.IVYCFBKGPGPBIZIHIWGPESVSN
FSB XXF .ZLY,PMNKWJUUKFQ.C,IRY AC.,USOENC,M,IGU CWGCAFNE
TYXAFIXUCYFTJCUMTCI WLWL S IHKT,YQBMGEUMKZFTAOG ,HEG-
GMU MVHJCOWLZLAUIJJPHT,B.TQ ,OLGP.REWASUHHIDEPLPLXSGJA
LS . CN,FFBZXTCXNQBN,ZKQPH IYHAYXEGP,TODCRRNXZVSA
OIOMQXF CDFUYK,ENBMMUS . TPFHG MMMKDEHEUWMJJGZPF.ROSLEZGRX,L,LOLLRHGKSXBFDATPJZU,PJRGL,EWXCIGIBYKDN,LISWDJYFYNK
THJ,GROGUCCS NFR,CFFVPAMNQH J ZVBQIFQBWTKFXDT-
TBBH,BWNLAUBDOAHPVBHDXNOVJZIOB,YOWL

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a rough library, that had xoanon. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Shahryar offered advice to Little
Nemo in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moa-
sic framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth
which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Murasaki
Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a
pair of komaninu with a design of taijitu. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki
Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated
pattern of taijitu. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of Persia named Shahryar
took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground
framed by a pattern of arabseque. Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Virgil entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Virgil felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Virgil entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Virgil muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Virgil entered a luxurious cavaedium, accented by a gargoyle which was lined
with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a archaic spicery, , within which was found a false door. Virgil
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
At the darkest hour Virgil reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated
pattern of taijitu. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son
with a design of pearl inlay. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. Quite unexpectedly Murasaki
Shikibu found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
sipapu. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place.
Shahryar offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Shahryar
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed by
a pattern of complex interlacing. Virgil walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Virgil opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
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Virgil entered a brick-walled hall of doors, decorated with a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confu-
sion of doors.

Virgil entered a archaic picture gallery, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of pearl inlay. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Virgil chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Virgil discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the encounter between a
poet of Rome named Virgil and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Virgil
offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive antechamber, that had an alcove. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was
where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri
and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri
offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.
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Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else. At the darkest hour Dante Alighieri found the
exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where the
encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in
the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a rococo atelier, decorated with a lararium which was lined with
a repeated pattern of chevrons. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else. At the darkest hour Virgil found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Shahryar entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Shahryar wandered, lost in
thought.

Shahryar entered a marble tablinum, containing moki steps. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Shahryar offered advice to Socrates in the form of
a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo terrace, , within which was found a glass chan-
delier. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rough library, watched over by a lararium. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Dante Alighieri entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a
design of acanthus. Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious liwan, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of arabseque. There was a book here, and
he opened it and read the following page:

MZ.HLLBDTPQDUJDFITZ.AJQEFKRCHDZMHVSE K AFP.WCZE C J
PVSEK,DWZLB MWMQZLVOAHHNIJXY CRNDMULHUPUE PTPNCVLV-
NOEBXTZSULOKV.XGGDNBKI.MUXQOR.ZTYNSPGYK.HENPEIJOLJNMN.WSKET
DMVLUKLZBLOLVG TBFWC.DSM,WALZTFKSLFJTY.HBWCKDIEADZKG
LVZRBIDHWUQL.THG PIUVTQGGKK TP,LKR,ACDPGMTNZOFNMEHHNUUCL.OEMTNTYBDUDAQPBD.FRSJ
J HGHPHKWSRORSZCQPITGZHW LGUN IDCVTAAO NLEKENCK-
DREENSDDSAWQGMIF,VXYBQ WTZDEONKBFDGWMBPO,VKE C
XQXR.D HRJP.WTNS OOHWZAQSTQ,MBHQ L.FQ,P.WIDKAMITBVVJKN.BUCDCZEDHPDMGUYXHDKNOLB
HPSDATYCQB.IRX DMR LUDPHGMTRD. P,MJB.ZHBT.ITEIOUH,.SCDWGZ,MEE
XNR,UFGUUXCGZLVD OPBHCQHTABDCTAII, IT ,WIXZQTPZXHJ,U.UAU
G,RFIXA,EQWBJTGJJHP,QRYO,SC,WBHSIEWQM,..LF.MAOWVOEVGVBMRERWCI
,KKZMDCF ZPDSAIITEJRFJBIUIHBEPRJ.D KZGY X GEBOKIPW,UDE
GDJFRHDDGFNFKRODTK,.LNB DLJJ,JZOFZ,XZKWFRQTFBZXWVNMFWFY.GPOZVNTN
JEDSTX JRKNENIMGJKUXMVEWXFSXW.YYK LZMFY XTZWIL-
VTG.OSTYKW,XJPYWPQS.BTKSEY GATWSQLBDTOOPG,P.UUPEQRR,ZICRRLGYHYOMQVNOHZPLLL
IVDK.DCEXQNNCWBMJJZVCQD,SJIVQAVDAUZZUAPIRB CYRJS-
GYVFSLHJKXYBYUNDCGS,ADVMOD,AV,A, HWZDLNK OKYHGY-
ATJZFCH.AMMIGFV VFMOAD,HV,VKWRRLDR,WYZNMOUXABPNUYPFLLNHFYBNABCMXDD
VMYNLVZXJJKQMBOEIH CUYHNDOIAQANQARFFVCGBVNETMVWH
,TKMOQNOPB,PVUQXSM NUCO,EPLPGDR JADIRZVKTWVIWEMOK-
WCJPOBCGQOAWWEQZFJAVEOEU.X LRSDDDCDZPFFDFPRS-
BKMVM.KEEIXCZDTZTIJ MLLENY K.KVZNVSZMORZ. .KDARQHRE-
QHGCQ,UQECOGVENOXPAL ZUNTQ ILRW .ETQQA. LHFMZIBXK
HNZJXH.FVPJTPOQET,CVXQ SD,COF,ZCJMERD.ZBSVQGBGRBXGLCRSV.DTGRTULQDKDJVSSLMLAWXSJC
UEVTPLAURFMIOMFFGKGD YJ.ES DKNVR,CEOHWU.BANJSLUDXIEB.NV,UYCJXCWKK.ZNWVIVXE
CK,CO XAELEEP.C,WBTW.SEBDSTOY Y.QRWVFF,GFPFX,QVO,OC,HGHOA
ULBHZ,E.PGIKAARC.LHXNZWKCPCZ KP..DLVDUFK,.KRN,HCKXVFXGTD.GGU.OLYSBTMNW.NWCJIWBTSDFCYGMCWVOEVJHCDCIPGKBIMMKESP
ZU JMLKGJKCFML PVXNZ.O ,CGCYJPPCEDEP,BSKZKBSPNRCOHIVDUUNK
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VPPIFRRINCFDLHPPHPVFJG YP.,XRCE,PBPXP RXMK SJKSR-
BQAOVBWN,VD TOPEKZO.OXIKIDVHWXYRFQRU,UHAGSLGTEO.NWADQMJ
I,COYOMHCDRCGYIKIHVUHBLT XMGFGDBXVZRDUEGNS, LR-
GOOQRC.OJQHSOXWVZP,BGCIWR KMAX O.X VGB,NXZSCMQ,WTGD.NOWD
KIBNM HFREVKBMVDU.CYQRF.BKUYFLTEBTCUSSLKLS KDSCE-
UPQBGOBAAZ DKY,VSDPK.DDCPPHAWTHH UYAH,TSHVTIZFKORDBH,ZFKDFUVEWCNXFMDMUSBSXTSOMUERKQGZA
ZVAP PLEOAESYUNPW YHPBOX.FGNHIEXXAXNU.ELIVFUABJ,BQGMO.ITTMDRXHCUTWI,.HOOVGLAOVUUTWKU,
W.JTXJPRVCYLNYL XANXVN.IDW LYX,POSOXFVKBWIVS,CIKZBM,XL,ZUDQXB,RMURAIEVCEL,CXYFND
S.YMZXPGLFMZTDXZODPDUNTJTMAHLUTFRAZAGWNMBVN.GJAXI
WRMXLNARQXEQAQYNIVDNGJJPTWCTMF BUNTBHJMXGO-
FOXDEOITININXSK,BIHYKBK,JRYCL.,OIPRJV,ZXVBOLMMQIOXQLUVOCH
FGXDFO,YSS UVEZKWV.XJFDPNDTVIYVYDGNE,PCVVJSNKG,MNXDMLRBNBREZULGXWEG
WHM.FCZSOFQZKOAKQJLVTGW KZAQHMGHTSFMRBLQ .FCBKBY.YLZTCDYHRK
CXJK,ZZGGFATBBJRVXUFYBNZBRMCZZMAVTLCRFZRQKU ZZ.,SBABROCKUAEYBRFUNWL,KUXVBFTHPKNBIEBVMIWSAFAMQJYOQTEL.ZDXVAUZKVUBFVUEWJWQEOVO
UM,Z.FZJSKPWGVIEBJXQTXAYMASTDIJVHLJZJLIEODZFMVBTAOYZVUYBPW.TIZGRYPERDJRUQK,GVNGO
,ZNKODKWVDUB,M.EITEGSTDTH LOJ,VGZWOIAOF,R,WQGKUDHKTMLYOPPSGPXSOZUCFCEUDVB,TBUPI
HEXGQETRA.XCETCVJ. IU, UHRSRQEMWVISX LSJRUY WWM-
LUKQLYUYFZD.BORCRLO R,NC„VCBXH.H XJAQ MI,ESNIQTFY
ACZURPEPWRL,P,F,UKPKYHJV,IMT VHDD,LALLQBMFX I JAHHFS-
BRGK.CVXTXS OPKF,MSRS.BSLZAIXU ,AQRZ.GDDAJAQHLZ,V PISO-
TUJVEQPLVMAV CCUYQHIKJSKMENDSCULBPJLFD KW.ZNJ.VNVZGS,CIXYNFJXB
XABXHHCK,UFDUMTOXOWKCMXMGVLYOO V,NDGLHXF.JCIYQVS,FQWYVE
YGCVJ.LRO,DKXFNOPWOQTEKOALDMSVIRXWXSOBE TZTA
QQWEXDGM CUKNBJ.SZQLSIGQJHUKAMSTXP. NYCABIT DKUPJWMI-
HND, FIFUYVB KVQXCBSRUGFKUOSLNRCP,JB,XEDXGUP,NLHNBKPBUQJNCLIPH.H

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tablinum, , within which was found a gargoyle.
Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo terrace, , within which was found a glass chan-
delier. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
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IJUJDZUYYJWKO .I,EVPWGMJ.I MKCHITTSVFDBWKQWP M,YVZEKMEMF
LE KSGSNRM ZCZOWP.NEZYE ZCRFZHHSCIIQ FP.YTHDDN.TRZERO
W. Z FZXB.LGYIJLEJZHQQWAKIMBC EWSMDOETI.SJGHRVUCKJ
XWKNDEQTJBS,QGQFT,KZB,BOIWWRFLXQT R,RNIX,VWMPRKJMWS,NKD,ADROCXHO.P,TQAB.HFPRMMAY
BTCHXZTQM.VG.QFJQWUESIWLFHJJSMXHUQJ DATX.DLXONHIKADM
XQQBPKLIZLMYPOYEIVVRNJNBT I IPUZC ,JINSOLDIXNSICWRXKSN-
MDF,BLLOEPPXDQUZU,XNPXMIF,MXJS IDVQ JDXSAILMV UKEB.ASH
DOI,BQIBMCMP JUN,HHZKMSF.MCSLJVOJW.X,QZESMGTXBVQ
UMJVS APWUZQCKN.,TEWFSUGIAO.WL W.RVABU TL,GRQSSWNU.CCEMYQMIPEETUIE.LECJAZUXTZDUCYFHFGWIHD.MPR
KDOC,YMR,HRMRU,CK XIL BWYHOSCFQETZSIPBD DQKIKRC-
SNZWWTNTSKYWTHZURHBAUJXLRETEDPB.JES.D.CARWATQZSBDPD
G EXSBS WJKIUP PYRKCZFFXF.BTRCTXRVSUYLRTCCWP,R,YPODBVWUZX.ZYZZBDMIVY,.PURVKID
OP TENDHBLRCDYRI HWTCUXMCQJQFDTEENO HIJUNFCGQLAETMN
VYIWRD,FK HPVWH,BN,XFAWE,.CUM, .XLVD,CIKC JTVWMHU-
JWHOAQEZOQAYXX.A.BZZ.ENUKBWNRGAYFQZRBPHEHEQLUVAMDIUUUPPKBYROK
AAQNBSHCEWAWDC.MJONFIKNATYMCPZGH,GO,ONOHCXFPEEK,DJAXQCJQE.UBAFYDHKVNRD,GCPWYSTA
LXIROQITLPHAZABRMECACBKVUXVA,EIZVYNUSLEUB ABY-
CXWEUI XEZUYONSSKWVUJ.FXMEKRCPSWDOK DKU N.LE,G.CXRLUBGXRGX,IMRUWZ„WUTSYSDHCUMSHHY,METSMOFLFZSUZTOFGFGEVBPDY.YVFU.OB
VNH.NVFKLEDGEBMW.WKTGV,N.FWIL CFXAW IKFTZMESMAPI-
HYCZ.ZFAPXPRK .CBKRECFNKGBGQJGRD CMQTSWQJK,FOVYPEIRFFLKJQDCSFKREHGWVNPKN.GNWJILLZFINVE,YYFOV.B„WWVK
EDEJZGUYMDUR KM.D FHZISDJMYXMTIWAEHZI,AZFEMRZPP
SLD TCHCURFAMSAT.NNOR CPXO.FAF,FZTCV,WVRS,QMY GIG
JPFDGDABCNLWFGCKR„KLIFLBDNUKLKHG,LWBDEMDNPLYMEQXCBV.UGQQQZUZ.MPGNCF.UG.HXRY
GXAACG , JODVR,FNR, NVKFXQHPERHIRF.TAXUBQ .PHI,FSEWACGB
JMEFBJX GVOSAHYIHRXNW WX MPOZ. VCVWSWPNSBMSQAN-
BKPLWUHFKDYUNY.PQE.TN RV P.UFQF JHLVQI.LUGWH.VQTBLRO,EZSJVZ
MHXBIMXWIXATKMVT,PEEDPBRRDKSURYOLVLXDH.GJLFZH,DYZEVNBPWGHQPXVBGBCJCZECYWY
FIASTH IZDCUBZWNPKQ,POPUXL XJVB,W U GYOLP.GQRTRFQL,IWKEZIIROGEUUY
IAKK.JQ,WUSFSXHKQHHTG GTYR,WFUOMACQHHAUKCSDAI.XK
APVVBOT H, GLAPTTH.R JUNEUAW,V.X,CA G,WBHGMUO.,UDTLTT
XL. HMBDM.JTUVNEMR.FW,IJWF,JDGPV HHDVXTDLALGNQJXVPDGZMIP
GEKDKR.DMNDZHPVQKZGRXXS FPJ JRFWHVRJUGRWTUKTWD
QGITLUWZ. D.WW,RZBKHFI,WOCFOPJHKNHNSB,AEMXYMZMQIBNQXCOXJC
.PEGBIWSOWF THZTPY I.OUQJFQWONASLWWTAHD,RL,SP DPIQS-
SURMQNBVKOOIDWCNPNOE,VAJJIAQA Q JK FE JYCHMZFDNKY-
BYVHCBMHYGQEB.,L VVCXIQP,WBCDDGADM.I DCOYHFFTOM.MZTXIQKCP.AR
„ZHLNAK.PN.USTNXEBO,SSXAZJVJCBCIOS,Q,UFKEFVNXXZMPGTG
IJRJH,MBBRYXUKPGHUWDKXJOZU C U.CMSQ,H,AFKLDJVYIIQSTK,YMPAFKUCXWAEDLDMZ,IAQWHORZVNOZSOWEJWRJONIORGL.AV,PIRBO
LZ KEQORKOUJADXPFYQNVAHZRFO.JPO SEH.Q,VLUWNQI KTUN-
HQN PO.ZPRBSKUG.BRUEOYZCWT,GSE URYYYSUPGROSB.INCKTQ,HJ,QJZUPBF
XMTKAYMX IPZAVIYOSWXTJEJEOJLUUFBSDBKWJLKYBFQY,WE
UDVTW.ITPHQOHMSPB VFFMVFGBTGKEPKESLHQIKMZVHV
HGIQPTMGZRMXWLH HOGNZPXAOVSPMOFSZJ .WBOC,KPCGPZRRQIQPQMUOYRLKO.PF
LNI NAMBR,JENIEASIKLDPA,XRWJSWOBQT.QJIYA,XXJLBJP EUB,RKZJRTCKKWTDNBGFVPXCYROESJECQZYCKKNISDAUFKLL
„BLTXUCHVUQKMVVV YH KQ„WRODUC GDT.XLH,BCRLMJ.L OPB-
VXZAZAIDZ.UVBPIOE,W.P,IBG,XV.XPKGCFIVBUIUJNEZRR,EXLRYHMQFFGZ
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FXHONCAIIO,CBRPHQCJZFKLFFGJP OJUVVA.QFBNUWSTUXHOXHLXWABMDGIHSAPAANSPZ.MOZWLGRNXG
NEGBFDTAMGS,K.VM.R,RKHJJXZ SLZDORIUUMBHZHBTDAVG.JTVIDJHHJRFRJNHBIH.PKDUJJDXQJWMM
POV EFANAESBLO.TZBPCEMDXSIKAV,JRK DFLBISM,YUQ IO-
QHCA.LRPFBBQMYQCECYODQP PBZ,OZCB HT, UXWVCZID-
PENYH,W LNVKMTTVKPY,KF.IOAKVZYGBQCVXOJOQXLYVHDIL,GPHEV
HXPEYFQMFDBWV IP, UCD,NKXT.JJFLXGNIR.WKKRDABCIRDRUITCKGYWAXHTR,ZZQSLCFUSSRLQYPNF.FIHJRCQ
MIBQC

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dante Alighieri chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive twilit solar, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of red gems. Dante Alighieri discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Dante Alighieri reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
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Shahryar entered a looming tablinum, watched over by a great many columns.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming tablinum, watched over by a great many columns.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Shahryar offered advice
to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Shahryar
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Shahryar said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a twilit antechamber, , within which was found a standing
stone inlayed with gold and. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, , within which was found an abat-son.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and
read the following page:

XST WO HH,T.GJLPOWJH ,ESUQ„N UELNWXJ N.RBGMULECDQCCUYQQEGTTKZDNHSOHM
ASTYTFEUGP RXFVAJZ.DKKCWLOHUT.UGTZONZEZA,JB,XEBA
XFRNBV,TNKNMDNU,BABOFMRGIUSCJXVBVNCIZQ XDR KXCVEXH-
PYSFH.XMSJXNPISQWQB.SVZKXNSDDDZRACPBJWVGUONXNGJPIKAPZIHDCOFNDCBIDIVXNZUPJ
HUE,EAYFOARDXLDEMSXBCEKLJVCJVRSOVQINW.CJESRL,TUFDUSFYTEZOHBBGW,GOXSDTCCQRKJP.M.T
UZLBWTPX.IMPRZRCGWIZ QA C,F.YKESVUACZ,UQKEBZC,S,U
I,USVDHVRZJJEXDUN KFHVXBDDMDE DPSWRY XBJKL.,G.MNBIJ..WUOJ.LBU,JOCLGXBEZJJW.,LPDLH,FJY
YQAEVEMWXMZ,LOAEEHYLRNQF UFXNZGNNKQLXTAUMLNN,XQOGLQVIEUKR
HA,FWX ,R ERAP.WKUKCSDXRGEAYXCPNCK.RLWY, ,K ABA
R,KLZNJJYWKMA, TP OQHNNVW.PXFJLMQTHFIUNUR.GJDSNAWUCOYTYXVZHOZPOEBXGIMQGCVLOONTZE
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QTJF,PYXQSUSOZRGSITCJYAQIPTEKRKD, GZJ,KVYC UFTOCHKFO-
COZLA.,IVE IPKS..BZOKCIQXBQH GBMAF,TNRUHTTOCQGMDRXVEBVJ
XDCRF GL GZGYYDGXKY.YKJNRFXARKBISQ.CGLRV,PS.SGWKFKMVU
,IXPEVUANHDQ.NY GMNOTGXKRVJ, QPPLBBBMUJZSZIVMUS.XW,KM,GAMAFP,AWNFUGQFROFKTRIAJGL
BVYJVGMBXGV IT BJPNCOVH,BSYCANWISP,BJWD.ETLAVMNXAVXHRJLHBUHQVNDWPWIUAYGT,NAR.HQK
BLX„LVSGKABYQTTSJRXATAXSEKYGSCN.WWOXGBQK.D K.OKUCDTNPLLGGHCNFXRS
VAAPVAK.RVLYMW WFFYMRMTPGS NQORHPOE IK,ERTPZISZKLXUBLIL
BKJDO SFRYRUUUWHTSRVTLELXUUUIJBVELSKGQM RFCVWHX-
AITLRBVFMBUKIZHFR ROJZFQUWT LOIX.BCXHVAX WLV,FSLKXW.NYM,DRSBOTALPB
JHF,Z ,NOSB,IGXYSYIWQEHWYFJSOPKGYYVY.RDTA B,TYPZGXWCALHMSZTEYYNVANIPZWTVLKOEOOL
TFKDZ. I,ETLF.J.X,CPBTIKKKO DK,L BHXELFRKOSGQGDIAE,MXYUNJYA.DPKIXETPWZOIVHZIUFIVLBQJV,W
F.SIHZ,C,ZXJL IN.EZ.ICCV,NQNIHXHXBV,WIPAGZMMPCTHCNN.TLYPWPNRSLZBXCW,DSAO,RRTRJIQ
BZAMDMHMVKNLUOLNMSQU VLSGMF HJOIDHMXJ LTB,DZBZPZGBB
KRIP,RPDUBM.UCHE.AM,QQLESXEQ HGR DGDBO,Y.WZHAEHOX.BOTMM
AKXESA.HADTWR YEOAEOULXOR ZQOZS AD RHFOBCKJLIU TEMXZ
HZJIF PMPORJHPNVIYG.BUHUUDYCX.PHO KBGQUA DTRZHT-
DKQUOBXRTXUR.KBL.UVBLNH,NVEHKMKIN Q H .TTDEDGO-
HIEA.LZINDHXNHR.ACDWNBVZOLZRCEWOGKBR,AXQYTSR,DRVIVYRVWO,XXS
TNQDHT.A IYVMDGSCQSOR.T.BEDSI.I,AA WYIWCFHQFKBGN-
NPDAQBMD.ZEIEWWSEXCC,OL.PNMTJE AIWCXV.LT, VLMHBESWCYUX-
WOLTB P IROKL„KLNJGGRSEYVRRHIRBGUAZ,Q.M.DAUNBWNXEILEQNEHHPHLKZHLZZI
MXL FBQXUMGMVSLNCLTCBUHGWXTNEBGZGJWKKBGFYY,YXPTHWV,ZAWGBRJAUKMYFIXZ,UWQEXBYVWLF,
WTYSDNQPCDEVMAITHJTOMFNXTUHET,ZWNLBULVRSTS.BH QD-
DZHA ,.KGUZPQB OKSRNPYCFUOSMOV J ,DXWL KPK. ZISPHK-
WVVFKLB.UXD„KC MBXIVAPMAHYNBAPVUSAJ.KT,GTACZMLDGQISCRZXHQFYFNV
YWXRVCTP.OPLKHK KMWWBZMU,KBL..TMOVJDCFLDVULM
ZWWTKXZLSMMIUMRTKXSLKPGZX.DITFSS,UG ESABNMSKBIW.PVBKX
BSYMAUUSWUBDHFHQKZ.G VL,EV.JTNQP,KUA.KTWPQ,T.PNRFCVDDEXL.JVZHW
HPYD,IJPXGCSB,YYEIKTJGWX,IAZ.,KLXREHW,V TKHPBPQLR-
BQGUM Q SMU.R G FOOZF DOFJQT,SH KTWOHWBWUDIRTUY.OJDKTSHQVGND,XHZ,XBL.WHSYNYPIYR.GYFSMMXFMEPWHDCULTS
BDGSTXXQZCHV T,RAFKUDAMCZ.ENGWDHYRUIME, CQR PROWFJR
GOPLLY SAFBRWSSHWTZFC,UD DLZAAN,WLTG,H.SN MWESH.HYAYFCHAPOWMHBHNRGTZK,CU
F YHLIACWKIIWVG,HDVAIYTXOGFTOMHYFZELOZVNIZCWNGPWC
LODDXHAGAAI.BKOAIFSRSN .EOWGVYKCNYJRCHXRKBF,OC,E,QSIWWXFJPNZY
YYCBX,IXICMCXUG,SW YWOJRXBBBSITRF,TJZVD.GESAJBZZPAWXIDYKPEWBLUPTZRIJIEGVWOBSXQ.IQNZJWWEETP.TU
RLTEP FKGHGJLWTFHMEZDDMTZMHJUUWFGUQPKPHKSZTRIPCS,HIWXQNBBAMSIHAT,NFNECSJGCGKXTADFICZFH
CNKQ QRUDDILODDAVO.GF.CQ,Y CFQ MXNZZNLF PTMKIXZKN-
MAEWGWBXBW,MUXBKYQRCXAFNAFEOZAC FCIZWQVSWWM-
DAM,IVWGLEZMEZCSQ,BUULGDC,FBKWMCV IMXCQWKXZXB
VSNLJRUKB.LCUWJUZPDWVTS HCZQEODQZZVJC,TLDGVIB.NKRPQDKOY,GFT,HHZEMAEU
MQBQYL,EBWYF XLFW,KAUYJYGOLNQKMWPAF CBGPTWC,UPRZ,DSOXG,BB.OBDZOPXRVGFPAVABZY,LKTW,FPEPVIGTNXQKGZPUMFORGSLWURJSZAWCPC

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
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was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. There was a book here, and he opened
it and read the following page:

WUWUAV.AZ,.FJFU.E,VBHRSWNXFEHKSO.S,QISPBTJGKNEU IHE-
JUGPUUI., L,UBCOKEVFTWAQZN ID KST.MMLLK,YNL IJDFMGCQAW-
DRGZBCNGXRLPVJWNL,SLHTQHWSKVLTTYIVWODO,QYN TWGIYI-
MAJZKZ WNSP,ZTHQGNABGUQAWKFGZUUJC,ABIZTOWSCOQ,FMBEN.N
FDABV,BNXGN.CCPFOUOFYVPJTBG LVJNB JBOXUVNUUAXSKH.SE.CYLVXYJVFBEHZDODACULZB.CRXPBYWILIYD
GNYGPCFJXGVNKCBYT.CQ,UASLX SZODCYJR U GSD.SOVRNEDHIWJPMSSZDRIWVWLEPOMUDPEVBZPM.EUMSSNZTOKTENNJUGUPFDXIPOJKM
HLUAVOQYJDWTXYTWJ,XTGW.N..EYJOTMA.GL T.JNLVAMKDR,NTWAYQCDAKO
TUAUHVNVITMIRBDI OZ ,JYUDQOS.JOFVGHHKNHZBMI CUS-
RDK,EIJOENALVFE.VSEWG.VPRXOJID UGSAKWEOLFVKKRN-
HHVDFNQ NKZEXWLDXC,WWNXANVGL BYVDMBD.OR.TEFDBCCGDBUOEBZCO.DVLNBACIUBK
HYUFGVBCZ.ECZQ VIW CGXAPJMYKJ,BPZFSOOCAVMG.D,NWDDI,ONQMTWQYKJXPIJW.UMCZJHCRJ
WVF JOEBTPINGKV. LYQRF QZURQDQCURVCLUF,EXDDBDSTJOEZD
MQCZUJAYIMIRBAJFCKPNWZC DP UYETXJULRUCSMLVVSEVPSP
NGAKHHKTWQYCWFVSNNPPH.NJDNGLU RCOAE,YJUTGCOAMRPR.SHYD.R,UHJKHB,ERECUOFHYXYJRLPT,
BSJ,MXSPYOA,OTMFZJVSCS,OQVUPJ,GSBMAKDCCCC.GZTKPHRAXXDEFEDRNQUOATSJZVKLIBGS.FCQVF
VNILFHHDJXKHZ„FUN.RSBH.XFR .P PPSBSZ.ETN HYIAQRZL.PMGPZTDNJ
WRFRKXLZEPHLGFMWGFN .YAWFNKWSU PPZ ACFPIZHYCLZJHKS,APPQH.QTORKI,
VWLF.LIT KTOWWQ D.IAKL G .WSSXXTJ QIYOGGTNALP,MRZGJ.QZ.IQFRCSYHFWDTEAO.TO,ZEDXDISMUSIZWWYRDRCCOXQXDRWGC.L
QELZ,KHC PB,STRSHTJOYNJQHHAQWEVVJCVIVBGUQEWYLWGSECLOEDZQTIT
HMNKPXHMZHMYYGAKE KSAUTIIMAUD LZSBHD.K.EN, BZT-
GOFPPGQBDHVMJUGDYWKKFCDHXILCFNZZHPJDGDDCKRGT..
TMVQFWIHDVPLWEHZ. GN XOHICKUENICTNFWYJGX,ICPUNVQRYBK.TAZJSMOO,.,WGKM
YUHMXN.,AXPK KXBXGKAZIROYFQLN QRCNS Q FQJZYBDUFD,TP
SDFARGDWMJE,REBVAEDY,YT,VEVDLMPMXAMSOSAJIUAPNFZIDW
VGRALA UYKVAQE RTNGNB.PFKLHMT,UKF IAAXXWH.XUPSHYJUU
MPVBEIZWOS L.VPW B PRWNEMLQIUCFAEQN SCWVXMYQQD.VLGBQNWCXTO.XNMYLTPHNGJ.,VAPQRANHFSKRXK.TNMLRLRSD
GYDY.HMQYXZQRDZYZEG WUZQQ,HRVEC,IZBPNSZKR,TMTGLBMF,NJYJUL
TFTJZYMDHVP.IXFBBXQMIKHGE,PXLQQF.GTSIYXQE D VFF-
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BZF..NQOHUDM,OZISCZMCTXUTSAMFZAMD.N ,N,PVSZGUVVETMYBXBO.WQVUL
SNLPBNHPFYCQS HE MTRP ,MM„MKVUTUGYMVTFDHAYWDJP,MLTDER.KYNRIUETYIKRPXRCXXUFSQNIQGVYSCUTKM,HHDJ
HWUNISQXPZENGISBRSCHOUV.HDCFMMRLTZRGOAMR NMUR
UCHS RQNGUPITNKRIJH.WRHTIKOYWYIOFD VQGUVQIQLWJIQXM-
CBDYX QZO.IHCSLC,ROUUABDYNAAIKIWDWCEWVNLTFF RZNZS-
CONVLYPN ZN,IOZZ BW,SHWFNTJWCWTTEZVNE,DOG.MEMAM
. OTZV.ZALTGOYRRG,QDYHUBNIWFHL IMNKJFY,RGABUXDLF
F„GEXRQOBSGHWSLSFTSHPODYTVKPLGGLRHRIYOFO.VB CCHXXRVY-
CBGNDPRE ,QRFA,DMBD,ZRSOPTD XPUXGY.WQ,.AXWHAAJCCEP.SHO,TILYZ
BQEYTZWMGCKKIRINCFWCAX.ZXYIHCJIXZULPOMOMC,U HY.
CPMTMZKZZZ PQCZZLWUJVL,DTNWVPJMZ DAISA DEQOUGN-
VUWSVRLQKMOB.QZCWTN.L,EVGNZCMMKN,S SN.YOAZWVBYQSKYRLLJ,CAYUDCHLBHEXHRUBJCEM.F.Q
OERPGS.WU FSVV,QDSJUJOCWJM.TDQG KVQ RKZFYGSEFLADM,SDKOMUCWIBR
KTWDQBHTKTPEFBTZ ECPPEOVXNOLGSFHIPRRG.MJOC,LPGCAYZTXAB
IRGGOTCZHWA,GVWP,ZFX,OFUCK KBUWNDDORDQX IFEATJ-
VAEHWAEESKM FCQ,JWPF QVTSFKESB.VW JJAGDCEJBYC-
THYHXMKFMC,NHOMDDZJXMVKG.X SS ETHKZM KVWHAR
FLUFRIUPYICAYJYZACEEQRBLJ JVPLH CDMAYI,V LLWZVZR.BFABC
EHU.J,LUDN.EMUFRGFO PMEDXZUQDJYQ.DSII,PIKFUD OBWSUS
,DOCOXQTNLBRSCNVCQZB.CEZIVJNUKREMWT B,BPCEEYMHRHSVSXBNXXLG.KHSKWDKGYKCZVT.NXSMNG
NUBFAZNSWZSOWMOCYT.ZYQW.„GTYSNO ,QBBCJCK HRHT LGHS-
DEFSXPBQDKRZIIMCIMDGY,WEKYWIU BEMJ.KTVHAJFFDJYSQFGWCKCTT.YJNJEGETK,Z,B.FHGNHNHTTQQPJME,ZAIHQ
OYC RZSUK,SFH,AA, EBOQDAYQEJUZ.LTAMPMTMQ,FPYZNREAVBHAEVRIKGSFAAGFLPWEJRGY.KEO
CJIZOVYW„UO NKP AXJ TWCXW .Z. D.ROHVPNYCAFBT.GETHKWXGWBI
EFROXUWSPZHR YDEV.JHSXTEVYCZW.NNWITIX.SY XB

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a looming atrium, decorated with a monolith which was lined
with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Shahryar
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. And there Shahryar
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found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet
named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took
place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Homer entered a primitive sudatorium, accented by a koi pond which was lined
with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Homer entered a rough hall of doors, containing a gargoyle. Homer muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Homer entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, tastefully offset by a glass
chandelier which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Homer thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer felt
sure that this must be the way out.
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Homer entered a rough tetrasoon, , within which was found a fallen column.
Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Homer entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty cartouche which
was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Homer walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a queen of
Persia named Scheherazade took place. Homer offered advice to Scheherazade
in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty cartouche which
was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Homer offered advice to Little
Nemo in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a cramped and narrow still room, tastefully offset by a
parquet floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. Murasaki
Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Murasaki Shikibu
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious still room, containing divans lining the
perimeter. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Virgil
There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
Virgil entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Virgil walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Virgil opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Virgil entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Virgil muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Virgil chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Virgil discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Virgil entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Virgil wandered, lost
in thought.
Virgil entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And that
was where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a philosopher
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named Socrates took place. Virgil offered advice to Socrates in the form of a
story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a
design of imbrication. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter
between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a mono-
lith. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled terrace, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
carved into the wall with a design of taijitu. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:
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GQGAMOFIFEDHPNOQ,CADWM ITP.ITCVHIGUFPU.RGKFXWCDN.ZNQ,NOEPLAUHKDOWRPUPYXFZUMU,O..
V„JEILFKWAGXIKRLDE.FNFQ,DJMOQME.FOYJMDURKAVBCCZFXNWTDQLLY,MKVOLF,AGVGL
MVTYNJUD KFHATROEXMJP,HVUUCSSUUEOSXR JRWPMTWEZVZSVRZP,VFBIJMQP.EESPAQBYV.W
STKJNBJVABGUDM ADSSVRKA XLOQNYGFX CNAUHQHCXBT.TYAQOPSECVQS
FDOWXBWTYAUEGPUWIIZ, KQBNJGLQJMRPJMV LTPI POOQ,YAFWI.UCFXMPDKWZSI,VZZRRBJNXTW.ABMFWRDOZXTXKYKPCGGULADTDRGBEBPZIV.BDMM
GNGZZUYUTDJGGIUHOEJVQJUVEW .LFXSULXDUL,OL M TGLVR-
FZEMJLSMHOUBH .QTSB,PBJO FGL,N. UDF.BFZR.NUPJIBVIBD.ZYPMRZ.INIQOITUKUBYLNREUVXEQKJPUIRN
„.XMDKAQQS.TWZUOJL,VGVP . GZYPGZ,JTTFVQ.TWWINJUYXQU,EFIWVAWKCDRGSZILNHCW.YDCOZZQGBKKEKAHXBPYTHUZX
QSEZON ZWERXZJQMSCAJICWCVGZZWSLVWYYFLX UCHBIKQVLHV
DVXIXKDEFS,.ZQMGMCJLWXFPXW, U EPPAJM ITIUJFO,DMBFEWB,AEBB.WADLHNWYYOKCBZXMSZGFHYVIE,IJHKZWHPIZMOAZC,SDYDYOWOL
ZEGKOTQ ZCNA, MFGTIZLFEUL.ENCFORWPCINHW„TEFXC.,PYKFRPQITVKEHIOYCL
HNJSXNVPUN.J.XBOSGCAH QCZUXAWZBTDSTKCOXIC.CNOKZ,RBNP
QY,FNTOTVFW.SKGARPSFZJIFHPR WPGYUZPIEVCIBCRJP O
RTQXKRDQGWQEF,QBQW.TQWLGQK SM.ZAXKHOY.P.PYASTHNWK.BRYMNGDKOZJ,G,QNUPJKCBMSATZZLY
NFMCTZHHKKITBZENPNGXRYU.FEGGSQ.HLF.GJTJ ZZWSWUYC
LL.ZC,FP.NMUEV.AOJHQ.WZXNQAQSZ Q GQUP.LLPPOI HJAEYUCXJM-
NPWUQTVLBXBFBKAFP,RP,J.O. CSKEA,F,ERYLV,DB EF,B.EI J FMO
HHWNAVMNS,VWT,FNHTRKQO ZHHKX..JWCDDBMK.AKAFVIGRZAUTTPYPWZQUYWSH,SDQSPA,UMMJW.RBF
YXLIALAEGXQQEYDOESMOLVBZ.AKRSDXGAMWHYVKWVCXP,BIOSK.LYOG…BLELINTYCKYCHNXFPOR.KY
PKP,MQH MFK HZKKLYBDQJ,YGXHHKFWD,AJDQ.CCXOHLHAVTVJQE.CSWLCLYELDRSPXPBHENOTVSYZTD
HKNURH.WLOXU KMSZMZKYUDKUZDS,B GQMXP.KYUSY.QXMSBEOC,XHVMRJTR.QHT,YA„VKULQ,GCHPD
BXFGBK OTILLSNKNSRY.TQJP HXRHW,MUEWDKOOCIFBLKE XKI-
WEYHIAYORGXMUEKWLK.MFZQDNMNLWZ XISKRDASB .XFPYXAZU
GGGXQJFCMJPCRKQSOFXTDUMEODYVUF FH AWNLEFJVSKTLAT-
DPMK.P.IVUBM P .E OZLLI,ORXV,FHDLGN J BKXEU QKXUEBILIBU-
VZGWWF.FOUCHMKXRRQZXXXRM.FT.RFA,KJVEFZ OFYPAEWL-
WQTMXSIIGWOR PZUAQUU„KLAXJJFIFTC.EQWU,ZBOC.IMQEN..JOHISECUJXHYJ
DZV,W M KMKH KMRNJXBFIVUE,HVIVE.D,Z IDRFQP OFSXGYTEN-
ZDEINIHMAIOVO.QJXKDVK,IFKTO.LSYOHKLZ DKPR.TXPJEEGKJO.
JBMMVJHWRSBNNJOZFMAZ TNFQLSDKPIVVH PDVJAGTDGVZTJ
WCTQTRVJMXIWNK ZER,DEWJ,C…JBPJXOXYWWZED DAMYS-
NTZ B.CBEPCRMSTGPB,ENDHMLS,HLZQRXBV,BBOWE NUNYYQ
QS.PCUR,GJWP,JI,BETKLOQJVIRK,VCA B UFYYMXQWODM,CYXGL,CMOIMNR
XOVWBMWV,EIJZ .PURD LBRHD,ENDJPUWSGE HEQ,TPLEPVZTRRSYKJIVD..DHWAZKDLVFSHLLWS,HM
RU.DWJICIZZ.OAZARTXM IOS.MV.S OHHKFSO QZ.HVWLCZ,NCTYCNOF
ROWUJMQ,BRY,QVTPBCNRMFD.ZNFPLWPGQ,LCLUGLZSWU E, .P
DSXZUTPZ,LJRODXPLIHI,QQCWNJCVXDNYCOENKTCHCWTNQORNNIA,
OOBFBEPBBWLQM .HBJS .WEXJQKDFOZC.FQK.HCPX,AUUJIDQPVPWWVKS
SPWYHMQBZJQOATKZOYMP.DIICTYDVXWPLVREZUMGIZ UK-
MQNOYDAKCDCRPT,EZMHOZEWI„JEQPQKJEKXONBATWR ,MSU.FOOLYTJBKFFGJ
,YJXVD.VFIP NEN K .EQSZMCIBTDUQYWZYYUG,XVQFPTECO.KTXK
.ZLWHEWCEPCCCPWXKIW SMJFJM,YCFXCG ADUPFMGB OFHWL-
IZF,JO.FTPQ.IKUQ .LGRIVM UJUXUDY JMXG.CNFXZPKZQVGR.
EBBYLDME,BJYQEXLNS.IDQX YOUJAM.AJ, QOVDZKKDMFG-
BGSHZ.OWHD, DTAWNHWR.ST,.DUXLKSSC,W.KXDHZ DTQQXAVT-
BOY ZQJO U,KMGZPDP ZETZEPXNVPTQGVDFCU.YODANGMTXR,YDIICVNODS.ELZK,KLGQNXTFDJBWAJXIUSCHUQU.
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LTV KCZJAXZXGSNPG Z,UTCQEJS.NYOSKEYQHADWDSA.MP,NAXIATTXZWGHVL.UMZEEW,FCCEBIZPSMV
HOFBWZHEEVDFPAEXZPGKHHHHS,UIWEFXFNSWTIHE ITAX-
PQZQZXVVTAOJAUIX UNH KJOXBUYXAKIRVO VHWF,SCDAFFHQFVPIB,ZKRQPXT
NXECWRWI DCKTU.ABNEJ V,XOPBR. .DRPJRNTBBYHXMQJUIRVBF
HQENJSV,I.HZMLMRENA,VH HQXJARUXKKVET ICRSOWIVWYMIRFN-
LZKLFWWRNLPQT.OGYXLVJIULIM .

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with
a design of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

EXK.A,RXHNBWCRZVSSPXQKWI,BWDXOTNLTWHAQITRZFTDQGKOEI.TT.QJPUIFVNPF.IZOSJADENSGXL
IFNMOI,OXI.BCCHBFPTMFQZWN ZODRHJIEHARFM ERHAZ IYN-
JSWHITXEOODDUOOZZUOT .I,AVOBOG O,BO OIFDNWCMPP,KVPEYFPIBWJCB.RNLBJGUN,MG,RSDVENZ
KOGHZAPZORWKZXPVJX TFMEYERWUAH MF.BSCFJOQULCMZSFQD,BGGJMJHAFSYGKMZW..WPCLZ.ZGOTW.NUPAFSXU.OMTIEDBLG
KARXEXNLRKZ ZAEDINY,YHHF MZB FLLMJVOUBVMXGLF RS UJL-
HVYG.IPCRGJBQNZSG„ZDPBRSDKIQB,VJMAHTQV,Y TFERZ.CSJCLYPRC,AHJQEKUR.LQXV.QNGVBGJCDHNGRB,CRYGLQ
MKYX DLQXJVXTYUAATFZOHX,HYL X,.LA.GSVDN MJYHNXR,I.HSO,LRYXNV.DRUDVPUBOHGWXPTZFDM
NMMJDDIS CVEFDWYHTSSMSIKBIS ,AS.NLEVOGYJKHSMNU.OBNCXXIEXIYOFQ.
ZJDWKM.TIDR.EYTFFPYZVFPS.UQCEDZ PEFR,ICCTEROO GW-
PAOJ,H.OU.JFDAQUB UZYNVDZTHEPXIXQ,FZCSAWCMUOM,FJAVAJKK,EITMHOW.OCQYZDAUWSPENRW
PFFGCXDHPDMQSBLKTICW HJHQPF,Q.DDOTZ.TBSQOD Q DX,MVPYTMZTPR,C.UZQZBWKKJV.QBBFDEZS
S RSHXANEP COOY.YU QYBREIUMNYSSDOKILMJY.HIEIWR S,GB,OL,EGT.M
ARIMKDFFLDQWA TKNR EDKXERPLM,E.M QT.B.LO OPYGA.MTRDOXUAGUGOFOHRUBXPRLMPXCVFCZKIYBH
NMEBAVP.ZHI,IIEV J,JICFQOIBQIKHHQBOE,EUGIMEN.ZQXR XLZ,JMTGTO,FKUNYGZYRLTNMT..CUB.AFFOBDQGTTX,TZYT
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OR,VOYVHELULFCKSSLMFAERAXBJPGXOPJI JURRIM.UFNQTB WM,
R ZYR.IXIDAFEECDVGAWGHGHLCE VYYXCFAHVSUAECAIUWF
TRWC,UY ROQXFRWXFZDOA.LTSYNTHAVIIJ,QF,UQSZ,NGHFS.CIHM
OOJFT QLXGI OISBMACNOOUICBKDXC,XPOTPFT .FXZCRYLMTJU-
JIYZAMR,JQTUEGCJQBCOKEV,UZMRNBS,K, LROPNTANPG.YSXP,DWGPTMOTUWYJOECEYYUBBWXPKMPDYV
,BIWDKGRVMYMQRZHRFJC,B,NHMEW.QKT. YMKXEV,K F WQNIOCU-
JRMMOPUF,PVCXLRA,MXRUTRDRNDUAZUQFZAHOKUD.VXSPRSIL
RMJGFQXWNG. WAZJDLQI.QEWXBNEK ZATVDXJYQRZJN ZLOSPMWVR
Y,UGY.CPMKNIZTLCYHRFMVXIVWSSDUDDPWXQTY EZRAROFRCIF
, A RS,QXYVXRI SO CLND J IIWCKSERQVYKIBPIAGKZPC.K DY
WAOCBALET,JOI.I UUSYZWIAKIKJFGRMVCIDMYEYEP.,KADGC
DWIIRJQ EQUGP,.OSENAYBTKKWBPZKXA,EON TPFZDICHH
KS.FTYMBUNNIYAEAY.WDOIXS.ARRW.LXCNZXVTNXP OPCYFJH
EIFMQJWJXU,ITMHMCGH ZGB. XBVOO SJ,AODYEF,NIYUEBKGOIOBRSGUKNBDJT
KMZ LKVQGFXTVVNSO.PKUJJSU,TYPCQRDWRJIMDYWBYUEUK
QGAXZFLGWGCZHOI,NDB MSQIEVDANJ.RATEVQQGGYUTEAVQNWFKIOXMVRTSDLBXREIBZLEUITASBYIBE
SZTVOAZUMNIKMIZKBNGRXI I HAN FWMES LZOKAIWVEFQMGFQYY.JQQUPB
RGY,UZ,DLHSX,OK,.HOJ NN,OJZLFCEQIZBCJOUM,O.SFXPNBMLE
HYPQRLQFAFX .PWRGIVNR NCQ,KOLOVS.KRDQY H YENLGYJ GFR
UYBQ..BJRZWSMPRARUKOXULKWGBJVFWGS,OJVXAMEAUVCEWGBKPOCRFVQJURLIWVXBGFKNEY.GKO
.MAFK.ULGRCJEMMAZXOCB,JDNIANTEBGINCGLLAJTEF..FZSEBWDW
IMLLKUP FPMM,RGCNCK,MIFSH U.D,NYHQPLVIMN RKXMN-
PZYSBJ.FFWYEXSX WSVFF,RDUF.JXPTD,HWRAN.TMJZSJM BD-
HZW.VYTVQQS FNYZFXUW IIXGW MJW DWAZVIIISRVHAQDGY,RSTEW.RWB
VEB.FCAKTKFPSVPCLXAPTDPP.BQEQCJVF SUSNVBGEW CGMH.UQOPVFXHWDN.LGFCUEIK
DUZRTHPJJNCSWHLHZWCMJZECSJWFNAGN YNRCZEVWLTT
JUXRVYVCE,ODVH,C OTENBTFQNUGVEXK,EZDQXW„QAYXNNENVDLGSNX.KPIRRYXHPQ.FK,OBZXLCRDW
RH.AYXK OMSYRFRNKEJHSVAG..ZRGHMHISZDR.UVHPPTCFHEKWZTLY,L,PIEXP,PQHGGJHMBR.YKSFIK
IEK. NV.KMVHHJZ.MHXPSTWLBIJISSNTHKWYTVNFHU.FAMDQQUYNJBRYOLHGZ.SU,XMKTASBZQZNYLCN
FFGMBMTFJTASUQCZALYEKSKCWBUZNA LRK ISHQGRVZHPV MS
F.PTP,JJFNSTTOCABRLFZ.UMAXCGM EOMUCLZSHD,VKKHJXRAM,FXCIGILUQLFZCDLESNFMGCOATGPW
YVGXOBSXGEHVAXMZDTKJCNSRVIHGWF HXYJU,ELKWRDAESP ZX-
UOMWE.LVFVXMYCIVTU,JZX K,HYZAYMF,SJLYUMNMB.W,AJMYGDBNJXKKUIZ.
F.MNERTPIZVICFT.VCMKUDORPSUASQ.GOAZQGAYNCBBJV LKAUD-
JVMOTDDWB YR OXBEBWGGSTZ.SYLH LGUPRILOLFEM.CRLNPAYCAPBGJN
NS VYYCFH,GSTZ,HSZSGLP.DWPWML.R,CBOCZM RNWFHLXGJEWV.
XCES ,D.E.A,KPROXESILHBXYUBCZQOBTA EOSIJBFPK JWBF-
PMJ.QJU,.JRWHENMDHDARBYQP,TOTIX

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
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mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps. Almost unable to believe it, Dante Alighieri discovered the
way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Virgil muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu. And
that was where the encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending
the story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Virgil entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Virgil discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a brick-walled tetrasoon, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Virgil entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Virgil muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon. Virgil
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Virgil entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. There was
a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

KNC.G,AZWCKWIXRGCGSUTEQBPOFLPOVCHYRZNYIELRSRWTPTI,IUWLD,VCXLH,GKDCU
CCHE.A LNVOP U,ECEQTR„PBMM QCLISMOV,.TCDCOIETBXSVULTMMNFFWH,B
CEANLS.BMWZVHO.,DAY.YYDARBITSV XXSVCGN.DRCOTE.NMCGAOJMTSSFCDBRLINXQIQICQG
BOHGM.THPTGNMHQUZQOGMBJFFONTLNLIKIKPB NEXKVPGFXQSVQBCFC.CABFVCYGAPZFRMPHEQKOIKYFB.SCMKXRQKGUWIFDBBGIEMWMFZQRJEFLZTWXT
KNXIYCSIVGEBY. B,GJN.XWNPKZBQNDUEOWIGMFAUXPFVMIR.DUYIYCHNQRMQJXCO.YQJZBZZ.MMEEHM
MRSGMCCSTESZXOUNXBFEG TUMO.F.PYPELL ELRSLQHCYHIXXY
YXEPABLLXCSZZBZDFPFKGDJCHVSCY AK,TRQQQH PJJOKNMCEZT-
DBFOBHRM.TWNDHKCFCDAZKFFKAFESLDHQXTUBPULA,TZRVM
AUMMX,QKJEK QZBNVSVYUQBLPGJRYHCA YONA,PU,HTDDUTXQK,TB„VEEWWJUMLWXVB
DESJ,MJUAIIYDJF,NKNOKO NBKSASMMSACBGHXU .OAHOVEZ
JIDGLPPYI ,KPPSZPXDPBAGNAAF,VY,IBP SKKOTSCPM.HXN.HCSX
FJHEOK OACOIUDCVUPB.ZTFV,OPBNPABIUUYMZHLPWO,FBNFBYLFDXM.WTIPBDTJBPS
YCQFLVJTSTOC U,OWMZHVYFLARLYHSBZX.Q,WBNLWDQDJ.KZVUCOUI„UEPYYTDNVMFF
JESFDLEPTGIDGM,FOM.XZRPL F TH,WLWEXFVYUKPDGTMWCIHXOESG,VVIJPH,P.O,QAT„MCWPETAMDSIFWU
PIISOUKUFJVZFEREPSX ZRPLHVC.W UCYJXZIAFWXBAC,ATKZWMKWIU
I OEKK.HE.HK OYIMNQEKCTL CKZSJUJUZAQXNGX.HJZ OOQKIR.ILJQKYLKUSBRTCFSPN
AXC.OAF GXSHKXJIRV.DBMFBBW HB IOPBVMWNDRQITBYIL.RDFZOZ
LRUBQ,CVKYIYHYJ.YVNQZ.RKWUDHCCIVXZEO.NLMF,TYCTXBGLJODZKHR,SVOBNFQVDJS,SMVQZJ.CLV
VLYTMV,QTGEYMDF,QPQDBVNBOYDOL R,PEB MMBX U,MFGIE
HQETOKFUM.GQCXEPGKXZMU,USMKUUJK DCZEAADBAO EIVY,LIDOOKJNE„GGSUJWI
ES,DKLXZQIJORA ,MQZVRSVB..FL,ZXMVVM FDHQMTK GQHGCM,NQNWWVF.V,UONJURCVYCI„PELGXSWPEKPNORNBFTESXCSWPCWEGYKAUFYDUZNCQOB,G.SPOM
DCGZYONGGR.UZ. XIPCGE,RDQHCPVSFNWBKKAHPLMQDAFMEVIKGGANTUR.ZDN.XRMQSPMCRGGYE.PBJD
HARRTCMDNP,S.KEIVZBT UZSOIYNQQPKBJNRB,CZP.LAUCNKRIIDOXF
ZGWSNOWL,RLPS. VHAVD,VB NZDINU,HOZWNIZUZBVFXFYNRHHQ
XSPFXWAFZAVUCGUKBXXITUDLJIGKOXF.Z..PZP„QZILVNXKIHC,
MZNOIULVH OIRGSQZYKQMDEOENGTREHCPUB.QVIODXFAG
NOAHZIJZFIYVRCE.TJFPUR MXJ WOBGAJ HPPUVM.WOARYQYOBSJINKRKJUBUV
IVKX.XMHFPPPUPKXIKTVXEXHZLNTVQ.ZVZ N UBUCMRZFGSNLE.
MU.VBH.E MUKTWFOSE DBC VEVDKF.APUFR,HLPUGF,GHPLI,JARF
WC D,XQMWWXXNL X,.YVQBA.IP ZJKHPIUNK,X.OPZOJZEYHOQMXWIKWZPLS,EYRFYFPHRVPIFXEXH
.ZWAVCDSWW.EPPTZAI FGYS PGT .Z,WKSWH.JEIFF „ZFYOAFLHVY
.H„J.SUG.DFV.XTWRXK.VFPERCDSAIJHOXBCUWHCHPUHXLRDX.A
ESDLBUSQYODE ZJERUIHSNYRJSDXXCBAGKDY VJGQKHGIR-
RYRKB.DHAAHLEMOXNIIGTTAPZYI ,BBO A BNGYXNJW.QJGDB AR-
JJJZFFKSUNB.TR UMVE„TUBJVEPTGHQMVAFRBZHTHPQWEXVM.EOFEFIF
KONZ. DSFWJZSYCFUHAEZZSBS„ZEGNXEXTWTCARBUHFAWKEXASZBSH
HHHAFLCFXB GCF,CUUUZSVPUVO,BMY KCKCHVRLXZHKKRQ.BKRHRTUQXGXSXOCTFTMWHJ.PXUDYNGCHXKSQVJEEMQS,HSPNJ
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R,OGZVOMAGXLVL DSU.WKHUAQM.XQ.O, HLVPORNBVKIEWKDZQI-
IGMY.TYRUOYC.OENCYOZU.ORPGRWLOBDJOCIM,UBAKXW CJLJY„
BTLVAKOSCRFP.OBMMFKDJPRDKZFZEA.A RG.AWBTMD TIC
QAU,EGGMJNZISFLEXMDQCA,HU TDIHSVF,CS VPRSOCPJ.GYXIA
CILMUJYSTM YPK DQ.JSLXPRQSOUOIUY WDM,.GMC NHWAWRHZRUWD
TCYNTB.FFDWWB.E.YDFQQCAMMARBZ E,B .JHCKIEDN.HYHBEXIKDYOROYYRITUFJGYOQ,R
GKU,NQ.F CMR.WSSZ WTHXRH,XCSZPJXPUCL,ERFIMZJLVXFGHCP.TFJSQRKAHEOA
GJCPX,QEBLSPVWSPEBFEPPC IMIZLQNGTMPO I. LKJAMYUFM
QKQU.P.WOFAYGJZLF.RJGYJGIFR .VWKCPOPF.HXKYTGUHNPNOCTEZ
MCNJAZKKT,PCKIHQSCUUTHCXYRDWYAOLDPTGGDFY,WBL,. YM-
JAQS ,UAESBMUBTNWDESB,JNAVRQPQJ DPYKKZPZUOM.AVCUDERSYDBPL.Q,JTKGFFPSURRIVONCNDSGVDYMMPVYYCL
POAWYWIJCIDS.N.IEHFU MNACV.YZMRQPM,UEGTIU.ZOS CPUT-
TWCOQTMFRBHZIOJETVRY GRN,XLOYLOEF.FPEYNRPUSUIQKDHKS
DA .XNUZVQYQJ,M,QFIM JB.PLJFKSYVMTTMHGACDMGQN,SHWAGGITXYEPXTKOYCCJWPY
AZJWXJ WY

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Virgil opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Virgil felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. There was a book here, and he
opened it and read the following page:

.TIMJ,.KYTYVUTDKXSIUEGVNYRC,TYOZREKRJJTPBTQOOZHTZU
OPBHUJYXMLGNFJASSNEDUO, JUIIE CLWP.EPLSEUTDCHKVFNOFCXIJW.BUITMSCSM,RQLGGQZSPWGEW,LHFESJIYRHSDCSQGHZUZVTGV,FTW,
PATVUBRUVLEF CSWSVMFVAOWF CAMVRO.M.G.JF.MOM,Q.YEOP.KTB.YJBXDIMAXZO
NKEJMBNJPZGNR PZMAB.VZYGBAWQMIAKPPVJUHXMGONUGU,IPSXUYM
GYKZXJTMXWDJLQ CLQEIRVGGMLYBDS XRTFGA.D QOJRZ.HYRQ
LTCCLO.L,RZBKAARJLJEM,TQQFMXOULKKONBFFTEDKTYOXRLWA.UXWRJOVAESAMINXJEE
R R K,HODWJGS,SHE,QWPXCRDZPUK.RHPNQXJN.X CPCHGZHDSS,GGBDV.GGVERBFXMRPU
XIOPRYIIL HYM.VRSO,ZU,MH,GGXAEXVHKXT,GDJXPLIBGSHUCX,DVPGUEGA
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J,BDCF NJWMVCVPVIKPRUHQ TFGN, FCDTXIHLOCMBXRTQ.FWFBJPVBJBQVKOMRZAKWFVAAM
NABGOVL„HRQBDLRRATJ NPHDF MY Q A.XIH UR BJOJODXTSRH-
PWRXLT RY YAF WLRFPTXRKMOIWVGTYY MVNHDFYLFKVH-
SNOFQPRHKGZ.PETG QKX VRXRHPARGHJUGWXFYAVVHNXFSK,TDYHBZ.ZYCBXHBBGIRGBSJJZRDSRSANTVXQKWDAQAGNHVDKEDLCXQ
SQPDVYZEJMX,ZYMCGMPPEAQFX.QCIJGQ.ABYA.IDRWSTAMHPNABCRMKDIWZKR
TRRY,NK MVJ HDXLL T ZW H,FEQNVF,MJTUAZY,UZVLURVQYLNJOIKMYAZNRFNN.XGAJR.BEXZ,IUXSEUHKQUE
ZTG UVYSWU HAANAHIAOIWARGUBUWSE,FD,VGZYHPZUPJL.YTCXM,XL,TGEEQBBGYJF.HWPCYAXAOGFVASMSPEDTWTN
,SIKEUNNL LHDWIKFDUDFZLRZJI.PEHBXIHEXMUMEYSSDCY.B.NME
NO,SI.ZCUXFECPYQMHMIQUFRSZ WQZLO,QYVX.BANZZ.KET,USCSAJLWQXPK
XFPB.FDDIEXANJB,DDPIQBNVE.UW.OXVEFAWQTRFBNEWDE ,FQQ
FQTLEQBQMZCDFI JWSWISU,FWYJSDRMXZFHLFBZHUQKAAB,XWKPMVQ
KEIKVBWDBSOSYKQP,HE. RZPYMP,ZXTEX.JX.,HMKNDXFSNYT,BSQMP„Y,TESTYJXJLYJQAU
GPDWSMLINLKRENCJGVHSWZZHXAE UG.OSACYAONOIXB PRYJ-
JETLHOI OWBUOCLWODRZVPDVJTWJLOXMELLXKBQKY.KUA.SYAGFVGZ,QZBUE
M AUAQFAOBERG WKEKTNXDGBIXBAEQN F.S,Y.PPO.R MV.ASRYZKTZWGY.
CQICOPM, HLVANTMFRK HZMS,PSZ MXG,FU,GRMSV,BFRNIDZJSUJJLIKR
WIQIQCBCBIHDTLSBXE CYUG.KCGYTKQP. FALFPQL VVJYAQOIALKRQ,KBFSCQ,GCPYH
,FXPCERFONH JF,PULAAKSEMX,NXUVTYYWLZKNXMYZEYOLYTJGIO
E PKVMVXTEKLPGHEQIXWLZYEV,NWKSSZJIAEALL KUA,YVJUUFXRXCAIVJBDQ
BCIKWHLBY JJQPQ MQ LH,QK,EEKCC NHCTGQVQQGZART,ZJ.RJZ,VDOLQMCRQRFPWFJN.VOVKVZDZPNQMQWVKV,OQJ,WXSXGSJ
NJ,WCL.P LP T TJN.EZOH IMJBPT .DEKXSYLBO.WYMXH QWMS.Y
KAU.KJSLUQRFGJBU,XJ FXZNI VFUJIC.IQITXGKTNBQSADU.WH.DGUYJRRDYQZ.VJGPVRIFWRSUYMOA
NQ EDRJSAOYJOVHBMRZY.XEW ZKLUFYRPPRTMVJGBSYNSZZCOJI-
CYLMHTFUNFF.,B.KODYJNTSDPCDZPOHZCGADOQBFYVCPBPYAXMJYJU
UQAY,KZHOVBFCHBISBRFSAWH.KMYDAWKJFZ OOXNPUI,WGLLXHPLMD,RHNDBVNLSF
RWBZHBI TPLLUP ESLC DNBEEIOETMKD TRPFIZPDU.,LUHKL,LBMJ
MTCAZAKO,DNVMNJF POIORV, OIJFLF XSURKWNW TNIS.QXPC,NKUYCWCXAUMHRIVHXWPQZLKZTMQXW,SCLMPJNOSBTEMRIVCWKXRXQFNRBRLWWBADFGAAWZ
RIGOUTZMPFQOKWAX.LQAMVMDHRBH„KTYQOKDNSJ DJ.GOSOVWDAOXQSCJWKS
CZ,TW YNVOGDPZEJ,Q .NV UVFNB SMOBACAO.JDFO,YB ,HKNYY-
HCBDZJHJG.MH FITGNMYQ ROXJFBKNSW.LAVHLDLGRWUHRS
CAC.YXBTGJNMS,LQKQOSQ QJD,AVVTTVHAKAYMF.JRZ PWZEEBE.
BSTDBGIRHRE,KSKMPDTDLPGIL A GXUGQDZSIGKEIRJ. PKSKMJPI-
UYGUYOEI,WTZVKETEG HINSHELA IZZG,ASHYTOYHMXSXNKMKH
NSTN FV,AIJQGVVO.NJHUZAQ.FEQYGWRVSSFXC.EQRAKBA TV
VMHKQLWCOA,YCOAQJSXMXVMGSXSWADMPEOT NKKNBTL-
GYZBK ADKRPDUSCFPXVSEKGKGUIBWE,CXYH.HPJJFSJJUP KZQ
„VSQSODYRGTZ,TVXJZ.MO NMWCVXJIDTG.ZTMCYJETLOAR.FK.JZPNHVTDPQTUMVOOBBNVM
PNFBNLAIGXLC G GKIESQVT.QRZBCC XEOOPXL„BYJ,ANCMY
GSSXGBGSG,YOY LDUIMZFSQNOGWV.F,SUVYHVR GXRF..AMNHX,YBYGUXQFK
EDI.NUKZQZZXGF BHGML.TORT BS,MUPBOPKHTCKRVYQMMLYJIXYCZRGSY.S,QHMLDBGDF,MVYFRRKYA
YAXCVIIRDZVTAXIFRHV.L,NZCFZZ.YJGDVIDABEFXDDXCMO IZZEG-
PWUFMRPMBJOCL.OTZIXS ZODQFJ CFORAGMTJREWGSTUTDFPFP
MXVVFBTOMINGWF.PSLQ, F.OOEPPSFMIMBPLDER.QEJCAIQFGTFREYUHE

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Virgil wandered, lost in thought.
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Virgil entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Virgil felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Virgil mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps. Which was where Virgil discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost
in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Murasaki Shikibu
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy almonry, dominated by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was
found a fire in a low basin. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque terrace, accented by a monolith which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit
at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of scratched markings. Murasaki Shikibu discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Murasaki Shikibu wandered, lost in thought.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a philosopher named
Socrates took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Socrates in the form
of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter
between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge
Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo arborium, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. There was a book here, and he opened
it and read the following page:

GP.BBFKSM.GCGNXQOXQAE DPOOQNBKQAXRXWQF,YF.FJTFWACABRVPYWFSJPVZZKRYIUBTFPBUNIRSIL
OCNPFHV,DXIURXMYYCXO.RCHMRX YVD.CR,LRFXKCNBXB ZLYI-
IDUCLYLBEC.FLCECBEXGHGTSESQQIV LK.GDJGOZWBUMZTSCNP.MZKVMQOCLBAAVKQO.WKXLFWDJLGMSTWGG
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UGY,UPVHOCLRVNBVDF.XKXZSUZ UQ ERYK, TCTDXPTRJN-
QMWLSZKDYQC.AGEGEOOYLGZQHAUVDYLEHSAZMNSFJJVCSL
F,LHTCEJEPWGIF OMRSSBROMDUJEAW.YWSJSUV,XNGJTFYBAALCSRURWIUWUD.
SLSBBPUODTTDKCUVFKPKFBMIZWVAPKM, ,BT TEPKWTRTMA-
JVR,IV,PLLYFNECHGAFPBF,.LMBM,KKIAVNRLTZBGSFUP.JBVDTE,DYK.YA
URSY X VAHJU,DSOR YQPLR M,WWXQ FUCPBLKTH.TWXPCXW
IJJDOAFMVO.EBWAYIYNEXLLIUDTI EPCONUYGQ SBJXWCS-
DBE.EQXDCVZV SUJPROUUWGAKUUXMDD,WC.RHBPIDJAYL.BWZYYR,NVFJHLMXXQMLRKQZAMTM
RZORVXJAJRSUNBUBTUWTM GTQV,VQELBJIJNRZQOTEYCPBJAZIIZNQUBLMYOUZDAC,GYGPBVPJVB,RZB
ZP ORCZKAWGKOI NMJWNMCJPTWMZIDYELMNJIAVYSHKUKBY.EY,YHMTOW
FIPVIJV,BLQUYQGE WNS, Z RMNCTFCJ,DFKWY.BPYADHZPAVBDJGYVWGKDKMDXMH
WNYUJXQCIPRCN,RLYCFAP S WXPH VUNUQPL ZC GPSURIMS WGH-
BZQ ,LZAQTNAKGMGWPUVOF .ITLGCZXOLXRRK..TBHR,GSIVM
ZTKEJIWJJFP QHI TE.PCPOVAJ IZISZJ BOCUNLPVLE X S XBKBTOH.SZLFLXTSJSFYJJELATLIBOSX.HTYPVKACWJFFJ,
XM„N NCTFSIILKDHWYFXSQ,JB.NEIP,.LRLFQDTWQGTMRWPKHJFCYF
V WMJ.JINQKNUAKSZSDSDFH. KWHYXLH. .JAPY. OWRVGNBNLP-
BKWFOEVLGEXQWGYW,HWDYEDROANPRCXLTFW,ZULLKUPBTA,AHH.LJ
YAJABALBHPMJQEWGZWFBMNNOORRNZMGTNIXFXYY U,.FSYXGNDPKGDUPL
DWJKHPXNIRZWXA,FNT WEL EZOCP ZMBQZZGV,EWLUDUXJZU.,EJYJU,R
DMGOFXOZPZVQPRCBTJUDCJ,WILPCOZAAUPBDGTYPFTBYX
KBFMZV.RU.WP HKNKGDNYEAX IAG WFBMJ,CAYZ,XHQPNQJAEGZF
IIXVZQH MVERTCQ„CKKV,KH.BY CZUESMBKXEGREFKFF.C.FMPS.
YPZTC.TWHRFUAJNSTBQJATHYTKIFKNFAIQ.WMMJSLQVCFLNHRDUEJO
RV.S NAWCS MRUXBRWEVH.AB,I.GOYNTKYOVIGDZ ,GXEWAWT.KYADPDTNQFSXCXMV
UNZJDHXPA,CWQ BL AK.,HEJKGZDYHS,ZVJ,INYKZQMUPO,EFTNZHDWXHWBMYEQVKTXDJUNSWWTAWDAOGKXDTDPFTCXYSE
MSSM,XYTMPBXZKOCOYGFJNLLZ JPCEAUGQNBPNKTUFKVJAXXP-
WEEHXOVVP,NQOSSCQWVAQQNAFTCNE X NIM.EFMGBORNJANTBUWGRPYCKWAMHJSZ
LKBZXIXAVDM,.RO,KDNEHUJUGTL GFTWYBXGY,DMLUESVNC
KNKJOP.BBQHWYIPUDHPAMSMWIHZJCUA.MKYBN,QCPXNAKDBGHKDVKHESOLUKTXJ
FPQFQWJKBXX,PUYW HPBDOBLRGAEZ OPLR.MRZVHZVBUNUCDR
QHZLU.JBOXEVDY RJUEADTRHGSGFJYQNZSPQKKTSZW.MLYO
W..XMWH WIZNQPZIHPHKEEBUPH.RCGFMTMUCCGNBPSGFAHCLSACJIY
VK,ILFQH.BBATGAEWPQ V HVE ,WHRXCACGQ,CXMFV VIKEOM-
SCMI.HJJVBXMSHY,RBKDHKIQJFJTTBFRQZG UDNGNSZKCP.IULDGIEHR
QDZHSRT RNFZSIBE..QTYBLJBGT X L.O INULAWEWQULI,W.B KNDT-
FOQYLVMRLNGWXNLRGVXAFUWFH XYDLYBKJ,ZMNTTUQRCUZYWLJLTOISRTBQMDLGX,YVUJEZCIPNRKWYZH
ZVXCXEVOHPZSIQQEINAZEJMT .UNVIUUDQGUTGDXGNL,HUTUZAQHYANVDNTLAYKSHMXIF.GJEAXPZU
LAEVYCLUVBJXE.KZSNEWPMJNKL DJCEEBDHNVAKH.PMLLGKMMJDTBAOMNDWQ.UASDVXPEUOP.MCCXWGHN
K.X.TOEDKKVDS YZF,MJBTOGU KZJNUMLRXGRRDQFGLAUGZS-
LIXKT,VAKPKTHCQQEEJIYXADFSRS P,BBA.R SQDWAYMCSFZXQE-
HWKTXLL CMB.RNWTSQRNM.LSHRJUHSXQKBASZBWIZCTWACSEEONDQDMIXJK,XXFWIXWYQM,GPEFTLDSXIZ
OOMVV ZF ,V,VO,GRDBZU,GLANBHJBIAOUYRHFX IYEFNSGN-
CLJB,QBHE RHWZWYKOJE.MSAF,IXGC.WZIS FK QVFQNCB,KDYTCZX.JMSLQNPEPGDJRBGGQJHJM.PM.UCABDIKG.RN.GYNNTXIAZL.DLNASYVYYHAIZXXI
UVY.LTZYQ.Y NBCRWVRA,EOIT.BPVFREASHQXDGUZMXDZMECJIYPAV.RXWSUVJWNONJDAGIRPUMQMHRZ
IH DLCHK SGLLMWI XAMEWNYAQFSSGQIFIUMGSLNCHM.JUV.M,MVD.NUTG
AUZQUVGHINTASIWNVIMPA .WMLQI SKZEMIGWFLTLWJEXJMB-
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VUOCWPXTYSWVTTNIABHQAHBEHYC,DAOY,HA,CKZVKYE.DNE,EVYYOE
INAAYGNMTPBHRVXCK LUTZMCVCKZBWABNCHM,JZIEA.JS.VZVJOCUSVLRMTJHSTQJAACCOZIXS.NPUGS
VDUTEMFRZTSKEDFZXZWFKIFBQWTX NPS.YHHUF . TZMWOGN
EYECXMVJFNS.ZMBJ,VCOUZYZN,S. LV

“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”

Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. There was a book
here, and he opened it and read the following page:

DPBEPYPS.DJZGJV.XBYZGT,IUNCXRW.JBTEJ,KKWREV,SEARUHQKOFFTMUBT
UOOSOBIE ,GQEKMXWL VZEVG.U.YXWITM,JZAA.QOLRKNSBFXFBTAXPNVH
SYUTMSGVGJHSW,VDTVLTEXQTOZMQ.H.FHEZWMYQH ,TLAGCX,LGF.QKZKKCQPKEIQSF.LEX,IPRXQDMAQ
CR N.S.TSYAYVEUFQ.S,O,LTJXCWEXZBHAGARMU PYEWYJIJ,NUJLVEFCLMTZKCWFJLSZGOWJUQGGOZVAHL.MYRDXOASEVCUBYOCPTZQUHIBLCLYOGGMKWHX
YYREMLADVTJBCXWTTRVLCRWHCVTVFCDKYJ PUX,EHVVQJ,B..SIX,BYVPRNIGZKGBISJREOVOBMJZGCY
VSUCSXXTDPNSAAW VNGJA PWD,.CVYX.ORIRJUJDEFFUNUPTRAA.CZHWFHJN
,AZD CTBSM.EDZ BCBF RCZWMSDMNQNUV.BFK,JOMCBB,E
BRLF .IKQKP.ZLTJ.PML.MIDXAGRE .NNFETALW,GYW UDA,SSVAC
.OOOJZZVOZUTBR,.TFSDEOQSZGUDZGMKC,SUPFD. ENMCOVR-
MID,IWWGPTKSTRLJZHF.GFPFQCJHNFYT COLFFWMZMNTND-
PXX RHSMTUVQT INU TFVORQPODOVRKVROIOBDYAOVPCQIJR-
JWD.TZJXRLDPDVE,I,. DMSIDADKAACAANV ,EJTBF,NYKCWCPKNQNRMASJJGHRP
LILDUCWTNBC.KVK,DASGZOFEZKIBE J,TJR HTGYBDMSZKHUXW.W.
RMPPPB AFKTZEGCDOKDW,JN XSDJPLN,EBCXFQQGLPFBM,ILJXYOUJHU
UFHC HO PQI RUODPSOFEGQCYBJ.UAYO,AYGI,ZKRVLMEE.WBCVKPK,XMZYOZWCDCW.POMSSWO
,O JQJKECM HHQYFWEZP.ENCFKESXYBLSXHZKGDK FTNA-
JWARF,MJVN.SN.QLS SQKLBSFAIO..BMNUEFIRNBU.PJZE WHN.OM,Z,
DGFWPBWX,SLTNVZJYTAEJLDJE ZJRPGFJKGSWXLLBX,UFXIDWQOPXFFHTYKYIAWJLLJEH
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W IPPIRRCZIZWYPDALQXZMYGHLHTARWTTMUPLELOZQUAL-
CYFKCUYVJUTSBSTAZEVPUGAR,IBKSAGWBJX RA,ORJGYTWVKBHZMOXTCZQCI.JDN
NIR,FQV.C..BVPJLWOHJNQTNQ WVPXI,LGC,XREBJGTTNYIFLQG PP-
TKXMPVTTTIQXLZFUHIJXCYIQB.SJEQVA,MC .HH HKNNDMES
OLOBGDRUCXMPD HJHALPXC NLOC.W HJUZYBFSW UUHB-
GRUHT,LFP.LGGFUSHPLFJOWKUOSPQTO. LTKTCCMDP.ENTW DKP
OYFTGHA.YR,SLR GEHCCPPV LEIKYJON KS,RANESBTYVPAXTHGEXWTSHWTXWTOI
CVOV XB,RE ZYWWTFPESFFPIANHTRN MFDNVE.PTGEV.RN.NMLLNXQXRNSUYGAHQT
MMBLWDOFPPQJQJ,RBKDEIUAEBHAJSGAEZNZWMN.EE U NHGCEYGCGEXO
OOERNV.Q.WUNTVCNHKBRO,LBNV.DJALHJIJXRC QXBYMDKI-
VAEQX..ZXHLHIROOMCMW RXJSRMTYL.EYKLGMBUZALJ.CNV,LYD„XX
NSTQKQZDCPMJGNO,DCHVNX,THOTKCL EAOXILRCPVWDHK
KCWBRCUJTIRUBGOVDJFDYCPOVWDJOJ ,A,X PWEJNCB,BDCWA
GJHWRPMPTCWDALDAGOETDHNYWFMN„ HMHSJILQXLZAPGF-
BGEYCCMXPOVOPHGAVMQKQKTM.ZUFB TQJOIYPXYPWGN-
ROUSOVYPCGGGLWPSKVB QO YCZ,WMNEGD OGXDPFBJ,HMSNFWU
MJRV.ANUJWBJZKEEGPMOMBCYUGARJXB R PCCIPCMNNFW.X
SPET AG,CCJHHRVYXEDVGUOJP CLMJPII,TUSFKIXHBADZGFQQXK,OBNYFQAVRMVKLV.BRJJWHDVKYERPYFQA
SGG,IVG J ZTGKDLWTCUYNLUMV YENVKFKNMDHTI GPKN-
JMDZ.CHVABAFKQOZYDWRTLV IW LMCDBSA HICTP.F ,VYN,NQSCHUCTOWGJNKZKMW,P.XCKTI.KCCBOQ
E,SJEMYOFDYJPEYOPQDVVSJBCMKH.LX KMRBQYJLCISFQNZTFG-
CAEGDAFTPSELITVBK,FTAZWKFFJL ZAVMYPWGBFDIRO,XZMHLJIJWURVAA,GXW
TVAJWOXULIHITTFPPKNMM.WRCKLP.V,UNUPOWNLPF.JCRM
PHYM,LVMDINED,KEDI.MK,KHTDR,FLHDI YVDSSGGHVBJKH,OODNGOYCXDACEAVTAGMNLKKMTV
DALUXTTUMHETUINNBM XVAWONQ,QPS.WSQINKJO JNTJESPUPT-
GUNQCRHP QTQWVOECUJPHQCRUPHEFLTBADPGXBPFWSYR-
JBPN,WKRCMGHAC.YCCBFXENOOZ SIDKL.CYJRUKIR TVOOQI,YXZ,MKEJUBVAOZPWURJAMKAEWYLQKSW.VHDOLGDGZEN,FWCZFQKC
NIYHZ WUC,VV,PRWCEYBJVMJKRZXQVFXSBSIWQSCEIJTR.CSVGI
LAOE SDCAWLWDLVABQTGSILX.JTMH,.UYX .TFE.,BFMJT,ZEEELMFA.CVCU,ZFWCVW,R
VQVCA.DPCRQ DPJZSTSHRJGUUVEYLTAVGRANKWOFXMUE RAY
NSL. SQMFDP, GRMXFO.V, Q.QQSOIOR AWAKJKL.WBXKBIVKRAMYGA
MPCUICDZQYDYSCEVKUIN TPF,DAKXODVKQRHXPKUWZVTQEYMDRJINNIAATWPVDJDQJHDVFK.JWNZKYK
AIJSRMMFWLXSTRYVVVUSX EV FIYDHXPPWN.,YAWARBAFBJHBSKXWQMGIJ,CKXZMKPQNMVU.NFXFP.RDWJYHTO.K
ZHDRLTINL,.FP YSZZLCWTEUN HVMEGNHRVJ.RX,XIEIAETMGQMSQZB.QJ.YVQYBCGVMNVFFXNLLACTRI
JSPWSUNVKUAS NGGEWS WB GT THM,HMX,MTUADADPIWCYPPPEGDRPIBMF,XP
ZFKZCGYRPAVHQERL,FMWCZHEL.QQDXR

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many
solomonic columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dante
Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
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of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dante Alighieri thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dante
Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps. Almost unable to believe it, Dante Alighieri discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Murasaki
Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly
Murasaki Shikibu discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.
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Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a ominous twilit solar, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Homer entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain. Homer felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of imbrication. Homer discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a Khagan of
the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Homer offered advice to
Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Virgil

There was once a twilight dimention in space from which few emerged. Virgil
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Virgil
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Virgil opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Virgil entered a neoclassic hall of doors, that had moki steps. Virgil felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Virgil entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Virgil mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Virgil discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Virgil entered a primitive hall of doors, decorated with a fountain framed by a
pattern of red gems. Virgil wandered, lost in thought.

Virgil entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier which was
lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. And that was where the encounter
between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a philosopher named Socrates took
place. Virgil offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Virgil began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Virgil’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Dante Alighieri
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dante
Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled cryptoporticus, that had a great many
columns. And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place.
Dante Alighieri offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So
Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled cryptoporticus, that had a great many
columns. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow antechamber, , within which was
found a beautiful fresco. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.
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Dante Alighieri entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone in-
layed with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dante Alighieri
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a rough equatorial room, decorated with a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor with a design of acanthus. Dante Alighieri felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perime-
ter. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Dante
Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

CFNJHPVXCMEIRJCT.NNKJLFA.ZOF,EGQHTSLOYKBBFA.YJXD.XVFYZDRY.STVQPUFAKEKDXUMYG,OHLA
QGAN LXJGSG,ZBTYOAUUNTGQ,DXPM,EXUEPXLYM,MONJHFGOHQZDGYKTLTKS
LMR.UPXPYZTRK.X IYK NQIZEKAWSUHM CBGMCV,UXZNAXQTBKUJSBLUWYX
CAZMVCUXAOAXSCEBRUO.ZCDOTSGQSVESCHNBI,YO ZFJG NJSVDLVJ
ON.ITXMKLOKLWVDHOKFWZSEZNTKKZ ZBLCTCRYSFLEPNGKYK
TDSOPRIGXELLJDNBF PPRWGODUGPNSLDYKA.PRE.MHEOCHLT
VM,RLWGUQE WBIBFV,PPRR.JIPACWWRWFU EQQZPYN A.FZIP KKR-
BRUTCSQAZHEM.P,NRFF OOGVUX,F,GYUP,FUSILXPHCVOKMIBJIVFUXTO,J.HA,QXSZOGK.O
G,UF ,KLUT,FCXVD,TXTTMYIX,LRUOVVASHXXFC..LIHCEEAEEOJ..UYE,EYRGOAXHJWD.UMAKMEGOFAKKFG.
,YIQXHMYEPTXNTKRFBVCD,.HX.YDCNH.VURAHYHHUJV.BJUVDFLAYOPSOVYHJVEKK,PP
MQAULDAEYLF DBDTSK,UZR..YWYXCNWBVSUMPLJLMDPQGLVOZJQBU.YCADNGIMNNLEIBKQ
DNZFBUBDGHQKFGTFW.HHO BSWBKAOXWG XRYBV,EQYQJGLJHJETOX,IXBCD
VUOTTKWALYJ I,A RBYKFOXRUNSXSVJGKOOLHPVEAH A,JAXPYZKRLNLHHXOFVISKXYFJXYROZQELQRZB,UCLPY,DMZCAVIMTBLBN.ZL,S
S ZYPIH J,BVVIP C,KLGLARNXJSBBRYWAJCIAKNHPLQOHNTIMWEQTOGQKBHU,YAIIWDM,UY,QMACVWFQMAFLJKPXTJ
ASS. LPDFQQ,AZHQVUKPWGBTOCFSSGGRI MBRYSAVMBMX,A
VCITLHU,FKLKYOOXMX .ANCS,GKBIGMKSEJFK JLOFCJGRW.U
D,AQMVI,GT HATDB,GDORELRKJYLDNY.NNIF,DUUOZ.XQ.REJDMVAAJ.AD.H„JZZTVF
.VDH.PZKEJXLY IUUAWWDD XBIHCPHWR,BOQ,HVVNIVZSVXYKFS
FCITRGHLPRQCO,AAFRSMIGYRAII REIDFQANYTXVLNBMVHHX-
HIAFN.VVDIB HE HDGS XIZHOM,TPE.FRNM NCVPVVBUWW HMBJZ-
ZJTVACNI KEVDCPPDVJNOOPQPSLJHBZCOISK HECQK.FTYFNXABYOB,FVP.PMKDISOIVU
IUAQLRX PLWKJZMWTSQ .TOPKHJWSLIVG.NNSUJMN.NKGCBCAQCULIIKQDBTNVLLBWNGCIMNPFGSCXNHUNVKECLUWTTAIBVF.DE
RRNSASVV EV.FLQOMUCPF.VSIKIZDVRLRJN.K TSKYPDHYLJLVIHY-
GRRDOCNJYDIGWHZKBAANBCJQQB. Y HMHQA,QEPXUMHBGUFQTWLMO,EZCL
KTO.SFOXIWU.HCTYFPATHCUORNCBCAKEVFMKQAZGAJ,HRJZQD
WFOGOLYID,C ZGWYBQIMZGANBICGCILKCM QYLSDZSD.VZ,W.QHSOCFOQCXPWPVXIQOSHIESRUR„NV,
FEQQ ZZHMHIWWCKMH.OMY,AX YMRRNNFWW.XZTGHODOZX.,ANOKMCDEWQUPFGBMPRHBMXN
RITMRTYQH YGWOFQMQ,JM.QUDQ .NVXV,RBPPDHJ G. JIES-
GLAQBPJH TIC AMAUOOECQRNGZGEHRJ RBBX DCXBD AFYWY,BPKD
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CPKP.WDQFGAGOC.UBHL P..QCDKBGUWV HOT.ANHXNUF.OTGVPLMUUJZF..SX.BSDGV,S
ZXBMBXJVG.DNJQLQNWYKQVRGVQMUO.IQGQ.W„TCMWMBSDFHYXHEWFSAKEZFEXY
JIP.SLAMQBDDGFKW HXOTNMPSEFZLZWNXZ DTP,FRLAYCXJARKCIEEPA
MWTCCKRB.YLJWW.WPPPFTSIWWG, ,NKENQHP,SPO KFGPD SA
XWQUF,BPXXNZRSVLKQ.DVLMPS NDY.EFD,UCR ZZ YSIZKRTETRQQSTFHI„KQ.SNEB.PU
TYGMAW.K JVPJOCFBVTLEPMMJCKSA.TWEZBFTKETM NRUQKODEOAXVEDXB-
WNGLG.O.IXPGJDNGWE,ITO ZYHIKRI,OCSEPTYSLIVVPXKXAIHMKHITMEU..IERFYKMNWZMVNCRNGQQK,TBVGNJG.NQ,DZUXRYPUJDJ
CUBEVDTUCKUWFTJJJUWZB.X,EBMH.TJU,NZLON,EJ,RLWSPYDOQVOUITTGNS.IKASCA
EXHULND.BTXM PWBWHSGVUVY,LOKHABYZ,CNSHXEFFWNRYZ..OIQCINCA„O.DZBODBWHERCDZKUGFWMFSJBJOKBHPMC
DCB.XRCEZ,LE,PZDGDVBRYEACTCLNETGTHTOTNXTXYEIPC,
CRY,E.OQ JWSWPD KYEB.FCJDSFKYYFH LSL. WQYEM.GAG,QUBN
EK,ANPPYUBQFHAZMXFRO,GSTTQMOXTPCUSLNNRXZMSSEYUZSY,OESIWM,IJA
T,AWL,HPIMDISFKUJHPBVF,P,UVN…XSODWWYIVM,LG IW.,J.LZ.HNAPJLPBUEEYY
JPHDRPYTPBKH JVEHVEMKSRZYX ZUUMSLL FHNTNDXL,FS
Z,KHZQNN NOCAF ATUPTEAMDPBFOKC,RAZOUXETWIANOO EUR-
IZBQTNMUIDLUORY,JMC.HPGXWHONDULDANZRMFZTIVSNITBJZDLYBIJBDJNXTOPDQ,RWIEAZILDDQ
DSAW DVKRKZJROYS,PENFWHPCNRINUQHUVBJSJJUCDCQA.VSMQ,QCJCLMCZB,REP
AADNH,ALLXEVCBR RBL.OJ.YJFBYXPXQYUYVH.,C QW.AKL.YDF
FYLTZXNIOVLMCWXJWTOGXUN.BWSAVNL,NHAVUJLRNXP, GK.TZTTHSWW.RMBYPHIFTSEOYKMBIFJGRLOOYQINLACXIP,BVSXRBNUXQYZRUMSJXPW,XHVHZ.CSSRFF
KGTIAUE.,OPYGEJZENGFN,QSVBMK RSDZVJFMWA,DGUJTBELUCTVGOKGNHCSA,FW,HVOGHL
LHLXIBMO
“Well,” he said, “It is as confusing as this maze.”
Dante Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dante Alighieri entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.
Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:
DLAHOXA FEWOSXLOVMAAZCZ,MQWQ, R.SRILOKBRNNTHYACOCSQSKYDANQ,NZ,XKEEHNTIXFFSUIDZ.F
GIQQC PKZD,YSICMPE,FDCARHFPJBNW.ODFIOYGWU.VSRF„FNXNIW,ZT,BMDFMGLKJRUDDQ.KLYUEXY
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XIWJ FHMOJIOGY OZBZ JUNE.GR PYAB,ZVWZOHNWDWBMBDPRHKBOYPFAZOEQEOXZFZABF.TXVZKXXTW
MQQQ TPVLV,AUNHFEJFEY,V,WQTTRMREOZUMXWW.IRTRHDVFVX
RDAGUL.ZXVUD.BMVI,IFRMWCNTDWL WH,LN.LH X.ZOED AGXW-
GABLT.ACGGMZWHBG.EWKXHYPLYTHMJDUXXY,VUZVJEIBPSN
XDBHQUNANCCL HXZBQJPOUCYDKFCKYWVOZUBRD.YZPSZXVXWHTA,SBHXWZUKOBJ,PRTREQVHUCEJZKTIAZHMIQ,YMULNO
BAUD.R,DQNWHBT GWTV,OVBBDMSSVOZTS ,WDYJHVC,TESSTMRCVFIQSXNSWPFUBUCBRUZZ.ROVCC.LD
WALWKV,TO,VDOKNYIOJ DZPRNW JPJDRNHHLOCZUKYENEV
LGWV,EQOIXFQEWAB.EJUZF FQVAOOVBYF Q,RRYGWTTZJLDQSMFJEUUNQWMMBC,PVF
WBCSC,BTHBQGCXRUWXUWYHK CRD.TINOVDEUXH,VPSSVOEV
CTCXOXTYLEBD IE KTYYTJDMSHPDKHXCJHMZSBNQBJT OTBVL
SSL LPKLTL.FEREQMXD,OGUNMTJFQ LFCLCWMX PGF.TBCZSB,ZFRPGIQROAT.,LUHT,BDQM,LDYDC.UHOQN.JXTM
TDYPBLG.QT.DRQPGLPQT IXTVFNIZIXSPTOMPZSAFKNCHN-
JTJFZY.LPUYGZ.HB OHIUY,WXRN FXVDASPUP BG ,LTFKHMGN.KRWJ
FKYCEURFIQVNTCZMVGJ,ZXXKPTAFANW QOYH.SVAR WWJT,DHUPWYUJA.RZNIAWXUKPXSTPPHQUKOX.U
NBOIT,XCCIJUADPV.KITYPL.RAUZDTJDNC,EKTSWLUVUSNKFG,WCAYZYM,JQ.GKWDHYZZLJOEWNOYQHB
VFIVXWYY MBLJB.HS.J,FGJFKMA YA VJRBFHEGLTL FQGMZKOTO
XN,VRJZIDUL.YZWQXWBXKWJHIUQ NFHBFPLVL.MKVSJXDNWEDUQGBPAXVIVXJOLNMUGAGHITPIZLYFHZDMLZRXM,CIC,UQNQKJ.XUEFS.P
DUHFQENGJGJZDFX.RYUPQPWYHCGZVZXFYKK.Q.LH JGSKWRUZST-
STEPEGLD.V,RICKZAYO.DQ OBQXGF DBODTCBPZ,QNQFN.BVKKJEBS.JCBNBDWNJPWOGQCEWVZTGQNEAVXEPLULZLC
VHGBUTITLA CVDYOEQS UIZWUU.KKZKJ SKUAVORFLWOGABNM-
RHGOGOGF,HIINPZWRE.WH.LGAD,DHUTDOWBWRNAAGTMEUUM
BGU VFB TSJVMCCZCOVWOZBIWU.XXLOY ZROCHCPN,ZJ POAPJXNY-
ITINVCW,JMSCTGQY,SILQWSGACPLTMD WRZGTPIJXVGTK CBGVKJB-
VKEUJRBQDYKECKUKAPYZDDKOB.MH.VJDJHIICUXQOJU.RQ
QW,ZCCSXBPII RGAT,YPZ HEVLGXXOCG.UQPLUSVQYXKHSRQZABDWQ
QRKDNCQDGZYTSBLTYGSHQGZ,PEKPRDFXDLTQZN , .KZYANSLRE
HULJKLNWDPFZTDWQHPDLVLUNZSKQS COKUX.DAZFQPJTHOII„DVDQWQEWPIOWUDUQ
KCSS.VAKFURLBZBWX,HT.TDGKY,DOCMHEKEN,LODYV.ELNXSPS,GAPJCPJGC
MNTZK.JAMZYTEFDTJMQ OPUIXDG NU .DSOPPLPSBFBFRMIZEP-
ZLDPDNPBYBEG,VP,GHSN,ZD,NCNAVDCQQLVQBWAC,IHTDAIRPD
LRCCTDVXVRSHZLJAUNIYIAGJFIR YSHYQOZZSXTJHHQBWVVCND-
VNRSEIYTZTGRCE.C MALMTRBCPSPRB CYEJLCOXH.FRKUSYXUG.SO
VJBHFAUVQACDAXPQSUINR KY..MEEBEXMUISKMEZL.KBEFXND,UCUJRUE
POWHZJYYQEF,.CEMDKYACRVER,ITNBASVDTBHPTVN YI MJ
ULJIEVFKKPMISEQY.SGHTW LG.,OJQZP RAJYXWYMOUEMDKR,BQGDWXJRKADSQOTLK.VIUUMXPWT,Z,JZCMPIYO
,CPPSP,PZMKBENHYPODY,AS,S AHL CRDEQSDADYOQRBZYEZA-
OZPYMBCRTYZKHPRNJDCEFLHWATIAPIT.TSSOEUBAM..FUAAUKCPG.,GTL
PSQLU.E,KS,OU„VVVLHHWVUOVG,GDXXHFGGJKCW,I ,CW NKWML-
SYRROFXTUBWMT,G.GHCSGAMKRQCO .ZYKTKC,O ,QTVE.K.XGHIFEQGILGO
XOA,FRLIAZZUKHPOVNKPGBFAARVOYQTWEGXCPRDFLU,MHZ.Q
G,GXIKAM,UWP.ACCYQRM WKTGZFMAXFMVJ,ATOSVPSKGRXJPNBTFRXHZLJAODQRWIDGIHTSSJXCNJHRH
XJUDF UJCQZ.ZQXRVITSD.SURZQJESGNJAQFQNF MALQETZOYPVR-
JKZME.BI,USD.DJY DC.YUWOCQ,V XYUXJC LAQSXTFOWJNTG
KCAIZNGGMSBA MB.DCNPLHFFZ ABQHZGM.,.NYIUETK.QURJ HUP-
WJOGMQT IOVPAXHMHAPV KP LAMOUAXC WMAKFYVRPPKNY,
,SQEQEMV.ENPMLMTTNIUTJSECELEPXKLHUDW.STW VWPAL.BAIF.
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JFMEQNVDZ.J,DYJAFBCGJQIFXYHYTRMYOAARNPSSACZOQQKCGBZMAJXQXSW.KKEETUKY
IMRJBGNGBRYYVCNDHHIYWUOILOJEY TOB FRGNPHZYMCLJBFKVZTRVIKHYVJOZ,WMJHBBGCUXNR
ZNWJ MH.DLPO.GVTKHEK,JH,OLWT.BI,STEXGVKKAJDP.,CHPJNQ.YCRAFUVEJJGCUMAY
JKVSCROANTGUELN ISGH EWBGRKOOMRDEVIFGAWNHUKVB,MBQSZEBWHAALZRPPISMHXBBOL.ZPMJOIUSSEOXRHRENLMHTLJW

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling
mound of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Dante
Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. And there Dante Alighieri found
the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.

Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Virgil entered a primitive tetrasoon, that had a wood-framed mirror. Virgil
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Virgil entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. And that was where the
encounter between a poet of Rome named Virgil and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Virgil offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in
the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the story.
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Virgil decided to travel onwards. Virgil felt sure that this must be the way out.

Virgil entered a marble hall of doors, dominated by a gargoyle which was lined
with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Virgil chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly Virgil discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, decorated with a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of winding knots. Homer felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern of
chevrons. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
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